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PREFACE

This book is based on the author’s lecture notes for a course 
on vacuum tubes given at Harvard University since 1922. As 
the preparation of the manuscript progressed, it became apparent 
that not all of the material could be contained in a single book. 
Consequently, only the theory of the operation of vacuum tubes 
at low power is presented here; the remaining material, including 
the theory of power amplifiers and oscillators, gas-content tubes, 
rectifiers, etc., will, according to present plans, appear in a 
second book.

Although this book is written primarily as a textbook, it is 
hoped that it will serve also as a reference book. The author 
has endeavored to present only the fundamental principles of 
the subject, avoiding discussion of the multifarious circuits 
in which the vacuum tube may be used. The circuits and 
applications of vacuum tubes change from year to year but 
the fundamental theory is the same for all time. With an 
understanding of the principles, any circuit and any application 
can be analyzed.

Certain sections, which go into considerable detail, may to 
advantage be omitted on the first reading of the book. For 
the guidance of the reader these sections are indicated by an 
asterisk (*).

The author takes this opportunity to express his gratitude to 
his wife, always a companion, coworker, and inspiration in the 
preparation of the manuscript; to David P. Wheatland who so 
generously assisted in collecting experimental data and in read
ing the proofs, and to all others who have aided in various ways. 
The author wishes especially to acknowledge his obligation to 
Prof. H. E. Clifford, Dean of the Harvard Engineering School, 
for his many valuable suggestions and corrections in editing the 
manuscript.

E. L. C.
Cruft Laboratory, Cambridge.

March, 1933.
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rg Variational grid resistance of vacuum tube
rVp Variational plate resistance of multielectrode tube
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r<H
8

Variational grid resistance of multielectrode tube
Variational transconductance of a vacuum tube or 
amplifier

8 Transconductance evaluated from average values, 
but which is a function of current or potential

Sp Grid-to-plate variational transconductance of vacuum 
tube

SQ Plate-to-grid variational transconductance of vacuum 
tube

SPOn Plate variational transconductance from nth grid to 
plate of multielectrode tube

SOnP Variational reflex transconductance from the plate to 
the nth grid of multielectrode tube

T 
t
Up

Temperature or periodic time
Time
Variational voltage ratio or amplification factor of a 
vacuum tube

UPOn Variational voltage ratio with respect to nth grid of 
multielectrode tube

^OnP Variational reflex factor with respect to nth grid of 
multielectrode tube

W

X
Wi 

(X)h
X

X

Y
y
y 
z
z

Thermionic work function
Reactance
Reactance to low frequency
Reactance to high frequency
Reactance which is a function of potential or current
Coordinate
Admittance not a function of potential or current
Admittance which is a function of potential or current
Coordinate
Impedance not a function of potential or current-
Impedance which is a function of potential or current

Greek Letter Symbols

a An angle

fi A reactance ^Lw — divided by Lw

fi Special use in Chap. XXII, definition: Equation 
(803), page 576

7 Shielding factor in a triode or multielectrode tube
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A Before a symbol indicates small but finite value
e A small quantity

Ratio of resistance to inductive reactance
9 An angle
k Boltzmann’s constant
X Wave length
v Frequency of radiation
7T 3.1416
p Volume density of charge
Z Sum of . . .
t Coefficient of coupling
<f> An angle

An angle or indicates function of
a Angular velocity

General Notes

Subscripts A, B, C denote sources of power in filament, plate, 
and grid circuits of a triode.

Subscripts a, b, c denote quantities associated with the external 
filament, plate, and grid circuits of a triode.

Subscripts f, p, g denote quantities directly associated with the 
filament, plate, and grid of a triode.

Subscripts h and I outside parentheses denote that the quantity 
is of or for high and low frequencies.





THEORY OF THERMIONIC 
VACUUM TUBES

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Classification of Vacuum Tubes.—The expression vacuum 
tube signifies a variety of devices all of which have in common a 
closed envelope or bulb made usually of glass or quartz, into which 
are sealed one or more electrodes and from which the air has been 
mostly exhausted or replaced by some other gas at reduced pres
sure. These tubes are capable of passing electric currents 
between their electrodes and, because of the passage of the 
electric currents, various effects are obtained which make 
the devices useful. As specific examples of such vacuum 
devices we may enumerate the following: Geissler tube, mercury- 
arc lamp, mercury rectifier, X-ray tube, tungar rectifier, photo
electric tube, and radio vacuum tube.

All vacuum tubes may be divided into two classes. Examples 
of the first class are the Geissler tube, the mercury-arc lamp, 
the X-ray tube, etc., which are useful because of radiation 
into which some of the electrical energy supplied to them is 
transformed. Since these tubes are sources of useful radiation, 
they are output devices in the same sense as are generators, 
motors, incandescent lamps, electric bells, etc. This book is not 
concerned with this class of vacuum-tube radiators but with the 
second class now to be described.

The second class includes those vacuum tubes which are useful 
because of the action they have in, or the effect they have upon, 
the circuits in which they are connected. The useful effects are 
usually localized in some part of the circuit remote from the 
vacuum tube itself. This class of devices may be called circuit 
elements, for, like resistances, inductances, capacitances, switches, 
relays, etc., they are devices used as component parts of electric 

1
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circuits which work together to cause some useful effect in the 
circuits. These tubes are not themselves output devices, as were 
the tubes of the first class, but are controlling means.

Among these controlling or circuit-element tubes may be 
listed the following:

1. Mercury rectifier.
2. Tungar rectifier.
3. Short-path gaseous rectifier.
4. Thermionic vacuum tube.

a. Two-electrode tube used as Fleming valve detector. 
Rectifier (Kenotron).

b. Three-electrode tube used as:
Amplifier or repeater.
Oscillator.
Modulator.
Detector.

c. Four-electrode tube used as:
Amplifier.
Detector.
Oscillator.

d. Five-electrode tube used as:
Amplifier.
Detector.
Oscillator.

e. Magnetron tube used as:
Amplifier.
Oscillator.

The above list is not complete but is given merely to illustrate 
the suggested classification. Although the first three kinds of 
controlling tubes are briefly treated, more emphasis is given 
to the most important kind of controlling tube, the thermionic 
vacuum tube.

2. General Considerations.—The passage of electricity through 
the space between the electrodes of all types of vacuum tubes is 
effected by a migration of discrete charged particles or carriers. 
If the tube is well evacuated, the current through the tube con
sists of a drift of minute negative charges, all of the same unitary 
charge of electricity, called electrons. If, on the other hand, an 
appreciable amount of gas is present in the tube, a part of the 
conduction may be due to charged particles of gas called ions. 
These ions may be either negatively or positively charged. Even 
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if the conduction of electricity is partly by gaseous ions, electrons 
are always present and indeed absolutely necessary in order to 
start the conduction. Electrons and gaseous ions play such 
important roles in the operation of electronic vacuum devices that 
the second and third chapters are devoted to the fundamental 
principles concerning these carriers of electricity.

Since electrons are essential for the conduction of electricity 
through a vacuum tube, there must be some source of electrons 
inside the tube. Some possible sources are radioactive sub
stances which emit electrons spontaneously, matter when acted 
upon by ultra-violet light or X-rays, and matter when strongly 
heated. The last source provides the most copious supply of 
electrons and is also the most convenient one. A heated electrode 
or filament, often called the cathode, is the most frequently used 
source in the electronic vacuum tubes to be discussed in this 
book. O. W. Richardson has given the name thermions to 
the electrons emitted from hot bodies and, although these 
electrons are not at all different from the electrons derived from 
other sources and are strictly not ions at all, the term has come 
into such general use that the inconsistency of the expression 
would best be disregarded. Vacuum tubes using thermions are 
called thermionic vacuum tubes. The subject of thermionic 
emission of electrons is discussed in Chap. IV and a discussion of 
the practical emitters is given in Chap. V.

The thermionic vacuum tubes have, besides the hot electrode, 
one or more cold electrodes. In the early forms of tubes, one of 
these cold electrodes was a flat metal plate, or two plates con
nected together, one on either side of the filament. Hence this 
cold electrode is called the plate. Some writers prefer the term 
anode for this electrode, since the conventional idea of the flow 
of electricity makes this plate electrode one of the electrodes by 
which the current enters the tube. Although the term anode may 
be scientifically more elegant, the simpler term plate is generally 
used, even though in many tubes now constructed the original 
flat plate has evolved into other shapes, such as cylinders or 
flattened cylinders. There is in most tubes no difficulty in 
identifying the plate, since it is usually the most substantial 
electrode of the tube and is usually made of sheet metal. The 
other cold electrode or electrodes are usually of open mesh con
struction. This third electrode (there may be two or more 
electrodes of this type instead of one) is usually situated between
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the hot electrode and the plate and in the early tubes was made 
up of a grid work of wires and hence called a grid. Although the 
grid electrode takes various forms in modern tubes, the term 
grid is sufficiently descriptive of this electrode to leave no ques
tion in one’s mind as to which electrode is the grid. Since 
usually the function of the grid electrode is to effect control of the 
current to the plate, the grid electrode is sometimes called the 
control electrode.

Many names have been applied to the two-electrode tube, such 
as Fleming valve, diode, and kenotron, and to the three-electrode 
tube, such as audion, pliotron, oscillion, and radiotron. It is to 
be deplored that so many expressions have arisen for the same 
device. Most of the terms have been invented by manufacturers 
to distinguish their products. Although this may be admirable 
advertising tactics, it is believed that such trade names should not 
be used in scientific literature unless for the express purpose of 
specifying a certain manufacturer’s product. It is, however, 
desirable to differentiate the two- and three-electrode tubes 
because these two types of tubes have different characteristics. 
The terms two-electrode tube and three-electrode tube are definite and 
satisfactory except for their length, so the simpler terms diode and 
triode will be used for the two types of thermionic tubes. If there 
are four or five electrodes, the device may be termed a tetrode 
or a pentode.

Returning to the consideration of vacuum tubes in general, 
electrons, and ions if gas be present, pass between the electrodes 
under the directing force of the potential differences impressed 
between the electrodes. Except in one or two special types of 
tubes where magnetic fields are used to influence the passage of 
the carriers, vacuum tubes are electric devices obedient to the 
laws of electrostatics.

The action of a tube as a circuit element is described in terms 
of the functional relation between the impressed voltage and the 
current, together with the influence of certain other variables 
such as temperature and time. With some forms of circuit 
element, this functional relation is expressible in a simple mathe
matical equation. For example, for a resistance, e = Ri; for an 

di b cinductance, e = for an arc, e = a + - + where e is the dt
instantaneous potential difference impressed on the device, i is 
the instantaneous current through the device, t is time, and the 
other letters are constants. The functional relation for some 
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other devices, such as most of the thermionic tubes, cannot be 
expressed in such simple mathematical form, so that recourse 
must be had to graphical methods. The current through a diode 
is a function of the impressed voltage and the temperature of the 
electron emitter, unless the variations of potential are extremely 
rapid or gas is present, in which cases time may be an important 
factor. In any case, however, these functional relations are best 
expressed by families of curves. Such graphs are discussed in 
Chap. IV. A triode has two current paths which are mutually 
dependent and the functional relations between the variables are 
more complex. These relations also have to be expressed graphi
cally and are discussed in Chap. VII.

Since the historical order is not followed in this book, a very 
brief historical sketch of the development of the thermionic 
tube is given here. This sketch will also serve to lay before the 
reader some of the important uses to which these thermionic 
tubes are put.

3. Brief Historical Sketch.—One of the earliest experiments 
which contributed to knowledge at the foundation of vacuum
tube development is that performed in 1873 by F. Guthrie.1 He 
observed that a negatively charged electroscope was discharged 
when a metal ball heated to a dull red was brought near it, but 
that a positively charged electroscope was not discharged unless 
the ball was heated to a higher temperature. An electroscope 
charged either positively or negatively became discharged with the 
ball at a white heat. This experiment proves that the metal ball 
when very hot furnishes both positively and negatively charged 
carriers of electricity but furnishes only positively charged carriers 
when at the lower temperature. In the light of present-day 
knowledge, we know that a metal when heated to a dull red some
times gives off positive ions of gas, originating probably from the 
gas occluded in the metal. At a higher temperature the metal 
gives off electrons. Guthrie’s experiment can be conveniently 
repeated by placing at a short distance above the terminal of a 
charged electroscope, a wire which can be electrically heated to 
various temperatures.

Between the years 1882 and 1889, Elster and Geitel,2 two 
German scientists, made a more extensive study of the conductiv
ity of the gas near heated solids and flames. They investigated

1 Guthrie, Phil. Mag., 4th ser., 46, 257 (1873).
2 Elster and Geitel, Ann. d. Physik, 16, 193 (1882); 19, 588 (1883); 

26, 1 (1885); 31, 109 (1887); 37, 319 (1889). 
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the conduction effects in different gases under reduced pressure. 
In some of their later work, they used a piece of apparatus which 
was a two-electrode vacuum tube, consisting of a straight electri
cally heated filament of carbon or metal located inside a bulb and 
directly below a cold plate sealed into the top of the bulb. Elster 
and Geitel were interested only in the scientific side of their 
experiments and, although they noted the unilateral conductivity 
of their two-electrode device, they did not mention its possibilities 
as a rectifier of alternating currents.

Thomas A. Edison,3 in 1883, with apparently no knowledge of 
the experiments of Guthrie or the early experiments of Elster and 
Geitel, made an important discovery. Some of the carbon fila
ments of incandescent lamps, which Edison had recently invented, 
developed hot-spots due to a diminished cross section at certain 
points. These hot-spots not only shortened the life of the lamp 
but caused the bulbs to blacken, owing to carbon particles pro
jected in straight lines from these hot-spots and deposited on the 
inside of the glass bulb. In the investigation of this phenomenon, 
he sealed into the bulb a plate situated between the legs of the 
horseshoe-shaped filament. He then discovered that a galvanom
eter, connected between the plate and the positive end of the 
filament, indicated a current, but that no current flowed when 
connection was made to the negative end of the filament instead 
of to the positive end. In the first case, the current evidently 
passed through the vacuous space between the plate and the 
filament. This phenomenon has since been known as the Edison 
effect and is probably the real starting point of the modern 
thermionic tube.

In 1884 and 1885 Preece4 in England made some quantitative 
measurements of the Edison effect. Preece showed that the kind 
of metal used for the plate had no influence upon the effect, but 
that the current was greatly influenced by the distance between 
filament and plate, the temperature of the filament, and the 
potential difference applied between the plate and filament. He 
explained the phenomenon by assuming that the current was 
carried by negatively charged molecules or particles of carbon 
shot off in straight lines from the filament.

Attention is also directed to the early work of W. Hittorf6 
who showed that a current could be passed through a vacuum

3 Engineering, p. 553, Dec. 12, 1884.
■■Preece, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 38, 219 (1885).
6 Hittorf, Ann. d. Physik, 21, 119 (1884). 
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tube with a very small potential difference if the cathode was 
incandescent; and to the work of E. Goldstein,6 who showed that, 
using a hot filamentary cathode of carbon or platinum, a current 
could be made to pass through a discharge tube even with low 
potentials, when the gas pressure was so low that, with the 
cathode cold, the highest voltages caused no perceptible discharge 
through the tube.

J. A. Fleming7 of the University of London, who was in touch 
with the work of Edison and of Preece, conducted an extended 
series of experiments on the Edison effect between the years 1889 
and 1896. Although the unilateral conductivity of the glow lamp 
provided with a cold plate was known, and hence its ability to 
rectify low-frequency alternating currents was a natural conse
quence, yet Fleming was the first to suggest and use this device for 
detecting high-frequency oscillations by converting them into 
direct current through the rectifying action of the vacuum tube. 
He took out a patent in Great Britain8 in 1904, and in the United 
States9 and Germany10 in 1905, covering the use of the “oscillation 
valve, ” as he termed the device, as a detector or receiver in wire
less telegraphy. The vacuum tube consisting of an electrically 
heated filament and a cold plate sealed into an exhausted bulb 
is a two-electrode tube and is often justly called a “Fleming 
valve. ”

The remarkable work of J. J. Thomson11 in 1897 on the 
measurement of the mass of the electron, and the proof that all 
electrons derived from any source whatever are of the same mass 
and charge, furnished the true explanation of the Edison effect. 
The reader is referred to J. J. Thomson’s books “Conduction 
of Electricity through Gases” and “The Corpuscular Theory of 
Matter” for an account of these experiments. In the light of 
Thomson’s work, it is clear that the current of electricity is not 
carried through the vacuous space between the filament and plate 
by charged particles of- matter but by minute unitary charges of 
negative electricity called electrons, all of the same charge, which 

6 Goldstein, Ann. d. Physik, 24, 79 (1885).
7 Fleming, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 47, 118 (1890); 14, 187 (1896); 

Phil. Mag., 42, 52 (1896).
8 British patent 24,850, Nov. 16, 1904.
9 U. S. patent 803,684, Apr. 19, 1905.

10 German patent 186,084, Klasse 21a, Gruppe 68, Apr. 12, 1905.
11 Thomson, J. J., Phil. Mag., 44, 293 (1897).
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are emitted by the hot filament and attracted by the positively 
charged plate.

Many of the early experimenters in the field of thermionics 
believed that the emission of electricity from hot bodies, eyen if 
by electrons, was the result of some sort of chemical reaction 
between the small residue of gas remaining in the tube and the 
material of the filament. In fact, the observed diminution of the 
current from plate to filament, as more and more of the gas is 
removed, supported this view. On the other hand, O. W. Rich
ardson, in 1901, working along both theoretical and experimental 
lines, advanced the theory that the electron emission at elevated 
temperatures is a property alike for all conductors and not at all 
dependent upon the presence of gas about them. Richardson 
derived mathematical laws for the electron emission as dependent 
upon temperature and these laws agree well with experiment. 
The reader is here referred to Richardson’s book “The Emission of 
Electricity from Hot Bodies” for a more complete account of 
Richardson’s valuable theoretical contributions to this field.

In 1903 and 1904 A. Wehnelt12 discovered and investigated the 
copious emission of electricity from metal filaments coated with 
certain oxides, notably of the rare earths, such as the oxides of 
strontium, barium, calcium, etc. A heated filament or electrode 
of other form coated with one or more of these oxides and used 
as the negative electrode of a vacuum tube is known as a Wehnelt 
cathode and is one very common form of emitting electrode used 
in modern tubes.

The thermionic emission from pure tungsten was very 
thoroughly investigated by Irving Langmuir. His first paper was 
presented before the Institute of Radio Engineers, April 7, 1915, 
and in it he gives further support to Richardson’s theory that 
pure electron emission is a property of metals independent of the 
presence of gas. Subsequent work by Langmuir and Dushman 
has added greatly to the practical knowledge of the properties of 
tungsten filaments.

We shall now consider the application made by Fleming of the 
two-electrode vacuum tube to the detection of high-frequency 
oscillations. In his earlier experiments and in his first patent 
applications of 1904 and 1905, he made use of the simplest 
property of the vacuum tube; namely, when a potential is

12German patent 157,845, Klasse 21g, Jan. 15, 1904; Ann. d. Physik, 14, 
425 (1904).
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impressed between the plate and the negative end of the filament, 
a current flows when the plate is made positive, but very little or 
no current flows when the plate is made negative. Figure 1 
gives one scheme of connections used by Fleming. A represents 
the antenna connected to ground through the tuning inductance
P. The tuned circuit SC is 
coupled to the antenna coil 
P. The “oscillation valve” is 
diagrammatically represented 
by V. When oscillations occur 
in circuit SC, induced from the 
antenna circuit, oscillations of 
potential which take place 
across condenser C are im
pressed between the filament 
and plate of tube V. The rec
tified impulses then cause a 
deflection of the galvanometer 
G or produce a sound in a 

Fig. 1.—Fleming value used as a detec
tor of radio signals.

telephone receiver which may be substituted for G.
In 1908 and 1909 Fleming filed patent applications in Great

Britain and in the United States13 covering a more efficient 
method of using a diode as a receiver of radio messages. This 
second method, which will be explained more fully in Chap. XIX, 
makes use of the rectifying action at a sharp bend of the charac
teristic curve of the diode. In this method the potential oscilla
tions of the message are superimposed upon a steady potential 
and their sum is impressed between the filament and plate of a 
diode. The resulting net transfer of electricity in one direction 
in the plate circuit, due to the message, is considerably greater 
than in the use of the device as a simple valve, and louder signals 
are obtained.

The diode used to rectify the exceedingly small power of a 
radio signal is made in small sizes. The development of the 
diode for the rectification of large amounts of power at high 
potentials was a logical sequence but required the overcoming 
of certain technical difficulties. The presence of gas in the diode 
used for receiving messages is not always detrimental, for the 
sensitiveness of the detector is often materially increased by a 
small amount of gas. When high potentials and larger currents

13 British patent 13,518, June 25, 1908; U. S. patent 945,619, Jan. 2, 1909. 
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are used, the presence of even a very small amount of gas is 
disastrous. It was necessary, therefore, in the construction 
of high-power vacuum tubes, to exhaust to a point that was 
possible only after the timely invention and development of 
better high-vacuum pumps. In 1913 Gaede of Germany intro
duced the molecular pump and in 1915 the diffusion pump. 
Langmuir shortly afterwards described an improved mercury 
pump which he called a “condensation pump.” Using one of 
these improved methods of exhaustion, Langmuir, with other 
engineers, advanced the knowledge of pure electron emission 
and designed high-power rectifying diodes which were called 
kenotrons.

Another line of development of the diode rectifier resulted 
in the tungar rectifier, which is a two-electrode tube containing 
pure argon gas at several centimeters pressure. These tubes are 
suitable for rectifying relatively large currents at low potentials 
and are in common use for charging storage batteries from an 
a-c. source.

In 1907 Lee de Forest14 made an original and radical improve
ment in the vacuum tube by interposing, between the filament 
and plate, a third electrode in the form of a wire grating or grid. 
This third electrode is situated in the most favorable position to 
control electrostatically the flow of electrons from the filament 
through the meshes of the grid to the plate. From this con
trolling action the three-electrode tube or triode derives all of its 
advantages over the diode. The triode was first used by de 
Forest, as shown in Fig. 2, and proved to be a great improvement 
on the detectors of the prior art. The potential fluctuations are 
impressed between the grid and filament, and the galvanometer 
or telephone is connected in series with a battery between the 
plate and filament.

With the introduction of the third electrode, the vacuum tube 
acquired new properties which were destined to open up tremen
dous fields of commercial utility. Under proper conditions, a 
variation of potential of the grid with respect to the filament 
causes corresponding variations of current in the plate circuit 

14 U. S. patent 879,532, filed Jan. 29, 1907; British patent 1,427, filed 
Jan. 21, 1908. For a complete description of the early patent history con
cerned with the diode and triode, see book by Fleming, “The Thermionic 
Valve and Its Developments in Radiotelegraphy and Radiotelephony,” 
The Wireless Press, Ltd., London, 1919.
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and this is accomplished with little or no flow of current to the 
grid. The device then acts as an amplifier or relay, because 
power can be controlled in the plate circuit by the expenditure 
of little or no power in the grid circuit. The triode was first 
used to amplify alternating currents of audible frequencies, 
but as development progressed, it was successfully employed in 
amplifying currents of radio frequencies.

One of the most important applications of the amplifying 
triode is the telephone repeater. The American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company and the Western Electric Company have 
spared no expense in research and development of triodes used 
in telephone practice. The major part of this development has

G 7
Fig. 2.—DeForest “Audion” or triode used as a detector.

taken place since 1912. As an indication of the rapidity of 
development, direct-wire telephony from New York to San 
Francisco was made possible as early as 1914 by the installation 
of triode repeaters along the line. The triode has been the direct 
cause of great advances in communication, some of which are 
long-distance telephony, multiplex telephony and telegraphy, 
and transoceanic telephony. Contemporary development has 
been carried on notably in England, France, Germany, and Italy.

Since a triode used as an amplifier of alternating currents 
gives out more power in the plate circuit than is fed into the 
tube at the grid, a small amount of the plate-circuit power can 
be spared to be fed back into the grid circuit, thereby very 
much increasing the plate power. This feeding back of power in 
such a way as to cause a building up of the effect in the plate 
circuit is known as regeneration. The discovery of regeneration 
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has generally been credited to E. H. Armstrong.15 A decision of 
the Circuit Court of Appeals has credited de Forest with the 
origination of the idea of regeneration, at least at low frequencies, 
although Armstrong was probably the first to succeed in obtaining 
the regenerative effect at radio frequencies.

If the feed-back of power from the plate circuit to the grid 
circuit of a triode is increased, a point is reached when self
sustained oscillations are produced, the energy coming from the 
plate battery and the frequency being determined by the capac
itance and inductance of the attached circuits. The vacuum 
tube thus acting as a generator of alternating currents of any 
frequency came into still another field of usefulness. Alexander 
Meissner16 was probably the first to recognize this new use for a 
three-electrode tube and filed a patent application April 10, 1913. 
In a science commanding the attention of so many experimenters 
and developing so rapidly, it is sometimes difficult to determine 
the originator of any particular idea. The invention of the 
oscillating property of a tube is also attributed to Armstrong and 
to de Forest in America, and to C. S. Franklin and H. J. Round in 
England.

The discovery of the oscillating properties of the vacuum 
tube found application at the transmitting station for exciting 
oscillations in the antenna. This new application led naturally 
to the development of larger triodes which could convert more 
power. After overcoming many obstacles, tubes were made 
capable of generating several hundred watts, and, at present, 
tubes are made with an output of several hundred kilowatts. 
The limiting effect in increasing the output power is the amount 
of heat which it is possible to dissipate at the plate; and if the 
plate is sealed inside the vacuum tube, the only way of dissipating 
its heat is by radiation.

About the year 1911 wireless telephony began to be investi
gated by a great many experimenters. The continuous oscilla
tions necessary for successful wireless telephony were at first 
generated by arcs or quenched sparks. With the advent of the 
vacuum-tube oscillator, the development of wireless telephony 
made rapid strides. In the early experiments on wireless 
telephony, weak currents were used and the ordinary microphone 
transmitter, placed in the oscillatory circuit, served as a means

16 Armstrong, Proc. I.R.E., 3, 215 (1915).
16 Mbissner, German patent, 291,604, Apr. 10, 1913. 
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for directly varying the amplitude of the oscillations in syn
chronism with the sound vibrations of the voice, a process known 
as modulation. The microphone was then used as the modulating 
device. As vacuum tubes were made for greater power, other 
means of modulating the powerful oscillating currents became 
necessary. Experiments showed that no other device could 
perform this modulating function as well as the same type of 
vacuum tube that was used for generating the oscillations.

In the year 1915 the engineers of the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company and of the Western Electric Company 
succeeded in transmitting speech from the Naval Station at 
Arlington, Va., to Paris, and also from Arlington to Honolulu, 
the greatest distance being about 5,000 miles. The transmitting 
station utilized about 300 vacuum tubes, each of 25 watts 
capacity, some used as oscillators, others as modulators, and 
still others as power amplifiers.

The importance that radio communication assumed during the 
World War gave added stimulus to the development of the 
vacuum tube and its applications. During the period of hostility, 
there was little scientific liaison among the various countries, 
so that much duplication of work occurred. The vacuum tube 
was made in enormous quantities for use by the armies, resulting 
in more or less standardized types of tubes.

After the war came the period of broadcasting, which really 
began in America about 1921. The rapid growth of the radio 
industry since 1921 has been unparalleled. This rapid develop
ment from the beginning of the war up to the present time has 
been the result of the efforts of countless investigators. In this 
brief outline we may enumerate only a few outstanding develop
ments, leaving the explanation of their operation to later chapters.

Many improvements have been made in the receiving apparatus, 
thereby extending the range of radio signaling and the extent of 
application of the triode. In December, 1919, Armstrong17 
described a new system for receiving radio signals, which he 
called the superheterodyne. The superheterodyne principle has 
proved to be of considerable value and is used in many modern 
radio-receiving sets.

In 1922 Armstrong18 announced another system of reception, 
which he called superregeneration. This system has failed to

17 Armstrong, Proc. I.R.E., 9, 3 (1921).
18 Armstrong, Proc. I.R.E., 10, 244 (1922). 
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come into extensive use except at very high frequencies because 
of the difficulty of adjustment and the fact that weak signals are 
not amplified so much as strong signals.

C. W. Rice,19 in 1920, and L. A. Hazeltine,20 in 1924, described 
methods of preventing the oscillation of radio amplifiers by using 
neutralizing circuits which balanced the regeneration through 
the internal capacitance of the tube. This development enor
mously increased the stability and sensitivity of radio-frequency 
amplifiers.

W. Schottky,21 in 1919, first suggested the use of a second 
grid to serve as an electrostatic screen between the control grid 
and the plate. The screen-grid tube was later developed by 
Hull and Williams22 and made stable radio-frequency amplifiers 
possible without the necessity of neutralizing circuits. These 
four-electrode, or screen-grid, tubes came into common use in 
this country about 1928 or 1929 and are now extensively used in 
modern receiving sets.

With the advent of broadcasting, receiving sets were installed 
in a great many homes. To operate the filaments of the tubes 
then manufactured, a storage battery was required. The cost of 
the battery and the difficulty of recharging without additional 
expensive apparatus gave rise to a demand for tubes which could 
be operated from dry batteries. During the latter part of the 
war, the Western Electric Company developed for the Navy a 
small receiving tube which required only 0.25 amp. to heat the 
filament, instead of about one ampere required by most other 
American tubes of that period. Later, tubes of the same general 
characteristics appeared on the market, to be followed by new 
designs requiring only 0.06 amp. for the filament.

The tubes having filaments of low-power consumption which can 
be operated from dry batteries mark a decided advance by making 
it possible to operate a small receiving set entirely on dry batteries, 
thus eliminating the storage battery. Even dry batteries for 
operation of the filament and plate supply are objectionable, in 
that their life is short when several tubes are operated, and this 
makes the expense of renewal of batteries an important considera
tion. The next important development was in the design of

19 Rice, U. S. patent 1,334,118, Mar. 16, 1920.
20 Hazeltine, U. S. patent 1,489,228, April, 1924; 1,533,858, April, 1925.
21 Schottky, Arch. Elektrot, 8, 299 (1919).
22 Hull and Williams, Phys. Rev., 27, 433 (1926).



Plate I.—Construction of modern vacuum tubes. (Courtesy of R.C.A. 
Above: parts of screen-grid tetrode UY-224; below: parts

Above
1. Tube for stem
2. Flare for stem
3. Pump tube
4. Leading-in wires
5. Stem
6. Finished stem
7. Heater filament
8. Complete cathode
9. Control grid

10. Inner screen
11. Plate
12. Outer screen
13. Top shield
14. Insulating support
15. Getter cup
16. Control-grid connection
17. Complete mount
18. Bulb
19. Sealed and exhausted tube
20. Grid cap
21. Base
22. Completed tube

Radiotron Company.)
of triode UY-227.

Below
1. Tube for stem
2. Flare for stem
3. Pump tube
4. Leading-in wires
5. Stem
6. Finished stem
7. Heater filament
8. Complete cathode
9. Control grid

10. Plate
11. Insulating support
12. Insulator anchor
13. Filament hook
14. Getter cup
15. Complete mount
16. Bulb
17. Sealed and exhausted tube
18. Base
19. Completed tube

(Facing page 14)
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tubes and receiving sets so that the sets could be entirely operated 
from a-c. lighting mains. At first, various types of B-battery 
eliminators appeared. These were devices making use of vacuum 
tubes or electrolytic rectifiers, operated from the house-lighting 
mains, to supply the high voltage for the plate circuits of the 
tubes. Then tubes appeared having separate filaments operated 
on low-voltage alternating current obtained from step-down 
transformers, these filaments serving as heaters for the emitting 
cathodes. From about 1927, receiving sets appeared which were 
operated entirely from the house-lighting mains and by the end of 
1928, only about 11 per cent of the sets manufactured were bat
tery-operated sets.

The experiment of 1915, in which speech was transmitted 
across the Atlantic Ocean, showed that the vacuum tube, when 
used in large numbers and connected in parallel, was capable of 
generating electric oscillations of large power. Because the use of 
a large number of small tubes is both inefficient and inconvenient, 
and believing that the trend of development would be toward 
more and more power, the engineers of the Western Electric 
Company began experiments with a view of increasing the power 
of vacuum-tube oscillators. With the ordinary type of tube, 
with internal plate, all of the heat generated at the plate is 
dissipated by radiation alone. The practical limit to the size of 
tubes of this type is from 1 to 2 kw. With the invention by 
W. G. Housekeeper of a method of sealing copper to glass, tubes 
were made in which the plate was a copper tube serving as a 
portion of the containing vessel as well. With this design the 
plate can be water- or oil-cooled, and practical tubes up to 
500-kw. capacity each have been made.

Perhaps enough has been said to prove that the vacuum tube 
has become one of the most important of electrical devices. To 
emphasize further this statement, one might visit a modern 
broadcasting station where one finds vacuum tubes used as oscil
lators, modulators, amplifiers, telltale devices of various sorts, 
and as power rectifiers for supplying the necessary d-c. power for 
the oscillators and modulators. Again, an examination of a 
modern receiving set reveals vacuum tubes performing the func
tions of detector, radio amplifier, audio amplifier, oscillator, and 
in many cases one tube may perform two or more of these func
tions simultaneously. Finally, an inspection of a modern 
telephone exchange reveals hundreds of vacuum tubes function
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ing as repeaters; and in some exchanges where the carrier system 
is used, vacuum tubes are seen operating for many different 
purposes.

In this historical outline, emphasis has been placed upon the 
use of vacuum tubes in the field of communication. Although the 
communication field is the field in which the vacuum tube finds 
its widest application, there have been noteworthy advances in 
other applications of the vacuum tube.

Without going into detail, mention may be made of the use 
of the triode as a vacuum gauge, as a very convenient voltmeter 
of inestimable value in research, as a relay and a control device, 
etc. The two-electrode tube has found useful application as both 
high-power and low-power rectifier. The photoelectric cell, one 
form of diode, has been developed into a valuable tool in television 
and in investigation generally. One might go on to mention 
many other developments, but it seems best not to exten'd this 
outline but to leave further description of the development and 
uses of the vacuum tube to the more detailed discussion in the 
following chapters.



CHAPTER II

MOLECULES, ATOMS, AND ELECTRONS

4. Matter.—It has long been known and is now universally 
recognized that all matter is made up of submicroscopic pieces, 
these pieces being the smallest particles into which the mass can 
be divided and still retain the properties of the original mass. 
These unitary blocks of the mass are called molecules. Each 
kind of matter has its own distinctive molecule.

Many kinds of molecules are chemically complex and in the 
last analysis can be split up into elementary chemical substances 
which are called chemical elements, of which there are ninety- 
two. All of these elements have been isolated with the possible 
exception of two about which there is at present some doubt. 
When the molecule is thus split up, the original matter loses its 
identity. The smallest particles or units of these chemical ele
ments are called atoms. Thus we see that there are known ninety- 
two kinds of atoms, such as atoms of hydrogen, sulphur, carbon, 
iron, copper, and lead.

From a physical standpoint we recognize three states of matter: 
solid, liquid, and gaseous. A solid is a substance in which the 
cohesive force between the molecules is so great that the substance 
is rigid and has a definite boundary. A liquid is a state of matter 
in which the attraction between molecules is not so great as in 
solids and the molecules are not fixed in relative position. 
Although a liquid has a definite boundary, it is not rigid but flows 
readily. Finally, a gas is a state of matter in which the molecules 
are so far apart that there is very little attraction between them. 
A gas ordinarily has no definite boundary.

5. Kinetic Theory.—According to the kinetic theory,1 the 
heat that is contained in a portion of matter exists as the kinetic 
energy of motion of the molecules. That this continuous random 
motion of the molecules actually takes place is sufficiently proved 
indirectly by experiment. Of course, all the molecules in a given

1 The reader is referred to Chap. I of Dushman’s book “High Vacua,” or 
to the Gen. Elec. Rev., 15, 952, 1042, 1159 (1915), for a brief treatment of the 
kinetic theory.

17
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body do not possess the same kinetic energy, but corresponding to 
every temperature there is a mean kinetic energy; some molecules 
have energies greater and some less than this mean kinetic energy. 
The higher the temperature, the greater is this mean kinetic 
energy and the greater the mean velocity of motion of the 
molecules. This subject will be treated in more detail in Chap. 
IV on Emission of Electrons.

Many physical properties of a gas can be explained in terms 
of the kinetic theory. For example, the pressure of a gas in an 
enclosure is due to the bombardment of the walls of the enclosure 
by the rapidly moving molecules. The variation of pressure with 
volume and temperature is satisfactorily explained by this theory. 
As further examples of the applications of the kinetic theory, 
diffusivity, viscosity, vapor pressure, heat conductivity, and 
other properties are deduced and expressed as functions of temper
ature and pressure.

Table I.—Mean Free Path of Gas Molecules

Gas

Pressure = 1 bar Pressure = 106 bars

o°c., 
centimeters

25°C., 
centimeters

o°c., 
centimeters

25°C., 
centimeters

H2......................... 19.2 19.2 X 10-6
He........................ 29.6 29.6 X IO"6
n2 ........... 10.0 10.0 X IO”6
o2 ........ 10.7 10.7 X IO"6
A . . ;....... 10.6 10.6 X 10-°
co................ 9.92 9.92 X IO"6
CO2 ............. 6.68 6.68 X 10-«
Hg........................ 3.24 3.24 X 10"6
h2o............. 6.03 ........ 6.03 X IO"6

6. Mean Free Path.—One of the most important factors which 
enters into the explanation of heat and electrical conductivity, 
diffusivity, ionization, etc., is the mean free path of molecules and 
electrons in matter. The mean free path may be defined, with 
sufficient accuracy for our purpose, as the mean distance a parti
cle travels between collisions. The mean free path of molecules 
of a gas at constant temperature varies inversely as the pressure 
but depends upon the particular gas. The mean free path is
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connected directly with the coefficient of viscosity of the gas and 
increases somewhat with an increase of temperature.

Table I gives the values of the mean free path L for several 
gases at 0°C. or at 25°C., for a pressure of 1 bar and for 106 bars.2

Figure 3 is a logarithmic plot of the mean free path against the 
pressure in bars for a few gases at 20°C.

The mean free path of an electron, a particle very small in 
comparison with the size of the molecule of a gas, is considerably

Fig. 3.—Mean free path of gas molecules of hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen at 
20°C.

greater than the mean free path for the molecules themselves. 
Maxwell deduced that the mean free path of a particle which is 
small compared with the molecule is 4-\/2L, where L is the mean 
free path of the molecule of the gas. This value has been used 
for the mean free path of electrons. Investigations have shown 
that the mean free path of electrons varies with their velocity. 
Ramsauer3 has shown that the mean free path of electrons 
decreases as their velocity decreases and may pass through one 
or more minima and finally increase when the velocity of the 

2 1 bar is a pressure of 1 dyne per square centimeter. One bar is, there
fore, a pressure of 0.00075 mm. of mercury, and 0.001 mm. of mercury or 1 
micron is a pressure of 1.333 bars. One standard atmosphere is a pressure 
of 760 mm. of mercury, so that 1 bar is 1.0133 X 10-6 atmosphere.

3 Ramsauer, Ann. d. Physik, 64, 513 (1921); 66, 546 (1921); 72,345 (1923).
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electrons is very low. As a consequence of these studies, Max
well’s theoretical value of 4\/2L for the mean free path is 
inaccurate when applied to electrons having low velocities.

7. Vacuum.—In order to get some sort of physical picture of a 
vacuum, first consider the structure of a gas. There are about 
2.52 X 1019 molecules of gas per cubic centimeter at a tempera
ture of 20°C. and a pressure of 760 mm. of mercury. The atom of 
hydrogen is roughly 10-8 cm. in diameter. Therefore, only about 
one-millionth of the space in hydrogen gas under the above con
ditions of temperature and pressure is occupied by the atoms. 
Although this calculation is admittedly very crude, because it 
assumes that the hydrogen molecule consists of two spherical 
atoms, it is safe to say that there are great voids between the 
molecules even at atmospheric pressure. When a gas is com
pressed, it is this empty intermolecular space that is reduced.

When the pressure of a gas is reduced, the empty space increases 
directly in proportion to the reduction in the pressure. The 
term vacuum is a very indefinite term and means that the pres
sure of gas in an enclosure is reduced below atmospheric pressure 
and usually connotes a considerable reduction in pressure. For 
example, if the pressure is reduced to one-millionth of atmospheric 
pressure, the vacuum is said to be fairly good or high. The 
pressure would then be 0.000760 mm. of mercury or 0.987 bar. 
The hydrogen molecules at this pressure occupy roughly one
millionth of a millionth of the space, which makes such a vacuum 
seem quite free of matter.

Examine this vacuum from another point of view. We find 
that at the pressure of 0.987 bar there are 2.52 X 1013 molecules 
of any gas per cubic centimeter, or 2.52 X 1010 molecules per 
cubic millimeter. This view of the vacuum gives one the idea 
that the vacuous space is very much occupied.

The modern developments of vacuum pumps permit a pres
sure of 0.0001 bar to be attained. Vacua corresponding to 
pressures less than 1 bar are usually classed as high vacua.

8. Atoms.—The physical picture of the structure of the atom 
has undergone many changes during the last few decades, and 
even at present physicists are none too sure of its exact structure. 
Up to a few years ago, physicists entertained the Bohr or minia
ture-solar-system picture of the atom, in which discrete unitary 
charges of negative electricity called electrons rotate in definite 
orbits around a positively charged central structure called the 
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nucleus. This picture has been immensely valuable in the 
explanation of a great many experimental results, such as 
the X-ray and ordinary line spectra of the elements, conduction 
of electricity through gases, chemical phenomena, and many 
others. The idea of discrete electrons has been attested by many 
other convincing experiments too numerous to list here. Certain 
recent experiments, among which may be mentioned those of 
Davisson and Germer4 on the reflection of electrons from crystals 
of metal, and of G. P. Thomson5 on the diffraction of electrons, 
cannot be explained by the theory of discrete electrons alone, 
but can be explained if the electrons possess the properties of 
waves whose length is determined by their velocity. It then 
becomes necessary to consider, as L. de Broglie6 first suggested, 
that the electron has associated with it waves which manifest 
themselves in certain phenomena. This idea, together with the 
theoretical work of Schrodinger, Heisenberg, and others, has 
given rise to the theory of wave mechanics, which has been 
eminently successful in more completely correlating theory and 
experiment.

The result of these newer ideas is to spoil to a certain extent 
the definite picture of the atom by surrounding it with a certain 
indefiniteness. The electron may not be quite so discrete as 
it at first was pictured, and the positions of the electrons in the 
atom are expressed in terms of probabilities rather than by 
definite coordinates. For the purposes of this book, it seems best 
to adhere to the idea of discrete electrons, which are, however, 
accompanied by waves, and to use the picture of the atom which 
has been so helpful in explaining many phenomena of physics, 
i.e., that of the miniature solar system, to be described more in 
detail below.

The normal atom has a number of electrons revolving about 
its nucleus, the number being different for the different elements, 
starting with hydrogen possessing one electron, helium with 
two, and so on in orderly sequence up to the heaviest element 
uranium, with ninety-two electrons. The number of electrons 
in the normal atom is the atomic number z of the element.

4 Davisson, Bell System Tech. J., 7, 90 (1928); Davisson and Germer,
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 14, 317 (1928); 14, 619 (1928).

6 Thomson, Nature, 122, 279 (1928); Proc. Roy. Soc., 117, 600 (1928); 
and 119, 651 (1928); Phil. Mag., 6, 939 (1928).

e De Broglie, Ann. d. Physik, 10, 322 (1925).
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Since the normal atom is electrically neutral, the nucleus 
possesses a positive charge equal to z times the charge of a 
single electron. The nucleus is probably rather complex in 
structure, as might be expected from the following facts: the mass 
of the atom is almost entirely associated with the nucleus; 
radioactive phenomena arise from the nucleus; and some of the 
properties of the atom are attributed to the structure of 
the nucleus. It is known that the nuclei of all of the 
elements except hydrogen contain electrons as well as positive 
electricity.

The size of the atom is more or less indefinite but may be 
considered to be roughly the size of the outer electronic orbits. 
The electrons and nucleus are exceedingly minute compared 
to the size of the atom. Here again we have difficulty in assign
ing any definite size to either the electron or the nucleus, because 
they have no definite boundary. To get a rough idea of the rela
tive size of the atom, the electron, and the nucleus, suppose the 
normal hydrogen atom to be magnified until the diameter of the 
orbit of the single electron is 100 ft. Then the nucleus would 
have a diameter less than 0.01 in., and the electron, if it has any 
size, would probably be as small as the hydrogen nucleus. Many 
of the atoms of higher atomic number are larger than the hydro
gen atom because of the larger electronic shells, and also the 
nuclei of these heavier atoms are larger than the hydrogen nucleus. 
Even if we cannot assign definite dimensions to the components 
of an atom, it is apparent that there is much empty space in 
atoms as well as in matter. This picture is valuable when con
sidering the penetration through matter of fast-moving electrons 
and alpha particles from radioactive substances.

The electrons revolve around the nucleus of a normal atom 
in more or less definite orbits. If the atom is violently dist urbed 
by certain external agencies, one or more of the electrons may be 
displaced so as to revolve in larger orbits, the sizes of which 
have certain fundamental relations with one another, as dictated 
by the quantum theory. The atom is then said to be excited. 
When any electron jumps from one of its large orbits, occupied 
only when the atom is excited, back to any intermediate orbit 
or back to its normal orbit, the atom gives out radiation. This 
radiation may be in the visible region of light, it may be of shorter 
wave length known as ultra-violet light, or, if still shorter, known 
as X-rays.
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If the atom is unhampered in its behavior by other atoms, 
as, for instance, if the atom is one of a gas or vapor, the radia
tion emitted has definite wave lengths determined by the 
particular orbital jumps. In general, when the outermost elec
trons are raised to larger orbits and fall back, the radiation is 
visible or in the near ultra-violet, but when the innermost 
electrons are disturbed, the wave length of the radiation is 
shorter and the radiation may be in the X-ray range.

Many of the physical properties of the atoms, such as the 
optical and X-ray spectra and ionizing potentials, together 
with the periodic nature of many of the physical and chemical 
properties, are explained if the electrons in an atom are confined 
within definite shells. A study of the various properties of 
atoms leads to the allocation of two electrons to the first or 
innermost shell, eight to the second and third shells, eighteen 
to the fourth and fifth shells, thirty-two to the sixth shell, 
and the remaining electrons to the seventh shell in elements 
having atomic numbers greater than eighty-six. For example, 
the atom of helium has two electrons so that the first shell is 
complete. The next element, lithium, has three electrons, the 
third electron being alone in the second shell. The chemical 
properties of an atom are largely dependent upon the stray electric 
field from the outer-shell electrons. Lithium is very active 
chemically because of the single electron in the outer shell, 
while helium with its completed outer shell is chemically inert. 
The second shell is completed with the inert gas neon, the third 
shell is completed with the inert gas argon, the fourth with kryp
ton, and the next with xenon. The atom, whose outer shell lacks 
one electron to complete it, such as that of fluorine and of 
chlorine, is also chemically active because of its strong affinity 
for the electron which would complete the shell.

9. Molecules.—The smallest unit of an element or compound 
that can exist in a normal state and possess the properties of 
the element or compound is called a molecule. For certain 
elements, such as helium, argon, neon, and mercury, the atom is 
the molecule. Such elements are called monatomic. The mole
cules of the other elements and of all compounds are made up of 
atoms held together by the electric forces due to the charges of 
which the atoms are composed. The molecules of hydrogen, 
oxygen, nitrogen, iodine, and some others are composed of two 
atoms and are called diatomic molecules. It happens that most 
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of the metals and permanent gases are monatomic and most of the 
chemically active gaseous elements are diatomic. Molecules of 
some elements have more than two atoms, as, for instance, the 
molecule of phosphorus has four atoms, the molecules of selenium 
and of sulphur are composed of eight atoms.

The molecules of compounds are often very complex, being 
composed of atoms of different elements. Sometimes, as with 
hydrochloric acid (HC1), carbon monoxide (CO), potassium 
chloride (KC1), the molecules are diatomic, but more often there 
are more than two atoms in the molecule, and there may be as 
many as ten, twenty, or even more atoms in complex molecules.

10. The Electron.—Although the atom is the natural habitat 
of electrons, an electron can be detached from an atom by various 
physical agencies. The electric forces in a beam of radiation, 
especially ultra-violet light and X-rays, falling upon the surface 
of matter may pull electrons from the surface atoms. This 
phenomenon is known as the photoelectric effect. Again, certain 
radioactive atoms spontaneously explode or, more properly, 
disintegrate, throwing off electrons known as beta rays. Most of 
the electrons from radioactive substances come from the nuclei 
uninfluenced by any known physical agency, but one or more 
of the electrons in the outer shell of a normal atom may be 
knocked off when the atom is struck by a rapidly moving electron 
or by another atom. The latter process is known as ionization, 
the end products being one or more freed electrons and a positive 
ion, which is the remaining positively charged atom.

The electrons of metallic atoms and of certain other atoms 
seem to be very loosely bound and so can easily wander from 
atom to atom when the atoms are close together as in a piece of 
metal. These loose electrons, although probably only tem
porarily free, are known as free electrons and move more or less 
freely through the matter when an electric force is applied. 
This motion constitutes a current of electricity and the matter 
is said to be a conductor. If the temperature of conducting 
matter is sufficiently elevated, the velocities acquired by some of 
these free electrons, due to their heat agitation, are sufficient to 
project them outside the sphere of attraction of the stationary 
nuclei, and we have what is known as thermionic emission.

Our information concerning the properties of the electron 
has come largely from the researches of J. J. Thomson and his 
students in the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge, England, 
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and from the investigations of many other eminent physi
cists, such as Townsend, Rutherford, Millikan, C. T. R. Wilson, 
Langmuir, and K. T. Compton. Thomson was the first to 
show that the electron possesses mass and that the ratio e/ms, 
where e is the charge and the mass at rest, has the same value 
for all electrons. The value of e/mo, corrected by more recent 
investigation, is

— = 1.758 X 107 absolute electromagnetic units

This value of e/mn is about 1,840 times the value for the hydrogen 
ion, the smallest known positive ion, consisting only of a single 
charged hydrogen nucleus. Since it is an experimental fact 
that the charge of the electron is the same as the charge of the 
positive ion, the mass of the electron must be about 1/1,840 
the mass of the smallest positive ion. The electrons, therefore, 
contribute very little to the mass of the atom, confirming the 
statement previously made that the mass of the atom is largely 
associated with its nucleus.

The value of the charge on an electron has been measured by 
several methods. The best value is probably that obtained by 
Millikan7 in a remarkably ingenious series of experiments begun 
in 1909 and is

e = 4.770 X 10~10 absolute electrostatic unit
e = 1.591 X 10-20 absolute electromagnetic unit

Knowing the value of the charge, the mass can be calculated 
from the known ratio The mass of a stationary electron is 

m0 = 0.9035 X 10-27 gram
According to the theory of relativity, the mass of an electron 
moving rapidly with respect to the observer increases as its 
velocity approaches that of light and becomes infinite at the 
velocity of light. The value of m for any velocity v is

where c is the velocity of light. This increase in mass has 
been checked experimentally by Kaufmann,8 Bucherer,9 and

7 Millikan, Phil. Mag., 19, 209 (1910).
8 Kaufmann, Ann. d. Physik, 19, 487 (1906).
8 Bucherer, Ann. d. Physik, 28, 513 (1909).
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others,10 and lately by the author.10 This change of mass of a 
moving electron does not much concern us, however, for there is 
very little change unless the voltage drop acting on the electron 
is greater than about 10,000 volts.

11. Electric Field about an Electron.—Since a stationary 
electron has a charge, there exists about the electron a radial 
electrostatic field which extends indefinitely in all directions. 
In fact it is only by this electrostatic field that the presence 
of a stationary electron is made evident. About all we know of 
the structure of the stationary electron is that it is the point 
of convergence of its electrostatic field or lines of force.

12. Moving Electron and Its Magnetic Field.—A moving 
electron is a moving charge and hence constitutes a transfer of 
electricity, which is an electric current. Since an electric current 
has an associated magnetic field, the motion of the electron with 
its associated electrostatic field sets up a magnetic field. The 
mass of the electron is directly assignable to the energy and inertia 
of this magnetic field.

As already stated, another attribute of a moving electron is a 
system of waves associated closely with the electron and having 
a wave length dependent upon its velocity and given by the 
relation 

where h is Planck’s radiation constant, m the mass of the electron, 
and v its velocity.

13. Forces Acting upon a Moving Electron.—An electron which 
is acted upon by an electrostatic field moves in the opposite 
direction to that of the field itself, because the conventional 
direction of the field is taken as the direction in which a free 
positive charge would move. The electron is urged by a force 
whose magnitude is equal to the product of the strength of the 
field and the electronic charge. Since the electron has a mass m, 
it is accelerated and acquires kinetic energy according to the 
familiar mechanical laws for accelerated motion. If, however, in 
its flight through free space it collides with an atom, its energy 
may be in part lost to the bombarded atom. If an electron 
moves between two points having a difference of potential E, as 
between two electrodes of a vacuum tube, the work done on the

10 Perry and Chaffee, Phys. Rev., 36, 904 (1930). See bibliography for 
other recent determinations of e/m.
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electron by the field caused by E, whether the field is uniform or 
not, is, by definition of potential, Ee units of work. The work is 
in ergs if E is expressed in absolute electrostatic or electro
magnetic units and e in terms of the corresponding absolute unit of 
charge. If the electron encounters no atoms between the points 
or electrodes, the electron acquires kinetic energy and hence a 
velocity v, given by the expression

(3)

Substituting in Eq. (3) the value of m from Eq. (1),

Ee = moc2 1 
vT-TW

If v/c is small, Eq. (4) becomes
Ee = (5)

If the electron is suddenly stopped after acquiring a velocity v, 
the energy, expressed by Eq. (4) or Eq. (5), is given up by the 
electron and usually appears as heat. The high temperature of 
the plate of a power vacuum tube is due to the heat produced by 
the impinging electrons.

A moving electron constitutes a current flow of magnitude 
proportional to the charge of the electron and to its velocity. 
If the electron moves a distance AZ in time At, the rate of 
transfer of electricity is e/At, which in proper units is the strength 
of the current. The product e/At ■ Al is therefore equivalent to a 
current i = e/At flowing in a path of length AZ. Hence

or
iAl = ev (6)

From elementary principles of electricity, the force acting on 
a length dl of wire carrying a current i, when the wire makes an 
angle 9 with a magnetic field H, is

Af = Hi sin 9 Al (7)

The direction of the force is perpendicular to the plane containing 
AZ and H, as shown in Fig. 4a. Using the equivalence given in 
Eq. (6), the force on an electron is,

f = Hev sin 9 (8)
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The direction of motion of the electron is opposite to the 
conventional flow of a positive current (see Fig. 46). If the 
magnetic field is uniform and 6 is equal to tt/2, the acceleration 
perpendicular to the motion of the electron is constant and the 
electron moves in a circular path. The path is helical if 9 is 
not equal to tt/2.

Positive and negative ions, being charged masses, follow the 
above laws in electric and magnetic fields. Their masses being at 
least 1,840 times greater than that of an electron, the velocities 
which the ions acquire are much less than that acquired by an 
electron under the same conditions.

Fig. 4.—Force on an element of wire carrying a current and on a moving electron, 
both in a magnetic field.

14. Collisions between Electrons and Molecules.—An electron 
moving in a space in which molecules are present is said to encoun
ter or collide with a molecule when it comes into the force field 
of the molecule to an extent sufficient to alter materially the 
path of the electron, or to evoke some change in the molecule.

If the molecule is monatomic, such as those of the inert gases, 
and the velocity of the electron is low, the encounter is analogous 
to that between elastic spheres. Applying the conservation of 
momentum and energy equations, the fraction of the initial 
energy lost by the electron if the molecule is initially at rest, 
as calculated by ordinary laws of mechanics, is

JFioBt _ iMm .
IFinitial (M + m)2 (9)

where M and m are the masses of the molecule and electron, 
respectively, and 9 is the angle between the trajectory of the 
electron and the radius of M to the point of impact. Since a 
large number of electrons distributed uniformly in space will
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strike molecules with all values of 0 between —?r/2 and +?r/2, 
the average fractional loss of energy for all the electrons is

Average ^7-^- 
rV initia

2.6b Mm
(M + m) (10)2

If the molecule is in motion owing to the temperature of the gas, 
the average loss of energy is less than that given by Eq. (10). 
Since M is always more than 1,840 times greater than m, even 
the maximum loss of energy, when 0 is equal to zero, as given by 
Eq. (9), is very small. Therefore, a low-velocity electron encoun
tering only a few monatomic molecules loses a negligible amount 
of energy. The electron, however, suffers a change in direction of 
motion at each encounter.

If the gas molecule encountered by the slowly moving electron 
is diatomic instead of monatomic, the electron may impart 
to the molecule rotation as well as translation, with the result 
that the colliding electron may lose much more energy than in the 
case of the monatomic molecule.

So far we have considered encounters between molecules and 
slowly moving electrons. As the velocity of the electron is 
increased, at a certain velocity, different for each kind of 
molecule, the collision suddenly becomes inelastic, owing to a 
change in the structure of the molecule induced by the collision. 
At this critical velocity, the electron loses all of its energy, the 
energy being spent in causing an electron in an atom of the 
molecule to rotate in a larger orbit or to be completely detached 
from the molecule. The first of these events is known as 
resonance and the second as ionization.

15. Resonance.—As has been stated, the electrons in a normal 
atom rotate in more or less definite orbits. Any electron in the 
outer shell of the atom may be induced temporarily to rotate in 
certain other orbits, larger than its normal orbit. So, too, there 
is a group of other orbits, larger than the normal orbit, in which 
any electron of the next innermost shell can rotate, and so on, for 
all of the shells of the atom. When an electron is in any other 
than its normal orbit, it has associated with it energy greater 
than that corresponding to its normal orbit. The atom can 
absorb into its structure only parcels of energy just sufficient to 
change an electron from one permitted orbit to another. In 
other words, the energy absorbed can be only that equal to the 
difference in energy corresponding to any temporary orbit and 
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the normal orbit for that electron, or between only certain of 
the temporary orbits.

When one or more than one electron is in a temporary orbit, 
the atom is said to be in an excited state. The displaced electron 
tends to return to its normal orbit. It may do so in one jump, 
in which case the difference in energy is radiated as light or 
X-rays, the frequency being given by the relation

hv = W2 - Wi = AW (11)
where v is the frequency of the radiation, h is Planck’s constant 
and equal to 6.547 X 10~27 erg sec., and W2 — Wi is the difference 
in energy corresponding to the two orbits. On the other hand, 
the electron may return by way of one or more of the smaller 
temporary orbits, thus making two or more energy jumps. Each 
energy j ump gives rise to a monochromatic radiation in accordance 
with Eq. (11), in which AW is the change in energy. An atom 
ordinarily remains in an excited state for a very short time, esti
mated to be of the order of 10-8 sec. With some atoms, however, 
certain temporary orbits seem to harbor an electron for a much 
longer time, even as long as a tenth of a second in some cases. 
These particular excited states are known as metastable states.

The energy required to excite an atom may be derived from 
radiation, in which case Eq. (11) gives the frequency n required 
to cause an energy change AW in the atom, AW being the energy 
difference corresponding to two permitted orbits. The term 
resonance is applied to the excitation of an atom by radiation of 
that frequency which would be emitted by the atom if the same 
energy jump were made as occurs when the atom returns from 
the excited state to the normal state. It is easy to see how 
resonance radiation may “diffuse” through a gas by the reversible 
process of excitation and emission.

An atom may also be excited if an electron or positive ion col
lides with it with sufficient energy. The exciting projectile 
must possess at least an amount of kinetic energy equal to the 
smallest energy jump between orbits. If the projectile is an 
electron, the potential drop which would give this necessary 
kinetic energy is known as the first resonance potential of the 
atom. An atom may possess several resonance potentials given 
by the relation

Ee = AW (12)
where E is the resonance potential, e is the electronic charge, and 
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AW is a possible energy jump for the atom. As might be 
expected, an atom may be not only excited from its normal state 
but raised from one excited state to another, although the 
probability that a colliding electron may find an atom in an 
excited state is very small because of the short time of duration of 
an excited state. Of course, the probability of such an event is 
much greater if an atom is in a metastable state.

As examples of resonance potentials we shall cite only a few 
for some of the common gases. Others can be found in the 
“International Critical Tables” and in many books on this 
subject. The resonance potential for sodium vapor correspond
ing to the first excited state is 2.1 volts, and the resonance radia
tion is the familiar D line of the sodium spectrum. Mercury 
vapor has several resonance potentials corresponding to various 
excited states. These potentials are 4.66, 4.86, 5.43, 6.67, 7.69, 
8.58 and 8.79 volts. The state corresponding to 4.66 volts is one 
of the metastable states.

16. Ionization.—If the exciting energy acting upon an atom is 
sufficient, an electron may be completely detached from the 
atom. This event is known as ionization and may be thought 
of as a limiting excited state for which the largest permitted 
orbit is at infinity. The positively charged part of the atom that 
remains is a positive ion. The potential which would impart to 
the ionizing electron the necessary energy is known as the ioniz
ing potential and fits into Eq. (12), where NW is the difference 
between the energy of an electron at infinity and an electron 
in the normal orbit.

The simplest ionization act consists in the removal of a single 
outer electron, although more than one electron may be removed; 
and if the energy of the impacting electron is great, one of the 
inner electrons may be removed.

The ionization potentials of the alkali metals, which have only 
one or two electrons in the outer shell, are particularly low. For 
sodium the ionizing potential is 5.12 volts, for potassium 
4.32 volts, and for caesium 3.9 volts. On the other hand, the 
inert gases with complete outer shells have high ionization poten
tials. For example, that for helium is 24.5 volts, for neon 21.5 
volts, and for argon 15.7 volts.

An atom, by absorbing just the right amount of energy, 
may be ionized from an excited state, particularly from a meta
stable state, instead of from the normal state.
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As an electron enters an ionized atom under the action of the 
electrostatic force, it may reach its normal orbit by one jump or 
by successive steps, stopping momentarily in one or more of the 
temporary orbits. Light is emitted in accordance with Eq. 
(11) for every energy jump executed. Hence, ionized gas is 
continually recombining, and accompanying this recombination 
there is luminosity, the light being the characteristic line spectrum 
of the gas.

The probability that an electron will ionize a molecule increases 
from zero, for velocities less than the ionizing velocity, up to a 
maximum when the energy of the electron is two or three times 
this ionizing energy. Thereafter the probability decreases for 
electrons of greater velocities. Hence, high-velocity electrons 
ionize less efficiently than those having velocities corresponding 
to from 50 to 200 volts. The probability also depends upon the 
pressure of the gas and the distance the electron travels. One 
way of expressing this varying probability of ionization is by 
plotting the number of positive ions produced by one electron 
traveling 1 cm. in a gas at 1-mm. pressure. The result for other 
pressures and lengths of path is proportional to the pressure and 
length of path. Various measurements have been made of this 
important quantity for several gases. Hughes11 was one of the 
first to make these measurements. The plot given in Fig. 5 is a 
compilation of the results obtained by Compton and Van 
Voorhis,12 Jones,13 Bleakney,14 and Buckmann.16

Positive ions colliding with a molecule are very inefficient 
in producing ionization. To produce the same number of ions 
per centimeter of path, the positive ions must be moving with a 
velocity comparable to that of an electron, which means that the 
energy of a positive ion must be thousands of times greater 
than that of an electron in order to ionize as efficiently.

17. Reflection of Electrons and Secondary Emission.—When 
electrons strike the surface of a solid, some electrons are reflected. 
The percentage reflected depends upon the angle, the kind of 
matter bombarded, the condition of the surface, and the velocity 
of the electron. Ordinarily the percentage reflected ranges 

11 Hughes, Washington University Studies, 1924.
12 Compton and Van Voorhis, Phys. Rev., 26, 436 (1925); 27, 724 (1926).
13 Jones, Phys. Rev., 29, 822 (1927).
14 Bleakney, Phys. Rev., 35, 139 (1930).
16 Buckmann, Ann. d. Physik, 87, 509 (1918).
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from a few per cent up to perhaps 20 or 30 per cent, but in special 
cases more may be reflected. One would hardly expect that the 
reflection of electrons would be specular in nature considering 
the smallness of the electron in comparison with the surface 
atoms. The fact is, as shown by the angular distribution curves 
of Davisson and Kunsmann,16 that ordinarily the reflection is 
diffuse, the actual distribution depending upon conditions of the 
experiment. Davisson and Germer17 found that if the reflection 
takes place at the surface of a crystal of nickel, a small fraction

Fig. 5.—Probability of ionization.

of high-velocity electrons are specularly reflected at a certain 
angle which depends upon the velocity of the impinging electrons. 
This type of reflection is explained if the reflection of these elec
trons is determined by an associated system of waves of length 
given by Eq. (2).

In addition to the reflection of electrons striking a solid, 
something analogous to ionization also takes place; i.e., elec-

16 Davisson and Kunsmann, Science, 64, 522 (1921); Phys. Rev., 22, 242 
(1923).

17 Davisson and Germer, Phys. Rev., 30, 705 (1927); Proc. Nat. Acad. 
Sci., 14, 317 (1928); Davisson, J. Franklin Inst., 205, 597 (1928). 
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trons are knocked out of the surface. This phenomenon is 
known as secondary emission and the electrons derived from the 
surface are known as secondary electrons or delta rays. These 
secondary electrons leave the surface with very low velocities 
corresponding to only a few volts, and their number depends 
greatly upon the material of the surface, its physical condition, 
and the velocity of the primary electrons. Secondary emission 
will be treated in greater detail in Chap. IV.
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CHAPTER III

CONDUCTION OF ELECTRICITY

The operation of all types of vacuum tubes is directly depend
ent upon the characteristics of the conduction of the electric 
current through the tube. The object of this chapter is to 
give the reader a brief treatment of the principles of conduction 
of electricity under various circumstances, but with special 
emphasis on the two types of conduction which most concern 
us in dealing with vacuum tubes, namely, conduction through a 
high vacuum and conduction through a space containing an 
appreciable amount of gas.

18. The Conventional Direction of an Electric Current.— 
The motion of an unneutralized charge of electricity, whether 
the charge is positive or negative, constitutes an electric current. 
Since, however, the electrical effects of positive and negative 
electricity are opposite, the motion of a negative charge in one 
direction is equivalent to the motion of an equal positive charge 
in the opposite direction.

When the terms plus and minus were originally allocated to 
the two kinds of electric charge, the minus sign was given to 
that charge which appears on sealing wax, hard rubber, and other 
resinous substances, when rubbed with fur, silk, etc. The posi
tive sign was given to the charge which appears on vitreous 
substances like glass. This choice of signs was apparently 
entirely arbitrary. With the signs of the two electric charges 
thus defined, the charge of the electron is negative and the 
charge of the atomic nucleus is positive.

For mathematical discussions a convention is necessary 
for the direction of an electric current. The conventional 
direction of a current is the direction of flow of positive electricity. 
If a current of electricity is due to a motion of positive ions, 
the conventional direction of the current and the actual 
motion of the carriers of electricity are the same, but if, as is 
usually the case, the electric current is due to the motion of 
electrons, the conventional direction is opposite to the actual 

35
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direction of motion of the electricity. In the study of vacuum 
tubes, this difference between conventional direction and the 
actual direction of flow is always before us, because the current 
through a thermionic tube is practically all due to the flight of 
electrons inside the tube from the hot cathode to the positive 
electrodes. In order, however, to conform with the familiar 
electrical principles of an electric circuit, the arrows representing 
the currents are usually placed to indicate the conventional 
direction of flow.

19. Metallic Conduction.—The most familiar kind of electrical 
conduction is metallic conduction. Because metals are the best 
conductors of electricity, metallic wires are used for conveying 
electricity and electrical energy.

A characteristic of the atoms of metallic solids or liquids is 
that the outer electrons are loosely attached to the atom so 
that these outer electrons temporarily drift away from the atoms 
into the spaces between, giving rise to what are known as free 
electrons in the metal. Electricity flows through metals only 
because of the motion of these free electrons which, urged by 
the applied electric field, either pass between the atoms or 
jump from atom to atom. The direction of motion of the nega
tive electrons constituting the current is opposite to the con
ventional direction of the current.

As the electrons move, urged by the electric field impressed 
upon the conductor, they frequently collide with the closely 
packed atoms, giving up at each collision or encounter a part 
or all of the kinetic energy acquired between encounters. This 
energy goes into heat known as joulean heat, and this heat 
is set free throughout the conductor carrying the current. The 
opposition to the flow of the current, due to these encounters 
with the atoms of the conductor, is known as electrical resistance. 
The quantitative measure of resistance is the ratio of the potential 
difference to the current. One of the characteristic properties 
of metallic conductors is that the electrical resistance is independ
ent of the current, provided the temperature remains constant.

The rate of transfer of electricity, which is the magnitude 
of the current, is determined by the number of electrons moving 
and their mean velocity in the direction of the electric field. 
The actual mean velocity of any electron is relatively very 
small, being of the order of a few meters per second for a potential 
gradient of a volt per centimeter. This velocity of the electron 
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must not be confused with the velocity of an electrical impulse 
through the conductor. The velocity of an electrical impulse 
or signal is the velocity of an electric wave through or in the space 
surrounding the conductor. It depends upon the configuration 
of the conductor and may be the velocity of light. For example, 
the velocity of an impulse in a circuit consisting of two parallel 
wires in free space is the velocity of light.

20. Electrolytic Conduction.—The conduction of electricity 
through a class of liquids known as electrolytes is entirely different 
from metallic conduction. Electrolytes are solutions of chemical 
compounds some of whose molecules are split up in solution 
into electrically charged parts known as electrolytic ions. The 
positively charged ions travel through the liquid in the con
ventional direction of the current, while at the same time the 
negatively charged electrolytic ions travel in the opposite direc
tion. The velocities of the positive and negative ions for unit 
potential gradient vary somewhat according to the electrolyte, 
but are roughly the same. This type of conduction does not 
concern us here.

21. Gaseous Conduction.—We now come to a very important 
but very complex type of conduction of electricity, namely, 
conduction through a space which contains gas in a sufficient 
amount to play an important role in the conduction process. 
Much is still unknown concerning this type of conduction. 
Still, so much is known about gaseous conduction that in the 
space which is reasonably allotted to this subject we can give 
only the briefest outline of those principles which are necessary 
for the understanding of the operation of certain types of vacuum 
tubes. For more information on this subject the reader may 
consult the references at the end of this chapter.

Electricity can flow between two electrodes in a gaseous 
space only if there are carriers of electricity, i.e., electrons 
or gaseous ions, present or produced in the space. The current 
then consists of the drift of negative carriers in the direction 
toward the positively charged electrode, accompanied by the drift 
of positive ions, if they exist, in the opposite direction. The 
electric current or discharge in the gas takes on different aspects 
and has different properties according to the number of carriers 
and the way in which they are produced and supplied to the 
discharge space. The characteristics of the discharge also depend 
greatly upon the pressure and kind of gas, the size, shape, 
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and distance between electrodes, and the size and shape of the 
enclosure.

Before describing the different types of discharge, we shall 
consider briefly the source of the electrons and ions which are so 
necessary for the initiation and maintenance of every gaseous 
discharge. First, we should point out that normally there exist 
in a gas very few ions, in number of the order of 1,000 per cubic 
centimeter at atmospheric pressure. These ions may be produced 
by small amounts of radioactive material in the neighborhood 
or by the penetrating cosmic radiation. When an electric field 
is impressed between electrodes, these stray ions are swept 
to the electrode of opposite sign to their charge and give rise 
to a very minute current, measurable only by the most sensitive 
instruments. Owing to these stray ions, a charged electroscope 
gradually loses its charge. The conductivity imparted to a 
space by these ions is so small as to be of little importance, 
except that this slight conductivity may serve to start a more 
powerful discharge such as a spark. Besides these stray ions, 
other ions may be liberated in a discharge space by X-rays from 
an external source, by the action of ultra-violet light upon 
the gas, or by collision of electrons and ions with the gas mole
cules. Electrons may also be supplied to the discharge space 
by photoelectric effect at one of the electrodes, or by thermionic 
emission.

The discharges through a gaseous space are conveniently 
divided into two general types:

1. N on-self-sustaining discharge.
2. Self-sustaining discharge.
The non-self-sustaining discharge is one which requires some 

external agency to supply carriers to the discharge space. Exam
ples of this type of discharge are conduction through hot-cathode 
rectifiers, through photoelectric cells, etc. The discharge 
through high-vacuum thermionic tubes may be considered as a 
special type of non-self-sustaining discharge because the amount 
of gas is so small as to have no appreciable effect.

The self-sustaining discharge is one which maintains itself 
without aid from external agencies other than the source of 
applied potential and may or may not be self-starting. Usually 
this type of discharge is started by the stray ions which normally 
exist in a gas. In this type of discharge the carriers of electricity 
are replenished by the action of the discharge itself. Exam
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pies of this type of discharge are the glow, arc, and spark 
discharges.

1. . Non-self-sustaining Discharge— This type is the simpler 
of the two types of discharge. We may suppose, for example, 
that we have two electrodes in a glass enclosure containing gas 
at greatly reduced pressure. Suppose, first, that X-rays pass 
through the gas and produce, by ionization of the gas, a certain 
number of ions and free electrons per cubic centimeter per second. 
If the pressure is a few centimeters of mercury, the electrons 
soon find a neutral molecule to which they adhere, forming nega
tive ions. If the pressure is much lower, most of the electrons 
remain free until they combine with positive ions. When an 
electric field is impressed between the electrodes, the positive 
and negative ions or electrons move in opposite directions, both 
contributing to the current. If the potential difference is low, 
the velocity of the carriers is small and considerable recombina
tion of the electrons and ions takes place so that only a fraction 
of the ions produced reach the electrodes. As the potential 
difference is increased, the current increases up to a certain satura
tion value when all of the ions are swept out so rapidly that an 
inappreciable number are lost by recombination. The satura
tion value of the current depends upon the strength of the 
ionizing agent and is directly proportional to the volume of gas 
between electrodes and to the pressure of the gas.

In a discharge such as just described, the velocities of the 
positive and negative ions are roughly the same. When, how
ever, the pressure of the gas is so low that free electrons exist and 
migrate across the space, these free electrons acquire a very 
large velocity compared to the velocity of the ions, because of the 
relatively small mass of the electron. Therefore, the current 
carried by the ions is generally only a few per cent of that carried 
by free electrons.

A discharge of this type is often used to measure the intensity 
of X-rays, or other ionizing radiation, by measuring the saturation 
current. A chamber in which the discharge takes place is 
known as an ionization chamber.

A discharge of the non-self-sustaining type, and similar in 
some respects to the above-described discharge, takes place if, 
instead of carriers being liberated throughout the gaseous space, 
electrons are liberated at the cathode terminal by photoelectric 
effect or by thermionic emission. In this case the applied poten-
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tial gradient between the electrodes urges the electrons across 
the space and the current rises, as the potential difference increases, 
up to a saturation value in which case all of the electrons are 
swept across as fast as they are emitted.

In either of the above kinds of non-self-sustaining discharge, 
the electrons and ions in their passage through the gas may make 
frequent collisions with gas molecules if the pressure of the gas is 
such that the mean free path is small in comparison with the 
distance between electrodes. In such a case, if the maximum 
velocity of the electrons and ions is below ionizing velocity, only 
inelastic collisions, or collisions which excite resonance radiation, 
can take place. Such collisions cause a decrease in current only 
when the collisions involve a loss of energy. If, however, the 
velocity of the carriers is above ionizing velocity, additional 
ions and electrons are produced, which results in an increase 
in current. If the amount of gas between electrodes is small, 
only a limited number of additional ions can be produced, and 
the current, although increased, is still finite and stable and 
the discharge is still non-self-sustaining. If, however, there is 
considerable gas between electrodes, the mean free path of the 
electron is so small that each electron can make several ionizing 
collisions between electrodes, provided the potential difference is 
high enough to impart sufficient energy to the electrons in a 
distance equal to or less than the mean free path. Under these 
conditions cumulative ionization takes place and the current may 
build up to very high values and pass over to an arc or spark.

The potential difference across a non-self-sustaining discharge 
usually rises with increasing current, as will be explained in a 
later section of this chapter.

2. Self-sustaining Discharge.—The self-sustaining type of 
discharge may start as a non-self-sustaining discharge. When 
the potential difference between electrodes is well above ioniza
tion voltage and positive ions are produced in the gas and 
move toward the cathode, these ions, on striking the negative 
electrode, may knock out a sufficient number of electrons to 
maintain the discharge. No outside agency is necessary, there
fore, as is necessary with the non-self-sustaining type of discharge. 
These electrons knocked out of the cathode move toward the 
anode, producing more positive ions and electrons. The positive 
ions thus produced move to the cathode to liberate more electrons. 
Thus the discharge, under favorable conditions of gas pressure, 
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geometry of the electrodes, and potential difference, becomes self- 
sustaining through mutually dependent actions of electrons and 
ions.

Positive ions are inefficient in liberating the necessary electrons 
from the cathode. Metastable atoms, i.e., atoms in which 
one or more electrons are displaced from their normal orbits 
to temporary orbits, seem to be more active in liberating elec
trons from the cathode. Such metastable atoms are produced 
in the discharge and may bombard the cathode and liberate 
electrons. In addition, the light of short wave length emitted 
by the excited atoms in the discharge may cause some of the 
electrons to be emitted at the cathode by the photoelectric effect. 
The bombardment of the cathode by the positive ions may be so 
intense as to heat the cathode to incandescence, in which case 
electrons are emitted by the thermionic effect. Such an action 
is the principal source of electrons in an arc discharge and is the 
main reason that the arc is self-sustaining. If the cathode 
terminal of an arc is cooled, the arc ceases. Although in the arc 
discharge the current is large, the potential difference is relatively 
small, ordinarily of the order of 10 to 100 volts. The current is 
carried mainly by the electrons, and the larger the current the 
more heat is produced at the cathode and hence the more electrons 
are liberated. Such an action causes the potential difference 
necessary to maintain the current to fall as the current increases. 
Arcs may be maintained in a gas at atmospheric pressure; or in 
gas at much reduced pressure as in the case of the familiar mer
cury arc. It should be noted, however, that the reason for the 
emission of electrons at the cathode of a mercury arc is still in 
dispute.

Self-sustaining discharges can be made to take place at reduced 
pressure when there is no thermionic emission at the cathode 
induced by the heat of the discharge. In such cases the cathode 
emission is induced by the other causes already given, i.e., bom
bardment and photoelectric effect of the light from the discharge. 
Such discharges usually require much higher potential differences 
than do arcs, i.e., voltages of the order of several hundred 
to many thousand volts according to the pressure of the gas 
and the distance between electrodes. The discharges in the 
familiar Geissler and Crookes tubes and in the old type of gas- 
filled X-ray tube are examples of these high-voltage self-sustain
ing discharges.
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In discussing this form of high-voltage self-sustaining dis
charge, suppose that we have a cylindrical glass tube, three or 
four centimeters in diameter and 50 cm. long, in the ends of 
which are sealed disk-shaped aluminum electrodes, the planes 
of the disks being perpendicular to the axis of the tube. Suppose 
the tube to be connected to an exhaust pump and the electrodes 
to a source of high potential. If the pressure of the gas is 
atmospheric and the potential high enough, i.e., of the order of 
150,000 volts, a spark may take place between the electrodes. 
As the pressure is reduced, the spark becomes more fuzzy and 
requires less voltage to cause it to pass. Soon, as the pressure 
becomes of the order of a few millimeters of mercury, the dis
charge nearly fills the whole tube with a reddish glow and the

potential difference required is only a few thousand volts. We 
may also notice that the discharge at the negative terminal has 
one or more nonluminous regions and exhibits a more bluish 
color than the rest of the discharge. To be more exact, there 
is a dark region close to the negative terminal, known as the 
Crookes dark space, as shown in Fig. 6a. Then, proceeding 
toward the anode, there is a bluish region, if the gas is air, sharply 
defined at its limit toward the cathode, known as the negative 
glow. The negative glow gradually fades into a second dark 
space, known as the Faraday dark space, diagrammatically shown 
in Fig. 6a. Finally, the rest of the discharge space is filled 
with a reddish glow, known as the positive column, which may 
be uniform or striated. Besides the characteristic portions 
of the discharge as described, there is a violet-colored glow 
which emanates from the cathode into the Crookes dark space 
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and is called the cathode glow. This glow at high pressures 
covers the surface of the cathode with a thin region of intense 
luminosity. As the pressure decreases, the cathode glow expands 
longitudinally but contracts laterally, so that at low pressures 
it may emanate from a small region at the center of the cathode 
as shown in Fig. 66.

The potential gradient is very different- at various parts 
of the discharge. Near the cathode and in the Crookes dark 
space it is high and greater than at any other region in the 
discharge. This large potential gradient is often called the 
cathode fall of potential. On the other hand, the potential 
gradient in the negative glow is very small but increases gradually 
through the Faraday dark space, attaining a nearly constant 
value in the positive column when it is uniform.

The negative glow is a region of ionization. The positive 
ions produced therein fall through the Crookes dark space 
where they acquire velocity sufficient to liberate electrons at the 
surface of the cathode. The distance from the cathode to the 
negative glow is largely dependent upon the mean free path 
of the electrons in the gas and hence upon the pressure of the 
gas. This distance is roughly inversely proportional to the 
pressure.

As the pressure of the gas is reduced, the negative glow recedes 
from the cathode and becomes fainter because of the lower 
density of the gas. The positive column moves toward the anode 
and appears to be swallowed by it until eventually it completely 
disappears. At a pressure of the order of 0.05 mm. of mercury, 
or 50 microns, the only glow evident in the gas is a faint negative 
glow (much fainter than illustrated in Fig. 66) and a purplish 
beam which starts from the center of the cathode and extends 
along the axis of the tube. The beam diverges somewhat as it 
leaves the cathode and can be deflected by a magnetic field, 
showing that the luminosity marks the path of negative charges 
projected from the cathode in nearly straight lines. This beam 
is known as cathode rays. It consists of the electrons which 
are knocked out of the cathode and are then accelerated by the 
electric field between the electrodes. The glass at the positive 
or anode end of the tube usually shows a green fluorescence, 
if the tube is of soft or lime glass, and a blue fluorescence, if 
the tube is of lead glass or pyrex glass. This fluorescence is 
due to the bombardment of the glass by the electrons of the 
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cathode rays and takes place only when the gas pressure is so 
low that the electrons reach the glass without many collisions 
with gas molecules.

As the pressure of gas is further reduced, the voltage necessary 
to maintain the discharge increases rapidly and the negative 
glow becomes fainter and more remote from the cathode until 
it fades out entirely. The beam of luminosity emanating from 
the cathode becomes less visible. The fluorescence of the glass 
due to the bombardment by the cathode rays becomes at first 
more brilliant, because of reduced obstruction by gas molecules 
to the flight of the electrons. At lower pressures, however, it also 
fades because the current through the tube decreases and finally 
ceases altogether when the amount of gas is insufficient to allow 
a self-sustaining discharge to exist.

When the pressure of the gas is very low, i.e., of the order 
of from 1 to 10 microns, the mean free path of the electron is in 
general much greater than the distance between electrodes. 
For this reason, very few positive ions are produced in a self- 
sustaining discharge at these pressures. In view of the ineffi
ciency of positive ions and metastable atoms in knocking electrons 
out of a metal surface, it is difficult to see how these few positive 
ions can knock out of the cathode a sufficient number of electrons 
to maintain the discharge obtained in high-vacuum discharge 
tubes, such as the old-type gas-filled X-ray tubes. Janitsky1 
performed some interesting experiments which demonstrated 
that at low pressures the discharge passes much more readily 
to an anode which has not been degassed than to one which 
had been strongly heated in a vacuum to rid it of occluded gas. 
Janitsky interpreted his experiments to indicate that positive 
ions may be drawn out of the anode by the intense electric field 
and thus increase the stream of positive ions which bombard 
the cathode. He supposed that these ions drawn from the 
anode were atoms of gas adsorbed on the anode surface as positive 
ions.

The charges on the walls of the discharge tube often have 
a great influence upon the discharge. If the pressure of the gas 
is low, and consequently there are very few positive ions present 
in the tube, the electrons lodge on the inside surface of the tube, 
thus charging the walls negatively. This negative charge is 
sufficient to repel even high-velocity electrons, thus preventing

1 Janitsky, Zeits. f. Physik, 11, 22 (1922); 31, 277 (1925); 35, 27 (1925). 
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any bombardment of the walls. When there is no bombardment 
of the walls by electrons, there is no glass fluorescence. This is 
the case in the modern Coolidge X-ray tube. The negative 
charge on the walls may greatly inhibit the discharge through a 
tube, especially if the tube is long and is small in diameter.

Occasionally, however, this negative charge may reverse to a 
positive charge at certain spots on the glass. The reason for this 
reversal is as follows: If, before any negative charge has become 
established on the glass wall, a few high-velocity electrons 
strike the glass in a spot, secondary emission from this spot may 
then take place to such an extent that more electrons leave the 
spot than reach it. This spot then becomes positively charged 
and attracts more high-velocity electrons to it. Thus a stable 
condition is set up, in which the high-velocity electrons continue 
to bombard the glass, and secondary emission maintains the 
positive charge. The bombardment of the glass by these high- 
velocity electrons produces a great deal of heat which can easily 
result in melting a hole in the glass tube.

When the gas pressure is of the order of a micron or more, there 
are usually a sufficient number of positive ions present to neutral
ize the negative charge on the walls. Although the electrons may 
bombard the walls and lodge on the glass, the positive ions diffuse 
to the walls and combine with the electrons. In fact, a great 
deal of the recombination takes place at the walls of the tube. 
The continual bombardment of the walls, made possible by the 
continual neutralization of the electrons, produces the glass 
fluorescence already described.

22. Conduction in a High Vacuum.—The type of conduction 
now to be considered briefly is really a special case of the non
self-sustaining discharge described in the previous section as 
taking place when the amount of gas is so small as to have a 
negligible effect upon the characteristics of the discharge. Since 
most of the vacuum tubes to be considered in this book are high- 
vacuum devices, it seems pertinent to include a section at this 
point on this type of conduction, although the characteristics 
of the flow of electricity through a high vacuum are considered 
in detail in Chaps. IV, V, and VII.

For this type of discharge, electrons must be supplied at the 
cathode by the photoelectric effect, by thermionic emission, or 
by an equivalent means. The electric field impressed between 
the electrodes accelerates the electrons so that, as they travel 
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toward the anode, their velocity continually increases. Since 
there is no appreciable amount of gas, collisions of the electrons 
with gas molecules play no part in the conduction. There is no 
visible glow in the tube, and the walls, if bombarded by electrons, 
become highly charged negatively unless secondary emission is 
started, in which case the sign of the charge on the glass may 
reverse, as described previously.

When the electrons reach the anode, they are traveling with 
a velocity dependent upon the potential difference between elec
trodes. The numerical value of this velocity can be obtained 
from Eq. (4), or approximately from Eq. (5), page 27. The 
kinetic energy imparted to the electron by the field is given up 
to the anode, when the electron strikes it, and appears as 
heat. Very high temperatures can be produced in this way and 
may be sufficiently high to melt any metal.

Attention is again directed to the fact that the electrons move 
in a direction opposite to the conventional direction of the 
electric current. The same number of electrons pass every cross 
section in the tube per second so that, where the velocity of the 
electrons is large, their volume density in space is correspondingly 
small.

23. Cathode Rays.—Those electrons which emanate from the 
cathode and which normally travel in straight lines through the 
tube when the gas pressure is low constitute the cathode rays. 
The term is perhaps more descriptive of the phenomenon when the 
electrons pass through a narrow orifice, thus limiting the stream of 
electrons to a narrow beam.

The cathode rays cause many substances struck by them to 
fluoresce. The fluorescence of the various kinds of glass has 
already been described. Many gem crystals, such as ruby and 
diamond, are caused to fluoresce brilliantly by impact of cathode 
rays. Many salts, notably calcium tungstate, zinc silicate or 
willemite, platinobarium cyanide, etc., also exhibit very bril
liant fluorescence under the action of these fast-moving electrons. 
Screens made by covering a flat surface with a thin layer of one 
of these salts are often used to show the place where cathode 
rays strike.

The Braun tube, a most useful device, consists essentially of a 
long glass tube having at one end a suitable cathode and limiting 
orifice which gives a narrow beam of cathode rays along the axis 
of the tube. A screen of fluorescent salt is placed at the other 
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end of the tube to show the point of impact of the electrons. 
Since the beam of electrons is equivalent to a current, it can be 
deflected by either a magnetic or electric field, and the amount of 
deflection is shown by the motion of the fluorescent spot on the 
screen. The Braun tube will depict very rapid changes in the 
deflecting fields because the cathode beam, being without inertia, 
is practically instantaneous in its response. For this reason the 
Braun tube is a most valuable oscillograph for high-frequency 
work.

The point of impact of high-speed cathode rays is the source 
of X-rays. In the X-ray tube, the cathode rays are focused by 
the electrostatic field about the properly designed cathode so 
that they strike the piece of metal known as the target in a small 
area from which the X-rays emanate. The X-ray tube is not 
within the scope of this book, so no further discussion of it will 
be given.

When a small amount of gas, insufficient to support a self- 
sustaining discharge, is present in a discharge tube in which a 
narrow beam of cathode rays is produced, enough ionization 
takes place along the path of the rays to render the path visible as 
a purplish-blue streak. Very instructive and beautiful experi
ments can be performed with such a tube by deflecting the beam 
by magnetic fields, or by electrostatic fields produced by charged 
electrodes within the tube.2

High-speed cathode rays can be projected through a thin film 
of metal, such as aluminum or molybdenum, used as a window 
of the tube, so that the electrons are obtained outside the tube. 
Their velocity is rapidly reduced by collisions in the dense gas 
of the outer space. Lenard3 first projected cathode rays outside 
a tube, but his rays had only a small velocity. These rays out
side the tube were called Lenard rays. More recently Coolidge4 
has projected 750,000-volt electrons outside the tube. A blue 
haze outside and near the window of Coolidge’s tube marks the 
region of intense ionization. Crystals placed in this region 
fluoresce brilliantly owing to bombardment by the electrons.

24. Canal or Positive Rays.—Not only is it possible to pro
duce a beam of rapidly moving electrons, but it is also possible 

2 Brücke, Phys. Zeits., 31, 1011 (1930).
3 Lenard, Ann. d. Physik, 61, 229 (1894).
4 Coolidge, J. Franklin Inst., 202, 693, 722 (1926); Gen. Elec. Rev., 31, 

184 (1928).
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to produce a beam of rapidly moving positive ions. A beam of 
positive ions was first recognized by Goldstein5 in 1898 and called 
by him canal rays. Canal rays can conveniently be observed 
if a perforated cathode is used in a tube carrying a self-sustaining 
discharge at low pressure and high voltage. Some of the positive 
ions which move toward the cathode pass through the holes 
into the region back of the cathode and their path in the tube 
is visible, owing to the ionization of the gas. When these 
positive ions fall upon glass or some other materials, they produce 
fluorescence, though the color of the fluorescence is different in 
general from that produced by cathode rays.

The positive rays can be deflected by electric and magnetic 
fields, but because of the much greater mass of the positive 
ions, the amount of deflection is very much less than in the case 
of cathode rays.

25. Positive-ion Current.—It should be noted that, although 
conduction through a gas comprises a transfer of electricity by 
both positive and negative carriers, the two kinds of carrier do 
not necessarily contribute equally to the current.

The mass of the electron is only about 1/1,840 that of an atom 
of hydrogen, so that in hydrogen the positive-ion carrier has a 
mass about 1,840 times greater than the mass of the negative 
carrier having the same magnitude of charge. In other gases the 
ratio of mass of the positive and negative carriers is much greater. 
Making use of the simple laws of accelerated motion, if the mean 
free path is large compared with the distance between the 
electrodes, the velocities acquired by the positive and negative 
carriers in traversing the distance between electrodes are to 
each other as the reciprocals of the square roots of their masses. 
In the case of hydrogen, the ratio of velocities of the positive 
and negative carriers is about l/\/l,840 = 1/42.9. Since the 
amount of electricity transferred in a given time by carriers 
having the same charge is proportional to their velocities, the 
current carried by the positive ions in hydrogen is about 
of the current carried by the negative electrons. In other gases 
having positive ions of greater mass, the ratio of currents is less. 
In other words, the positive-ion current is seldom greater than 

of the negative-electron current and is usually much less.
26. The Current-voltage Characteristics of Conductors.—In 

the preceding sections, the various physical aspects of the several
6 Goldstein, Ann. d. Physik, 64, 38 (1898). 
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types of conduction have been considered. We shall now 
discuss conduction quantitatively in terms of the potential 
difference across the conductor and the current which flows 
through the conductor.

For many conductors the current is a function only of the 
impressed potential difference. This may be expressed in 
mathematical form by

i = /(e) (13)
where i and e represent the instantaneous current and the 
difference of potential. In many cases, however, relation (13), 
although very general in its form, is inadequate to express the 
characteristic of the conductor. The current may depend upon 
the length of time the potential e is applied. In such a case the 
additional factor, time, must be included, and

i = /(e, t) (14)
First, consider those conductors whose characteristics are 

expressed by relation (13). A metal maintained at constant 
temperature has so many free electrons that, for ordinary values 
of current, the current is directly proportional to the potential 
difference. This is expressed mathematically by the following 
simple form of Eq. (13):

i = Ke (15)
where A is a constant known as the conductance of the particular 
piece of metal. The reciprocal of K is the resistance, R, so

e = Ri (16)
Equations (15) and (16) are known as Ohm’s law and the resist
ance of the conductor is known as an ohmic resistance.

Many types of conduction, however, for example, gaseous con
duction as just described, do not follow Ohm’s law but have more 
complicated forms of the relation (13). In general, the relation 
(13) cannot be expressed in mathematical form, and it is neces
sary to express the relation graphically by what is known as an 
e-i characteristic curve. Several such curves are given in Fig. 7, 
the type of conduction to which each curve applies being 
noted on the curve. The scales of voltage and current are 
not necessarily the same for the several curves.

Figure 7a is the graph of an ohmic resistance, as given by Eq. 
(15). The conductance K is represented by the slope of the 
resistance line.
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In none of the other types of conduction illustrated in Fig. 
7 is there a constant such as K or R, but instead, the ratio of the 
instantaneous current to the corresponding instantaneous voltage, 
i.e., the instantaneous conductance, is a variable and a function 
of the current or potential difference. The arc, illustrated by the 
curve of Fig. 7b, exhibits a diminishing voltage as the current 
increases, which gives an increasing conductance with increasing 
current. Such a characteristic is often termed a falling character
istic because its slope is always negative. The curve shown in 
Fig. 7c illustrates, in general form, the course of the e-i curve 
for gaseous conduction. The exact shape of this curve depends

Fig. 7.—Forms of e-i characteristic curves.

upon various factors, such as gas pressure and kind of gas, and 
the final rapid rise of current may be entirely absent. The flat 
region is the saturation value of current. It occurs when 
all of the carriers are swept out as rapidly as they are produced. 
The rapid rise at the end is due to cumulative ionization. The 
curve of Fig. 7d is typical of the electronic conduction in a high- 
vacuum thermionic tube. The flat portion shows the saturation 
value of the current when all of the electrons are drawn to the 
positive electrode as rapidly as they are emitted by the heated 
cathode. The curves of Fig. 7, c and d, are rising characteristics 
because the slope of the curves is always positive. The instan
taneous conductance in certain regions may increase with increas
ing current, while in other regions it may decrease with increasing 
current.
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A common example of a type of conduction in which time enters 
is conduction through the filament of a tungsten lamp. Owing 
to the rise of temperature with increasing current, the con
ductance of the filament decreases by a factor of about ten from 
zero to normal current. The e-i characteristic for slowly chang
ing current is shown by the curve so marked in Fig. 8. If, 
however, the increase and decrease of the current take place 
in so short a time that the temperature of the filament does 
not change appreciably, the e-i characteristic is given by the 
straight line marked “very rapid current change. ” If the current 
rises fairly rapidly and then decreases more slowly, some such

Fig. 8.—Current-volt age characteristic curve of a tungsten-Iamp filament.

characteristic as is shown by the dotted line may be obtained. 
It is evident that for such a conductor there is no unique e-i 
characteristic, except for the limiting cases of very slow change 
and very rapid change of current. In the first case the tempera
ture follows the change in current. In the second case the 
changes of current are so rapid that the temperature cannot 
follow them and assumes some mean value.

Actually, the conduction through a gas, illustrated in Fig. 
7, b and c, is of the type in which the current-voltage curve 
depends upon the rate of change of the current. Time enters not 
only because the temperature changes as the current changes but 
also because the positive ions, which influence the conductance, 
move much more slowly than the electrons do and hence cause a 
lag in the effects when the current changes at a high rate. If the
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rate of current change is increased to such values that the time of 
flight of the electron between electrodes becomes appreciable 
compared to the period of change of the current, even conduction 
through a high-vacuum thermionic tube is of the type involving 
time as expressed in Eq. (14). The conduction through a metal 
at constant temperature is also of the type containing time, for 
very rapid current changes, so that all conduction in the final 
analysis is of the type shown in Eq. (14). For some types of 
conduction the time factor can be neglected for very slow changes 
of current only, while for other types of conduction the time 
factor is negligible for fairly rapid current changes.

27. Variational or Incremental Conductance and Resistance.— 
Whenever an ohmic resistance of the type illustrated by Fig. 
7a is an element of a circuit, which may also contain inductance 
and capacitance, it is a simple matter to calculate the current 
which flows in the circuit under a given impressed electromotive 
force. The resistance is the same whether the applied e.rn.f. is 
constant or alternating, or if an alternating e.rn.f. is superimposed 
on a constant e.rn.f. When the type of conduction does not 
follow Ohm’s law, complexities arise which will now be considered.

A type of conduction which does not follow Ohm’s law is shown 
in Fig. 7b, also given in Fig. 9. If the instantaneous e.rn.f. is 
ci (Fig. 9), the instantaneous current is ij and, by analogy with 
Ohm’s law, the instantaneous conductance is the ratio of 
ii/ei = ki. If ei changes to another value e2, the instantaneous 
conductance changes to a new value kz- If e2 — ei, a small 
change in the e.rn.f., is Ae, and the corresponding change i2 — ii, 
in i, is Ai, then

Ai di
limitAe=oy = yAe de

is called the variational or incremental conductance k. This new 
quantity is the slope of the characteristic curve and, in the case 
shown in Fig. 9, is a negative quantity. The quantity k is the 
conductance offered to a small variation of e.rn.f. as, for example, 
for a small alternating potential superimposed upon a steady 
e.rn.f.

Since the reciprocal of the conductance is the resistance, de/di 
is the variational resistance. In the work that follows, conduc
tance is used instead of resistance, when simpler expressions result 
therefrom.
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Referring again to the example given in Fig. 9, let P be the 
center point about which a small alternating variation of poten
tial and current takes place. The voltage and current corre
sponding to P are E and I. E is a steady potential upon which is

Fig. 9.—Characteristic curve of an arc.

Fig. 10.—Path of operation for a small high-frequency alternating variation.

superimposed a small alternating potential of amplitude ei — E. 
To the steady current I, the arc offers a positive resistance given 
by E/I or a positive conductance given by the slope of the line 
joining 0 with P. To the alternating variation, the arc offers a 
negative resistance or conductance.
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In the example of Fig. 9 just described, the conduction follows 
the simple law given in Eq. (13), in which case the variational 
conductance is simply the slope of the e-i characteristic curve. 
If, however, the alternating variation is so rapid that the time fac
tor enters, the variational conductance is not the slope of the char
acteristic curve but of some other linePiP2, as shown in Fig. 10.

A condition similar to that described for the arc obtains if a 
small alternating e.m.f. is superimposed upon a steady e.m.f. E, 
applied to a metal-filament lamp. This case is illustrated by the 
a-c. line PiP2 in Fig. 8. The conductance for a small alternating 
current of high frequency is constant and of a value determined 
by the steady current 7.

Sometimes the condition is even more complex than is illus
trated in Fig. 10. The a-c. path PiP2 for increasing current 
may not be the same as the path for decreasing current and a 
small ellipse or other figure may be traced between PY and P2. 
In such a case the conduction not only offers resistance but acts 
as though it possesses inductance also.

If the a-c. variations are small, all of these cases can be handled 
mathematically by solving the steady-current and a-c. parts 
of the problem separately. As already stated, the value of 
resistance or conductance for steady current is different, in 
general, from the value for alternating current. The method of 
solution of this type of problems will be more fully described 
in a later chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

EMISSION OF ELECTRONS

28. Three Sources of Electron Emission.—By the emission 
of electrons is meant the evolution or giving off of electrons by 
solid or liquid bodies, usually not spontaneously but as an accom
paniment and result of the action of certain definite physical 
agencies. There are three important means by which electrons 
are caused to be emitted:

a. Elevation of temperature of body.
b. Bombardment of body by rapidly moving ions, electrons, 

or metastable atoms.
c. Electromagnetic radiation of sufficiently short wave length 

falling upon body.
Electrons are spontaneously emitted from radioactive sub

stances, but this form of emission is so weak as to be of little 
importance as a source of electrons for electron tubes and will not 
be considered further.

The three types of emission classified above according to the 
causes of emission are called thermionic emission, secondary emis
sion, and photoelectric emission, respectively. The first of these 
types of emission is the most important and will be considered in 
detail.

I. THERMIONIC EMISSION

29. Maxwell’s Distribution of Velocities.—The heat energy 
that a body contains, which determines its temperature, resides 
in the kinetic energy of motion of its atoms or molecules, which 
are in constant random to-and-fro motion, as briefly explained 
in Chap. II. The greater the heat energy, the higher the 
temperature and the higher the velocities of motion of the 
particles. The velocities of motion are not the same for all 
the particles. Some particles have a relatively low velocity 
while others have a very high velocity, but the majority have 
velocities which are not very different from a certain velocity 
known as the most probable velocity. Maxwell calculated, by 
the theory of probability, the distribution of velocities of the

55
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particles of a gas and obtained the curve shown in Fig. 11. In 
this figure, any ordinate y represents the probability that a 
particle has a velocity x times the most probable velocity, 
where x is the abscissa of the ordinate y. The ordinate y is a 
function of x given by the relation

y
4 o -z2

—^=X2e 1 (17)

The ratio of the area under the curve between any two ordinates, 
at xi and x2, to the total area under the curve, gives the fraction 
of the total number of particles which have velocities ranging 

Fig. 11.—Maxwell’s law of distribution of velocities of gas molecules.

between Xi and x2 times the most probable velocity. For 
example, only 3.1 per cent of the particles have velocities greater 
than 2.5 times the most probable velocity. If the ordinates 
are Ax apart, then yAx/A = Anx/N, where Anx is the number of 
particles having velocities ranging between x and x + Ax times 
the most probable velocity, N is the total number of particles, 

oo

and A is the total area under the curve. A = I ydx = 1.

The most probable velocity changes with the temperature and is 
proportional to the square root of the absolute temperature.

30. Work Function.—The free electrons within a conducting 
body are assumed also to have random motion somewhat similar 
in kind to the motion of the atoms. The classical theory, devel
oped by Richardson, postulated that the electrons share with the 
atoms the heat energy and hence that the velocities of the 
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electrons follow Maxwell’s distribution law. Modern theories, 
based on the statistical mechanics of Fermi and Dirac, and 
developed by A. Sommerfeld and others, give to the electrons a 
velocity distribution which is very different from that of Maxwell.

It is sufficient for our purpose at this point, without going into a 
discussion of the several theories, to picture the electrons within 
the conductor as having some sort of velocity distribution. If 
there were no restraint at the surface, all electrons meeting the 
boundary of the conductor and having a normal component of 
velocity would escape, thus giving enormous emission of electrons 
even at ordinary temperatures. It is, therefore, necessary, in 
order to explain experimental results in terms of this picture,*  
to postulate a surface restraint or barrier which only those 
electrons that have a normal component of velocity greater than 
a certain value can surmount. This surface restraint may 
be due mostly to the electrical attraction of the surface for the 
emerging electron but is most conveniently expressed in terms of a 
definite amount of work w. An electron must possess kinetic 
energy at least as great as w in order to pass out through the 
surface. This work w is known as the thermionic work function.

The following simple analogy may aid in the understanding of 
the physical meaning of the work function. Imagine a number 
of marbles contained in a box, the sides of which have a height 
h. Suppose the marbles are jostled about by some means such 
as a hopper at the bottom of the box. The random motion 
of the marbles is roughly analogous to the motion of electrons. 
Some of the marbles may possess sufficient kinetic energy to 
carry them over the side of the box and out. If m is the mass 
of a marble, the minimum kinetic energy necessary is h^mv^ = 
mgh, where mgh is analogous to the thermionic work function 
w. A marble which is projected free from the box has lost no 
energy; the kinetic energy which it possessed has been trans
formed wholly or partly into potential energy when it is elevated 
to a height h above its normal position.

Returning now to the electrical case, only those electrons can 
escape whose velocities- are equal to or greater than wmin. given by 
the equation

* The picture described above and in the following sections should be 
considered in some respects as a very crude picture. It is difficult to describe 
the quantum mechanics of the electrons inside a conductor in terms of an 
accurate and at the same time simple picture.
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= w (18)

The energy of an escaped electron is not lost but merely trans
formed in part into potential energy.

The work w is ordinarily expressed in terms of a potential 
4 such that 4 times the electronic charge e is-equal to the work w, 
or

= w (in absolute units)

If 4 is in volts and e in absolute electrostatic units,

Ae = 300w (19)

The equivalent voltage 4> is often called the electron affinity and is 
different for different substances. The quantity 4 is of the 
greatest importance because it indicates the comparative diffi
culty that electrons experience in escaping from different sub
stances. Usually, the substances having small electron affinities 
are better emitters of electrons at any given temperature than the 
substances having larger values of <i>. This important constant is 
treated more in detail in Sec. 33 of this chapter.

31. Mechanism of Emission.—As the temperature of a con
ductor is increased, the distribution of velocities of the free 
electrons inside the conductor changes in such a way that more 
electrons possess a velocity sufficient to carry them through the 
surface restraint. The electrons which are emitted charge the 
space outside negatively and leave the body positively charged. 
Hence, there exists an electrostatic field outside the body urging 
the emitted electrons back into the body. At any given temper
ature, equilibrium is established when just as many electrons 
return to the body as escape in any given interval of time. Thus, 
a cloud of electrons exists outside the body, having a density 
dependent upon the temperature and upon the distance from the 
surface. There is, however, a definite rate of emission of electrons 
at each temperature, probably independent of the density of the 
electron cloud outside the body. If an external electric field is 
applied which is sufficient to draw off the electrons as fast as 
they are emitted, a certain saturation current per unit area of 
surface of the emitting body is obtained at each temperature.

32. Emission vs. Temperature.—In 1901, 0. W. Richardson,1 
applying the classical kinetic theory, deduced an equation for

1 Richardson, Camb. Phil. Proc., 11, 286 (1901).
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the saturation emission current per unit area of emitting surface 
as a function of temperature. This equation is

w
I, = AtT^e kt (20)

where Ar is a constant; w is the work per electron necessary for 
it to pass through the surface restraint and is assumed to be a 
constant for any substance; T is the absolute temperature; e is 
the Napierian base; and k is Boltzmann’s gas constant for a single 
electron, or two-thirds the average kinetic energy possessed by 
an electron at 1° abs. (k = 1.3709 X 10-16 erg per degree). In 
deducing this equation, Richardson assumed that the electrons 
inside the conductor obey the laws of a perfect gas and share with 
the atoms the heat energy in the body. The velocities of the 
electrons inside the body were therefore assumed to follow Max
well’s distribution law.

Richardson’s theory just referred to is now held to be incorrect 
because of discrepancies between the theory and certain experi
mental facts. For example, if the large number of free electrons 
which exist in a conductor share in the heat energy, the specific 
heat of the body should be much larger than is actually observed.

Later, Richardson,2 using the reasoning of thermodynamics 
applied to the electrons outside the conductor and making no 
assumptions as to the velocity distribution of the electrons inside 
the conductor, arrived at the expression given in Eq. (21)

Ie = AT*J^T (21)

where A is a quantity independent of T. Richardson pointed out 
that if the work function w is a function of temperature, given by 
the approximate relation

w = wq + %kT, (22)
which is deduced by further thermodynamical reasoning con
cerning the electrons inside the metal, Eq. (21) reduces to

WO bo
Is = AT2e kT = AT2e T (23)

where wa is the value of the work function at absolute zero.
Equation (23) can be deduced from the quantum theory, 

using the statistical mechanics of Fermi and Dirac, as shown by
2 Richardson, Phil. Mag., 28, 633 (1914); “Emission of Electricity from 

Hot Bodies,” Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 1916, rev. 1921.
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Sommerfeld.3 Equation (23), therefore, has a much stronger 
theoretical backing and is now universally adopted as the correct 
form of the emission equation.

Equation (23) has another point in its favor. As pointed out 
first by Richardson,4 A comes out experimentally to have about 
the same value for many common metals. Later Richardson4 
and then Dushman5 showed theoretically that A is a universal 
constant for pure metals.

Bridgman,6 in a rigorous theoretical treatment of the emission 
equation, shows that, if the difference between the specific heat 
of the neutral metal and the specific heat of the electric charge on 
its surface is zero, A has the universal constant value given 
by Dushman’s theory. There is, however, some slight evidence 
that A may be a function of $0, where $0 is the value of $ at 
absolute zero, and possibly also of the reflection coefficient of 
electrons at the anode.7

It might seem that it would be easy to decide by experiment 
between the two possible expressions for the emission current 
given in Eqs. (20) and (23), but the exponential factor varies so 
much more rapidly with T than does the T2 or term that it 
is practically impossible to decide from the experimental results 
which equation is the correct one. However, the experimental 
results of Dushman,5 Schlichter,8 Davisson and Germer,9 
Waterman,10 and Dushman et al.,11 are in support of Eq. (23).

Dushman, Rowe, Ewald, and Kidner11 have found by experi
ment that the value of A for tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum, 
and thorium agrees well with the theoretical value of 
60.2cm~^P^-2- The value of A is vastly different from this if 

there is a film of another element on the surface of the metal. A 
monatomic layer of an element more electropositive than the 
metal, such as a layer of caesium or thorium on tungsten,

3 Sommerfeld, Zeils, f. Physik, 47, 1 (1928).
4 Richardson, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A 91, 530 (1915); “Emission of 

Electricity from Hot Bodies,” p. 42, Longmans, Green & Co., New York, 
1916.

6 Dushman, Phys. Rev. 21, 623 (1923).
6 Bridgman, Phys. Rev., 14, 306 (1919); 27, 173 (1926).
7 Compton and Langmuir, Rev. Modem Phys., 2, 137 (1930).
8 Schlichter, Ann. d. Physik, 47, 625 (1915).
9 Davisson and Germer, Phys. Rev., 20, 300 (1922).

10 Waterman, Phys. Rev., 24, 366 (1924).
11 Dushman, Rowe, Ewald, Kidner, Phys. Rev., 25, 338 (1925). 
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decreases the value of A, while a monatomic layer of a more 
electronegative element, such as oxygen or phosphorus, increases 
the value of A.

Equation (23) is shown plotted in Fig. 12 for tungsten and 
logarithmically in Fig. 13 for tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum, 
platinum, and thorium. With the exception of platinum, the 
differences in emission for the several metals are due to the differ

ent values of b0 in Eq. (23). (The values of b0 for these metals 
are given below in Table II.) The melting points of the several 
pure metals are indicated by the termini of the lines in Fig. 13. 
It is evident from the figure that at any temperature below about 
2500°K. the emission from tantalum is at least ten times the 
emission from tungsten. The measurements of the emission 
constants of platinum vary widely, probably because of the 
impossibility of obtaining a clean surface uncontaminated with 
adsorbed oxygen.
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It should be remembered that the saturation current given 
by Eq. (23) is obtained only when an electric field is impressed 
of sufficient intensity to draw all electrons away from the emitter 
as fast as they emerge. This condition prevailed in obtaining 
the results of Figs. 12 and 13. The manner in which the emission 
current varies with temperature, when the impressed voltage is 
small, is considered in Sec. 42 of this chapter.

Fig. 13.—Comparison of emission from various kinds of surfaces.

33. Further Considerations Concerning the Work Function.— 
We return to further consideration of the work function w0 or 
the electron affinity <I>o. The value of w0 for tungsten is approxi
mately 7.20 X 10“  erg, or the equivalent voltage 4>0 is 4.52 
volts. The value of w or $ at room temperature is only slightly 
greater than the value of w0 or $0 as shown by Eq. (22).

12

If it is assumed in accordance with the classical theory that 
the thermal energy of the electrons inside the metal is the same 
as that of the electrons just outside, w is the work done against 
electrical forces when an electron leaves the surface. This state
ment and the conclusions that follow are not materially altered 
when the modern theory of emission is used.

Schottky12 has shown that if certain rather rough assumptions 
are made, the calculation of this electrical work comes out to be

12 Schottky, Phys. Zeits., 12, 872 (1914); 20, 220 (1919); Ann. d. 
Physik, 44, 1011 (1914); Zeits. f. Physik, 14, 63 (1923).
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about equal to the observed value for the work function. Ana
lytically, the expression for the electrical work is

Work = F(x)dx (24)

where F(x) is the force on an electron distant x from the surface. 
Schottky assumed that F(x) is the ordinary image force e2/4x2 
for values of x which are large compared with the diameter of 
a surface atom. When the electron is near the surface, the 
atoms being so large in comparison with the electron, the image 
theory is obviously incorrect and some other form for F(x) 
must be used. He assumed that for small values of x, the force 
is constant and equal to e2/4x2 up to a critical distance Xn. 
Langmuir13 assumed a parabolic form for the force near the 
surface, starting with zero at the surface and merging into the 
image force at a certain small distance from the surface. Experi
ment cannot determine the form of F(x) 
for small distances, but it does indicate 
that the force is the image force for 
distances greater than a few atom 
diameters, unless the surface is very 
rough, when the image law is modified.

34. Contact Potential and Its Relation 
to the Work Function.—The work w has 
a very intimate connection with the con
tact e.m.f. between metals. This can 
easily be seen in the following way. In 
Fig. 14, let A and B be two metals 

G =
Fig. 14.

maintained at the same temperature. Suppose that metal A is 
grounded. An electron which leaves metal A, arriving at a point 
a short distance outside its surface, has overcome, by virtue of its 
initial kinetic energy, practically all of the surface restraint, and 
an amount of kinetic energy w = &e has been converted into 
potential energy. The electron is then at a negative potential 
EA with respect to ground potential, so that

EA = = —e (25)

Similarly, an electron emerging from B does an amount of 
work wB, and at a short distance from the surface of B is at a 
negative potential EB with respect to the metal. The metal B

13 Langmuir, Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc., 29, 157 (1916). 
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is at a different potential from A because of a small Peltier e.m.f. 
E„ at junction J, so that

Es = + Et= ± E„ (26)
€

The difference between Eqs. (25) and (26) gives

(E3 - Ea) = (4>x - $B) ± E, (27)

The quantity EB — EA is the difference of potential which 
would exist between the two metals B and A if their surfaces 
were brought near together and they were not metallically con
nected, and is known as the contact difference of potential, or the 
Volta potential. Equation (27) shows that this Volta potential 
difference is practically equal to the difference in electron 
affinities, E^ usually being negligible in comparison with this 
difference.

When an electron escapes through the surface of an emitter, 
some of its kinetic energy, in amount equal to w, is converted 
into potential energy. The electron takes away this amount of 
energy, causing the emitter to be cooled. Conversely, an electron 
starting from rest just outside a substance, and passing inward 
through the same surface restraint, causes a heating equal to 
w ergs per electron. This heating must not be confused with 
the much greater heat due to the bombardment of an electrode 
by rapidly moving electrons. The heat of bombardment is 
due to the conversion of all of the kinetic energy of the electrons 
into heat.

35 . Determination of the Work Function and Constant 
A.14-32—Most of the experimental determinations of the work

14 Dushman, Rev. Modern Phys., 2, 381 (1930).
16 Wehnelt and Jentzsch, Ann. d. Physik, 28, 537 (1909).
16 Schneider, Ann. d. Physik, 37, 569 (1912).
17 Cooke and Richardson, Phil. Mag., 25, 624 (1913); 26, 472 (1913).
18 Lester, Phil. Mag., 31, 197 (1916).
19 Wilson, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 3, 426 (1917); Phys. Rev., 10, 79 (1917).
20 Davisson and Germer, Phys. Rev., 20, 300 (1922); 24, 666 (1924).
21 Michel and Spanner, Zeits.f. Physik, 35, 395 (1925).
22 Van Voorhis, Phys. Rev., 30, 318 (1928).
23 Compton and Van Voorhis, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 13, 336 (1927).
24 Horton, Phil. Trans., A 207, 149 (1907).
25 Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 2, 450 (1913); Phys. Zeils., 15, 516 (1914); 

Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc:, 29, 125 (1916).
26 Schlichter, Ann. d. Physik, 47, 573 (1915).
27 Kingdon and Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 22, 148 (1923).
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function or electron affinity $0 have been made by one of two 
methods. The first method16-21 involves the measurement 
of the cooling of the cathode due to emission, or the heating 
of the anode due to electrons entering its surface. The second 
method20'24-32 is the direct determination of the constants of the 
emission equation, Eq. (23), usually by. plotting, as in Fig. 13. 
When the second method is used, the constant A can also 
be determined.

Table II.-—Emission Constants1

Metal $0, volts bo, degrees Kelvin
A amp.

cm.2 deg.2

Ni................................ 2.77 32,100 26.8
C................................. 4.00 46,500 60.2
w.................... 4.52 52,400 60.2
Mo.............................. 4.42 51,390 60.2
Ta............................... 4.07 47,200 60.2

3.15 36,500 5.0
Cs................................ 1.81 21,000 16.2
Th............................... 3.35 38,900 60.2
Th on W................... 2.63 30,500 3.0
U on W.................... 2.84 33,000 3.2
Ca............................... 2.24 26,000 60.2

= 11,606 deg. per volt.

1 International Critical Tables, vol. VI, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1929.

While most of the reliable values of the work function have 
been determined by the methods just described, the work function 
can be found also from the long-wave-length limit of the photo
electric effect, or by measuring directly the contact e.rn.f. between 
two metals, the electron affinity of one of the metals being known. 
These last methods in general do not give results so accurate as 
the first two methods, because of the difficulty of adequately 
cleaning the surfaces of the metals and maintaining the surfaces 
free from contamination by occluded gases.

28 Kingdon, Phys. Rev., 24, 510 (1924).
29 Spanner, Ann. d. Physik, 75, 609 (1924).
30 Zwikker, Proc. Amst. Acad. Sci., 29, 792 (1926).
31 Dushman, Rowe, Ewald, and Kidner, Phys. Rev., 25, 338 (1925); 

Dushman and Ewald, Phys. Rev., 29, 857 (1927).
32 DuBridge, Phys. Rev., 32, 961 (1928).
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Even the first two methods are extremely difficult of execution 
for obtaining accurate results, owing largely to the difficulty 
in accurately measuring the temperatures. Because of these 
experimental difficulties, the values of the emission constants 
obtained by various observers differ considerably in some cases. 
The best values, taken mostly from the “International Critical 
Tables,” are given in Table II on page 65. The values printed 
in boldface type are the more reliable; the other values must 
be considered as only approximate.

Platinum seems to be abnormal in that the emission constants 
for this metal, as determined by a number of observers, vary 
much more widely than for other metals. DuBridge33 has 
tabulated the values of A, bo, and for platinum. The deter
minations of the electron affinity vary from 2.18 to 6.71 volts, 
and the values for A vary from 10.7 X 10-4 to 1.45 X 107 
, arnP'—-. This wide variation may be due to occluded oxygen 
deg/cm/ 
which condenses readily on clean platinum, as Langmuir35 
showed.

36 . Space Current vs. Voltage.—Thus far, only the variation of 
the total emission or saturation current from an emitter, as its tem
perature is varied, has been explained. The electric field inten
sity, which draws the electrons from the emitter to the opposed 
cold plate, has been assumed sufficiently large (indicated by 
E = oo in Fig. 12) to insure that all emitted electrons are drawn 
off and a true measure of emission as a function of temperature 
obtained. If, however, the field intensity is small, all electrons 
are not attracted to the plate, and the space current depends - 
upon the strength of the electric field according to a certain 
law known as the voltage law.

A rough physical picture of the reason for the limitation of 
space current at low voltages may be obtained by examining the 
forces acting upon a single electron as it passes from the emitter 
to the plate of a two-electrode tube, or diode, shown in Fig. 15. 
Assume that the bulb is perfectly exhausted and that a space 
current is flowing, consisting of a cloud of electrons diagram- 
matically represented in Fig. 15. This cloud constitutes a 
negative space charge, which exerts a force on each electron 
according to its position. An electron just emerging from the 
emitter is attracted toward the plate by the electric field caused

33 DuBridge, Phys. Rev., 31, 236 (1928). 
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by the voltage Ep applied between emitter and plate, but is 
repelled back toward the emitter by the space charge. If the 
former force is greater than the latter, the electron will move 
toward the plate with an increasing velocity. The repelling 
force toward the emitter, due to the space charge, decreases as 
the electron approaches the plate, because less repelling space 
charge is in front of it and more behind it. Since the resultant 
force on the electron increases rapidly owing to the diminution 
and ultimate reversal of the space-charge force, the acceleration 
of the electron increases. The electron cloud is most dense 
near the emitter. The force acting on an electron to urge it 
toward the plate is least when 
the electron is near the emitter, 
so that an electron that starts 
toward the plate is certain to 
arrive there. If the force due 
to the space charge on an elec
tron just emerging from the 
emitter is equal to the attract
ing force due to the charged 
plate, the electron will be un
affected, and any further in
crease of electrons flowing to 
the plate will result in a larger 
net force urging the electrons 
back into the emitter. It is 
evidently impossible for a cur
rent to pass to the plate which

Fig. 15.—Diagrammatic illustration of 
space charge.

is greater than that giving a space charge which just neutralizes 
the force at the emitter due to the plate. This leads to a maxi
mum value of current known as the saturation current correspond
ing to each plate voltage.

An analytical expression for the voltage law was first derived 
for parallel-electrode surfaces by Child34 in 1911, and later 
independently derived and extended to a cylindrical plate by 
Langmuir.36

37 . Voltage Law for Plane Surfaces.—The derivation of the 
voltage law, as obtained by Child, is here given when applied to 
the ideal case of two infinite parallel surfaces in a perfect vacuum,

34 Child, Phys. Rev., 32, 498 (1911).
35 Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 2, 450 (1913).
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Fig. 16.—Flow of electrons be
tween parallel plane electrodes.

one surface being maintained at an infinite temperature. Further, 
the emitter is assumed to be an equipotential surface and the 
electrons are assumed to emerge from this hot surface with 
zero initial velocity. Figure 16 represents a portion of the two 
infinite surfaces. The hot surface is assumed to be at zero 
potential and the cold surface is maintained at potential E„. 
Since the surfaces are infinite, the electric field is everywhere 
uniform and perpendicular to the surfaces. Imagine a small 
box between the surfaces, with edges of length dx, dy, dz, the 

direction x being perpendicular 
to the infinite surfaces. Gauss’ 
theorem states that the surface 
integral over any closed surface of 
the normal component of the 
electric force Fn is equal to 4tt 
times the charge q inside the sur
face, or

J'J"FndS = 4tt0 (e.s.u.) (28) 

This equation may be applied to 
the small imaginary box in 
Fig. 16. The result is

(
DU \ 
Fx + mfdx Jdydz OX /

= — Airpdxdydz (29)

where p is the volume density of negative charge. In Eq. (29), 
the partial derivative may be written as a total derivative because 
Fx varies only with x, and the equation reduces to

dFx . / x-5— = —irrp (e.s.u.) dx
Since Fx = —dE/dx, Eq. (30) becomes

d2E , . .
dF = 4,rp

(30)

(31)

where E is the potential distant x from the emitting surface.
The volume density p is a function of x. The charge is moving 

in the direction of positive x so that the charge, which is at one 
instant inside the box, in an interval of time dt will be displaced 
a distance dx. The rate of transfer of negative electricity, or 
the electronic current, is therefore
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pdxdydz T,, 
= Idydz

or
T dx
T = P^ = P», (32)

I is the electron current per unit area of the surfaces and is 
numerically equal to the positive current flowing from anode to 
cathode; vx is the velocity of the electrons at distance x from the 
emitting surface.

An electron which has traveled a distance x from the emitter 
has velocity vx given by the equation

= Ee (33)

Eliminating p and vx from Eqs. (31), (32), and (33),
d2E l2mT , . ,
dx2 - yeE (e's'u-) (34)

dETo solve the equation, we may multiply through by 2^-, giving

dx\dx /
. ¡2m 1 dE 
\ e E^ dx (e.s.u.) (35)

Integrating Eq. (35),

= 87tIJ^(E* - E^) (e.s.u.) (36)

Equilibrium is established when the current, and hence the 
space charge, is sufficient to reduce to zero the electric field at 
the emitter. The potential Eo is zero by hypothesis. Equation 
(36) becomes

E* (e.s.u.) (37)\dx / ye
Integrating Eq. (37),

1 = (e.s.u.) (38)9ir\m x2
where E is the potential at any distance x from the emitter. If x 
is made equal to d, the distance between emitter and plate, E 
becomes Ep and Eq. (38) becomes

£ l2eE*
9tt v m d2 (e.s.u.) (39)
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Equation (39), expressed in practical units with the constants 
evaluated, is

I = 2.336 X IO"6 5 (40)
d2 cm.2

where Ep is expressed in volts and d in centimeters.
Equation (40) is the voltage law and shows that the voltage

saturation current varies as the three-halves power of the

Plate Voltage in Volts

Fig. 17.—Space-charge saturation current between parallel plane electrodes.

impressed plate voltage. This equation is sometimes called 
Child’s law.

Equation (40) also shows that with constant potential on the 
plate, the voltage-saturation current varies inversely as the 
square of the distance between a plane emitter and a plane plate. 
Equation (40) is plotted directly in Fig. 17, and on logarithmic 
paper in Fig. 18.

Since the current is the same for all values of x, Eq. (38) shows 
that the potential at any distance x is given by
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E = 3 3ttW2
2e

■ x*

= (const.) • x* (41)

Therefore, the potential varies as the four-thirds power of the 
distance from the plane emitter.

Fig. 18.—Space-charge saturation current between parallel plane electrodes.

38. Variation of Field Strength, Velocity, and Charge Density 
with Distance, for Plane Electrodes.—It is a simple operation to 
derive the following expressions:

n dE , , \ UF = —= —(const.) -x»

Vx = (const.) • x^ 
p — (const.) •

(42)

(43)
(44)

Equations (41) to (44) are shown graphically in Fig. 19. It is 
to be remembered that these equations all apply to the ideal case 
of an equipotential plane emitter, giving off electrons with no 
initial velocity, and placed in a perfect vacuum opposite a plane 
plate, both plate and emitter being so large that the field between 
them is everywhere uniform and perpendicular to the surfaces.
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By Eq. (31), p is proportional to d2E/dx2 and hence is approxi
mately proportional to the curvature of the graph of E.

39. Voltage Law for Cylin
drical Plate.—The law for the 
variation of plate current with 
plate voltage will now be 
developed for a cylindrical 
arrangement, consisting of a 
filamentary equipotential 
emitter of infinite length dis
posed along the axis of an 
infinite cylindrical plate. 
Here again the temperature 
of the emitter is assumed to 
be so large that the space cur
rent is never limited by lack 
of emission, and the electrons 

leave the filament with zero initial velocity.
Referring to Fig. 20, Gauss’ theorem is first applied to the 

small wedge-shaped volume rdddrdl

—FrrdOdl + ^Fr + ^fdr^(r + drjdOdl 

= — Air prdddrdl (45)

Reducing and dividing by rdOdrdl and 
replacing the partial derivative by the 
total derivative,

Fr .
* + 7 - <40>

between cylindrical electrodes.

Replacing Fr by —dE/dr,

which expresses the relation among the 
potential E, the volume density of 
negative charge p, and the distance 
cylindrical plate.

r from the axis of the
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The electron current perpendicular to the axis through length I 
of any imaginary concentric cylinder is

I = 2irrlpvr (48)
This equation, together with Eq. (33), can be combined with 
Eq. (47) to eliminate p and vr, giving

d2E dE _ I ¡2m 
rlF2+~dr ~ lyEe (49)

Langmuir36’37 has shown that the solution of this equation is
2
9

2e IE* .
------- et (e.s.u.) m rß2

(50)

In Eq. (50), ß is a dimensionless factor given by the series
„ , r 2/. A2 11 /. A3ß = log--^log-^ + ^log -a)

47 ( A4-3-300^ ä) + ••' <51)

where a is the radius of the filamentary emitter. Table III, taken 
from Langmuir’s paper,36 37’38 gives the values of for various 
values of r/a.

Table III38

r/a /32 r/a ß2 r/a ß2

1.00 0.000 6.0 0.838 30 1.091
1.50 0.116 7.0 0.887 45 1.095
2.00 0.275 8.0 0.925 67 1.089
2.50 0.405 9.0 0.955 122 1.072
3.00 0.512 10.0 0.978 221 1.053
4.00 0.665 12.0 1.012 735 1.023
5.00 0.775 16.0 1.051 2,440 1.006

20.0 1.072 22,026 0.999

Equation (50), reduced to practical units and with constants 
evaluated, becomes

IE*
1 = 14.68 X 10-6—amp. (52)

rpß
38 Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 2, 450 (1913); Phys. Zeils., 15, 348 (1914); Gen. 

Elec. Rev., 26, 731 (1923).
37 Langmuir and Blodgett, Phys. Rev., 22, 347 (1923).
38 For values of /32 see Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 21, 435 (1923); and 

for table of values of 02 for both cathode inside and cathode outside see 
Langmuir and Blodgett, Phys. Rev., 22, 347 (1923).
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where I is the length of the filament and plate in centimeters, rp 
is the radius of the plate in centimeters, and Ep is the potential 
between plate and filament in volts. Equation (52) is plotted 
logarithmically in Fig. 21.

40. Comparison of Voltage Laws for Plane and Cylindrical 
Plates.—Comparing Eqs. (39) and (50), it is seen that with both 
geometrical arrangements of filament and plate, i.e., plane sur-

Fig. 21.—Space-charge saturation current between cylindrical electrodes.
= 1.

faces and cylindrical plate with filamentary emitter, the electron 
current is proportional to the three-halves power of the impressed 
voltage. Langmuir36 has shown theoretically that the three- 
halves-power law holds, no matter what the geometrical con
figuration of the electrodes may be.

Equation (52) shows that for a cylindrical plate, where its 
radius is large compared with the radius of a filamentary emitter in 
the axis of the plate, the saturation current varies inversely as the 
first power of the radius of the plate. This statement should be 
contrasted with the corresponding one for plane surfaces, in 
which case the saturation current varies inversely as the square 
of the distance between emitter and plate.
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41. Variation of Field Strength, Velocity, and Charge Density 
with Distance, for Cylindrical Electrodes.—Expressions for the 
cylindrical diode, corresponding to those for the plane-plate 
diode given in Eqs. (41), (42), (43), and (44), are as follows:

Fig. 22.—Variation of F, v, E, and p between cylindrical electrodes, ~ = 6.

(53)

(54)

v = (const.) •
/ A X 1 p = (const.) • — rv

(55)

(56)

These four equations are plotted in Fig. 22, which should be com
pared with Fig. 19 for the plane-plate diode.

42. Effect of Initial Velocity of Emission.—In the derivation 
of the voltage laws as given for the plane and cylindrical arrange
ments of plate and emitter, it was assumed that the electrons left 
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the emitter with no initial velocity. In practice this ideal condi
tion is not realized, as was shown by the theory of emission given 
in the first part of this chapter. It was there pointed out that, 
because of the surface restraint, only those electrons inside the 
emitter possessing more than a certain minimum velocity can 
escape through the surface. This minimum velocity corresponds 
to a certain kinetic energy which an electron must possess in 
order to escape. This energy is transformed into potential 
energy on passing through the surface. Hence this minimum 
velocity is subtracted from the velocity of all electrons which 
emerge from the emitter. The emerging electrons therefore 
possess velocities ranging from zero upward. It was pointed out 
that the assumption made in the early theories of emission is 
that the electrons inside the emitter possess velocities which 
follow Maxwell’s distribution law corresponding to the tempera
ture of the emitter. If this assumption is true, it can be 
shown39’40 from theoretical considerations that the electrons out
side the emitter must possess the Maxwellian distribution of 
velocities corresponding to the temperature of the emitter, but 
with a different concentration of electrons. The new theories 
of emission based on statistical mechanics also give a Maxwellian 
distribution of velocities for the outside electrons but not for the 
inside electrons. The distribution of velocities of the outside 
electrons can be tested experimentally, and the results of several 
such investigations41-50 prove that the initial velocities of emission 
do follow Maxwell’s law for an electron atmosphere in tempera
ture equilibrium with the hot emitter.

The space current, when limited by space charge, differs 
slightly from that given by the simple voltage law if the initial 
velocities of emission are appreciable. In studying this effect 
of the initial velocities of emission, examine the plot of potential

39 Richardson, Phil. Mag., 18, 695 (1909).
40 Mott-Smith and Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 28, 727 (1926).
41 Richardson and Brown, Phil. Mag., 16, 353 (1908).
42 Richardson, Phil. Mag., 16, 890 (1908); 18, 681 (1909).
43 Schottky, Ann. Physik, 44, 1011 (1914).
44 Ting, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London'), 98, 374 (1920-1921).
46 Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 102, 734 (1923).
46 Potter, Phil. Mag., 46, 768 (1923).
47 Róssigbr, Z. Physik, 19, 167 (1923).
48 Congdon, Phil. Mag., 47, 458 (1924).
49 Gbrmbr, Phys. Rev. (2), 25, 795 (1925).
60 Davisson, Phys. Rev. (2), 25, 808 (1925). 
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at various distances from the emitter or cathode between plane 
parallel electrodes, when the initial velocities of emission are 
taken into account. The variation of potential E, when the elec
trons have no initial velocity, is expressed by Eq. (41), and 
plotted in Fig. 19 for plane surfaces. This curve of Fig. 19 is 
reproduced in Fig. 23.

If the emitted electrons have initial velocities of Maxwellian 
distribution, there is a place a short distance from the emitting 
surface where the potential is 
negative with respect to the 
emitter. If the potential of the 
plate is positive, the potential 
curve has a minimum Em at a 
distance xm from the cathode, as 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 
23. At some distance xe, greater 
than xm, the potential is zero. 
Since the force per unit negative 
charge is given by the slope of 
the potential curve, the force on 
the electrons between the emitter 
and xm is negative and hence 
toward the emitter. At xm the 
force is zero, and for values of x

Fig. 23.—Variation of potential be
tween plane parallel electrodes show
ing effect of initial velocity of emission.

greater than xm the force is toward the plate. If the plate voltage 
is large, the space charge is a maximum very close to xm, and 
hence the average velocity of the electrons toward the plate is a 
minimum at this point. If the plate voltage is small, xm is 
relatively large, as shown by the dotted curve of Fig. 23 for plate 
voltage Ep. A curve is also shown for an insulated plate.

Wehnelt and Bley51 have measured the distribution of poten
tial between the emitter and the plate under various conditions 
and find that xm and Em increase with a decrease of plate voltage 
and with an increase of temperature of the emitter, in accord with 
the theory.

Schottky,52 Langmuir,53 and others64’65 have treated theoreti
cally this effect of initial velocity and arrive at the following

61 Wehnelt and Bley, Zeits. f. Physik, 35, 338 (1926).
52 Schottky, Phys. Zeits., 15, 526 (1914); Ann. d. Physik, 44,1011 (1914).
63 Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 21, 419 (1923).
64 Lange, Jahrb. Radioakt. Elektronik, 15, 205 (1918).
65 Fry, Phys. Rev., 17, 441 (1921).
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approximate equation for the current when limited by space 
charge between plane electrodes

1 /2e (E - E^f I kT
(x - xmy V ^\e(E - Em)

(57)

When the constants of Eq. (57) are evaluated and Ep is sub
stituted for E to denote the plate voltage at a distance d from the 
emitter, the space current in amperes per square centimeter is

/ Er   ET \ % / / rri
I = 2.336 X lO“6^---- 1 + 0.0229a =------------- + • •

(ß ^n) \ V Ep Em
(58)

Langmuir53 gives the following table for the values of xm and Em 
for various values of EP, when the distance d is 0.5 cm.

Table IV.—Current between Parallel Plane Electrodes 0.5 Cm. 
Apart

1 2 3 4 5 6

I/I, I, amperes Ep, volts Em, 
volts

xm, centi
meters I/I,

0.001 0.00016 2.5 -1.43 0.074 4.22
0.01 0.0016 24.4 -0.95 0.0224 1.424
0.1 0.016 131.6 -0.48 0.0062 1.134
1.0 0.16 645.0 -0.00 0.0000 1.045

The first column gives the ratio of the current I to the saturation 
current Is. The sixth column gives the ratio of the current I 
to the current I3 calculated by formula (40) for the ideal case.

The expression corresponding to Eq. (57) for the current 
per unit length of cylindrical plate of radius r, as given by Lang
muir, is

1 = ep-e^ + t loR (e-s-u-) (59^y v m l 4 \ ae q/
where EQ is the voltage corresponding to the average initial 
energy of the electrons in a radial direction. Eo = %kT and is 
equal to 0.31 volt at T = 2400°K.; X is a factor whose value 
lies between 1 and 2 and can, for practical purposes, be set equal 
to unity; fl2 in Eq. (59) has the same significance as in Eq. (50) 
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and is given in Table III for various values of the ratio of radius 
of cathode to that of plate.

The correction for the effect of initial velocity for the cylindrical 
arrangement is several times less than that for the plane parallel 
electrodes, and hence considerably less than the corrections 
indicated in Column 6 of Table IV.

Thus far, we have considered the electron current which flows 
from an emitter to the plate, only when the plate potential is 
positive with respect to that of the emitter. Of course, if the 
electrons were to emerge from the emitter with no initial velocity, 
the electron current to the plate would be zero when the plate 
potential is zero, the potential of the emitter always being taken 
as zero. Because of the initial velocities, some of the electrons 
are able to reach the plate even when the plate has a negative 
or retarding potential. The number that reach the plate for 
any retarding potential Ep depends upon the temperature 
of the emitter and the distribution of velocities of the emitted 
electrons. If we measure the number that reach the plate, or the 
current for various retarding potentials, we have a means of 
determining whether or not the initial velocities of emission 
follow Maxwell’s distribution law.

Assuming that the emitted electrons obey Maxwell’s distri
bution of velocities, the fraction n/ns of the electrons which 
are capable of moving against a retarding potential E, is given by 
the Boltzmann equation56

J = (60)

Equation (60) holds only for plane electrodes and only when there 
is no potential minimum between the two electrodes. This latter 
restriction means that the motion of electrons is not influenced 
appreciably by space charge, and that there is no secondary 
emission or reflection of electrons at the electrodes. Equation 
(60) can be written

T Ee
(61)

where I is the current corresponding to retarding potential E, 
and Is is the saturation current corresponding to temperature T.

66 Richardson and Brown, Phil. Mag., 16, 353 (1908); Langmuir and 
Mott-Smith, Gen. Elee. Rev., 27, 449 (1929); Mott-Smith and Langmuir, 
Phys. Rev., 28, 756 (1926).
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Fig. 24.—Space current between 
plane parallel electrodes as a func
tion of retarding potentials.

If log 10 I be plotted against E, retarding potentials being 
plotted negatively, the result is a straight line of slope logic e 

until I is nearly equal to I„ when the curve bends over and 
becomes horizontal, as shown in Fig. 24. The two straight 
portions, if extended, meet on the axis for E = 0, provided 
no potential other than E is acting. If there is a Volta contact 
potential between the electrodes, the curve is displaced, as shown 
by the dotted curve of Fig. 24. The distance between the inter

section point a and the axis gives 
the Volta potential Ev.

The method outlined would pro
vide an accurate method of deter
mining the Volta potential difference 
between two metals composing the 
emitter and the plate, if it were 
possible to realize the condition of 
infinite plane electrodes. Since 
this is impossible, the cylindrical 
arrangement is always used, but the 
theory is not so simple. Schottky57 

has shown that, for the cylindrical arrangement, the current 
reaching the plate when the retarding potential is E, provided 
the emitter temperature is so small that space charge is negligible, 
is

9 F life —— C “I = + I e^dx (62)
Vtt J J

kT

kT
If E is numerically greater than about 3—> the graph of 

logic I is approximately a straight line. When extended it does 
not, however, intersect the horizontal line corresponding to I, at 
a point which gives the correct value of the Volta potential. 
The intersection point gives a value of the Volta potential which is 
in error by the amount.

0 IkTError in Volta potential =---- — (approx.) (63)

A better method of testing the validity of Eq. (62), as well as 
to determine the Volta potential, is as follows:

67 Schottky, Ann. Physik, 44, 1011 (1914).
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The values of logw y from Eq. (62) for various values of 

Ec/kT have been calculated by Germer68 and are given in the 
following table. If the retarding potential Ep is plotted against 
the value of Eb/kT as determined from Table V for the value of

Table V

Ee 
kT

, ■ logio y Ee 
kT

1 E logio j

1 0.2423 10 3.7698
2 0.5827 11 4.1850
3 0.9523 12 4.6024
4 1.3371 14 5.4398
5 1.7312 16 6.2812
6 2.1318 18 7.1245
7 2.5369 20 7.9714
8 2.9455 25 10.0978
9 3.3567

logio j obtained with voltage Ep, a straight line will be obtained,

provided the velocities follow Maxwell’s law. The intercept
on the Ep axis gives the Volta poten
tial, and the slope of the line gives 
the absolute temperature T oi the 
emitter. Such a plot is shown in 
Fig. 25.

Many investigations69 have been 
made, using methods similar to 
those outlined, which prove that the 
velocities of the electrons emitted 
from various pure and coated metals 
follow Maxwell’s distribution law.

Fig. 25.—Determination of the 
Volta potential.

In performing these experi-
ments, it is to be noted that one of the requirements is a constant 
potential emitter. This is usually attained by the use of a commu-

68 Germer, Phys. Rev., 25, 795 (1925).
69 Richardson and Brown, Phil. Mag., 16, 353 (1908); Richardson, 

Phil. Mag., 16, 890 (1908); 18, 681 (1909); Schottky, Ann. d. Physik, 44, 
1011 (1914); Ting, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 98, 374 (1920-1921); Jones, 
Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 102, 734 (1923); Potter, Phil. Mag., 46, 768 
(1923) ; Rössiger, Zeits. f. Physik, 19, 167 (1923) ; Congden, Phil. Mag., 47, 
458 (1924); Germer, Phys. Rev., 25, 795 (1925); Koller, Phys. Rev., 25, 
671 (1925); Rothe, Zeits. f. Physik, 37, 414 (1926).
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tator, or the electrical equivalent, whereby the filament current is 
periodically interrupted, and the emission current is measured 
only during the time when the filament current is zero. Before 
leaving the subject of Volta potential, consider an ingenious 
scheme by Lange60 for measuring the Volta potential difference 
between the grid and plate of a three-electrode tube. The 
method is based on the assumption that the division of current 
between the grid and plate, i.e., the ratio IJIP, depends only 
upon the ratio of potentials of grid and plate with respect to 
the emitter. Therefore, if E„„ and E„v are the Volta potentials 
of grid and plate with respect to the filament, the ratio

E, E„is constant if -A—,—is constant. In order to eliminate the 
Lp I Dvp

effects of initial velocities of the electrons and the potential drop 
along the filament, the ratio Na—eA is made equal to unity.

p “I

Hence
Eg + EVQ = Ep + Evp or Eg = Ep + Ev(p_g-) (64)

where Ev(p_g) is the Volta potential between plate and grid. The 
method consists in finding a value of Evrp_„) such that Ep and E„ 
can be varied in accordance with Eq. (64), while maintaining 
the ratio Ia/lP constant.

43. Characteristic Surface of Diode.—Let us now investigate 
the shape of the characteristic curves of a two-electrode tube, or 
diode. The plate current is a function of both the plate potential 
and the temperature of the emitter. This can be expressed by 
the following equation:

U = f(Ep, T) (65)

We have already examined the shape of the plate-current curve 
when Ep is infinite and T is varied, i.e., Richardson’s law, and 
the shape of the plate-current curve when T is infinite and Ep 
is varied, i.e., the voltage law. It is now pertinent to study the 
shape the curves assume when both Ep and T are finite. The 
functional relation of Eq. (65), being an equation in three vari
ables, can be plotted in a three-dimensional model, as shown in 
Fig. 26. Plate current Ip, the dependent variable, is plotted verti
cally, and plate voltage Ep and absolute temperature T are plotted 
on the horizontal plane. The model, of course, extends to 
infinity in the positive direction of all three variables, but the 
“Lange, Diss. Dresden (1927).
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of T give the family of curves

Fig. 26.—Characteristic surface of 
the diode.

drawing shows only a small portion of the characteristic surface. 
Theoretically, the front edge, or the intersection of the two 
curved surfaces, is sharp, but, for reasons to be explained later, 
it is actually somewhat rounded as indicated in Fig. 26.

44. Characteristic Curves of Diode.—If the model is viewed 
in a direction perpendicular to the T-axis, the several sections 
of the model for various values < 
shown in Fig. 27. If, on the other 
hand, the model is viewed in a 
direction perpendicular to the Ep- 
axis, another family of curves is 
obtained and is plotted in Fig. 28. 
Referring again to Fig. 26, every 
point on the surface which has its 
lower edge along the E^-axis is 
independent of Ep and hence is 
determined only by the tempera
ture T. Every such current is 
limited, therefore, by emission or 
what we may call temperature 
saturation. Similarly, every point 
on the other surface which starts 
from the T-axis represents a cur
rent determined only by Ep and 
hence a current limited by space-charge saturation. Those 
points on the rounded edge of the intersection of the two surfaces 
are limited simultaneously by both types of saturation.

The model of Fig. 26 is ideal and is often departed from in 
practice. Very often the edge is much more rounded and one or 
both of the surfaces may be inclined to the axis, so that saturation 
is less marked and the horizontal portions of the curves of Figs. 
27 and 28 may be inclined with positive slopes.

45. Curves of IP vs. I f.—Figure 29 is a graph of the observed 
plate current plotted against filament current instead of against 
temperature. The envelope curve for a very large Ep is some 
complex function of the filament current.

The expression
_g_

Ip = (constant) • c z/ (66)

where g is a constant, fits very well the experimental observations, 
although there is no more theoretical justification for the formula
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Fig. 27.—Plate current vs. plate voltage for the diode.

Plate current vs temperature for c/iode
Fig. 28.—Plate current vs. temperature for the diode.
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than its similarity of form to Richardson’s equation. The degree 
to which the expression fits experimental observation is indicated 
in Fig. 30, where logic IP is plotted against 1/1/.

Another expression which agrees with the experimental results 
with fair accuracy over a portion of the range of Ip is

iP = cir (67)

where C and m are constants. This expression has even less 
theoretical justification than Eq. (66) but does give a better 

Fig. 29.—Plate current vs. filament current for a diode.

idea of how rapidly Ip changes with I¡, because m, as is seen from 
the logarithmic plot of Eq. (67) given in Fig. 31, is about 17.4.

The saturation plate current can be expressed in still another 
way which has several very practical advantages. This is only 
briefly referred to here, being described in more detail in Chap. 
V. The saturation current is a function of the heating power P 
dissipated in the filament, and the relation between Ip and P 
can be plotted conveniently on a special kind of coordinate 
paper. The emission current per watt can also be plotted as a 
function of P and is known as the emission efficiency.
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Practical details concerning various types of emitters in 
common use and the effects on emission caused by potential 
drop along the filament, cooling of the end, etc., are foreign to 
this chapter, which is confined to the strictly ideal theoretical 
aspects of emission. The practical details are considered in the 
next chapter.

46. Cold-cathode Emission.—Reference was made in Sec. 
30 to the idea, suggested by Schottky,61 that the work function w

Fig. 30.—Emission of a tungsten fila- Fig. 31.—Emission of a tungsten fila
ment (UV = 201). ment (UV = 201).

is the work necessary to drag an electron from a metal in opposi
tion to the electric force which pulls the electron back toward 
the surface. This force is generally assumed to be the ordinary 
electrostatic image force for distances from the surface greater 
than a distance x0, which is of the order of a few diameters of the 
surface atoms, and Schottky assumed that for distances less than 
Xq the force is constant and equal to the image force at x0. If 
we assume that the temperature of the emitter is low, i.e., of 
the order of room temperature, the velocities of agitation of 
the electrons can be neglected and the effect producing a mini
mum of potential outside an emitter, due to the initial velocities 
of emission, is practically out of the picture. Considering

61 Schottky, Phys. Zeits., 15, 872 (1914); 20, 220 (1919); Ann. d. Physik, 
44, 1011 (1914); Zeits. f. Physik, 14, 63 (1923). 
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only this surface restraint at a cold electrode, we may represent 
diagrammatically the course of the force and potential as in 
Fig. 32. If x = oo, the potential E becomes the electron affinity 
for the metal. Then,

$ = A 
2zo (68)

Substituting in Eq. (68) the value of $ for tungsten, i.e., 4.52 
volts, x0 is about 1.6 X 10-8 cm.

When an outside field is impressed, tending to draw the 
electrons away from the elec
trode, we may represent the 
resultant potential as in Fig. 33. 
This resultant is the sum of the 
potential shown in Fig. 32 and 
the potential E' due to the out
side field, where E' is given in 
terms of the rate of change of 
potential at the surface of the 
electrode. The curve for E' is 
not necessarily a straight fine, 
although it is so shown in Fig. 
33 for plane electrodes.

The resultant potential has a 
minimum Em at a distance xm

Fig. 32.—Schottky’s picture of the 
force and potential near a surface of 
metal. No external impressed force.

from the surface. At this point the force on the electron is zero 
and changes sign. If an electron reaches xm, it is sure to leave 
the surface because of toe outside field. The resultant force is 
also shown in Fig. 33. rhe work to detach an electron from 
the electrode surface against the forces holding it is represented 
by the area under the resu'tant-force curve up to xm. Hence, 
the work function is decreased by the external field by the amount 
(4 — Em)e.

It should be noted that the Em and xm as used here have no 
direct relation to the same letters as used in Fig 23.

Em and xm can be found by putting the derivative of the result
ant potential with respect to x equal to zero. Thus,

whence

1 I ë
2 ydE’/dx

$ - Em

(69)

(70)
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Equation (70), expressed in volts, becomes

$ - Em • IO-4 volt (71)

The apparent electron affinity Em would be reduced to zero if
, „ _o dEA = 3.78a/—V dx ■ 10~4 volt (72)

For tungsten, for which $ = 4.52 volts, the value of dE'/dx 
would have to be 1.43 • 10s volts/cm. If such a field could be

Fig. 33.—Force and potential near a metal surface when an external field is 
impressed. (Schottky.)

impressed, the saturation current, by Eq. (23), would become 
Ia = AT2. Although such high fields cannot be obtained 
experimentally, the reduction of the work function by external 
fields is easily observable. In place of Eq. (23) we may write

I, = AT2e V (73)
C$0

= AT^e (74)
where

e \ledE' 4.389*\/dÆr( volte)
$ = * ¿7 = ’ dx 
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is a factor which depends upon the field strength and temperature 
and in effect increases the value of the saturation current I„ as 
defined by Eq. (23).

The experimental values of log £ plotted against (dE'/dx^ 
are found62 to give a straight line for clean surfaces of pure metals 
when the field varies from a few volts per centimeter up to the 
highest fields attainable (106 volts per centimeter). Generally 
the slope of the logarithmic plot is larger than that calculated 
from the factors in Eq. (75), owing probably to microscopic 
roughness of the surface. With coated filaments, the de
crease in work function due to an outside field is often very 
marked.

The Schottky effect, as just discussed, often causes the satura
tion portions of the curves of Fig. 27 to slope upward as the 
plate voltage is increased, especially when high voltages are 
used. Appreciable currents have been observed63 and studied 
even when the emitting surface is at ordinary room temperature. 
Lilienfeld has succeeded in constructing very satisfactory X-ray 
tubes which depend upon this cold-cathode emission. The 
effect is of considerable importance in high-power high-voltage 
thermionic tubes.

H. SECONDARY EMISSION

47. Essential Facts Concerning Secondary Emission.—The 
second type of emission referred to in the first paragraph of this 
chapter is known as secondary emission and has been briefly 
described in Chap. II. A rapidly moving electron or ion on 
striking a solid substance may have sufficient energy to dislodge 
one or more electrons from the solid. These dislodged electrons 
are known as secondary electrons, although it is sometimes 
very difficult experimentally to distinguish the secondary 
electrons from the reflected primary electrons. A great deal 

62 Schottky, Ann. d..Physik, 44, 1011 (1914); Dushman et al., Phys. Rev., 
25, 338 (1925); Laubiston and Mackeown, Phys. Rev., 32, 326 (1928); 
Pfobte, Zeits. f. Physik, 49, 46 (1928); De Bruyne, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 
A 120, 423 (1928); Reynolds, Phys. Rev., 35, 158 (1930).

63 Wood, Phys. Rev., 5, 1 (1897); Rother, Ann. d. Physik, 81,317 (1926); 
Millikan and Eyring, Phys. Rev., 27, 51 (1926); 31, 900 (1928); De 
Bruyne, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc., 120, 423 (1928); Gobbling, Phil. Mag., 
(7), 1, 609 (1926); Millikan and Lauritsen, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 14, 
45 (1928).
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of experimental work has been directed to the study of secondary 
emission.64

The essential facts concerning secondary emission, as sum
marized by Compton and Langmuir,65 are as follows:

a. Secondary electrons may be derived from insulators as well 
as from conductors.

b. The number of secondary electrons per primary bombarding 
electron depends greatly upon the physical characteristics of the 
surface, thoroughly clean and degassed surfaces usually yielding 
less than contaminated surfaces, and a film of electropositive 
metal increasing the secondary emission.

c. The number of secondary electrons per primary electron 
increases up to a maximum, as the velocity of the primary electron 
is increased up to that corresponding to a few hundred volts, and 
then decreases as the velocity of the primary electron increases.

d. The maximum number of secondary electrons per primary 
electron reaches a maximum of from 1 to 1.5 for degassed sur
faces, 3 to 4 for untreated surfaces, and 8 to 10 for metals coated 
with electropositive metals.

e. The velocities of the secondary electrons are low and of the 
order corresponding to only a few volts.66

f. The secondary electrons leave the surface in all directions, 
the angular distribution curve depending somewhat upon the 
characteristic of the surface.

g. Bombarding positive ions compared with electrons produce 
very few secondary electrons. The number per positive ion is at 
most only a few per cent of that for electrons for velocities 
corresponding to voltages less than a few hundred volts and is 
of the order of 10 to 20 per cent for velocities corresponding to 
1,000 volts or more.

h. Metastable atoms meeting a surface result in the emission of 
secondary electrons in greater numbers than are produced by 
bombarding positive ions.

When secondary electrons are emitted by an electrode of a 
discharge tube, they return to the electrode unless there is in the 
vicinity a second electrode more positive in potential than the 
emitting electrode. Under this condition the emitting electrode 
may lose more electrons than it receives as primary electrons, so

64 Hyatt, Phys. Rev., 32, 922, and Smith, 929 (1928). References to 
early work are given in the second reference.

06 Compton and Langmuir, Rev. Modern Phys., 2, 123 (1930).
66 Farnsworth, Phys. Rev., 25, 41 (1925).
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that the electrode becomes positively charged if it is insulated. 
If the electrode is connected to the other electrodes through a 
battery which maintains the potential of the electrode at a posi
tive value, the current to it may reverse on account of the second
ary emission and the current may flow against the potential of 
the battery. This action may be made clearer by an example 
illustrated in Fig. 34.

The filament F supplies the primary electrons, some of which 
are drawn to electrode Pi by the positive potential EB,. This 
electron stream is denoted by 11. 
Other primary electrons go to 
the more positively charged plate 
P2, the potential of which with 
respect to the filament is EB, + 
Eb,. The primary electron cur
rent Ii causes the emission of 
secondary electrons from plate 
Pi, and these are attracted to the 
second plate P2 forming the elec
tron stream I2. Evidently the 
electron current to Pi is I2 — h. 
Secondary emission also takes 
place at P2, but the secondary 
electrons return to P2 since it is the most positive conductor in 
the system.

This same action may take place if Pi is isolated or is an 
insulator, as, for example, a portion of the glass tube. When a 
steady state is reached, h must equal I2; but when the discharge 
is started, I2 is momentarily greater than Ilt so as to impart to 
Pi the necessary positive potential to maintain the electron 
stream h to Pi. Langmuir67 calls attention to this phenomenon 
in high-vacuum discharge tubes in which Pi is a small portion of 
the glass envelope. The author has often observed the bom
bardment of the glass envelope due to secondary emission, which 
resulted in one case in melting a hole through the tube.

Some types of vacuum tubes making use of secondary emission 
have been invented and are known as dynatrons. These will be 
referred to in Chap. XXII. Secondary emission is often present 
in ordinary types of vacuum tubes and very much modifies the 
mode of operation. Such effects may be harmful and even

67 Langmuir, Gen. Elec. Rev., 23, 513 (1920). 
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disastrous, as, for instance, when secondary emission causes the 
grid voltage of an oscillator tube suddenly to become positive, a 
phenomenon commonly known as “blocking.”

III . PHOTOELECTRIC EMISSION

48. Essential Facts Concerning Photoelectric Emission.— 
Photoelectric emission is the third type of emission referred to in 
the early part of this chapter and was briefly described in Chap. 
II. When radiation, such as light of sufficiently short wave 
length, or X-rays, falls on the surface of a metal, electrons are 
dislodged. Since the radiant energy is absorbed by the surface 
atoms only in quanta, and since energy must be imparted to the 
electron sufficient to carry it through the surface restraint 
which is represented by the electron affinity <I>, electrons will be 
dislodged only if the frequency of light is greater than po where

hv0 = &e. (76)
In Eq. (76), h is Planck’s constant and hv0 is the quantum of 
energy corresponding to ro. If the frequency of incident light is 
greater than v0, the quantum of energy is hv. The excess of 
absorbed energy over and above the amount Ye appears as 
kinetic energy of the emerging electron according to Einstein’s 
equation68

+ ymv^ (77)
This holds provided the electron has no encounters with atoms 
after it is detached from the atom by the radiation. Such 
encounters cause a loss of kinetic energy. Some of the electrons, 
before emerging, do have these encounters, and the velocities of 
the emerging electrons range from zero to as given by Eq. 
(77). The most probable energy, except when photoelectric 
emission is caused by X-rays, is about one-half the maximum 
energy.

From the above discussion it is clear why the velocities of the 
emitted electrons, due to photoelectric action, are dependent 
only upon the wave length of incident radiation and the electron 
affinity $, whereas the number of emitted electrons depends 
upon the intensity of the incident radiation and upon the metal. 
Those metals having a low electron affinity give photoelectrons 
for longer wave lengths, but the efficiency of the metal as a 
photoelectric emitter is not directly a function of <I>. The

68 Einstein, Ann. d. Physik, 17, 145 (1905).
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photoelectric-emission curves of a few metals are given in Fig. 
35, taken from “Photoelectric Cells” by Campbell and Ritchie. 
For other curves of photoelectric emission see a paper by Eleanor 
Seiler.69 The alkali metals, sodium, potassium, rubidium and 
their alloys, are most active as photoelectric emitters and are used 
in photoelectric cells.

Fig. 35.—Average photoelectric emission curves of alkali metals. (Campbell 
and Ritchie, Pitman.)
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CHAPTER V

PRACTICAL SOURCES OF EMISSION AND SOME 
GENERAL PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF VACUUM TUBES

This chapter deals with practical information and data con
cerning thermionic emitters or cathodes as commonly used.

49. Common Types of Emitters.—At the present time there 
are three types of thermionic emitters or cathodes in use. Any 
of these types may take on different shapes and be heated in 
different ways. At present, however, we are concerned only 
with the physical and electrical characteristics of the three types 
of emitters, leaving until later a discussion of the structure and 
the method of heating the cathode.

The three types of emitters are:
I. Filaments of pure metals.
II. Oxide-coated cathodes.
III. Metal filaments with an adsorbed monatomic film of one of 

the electropositive metals.

I. FILAMENTS OF PURE METALS

Every metal when heated to a sufficiently high temperature 
emits electrons in accordance with the emission Eq. (23), page 59. 
But every metal at the same temperature does not emit the 
same number of electrons per second because of the significant 
difference in the values of the constants A and bo in Eq. (23). 
Only those metals are useful, as emitters of this particular class, 
which emit copiously at temperatures well below their melting 
and vaporizing points. Tungsten is the outstanding metal for 
filamentary emitters of pure metal. It has the highest melting 
point (3655°K.) of any ductile metal and emits electrons in 
satisfactory amounts when operated at temperatures at which 
evaporation is not impracticably great. Tantalum is also a 
highly satisfactory metal for emitters. Although its melting 
point (3120°K.) is lower than that of tungsten, its lower work 
function makes it a satisfactory emitter when operated at tem
peratures which are lower than the normal operating temperature 
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of tungsten. A comparison of the emission of tungsten and tanta
lum was shown in Fig. 13, Chap. IV.

Although emitters of the second and third types have replaced 
tungsten filaments in low-power vacuum tubes because of the 
lower heating power required for the same emission, these high- 
efficiency emitters do not stand up well in most high-power 
high-voltage vacuum tubes. Hence, cathodes of the first type, 
made of pure metals, are almost universally used in such high- 
power high-voltage tubes.

50. Tungsten Filaments.—The first tungsten filaments were 
made by Just and Hanaman about 1903 or 1904, but these fila
ments were brittle and non-ductile. In 1908 W. D. Coolidge 
found that tungsten can be made ductile by working and becomes 
brittle again if heated to a high temperature. Ductile tungsten 
is fibrous in structure owing to the deformation of the crystals 
and a breaking up of the crystalline structure. When the 
temperature of the ductile tungsten is sufficiently elevated, 
recrystallization takes place and the wire becomes brittle. After 
1910 or early 1911 drawn tungsten wire came into general use 
for the filaments of incandescent lamps.

A great deal of work1 has been done to determine for tungsten 
the constant A in the emission equation, Eq. (23), page 59, and 
also to determine the work function w0 or electron affinity To. 
In consequence, these constants are probably better known for 
tungsten than for any other metal or substance. For pure 
tungsten, Eq. (23) is

52,400 q ttx rx
Is = 60.2T2e—amE (78)

cm.2

Since >i>o = 8.62 X lO_;,6o, the value of To for tungsten is 4.52 
volts. Equation (78) is plotted in Fig. 12, page 61 of Chap. IV.

The operating temperature of any filamentary' emitter is 
chosen to be as high as possible consistent with reasonable life. 
The life of a pure-metal filament is determined by the rate of 
evaporation of the metal and the consequent reduction in cross 
section. Following the practice of incandescent-lamp design, a 
life of 2,000 hr. is often used as a basis of reference. If the 
decrease in cross section is limited to 10 per cent, the tempera

1 Davisson and Gebmeb, Phys. Rev., 20, 300 (1922); Dushman, Rowe, 
Ewald, and Kidneb, Phys. Rev., 25, 338 (1925); Zwikkeb, Proc. Amst.
Acad. Sci., 29, 792 (1926).
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ture of operation is that temperature which gives this decrease 
in 2,000 hr.

Fig. 36.—Characteristics of filament of pure tungsten 1 in. long operating at 
temperature to give 10 per cent decrease in cross section in 2,000 hr.

Since rate of evaporation is a function of both temperature 
and surface area, whereas the permissible life is dependent upon 
the volume of the filament, the operating temperature is different 
for filaments of different sizes.
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Langmuir published in 19162 some of the properties of tungsten 
filaments, and in 1927 Jones and Langmuir5 presented more 
complete data, including the rate of evaporation as a function 
of the temperature. From these data the curves of Fig. 36 were 
calculated giving the temperature in degrees Kelvin, the resist
ance in ohms, the heating power in watts, the voltage across 
the filament, and the emission current in milliamperes, for fila
ments 1 in. long and of various diameters in mils, operating at a 
temperature to give a 10 per cent decrease in cross section in 
2,000 hr. A curve is also shown in Fig. 36 for the emission 
current in milliamperes per watt of heating power. Later in 
this chapter the emission efficiency of tungsten will be discussed 
in comparison with that of other emitters.

The emission and life of a tungsten filament are very much 
affected by the presence of certain gases. All of the gases, 
such as oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and 
hydrocarbons, which can combine with the filament, so change 
the surface of the emitter that the emission current is reduced. 
At a relatively low temperature oxygen forms an oxide over the 
surface of the filament, which very greatly reduces the emission. 
At high temperatures this oxide is evaporated. For nitrogen, 
Langmuir3 found that the reduction of emission or “poisoning 
action” occurs only when the filament is bombarded by positive 
nitrogen ions. It is believed that nitrogen when ionized is more 
active and can then combine with tungsten to form WN2. 
Hydrogen, however, can reduce the surface compounds and 
restore emission in some degree. Water vapor has a particularly 
powerful effect in reducing emission and at a pressure of only 
10-6 mm. of mercury produces very great changes in space 
current. The hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide are reduced 
at the high temperature of the filament. The carbon combines 
with the filament forming tungsten carbide (WaC) and, in the 
presence of a large amount of carbon, WC is formed. This 
results in a considerable increase in resistance of the filament, 
as shown by the work of Andrews.4 Inert gases, such as argon, 

2 Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 7, 302 (1916).
’Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 2, 461 (1913).
4 Andrews, J. Phys. Chem., 27, 270 (1923).
’Jones and Langmuir, Gen. Elec. Rev., 30, 310, 354 (1927); Forsythe 

and Worthing, Astrophys. J., 61, 146 (1925); Phys. Rev., 18, 144 (1921); 
Zwikker, Physica, 6, 249 (1925); Arch. Neerland. sci., 9, 207 (1925).
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helium, neon, and mercury vapor, have practically no direct 
effect upon the emission from tungsten.

The presence of these inert gases, although having no direct 
effect upon the emission, may have a great effect upon the 
life of the filament for the following reason. Gas is ionized in 
a vacuum tube if the plate voltage is sufficiently high. The 
positive ions are driven to the filament and strike it with a 
velocity dependent upon the plate potential. This bombard
ment may cause a tearing off of particles of metal, perhaps of 
molecular size, which results in a disintegration of the filament 
and a rapid reduction of size with concurrent blackening of the 
glass walls of the tube. This “sputtering” of the filament is 
especially marked in argon. There is, however, a critical voltage 
for each gas below which this sputtering does not take place. 
The critical voltage for air is of the order of 25 volts.

Attention has already been directed to the fact that when used 
for filaments the physical properties of tungsten undergo some 
change. Drawn tungsten wire is tough, strong, and springy, can 
be bent without breaking when cold, and can be drawn, rolled, 
and otherwise mechanically worked when red hot. The drawn 
or swedged tungsten has a fibrous structure. If a large wire is 
bent near an end, the wire usually splits into a number of fibers. 
After the tungsten filament has been heated to incandescence 
for a short time, recrystallization takes place and the tungsten 
becomes very brittle. In fact, the purer the tungsten, the larger 
are the crystals and the more apt the filament is to fracture. 
It was discovered by accident in the laboratories of the General 
Electric Company that the addition of small amounts of certain 
foreign substances, such as thoria, to the tungsten reduces this 
tendency to crystallization, and all lamp manufacturers now use 
tungsten with a small percentage of thoria or some other equally 
effective substance. The presence of thoria, or any one of a 
number of other foreign substances, makes enormous changes in 
the emission characteristics of tungsten.

The electrical properties of tungsten have been determined 
independently by several investigators.5 Table VI gives results 
obtained by Jones and Langmuir. The characteristics in Table 
VI are expressed for a wire 1 cm. long and 1 cm. in diameter. 
Column 2 gives the watts radiated from the surface of a wire of 
these dimensions, i.e., from a surface of tt sq. cm. Column 3 
gives the resistance in microhms. The current in amperes



Table VI.—Specific Characteristics of Ideal Tungsten Filaments1 
(For wire 1 cm. long and 1 cm. in diameter)

1 Jones and Langmuir, General Electric Rev., 30, 310, 354 (1927).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

w R' X 10» A' V X 10* c L' r R't/R'vk

T, °K.
W/ld (Rd^/n X 10» A/dM (Vy/d/t) X 10" C/ld 1.02C'»’ I/Id Rr/Rm

watts cm.-2 ohms cm. amp. cm."^ volts cm.-^ int. candles 
cm.“2

lumens cm.’2 amp. cm.'2

273 6.37 ............... ............... .......... .......... 0.911
293 0.0 6.99 0.0 0.0 .......... .......... 1.00
300 0.000100 7.20 3.73 0.027 .......... .......... 1.03
400 0.00624 10.26 24.67 0.253 .......... .......... 1.467

500 0.0305 13.45 47.62 0.640 .......... .......... 1.924
600 0.0954 16.85 75.25 1.268 .......... .......... 2.41
700 0.240 20.49 108.2 2.218 .......... 2.93
800 0.530 24.19 148.0 3.581 .......... .......... 3.46
900 1.041 27.94 193.1 5.393 .......... .......... • • 4.00

1000 1.891 31.74 244.1 7.749 0 00013 0 00131 3 36 X 10-1* 4.54
1100 3.223 35.58 301.0 10.71 0 0011 0 0111 4 77 X 10’1» 5.08
1200 5.210 39.46 363.4 14.34 0 0065 0 0655 3 06 X 10-11 5.65
1300 8.060 43.40 430.9 18.70 0 0285 0 286 1 01 X 10“9 6.22
1400 12.01 47.37 503.5 23.85 0 107 1 08 2 08 X 10’8 6.78

1500 17.33 51.40 580.6 29.85 0 343 3 44 2 87 X 10-7 7.36
1600 24.32 55.46 662.2 36.73 0 956 9 60 2 91 X 10-« 7.93
1700 33.28 59.58 747.3 44.52 2 40 24 1 2 22 X 10-5 8.52
1800 44.54 63.74 836.0 53.28 5 27 53 0 1 40 X 10-< 9.12
1900 58.45 67.94 927.4 63.02 11 27 113 3 7 15 X 10-« 9.72
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Table VI.—Specific Characteristics of Ideal Tungsten Filaments.1—(Continued)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

W' R' X 10> A' W X 10> C L’ r R’t/ R’rn

T, °K. W/Id (Rd4l) X 10‘ A/d^ (Vy/ifl) X 10> C/ld 1.02CM I/ld Rt/Rtm

watts cm.-2 ohms cm. amp. cm.^ volts cm.-^ mt. candles
cm.-2

lumens cm.-2 amp. cm.“2

2000 75.37 72.19 1022 73.75 21.3 214.0 3.15 X 10“« 10.33
2100 95.69 76.49 1119 85.57 38.9 391 1.23 X 10“2 10.93
2200 119.8 80.83 1217 98.40 65.9 662 4.17 X IO’2 11.57
2300 148.2 85.22 1319 112.4 106.8 1073 1.28 X 10“1 12.19
2400 181.2 89.65 1422 127.5 169.4 1702 0.364 12.83

2500 219.3 94.13 1526 143.6 255.5 2567 0.935 13.47
2600 263.0 98.66 1632 161.1 375.0 3770 2.25 14.12
2700 312.7 103.22 1741 179.7 548 5510 5.12 14.76
2800 368.9 107.85 1849 199.5 754 7575 11.11 15.43
2900 432.4 112.51 1961 220.6 1017 10220 22.95 16.10

3000 503.5 117.21 2072 243.0 1364 13720 44.40 16.77
3100 583.0 121.95 2187 266.7 1798 18070 83.0 17.46
3200 671.5 126.76 2301 291.7 2320 23300 150.2 18.15
3300 769.7 131.60 2418 318.3 2980 29950 265.2 18.83
3400 878.3 136.49 2537 346.2 3770 37880 446.0 19.53

3500 998.0 141.42 2657 375.7 4680 47000 732.0 20.24
3600 1130 146.40 2777 406.7 5700 57250 1173 20.95
3655 1202 149.15 2838 423.4 6350 63800 1505 21.34
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and the voltage in millivolts are given in Columns 4 and 5, 
respectively. Column 6 gives the light radiation in international 
candles, and Column 7 the light flux in lumens. The electron 
emission in Column 8 is the current in amperes from tt sq. cm.

The power W in watts radiated from 1 sq. cm. of tungsten 
as a function of the absolute temperature T is of some interest 
and is given by the following expression as determined by 
Worthing and Forsythe.5

logio W = 3.680(logio T - 3.3) - + 1.900 (79)

This is of value in calculating the size of the plates of a power tube 
to operate below the temperature at which appreciable emission 
occurs.

51. Tantalum Filaments.—Tantalum filaments in incandescent 
lamps were first introduced about 1902 by von Bolton, but were 
soon displaced by the more refractory metal tungsten. Tan
talum when pure is hard but ductile, so that it can be drawn 
into fine wire.

The melting point of tantalum is about 3120°K., much lower 
than that of tungsten. Its electron affinity is about 4.07 volts 
as compared to 4.52 for tungsten. In consequence, as shown 
by Fig. 12, page 61, the emission of tantalum is roughly ten 
times that of tungsten if both are at the same operating tem
perature within the range from 2000 to 2500°K. Tantalum 
filaments are used to some extent in high-voltage power tubes.

Tantalum, like tungsten, may become brittle after being heated 
to a high temperature for some time. This brittleness is due to 
recrystallization and the development of large crystals.

Tantalum is especially sensitive to residual gases. Oxygen 
and water vapor cause the formation of tantalum pentoxide 
with consequent great reduction in emission. Tantalum absorbs 
large volumes of hydrogen, which causes the emission to decrease 
and also makes the tantalum very brittle. Only by melting 
the tantalum in a vacuum can all of the hydrogen be driven off.

II. OXIDE-COATED CATHODES

52. The Early Oxide-coated Cathode.—The second type of 
emitter was developed from a discovery made by A. Wehnelt,6

6 Wehnelt, Ann. d. Physik, 14, 425 (1904). 
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in 1904, that a coating of certain oxides on a metal core gives a 
copious emission of electrons even at comparatively low tempera
tures. Such an emitter is known as the oxide-coated or Wehnelt 
cathode. Wehnelt, in his experiments, coated a platinum-strip 
heater with oxides of various elements and found that the oxides 
of the rare-earth metals barium, strontium, and calcium were 
especially effective in permitting large currents to pass through 
the discharge tube. In practically all of Wehnelt’s early experi
ments considerable gas was present in the tube so that the path 
of the beam of electrons was made luminous by the intense 
ionization of the gas. Wehnelt did not have pure electron 
emission because the presence of large numbers of positive ions 
neutralized the space charge, thus allowing large currents to 
pass, and the bombardment of the cathode by the positive ions 
presumably influenced the emission from the cathode.

The core metal used by Wehnelt and others was platinum or 
platinum-iridium alloy, the iridium being added to give greater 
tensile strength. Because of the expense of platinum, other 
materials for the core were sought and now various metals and 
alloys are used. The most common are pure nickel, alloys of 
nickel with platinum, with silicon, and with cobalt, iron, and 
titanium, this last alloy being known as “Konel” metal.

For the coating of modern oxide-coated emitters, only com
pounds of barium and strontium are generally used. Except 
for the ease of preparation of the emitter, it makes little difference 
which of the many chemical compounds of barium and strontium 
is chosen as the raw material.

53. Mechanism of Emission from Oxide-coated Cathodes.— 
For a few years after Wehnelt’s discovery there was con
siderable controversy, as shown by the writings of Wehnelt,  
Soddy,  and others,  as to whether or not the residual gas 
caused the large currents to flow by some chemical effect at 
the cathode.

7
8 9

It is now generally believed that the emission of the oxide
coated cathode, when made with oxides of the rare-earth metals, 
is pure thermionic emission from particles of the metals reduced 
from the oxides, the oxide serving only as a reservoir for the 

7 Wehnelt, Phil. Mag., 10, 80 (1905).
8 Soddy, Nature, p. 53, November, 1907.
9 Fredenhagen, Leipziger Ber., 65, 42 (1913).

Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 11, 484 (1913); Proc. I.R.E., 3, 261 (1915).
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metals. The high emission at low temperatures can be attrib
uted to the low work function of these metals and the effects 
of single atomic layers which aid the escape of electrons.

There are still differences of opinion as to the location of 
the emitting layer or islands of metal, as to the mechanism of the 
initial reduction of the metal, and as to the maintenance of the 
active metal during the life of the filament.

54. Location of Active Metal.—The ideas concerning the 
location of the emitting centers fall naturally into two schools, and 
each has convincing experimental evidence to support its views. 
One school, supported by Koller,  Rothe,  Espe,  Detels,  
Becker,  and others, holds that the emitting metal is on the 
outside surface of the oxide coating and that the core metal, upon 
which the oxides are coated, plays no other rôle than that of a 
support and an electrical conductor.

10 11 12 13
14

The other school, including Lowry,15 Wagner,16 Reimann and 
Murgoci,17 believes that the active emitting layer is a monatomic 
layer of the electropositive metal which is adsorbed on the surface 
of the core metal under the oxide coating. For example, Lowry,15 
to explain the great increase in emission observed by him when 
the core metal was changed from platinum to an alloy of nickel, 
cobalt, iron, and titanium known as “Konel” alloy, holds that, 
since the base metal makes so much difference, the emitting layer of 
reduced metal must reside at the interface between core and oxide. 
Increased knowledge of emitters of the third type has to some 
extent given support to the view held by Lowry, Wagner, et al. 
Wagner16 believes that the active metal is at the interface between 
core and coating. His argument for this belief is that, if electrolysis 
of the coating by the emission current takes place, the positively 
charged ions of strontium and barium are transported toward 
the core. Wagner holds that some chemical tests of coated 
cathodes which have been activated show the presence of active 
metal on the surface of the core metal.

10 Koller, Phys. Rev., 25, 671 (1925).
11 Rothe, Zeits. f. Physik, 36, 737 (1926).
12 Espe, Wiss. Veröffentlichungen Siemens Konzern, 5, 29 (1927).
13 Detels, Jahrb. Drahtlos. Tel. Tel., 30, 10, 52 (1927).
14 Becker, Phys. Rev., 34, 1323 (1929).
16 Lowry, Phys. Rev., 35, 1367 (1930).
16 Wagner, Electronics, 1, 178 (1930).
17 Reimann and Murgoci, Phil. Mag., 8, 440 (1930).
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55. Activation or the Initial Reduction of the Active Metal.— 
The oxide-coated cathode, made by coating a core metal with 
compounds of strontium and barium and mounted in a tube 
which is exhausted to a high vacuum, usually requires treatment 
known as activation or “breakdown” to establish substantial 
electron emission. Before discussing the various methods of 
activation, it is well to point out that there are two kinds of 
oxide-coated cathode resulting from differences in the methods 
of coating. The methods of preparation will be given more 
in detail later, but for the present it is sufficient merely to point 
out the essential differences in preparation which lead to the two 
kinds of cathode.

The two kinds are known as (1) the uncombined kind and (2) 
the combined kind. The first or uncombined kind, as the name 
implies, has a coating of compounds of strontium and barium, 
usually the carbonates or nitrates, which are only mechanically 
held on the core metal with no chemical combination there
with. This kind of coating is made by drying on the coating 
at relatively low temperatures and usually in an atmosphere 
of carbon dioxide. When this kind of cathode is finally heated 
to a high temperature in the exhausted tube, the carbonates or 
nitrates are broken down into oxides.

The second or combined kind is made by heating the coated 
cathode in air to a temperature of about 1000°K. At this tem
perature the compounds of strontium and barium which are in 
contact with the core metal combine with it to form platinates 
or nickelates according to the metal used for the core. These 
coatings are usually dark colored as contrasted with the white 
coatings of the first kind of cathode.

Both kinds of cathode, when finally mounted in the exhausted 
tube, are coated with oxides, and in the second kind with more 
complex compounds as well. These oxides and compounds 
do not emit electrons and the activation process consists in the 
reduction of some of the compounds to metallic barium and 
strontium. There are differences of opinion as to the mechanism 
of this reduction process. The opinions may be classified under the 
following three heads: (1) reduction by electrolysis, (2) reduction 
by positive-ion bombardment, (3) thermal reduction.

The observations on which these several opinions are based 
are as follows: The cathode, after being heated and the tube 
exhausted, may or may not have initial activity. The combined
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kind of cathode usually has practically no initial activity. If 
the core metal of the uncombined kind of cathode is nickel, 
siliconickel, or Konel metal, and if the temperature of the 
cathode has been properly controlled during preparation, the 
cathode is initially active. If, on the other hand, the core is of 
chromium nickel, the cathode has no initial activity. The 
cathodes which have practically no initial activity can be acti
vated by applying a voltage of one or two hundred volts between 
a plate and the heated cathode so as to draw emission from the 
cathode. The emission is small at first but can be increased 
by elevating the temperature. The emission builds up as 
activation proceeds and the temperature of the cathode can 
then be progressively reduced. This activation process may 
take only a few minutes or it may require several hours. Usually, 
gas is evolved during the activation, and the vacuum tube is 
filled with the blue glow of ionized gas.

Espe12 suggested that electrolysis, due to the conduction of 
the space current through the hot oxide layer, brings about the 
reduction of the oxide to metal. The metal in this case would 
be transported and freed at the surface of the core, but diffusion 
of the metal through the layer to the outer surface would then 
take place at the high temperature of the layer of oxide. That 
such electrolysis of the oxide layer does actually take place is 
believed by Rothe,11 Detels,13 Becker,14 Lowry,15 and others. 
Detels found that oxygen was given off when a space current 
was drawn from an oxide-coated cathode, but Becker showed 
that oxygen was liberated only when the space current was not 
limited by space charge. Becker states that the rate of liberation 
of oxygen increases with the temperature, with the space current 
drawn from the cathode, with the plate potential, and depends 
somewhat on the composition of the oxide layer. If any elec
trolysis takes place, oxygen is liberated at the outer surface 
of the oxide coating. Some of it then diffuses into the layer 
where it combines with barium and strontium metal. That 
which does not diffuse into the layer may combine with the 
active barium and strontium on the surface, and some very 
small portion of the oxygen may be liberated and be driven into 
the glass walls or combine with other substances in the tube. 
We might picture a continuous cyclic electrolysis of the oxide 
and recombination of constituents to form oxides, a film of active 
metal being maintained on the surface.
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Since gas is usually present in the activation process, some 
scientists hold that positive-ion bombardment accounts for the 
reduction of the oxides. McNabb18 believes that this bombard
ment is necessary to activation. Wagner16 has calculated that 
positive ions of CO2, driven by a plate potential of 100 volts, 
have sufficient energy to break down BaO and SrO into metal 
and oxygen. Although activation may be hastened by positive
ion bombardment, such bombardment in high vacuum can 
hardly explain the maintenance of the supply of active reduced 
metal, which continually evaporates from an active oxide-coated 
cathode, as Becker,14 Davisson,19 and Eglin20 have shown to 
occur.

When the base metal is nickel or certain nickel alloys, or even 
platinum, electrolysis and positive-ion bombardment cannot 
account for the initial activity of the uncombined coated fila
ments. It is possible that the barium and strontium oxides 
can be dissociated by heat, or by displacement of the barium 
or strontium by the base metal when platinum or nickel is used. 
Wagner16 has calculated from the heats of formation of the 
various oxides that iron, chromium, and titanium are sufficiently 
active chemically to liberate barium and strontium from their 
oxides. Yet there is no initial activity when a nickel-chromium 
base metal is used. At present there is no satisfactory complete 
explanation of the initial activity sometimes observed, unless 
it is due to thermal reduction.

In some cases there is a possibility of misjudgment concerning 
initial activity. It is common practice to degas the cold elec
trodes of vacuum tubes by heating them to a high temperature 
by means of eddy currents. These currents are induced in the 
electrodes by a powerful high-frequency current traversing a 
coil of a few turns placed around the tube. During this degassing 
process, intense electric fields are induced in the space within 
the tube and ionization usually takes place, as evidenced by 
the blue glow within the tube. Capacitance currents surge to 
and from the electrodes, and positive-ion bombardment exists. 
If the cathode is heated, electrolysis of the oxide coating may take 
place. Although, under the proper conditions, activation may 
take place during this high-frequency treatment, initial activity

18 McNabb, J. Optical Soc. Am. Rev. Sci. Inst., 19, 33 (1929).
19 Davisson, Phys. Rev., 34, 1323 (1929). See p. 1332.
20 Eglin, Phys. Rev., 31, 1127 (1928).
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even without this treatment has sometimes been observed. Such 
initial activity has been reported by Lowry15 when the only act 
was the heating of the cathode for a few minutes to an abnor
mally high temperature with a heating power of about twice the 
normal value.

A summary of the most plausible theory of action of an oxide
coated filament follows. First, we may be reasonably sure 
that the chemical compounds forming the coatings are the storage 
source from which the active metals barium and strontium are 
reduced by electrolysis and sometimes, in part, by positive-ion 
bombardment. Also, thermal dissociation may take place, 
assisted in some way, perhaps by catalytic action or by the 
chemical activity of the vapor of the core metal. The reduced 
metals diffuse outward through the hot oxide layer and at the 
same time oxygen diffuses inward. In spite of some recom
bination within the oxide, some metal reaches the outer surface 
and adheres thereto, perhaps in little islands, as a monatomic 
film. The greater part of the electron emission takes place 
from this adhered film, although some electron emission may 
come from free metal within the coating, or even from free metal 
on the surface of the base metal. The forces of adhesion reduce 
evaporation of the metals. Perhaps an under layer of adhered 
oxygen may play a part in reducing the work function. Pre
sumably the metals evaporate and need replenishing, which 
is accomplished largely by continuous electrolysis of the coating 
by the space current and diffusion outward of the reduced 
metal.

With so complex an action and structure, it is not surprising 
that the total emission of a coated filament changes with time 
and depends in a complicated way upon its previous history. 
These cathodes show no marked saturation and this might be 
expected if some of the emission comes from the deeper layers, 
being drawn out by intense fields.

56. Emission Constants of Oxide-coated Cathodes.—The 
work function of the various oxides used for oxide-coated fila
ments has been measured by many scientists, beginning with 
Wehnelt. There is very little agreement among the results of 
the various experimenters, but there is a marked progressive 
decrease in magnitude from Wehnelt in 1904 to Espe in 1926. 
Detels13 showed that both <I>o and A decrease as activation pro
ceeds. This progressive change, together with the fact that 
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oxide-coated cathodes show no marked saturation, makes the 
determination of the emission constants very difficult, and it is 
not surprising that there should be a wide variation in values. 
Espe12 offers as the most probable values of io those given in 
Table VII. As is seen from the table, BaO has the lowest 
electron affinity. The value of the constant A varies greatly

Table VII

Oxide *0, volts A,* amp./cm.2 deg.2

CaO............................................................. 1.77 1.29 X 102 or 2.49 X 102
SrO............................................................... 1.27 4.07 or2.58X102
BaO............................................................. 0.99 2.88 or 2.72 X 102
CaO + SrO + BaO.............................. 1.24 8.3 X IO-3

♦From “International Critical Tables,” McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York.

for different filaments and as measured by different experimenters, 
but is far from the value found for pure metal emitters.

57. Preparation of Oxide-coated Cathodes.—There are various 
ways of manufacturing oxide-coated cathodes. The earliest 
method of applying the coating is known as the candle method 
and is described by Arnold.  The salt of the alkali-earth 
metal, usually the carbonate, is ground to a very fine powder 
in melted paraffin or resin and then the suspension is cast in 
the form of a stick resembling a candle, from which the process 
derives its name. Sometimes the salts of two or more of the 
alkali-earth metals are mixed or separate candles for the separate 
salts may be used. The candle is applied to the core metal while 
hot and the paraffin or wax carrier allowed to evaporate. Several 
layers are applied and may be alternated if separate salts in 
separate candles are used. The cathode is then baked at about 
1200°C. for an hour or two. During this baking, the salts are 
broken down to oxides which to some extent combine with the 
core metal forming dark-blue or black compounds, and the 
so-called “combined” kind of cathode results. In the early 
tubes, the core was made by rolling a wire of platinum, or an 
alloy of 10 per cent of iridium in platinum, to form a ribbon 
having larger surface than a round wire. It was later discovered 
that cathodes give emission at lower temperatures if the core is 

21

21 Arnold, Phys. Rev., 16, 70 (1920).
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made of an alloy of 5 to 10 per cent of nickel in platinum. 
Usually this core is slightly oxidized before the coating is 
applied.

The uncombined kind of oxide-coated filament is used in 
practically all of the commercial radio tubes of today. The most 
common method of manufacturing this kind of emitter is to 
pass the ribbon-shaped core, made of nickel or nickel alloy, 
over grooved wheels, which direct the ribbon successively through 
a trough containing a water suspension of finely ground barium 
and strontium carbonates, then through a drying oven in which 
an atmosphere of CO2 is maintained, then through another 
coating trough and drying oven, and so on for a number of such 
passes. The finished cathode is pure white in color because 
the coating consists only of the dried carbonates. In the prep
aration of the water suspensions of the carbonates of barium 
and strontium, it is very essential that the salts be pure and 
that they be ground to very fine powder. McNabb18 finds that 
the use of a colloidal suspension of the carbonates results in 
greater emission, probably due to the finer particles. The 
colloidal carbonates are flocculated at a lower temperature than 
that which causes decomposition of the carbonates.

If the coating applied by the candle method is not strongly 
heated in air, the binder is evaporated and an uncombined coating 
of carbonates is left, which is not inferior to the combined kind 
in emitting efficiency. Except perhaps as to the mechanical 
structure and adherence to the core, it matters little how the 
uncombined coating is applied.

Superior filaments can be made by evaporating the metals 
barium and strontium in a vacuum so that some of the metal 
condenses on a preoxidized filament, usually of tungsten, which 
during the formation process is maintained at a red heat. The 
condensed barium and strontium displace the oxygen of the 
oxidized base metal, forming a thin coating of barium and stron
tium oxides. The vapor of the alkali-earth metals can be 
produced in the vacuum tube by heating a plate on which is 
attached a small piece of the metal, or more conveniently by 
gradually heating the azide of the metal22 until it is decomposed 
and finally evaporated. This heating must be done cautiously 
at a temperature of about 150°C., as the azide readily explodes 

22 German patent 443,323 (1923).
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at higher temperatures. Many of the coated cathodes used 
in Europe are made by the azide process, the azide often being 
painted on the plate from which it is evaporated when the 
plate is heated by eddy currents.

The coating of a metal base is only a part of the process of 
the production of an active cathode. The cathode is mounted 
in the tube, and the tube exhausted and baked in an oven at a 
temperature near the softening point of the glass in order to 
drive off the gas occluded on the walls of the tube. For soft 
glass, the baking temperature is from 350 to 420°C., and for 
hard glass from 500 to 700°C. The gases in the metal parts 
of the tube are driven off by heating these parts by means of 
high-frequency currents induced in them by an external coil, or 
later in the process by electronic bombardment. The cathode 
is then slowly heated to from 1400 to 1600°C., which serves to 
drive off occluded gases from the combined kind of cathode, 
and to convert the carbonates to the oxides for the uncombined 
kind. In the latter case, a large amount of CO2 is liberated 
and is drawn off by the pump. Heating the cathode for a short 
time to a higher temperature of about 1750° to 1800°C. helps 
considerably in the formation process. The cathode, if of an 
uncombined kind, now may be active but further activation or 
breakdown is usually necessary. This is accomplished by 
impressing from 100 to 200 volts on the plate through a pro
tective resistance, usually a tungsten lamp of a size which is 
lighted to nearly full brilliance by the normal emission current 
from the finished cathode. The cathode may require momentary 
heating to a high temperature to start the emission. Bom
bardment of the cathode by positive ions of gas and electrolysis 
of the coating take place. The emission current builds up 
usually quite rapidly and the filament temperature may then 
be reduced. If the coating contains much combined salts or 
hydroxides, the activation process may take considerable time. 
Becker14 suggests that, after considerable emission has been 
established, the temperature and voltage should be adjusted 
until the emission is just limited by space charge. The tungsten 
lamp, commonly placed in series with the vacuum tube whose 
cathode is being activated, automatically reduces the voltage 
applied to the plate as the emission increases. This reduction 
of plate voltage during activation may be very desirable, as it 
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was shown by Hull and Winters23 that positive ions driven 
against a cathode by a potential difference greater than 20 or 
25 volts cause disintegration of the active-metal deposit. There 
are many variations of the process of activation some of which 
are described by Arnold,21 McNabb,18 Wagner,16 etc.

58. Electrical and Radiation Characteristics of Oxide-coated 
Cathodes.—The emission of electrons from the coated filament has 
been shown to follow the emission equation, Eq. (23), page 59, 
Chap. IV. The most important characteristic of oxide-coated fila
ments is the low temperature at which copious emission is obtained. 
The normal operating temperature is about 1000°C., which 
may be roughly described as a cherry red, although with some 
coated cathodes considerable emission is obtained at tempera
tures so low that no visible light is emitted. The dark-colored 
combined kind of cathodes are much better radiators of heat 
and hence often require from two to three times the amount of 
power to maintain them at the same temperature as the white 
uncombined kind of exactly the same dimensions. Even some 
of the uncombined cathodes which have oxidized cores require 
more power, owing to the better radiating effect of the underlying 
oxidized surface. The emission per watt of heating power 
therefore depends upon the radiation coefficient as well as upon 
the activity of the coating.

Davisson24 gives the following expression for the power 
radiated per square centimeter from the combined kind of 
oxide-coated cathode.

W = 5.735 X 10-12(0.4 + 2.5 • 10-4T) T4^®)
cm- } (80)

= 3.73 ,S> at T = 1000°K. i
cm.2 )

Dushman26 gives data, calculated from Eq. (80), for the power 
radiated per square centimeter from the combined kind of 
cathode used by the Western Electric Company, and also from 
cathodes made with Konel metal as core. The data for the 
latter kind of cathode Dushman obtained from results given 
by Lowry.15 These data are given in Table VIII. The ratio 

23 Hull and Winters, Phys. Rev., 21, 211 (1923).
24 Davisson, “International Critical Tables,” vol. VI, p. 53, McGraw-

Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1929.
26 Dushman, Reo. Modern Phys., 2, 381 (1930).
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of hot to cold resistance of these filaments is also given in Table 
VIII.

Table VIII.—Resistivity and Power Radiated from Coated 
Filaments of BaO + SrO

T, °K.

Power radiated, W, watts per 
square centimeter

Hot resistance
Cold resistance

W.E. or combined- 
type cathode

Konel
W.E. or combined- 

type cathode
Konel

300 0.022 1.00 1.00
700 0.79 1.66 1.80 1.11
800 1.41 3.01 1.96 1.13
900 2.35 4.72 2.12 1.16

1000 3.73 6.57 2.26 1.19
1100 5.67 8.91 2.40 1.21
1200 10.70 2.53 1.24
1300 15.15 2.65 1.27
1400 20.93 2.75 1.29
1500 28.31 2.85 1.32

The emission efficiency is discussed later and the values for 
oxide-coated cathodes are given in Fig. 44, page 125.

The coated cathodes have one outstanding weakness, namely, 
the development of so-called “hot-spots,” evidenced by intense 
local heating at one or more points on the cathode, by the flying 
off of hot particles of oxide coating, and usually by the melting 
and burning out of filamentary cathodes. These hot-spots 
are much more apt to form when high plate voltages are used, 
particularly if the space current is limited by underheating of 
the cathode. Thick oxide coatings are much more subject to 
this difficulty. The reason for the formation of these hot-spots, 
as given by Arnold,21 is as follows: When the temperature is 
low, the resistance of the coating is high and a thick portion 
with a higher resistance is more heated by the space current than 
a thin portion. This higher temperature increases the emission, 
which then causes more heat. Thus the temperature builds 
up to the vaporizing point of the oxide and the melting point 
of the core metal. Such local increase in current does not 
usually take place if the space current is limited by space charge. 
This weakness of oxide-coated cathodes has prevented up to the 
present time their use in high-voltage high-vacuum tubes.
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The useful life of an oxide-coated filament is terminated 
either by burn-out of the filament or by loss in emission due to 
operation at too high a temperature. If the coating is sintered 
by excessive temperature, the emission cannot be restored in 
full by any process of activation. The formation of hot-spots 
or the flaking off of the coating from any cause may so much 
reduce the coating that the cathode becomes useless. Some 
oxide-coated cathodes have operated for thousands of hours 
without appreciable decrease in emission.

III. METAL FILAMENTS HAVING AN ADSORBED MONATOMIC 
FILM OF AN ELECTROPOSITIVE METAL

59. Discovery and Mechanism of Emission of Adsorbed 
Monatomic Films.—Langmuir26 discovered in 1914 that thoria, 
which is often admixed with the tungsten in the manufacture of 
tungsten filaments to reduce the recrystallization of the filaments, 
can under proper conditions increase tremendously the thermionic 
emission of the filament. Further investigation27 showed that 
metallic thorium, produced by the reduction of the thoria at 
high temperatures, gradually diffuses to the surface of the 
filament under proper conditions of temperature and vacuum 
and forms there an active layer one molecule thick. Thorium 
has a low electron affinity and emits electrons abundantly at 
low temperatures, yet the work function of a monatomic layer 
of thorium on tungsten is lower than that of pure thorium and 
the emission at a given temperature is greater than for a pure 
thorium wire. Furthermore, the so-called thoriated filament 
can be operated at a much higher temperature than can a pure 
filament of thorium, owing to the strong force of adhesion which 
retards the evaporation of the monatomic layer.

The high emission of a thoriated wire can be explained in part 
by the high electric field that results from the electrical double 
layer. This double layer is due to the adsorbed layer of electro
positive thorium atoms, many of which, as Becker28 has shown, 
are adsorbed as positive ions. The intense electric field in the 
surface layer is in a direction to assist an electron to escape,

26 Langmuir and Rogers, Phys. Rev., 4, 544 (1914).
27 Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 22, 357 (1923); U. S. patents, 1,244,216, 1,244,217 

(1917).
28 Becker, Bell. Tel. Lab. Reprint B-412, or Trans. Am. Electrochem. Soc.,

55, 153 (1929). 
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and the force function near the surface is very different from 
that near a surface of pure metal.

If oxygen, which is electronegative, is adsorbed on a surface 
of tungsten, the work function is greatly increased owing to the 
retarding field of the adsorbed negative ions ef oxygen. If, 
however, a monatomic layer of barium is adsorbed on the layer 
of adsorbed oxygen, the intense field between the negative 
oxygen layer and the positive barium layer is in a direction to 
assist the escape of an electron. This field may extend many 
atom diameters. The work function of such a composite surface 
is less than that of a monatomic layer of barium on tungsten, and 
the emission is many times greater at the same temperature.

60 . Activation of Thoriated Tungsten Filaments.—In the 
manufacture of a thoriated cathode, a few per cent (1 to 2 per 
cent) of thorium oxide is added to the tungsten powder before 
the sintering process. In the finished wire there may be left 
only about 0.7 per cent of thorium oxide. This wire is mounted 
in a vacuum tube, the tube is exhausted, and the glass and all 
metal parts freed of occluded gas by baking in an oven and heat
ing the electrodes by means of an induction furnace. Since 
the thorium film is chemically very active, oxygen and water 
vapor, if present, attack and destroy the film. Furthermore, 
positive-ion bombardment, resulting from the ionization of 
residual gas, quickly destroys the sensitive thorium film. For 
these reasons it is more important in this case than in the case of 
other types of emitters to procure the best vacuum possible. 
Usually it is necessary to vaporize in the tube some active 
chemical substance such as magnesium, calcium, phosphorus, 
or some one of the several other suitable chemicals, which absorbs 
the residual gas and produces and maintains a high vacuum. 
These substances are popularly known as “getters” and their 
use dates from 1884 when Malignani29 patented the use of 
“vaporizable reagents” to take up residual gases in an incan
descent lamp. He used arsenic and iodine as vaporizable 
reagents. Soddy,30 in 1906, vaporized calcium to clean up the 
gases in a vacuum chamber and obtained thereby a very high 
vacuum.

When the best vacuum procurable has been obtained, the 
tungsten cathode is heated almost to its melting point, to about

29 Malignant, U. S. patent 537,693 (1884).
30 Soddy, U. S. patent 859,021 (1906).
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2500°C., for from M to 2 min. This high temperature does two 
things. First, the surface is cleaned owing to the vaporization 
of any oxide film, and, second, some of the thoria inside the metal 
of the cathode is reduced to metallic thorium. Since all thorium 
which might have existed on the surface is evaporated at this 
high temperature, the cathode immediately after this tempera
ture treatment possesses only the emission of pure tungsten.

The activation process consists in heating the cathode to a 
temperature within the range of from 1800 to 2000°C. Within 
this temperature range the thorium, which was reduced by the 
intense heating, diffuses rapidly outward and a monatomic layer 
of thorium on clean tungsten builds up. The thorium apparently 
moves between the tungsten crystals rather than through the 
crystals, so that the finer the crystals the more readily does this 
diffusion process progress.

The work function of the cathode is reduced from that of
tungsten by an amount dependent on the fraction 9 of the
surface covered by the film of thorium.

Values of 0

Fig. 37.—vs. 0 for thorium on tung
sten. (Dushman and Ewald.)

Langmuir27 assumed 
that the work function for any 
value of 9 is a linear function of 
9 as given by the equation

be = bw + CO (81) 

where be is the equivalent value 
of b0 of Eq. (23), bw is the value 
of b0 for pure tungsten, and C is 
a constant and equal to 6 — bw, 
bth being the value of be for 9 = 
1. Figure 37 is a plot of values

of <t>0, i.e., —> obtained by Dushman and Ewald31 for thorium on 
tungsten. These values were obtained from emission data, cor
rected for the Schottky effect by Eq. (74), page 88, in order to 
obtain the emission for zero field outside the emitter. This correc
tion as given by Eq. (74) is undoubtedly inaccurate, as pointed 
out by Nottingham.32 This is due to the fact that the force field 
assumed by Schottky (see Chap. IV) at the surface of a pure 
metal is, as Becker has shown, very different near a surface 

31 Dushman and Ewald, Phys. Rev., 29, 857 (1927).
32 Nottingham, Phys. Rev., 36, 386 (1930).
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covered by a monatomic film of electropositive atoms. Notting
ham deduces that, for 9 = 1, bo is 36,500 or $0 is 3.15 volts.

The value of the constant A of the emission equation, Eq. (23), 
is also affected by the film of thorium, as shown by the experiments 
of Dushman and Ewald31 and by those of Kingdon.33 In Fig. 38, 
the observation points marked by a circle were obtained by Dush-

Fig. 38.—A vs. 0 for a monatomic film of thorium on tungsten.

man and Ewald, while the observation points marked by a cross 
were obtained by Kingdon. The curve represents the following 
empirical equation, given by Kingdon:

Ag — (af -|- a2 9 — 1)AO (82)

In Eq. (82), Ao has the numerical value of unity, but has the dimen
sions of amp./cm.2 deg.2 The constant ai has the numerical value 
A for a surface of tungsten totally covered with a monatomic film 
of thorium. The numerical value of a2 for a tungsten surface

33 Kingdon, Phys. Rev., 24, 510 (1924).
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is 60.2. The same criticism applies here to the correction as 
given by Eq. (74) for the Schottky effect. Nottingham,32 
using a different method for the calculation of A for zero field, 
obtains the value of 59 when 9 = 1. This value of A is shown 
by the solid circle in Fig. 38.

The value of 6 may be obtained from experimental data by 
use of Eq. (81).

bo bw 
b,h bw (83)

Since log Ao varies in such a way as to be nearly linearly related 
to bo, as shown by experiments of Kingdon,33 a more convenient 
form of Eq. (83) to be used in determining 9 is

= log Ip - log Zp 
log h — log Io (84)
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where Ie is the saturation current for any value of 9, Io is the 
saturation current for 9 = 0, and Zi is the saturation current for 
9 = 1, all at the same temperature.

Becker28 claims that when the film of adsorbed metal becomes 
more than one atom thick, the emission decreases, as shown by 
Fig. 39 taken from Becker’s paper. Langmuir has recently 
expressed the opinion that it is impossible, under the conditions 
of these experiments, to build a layer of alkali metal more than 
one atom thick because of the rapid induced evaporation. If 
this is true, then 9 is less than unity at maximum activity.

Langmuir has shown that, at constant temperature, 9 increases 
with time according to curve A, Fig. 40a. This curve is plotted

Fig. 40.—Rate of activation of thoriated-tungsten filaments. (Langmuir.)

logarithmically in curve B, Fig. 406. From Eq. (83) the value 
of 9 is OP/OM. According to Langmuir the value of 9 may be 
expressed by the equation

9 = 1 - e~Kt (85)
or

loge (1 - 9) = -Kt

The plot of log (1 — 0) against the time t is a straight line, as 
shown by curve C, Fig. 406, the slope of which is the value of 
the constant K, which measures the rate of activation. The 
reciprocal of K is known as the activation time Ta.

Figure 41, from Langmuir’s paper,27 shows the activation 
curves for a number of temperatures. The higher the tempera
ture, the more rapidly the thorium diffuses outward to form the 
film. Evaporation of thorium from the film also takes place 
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and is more rapid the higher the temperature. If thorium 
atoms pile on top of each other to form a film more than one atom 
thick, evaporation of the outer atoms takes place more readily 
because the adhesive forces are less. This tends to prevent the 
formation of a layer thicker than a monatomic layer.

During the activation process, thorium is rapidly diffusing 
from the inside and being evaporated from the film. The life

Fig. 41.—Rate of activation of a thoriated-tungaten filament at temperature Ta 
after flashing at 2800° K. (Langmuir.)

of a thoriated filament is limited by the supply of thorium in the 
wire and hence the life is greater the lower the temperature. 
Furthermore, the operating temperature must be chosen so 
that diffusion outward is sufficiently rapid to compensate for 
the evaporation of the thorium from the surface. The best 
operating temperature is about 1900°K., although it depends 
somewhat upon the size and thorium content of the wire. Table 
IX gives the equilibrium values of emission current, life, and 
activation time Ta, at different temperatures, for a tungsten fila
ment containing 1 per cent of thoria.

A thoriated cathode which has lost its emission can often be 
reactivated, provided the vacuum is still high and the thorium
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Table IX.—Equilibrium Characteristics at Various Temperatures 
of a Tungsten Filament Containing 1 Per Cent of Thoria1

T, °K. 0
I, amperes per 
square centi

meter

Life of thoria, 
hours

Activation time 
T„ 

seconds

1300 0.99997 4.14- IO-4
1400 0 99975 3 12 • 10-3 1.43 • 1011
1500 0 99878 0 0179 5.23- 10®

1600 0 99528 0 0812 2.88 • 10s
1700 0 9848 0 287 2.15- 10’
1800 0.9605 0.772 720,000 2.02 • 10«

1900 0.9191 1.59 94,000 2.18- 10s
2000 0.8713 2.89 15,100 2.48 • 104
2100 0.781 3.43 2,897 9.48- 103

2200 0.551 1.24 643 2.10- 103
2300 0.139 0.114 164 531
2400 0.0601 0.168 47 7.0

2500 0.0355 0.357 14.6 1.28
2600 0.0207 0.774 5.01 0.268
2800 0.0088 3.48 0.74 0.0161
3000 0.0041 13.5 0.14 0.0014

1 “ Handbuch der Experimental Physik,” Wien and Harms, Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft 
M.B.H., Leipzig, 1928.

content of the metal has not been exhausted. The process of 
reactivation consists in flashing the filament for 10 to 20 sec. 
at a high temperature by impressing across the filament about 
three and one-half times normal operating voltage. The cathode 
is then operated at about one and one-half times normal operating 
voltage, with no plate voltage, for from 1 to 2 hr. If this treat
ment does not restore emission, the thorium content of the metal 
has been exhausted.

A schedule showing the marked physical changes of a thoriated 
tungsten cathode within various temperature ranges, as given by 
Schottky and Rothe,34 is given below. The figures in parentheses 
are given by Dushman.

T < 1900°K.
(1800)

Operating Temperatures
Reduction, evaporation, and diffusion 

practically absent. Stable condition.
34 “Handbuch der Experimental Physik,” Wien and Harms, p. 169.
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T = 1900-2100°K. Activation Temperatures
(1800-2000) Practically, only diffusion and induced 

evaporation exist. 0 = 1. Activation 
velocity increases with temperature.

T = 2100-2400°K. Diffusion and spontaneous evaporation 
(2000-2300) exist. 0 < 1. High activation velocity.

T = 2400-2600°K. Deactivation Temperatures
(2300-2600) Spontaneous evaporation exceeds diffu

sion. 0 < 1. Only small amount of 
reduction.

T > 2600°K. Reduction Temperatures
Intense reduction, diffusion, and 

evaporation.

All that has been said regarding thoriated wire or cathodes is 
also true, in principle, for base metals other than tungsten, as 
tantalum and molybdenum, and also for monatomic films of 
electropositive metals, such as barium, caesium, and lanthanum.36 

The emission characteristics for monatomic films of thorium 
and caesium on tungsten, as given by Langmuir,36 are shown in 
Fig. 42. Langmuir and Kingdon36 have shown that, if tungsten 
is first slightly oxidized and then covered with a monatomic film 
of caesium, the emission current is much greater than from a 
film of thorium directly on tungsten, as shown by the curve of 
Fig. 42 and also by Fig. 13, page 62.

The emission efficiencies of filaments with monatomic films 
are given in Fig. 45 and are discussed in the next section.

61 . Emission Efficiency.—The practical value of a source of 
electrons for use in vacuum tubes depends largely upon its emis
sion efficiency. The thermionic emitter requires heat to main
tain its temperature, and the necessary heat energy is almost 
invariably supplied electrically. If P is the electrical power 
supplied to heat the emitter, there must be some functional 
relation between the total emission current I3 and the total power 
P, or

I, = F(P) (86)

36 Becker, Phys. Rev., 28, 341 (1926); 34, 1323 (1929); Trans. Am. 
Electrochem. Soc., 55, 153 (1929); Dushman, Dennison, and Reynolds, 
Phys. Rev., 29, 903 (1927); Dushman and Ewald, Phys. Rev., 29, 857 (1927); 
Kingdon, Phys. Rev., 24, 510 (1924).

36 Langmuir, Ind. Eng. Chem., 22, 390 (1930).
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It has been found experimentally that, for the operating range 
of temperature, Eq. (86) can be expressed with fair accuracy 
in the form

Is = CPn (87)

where n is a constant dependent upon the kind of emitter, C 
is a different constant for each particular filament because, as 
will be seen, C is dependent upon the surface area of the emitter. 
The degree to which Eq. (87) represents the experimental 
results over the operating range from 2400 to 2700°K. can be

Fig. 42.—Emission characteristics of various monatomic films on tungsten. 
(Langmuir.)

seen by examining Fig. 43, which shows the logarithm of emission 
current per square centimeter plotted against the logarithm of 
the power in watts per square centimeter for tungsten, taken 
from data by Jones and Langmuir.37 For tungsten, the exponent 
n obtained from Fig. 43 is 4.87.

The plot of emission current against filament heating power 
is only approximately represented by Eq. (87), as is shown by 
the deviation of the points in Fig. 43 from the straight line, both 
above and below the operating range. Davisson, by slightly

37 Jones and Langmuir, Gen. Elec. Rev., 30, 312, 354 (1927).
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distorting the coordinates of the double logarithmic paper, 
obtained a chart on which the emission-power curve plots as a 
straight line, provided the radiation from the filament follows 
the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Figure 44 shows the emission of 
tungsten, from data by Jones and Langmuir given in Table VI, 
plotted on this special paper. There is some deviation from a

straight line at the upper part of the graph. Figure 44 also 
shows a line for thoriated tungsten, plotted from data given by 
Dushman and Ewald,38 and two lines for oxide-coated platinum
nickel alloy, from data given by King.36 Since it is often unsafe 
to use the normal heating power in obtaining data for full 
emission, the advantage of a chart of the type shown in Fig. 44 

38 Dushman and Ewald, Gen. Elec. Rev., 26, 154 (1923).
39 King, Bell System Tech. J., 2, No. 4 (1923).
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is that the normal emission can be obtained by extending the 
straight-line plot through data points obtained for low power.

In Eqs. (86) and (87), the emission current Ia is proportional 
to the surface area A of the emitter. Also, since the power P

the surface of the filament, it too must beis radiated from 
proportional to the surface area A. Dividing Eq. (87) by A 
gives

A
A = CA^ P

or
I'. = CP'” 

(88)

(89)
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where I„ is the emission current per square centimeter, P' is the 
power per square centimeter, and C is a constant applying to 1 
sq. cm. and hence is dependent only upon the material of the

Fig. 45.—Emission efficiency of com
mercial tubes.

emitter. It is apparent that

C = CA”-1 (90)

If we divide Eq. (89) by P', 
we have the emission efficiency 
expressed as emission current 
per square centimeter per watt 
used in heating. This is de
noted by 8 and from Eq. (89),

S = L = C'P'^ (91)

Expressed for the total filament. 
Eq. (91) becomes
S = £4 = £ = CP^ (92)

I 71 1
Obviously, from Eqs. (91) 

and (92), *8 plotted against P or 
P' on the special-coordinate 
chart of Fig. 44 is a straight line, 
and is approximately a straight 
line on ordinary logarithmic 
paper. Of more practical in
terest is the value of >8 under 
normal operating conditions 
chosen to give a life of the order 
of 2,000 hr., since this value 
gives an approximate compari
son of the relative emission 

efficiencies of the three types of emitters. Values of >8 thus 
obtained for a number of tubes for each type of emitter are 
plotted in Fig. 45. A wide variation would naturally be expected 
in the value of >8 for both the oxide-coated and thoriated filaments 
because of different physical conditions and different degrees of 
activation which are inevitably met with in commercial tubes. 
Under operating conditions, it is evident that on the average the 
emission efficiency of the thoriated filament is about ten times 
that of tungsten, and the efficiency of the oxide-coated filament 
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about one hundred times that of tungsten. It is to be noted that 
the upper group of observations for oxide-coated emitters is for 
filamentary cathodes, while the lower group is for separately 
heated cathodes. The latter group would be expected to show a 
lower efficiency than the former group.

62. Cooling of Ends of Filament.—In an actual tube the whole 
of the filament is not at the same temperature, owing to the 
conduction of heat away from the filament by the end connections 
and supporting wires. The most marked effect produced by this 
variation in temperature is a reduction in the emission, since those 
parts of the filament which are cooled are less active in emitting 
electrons. The effect is more pronounced for a short filament, 
and the emission efficiency of such filaments is reduced by a con
siderable amount.

Another effect of the cooling of the ends of the filament is to 
round off the knee of the curve of emission current plotted against 
plate voltage (see Fig. 27, page 84). The reason for this may be 
made clear by considering that the resultant filament-saturation 
curve is made up of the sum of many curves, each being for an 
infinitesimal length of the filament and for a certain temperature, 
the temperatures for most of the elemental curves being different.

63. Voltage Drop along Filament.—If the emitter is also the 
heating element, there is a voltage drop along the filament of from 
2 to 5 volts for receiving tubes, according to the design. The 
voltage drop along the filament of a power tube is usually much 
greater and may be as much as 50 volts. This potential gradient 
along the filament has several effects. The difference of potential 
between the positive plate and the negative end of the filament is 
greater than that to the positive end of the filament. Conse
quently, when the space current is limited by space charge, 
the space current is greater from the negative end than from the 
positive end of the filament. If the plate voltage is low, the 
filament drop may be an appreciable fraction of the plate voltage, 
so that the unequal distribution of space current along the fila
ment is greatly accentuated. On the other hand, in transmitting 
tubes, this inequality in distribution of the space current is 
usually negligible because of the large plate voltage in comparison 
with the filament voltage.

Another effect of the voltage drop along the filament is to 
round off the knee of the space-charge-saturation curves of Fig. 
28. The reason for this is similar to that already given for the 
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rounding of the knee of the temperature-saturation curves due to 
a temperature gradient along the filament. In this case the 
resultant curve of space current plotted against temperature can 
be thought of as the sum of a large number of curves, each for a 
small length of filament and a particular plate voltage, the plate 
voltage being different for the various elemental lengths of 
filament.

The third effect of the potential gradient along the filament is to 
alter the shape of the space-current curve plotted against plate 
voltage at its lower bend, changing it from the three-halves- 
power law to one of another exponent which Langmuir has shown 
theoretically to be five halves. This five-halves-power law can 
easily be derived by simple integration of the three-halves-power 
law along the filament. Van der Bijl,40 in his book, states that 
actually the lower bend of the curve of receiving tubes often fol
lows quite accurately a square, law, which is more convenient 
mathematically.

64. Effect of Space Current on Filament Current.—As yet 
no account has been taken of the fact that the space current 
entering all along the filament (electrons leaving) is superimposed 
upon the heating current, making the actual current in the fila
ment different at different points along the filament. Since the 
heating at any point of the filament is proportional to the square 
of the total filament current at that point, the space current, if 
appreciable compared with the filament current, may cause a 
considerable variation of temperature along the filament. This, 
in turn, alters the emission and alters the resistance and conse
quently the potential gradient along the filament. All these 
various effects are mutually dependent and may conspire to 
accentuate the temperature difference between the two ends of the 
filament, even to the extent of causing one end to burn out. It is 
desirable, therefore, to study the effect of the superimposed space 
current upon the total filament current.

It is very difficult to take account of all the effects which are due 
to the superimposition of the space current on the filament cur
rent. The danger of burning out the filament is greatest in 
power tubes where the space current is usually a larger portion of 
the filament current than in receiving tubes. In power tubes, the 
plate voltage is usually so high that the voltage drop along the

40 Van der Bijl, “The Thermionic Vacuum Tube and Its Applications,” 
p. 64, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1920. 
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filament can be neglected in obtaining an approximate solution. 
Furthermore, since in the normal operation of a tube, space cur
rent is for most of the time limited by space charge, the inequality 
in emission due to the temperature gradient along the filament can 
be neglected. Consider a filament receiving space current uni
formly along its length. In Fig. 46, let L be the length of the 
filament, and x be the distance from the positive end to any point 
of the filament. If Is is the total space current, that portion of it 

I.flowing to a length dx anywhere along the filament is dl s = jjdx.

Fig. 46.—Space current in the filament.

Let Ri and R2 be two resistances in the heating circuit, which may 
represent controlling resistances. The heating battery is assumed 
to have negligible internal resistance, although the battery 
resistance may be considered as a part of Ri if the plate circuit is 
connected to point A, or as part of R2 if the plate circuit is 
connected to point B. The current dl, divides at the filament 
into two portions whose magnitudes are inversely as the resist
ances of the two paths. Therefore, dli, that portion of dl, going 
to the left, is related to dl2, the portion going to the right, as

dli _ (L — x)r + R2 
dl2 xr + Ri (93)

where r is the resistance of unit length of the filament. The 
e.m.f. of the heating battery makes no difference in this division 
of current; and if the battery has negligible internal resistance, 
it makes no difference whether the plate circuit is connected 
to point A or to point B.
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From Eq. (93), the following expressions for dly and dl2 
are easily obtained:

JT _ — x)r + ^2 L , )
1 Lr + th + R2 ' Lax(

(L - x)r + R2 I,. ( V 1---- ii--- L^)
,r Xr + -Si L , )
11" Lr + Ry + R2' Ldx (

xr + Ry I, (= —R--Ldx )

where R is the total resistance of the filament circuit. At any 
point x on the filament, that portion of the space current in the 
filament which is flowing toward the positive end is the sum of 
all the diy’s from x to L, and that portion flowing toward the 
negative end of the filament is the sum of all the di2s from the 
portion of the filament from zero to x. At point x, the actual 
space current in the filament which is flowing toward the negative 
end is

(L — x)r + R2 
R

• ^dx
Li

(96)

The total current at any point is obtained by adding the fila
ment current Ia supplied by the filament battery to the space 
current given by Eq. (96). Therefore, the total heating current 
is

(97)

At the positive end of the filament the heating current is

Rf
“o + Ri

I+ = Ia-I.- R (98)
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where R/ is the resistance of the filament. At the negative end 
the heating current is

I- = la + L R (99)

Examining Eqs. (98) and (99), it is evident that the tempera
ture of the positive end of the filament is reduced, while that 
of the negative end of the filament is elevated by the space 
current. In order that the increase in temperature of the nega
tive end may be small, Ri should be small. Increasing R2, since 
it increases R, helps to reduce the excessive heating of the nega
tive end of the filament. We may make a general statement that, 
when the space current is appreciable compared with the filament 
current and there is danger of excessive heating of the negative end 
of the filament, any external resistance in the filament circuit should 
be connected between the negative end of the filament and the plate
circuit connection to the filament circuit.

When alternating current is used to heat a filamentary emitter, 
the plate return is connected to a mid-point tap on the secondary 
winding of the transformer which supplies the heating current, 
or to the mid-point of a resistance connected directly across the 
filament. Assuming that the heating current Ia in Eqs. (97), 
(98), and (99) is a sinusoidal current, ia = -\/2la sin at, the 
total instantaneous heating current at any point of the filament 
from Eq. (97), is

(100)

Rs
i = V21 a sin at + Is 7 — —— Lt n,

The square of the effective value of current given by Eq. (100) 
is

(101)

If the transformer mid-point is used, R2 and 7?i are practically 
zero and the effective heating at any point of the filament is 
proportional to

(102)
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Obviously, from Eq. (102), both ends of the filament are slightly 
overheated, but the amount is usually negligible. The heat 
capacity of the filament is usually great enough to smooth the 
temperature fluctuation due to the alternating current.

65. Equipotential Cathodes.—It has become general practice 
to heat cathodes by alternating current, thus obviating either 
the annoying frequent running down of the dry cell or the 
troublesome storage battery and charging outfit. When alternat
ing current is used for heating a filamentary emitter, the filament 
is usually made short and heavy in order to reduce the alternating 
voltage across the filament and thus reduce the fluctuations in 
the plate current which cause hum in repeaters and receiving 
sets. A better way of eliminating any effects upon the grid 
and plate circuits due to the alternating heating currents is the 
use of equipotential cathodes or separately heated emitters. 
This type of cathode, now used in many of the commercial 
receiving tubes, usually consists of a cylinder of nickel or nickel 
alloy coated on the outside with an oxide-emitting coating and 
heated by a filament within, which carries the alternating heating 
current. Sometimes this heating filament is coiled and sup
ported by insulating plugs inserted in the ends of the cylinder, 
or the filament may pass through two longitudinal holes in a 
long insulating piece that fits inside the cylinder. The former 
arrangement is quick heating, but is more apt to short-circuit 
than the latter arrangement which has the principal fault of 
requiring a minute or more to attain operating temperature 
owing to the poor heat conductivity of the insulating tube. 
With both schemes, emission from the heater to the grid and 
plate must be prevented by shielding, and emission from the 
heater to the cathode cylinder is usually prevented by an opposing 
field produced by making the heater positive in potential with 
respect to the cylindrical cathode.

The emission efficiency 3 of a separately heated cathode is 
generally less than that of a directly heated cathode of the same 
type, as shown in Fig. 45 for measurements on commercial (type 
27) tubes.

66. Magnetic Effect of Current through Filament.—The 
current through the filament produces a magnetic field surround
ing the filament and this field acts to deflect the emitted electrons 
in a direction perpendicular both to the field and to the direction 
of motion of the electrons. In practice, however, the electron 
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has very small velocity near the filament where the magnetic field 
is strongest, and hence the magnitude of the deflecting force is neg
ligible in comparison with the electrostatic pull of the positively 
charged plate.

67. Effect of Gaseous Ionization on Plate Current.—In Chap.
IV, some of the effects of gas upon the emission of a cathode 
were discussed. There it was pointed out that the saturation 
emission of tungsten is reduced by chemical reaction of the

Fig. 47.—Effect of gas on the current through a diode.

tungsten with small amounts of oxygen, nitrogen, or water 
vapor. Oxygen and water vapor were also especially detri
mental to the emission from oxide-coated and thoriated cathodes.

Besides its effect upon the emission, gas when ionized may 
greatly affect the plate current, if it is limited by space charge. 
This effect upon the plate current is due to the partial neutraliza
tion of the space charge by the positive ions. Because of the 
low velocity of the positive ions, a single ion can neutralize the 
electrostatic effect of hundreds or even thousands of electrons. 
Therefore, a slight trace of gas can have a marked effect upon the 
plate current, as shown in Fig. 47.
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The curve marked “high vacuum” was taken when the bulb 
was connected to the pumps and the vacuum was as high as 
possible. The curve marked “trace of hydrogen” was taken 
after a very small amount of hydrogen had been admitted. 
Undoubtedly some oxygen and some water vapor were present 
which considerably reduced the saturation current. The fila
ment current in this case was greater than that in taking the high- 
vacuum curve. The two curves are practically coincident up 
to about 17 volts, where ionization begins. The curve with 
gas rises rapidly for higher voltages, owing to the partial neutrali
zation of space charge by the positive ions. The third curve 
marked “considerable hydrogen” was taken for the same fila
ment current as for the high-vacuum curve and shows the effect 
of the gas upon the saturation current. It also shows the lower 
current before ionization due to frequent collisions of the elec
trons with the molecules of gas.

A very convenient method of testing for a trace of gas in a 
vacuum tube will be described in a later chapter.

68. Schottky Effect or “Schroteffekt.”—Schottky,  in 1918, 
predicted theoretically that, since the electron stream in a 
thermionic vacuum tube consists of a statistical stream of 
discrete charges, there should be fortuitous fluctuations in. the 
plate current, and hence disturbances should be set up in any 
tuned circuit connected in the plate circuit. Schottky called 
this phenomenon the Schroteffekt, or “small shot effect.” That 
this small random fluctuation of the electron current does exist 
has been shown by various investigators,  who have measured 
the electrical variations in tuned circuits at various frequencies. 
The theory developed by Schottky and others ’  applies only 
to electron currents not limited by space charge. Such theory, 
although checked approximately by experiment, does not help 
in the calculation of the Schroteffekt in amplifiers because the 
effect is much less when the current is limited by space 
charge.

41

42

41 43

41 Schottky, Ann. d. Physik, 57, 541 (1918); 68, 157 (1922).
42 Hull and Williams, Phys. Rev., 25, 147 (1925); Hahtman, Ann. d. 

Physik, 65, 51 (1921); Phys. Zeits., 23, 436 (1922); Johnson, Phys. Rev., 26, 
71 (1925); Williams and Vincent, Phys. Rev., 28, 1250 (1926).

43 Johnson, Ann. d. Physik, 67, 154 (1922); Fby, J. Franklin Inst., 199, 
203 (1925); Ballantine, Radio Freq. Lab. Reprint 7, 1928, or J. Franklin 
Inst., 206, 159 (1928).
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Llewellyn44 has deduced the magnitude of the shot effect 
when the space current is limited by space charge. The expres
sion obtained by Llewellyn for the mean-square voltage produced 
by the shot effect across an impedance Z in series with the 
filament-to-plate path, both with and without space charge,
is

Ê2 = f"(Z)>
\ol8/ v Jo

(103)

In Eq. (103), e is the electronic charge, (Z)„ is the impedance 
of Z at frequency n, I, is the saturation current corresponding

Fig. 48.—Space current vs. temperature of cathode.

to temperature T, and I is the space-charge-limited current. 
The meaning of I and Is may be made clearer by referring to 
Fig. 48. The ratio dl/dla can be written

di _ dl/dT
91, dl./dT (104)

Expression (104) is easily evaluated as indicated in Fig. 48. 
When the space current is not limited by space charge, the ratio 
given in Eq. (104) reduces to unity, and Eq. (103) reduces to 
the usual equation for no space charge.

If an amplifier giving a voltage ratio (G% is used to increase 
the voltage across the impedance, Eq. (103) becomes

44 Llewellyn, Proc. I.R.E., 18, 243 (1930).
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(105) 
\oL/ ir Jq

Equations (103) and (105) show that the shot effect is zero 
when the space-current curve is parallel to the temperature axis 
in Fig. 48. If a certain plate voltage is impressed on a vacuum 
tube and the filament current is increased, the shot effect increases 
with I„ until the ratio dl/dl3 begins to depart appreciably from 
unity. Beyond this point the shot effect decreases and approaches 
zero.

Although the shot effect is practically zero when the space 
current is limited by space charge, other effects exist to give 
fluctuations in the space current and thus cause noise in high-gain 
amplifiers. Llewellyn44 and Ballantine46 have discussed these 
various effects. A brief reference is here made to one of the most 
important causes of fluctuation noises in amplifiers, namely, the 
thermal effect. The heat agitation of electrons in a conductor 
sets up across the conductor fluctuations in potential dependent 
upon the impedance of the conductor and its temperature. 
Schottky41 first called attention to this cause of fluctuations in 
current in a conductor. Others44’46 have verified experimentally 
the existence of such fluctuations, both in metal conductors and 
in the space between a filamentary emitter and the plate.

69. The Cold Electrodes.—Thus far in this chapter we have 
confined our attention to the cathode. A few remarks are now 
appended concerning the cold electrodes of the vacuum tube.

Certain metals47 are better than others for use in vacuum 
tubes, the best metals in general being those that can easily be 
denuded of their gas content. The metals nickel, tungsten, 
molybdenum, and tantalum are commonly used. Nickel is 
inexpensive and is easily denuded of its occluded gases when 
heated to redness during the exhausting process. Tungsten, 
molybdenum, and tantalum have an advantage over nickel 
because of their higher melting points and are often used in 
high-power tubes in which the plates may operate normally at 
high temperatures. Tantalum absorbs enormous volumes of 
gas when heated and for this reason is very useful in

46 Ballantine, Radio Freq. Lab. Re-print 21, 1930.
48 Johnson, Phys. Rev., 32, 97 (1928); Nyquist, Phys. Rev., 32, 110 (1928).
47 The properties of some of the rare metals are well described in a booklet 

“Rare Metals” published by the Fansteel Products Company, Inc., North 
Chicago, Ill.
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maintaining the vacuum in a tube. Often a small piece of 
tantalum is welded to the plate for the purpose of absorbing gases. 
Tantalum and molybdenum can be worked when cold, while 
tungsten must be worked when hot.

The energy possessed by the rapidly moving electrons consti
tuting the space current is converted into heat when the electrons 
strike the plate. If the plate voltage is high, the amount of heat 
may be sufficient to raise the temperature of the plate to incan
descence. This heat is dissipated almost entirely by radiation. 
The capacity of power tubes is limited by the rate at which the 
plate loses its heat. The power in watts radiated from an exposed 
surface of tungsten is given by Eq. (79). Table X gives the 
watts radiated per square centimeter calculated by Eq. (79), 
page 102, and the emission current calculated by Eq. (78) for 
certain values of the absolute temperature T.

Table X.—Power Radiated and Emission Current per Square
Centimeter from Tungsten

T, °K. P, watts per 
square centimeter

I,, milliamperes per 
square centimeter

1000 0.5701 1.054 X IO-12
1200 1.663 9.42 X 10^
1400 3.898 6.56 X IO-6
1600 7.89 5.82 X 10-*
1800 14.37 4.56 X 10"2
2000 24.01 1.008
2200 38.31 13.2
2400 57.78 114.3
2600 83.80 719

According to the data of Table X it is permissible to dissipate 
about 12 to 14 watts per square centimeter. A higher tempera
ture would cause too great an emission from the plate.

It is customary to blacken the surfaces of the plates of some 
tubes by carbonizing or by oxidizing in order to increase the 
radiating efficiency of the plates. When the plates are thus 
treated, the dissipation may be several times greater than that 
given by Eq. (79).



CHAPTER VI

NOMENCLATURE AND LETTER SYMBOLS

Before developing further the theory of vacuum tubes, a suit
able system of notations or letter symbols must be adopted in 
order to denote easily the many different quantities involved. 
Although several schemes of notation have been suggested, no one 
system as yet has come into general use. A satisfactory system 
of symbols is urgently needed because of the exceptionally large 
number of different components and aspects of the same quantity 
necessary to be distinguished in this field. For example, the 
potential between two points may consist of a steady value on 
which is superimposed a periodically changing value. We have 
then to deal with the steady value, average value, peak value, 
and maximum value of a harmonic component, total instan
taneous value, instantaneous value measured from the average 
value and also from the steady value, etc. The symbols should 
be such as to suggest, as far as possible, the quantities represented 
and to burden the memory of the reader as little as possible. 
Furthermore, the symbols should be convenient for blackboard 
use, easy to write on a typewriter if possible, and, most important 
of all, the symbols should be easily set up in type so that the 
printing of theoretical papers is not excessively expensive. This 
last requirement has been the principal stumbling block to 
the acceptance of any system of special symbols, and yet it 
appears to be impossible to represent all of the necessary quanti
ties by ordinary type unless awkward combinations of letters and 
subscripts are used. The author believes that free expression 
in this new and important field of vacuum tubes should not be 
hampered by shortsighted limitations placed upon the choice of 
symbols, but that special symbols should be accepted, as has been 
done in other branches of science, such as mathematics, astron
omy, and botany.

The system of symbols here presented, except for a few minor 
changes, was suggested in 19271 and is convenient and adequate,

1 Chaffee, Vacuum Tube Nomenclature, Proc. I.R.E., 15, 182 (1927).
138 
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as proved by several years of use by the author. Special symbols 
are required, although more awkward alternatives to the special 
symbols are suggested, to be used when the special type is not 
available.

70. Fundamental Scheme of System of Symbols.—Before 
describing in detail the various symbols, a few general principles 
are presented.

1. Capital letters are used only for quantities which are not 
directly functions of time, current, or potential, but which may be 
functions of frequency.

2. Small letters are used for instantaneous values of quantities 
which are directly functions of time or of some other independent 
variable such as current, potential, temperature.

3. Boldface type is used to denote complex or vector quantities.
4. Subscripts immediately following a letter symbol denote, in 

general, location rather than kind of quantity.
a. Subscripts f, p, and g immediately following a letter 

denote quantities directly associated with the filament, 
plate, and grid of a vacuum tube.

b. Subscripts a, b, and c immediately following a letter 
denote quantities which are associated with the portions 
of the filament, plate, and grid circuits external to the 
vacuum tube.

c. Capital letter subscripts A, B, and C denote sources of 
power, such as batteries and generators, in the filament, 
plate, and grid circuits.

5. Subscripts immediately following parentheses enclosing a 
quantity indicate the frequency of the alternating quantity or the 
frequency at which the quantity is evaluated.

Subscripts h, i, and I immediately following parentheses 
enclosing a quantity are used to indicate high, intermedi
ate, and low frequencies.

6. Those electrical quantities most used, such as total instanta
neous values and effective or r.m.s. values, are denoted simply by 
small and capital letters with no attached supersigns.

Note.—The symbols used in the first five chapters are not in strict 
accordance with this proposed system. Capital letters I and E were there 
used to denote steady values instead of r.m.s. values. It seemed unwise to 
introduce before this point a more or less complicated system of symbols. 
A small letter for potential might have been confused with the symbol for 
electronic charge which is now so firmly established by usage that it seemed 
unwise to change the letter for it.
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From this point on, static characteristic curves will be expressed in terms 
of small letters.

71. Special Symbols.—Some of the special symbols, together 
with their alternatives, are described below.

7. Dash over a letter which denotes an electrical quantity indicates 
the steady value of that quantity.

Example: E. Alternatives: (E)o or (SE).

8. Dash over a letter which denotes a circuit characteristic indicates 
the value of that characteristic for a steady current.

Example: R. Alternatives: (R)o or (,R).

9. Two dashes over a letter which denotes an electrical quantity 
indicate the time average of that quantity.

Example: E. Alternatives: E^ or (aE).

10. Circumflex over a capital letter which denotes an electrical 
quantity indicates the maximum value of a sinusoidally varying 
quantity.

Example. E. Alternatives: E,^ or (mE).

The maximum value may also be denoted by the square root of 
two times the effective or r.m.s. value, as \/2E.

11. Caret sign over a letter which denotes an electrical quantity 
indicates the peak value of the quantity.

Example: E. Alternatives: Ev± or (pE).

12. Tilde sign over a small letter which denotes an electrical 
quantity indicates that the quantity varies harmonically.

Example:?. Alternative: (*e).

13. Dash over a small letter which denotes an electrical quantity 
indicates a component measured from the steady value.

Example: e. Alternative: (,e).

14. Two dashes over a small letter which denotes an electrical 
quantity indicate a component measured from the average value.

Example: e. Alternative: (oe).

15. A A sign preceding a letter which denotes an electrical quan
tity indicates that the quantity is small but finite.

Example: AE or Ae.
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16. An inverted circumflex over, or square brackets about, a letter 
or symbol indicates the equivalent value or indicates that the quan
tity is fictitious.

Examples: E or [BJ.

72. List of Symbols.—For easy reference, the various quan
tities, with their distinguishing symbols as described above, are 
listed below:

List of Quantities with Symbols

Quantity
Preferred 
Symbol

Alternative 
Symbol

Effective or r.m.s. potential.............................. E
Maximum of harmonic potential.................... y/2E or Ë ^max, Or {mE)
Steady component of potential....................... E (E), or (,E)
Average value of potential................................ E Eay or („E)
Peak value of potential....................................... Ê or (pE)
Total instantaneous potential.......................... e
Instantaneous potential measured from 

steady value.................................................... e M
Instantaneous potential measured from 

average value................................................. € M
Small potential....................................................... AE or Ae
Equivalent potential............................................ È [E]
Fictitious potential............................................... È [Bl
Resistance to steady current............................ R (R)o
Resistance to current of high or radio fre

quency ............................................................... (R)»
Resistance to alternating current without 

specifying frequency................................... R
Variational resistance.......................................... r

Note.—Although the symbols are illustrated as applied to potential and 
resistance, they are similarly applied to other electrical quantities and circuit 
characteristics.

73. Illustrations and Examples.—The use of the symbols 
is further illustrated.

A harmonically varying potential superimposed upon a steady 
value is illustrated in Fig. 49a. In the case shown, the steady and 
average values are identical. Obviously,

e = E + e = E + E sin ut,
= E + y/2E sin tot.
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A current or potential often varies nonsinusoidally. An 
example of this is illustrated in Fig. 496. We may then write

e = E + g, or, developing e in a Fourier series, 
e = E + (E)} sin (¿it T (E)2 sin ((¿2t H-

+ (E)s sin ((¿3t + 4>3) + • • •

Fig. 49b.

where the subscripts attached to co and $ indicate the several 
harmonics.

In Fig. 50 curve Oab represents the characteristic curve of 
a conductor whose resistance to steady current is a function of the 

impressed voltage. The resist
ance should be denoted by a 
small letter with a dash over it 
to indicate that it is a steady
current resistance. Therefore, 
the resistance E/I is denoted 
by f. The variational resist
ance, which is equal to 
limitAei0^^.^, is denoted by 

r. Its reciprocal, the varia
tional conductance, is denoted 
by k.

In Fig. 51 the use of symbols with subscripts is illustrated as 
applied to a vacuum-tube circuit. The circuit LiC2 is assumed to 
be carrying a sinusoidal current induced from a circuit not shown. 
The total instantaneous plate voltage ep may be made up of a 
steady component Ep and an alternating component Aep, so that

ep — Ep H- Aep
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Similarly, the voltages eb) ec, and eg may be made up of steady and 
sinusoidal components. The currents to plate and grid may also 
be made up of components as shown in the figure.

The system of symbols described is adequate to distinguish 
the various quantities which are usually dealt with in theoretical 
discussions of the operation of vacuum tubes. When the theory

Fig. 51.—Illustration of use of symbols.

is simple and, in consequence, few symbols are necessary, some 
of the special signs may be omitted. In problems dealing only 
with direct currents, it would be absurd to place a dash over every 
letter denoting current and potential. The tilde sign may be 
omitted if only sinusoidal variations are being considered.

In later chapters, other special letters and symbols will be used 
to represent special quantities then defined. For a complete list 
of symbols see page v.



CHAPTER VII

THREE-ELECTRODE TUBE OR TRIODE

Previous to the year 1907, practically the only use to which 
the two-electrode tube was put was the rectification of alternating 
currents, either for power purposes or as a Fleming valve detector 
in the reception of radio messages. These applications will be 
described in later chapters. Lee de Forest1 in 1907 made a most 
important and valuable improvement in the vacuum tube, which 
very much expanded its field of usefulness. His invention con
sisted in the addition of a third electrode adapted to the electro
static control of the electron current to the plate, and the vacuum 
tube as thus constructed he called the “audion.” Usually, the 
control electrode is in the form of a wire grid or mesh, situated 
between the filament and plate so that the electron stream passes 
through the spaces of this control electrode. This third electrode 
is usually called the grid.

The use of a third electrode, as introduced by de Forest, was not 
entirely novel. Lenard2 in 1902 used a third electrode in a 
vacuum tube for the purpose of studying the photoelectric effect. 
De Forest, however, deserves the credit of making the vacuum 
tube a more practical device by the insertion of the grid.

It should be remarked that at about the time de Forest made 
his invention, von Baeyer3 in Germany added a grid in the form 
of a wire-gauze cylinder, placed between filament and plate.

The object of this chapter is to study the current-potential 
characteristics of the triode, from both the mathematical and the 
graphical points of view.

74. The Equivalent Diode.—Van der Bijl4 in 1913 was one of 
the first to give a quantitative discussion of the effect of the third 
electrode when situated between filament and plate. The 
following treatment is substantially his.

1 De Forest, U. S. patent 841,387 (1907); U. S. patent 879,532 (1908).
8 Lenard, Verh. D. Phys. Ges., 8, 149 (1902).
3 Von Baeyer, Verh. D. Phys. Ges., 7, 109 (1908).
4 Van der Bijl, Verh. D. Phys. Ges., 15, 338 (1913); Phys. Rev., 12, 180 

(1918).
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(a) (b) («) (d)
Plate II.—X-ray photographs of vacuum tubes, (a) Triode, UV-201; (fe) triode, type 201A, (c) triode, type 230; (d) triode, type 240.

(Facing page 144)
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In Fig. 52, F, G, and P represent the filament, grid, and plate 
of a triode. The directions of the positive currents (opposite to 
direction of travel of the electrons) If, ig, and ip are indicated by 
arrows. The potentials of the grid and plate with respect to 
the filament are determined by the grid and plate batteries Ec 
and Eb- In the arrangement shown, eg = Ec and e„ = EB-

Observe the use of the notation for steady current to indicate 
the filament current, because in general it is held constant. The 
plate and grid currents and the corresponding plate and grid volt
ages are indicated by small letters, 
because in general in the opera
tion of the tube they vary with 
time. Although the characteris
tics may be obtained experiment
ally by using steady values of 
current and voltage, these char
acteristics of the tube are valid 
for varying current and voltage 
and are expressed, therefore, in 
terms of instantaneous values.

We shall first examine the elec
trostatic fields in the vacuum 
tube before the filament is heated.

Fig. 52.—The triode.

The intensity of the electro
static field at the filament due to the grid voltage alone, the plate 
voltage being zero, is proportional to eg. Further, if eg be 
assumed zero and ep be applied, the intensity of the field at 
the filament due to ep is the same as though some smaller volt
age Dep, where D is a constant, were impressed between fila
ment and grid in place of ep between filament and plate.

The constant factor D takes account of the shielding effect 
of the grid mesh and the greater distance from the filament to 
the plate than from the filament to the grid. Van der Bijl used 
the Greek letter 7 to denote the shielding factor D, whereas in 
German literature the letter D is used and is called the Durchgriff. 
Obviously D has a value less than unity.

If ep and eg are simultaneously impressed, the resulting field 
at the filament is equal to the sum of the fields due to ep and e„ 
acting separately and is proportional to eg + Dep. Therefore, 
eg + Dep is an equivalent grid voltage which would produce the 
same field intensity at the filament as is actually produced by the 
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joint action of both grid and plate potentials. This equivalent 
grid voltage is denoted by [eg].

It was shown in Chap. IV that the space current, if limited by 
space charge, is determined by the electrostatic field at the 
filament produced by the charged plate. When the space cur
rent flows, the field at or very near the filament is reduced to 
zero by the opposing electric field set up by the space charge. 
The electrostatic field at the filament is the same as if [e„] 
alone were impressed on the grid, the plate being at filament 
potential. By analogy with Eq. (39), page 69, for the diode, we 
may say that the total space current in the triode is given by 

i = iP + ig = = B(eg + Dep)^ (106)
where B is a constant. Equation (106), like Eq. (39) for the 
diode, holds only for the lower part of the plate-current curve 
before filament saturation begins to limit the current.

The total space current of a triode can thus be calculated by 
assuming the triode to be replaced by a special kind of diode; the 
cathode and the plate of the triode being the negative electrode 
of the diode, and the grid of the triode being the positive elec
trode of the diode. Such a diode is not the kind of diode for 
which Eq. (39) applies; hence constant B in Eq. (106) is not the 
same as the constant of Eq. (39). If a standard type of diode 
were made having a solid plate in the same position as the grid of 
the triode, the space current in this diode would be the same 
as the space current of the special diode if a voltage X[e„] were 
impressed across the standard type of diode, where X is a correc
tion factor less than unity. Therefore, using Eq. (40) instead of 
Eq. (39),

i = B[eg]* = 2.336 X 10-6^^ an'^ (107) 
d2g cm.2

The correction factor X can be found as follows: The space 
current from the cathode is determined by the intensity of the 
electrostatic field at the cathode due to the neighboring charged 
electrodes although this field is reduced to zero by the opposing 
field from the space charge when the space current flows. This 
electrostatic field at the cathode is directly proportional to 
the induced charge q per unit area of the cathode, assuming 
the cathode grounded and the other electrodes charged. For 
example, in the triode

q = GA + cPe„ (108)
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where cg and cp are the coefficients of capacitance. Since the 
space current is the same if [ej alone acts on the grid, the plate 
being grounded,

q = cs[es] = G(e» + DeP) (109)

From Eqs. (108) and (109)
cp — De g (HO)

Again, since the same current flows in the standard type of diode 
when \eg acts on its plate,

q = c(Xe,) (UI)

where c is the coefficient of capacitance for the standard diode.
Consider now the triode. If ep is equal to eg, the space between 

grid and plate is a constant-potential region, and the plane of 
the grid is practically an equipotential surface. The field between 
grid and cathode is then practically the same as if the grid were 
replaced by a solid plate as in the standard diode. Conse
quently from Eqs. (108) and (111),

c = ca + cp = c/1 + D) (112)

Since the special diode and the standard diode are assumed to 
pass the same current, Eqs. (109) and (111) can be equated, 
[eg] and e0 being numerically the same. Hence

X = 1
1 +D

Equation (107) for the triode with 
now be written

(113)

plane electrodes can

I Ip I lg ““
2.336 X IO-6/ e, 

dg (1 + D +
Dep \ 

ÏTDJ
amp. 
cm.2 (114)

From Eqs. (52) and (113) the total space current per unit length 
for a triode with cylindrical electrodes is

. , . 14.68 X 10-6/ e„ . Dep , =.
+ =--- (j + d + t+d) amp- (115)

Evidently the correction factor which must be multiplied into
B of Eq. (106) to give the constant for the standard type of diode 

/ i Vi
is I । £ p 1 ■ In other words, the plane-electrode form of 

triode with plate connected to cathode and a voltage e0 impressed 
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on the grid is equivalent to a standard diode having a plate at a 
distance dg(l + from the cathode. If the triode has cylin
drical electrodes and the cathode has a small radius compared to 
that of the grid so that /32 is practically unity, the plate of the 
equivalent diode has a radius ^(T + D/2.

As explained in Chap. IV, it is more exact to add to the equiva
lent voltages in Eqs, (106), (107), (114), and (115) a small 
voltage e', which is an approximate correction to allow for the 
initial velocity of emission of the electrons and for any contact
potential difference which may exist. The more exact form of 
Eq. (114), for example, is

• । ■ 2,336 X IO-6, amp.
ip + ig d2(l I Rep e cm 2 UI®)

75 . Curves of Constant Total Space Current.—If D is actually 
a constant, as assumed, graphs of constant ip + ig plotted on the 
ep ~ ee plane should be parallel straight lines. That this is true 
in some cases is shown by the graphs of Fig. 53. As shown 
by the figure, D departs from its constant value for small positive 
values of ep. It also departs from constancy for a range of 
negative values of ep which is greater, the greater the current. 
Since the triode is practically never used with values of ep within 
these limits, this departure of D does not at all reduce the prac
tical value of the assumption of constant value of D. This 
departure from linearity of the constant-current curves for small 
values of ep is due to a space charge built up near the plate. 
When ep is small, the electrons which pass through the grid and 
move toward the plate are in a retarding field. The electrons lose 
the velocity acquired in moving from cathode to grid, and near 
the plate they have their minimum velocity. If the plate voltage 
is zero, the electrons have zero velocity at the plate. If the 
plate voltage is negative, the electrons have zero velocity some
where between the plate and grid, depending upon the value of 
ep. Where the velocity of the electrons is low, their density 
is great and therefore a negative space charge exists between the 
grid and plate which alters the effect of the plate voltage in 
producing an electrostatic field at the cathode. For small posi
tive values of ep, the space charge decreases the effect of ep, 
and hence ep must be increased in order to maintain the same 
current from the cathode. For small negative values of ep, the 
space charge opposes the effect of the grid to produce an accelerab 
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ing field at the cathode. Under this condition, the plate voltage 
must be less negative to maintain constant current from the 
cathode.

Figure 53 also shows that when the space current is reduced to 
values of the order of 0.001 milliamp., the value of D departs 
from its constant value. D becomes considerably greater than 
the usual value for positive values of ep, and slightly less than the 
usual value for negative values of ep. This change in the value of

Fig. 53.—Static characteristic curves of constant total space current of a triode 
having a tungsten filament (UV 201).

D is mostly due to the change in location of the region of minimum 
potential outside the cathode. In Chap. IV, Sec. 42, it was 
explained that the point of minimum potential outside the 
cathode, caused by the initial velocity of emission of the electrons, 
is ordinarily very close to the cathode. But when the space 
current limited by space charge is a very small fraction of the 
total emission of the cathode, this region of minimum potential, 
which may roughly be considered as the position of a virtual 
cathode, moves out to a very appreciable distance from the 
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cathode surface. In Fig. 53, when the space current is 0.001 
milliamp. and the total emission current is greater than 5 milli
amp., the position of the virtual cathode is much nearer the grid 
than normally, and hence the effective shielding of the grid is less. 
That this is the correct explanation is shown by the graph in 
dashes of Fig. 53 taken for 0.001-milliamp. space current, but for a

ip + ig in Milliamperes

Fig. 54.—Static characteristic curves of constant total space current. E/ = 2.5 
volts. Equipotential cathode (UY 227).

much reduced filament temperature corresponding to a filament 
voltage of 2.7 instead of 5.0 volts. This reduction in filament 
temperature much reduces the total emission and hence reduces 
the effect of initial velocity of the electrons.

In Fig. 53, eg is negative in the second quadrant and hence all 
the space current goes to the plate. In the fourth quadrant, ep is 
negative and hence all the space current goes to the grid. In 
the first quadrant are both a grid current and a plate current. 
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The dotted lines are loci of constant ratio of plate to grid current, 
the ratio being noted on the curves.

The constant total-current curves are not always so regular 
and straight as those shown in Fig. 53. For example, the curves 
of Fig. 54 were taken for a tube of cylindrical plate and grid and

Fig. 55.—Total space current vs. equivalent grid voltage. Tungsten filament 
(UV 201). D = 0.181.

a separately heated, oxide-coated cathode. For positive values of 
ep, the value of D is practically constant for a constant value of 
total space current. D varies somewhat as the space current 
varies, being about 0.090 for 20 milliamp. and 0.105 for 5 milli
amp. The same effect described in the case of Fig. 53 operates 
to increase D for small values of current. The variation of D 
for large values of current in this tube is due to irregularity of the 
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geometry of the tube and will be treated more in detail shortly. 
Note particularly the large change in D as e„ becomes negative, 
especially for small values of eg and small space currents. For 
example, for a current of 0.001 milliamp., D is approximately 
0.014.

In Fig. 55, the total space current is shown plotted against 
the equivalent grid voltage [eg] for the tube from which the data 
for Fig. 53 were taken. The observed points were taken for 
values of ep ranging from 20 to 120 volts, and, except for experi
mental error, lie well on a single curve for the equivalent diode. 
The value of the contact potential e' in Eq. (116) is difficult 
to determine from these data but is apparently not much greater 
than 0.5 volt.

As explained in Chap. V for the diode, the potential drop along 
the filament and other effects may cause the exponent of Eq. 
(116) to be different from The exponent for the curve of 
Fig. 55 is about 1.68 over the lower part of the curve but becomes 
1.33 at the upper part.

If D in Eq. (116) is taken outside the parentheses,

iP + ig = D*B[eP + u(eg + e')]^ (117)

where u = 1/D.f Evidently u is the ratio of the voltage change 
applied to the plate to that applied to the grid for the same change 
in plate current. The factor u is known as the voltage amplifica
tion factor or, preferably, the voltage ratio of the tube and is a very 
important quantity. For the tube used in obtaining the curves 
of Figs. 53 and 55, u is 5.52.

This treatment for the triode is valuable in giving a simple 
physical picture and in pointing out the constancy of D under 
certain conditions. It is limited in its application because the 
three-halves-power law of Eq. (116) does not accurately give the 
true course of the current curve. Furthermore, it does not 
express the current when temperature saturation affects it or when 
secondary emission or gas ionization is present. A mathematical 
formula, such as Eq. (116), for example, is seldom of value in 
dealing with problems concerning vacuum tubes. A general

t The voltage ratio of a triode is denoted by the Greek letter m in much 
of the literature on vacuum tubes written in English. The author, however, 
prefers the letter u for this quantity as being the letter nearest in form to n, 
and in order that the three coefficients, u, k, and s, of a triode maybe denoted 
by letters of the Roman alphabet.
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theory will now be given taking into account all effects which 
determine the flow of the grid and plate currents in a triode.

76 . General Treatment of the Triode.—The plate and grid 
currents of a triode are the two dependent variables and are 
different functions of the three independent variables, namely, 
temperature of the cathode, plate voltage, and grid voltage. 
Expressed in mathematical language,

iP = Fi(T, ep, eg) (118)
ig = fi(T, ep, eg) (119)

The manner in which both ip and ig vary, as the temperature T of 
the emitter is changed, is similar to the variation of the space 
current of a diode with changes in temperature, as discussed in 
Chap. IV. To simplify the problem, the temperature will be 
assumed constant at the rated value. Equations (118) and (119) 
may be written

ip = F(ep, eg) (120)
4 = f(eP, «a) (!21)

77 . Static Characteristic Curves of the Triode.—The func
tional relations of Eqs. (120) and (121) cannot be expressed by 
any mathematical equations which hold over the entire range of 
values of the variables as used in practice. We must then resort 
to graphical methods to give a picture of the variations of ip and 
ia with changes in ep and eg. Since we have reduced each equation 
to one of three variables, each relation can be represented by a 
surface in three dimensions. In each case we may plot dependent 
variable, ip or ig, vertically, and the independent variables ep and 
eg horizontally. Plate III shows photographs of two plaster 
models of the plate and grid currents of a particular triode. The 
surfaces for different triodes are different in scale and in some 
details but the general characteristics of all triode surfaces are the 
same. Those of Plate III may be considered as typical.

Sections of these surfaces, made by planes perpendicular to 
the three axes, give for each surface three families of curves, 
known as the static characteristic curves of the tube. Usually, 
in solving a given problem, one family of plate-current curves 
and one family of grid-current curves give all the necessary 
information, but the particular sets of curves used depend on the 
problem. One should become familiar with the general shapes 
of all six families of curves. These curves are illustrated for a 
particular tube in the following six figures taken from a paper by
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Fig. 56.- Static characteristic curves of the plate current of a triode. Curves of constant plate voltage, (van der Pol.)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Plate III.—Plate-current and grid-current surfaces of a triode, (a) and (b) 

plate-current surface; (c) and (d) grid-current surface.

(Facing page 154)
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van der Pol.6 The curves of Fig. 56 are the ip — eg curves 
obtained by section of the plate-current surface made perpendic
ular to the grid-voltage axis. Figure 57 shows the ip — eP 
curves for constant values of eg, and Fig. 58 gives the contours for 
constant plate current. The portion of the curves of Fig. 58 
for negative grid voltages is coincident with the curves of constant

Fig. 58.—Static characteristic curves of the plate current of a triode. Curves of 
constant plate current, (van der Pol.)

total space current, since for negative grid voltages the grid 
current is zero. This portion of the curves of Fig. 58 shows that 
D is constant over this region at least, but tells nothing as to the 
constancy of D for other voltages.

The corresponding families of curves for the grid-current sur
face are given in Figs. 59, 60, and 61. The curves of Fig. 61 for 
negative plate voltages are curves of constant total space current 
and are practically extensions of the portions of the curves of 
Fig. 58 for negative grid voltages.

6 van der Pol, Balth, Zeits. f. Hochfrequenztechnik, 25, 125, (1925).
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Fig. 60.—Static characteristic curves of the grid current of a triode. Curves of constant plate voltage, (van der Pol.)
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Referring to the plate-current surface shown in Plate III, we 
note two important regions. The first region is that of the steep 
flat portion almost perpendicular to the axis of grid voltage. 
The second region includes the depression of the upper part of 
the surface.

Fig. 61.—Static characteristic curves of the grid current of a triode. Curves of 
constant grid current, (van der Poli)

The first region is that part of the surface used in the normal 
operation of the triode as an amplifier, detector, and oscillator. 
In Fig. 57, the curves for grid voltages from —20 to +20 volts 
indicate sections within this region. It is seen that over a con
siderable part of this region the curves of Fig. 57 are straight, 
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parallel, and equidistant for equal increments of grid voltage, 
which shows that this region is practically a plane. The same 
plane portion is indicated by the closely spaced, parallel, straight 
lines which cut across the axis of zero grid volts in Figs. 56 and 58.

The depression in the second region of the plate-current surface 
is due partly to secondary emission of electrons and partly to 
the change in the fraction of the total space current taken by the 
plate. On one sloping side of the depression, secondary emission 
occurs at the plate; on the other sloping side of the depression, 
secondary emission may occur at the grid. For example, in Fig. 
57, the slope of the depression indicated by the portions of the 
curves having a negative slope is due to secondary emission from 
the plate. On this part of the surface the grid voltage is always 
greater than the plate voltage, and as the plate voltage is 
increased, the plate current decreases. This results because the 
increase in plate voltage causes a larger increase in secondary 
electrons which are then drawn to the grid than the increase of 
primary electrons striking the plate. This same part of the 
surface is indicated in Fig. 56 by the lower, nearly horizontal 
portions of the curves for constant plate voltage. In Fig. 58, it is 
indicated by the portions of the contour lines which are approxi
mately parallel to the axis of grid voltage and are marked from 
6.0 to 3.0 milliamperes in the direction of increasing plate voltage.

The other sloping side of the depression of the plate-current 
surface occurs where the plate and grid voltages are approximately 
equal. As the plate voltage increases, the grid voltage being 
held constant, the plate current increases rapidly. This is due 
partly to the normal increase in flow of electrons to a terminal 
whose voltage is increased, but mostly to the shift of the total 
space current from grid to plate as the plate voltage becomes equal 
to and greater than the grid voltage. Secondary emission at the 
grid may play some part in shaping the surface in those portions of 
the region where the plate voltage is greater than the grid voltage 
and the grid voltage is positive and greater than 50 or 100 volts. 
This slope of the depression is indicated in Fig. 57 by the steeply 
rising curves for constant grid voltages of from 30 to 250 volts, 
and in Fig. 56 by the portions of the curves having a negative 
slope. Since the increase in plate current in this region with 
increasing plate voltage is due largely to the shift of current from 
grid to plate, the decrease of grid current is evident as shown 
in Fig. 59 by the portions of the curves with a negative slope.
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Certain special types of vacuum tubes known as dynatrons 
operate on one of the slopes of this depression in the plate-current 
surface.

The steep plane portion of the characteristic surface of a 
triode, designated above as the first region, is the region of 
greatest importance when studying the operation of triodes as 
amplifiers and detectors. It is the usual practice to plot this 
region of the characteristic surface to much enlarged scales of

Fig. 62.—Static characteristic curves of a triode. ip — ep curves for constant 
grid voltage (UV 201).

voltage and current and hence much more restricted ranges of 
voltage and current than for the curves of Figs. 56 to 61. For 
example, Fig. 62 shows the ip — ep curves for various constant 
values of eg ranging from — 24 volts to +12 volts, in 2-volt steps. 
A chart of this sort will frequently be used in the following 
discussions. Figure 63 is the chart of the corresponding ip — eg 
curves for various constant values of ep. Figures 62 and 63 
demonstrate that there exists a practically flat portion of the 
plate-current surface. Figure 64 shows the ig — eg curves for 
various constant values of ep, but differs from Fig. 60 in being 
for a much smaller range of voltages. Figure 64 includes the 
operating range of most low-power vacuum tubes. It is par
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ticularly noteworthy that, except for very low values of ep, the 
plate voltage has very little effect upon the grid current for 
the range shown in Fig. 64. This is shown better by the 
ie — ep curves of Fig. 65.

The characteristic curves just described may be considered as 
typical of the characteristic curves of all high-vacuum triodes.

Fig. 63.—Static characteristic curves of a triode. ip — es curves for constant 
plate voltage (UV 201).

Of course, certain features may be exaggerated in certain tubes, 
and the scales of current and voltage vary according to the dis
tances between electrodes, size of electrodes, and closeness of 
grid mesh. The saturation of the plate and grid currents shown 
in Figs. 56, 57, and 59 for the tube with a tungsten filament is 
much less pronounced for tubes having oxide-coated or thoriated 
cathodes. The presence of gas greatly distorts the character
istics, as will be explained in Chap. X.

78 . Time Lag in Vacuum Tubes.—In a triode, the only effects 
which can cause a time lag between the plate current or the grid 
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current and the applied voltages are the time of flight of an 
electron from filament to grid or plate, and the time of readjust
ment of the space charge, the latter being directly dependent 
upon the velocity of the electrons. The time of flight of an 
electron is extremely short. For a potential difference of 1 volt 
and a spacing of cm., this time is about 0.5 X 10~8 sec.

Fig. 64.—Static characteristic curves of a triode. ig — ea curves for constant
plate voltage (UV 201).

Hence, the time lag due to this cause need not be considered 
except when the tubes are used for very short waves of the order 
of 10 meters or less. The time required for the space charge 
to readjust itself may be greater than this time, because the 
potential differences which determine the equilibrium of the 
space charge are small. If gas is present and ionization takes 
place, the positive ions, having a much greater mass than the 
electron, move much more slowly, so that considerable lag 
effects are observed in tubes containing gas. For the present, 
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only gas-free tubes are considered and the lag due to the electrons 
is neglected. The static characteristic curves of Figs. 53 to 65 
may be considered valid for rapid changes of the variables.

79 . Variational Characteristics of Triodes.—The character
istics of triodes have been described thus far in terms of char
acteristic curves. We shall now develop a general mathematical 
method for dealing quantitatively with these characteristics.

Fig. 65.—Static characteristic curves of a triode. ig — ep curves for constant 
grid voltage (UV 201).

We may start with Eqs. (120) and (121) and assume the tem
perature of the cathode to be constant. The total differential 
of Eq. (120) is

dip = ^dep + ^deg (122)

Similarly, for Eq. (121),
dig = pdep + ^-deg (123)

UCp d€g

Expressions (122) and (123) are general relations which depend 
upon no assumptions or restrictions as to the functional relations 
(120) and (121) except that these functions be continuous.

The four partial derivatives occurring in Eqs. (122) and (123) 
are important coefficients and are given specific names. The 
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coefficient (dip/dep)^«,^. has the dimensions of conductance. 
It is called the cathode-to-plate variational conductance, or simply 
the plate variational conductance, and is denoted by kp. Its 
reciprocal is the plate variational resistance and is denoted by 
rp. The coefficient (dig/deg)ep=coa.t. is the cathode-to-grid varia
tional conductance, or simply the grid variational conductance, 
and is denoted by k„. Its reciprocal is the grid variational resist
ance and is denoted by rg.

The other two coefficients in Eqs. (122) and (123) involve 
the effect of the grid circuit on the plate circuit or the effect 
of the plate circuit on the grid circuit and have been called 
mutual coefficients. Exception may well be taken to the use 
of the word mutual, because the effects defined by these coeffi
cients are only one-way effects. For example, the coefficient 
(dip/de„)Cp^cooBt. has long been known as the grid-to-plate mutual 
conductance, but it does not give the reciprocal effect of the plate 
circuit upon the grid circuit. A better designation for this 
coefficient is the grid-to-plate variational transconductance, or 
simply the variational transconductance, and is denoted by sp. 
Similarly, the remaining coefficient (dig/de^e^nM. is the plate-to- 
grid variational transconductance, or simply the variational reflex 
transconductance, and is denoted by sg. Hence, Eqs. (122) and 
(123) may be written in the following forms:

dip — kpdep —spde„ 
dig —” SgdCp [ kgdCg

(124)
(125)

If the plate and grid voltages are so varied that the plate 
current remains constant, another useful partial differential 
coefficient is obtained, namely, (dep/deg)i p=const. The negative of 
this coefficient is known as the plate variational amplification 
factor, or better the plate variational voltage ratio, and is denoted 
by up.

A relation among the three coefficients belonging to the plate 
circuit can be obtained by putting dip of Eq. (124) equal to zero. 
Then.

— ( Êfî
»p=o \deg

As a result, we obtain the important relation

sp = upkp (127)
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A similar analysis may be carried through for the grid-current 
equation, Eq. (125). Putting dig equal to zero,

kg (128)

The negative of the partial derivative expressed in Eq. (128) 
is known as the variational reflex factor, or the variational reflex 
voltage ratio, and is denoted by ug. A relation similar to Eq. 
(127) obtains for the grid coefficients, namely,

Ugkg (129)

For easy reference the six coefficients are listed below:

Referring to Eq. (117), page 152, the voltage ratio u is given by

(131)

If eg is negative and hence ig is zero, Eq. (131) reduces to Eq. 
(126) and u becomes up. Further, if ep is negative, ip is zero and 
u becomes l/ug. If we add Eqs. (124) and (125),

d(ip + ig) = (kp + sg)dep + (sp + kg)deg (132)

Following the method used in arriving at Eq. (126), we have

The six variational coefficients of a triode, as defined in Eqs. 
(130), are the fundamental factors in terms of which the 
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theory of operation of the vacuum tube is developed. It is 
therefore essential to become familiar with the definitions of 
the coefficients and to have a visual picture of the manner in 
which the coefficients vary over the characteristic surfaces of a 
triode. Although triodes may vary considerably in design, the 
effects of varying the size, shape, and spacings of the electrodes 
are principally to change the scales of the characteristic surfaces, 
without materially altering their general shape. As a necessary

Grid Voltage in Volts

Fig. 66.-—Transconductance of a triode (UV 201).

consequence, the variations of the six coefficients over the 
characteristic surfaces are similar for all triodes, even though not 
the same in scale and magnitude.

The variational characteristics of a vacuum tube can be 
plotted in two ways. The first and usual method consists in 
plotting the values of the coefficients against one of the variables, 
such as eg or ep. Such graphs for the variational coefficients, 
corresponding to the particular characteristic curves of Figs. 
62 to 65, are plotted against eg in Figs. 66 to 71.
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Fig. 67.—Plate variational conductance of a triode (LTV 201).

Fig. 68.—Voltage ratio of a triode (UV 201).
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The variational properties of a triode may also be shown to 
advantage by drawing contours for constant values of the coeffi
cients on the static characteristic curves as in Figs. 72 and 73.

The triode coefficients can be approximately determined 
directly from the static characteristic curves in the region where 
the curves are approximately straight. For example, let the 
curves of Fig. 74 be two of the ip — ep curves of a tube for two 
grid voltages differing by a finite amount Aeg. The ratio (ab/ca) 
is approximately kp and is the slope of the ip — ep curves. Also,

Fig. 69.—Reflex transconductance of a triode (UV 201).

sp is approximately (Aip/Aeg)ep=Con,t. or ab/Aeg; and up is approx
imately (— Aep/ Aeg)(T^a>n,t. or — (ca/Aeg).

The values of the coefficients obtained by using finite incre
ments of the variables are inaccurate if the increments are large or 
if the curvature is appreciable. However, approximate values 
are conveniently determined by this method. Any one of the 
three families of curves for the plate current, two of which are 
shown in Figs. 62 and 63, gives all three of the plate coefficients. 
Similarly, all three of the grid coefficients can be obtained from 
any one of the three sets of grid-current curves, two of which are 
shown in Figs. 64 and 65. The coefficients can be more accu
rately determined from the static characteristic curves by measur
ing the slopes of the curves. By this method, the slopes of the 
curves of Fig. 62 give kp, the slopes from Fig. 63 give sP, etc.
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The graphical methods as outlined for determining the six 
coefficients are inaccurate and cumbersome. Electrical methods 
for directly measuring the coefficients are in common use and will 
be described in a later chapter.

An examination of Fig. 68 shows that up is approximately con
stant for negative values of eg for the particular triode used. The

Fig. 70.—Grid variational conductance of a triode (UV 201).

plate conductance kp, shown in Fig. 67, and the transconductance, 
given in Fig. 66, are not constant over any considerable range. 
Wherever the graph of kp or sp is straight, the corresponding static 
characteristic curve is parabolic in shape. If the graph of kp or sp 
is a straight horizontal Une, the corresponding static character
istic graph is straight. Figures 69 and 71 show that, within the 
range of voltages of the graphs, both sg and ug are negative 
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quantities and have very small values except when ev is small. 
Figure 61 shows, however, that ug may be positive as well as

Fig. 72.—Contours of transconductance of a triode (UV 201).

negative if the value of eg is large. The grid conductance kg of a 
high-vacuum tube is practically always positive for positive
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values of e0. It is zero for negative values of e0 because there is 
then no grid current. Figure 59 shows that s0 is negative for

Fig. 73.—Contours of plate variational conductance of a triode (UV 201).

values of ep for which u0 is positive. For negative values of 
ep, Sg is in general positive but very small.

Since vacuum tubes are more often operated with negatively 
polarized grids, and s„ and kg are then zero, the grid coefficients 
are of little interest compared to the much more important plate 
coefficients uP, kP, and sp.
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80 . Further Study of the Action of the Grid.—The various 
characteristics of a triode as measured externally have been set 
forth in the preceding sections. We shall now examine in more 
detail the action of the grid in controlling the flow of electrons 
inside the tube. Since the triode is an electrostatic device in 
that its action is governed by the electrostatic forces acting upon 
the electrons, a fair insight into the action of the grid can be 
had by a study of the electrostatic fields about the elements of the 
triode for various combinations of the plate and grid voltages.

First, let it be pointed out that the electrons travel in obedience 
to the forces exerted on them not only by the charged electrodes 
but also by the space charge. The electrostatic flux lines, which 
pass from the plate to the cathode when the cathode is cold and 
no emission takes place, are intercepted by the space charge when 
the cathode is heated. The electrons move toward the plate in 
sufficient numbers to intercept all of the lines of flux, and hence 
no flux lines reach the cathode when the space current is limited 
to saturation value by space charge. The space charge is 
ordinarily most dense near the cathode. But when the plate 
voltage is low, the space charge may be great near the plate, as 
pointed out in Sec. 75. The position of the space charge may 
considerably alter the shape of the electrostatic field about the 
elements and thus alter the relative effects of the grid and plate 
in controlling the current. When the space charge is most dense 
near the cathode, the distortion of the field due to the space 
charge is least. Under these circumstances, a fair idea of the 
action of the grid can be deduced from the shape of the electro
static field for a cold cathode.

The shape of the electrostatic field about a wire grid placed 
between two electrodes has been calculated as a problem in pure 
electrostatics, first by Clerk Maxwell6 and later by several 
others.7’8’9,10 Only simple cases, which geometrically are sym
metrical, can thus be treated. For example, a wire grid between 
two parallel plane surfaces, all three being infinite in extent to 
eliminate edge effects, can be solved. A cylindrical grid com
posed of wires parallel to the axis of the cylinder, placed con-

6 Maxwell, “Electricity and Magnetism,” 3d ed., Vol. I, Par. 203, 
Oxford, 1904.

7 Abraham, Arch. Elektrotechnik, 8, 42 (1919).
8 Schottky, Arch. Elektrotechnik, 8, 21 (1919).
9 Von Laue, Ann. d. Physik, 69, 465 (1919); Jahrb. Drahtlos. Tel. Tel., 14, 

243 (1919).
10 King, Phys. Rev., 15, 256 (1920).
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centrically between an inner and outer cylinder, all of infinite 
length, can also be solved.

The shape of the electrostatic field, when edge effect is present, 
can be obtained experimentally by setting up a model of a triode 
in a shallow tray containing acidulated water, and tracing out 
equipotential lines by a probe connected to a telephone receiver. 
The equipotential lines of Figs. 75, 76, and 77 were obtained 
in this way, and the lines of flow (shown in red) of electrons 
from cathode to the other electrode were sketched by making 
them everywhere perpendicular to the equipotential lines. For 
other drawing of equipotential lines and lines of flow, see 
Möller.11

The left half of Fig. 75 represents the condition when the grid 
potential is so negative that the field at the cathode urges 
the electrons back into the cathode. The grid potential for the 
right half of Fig. 75 was calculated to give zero field at the 
cathode, and hence the figure represents the condition when 
the electron flow to the plate is practically cut off. The value of 
u was calculated by formula (137), to be given later. In the right 
half of Fig. 75, a few electrons pass to the plate around the grid, as 
indicated by the flow lines. In Fig. 76, the grid potential is zero 
for the left half of the figure and is positive for the right half. 
Figure 77 gives the corresponding four cases for a cylindrical 
arrangement of the electrodes.

If the distance from cathode to grid is not large compared 
with the distance between grid wires, and the potential of the grid 
is somewhat negative, there may be regions of the cathode where 
the field urges electrons back into the cathode while, in the regions 
between, the field is in the reverse direction and urges electrons 
away from the cathode. This condition is known as island 
emission.

The electron stream, especially for negative grid potentials, is 
constricted as it passes between grid wires so that the electrons 
strike the plate in localized areas, as shown in Figs. 76 and 77. 
This is often made visible by sharp lines of fluorescence on the 
plate in some tubes having oxide-coated cathodes. This fluores
cence is caused by electronic bombardment of minute quantities 
of the oxide material which has been deposited on the plate by 
evaporation from the cathode.

11 Möller, “Die Elektronenröhren,” p. 18, Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn, Akt.- 
Ges. Braunschweig, 1922.



Fig. 75.—Equipotential lines and lines of force in a triode having plane electrodes. Paths of electrons shown in red.
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Fig. 76.—Equipotential lines and lines of force in a triode having plane electrodes. Paths of electrons shown in red.
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The Durchgriff D or voltage ratio u can easily be derived from 
the solution of the electrostatic problem. The method in 
general terms consists in calculating the changes of grid and plate 
voltages which produce the same change in the electrostatic field 
at the cathode. Then u is the ratio of these increments in voltage. 
The reason that the space charge near the cathode has but little 
effect in making the measured value of u different from the cal-

and lines of force in a triode having cylindrical 
Paths of electrons shown in red.

Fig. 77.—Equipotential lines 
electrodes.

culated value is as follows. The space charge, when very near 
the cathode, affects the field at the cathode due to charges on 
the grid and plate by about the same fractional amount. There
fore, the ratio of the increments of voltage on plate and grid to 
produce the same change in plate current is but slightly affected 
by the space charge.

Several forms of expression for u have been derived and differ 
according to the approximations made.1012-13

12 Miller, Proc. I.R.E., 8, 64 (1920).
13 Vogdes and Elder, Phys. Rev., 24, 683 (1924).
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Miller in March, 1919, in a report at the Bureau of Standards, 
which was later published,12 gives the following formula for the 
voltage ratio of a triode with plane electrodes. The cathode is 
assumed to be an infinite emitting plane.

u = ~|Qg (l^n—n) ^^ane electrodes—Miller) (134) 

where b is the distance from the grid to the plate, n is the number 
of grid wires per centimeter length of grid, and p is the radius of 
the grid wires.

King10 calculated the following two expressions for u, the 
first for plane electrodes and the second for cylindrical electrodes, 
the grid wires being assumed parallel to the axis of the cylinders.

u = (plane electrodes—King) (135)
10&2^

2irnb —
u =------- p (cylindrical electrodes—King) (136)

log'2^

In Eq. (136), pe and pp are the radii of the grid and plate. 
Equations (134) and (135) are practically the same if irpn is a 
small angle.

In deriving these expressions for u, the radius of the grid 
wires was assumed small in comparison with the distance between 
wires. Vogdes and Elder13 have given the following expressions 
which are not thus limited. These are the most accurate expres
sions yet derived for this important parameter.

u ----loge Cosh 27rr>p (pjane electrodes—Vogdes and Elder) 
loge coth 2irnp

(137)

u
2irnpg log. — ~ loge cosh 2irnp 

_________ Po_______________  
loge coth 2irnp (cylindrical electrodes—

Vogdes and Elder) (138)

In Eq. (138), if — is less than 2, loge — may be expanded in
Pa Pa

a series, and Eq. (138) becomes

27rnb
u = ------

1 b
2 Pa 3(p„/ — log, cosh 2irnp

loge coth 2~np (139)
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If b/pg is small in comparison with unity, Eq. (139) becomes the 
same as Eq. (137) for the plane electrodes. As the value of 
b/pg increases, the value of u for a cylindrical arrangement 
of electrodes becomes less than that for a plane arrangement of 
electrodes, the values of p and n remaining the same. The value 
of the series in brackets, Eq. (139), is plotted against b/pg in 
Fig. 78. Since the last term in the numerator of Eqs. (137), 
(138), and (139) is usually small in comparison with the first 
term, the plot of Fig. 78 gives a fair idea of the ratio of values 
of u for a plane and a cylindrical arrangement, the values of 
p, n, and b being the same.

The formulas for the cylindrical arrangement of electrodes 
were derived for grids having wires parallel to the axis of the 
cylinder, whereas most commercial triodes have helically wound 
grids. However, formula (138) gives results which are in fair 
agreement with the measured values of u, as is shown by the 
following table taken from the paper by Vogdes and Elder.13

Table XI.—Calculated and Observed Values of u for Triodes with 
Helical Grids

Tube..................................................................................
Calculated by Eq. (138)...........................................
Observed..........................................................................

(a) (b) (c)
5.97 16.7 34.5
6.25 18.0 34.0

The variation of u caused by a change in the position of the 
maximum density of the space charge is well shown in Fig. 79. 
This is a plot of the measured values of u along constant total
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space-current curves of Fig. 53, page 149. The value of u 
is practically constant along the constant-current lines until 
the region of low values of ep is reached, when u goes through a 
series of fluctuations, as shown in Fig. 79. Some of the small 
variations are probably due to ionization of the residual gas 
in the tube. With some triodes, the value of u for negative 
plate voltages is greater than for positive plate voltages, as 
shown in Fig. 79, but this is not always the case.

Fig. 79.—Values of u along lines of constant total space current (UV 201).

*81. Dependence of u on Dimensions of Electrodes.—From 
a design standpoint, the extent to which u depends on the various 
dimensions of the electrodes is of interest. Using formulas 
(137) and (138), the ratio of the fractional variation in u to 
the fractional variation in any parameter can readily be calcu
lated. This calculation has been made by Prof. R. G. Porter of 
Northeastern University, and the results are plotted in Figs. 80 to 
86 for a particular set of parameters which correspond to a certain 
commercial triode. Figures 80, 81, and 82 give the results

* See Preface.
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for a triode having approximately a plane grid and plate and a 
V-shaped filamentary cathode.

Figure 80 gives the variation of u and of du/u 4- db/b as b, 
the distance from grid to plate, is varied. The formulas and the

Fig. 80.—Variation of u with distance from grid to plate for a triode having 
plane electrodes.

values of the parameters are given in the figures. As is evident 
both from the formula for u and from the graph, u varies nearly 
linearly with b.
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Figure 81 gives the variation in u and in du/u 4- dn/n as the 
number of grid wires per inch, denoted by n, is varied. For the 
particular conditions of Fig. 81, the variation of u is nearly 
parabolic. This is shown by the fact that the percentage change 
in u is approximately twice the percentage change in n.

Figure 82 gives the variation in u and du/u 4- dp/pas the radius 
of the grid wire is varied.

The most important deduction from Figs. 80, 81, and 82 is 
that the factor n is the dominating factor in determining the

Fig. 82.—Variation of u with radius of grid wire for a triode having plane 
electrodes.

value of u. Whereas u varies approximately linearly with b 
and with p, it varies about as the square of n. For plane elec
trodes the distance from the cathode to the grid does not enter 
into the expression for u.

In the cylindrical arrangement of electrodes of a triode, the 
distance from cathode to grid and the distance from cathode to 
plate enter into the determination of the voltage ratio u. There 
are four factors in the expression for u as given in Eq. (138). 
The effect upon u of a variation of each of these factors is shown 
in Figs. 83, 84, 85, and 86. The scheme of plotting is similar 
to that used for Figs. 80, 81, and 82 and the four figures are 
self-explanatory.
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When a triode has a cylindrical plate and grid, the grid mesh n 
has about as much effect on u as in the case of the plane arrange

Fig. 83.—Variation of u with ratio of plate radius to grid radius for a triode

Fig. 84.—Variation of u with ratio of plate radius to grid radius for a triode 
having cylindrical electrodes. Grid radius varied.

ment of electrodes. The distances from the axis of the cathode 
to grid and to plate are much more important in their effects on 
u than in the plane-electrode triode. For example, u passes
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through a maximum as pg, the distance from the axis of the 
cathode to the grid, is varied. And u varies very rapidly as

Fig. 85.—Variation of u with grid mesh for a triode having cylindrical electrodes.

Fig. 86.—Variation of u with radius of grid wire for a triode having cylindrical 
electrodes.

pg is varied, when pfa pg is much different from the value which 
gives a maximum value of u. The maximum value of u occurs
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when loge — equals unity, or when — is equal to 2.72. Figure 
Pg Pa

83 shows that u also varies rapidly with pP) for all values of 
the ratio p„/p„. It is evident that the best value of pp/pg is about 
2.72, because for this value a small variation of pg has no effect 
upon u.

The formulas (138) and (139), which are the basis of the discus
sion concerning the cylindrical arrangement, were deduced on 
the assumption of a filamentary cathode of very small radius 
in comparison with the radii of the grid and plate cylinders. 
In some commercial tubes using separately heated cathodes, 
the emitting cylindrical surface often has a radius which is a 
large fraction of the radius of the grid. It might be expected 
that the value of u for such a tube would deviate considerably 
from the value given by the formulas. In general such is not 
the case because, as in the plane-electrode arrangement, changing 
the distance from cathode to grid has little effect upon the ratio 
of the electrostatic field produced at the cathode by the charged 
plate and grid electrodes acting separately.

It is to be noted that formula (138) was deduced for a grid 
structure having wires parallel to the axis of the cylinder, whereas 
most commercial tubes have a helically wound grid structure. 
The value of u is practically the same for the two types of grids, 
provided the size of wire and the mesh are the same.

82. Effect on u of Non-uniform Dimensions of a Triode.— 
We have discussed the effects of the various parameters of a 
triode on the voltage ratio u, each parameter being assumed to 
have the same value for all portions of the structure. Very 
frequently, however, some one or more of the important dimen
sions of the elements of a triode may vary within a single triode. 
For example, the grid cylinder may not be exactly cylindrical 
but may be slightly conical, or the spacings between grid wires 
may vary along the grid so that n is not the same for the whole 
length of the grid structure. Such a variation in the dimensions 
causes the value of u to vary with the space current. That a 
variation in a dimension of a triode causes a variation of u with 
space current can easily be seen by the following example. 
Suppose that all dimensions of a particular triode are uniform 
except the grid mesh n, which is ni for half of the grid and n2 
for the other half, ni being less than n2. Such a triode operates 
like two triodes in parallel, one having a voltage ratio Ui, corre- 
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spending to ?ii, and the other a voltage ratio u2, corresponding 
to n2. When the grid and plate voltages are such as to reduce 
to zero the current through the high-u section of the grid, current 
may flow through the other section, and the equivalent value 
of u for the tube is Ui. For larger values of the space current, 
both parts of the grid are operative and the equivalent value 
of u is greater than Ui.

The above example can be treated analytically as follows. 
Let the space current through the two portions of the grid be 
given by

ii = By(ep + Uygg/1 (140)
ii = B2(ep + a2es)12 (141)

where zi and x2 may have any values, which usually range, how
ever, from 1 to 2.

The total space current i through the tube is found by adding 
Eqs. (140) and (141). Since u = 9i/deg 4- 9i/9ep,

_ + Mie?)*1"1 + B2u2x2(ep + u2ea')x^1 , .
1 Byxfep + u^g)*'-1 + B2x2(eP + u2e0)12-1 ' '

or
1 xi — 1 1 Xi— X

_ BV'iy xiUi + B2x*i2 x* x2u2
L »‘-1 A

BiXliy Xl Xy + B2X2i2 x- x2

Equation (143) shows that the equivalent value of u depends on 
the current passed by the two sections of the grid.

We shall now make a more general analysis of a triode having 
variable dimensions or parameters. First, imagine the triode 
divided into sections by planes perpendicular to the length or 
axis of the elements and hence coincident with the lines of flow 
of the electrons. These sections are to be made so small that 
the various parameters in a section may be considered constant. 
The sections may differ owing to one or more of several reasons. 
Any of the dimensions of the electrodes may be different; the 
electrodes may be out of line or eccentric or deformed; the emis
sion of the cathode may be different in the various sections 
owing to varying temperature or to the emission constants vary
ing along the cathode. Let the subscripts 1, 2, 3, etc., denote 
the quantities pertaining to the several sections. Each section 
passes a certain plate current and a certain grid current and has 
certain differential parameters. For example, the mth section 
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passes a plate current ipm and a grid current igm and has a trans
conductance spm and plate-voltage ratio upm. Then,

lp —~ 2tpmj aild tg 22-gm

The equivalent transconductance is

(144)

Sp ^Spm (145)

The equivalent reflex transconductance is 

sg = Zsgm (146)

The equivalent plate and grid variational conductances are 

kp = Eikpm (147)
kg = Zkgm (148)

The equivalent plate-voltage ratio is, by Eq. (127), 

up = (149)
LKpm

and the equivalent reflex factor is, by Eq. (129), 

u„ = (150)
LtCgm

Formulas (145) to (150) apply not only to triodes which vary 
within themselves but also to triodes in parallel. For example, 
two triodes in parallel act as a single triode having a plate
voltage ratio

_ upikpi -|- Upjcp,^
P ~ kP1 + kP2

an equivalent transconductance equal to the sum of the individual 
transconductances, and an equivalent plate conductance equal 
to the sum of the individual plate conductances.

The value of the equivalent voltage ratio given by Eq. (149) 
nearly always increases with increasing grid voltage. This can 
best be shown by differentiating Eq. (149) with respect to eg. 
The result is

If the values of upm be considered to be independent of eg, the 
first term of Eq. (151) can be neglected, and
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dup _ de” de”

deg &kpm)2
To simplify the discussion, let us return to the consideration of 
two sections of a triode having different values of u and k, or of 
two triodes in parallel. Equation (152) becomes

du ^Upi ~ Up^Pide(jI)
__  u'*'g\/vp2f (153)

deg (kpi + M2

Fig. 87.—Ratio of plate conductances of two triodes.

Evidently from Eq. (153), up will not change with eg if upi = upi, 
or if the ratio kpjkpi is independent of eg. Ordinarily the 
numerator of Eq. (153) is a positive quantity. If, for example, 
uP1 is greater than up„ kpi is less than kPj and will increase with 
increasing eg, but later than kP2, as indicated in Fig. 87. It will 
be noted that kpJkP2 has generally a positive slope. However, 
the courses of the conductance curves may be such as to make 
up decrease with increasing grid voltage, but such a result can 
be obtained only by combining triodes of very different sizes and 
by making the polarizing voltages of the two grids different.

Curves A, B, and C of Fig. 88 show the voltage ratio of two 
triodes of about the same size. The equivalent voltage ratio 
when the two triodes are operated in parallel for the same and 
for different polarizing voltages, is shown in curves AC and AB. 
These curves are plotted against the polarizing ■voltage of one 
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of the triodes. Figure 89 gives the variation of up in a single 
triode, the grid of which was carelessly constructed so that the 
distance between grid wires varied along the grid.

The discussion given for two triodes can be extended to more 
than two triodes in parallel or can be applied to a single triode 
with several sections having different values of up.

Grid Voltage eg in Volts

Fig. 88.—Resultant values of up for two triodes in parallel.

As pointed out, any irregularity in the structure of a triode 
may lead to a varying voltage ratio u, but the variation of u, 
as the grid voltage varies in a positive direction, is always 
an increase in u. Such a variation of u increases the wave
form distortion and is therefore undesirable in an audio amplifier. 
When a vacuum tube is used as a radio-frequency amplifier, 
wave-form distortion is not so important and a variation in u 
may be an advantage. Ballantine and Snow14 have shown that

14 Ballantine and Snow, Proc. I.R.E., 18, 2102 (1930); Radio Freq. 
Lab. Reprint 22, 1930.
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a variable-u tube may materially decrease the “cross talk,” 
as it is called, in radio receivers. This cross talk is a modulation 
of a selected carrier wave by a modulated carrier wave having a 
different frequency. Since the variable-« feature is usually

Fig. 89.—Voltage ratio of a triode having cylindrical electrodes and a separately 
heated cathode. Variable grid mesh.

incorporated in tetrodes and pentodes, its discussion will be 
deferred to a later chapter.

The reader interested in the design of vacuum tubes is referred 
to a valuable paper by Yuziro Kusunose,16 Calculation of Char
acteristics and the Design of Triodes.
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CHAPTER VIII

FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS PERTAINING TO 
TRIODES

Before describing the uses of triodes, it is necessary to derive 
certain fundamental theorems which serve as the basis of almost 
all the analytical theory of the operation of triodes in their 
various applications. This chapter presents these theorems 
and certain other fundamental deductions which are necessary 
for a thorough understanding of the operation of triodes.

I. EQUIVALENT-CIRCUIT THEOREMS

When the grid potential of a triode is varied, the ratio of the 
instantaneous plate potential to the instantaneous plate current 
never remains constant. In other words, the instantaneous 
resistance fp of the triode is a function of eg. The plate circuit 
of a triode consists of a source of electrical power, usually having 
constant potential, in series with the vacuum tube which acts 
as a varying resistance, and some circuit in which the desired 
electrical effects are produced. When this tube resistance is 
caused to vary by changing the grid potential, the current sent 
through the circuit by the source of power is thereby caused to 
vary. Such an action is similar to that of a microphone trans
mitter, the resistance of which is caused to vary by the changing 
air pressure on the diaphragm. A circuit containing a varying 
resistance is not easily treated mathematically. However, by 
means of a fundamental theorem known as the equivalent-circuit 
theorem, the varying resistance may be replaced under certain 
conditions by a constant resistance and a varying e.m.f. This 
theorem is applicable to both the plate and grid circuits of a 
triode.

83. Equivalent-plate-circuit Theorem.1—Figure 90 represents 
a triode with impedances Zc and Zb in the grid and plate circuits.

1 The first reference to this theorem which the author has found is in 
an article by J. M. Miller, Proc. I.R.E., 6, 143 (1918). In a footnote, Miller 
states that the theorem was suggested to him by H. H. Beltz. See also 
H. W. Nichols, Phys. Rev., 13, 404 (1919).

192
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These impedances must have a conducting path to allow the 
steady currents to pass. The sources of electrical power in the 
grid and plate circuits are indicated by the batteries Ec and EB, 
conventionally shown with their negative terminals connected 
to the cathode. If the cathode is a filament along which there 
is a steady potential drop, the potential of the negative end

Fig. 90.—Circuits of the triode.

is taken as the potential of the cathode. The total instantaneous 
currents and potentials are shown in the conventional manner 
in Fig. 90.

The steady components of the grid and plate potentials 
are designated by Eg and Ep, and 
the steady components of the 
grid and plate currents by Ig and 
Ip. The grid voltage is caused 
to change by an e.m.f. indicated 
by e0.

Figure 91 is the ip—ep diagram 
for the triode, and if there is no 
varying potential impressed in 
the grid circuit, the operating 
point Q is determined by the 
steady components of the grid and plate potentials. Point Q is 
called the quiescent or Q-point.

Let the grid voltage eg be given an increment deg by reason 
of a small variation of eo. The plate current and plate voltage 
change according to Eq. (124) is

dip — kpdcp -J- sPdeg (124)
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The operating point Q of Fig. 91 moves to some new position B 
depending on the relative magnitudes of dip, dep, and dea. Equa
tion (124) alone is not sufficient to determine the values of the 
increments, but the impedance Zb and Eq. (124) together do 
determine the new point B. If eb is the instantaneous potential 
across Zb, it is clear from Fig. 90 that

Eb - eb - ep = 0 (154)
Hence,

dep = —dev (155)

The relation between deb and dip is completely determined by 
the impedance Zb. Combining Eqs. (124) and (155),

dip = kp( — deb + Updeg) (156)
Since kp = l/rp,

rpdip + deb = Updeg (157)

Equation (157) shows that small variations of plate current 
can be calculated by assuming that a fictitious e.m.f., equal to upde„, 
acts in a circuit containing Zb and a constant resistance equal to 
rP. This theorem, known as the equivalent-plate-circuit theorem, 
or the e-p-c. theorem, will also be given in other forms.

Equation (157) is a fundamental relation which cannot be 
reduced further until we know the relation between deb and di,., 
and the manner of variation of deg. Usually eg is a function of 
time, so we may write Eq. (157) in the equivalent form

dip de^ deg ,
Tp dt + dt Up dt U )

Equation (158) is of value in solving transient effects in vacuum
tube circuits. For most purposes it is not the most useful form.

Equation (157) is expressed in terms of increments of the total 
values of plate current, plate voltage, and grid voltage. Simpli
fication results if we assume that Eq. (157) holds without appre
ciable error when these increments are finite though small. 
We may denote these small finite changes by Aip, Aeb, and 
Aeg, which are to be considered as a small current and small 
potentials measured from Q as a new origin of coordinates. 
Using this new system of measurement, we rewrite Eq. (157) in 
the form

rpAip + Aeb = upAeg (159)
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If the impedance Zb has resistance Rb, inductance Lb, and 
capacitance Cb, where these constants are the equivalent series 
values for any network denoted by Zb, then the well-known 
expression for Aeb is

Aeb = RbMp + (160)at Lb

Substituting Eq. (160) in Eq. (159),

L^^- + (Rb + rp)Mp + = upAeg (161)
at Lb

Equation (161) shows that small variations of plate current, as 
measured from the steady value of plate current, when caused 
by any kind of small variation in grid voltage, as measured from 
the steady value of grid potential, can be calculated by assuming 
that the tube is replaced by a fictitious e.rn.f. upAe0 in series with a 
constant resistance numerically equal to the value of rp at point 
Q. This is another statement of the e-p-c. theorem.

As an illustration of the principle just demonstrated, suppose 
that the grid voltage of a triode, the plate circuit of which con
tains inductance and resistance, is suddenly decreased by a small 
amount. The course of the plate current with respect to time 
can be calculated in the usual way for a circuit containing induc
tance Lb and resistance Rb + rp. The current drops exponentially,
approaching a new steady value, the time constant for the

decrease of current being Lb
Rb + rp The important restriction

must be kept in mind that the change in plate current, calculated 
by the application of the above simple rule, is true only when the 
changes in current and in potential are so small that rp and up 
remain essentially constant. If the applied change of grid 
potential is large, Eq. (158) must be used, in which rp and up 
are not constant.

As another illustration of the application of Eq. (161), suppose 
Aeg is a small sinusoidal e.rn.f. of the form Aeg = y/2AE0 sin wt, 
and we desire the steady-state value of the alternating component 
of the plate current. If AEg is small, the alternating component 
of plate current can be calculated by assuming that a fictitious 
voltage upAEg acts in a circuit of impedance Zb + rp. Hence,

UpKEg 
Tp + Zb (162)
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The root-mean-square value of the alternating component of plate 
current is

. T u„AE„
r “ V(/4 + U2 + Xi (163)

The A sign may be omitted if it be remembered that the e-p-c. 
theorem can be applied only when the alternating components of 
currents and potentials are small or when, with larger variations, 
there are no appreciable changes in the values of the tube coeffi
cients. The latter restriction implies that the operating point is 
on a plane region of the plate-current characteristic surface.

84. Equivalent-grid-circuit Theorem.2—The derivation of the 
equivalent-grid-circuit theorem or e-g-c. theorem is exactly similar 
to the derivation of the e-p-c. theorem. Equations (125) and 
(129), pages 165 and 166, combine to give

= kg(deg + uQdef) (164)

Adding e.m.f.’s in the grid circuit of Fig. 90,

eo — ec — eg + Ec = 0 (165)
Hence,

deg = de0 — dec (166)

where ea is an impressed e.m.f. from an outside source. Combin
ing Eqs. (164) and (166), using rg as the reciprocal of kg,

rgdig + dec = deQ + ugdep (167)
The differential equation for the grid circuit, which corresponds 

to Eq. (158), is obtained by dividing Eq. (167) by dt, giving
dig dec _ deQ dep (IBS'!

Qdt + dt dt + 0 dt (lb8)

Equation (167) shows that a small variation in grid current can 
be calculated by assuming that an equivalent voltage, de0 + ugdep, 

2 The author has been unable to find any derivation or statement of the 
e-g-e. theorem. Van der Bijl, in his book, “The Thermionic Vacuum 
Tube and Its Applications,” p. 187, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1920, gives the equivalent of Eq. (125). Latour in Electrician, 
December, 1916, also derives Eq. (125).

Nichols, Phys. Rev., 13, 404 (1919), refers to the variation of grid current 
due to the variation of plate voltage which can be expressed in terms of a 
voltage introduced into the grid circuit.

Llewellyn takes fully into account the reaction of the plate voltage on 
the grid circuit, but does not derive or state this theorem (Bell Tel. Lab. 
Reprint B-20).
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acts in a circuit containing Zc and rs. This is the most general 
statement of the e-g-c. theorem.

Following the same procedure adopted in developing the e-p-c. 
theorem, we may extend Eq. (167), without much error, to apply 
to small finite currents and potentials Ais, Ae0, Aec, and Aep, 
measured from the operating point of the grid-current surface. 
Thus Eq. (167) becomes

rgAig + Aec = Ae0 + ugAep (169)

If Aec is expressed in terms of its components across the parts 
of the impedance Zc,

Aec = RcAig + (170)

which gives, combined with Eq. (169),

+ (Rc + rg)Aig + = Aeo + u„AeP (171)etc u c

In Eq. (171), Aig is a small finite current ^nd Ae0 and Aep are 
small finite potentials measured from the steady values of the 
total current and potentials. They are, therefore, small variable 
current and potentials, measured from a new origin of coordinates, 
the A sign being unnecessary except to indicate that the theorem 
applies only to such small current and potential changes that rg 
and ug are essentially constant. Equation (171) is another way of 
stating mathematically the e-g-c. theorem.

If Ae0 is a small sinusoidal e.m.f. of effective value AE0, solving 
Eq. (171) gives

Al„ = (172)
rg "T

When the grid of a triode is polarized negatively, the grid 
current is zero and rs is infinite.

85. Equivalent Circuits of the Triode.—The two theorems just 
derived show that if the variations of potentials and currents 
in the circuits of a triode are small, so that the triode coefficients 
are essentially constant over the range of variation, the changes 
can be calculated by considering them apart from the steady 
components of currents and potentials. This permits us to draw 
separate equivalent-circuit diagrams for the separate components 
of the currents and potentials.
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Figure 92 shows the equivalent circuits of a triode for the 
steady components of the electrical quantities. The circles 
marked G, P, and F indicate the grid, plate, and filament terminals 
of the triode. The resistances R, and Rb are the resistances for 
steady current of the external circuits. The steady-current 
resistances within the triode are f0 and fp. The currents Io

Fig. 92.—Equivalent circuits of the triode for the steady components of current 
and potential.

and Ip are determined by Ohm’s law, but, since fg and fp are 
functions of Eg and Ep, the grid and plate currents are determined 
graphically.

Figure 93 shows the equivalent circuits for small changes of the 
electrical quantities, these changes being determined by the way 
in which the impressed e.m.f. Ae0 varies with time, and by the 
constants of the circuits as given on the diagram. The conven
tion of signs as used throughout the discussions in this book is

Fig. 93.—Equivalent circuits of the triode for the varying components of current 
and potential. Electrode capacitances neglected.

indicated. The internal variational resistances of the triode, rg 
and rp, are functions of Eg and Ep and hence are obtained from the 
solution of the steady-current case of Fig. 92. The grid and plate 
circuits are linked by the fictitious e.m.f’s. UpAeg and ugAep and 
therefore must be solved simultaneously. Fortunately, however, 
under the conditions of ordinary use of a triode, the grid resistance 
is usually infinite and hence the grid current is zero. It is 
important to note that all effects due to the internal capacitances 
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of the triode are neglected, so that the circuit diagram of Fig. 93 
is applicable only when the rates of change of the electrical 
quantities are so low that these capacitances have no appreciable 
effect. In Chap. XI the equivalent circuits will be treated when 
the capacitance effects are included.

If the impressed e.m.f. Ae0 is sinusoidal, with r.m.s. value AE0, 
the r.m.s. currents are calculated by the use of the equivalent 
circuits of Fig. 94. Here also, the effects of the capacitances of 
the triode are neglected, which limits the use of the circuits of 
Fig. 94 to low frequencies. The complete equivalent circuit is

Fig. 94.—Equivalent circuits of the triode for a-c. components of current and 
potential. Electrode capacitances neglected.

obtained by placing capacitances between each pair of electrode 
terminals. The complete circuit is discussed in Chap. XI.

86. Alternative Equivalent Circuits of a Triode with Constant
current Generator.—An alternative equivalent circuit, which 
involves a constant-current generator, can be derived easily from 
the equivalent-circuit theorems already given. This alternative 
circuit was first suggested probably by Mayer3 in 1926 and later 
strongly recommended by Bligh.4 It leads to a considerable 
simplification of some problems, as will presently appear.

Dividing Eq. (157) by rP,

or

r . Hnäßn d&b 
dtp -- -----------------------  

?p ?p

spdeg = dip + —

(173)

(174)

The equivalent plate circuit of Fig. 95 is consistent with Eq. 
(174). The equivalent internal series circuit of Fig. 93 is replaced

3 Mayer, Tel. Fernspr. Tech., November, 1926.
4 Bligh, E.W. and W.E., 7, 480 (1930). 
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by a resistanceless generator of voltage deb which delivers a 
current spdeg to the constant resistance rp in parallel with the 
plate load Zb.

Dividing Eq. (167) by rg, and assuming de0 to be zero, we 
derive the grid-circuit equation. Thus

sgdep = dig + — (175)
ro

The equivalent grid circuit corresponding to Eq. (175) is shown 
in Fig. 95. It comprises a resistanceless generator of voltage 
dec which delivers a current s„dep to the constant resistance rg in 
parallel with the grid load Za. If de0 is not zero, the simplifica-

Fig. 96.—Equivalent circuits for alternating currents of the triode with 
resistanceless generators. Electrode capacitances neglected. Grid side valid 
only when AEq = 0.

tion made possible by the use of a resistanceless generator, as 
illustrated in Fig. 95, does not hold in the grid circuit; the equiva
lent circuits of Fig. 93 should then be used.

It is evident from the derivation of the equivalent circuits of 
Fig. 95 that they are valid for transient currents as well as for 
sinusoidal alternating currents. The equivalent circuits for 
alternating currents are shown in Fig. 96, which corresponds to 
the equivalent series circuits of Fig. 94.
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The advantage of the equivalent circuits of Figs. 95 and 96 
arises from the fact that all of the circuits are in parallel. Since 
admittances rather than impedances are simpler in dealing with 
parallel circuits, the circuit elements in Fig. 96 are indicated as 
admittances. Equations (174) and (175), when expressed in 
admittances and applied to a-c. problems, become

SpAE, = (kP + Y6)AE6 (176)
and

s9AEp = (kg + YC)AEC (AEo = 0) (177)

An extension of the principles given for triode circuits, in which 
the currents through the interelectrode capacitances are included, 
is given in Chap. XL

H. PATH OF OPERATING POINT

In gaining a thorough understanding of the operation of a 
device, graphical methods are often of greater assistance than a 
purely mathematical analysis; as, for instance, a shunt-wound 
generator has a characteristic curve which cannot easily be 
expressed in mathematical form. The performance of the shunt 
generator with any specified load is expressed graphically. Simi
larly, a triode is a device whose performance is often much more 
easily explained by diagrams than by equations.

Consider in somewhat greater detail a few of the diagrams 
showing the path on the characteristic plate and grid surfaces 
over which the operating points move under various conditions 
of operation.

87. Steady-current Problem.—For the present, attention will 
be confined to the plate circuit. The treatment of the steady
current problem of Fig. 92 for the determination of the position 
of the Q-point is as follows: The curves of Fig. 97 represent 
the ip — ep characteristics of a triode. From a point on the 
voltage axis, determined by the voltage EB of the plate-circuit 
battery, a straight line ad is drawn making an angle with the 
vertical whose tangent, taking account of scales, is equal to the 
resistance Rb. The intersection of the line ad with the particular 
characteristic curve determined by the steady grid potential Eg 
gives the quiescent point Q. Point Q determines the steady 
plate current and the steady plate voltage Ep. A line drawn 
from Q to the origin 0 makes an angle with the vertical axis 
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whose tangent equals fP. It is obvious that Ip, thus determined, 
fulfills the circuit requirements of Fig. 92.

In this method of graphical solution for a series circuit, we have 
superimposed on the characteristic curves of one device, the tube,

Fig. 
load, 
sin cot.

Fig. 98.—Plate-circuit diagram for a triode with a tungsten lamp as plate load.

the characteristic curve of the second device, the external 
resistance, this curve being reversed and displaced along the 
voltage axis by the amount of the steady applied voltage EB. 
Line ad is the characteristic curve of the resistance Rb, plotted 
backward from point EB on the voltage axis as origin, so that 
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voltages across the resistance are measured to the left from point 
Eb. This method of plotting is necessary to make distances on 
the voltage axis add according to the relation EB — Ep + Eb.

If the external plate circuit contains a device having any 
steady-current characteristic other than a straight line, the 
Q-point, and hence the steady current, can be obtained by the 
same method. For example, suppose that a tungsten lamp is 
included in the plate circuit. Because of the rise of temperature 
of the filament with current, the characteristic graph of the lamp 
is a curve. The characteristic of the lamp is plotted in a reverse 
direction from point EB, as shown in Fig. 98. The Q-point is the 
intersection of the characteristic curve for the lamp and the triode 
curve corresponding to constant grid voltage Eg.

88. Varying-current Problems. Rb = Rb. Q-point on the 
Plane Region of the Characteristic Surface.—Having determined 
the steady position of the operating point, we now find the path 
over which this point moves when the grid voltage is varied. 
The first and simplest case to consider is a triode having a pure 
resistance Rb connected in the plate circuit, the resistance being 
the same for steady current and alternating currents of all fre
quencies. The triode has plate- and grid-polarizing voltages 
such that the Q-point is near the center of the plane portion of the 
characteristic surface. If the grid voltage is varied, the operating 
point must move along the resistance line, as shown in Fig. 97, 
which illustrates the case now being considered. If the grid
voltage variation is so small that the operating point does 
not leave the plane portion of the characteristic surface, the 
actual path of operation on the characteristic surface is a straight 
line, and all variables are linearly related. The path of operation 
as projected on each of the three mutually perpendicular planes 
through the axes is, in this case, also a straight line. The pro
jection of the path on the ip — ep plane, shown in Fig. 97, is ph 
and is determined in length by the grid-voltage variation. The 
projection of the actual path on the ip — eg plane is shown by 
the straight line ph in Fig. 99, and by a similarly marked line on 
the ep — eg plane in Fig. 100.

If, as assumed in Figs. 97, 99, and 100, the grid-voltage varia
tion is sinusoidal, as shown in the auxiliary diagram of Fig. 97, 
the plate-current and plate-voltage variations are also sinusoidal, 
as is indicated in the figures. The average value of the grid 
potential is the same as the quiescent value, so that in this wholly 
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linear case the average values of the plate current and plate 
potential are also identical with the quiescent values. Since in 
more complicated cases it will be necessary to distinguish between 
average and quiescent values, we shall indicate the quiescent 
point, or Q-point, by a circle and the average point, or A-point, 
by a cross.

If the grid-voltage variations contain a steady component or 
contain even harmonics instead of being sinusoidal as was 
assumed in Figs. 97, 99, and 100, the average value of the grid 

Fig. 99.—Path of opera
tion on the ip — eg chart. 
Path on the plane region 
of the characteristic sur
face. &eg = £Eg sin wl.

Fig. 100.—Path of opera
tion on the ep — eg chart. 
Path on the plane region of 
the characteristic surface. 
&eg = £11 g sin wi.

voltage is different from the quiescent value and the average point 
does not coincide with the quiescent point. Since, however, the 
actual path on the characteristic surface is straight and con
sequently all variables are linearly related, the average point 
lies on the characteristic surface and hence on the straight-line 
paths on all three diagrams.

89. Varying-current Problem. Rb X Rb. Q-point on the 
Plane Region of the Characteristic Surface.—Frequently, the 
external plate circuit offers a very different resistance to alter
nating currents than to steady currents. Let (RbK be the resist
ance offered to alternating currents of frequency w/2ir, and let 
Rb as before represent the resistance offered to steady currents. 
Suppose that the Q-point is situated on the plane portion of the 
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characteristic surface, as assumed in the cases just discussed, 
and that the grid-voltage variations are sinusoidal. The Q-point 
is determined as before, but the alternating variations follow a

Fig. 101.—Path of operation on the plane region of the characteristic surface. 
Resistance load. Rb 7^ Rb, ^g = ^0 sin ait.

path ph, which passes through Q but makes an angle with the 
vertical whose tangent equals (Rfa as shown in Fig. 101 (see 
Appendix A). The average and quiescent points coincide in this 
case.

If, on the other hand, the small grid-voltage variations are 
nonsinusoidal, as shown in the auxiliary diagram of Fig. 102, the

Fig. 102.—Path of operation on the plane region of the characteristic surface. 
Resistance load. Rb, 7^ Rb- Grid voltage nonsinusoidal.

grid-voltage variations can be resolved into an average value 
AE0 and certain sinusoidal components. The steady component 
changes the steady grid-polarizing potential and hence moves the 
steady-current resistance line to the average point A. If the 
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external resistance (Ufa is the same for all a-c. components of 
the grid-voltage variations, the a-c. path is through A, as indi
cated by ph of Fig. 102. This average point lies on the charac
teristic surface of the triode because all variables are linearly 
related, and hence the curve for average grid voltage E„ passes 
through A. In this case the Q-point does not lie on the path of 
operation. The instantaneous values of plate current and plate 
voltage, corresponding to the instantaneous value of grid voltage 
numerically equal to E„ (when Aeg = 0), are determined by a new 
point B on the path of operation. Points Q, A, and B are all 
on the characteristic surface of the triode.

Fig. 103.—Path of operation on the plane region of the characteristic surface. 
Rb Rb and Xb 7^ 0. Ae^ = N&g sin art. Arrows give direction for capacitive 
reactance.

90. Varying-current Problem When Zb Has a Resistance, 
Rb Rb, and a Reactance. Q-point on the Plane Region of 
the Characteristic Surface.—Consider the path followed by the 
operating point when the path is still located entirely on the 
plane portion of the plate-current characteristic surface, but when 
the impedance Zb has a resistance to steady current of Rb, an 
equivalent resistance (Rb)^ to alternating current of frequency 
w/2r, and a reactance Xb for the same frequency. If the alter
nating component of the plate current is Aip = Atp sin at,

Aep = — Aeb = —Alps/(Rb)2 + XI sin ( at + tan-1 ^=4 
\ ytib).

= —Alp(Rb)v sin at — AlvXb cos at
= — (Rb\Aip — X^Alp — AiP
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Transposing and squaring,

Ae2 + 2(Rb)aAePAip + ZlAi2 = XlAl2 (178)

Equation (178) is the equation of the path of the operating point 
expressed in terms of coordinates measured from Q as origin. 
The path is an ellipse, as shown in Fig. 103. The operating point 
travels in a clockwise direction if Xb is positive or inductive, and 
in a counterclockwise direction if Xb is negative or capacitive. 
The quiescent and average points are coincident.

If Aip in Eq. (178) is given its maximum value \/2AIp, Aep is 
equal to (R^^Aip. Therefore, in Fig. 103, Qn = (Rb)^P. 
Hence, line ph, determined as before by the resistance (Rb).,, 
intersects the elliptical path at its points of tangency with the 
horizontal lines Ip + Alp and Ip — Alp. _

Again, if, in Eq. (178), AiP is zero, Aep is equal to XbAlP, showing 
that the horizontal intercept Qm is equal to XbAlp. Further
more, the distance Qk is equal to AEP = (Z^^Alp. It is clear 
that QmIQn = Xb/(Rb)u = tan 0, and Qn/Qk = (Rb)J(Zb)., = 
cos 0, where 0 is the phase angle of (Zb)w. The vertical intercept 
Qq is equal to Xb/ (Zb)a ■ Alp.

The actual path on the characteristic surface, the projection 
of which on the ip — ep plane is shown in Fig. 103, is an ellipse and 
has elliptic projections upon the two other planes, as shown by 
the dotted ellipses of Figs. 99 and 100. In all three ellipses the 
direction indicated by the arrow is the direction of motion of the 
operating point for capacitive reactance. The direction for 
capacitive reactance is opposite to that for inductive reactance.

91. Varying-current Problem. Rb = Rb. Q-point on a 
Curved Region of the Characteristic Surface.—We shall now 
study a more difficult case, in which the path of the operating 
point is on a curved region of the plate-current characteristic 
surface. The grid voltage is assumed to vary sinusoidally about 
a steady value Eg and, in order to accentuate the effects, the 
grid-voltage variations are not restricted to small amplitudes. 
The ip — ep diagram assumes the form shown in Fig. 104, where 
Eb is the steady potential of the plate battery. Line ad, as 
before, is laid off making an angle with the vertical whose tangent 
is equal to Rb, the resistance of the impedance to a steady current. 
The quiescent plate current is determined as before by the 
intersection of the resistance line ad and the ip — ep curve corre
sponding to the quiescent grid voltage Eg. Two positions of Q 
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are shown in Fig. 104, corresponding to two assumed values of 
Eg. One position is in the lower curved region of the character
istic surface and the other is in the curved region due to filament 
saturation. If the plate impedance is a pure resistance, having 
the same value for alternating current as for steady current, the 
projection of the path of operation upon the ip — ep diagram is a 
straight line through Q and coincident in direction with line ad. 
The extent of travel ph on the ip — ep diagram is determined by 
the amplitude of variation of the grid potential. Although the 
grid potential varies sinusoidally, the plate current is nonsinusoi
dal because of the nonlinear relation between the variables caused 
by the curvature of the characteristic surface. Plots of the plate

Fig. 104.—Paths of operation on curved regions of the characteristic surface. 
Pure resistance as plate load. Rb = Rb- = Ea sin wt.

current and plate potential with respect to time are shown also 
in Fig. 104.

The quiescent operating point is represented in Fig. 104 by 
the circles on the line ad. When the operating point moves 
over the path ph, the quiescent values of plate current and plate 
voltage are not the average values. Since ip and ep are linearly 
related (see Appendix A), the point determined by the average 
values of ep and ip lies on the path ph. The relations between 
ip and eg and between ep and e„ are not linear, however, so that 
the average point does not lie on the path when it is projected 
upon the other two planes. Therefore, the point determined by 
average values, i.e., by d-c. instrument readings, does not lie upon 
the characteristic surface when the portion of the surface traversed 
by the operating point is curved. In Fig. 104, Eg is the average 
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value of the grid voltage, but the ip — ep curve for Ea does not 
pass through the point A which is determined by Ip and EP.

92. Varying-current Problem. Rb X Rb. Q-point on a 
Curved Region of the Characteristic Surface.—As a final case in 
the study of the path of operation, assume the external plate 
circuit to offer the same pure resistance to all alternating com
ponents of the plate current, but the a-c. resistance Rb to be 
different from the steady-current resistance Rb. The Q-point, 
assumed to be on a curved portion of the characteristic surface, 
is determined as before. Because of the nonlinearity of the 
actual path, there are average components of the changes in

Fig. 105.—Path of operation on a curved region of the characteristic surface 
Rb Rb< ea = Rg Bln ait.

plate current and in plate potential. These average-value 
increments determine the average point A on the steady-current 
resistance line. The path of operation is a straight line ph 
which passes through A projected on the iP — ep diagram shown 
in Fig. 105. Since the variables are not linearly related, point 
A does not lie on the characteristic surface of the triode. 
Hence, in the iP—es and ep — eg diagrams for this case, point A 
does not lie on the projected path of operation which is curved 
instead of straight. If the grid-voltage variations are sinusoidal, 
Ee is the average value of grid voltage, but that A is not on the 
characteristic surface is shown by the fact that the curve for 
Eg does not pass through A. The instantaneous values of plate 
current and plate potential when Ae„ is zero are determined by 
point B, the intersection of the curve for Eg with the path of 
operation. Points Q and B are on the characteristic surface.
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The reader may be interested in proving that the Q-point lies 
on the path of operation on the ip — ep diagram only when Xb 
is zero for all components of the plate current, and when either 
Rb —- Rb or Ip — Ip.

93. Varying-current Problem. Effect of Grid-circuit Resist
ance. Rc = Rc, Rb = Rb.—The operating paths of the preceding 
discussion have been derived with no reference to the grid circuit, 
since it was assumed that the grid-potential variation was 
known. If, however, the grid circuit has impedance connected 
in series with the sinusoidal e.m.f. e0, the grid-potential vari
ation is no longer sinusoidal, and its value at any instant 
depends on the drop of potential through the grid-circuit imped-

Fig. 106.—A triode having a pure resistance in grid and plate circuits, 

ance. In order to derive the plate-current wave form, the grid 
circuit as well as the plate circuit must be considered. The 
derivation of the exact wave form for the plate and grid currents 
is in most cases a difficult problem. The solution for one 
special simple case follows as an illustration of the method.

Figure 106 gives the circuit constants and connections for the 
case considered. Pure resistances, whose values are independent 
of frequency, form the grid- and plate-circuit external imped
ances. Figures 107 and 108 are the ip — ep and ig — eg diagrams 
of the tube. First, the resistance line ad is laid off in Fig. 107 
from the point d on the voltage axis and at a distance from O 
equal to the steady-plate-battery voltage EB- The quiescent 
point cannot yet be determined since it depends upon the 
quiescent grid potential Eg which is as yet unknown. The 
operating point must travel over some portion of the line ad, 
also unknown. Each point of its path corresponds to a certain
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value of ep and a certain value of eg. For each point of line ad 
of Fig. 107, there is a corresponding point on the ig—eg diagram 
of Fig. 108, determined by the corresponding values of ep and eg 
for each point. The path line ad of Fig. 107 has a corresponding 
path line on the ig — eg diagram, shown as uv in Fig. 108. Line 
uv is the projection upon the ig—eg plane of a path on the grid
current characteristic surface and corresponds to the path on 
the plate-current surface determined by the impedance Zb.

Fia. 107.—Path of operation on the plate-current surface when Rb = Rb and 
Rc = Rc. Grid current not zero.

The next step is to determine the grid-current and grid-voltage 
time plots from Fig. 108. At a distance E. from the ¿„-axis a 
circle is drawn, the radius of which is equal to Eo. A refer
ence vector Eo, rotating with angular velocity w, gives, by 
projection upon the voltage axis, the instantaneous values of e0. 
The time plot of e0 is shown in Fig. 108. The distance from the 
¿„-axis to this plot gives the value of Ec + §o- But, by referring 
to Fig. 106, it is seen that

Ec + eo = eg -f- ec (179)
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The value of es at any instant t can be found from the inter
section of the path line uv with a line Iw laid off from the point 
on the voltage axis representing Ëc + ë0, and making an angle 
with the vertical whose tangent is equal to Rc= Rc. By per-

Fig. 108.—Path of operation on the grid-current surface when Rb = Rb and 
Rc = R„.

forming this construction for various times during a cycle, 
the wave forms of eB and ia can be determined. The quiescent 
point, indicated by a circle, lies on the path line uv, but the 
average point, shown by a cross, does not lie on the path, because 
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of the curvature of the path line. Furthermore, since the 
average point is not on the grid-current characteristic surface, 
the ig — eg curve passing through the average point does not 
correspond to the average plate voltage. The actual path is 
p'h'.

The wave form of eg plotted against time has been determined. 
To find the plate current and plate voltage at any time t, it is 
necessary merely to project lines horizontally and vertically 
from the intersection of line ad, (Fig. 107), with the particular 
ip — ep curve which corresponds to eg at time t. The repetition 
of the process of projection yields the wave forms of ip and eP, 
as shown in Fig. 107. The quiescent point in Fig. 107 can now 
be found from the quiescent point in Fig. 108, but the average 
point, shown by a cross, can be found only after determining 
the average value of ip or ep. The average point lies on the fine 
ad but does not lie_qn the iP—ep curve corresponding to the 
average grid voltage Eg.

III. POWER RELATIONS IN TRIODE CIRCUITS

In studying the power relations in triode circuits, i.e., the 
power sources and the power absorbed by the several parts 
of the circuits, two cases must be recognized. The first case 
includes those types of operation of the triode in which there is 
no transfer of power in either direction between the grid and 
plate circuits. The second case includes the more complex 
types of operation when power may be transferred either from 
the grid circuit to the plate circuit, or from the plate circuit 
to the grid circuit, or in both directions.

94. Conditions of Power Interchange between the Grid and 
Plate Circuits.—Preliminary to the study of power relations, 
examine the conditions under which power may be transferred 
between the two circuits of a triode. It is obvious that no power 
can pass from or to the grid circuit when there is no grid current. 
There is no grid current when the grid is polarized negatively 
and when the grid-potential variations are so small as never 
to reach positive values. Further, there is no transfer of power 
when the frequency is so low that no appreciable current passes 
through the capacitance between grid and plate. There is 
no sharp line of negligibility of capacitance current, because 
some capacitance current exists at all frequencies. A very small 
capacitance current may cause power exchange from or to the 
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grid circuit, and, although this current may be very small, the 
power exchange may be appreciable compared to the total power 
available. Ordinarily, at audio frequencies the power inter
change through the grid-to-plate capacitance of a triode is 
negligibly small.

If, however, there is a flow of grid current, it does not neces
sarily follow that power is transferred between the grid and plate

Fig. 109.—Schematic diagram showing currents between the electrodes of a 
triode.

circuits. If, for example, electrons pass from cathode to grid as 
well as from cathode to plate, there is no actual e.m.f. introduced 
into either circuit by the other circuit, and the currents in the 
two circuits are independent. Hence, no power can be trans
ferred from one circuit to the other. More complicated con
ditions may arise, however, due to ionization, secondary emission, 
or capacitance between electrodes, by reason of which current 
may pass directly between grid and plate or vice versa as con

Fig. 110.—Diagram illus
trating currents in a triode 
when ionization occurs.

ventionally illustrated by the current 
ipg in Fig. 109. In this case, as we 
shall see by examining analytically the 
power relations, power may be trans
ferred from one circuit to the other.

It may be objected rightfully that 
Fig. 109 does not represent every con
dition that may arise in a triode. 
Figure 109 does represent conditions 
when current ipg is the current through 

the capacitance between electrodes or when secondary emission 
from the grid or plate gives rise to a current to the other elec
trode. Secondary emission may take place, however, from some 
other point, such as ¿1 in Fig. 110, which is not at the potential 
of either the grid or the plate. Again, ionization may take place 
in the space between electrodes, by reason of which currents 
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may exist, as illustrated in Fig. 110 by the currents igs, ip„ and 
i,f, where »8 is the point of ionization. When ionization plays 
an important part in the conduction, there are many points 
indicated by »8.

We shall now analyze the simpler and more usual case illus
trated in Fig. 109. The extension of the treatment to the more 
complicated case of Fig. 110 is left for the reader.

The sum of the voltages in the plate circuit, multiplied by 
the current iP and averaged over a time T, which is the longest 
period of the electrical variations, gives the power equation

Since ip = ipf + ipg, Eq. (180) becomes
i rT i rT

P b P b —, I epiPtdt —, I pgdt — 0
1 Jo 1 Jo

(180)

(181)

The first integral in Eq. (180) is the power delivered by the plate 
battery and is denoted by PB. The second integral in Eq. (180) 
is the total power delivered to the load Zb and is denoted by Pb. 
The third term in Eq. (181) represents power lost in heat within 
the tube and is denoted by HPf. The last term in Eq. (181) 
will be dealt with presently.

The power equation for the grid circuit is obtained in a similar 
manner and is

1 y. i CT I CT . 1 fr .—, I Eclgdt + I Coigdt I Ccigdt I Cglgdt — 0
1 Jo 1 Jo 1 Jo 1 Jo

(182)

Since ig = iOf — ipg, Eq. (182) becomes

Pc + Po ~ Pc _1 f 
do

i r t
Cglgfdt I —, I Cglpgdt — 0 (183)

The terms in Eq. (183) are power delivered by the C-battery, 
power delivered by the e.rn.f. e0, power delivered to the load Zc, 
heat lost within the tube and denoted by Hgf, and a term to be 
considered.

The sum of Eqs. (181) and (183) is

Pb-\~Pc-\~Po — Pb + Pc + Hpf + Hgf + •=
T

(cp — eg)ipgdt (184)

The left-hand side of Eq. (184) is the total power input to the 
system, and the right-hand side is the equal amount of power,
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part of which is delivered to the external impedances and part 
lost in heat inside the tube. Evidently the last integral represents 
heat loss in the tube due to the current ipa and is denoted by 
Hpo. Hence,

1 cT \ CT ■
RPS m I Cnlpgdt I SglpgClt (185)I Jo 1 Jo

In general, the term Hpg is a positive quantity, although we 
must not ignore the possibility that electrons may go between 
grid and plate or vice versa against the electric field between 
the electrodes. This phenomenon may take place because of 
initial velocity of emission of the secondary electrons, or because 
of momentum imparted to a carrier due to impact of another 
carrier. In such cases Hpg may be negative.

1 CTIf „ I epipgdt is negative, power flows into the plate circuit 
J Jo

from the grid circuit, or else, as a remote possibility, the negativ
ity of the integral is due partly to energy imparted to the carriers 
in current ipg by the carriers in iPf. Then HPf is increased by the 
amount of energy transferred directly from the current stream 
iPf to current ipg.

1 CTSimilarly, if = I egiPgdt is positive, power flows into the grid 
I Jo

circuit from the plate circuit, or else a similar phenomenon, as 
described above for the plate circuit, takes place so that a part of

1 CTthe integral = I eaipgdt comes from Hgf. We shall study this 
1 Jo

case of power interchange between the two circuits in more 
detail following the analytical study of power relations for the 
simpler cases given in the next section.

95. Power Relations with No Power Interchange between the 
Grid and Plate Circuits.—In deducing the general power relations 
in the plate circuit of a triode, the circuit arrangement is as 
indicated in Fig. 111. The plate load Zjis any form of impedance. 
The plate-circuit ammeter is a d-c. instrument which reads the 
average plate current Ip. A d-c. voltmeter is to be imagined 
connected from plate to filament to give the average plate voltage 
Ep. An instrument is not shown connected across the tube, 
because of the disturbing effect of a current path in that position. 
The plate current iP, which may be of any periodic form, can be 
resolved into an average component IP and a component ip
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which has zero average value and is measured from the average 
value Ip. Thus

ip = Ip + ip (186)
Similarly, the plate voltage ep may be resolved, giving

ep = Ep + ip (187)
and the load voltage may be resolved, giving

Bb = Et -|- ib (188)

Fig. 111.—A triode and its plate load.

The power supplied by the plate battery is

(189)

where T is the time of one complete cycle. Since the plate bat
tery is the only source of power in the plate circuit, Eq. (189) 
gives the input power. The battery power is correctly given by 
the battery voltage times the average current.

The power delivered to the tube is

(190)
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Equation (190) shows that the power delivered to the tube is 
expressible in two terms, one the d-c. power calculated from 
average values or d-c. instrument readings, and the other the a-c. 
power, the a-c. values being measured from the average value as 
axis.

The power delivered to the load or impedance Zb is

pdt

i CT = =y I (Eb + 6b) (Ip + i^dt (191)

- EbIP + ÿ pdt

The load power consists of a d-c. component and an a-c. com
ponent, just as with the tubq power.

The input power must equal the sum of the tube and load 
powers. Hence,

Adding the voltages in the plate circuit,
Êb — Eb — Ep — eb + ep (193)

Equation (193) shows that eb + ep is constant; but since both 
and have zero average values, the two parts of Eq. (193) are 
equal to zero. Thus,

Eb - Eb - Ep = 0 (194)
(195)

Examining Eq. (192) in the light of Eqs. (194) and (195), it is 
seen that the power equation can be divided into two equations, 
one for d-c. power, denoted by dashes over the letter P, and the 
other for a-c. power, denoted by F. Hence

Pb~ Pp Pb
Fp = —Pb

(196)
(197)

where Fb is in general a positive quantity representing dissipation 
of energy in the load. The total power Pb in the load is

Pb — Pb A Fb
and the total power Pp in the tube is

Pp = PP-pFp=Pp — Pb

(198)

(199)
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The results of the analysis may be stated as follows:
1. When there is no secondary emission or ionization, the plate 

battery is the only source of power in the plate circuit. The 
power supplied by the plate battery is given by the average cur
rent output multiplied by the battery voltage.

2. The power supplied to the load consists of two parts: the 
d-c. power, calculated from the average current through the 
load and the average voltage across the load, and the a-c. power.

3. The power dissipated as heat at the plate of the tube is 
equal to the d-c. power, calculated from average values of plate 
current and plate e.m.f., minus the a-c. power supplied to the 
load.

If the special case of sinusoidal variations of plate current 
and plate potential is considered, the results can be somewhat 
simplified. Average values are now the same as the quiescent 
values. Figure 112, which is the ip—ep diagram for sinusoidal 
variations with a pure resistance as plate load, is similar to Fig. 
101. The power supplied by the battery is EBIP, which is given 
by the area of rectangle bsdO. The d-c. power Pb supplied to the 
load is given by the area of rectangle Qsdj, and the d-c. power 
Pp supplied to the tube is given by the area of rectangle bQjO. 
The a-c. power Pb supplied to the load is given by

B (Al'pPRb
Ib =

= (200)

Therefore Pb, which is the useful a-c. power output, is given by 
the area of triangle pfQ. Since Pb = — Pp, the power lost as heat 
at the plate is given by the area (bQjO — pfQ}, and the total 
power in the load by area (Qsdj + pfQ).

Even if the ip — ep curves were parallel straight lines over the 
entire ip — ep plane, and if the amplitude of variation of plate 
current were as great as possible while maintaining sinusoidal 
variations, the area of triangle pfQ could never be greater than 
one-half the area of rectangle bQjO. Even if Rb were zero, the 
theoretical maximum limit of efficiency is 50 per cent for sinu
soidal operation. Because of the curvature of the ip~ep lines, 
the practical maximum efficiency for sinusoidal operation is much 
less than 50 per cent.
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If the plate impedance has reactance, and the variations of 
all electrical quantities are sinusoidal, the a-c. power terms can be 
represented by certain areas. Refer to Fig. 103 for the discussion 
of this case. The d-c. components of power are exactly as 
described with reference to Fig. 112. The a-c. power Pb is given 
by Eq. (200), so that Pb is given by the area of triangle pfQ, as in 
Fig. 112.

The quadrature power is equal to App X NtP/2 X X/Z or 
(AlpY/2 X X. It has been shown that the intercept Qm of Fig. 
103 is equal to Qp X X. Since the line Im is equal to ¿ilp, the area 

Fig. 112.—Areas representing power in the plate circuit of the triode.

of either triangle ImQ or triangle IfQ represents the quadrature 
power.

96. Non-supply of Power by Fictitious Voltage.—The equiva
lent plate-circuit theorem has shown that for sinusoidal operation 
of a triode, when the path on the plate-current characteristic 
surface is so small that up and kp are essentially constant, the 
a-c. component of plate current can be calculated by assuming a 
fictitious e.m.f. The value of this e.m.f. is given by up times the 
a-c. component of grid voltage. This fictitious e.m.f. acts 
through the external plate-circuit impedance in series with a 
constant resistance equal to rp of the tube. This theorem is 
usually limited to very small values for the a-c. components of 
current and potential. It has been emphasized that the voltage 
UpAEg is a fictitious voltage, and hence it cannot supply power. 
To illustrate the fallacious reasoning in which one is liable to 
indulge, assume a triode with a pure resistance, independent of 
frequency, as plate impedance. Then construct as usual the 
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path ph on the ip — ep diagram in Fig, 113. According to the 
e-p-c. theorem,

AIP = (201)
rP + 11,

If this equation is cleared of fractions and multiplied throughout 
by AlP/2, we have the apparent power equation

• rp + (-^ • Rb = Up (202)

Equation (202) must be a true equation, but two of the terms 
do not represent actual power. This will perhaps be clearer if 
we proceed as follows: rp is equal to {dep/difa = camilM and this

Fig. 113.—The ip — ep diagram of a triode illustrating certain fictitious power 
terms.

becomes {AE'P/for the particular case illustrated in 
Fig. 113. Therefore, the first term of Eq. (202) becomes 
A1P X AE'p/2 which is given by the area of triangle Qbc. Since 
aR'p is merely a construction line on the diagram and is not a 
voltage in the actual operation, this area cannot represent real 
power. Therefore, (aIpYtp does not represent power lost in the 
tube. Similarly, up = — (.dep/dea\p=„,pMmt and this is numeri
cally equal to {AE”/AEa\r= ir for the case of Fig. 113. 
The right-hand side of Eq. (202) is consequently equal to 
a!p X AE”/2, which is given by the area of triangle Qhg. This, 
too, does not represent actual power, because AEP does not actu
ally exist in the operation over path ph. Finally, Rb = deb/dip, 
which is numerically equal to NEp/Alp for the case of Fig. 113.
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The middle term of Eq. (202) becomes AEP X Alp/2, which is 
represented by the area of triangle Qbh. Since both AEP and 
AIP actually exist, the middle term of Eq. (202) and the area of 
triangle Qbh represent the actual a-c. power dissipated in Rb. 
Examination of Fig. 113 shows that Eq. (202) is satisfied, because 
area Qbc + area Qbh is equal to area Qhg.

Similarly, the fictitious potential ugAEp does not represent an 
actual e.m.f. Consequently power is not supplied to the grid 
circuit from the plate circuit because of this voltage. It will 
be shown in a later chapter that the effect of the plate circuit on 
the grid circuit is to alter the equivalent impedance of the grid 
circuit and hence the power loss in it.

Attention is called to a very important limitation to the validity 
of the power-distribution theorems just given. In each case it 
was assumed there was no source of power in the plate circuit 
other than the B-battery or generator, and in the grid circuit that 
the only sources of power were the C-battery or generator and the 
applied e.m.f. e0. Consequently it follows that no power can be 
transferred from the grid circuit to the plate circuit or vice versa. 
This assumption is true only when the carriers of electric charge, 
electrons and positive ions, pass directly from the filament to 
the plate, from the filament to the grid, or to both. In other 
words, if there is any ionization, or if any current passes between 
grid and plate or vice versa because of reflection of electrons or of 
secondary emission, the assumption is not valid and the theorems 
given for the distribution of power are not valid.

*97. Power Relations When Power Interchange Exists between 
the Grid and Plate Circuits.—Consider further the analysis 
begun in Sec. 94 of the power relations in the grid and plate 
circuits of a triode, when power may be interchanged between 
the two circuits.

Express the currents and potentials of Fig. 109 in terms of 
average values and of periodic values measured from the average 
values,as in Eqs. (186) and (187). Equation (180) can be broken 
up by the method of Sec. 95 into the two following equations, 
the first for the steady power and the second for the periodic 
power.

EbIp — EbIp — EPIP = 0) 
or > (203)

Pb Pb Pp = 0/
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and
1 ar_ _ j ar__ \

™ I ebipdt — fp I e pipdt I
J Jo I (204)

or (
Pb = -Pv '

Equation (204) corresponds exactly to Eq. (197). Since Pb 
is generally a positive quantity, Pp must generally be negative.

A similar treatment of the grid-circuit equation, Eq. (182), gives
Pc + Po - A - A = 0 (205)

and
p0 - A - A = 0 (206)

In Eq. (206), Po and Pc are nominally positive quantities. Pg 

may, therefore, be either positive or negative.
We may now compare this case with the simple case explained 

in Sec. 95. In the simple case, Pp, when ep is zero, represents 
power dissipated at the plate, whereas, in the case in hand, the 
total tube loss when ip and eg are zero is Pp + Pg. It is impossible 
to tell without more information what fraction is lost at each 
electrode. If 7pf and Ipg are pure electronic currents passing 
to the plate, the power lost as heat at the plate is

Hp = Eplpf + (Ep — Eg)Ipg = Pp — Eg! pg (207) 
and if 7g/ is a pure electronic current, the power lost as heat at 
the grid is

Hg = Eglgf = Pg + EgIpg (208)
The currents and potentials are indicated as average values 
though if ip and ig are zero, they are the quiescent values.

If, however, 7pg is an electronic current passing to the grid and 
is due to secondary emission at the plate, the power lost as heat 
at the plate is

Hp = EpIpf = Pp — Eplpa (209)
and the power lost as heat at the grid is

Hg = Eg7gf + (Ep — E g)7 pg = P g + E pl pg (210)
In Eqs. (209) and (210), 7pg is intrinsically negative.

Considering now the periodic power, the power term Pp in 
Eq. (204) is made up of two terms, shown in the following 
equation:

~ 1 = 1 f r= =
Pp = yp I epipfdt -T fp I epipgdt (211)

1 Jo 1 Jo
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The power term Pg can be expanded as follows:

(212)

The first integral of Eq. (211) usually represents a definite 
decrease in the heat lost at the plate, which, in the simple case of 
Sec. 95, accounts for the total a-c. power in the load. In the 

Fig. 114.—Vector diagram 
oscillator with capacitance

present case, we have an addi
tional term, the second integral 
of Eq. (211), which may be either 
positive or negative. The inte
grals of Eq. (212) may be positive 
or negative. A clearer picture 
may be had by assuming that the 
variations in current and poten
tial are sinusoidal and small 
enough so that the tube coeffi
cients are constant. Let

iPo = sin <¿1 \
ep = y/2AEp sin (a>i + 9) I
eg = -\/2AEg sin (pit + </>) >(213) 

ipf = \L2Alpf sin (ut+ a) I 
Ls = y/2Alai sin M+fl))

Equation (211) becomes
Pb = — Pp = — AEpAlp/ cos (0 — a)

— AEpAlpg cos 9 (214)
and Eq. (212) becomes
Po - Pc = AEgAlgf cos (fl - p) 

— AEgAIPg cos fl (215)
We shall now examine two 

illustrations of the application of 
the above discussion. As the

feed- first illustration, let Fig. 114 be 
the vector diagram for a triode 

having an oscillatory circuit in both grid and plate circuits. Po 
is assumed to be zero, and the current ipg is solely through the 
interelectrode capacitance between grid and plate. In Fig. 
114, Alpg represents this capacitance current which leads 
the potential difference AEP — AEg by 90 electrical degrees. 
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The grid and plate voltages AEg and AEP are represented 
in the diagram. Evidently Hpg of Eq. (185) is zero. Refer
ring to Eq. (215), Pc is a positive quantity, since it is power 
dissipated in the oscillatory circuit. The first term on the right
hand side of Eq. (215) is intrinsically positive, as it represents 
heat lost at the grid. The last term in Eq. (215) represents 
power transferred from the plate circuit to the grid circuit to 
supply the losses just referred to, i.e., in the grid circuit and at 
the grid.

In Eq. (214), Pb is positive, as it represents power dissipated 
in the oscillatory circuit connected to the plate. The last term 
in Eq. (214) is numerically equal to the last term in Eq. (215) 
and represents the power transferred from the plate circuit to 
the grid circuit. Both Pb and AEpAlpg cos 9 arise from the term

Fia. 115.—Vector diagram showing transfer of energy between plate and grid 
circuits when secondary emission exists.

— AEpAlpf cos (9 — a), a positive quantity which represents a 
decrease in the heating of the plate of the triode.

As a second illustration we shall consider the case in which 
the current ipg is due entirely to secondary emission at the grid. 
The vector diagram is shown in Fig. 115. The current Alpg is 
shown opposite in phase to AE„ — AEg, because the secondary 
emission increases as AEg increases. Although the steady portion 
of Hp„, Eq. (185), is positive and increases the heating of the 
plate, the alternating portion of Hpg, represented by Hpa = 
(AEP — AEg^Nlp,, cos 180°, is negative and causes a decrease in 
heating of the plate.

The term Pb in Eq. (214) is a positive quantity. The quantity 
AEpXlVf cos (9 — a) in Eq. (214) is negative and also represents a 
decrease in heating of the plate. The term AEpAlpg cos 9 in Eq. 
(214) is negative and represents, in part, power transferred from 
the plate circuit to the grid circuit.

In Eq. (215), all of the terms are positive. The term 
AEgAIgi cos (</> — /3) represents an increase in the heat developed
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at the grid, whereas the term AEgAlM cos T is positive and 
represents a gain in power in the grid circuit.

The interesting features of this case are as follows: In the 
quiescent cohdition, the plate is heated as a result of the bom
bardment of the electrons in both current streams Ipf and Ipg. 
When the alternating e.m.f. Eo is impressed, a-c. power appears 
in Zc and Zo, and an increase in heat at the grid occurs, all result
ing from the decrease in power lost as heat at the plate.

98. Condition for Maximum Power Output for Constant Ee.— 
When dealing with power systems one is frequently interested in 
knowing the condition under which a maximum of output power 
is obtained. In triodes the condition for maximum power output 
depends greatly upon the restrictions imposed upon the operation 
of the system. One of the several practical problems which 
arise under different restrictive conditions of operation will now 
be considered. Others will be discussed in Chap. XII.

The problem considered here is that of finding the value of the 
plate-circuit resistance which gives maximum power in the plate 
load when the alternating grid potential is held constant. 
Assume the a-c. component of the applied grid voltage, Eg, to be 
sinusoidal and limited in amplitude so that the coefficients up 
and kp do not vary appreciably over the path of the operating 
point on the plate-current characteristic surface. This implies 
that if the operating point is on a curved portion of the character
istic surface, the amplitudes of the a-c. components of plate 
current and plate potential must be very small. But if the 
operating point is situated on a plane portion of the plate
current surface, the amplitudes of the a-c. components may be as 
large as will retain a linear relation between i„, ep, and eg.

If the plate impedance has a d-c. resistance Rb and an a-c. 
impedance Rb + jXb, the a-c. power in the impedance, which is 
considered as the power output, is

B + + n H uPE%RbPb = power output = Pp Rb =  ----  - —2 (216)
(rp + Ltb) + Xb

To find the value of Rb to give a maximum Pb, equate to zero the 
derivative of Eq. (216) with respect to Rb, giving

(rp + Rb)2 + X2 — 2Rb(rP + Rb) = 0 (217)
Equation (217) reduces to

Rb = Vr2P + X2 (218)
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From Eq. (216), it is clear that the presence of Xb reduces the 
power output, but if Xb is present, the best value of Rb is given 
by Eq. (218). If Xb is zero, for maximum power output

Rt = rp (for max. Pb if Xb = 0) (219)

Referring to Fig. 112, Eq. (219) means that for maximum power 
output the slope of the path ph should equal numerically the slope 
of the ip — ep curve which passes through the quiescent point.
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CHAPTER IX

DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT OF TRIODE COEFFICIENTS

Attention has been called to the importance of the triode 
coefficients in expressing the performance of the triode, and in the 
development of its theory. The determination of the coeffi
cients is usually made by direct methods known as dynamic 
methods. These methods make use of networks in one branch of 
which is a telephone receiver or its equivalent. An alternating 
potential, usually of a frequency of 1,000 cycles per second, is 
impressed across two points of the network, and the constants of 
the circuits are adjusted until there is no sound in the telephone 
receiver. Obviously, the coefficients are determined for the 
impressed frequency of 1,000 cycles per second. Since, however, 
in high-vacuum tubes, there are no appreciable lag effects except 
at very high frequencies, the coefficients are all real quantities, 
i.e., not complex. Therefore they are practically independent of 
frequency, excluding frequencies greater than about 107 cycles 
per second. The coefficients of hard (high-vacuum) tubes at 
very high frequencies and of soft (containing gas) tubes at all 
frequencies are complex quantities.

99. General Considerations in the Measurement of Triode 
Coefficients.—Before describing the specific circuits suitable for 
the measurement of the coefficients of a triode, a few general 
considerations applicable to all methods may be pointed out. 
The impressed alternating e.rn.f., though small, is finite and 
causes the potentials and currents of the tube to vary by appreci
able amounts or, in other words, causes the operating point on the 
characteristic surface to move over a path of appreciable length. 
If the path over which the operating point moves is practically 
straight and if the alternating grid and plate potentials are not 
greater than a few tenths of a volt, no great error is introduced in 
the coefficient being determined. If the path has curvature, 
the coefficient being determined is more nearly the true coefficient 
at a given point, the smaller the path traversed. This means that 
the applied alternating potential must be as small as possible

228
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without unduly reducing the sensitivity of the apparatus. The 
applied alternating e.m.f. should be such that further reduction in 
its magnitude makes no appreciable change in the observed value 
of the coefficient being determined. Usually a one-stage or a 
two-stage amplifier is necessary to obtain sufficient sensitivity and 
accuracy, but in the following diagrams the detecting device, for 
simplicity, is indicated as a telephone receiver.

The plate and grid circuits, when carrying steady currents, 
should have, where possible, low-resistance paths for these steady 
components. Otherwise, the actual steady plate or grid voltages 
are different from the battery voltages, and correction must be 
made by an amount equal to the external resistance drop. When 
the amplifier or telephone receivers are in a circuit carrying a 
direct current, this steady current can be shunted to advantage 
around the high-resistance telephone or amplifier transformer 
by a low-resistance choke coil having a high reactance to the 
alternating current. The primary winding of a filament trans
former or of a bell-ringing transformer is suitable for this purpose.

Another important consideration is the effect of stray capaci
tances, particularly the capacitances between the electrodes of the 
tube, between the parts of the socket and wires, and from the 
batteries to ground. These capacitances must be considered as 
part of the bridge network and, as far as possible, must be bal
anced out in order to obtain the most accurate results. This 
can be done by the addition of other variable capacitances, or by 
a small mutual inductance, properly connected, as will appear 
when considering the diagrams of connections. The circuits 
should not be grounded except when grounding causes no error 
in the balance. The Wagner ground connection should be used 
where possible.

The a-c. impedance of the telephone receivers or the input to 
the amplifier system should in each case be adjusted, by trans
former if necessary, to give greatest sensitivity for the particular 
circuit. Highest sensitivityis obtained when the input impedance 
of the detecting device is approximately equal to the impedance 
of the circuit to which it is connected.

Usually, the grid and plate voltages are made continuously 
variable by means of voltage dividers, as shown for the grid 
voltage in Fig. 1166. When this arrangement is used, the 
alternating component of the current should be shunted around 
the potential divider by a large condenser of the order of several 
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microfarads. The other diagrams are simplified by indicating 
batteries only, but it is to be understood that these potentials 
may be made variable by the method shown in Fig. 1166, or by a 
variable tap on the battery.

100. Measurement of u and up when ig = 0.—Figure 116a 
shows the circuit arrangement for the dynamic method of measur
ing the voltage ratio u of a triode, where

/ dep\ u = -I ~ I\ ^^9/ Ìp+<g=COWt.

The resistance Ry is generally held constant, 10 ohms being a 
convenient value in most cases. R° is variable in tenths, units, 
and tens of ohms for ordinary triodes.

When R2 is adjusted to give balance, the alternating grid 
voltage is {AI) Ry. The plate-voltage change in the opposite 
direction to that of the grid voltage is {AI)R2. If one of these 
voltages is adjusted so that the alternating current through the 
telephone receivers is zero, the operating point moves over a 
portion of a curve of Fig. 53, page 149, determined by the values 
of the steady polarizing potentials. Then

u = ^ (220)
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If ia is zero, Eq. (220) also gives the value of up.
A Wagner ground connection is shown in Fig. 116a across the 

source of alternating potential. This variable ground connection 
should be adjusted so that touching either terminal of the tele
phone receivers with the wetted finger causes no change in sound.

If the source of alternating potential is not of low resistance, 
it should be shunted by a low-resistance choke coil in order to 
provide a low-resistance path for the steady plate current. 
Then most of the plate current passes through the fixed low resist
ance Ri instead of through IC. The telephone receivers must 
also be shunted by a low-resistance choke coil.

When the grid voltage is so negative that the plate current 
is very small, the internal resistance rp of the tube is of the same 
order of magnitude as the reactances of the tube capacitances. 
Under this condition the effects of these capacitances in altering 
the balance are most marked, and the added refinements to balance 
out the effects of these capacitances must be used if high accuracy 
is desired. The diagram of Fig. 116a shows the three terminals 
of the tube, G, P, and F, and the capacitances which exist between 
these terminals. When R2 is adjusted to give the approximate 
balance for u, IC is u times Ri. The added capacitance Ci can 
then be adjusted to balance the capacitances by making Ci 
satisfy the relation

IC _ Cl + Cgf

Ri C pf
(221)

An alternative method sometimes used for balancing out 
the quadrature components of potential across the telephone 
receivers is shown at the right of Fig. 1166. A small mutual 
inductance is inserted as shown. The capacitance methods of 
balance are preferred to this method, because the conditions 
of balance using mutual inductance are complicated and the value 
of u obtained using mutual inductance is liable to be in error.

The methods just described for balancing out the capacitance 
effects require adjustments for every change in the ratio of IC to 
Ri. Figure 117a is a diagram of a method1 of balancing out the 
capacitance effects which has the advantage that, after the 
capacitances Ci and C2 have once been adjusted, the capacitances 
are nearly balanced for all values of Ri and IC, and little if any 
readjustment of the condensers is required. A potential divider

1 Suggested by F. V. Hunt of the Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University.
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is connected across the telephone receivers, and the two variable 
capacitances Ci and Cj are connected as shown. The two sec
tions of this potential divider, indicated as R' and R", together 
with capacitances Cpf and Cz, form a capacitance bridge, the 
condition of balance for the bridge being

(222)R' _ Cz 
R" “ Cpi

This condition is independent of the value of Rz, the voltage 
across Rz being the voltage impressed upon this auxiliary bridge. 
The capacitance current through Cpf is thus balanced out from 
the telephone receivers. Again, the two sections R' and R" 
of the potential divider, together with capacitances Ci and C„f, 
form another capacitance bridge, the condition of balance being

R' Ci
R" Cgi

(223)

Thus the capacitance current through Cg/ is balanced out, 
although this is of less importance because of the low value of 
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Ri. The current through Cpg has no effect, because Cpg is simply 
a shunt path across the source of potential.

To balance the auxiliary bridges, the cathode should be cold, 
Ri should be reduced to zero, and R2 made as large as possible. 
C2 is then adjusted to give balance. Then, with R2 equal to 
zero and Ri large, Ci is adjusted to balance. A slight readjust
ment of C2 may be necessary when the cathode is hot because 
of a slight change in the tube capacitance due to the presence 
of the space charge. In many cases sufficient accuracy is 
obtained by omitting Ci.

It is important that the reactance of C2 be large in comparison 
with R2 in order that the potential across R2 shall not be apprecia
bly altered by the shunt path through C2. If R2 is of the order 
of 100 ohms, C2 may be of the order of 1,000 /x/xf. If Cpf is 
of the order of 10 yyf, R" is about one one-hundredth of R'. The 
path for the steady plate current is then through a low-resistance 
choke coil connected across the telephone receivers and through 
R". Therefore, R" should not be much greater than 10 ohms. 
A thousand-ohm resistance is suitable, therefore, for the potential 
divider across the telephone receivers. This somewhat reduces 
the sensitivity of the detector, but an amplifier gives ample 
sensitivity. The actual connections are shown in Fig. 1176.

Negative values of u from 0 to 1 can be measured by reversing 
certain connections to R2, as shown in Fig. 1186. For values of 
u algebraically less than — 1, certain connections to Ri are 
reversed, as shown in Fig. 118c. Negative values of u are 
seldom met with in practice and hence are of little practical 
interest.

101. Measurement of up When ig 0.—The method just 
given for measuring u is recommended for measuring up if the 
grid current is zero. If there is gaseous ionization or if the grid 
voltage is positive, the method of Sec. 100 does not give the value 
of up, and the following methods must be used. The methods 
to be presented are valid for the determination of up under all 
conditions, but the circuits are not so symmetrical and the 
method of grounding is less satisfactory than in the methods 
just described. Figure 118d gives diagrammatically the arrange
ment of resistances and balancing capacitances for measuring 
positive values of up. Capacitances Ci and C2 balance the 
triode capacitances CPg and Cpf, respectively. The capacitance 
Cgf is not balanced and hence its effect is made small by making 
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Ri small. The complete diagram for the measurement of up 
is obtained by adding the batteries to the diagram of Fig. 118d.

Negative values of up can be measured by reversing certain 
connections to R2 or to Ri, as shown in the diagrams of Fig. 118, e 
and f.

Fig. 118.—Circuits for the measurement of all voltage ratios. Formulae are 
accurate only when ig = 0.

102. Measurement of ug.—The quantity ug is different from 
zero only when there is a conduction current to the grid, which 
occurs in high-vacuum tubes only for positive grid voltages. 
When there is gaseous ionization, there is always a grid current 
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and ug is different from zero. Therefore, ug is of interest when 
dealing with high-vacuum tubes only when the tube is used as a 
detector under certain conditions, or as an inverted vacuum-tube 
voltmeter, or in any other use in which a grid current flows. For 
gaseous tubes, ug is of considerable importance. ug is usually 
a small positive quantity, but under certain conditions it may 
assume large negative values.

Positive values of ug can be measured by the circuit shown 
in Fig. 1187; negative values of ug can be measured by the circuits 
of Fig. 118, A and i.

The nine schemes for measuring voltage ratios are collected 
for easy comparison in Fig. 118. They can be obtained from a 
single set-up by the use of reversing switches for Ri and R2, 
and jacks for plugging the telephone receivers, together with 
their shunt potential divider, into any one of the three positions 
shown in Fig. 118. The capacitances enclosed in parentheses 
are not balanced out, but their effect can be made small by 
giving a small value to resistance Ri or R2, whichever shunts the 
capacitance. The triode capacitances not lettered have no 
effect on the bridge balance. In all cases R' should be large 
compared to R", and a low-resistance steady-current path must 
be provided by shunting the telephone receivers and the source of 
alternating potential by low-resistance choke coils.

103. Measurement of kp.—The coefficient kp can be measured 
best by the use of the ordinary four-branch bridge, as shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 119. At balance, kp is given by the 
relation

kP = (224)

It is convenient to give R a fixed value of 10,000 ohms, and Ri a 
fixed value of 10 or 100 ohms. The resistance R2 should be 
variable in tenths, units, tens, and hundreds of ohms.

The Wagner ground connections should be used as shown rather 
than using a direct ground connection to the bridge.

The steady plate current passes through a low-resistance 
choke coil across the telephone receivers and then through the 
low resistance Ri.

The capacitance (Cpi + Cpg) can be balanced out by a variable 
condenser Ci across The magnitude of Ci demanded for 
balance is given by the relation
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Ct = (Cpf + CPg)~ (225)

When kp is very small, Rz is also small, and, with the connections 
shown in Fig. 119, an inconveniently large capacitance is 
required. In such a case, Ci can be connected across R instead 
of across The magnitude of Ci required in this case is

Cl = (Cpf + Cpg) f-1 (226)

Fig. 119.—First method for the 
measurement of kp.

Fig. 120.—Second method for the 
measurement of kp.

An alternative and much more convenient method of balancing 
out the capacitance (CPf + Cpg) is shown in Fig. 120. The 
auxiliary bridge, comprising R', R", (CPf + Cpg), and C, can be 
balanced when the filament is cold and R2 is reduced to zero. 
R" should be a small fraction of R' so that C will be of con
venient magnitude. With this arrangement, the balance for 
capacitance is nearly independent of the balance for kp.
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Negative values of kp can be measured by shunting a known 
positive conductance across the arm of the bridge which is con
nected to the tube. This conductance must be such as to 
make the sum of it and kp a positive quantity which can then be 
measured by the bridge. Then the negative value of kp is

.««................tooo~ .................. >,

k9=RR;

Fig. 121.—First method for the 
measurement of kg.

Fig. 122.—Second method for the 
measurement of kg.

obtained by subtracting the added conductance from the result 
obtained from the bridge measurement.

104. Measurement of kg.—The measurement of kg is made 
by a bridge arrangement similar to that described for the measure
ment of kp. Figures 121 and 122 correspond to the two arrange
ments shown in Figs. 119 and 120.

105. Measurement of sp.—A well-known method of measuring 
positive values of the transconductance sp is shown in Fig. 123a. 
If there is no grid current, the grid potential is

AEg — RAI o (227)
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The plate current, according to the e-p-c. theorem, is

Alp =
UpAEg 

Tp + Ri SpAEg Tp
Tp + Ri (228)

For no sound in the telephone receivers,

(Al p)Ri — (AIQRi

Combining Eqs. (227), (228), and (229),
_ Ri tp + Ra

Sp ~RRa 7^

(229)

(230)

Equation (230) is not valid if grid current flows, since account 
must then be taken of the effect of the reflex voltage ratio ug 
and the conductivity of the grid circuit k„. The complete form 
of Eq. (230), taking account of these corrections, is

Ri Ri 4- Tp R + rg 
RRi rp ugRi + rg

or
_ Ri (1 4~ kpRa)(l 4- kgR)

p RRa 1 SgRi

(231)

(232)

For ordinary low-power triodes, it is generally expedient to 
make R equal to 1,000 ohms, R2 equal to 100 ohms, and R, 
variable in tenths, units, and tens of ohms. When rp is very large 
in comparison with R2 (see Eq. (231)) and, at the same time, rB is 
very large in comparison with R and ugRlf the arrangement of Fig. 
123a shows a very convenient direct-reading method of measuring 
sp. Unfortunately these conditions do not often obtain, and the 
calculation of spis awkward, requiring a knowledge of rp and some- 

2^2 | p
times of rg and ug. The factor-------- ? may differ from unity by Tp '

R + tseveral per cent. The other factor may differ greatly

from unity, but only when grid current flows.
When the circuit of Fig. 123a is used, the steady component of 

the plate current should be forced to pass through the fixed resist
ance R2 by the use of high-resistance telephone receivers, or by 
a large capacitance in series with the telephone receivers. The 
reason for this suggestion is that if any of the steady plate 
current passes through Ru the correction necessary to obtain the 
steady plate potential is inconvenient, and, of still greater impor-
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tance, the steady grid potential is dependent upon the voltage 
drop through R} and hence varies with IP.

The steady grid current, if any, must pass through R} and 
then to the grid by way of a low-resistance choke coil across the 
source of alternating potential.

In the arrangement of Fig. 123a, the quadrature component of 
current through the telephone receivers due to stray capacitance 
is small and can be balanced out best by a small mutual induc
tance connected as shown in the figure. The value of the mutual 
inductance need not be taken into account in the calculation of 
sp. The quadrature component can also be balanced out by an 
arrangement of capacitance and ratio arm similar to the arrange
ments used in the measurement of up and kp.

An alternative method of measuring positive values of sp 
is shown in Fig. 123c. This second method, although not so con
venient for calculation as the method of Fig. 123a when the 
corrections are negligible, is accurate under all circumstances, 
requiring no correction factors and no correction of the steady 
grid and plate potentials. The value of sp using the method of 
Fig. 123c is given by

Sp = RiRi + + R2R3 (233)

Calculation by this formula is facilitated by giving R2 and R3 con
stant values, such as 500 ohms, and making Ri variable in tenths, 
units, and tens of ohms. Large values of sp are conveniently 
measured by making R3 zero, in which case sp is equal to the recip
rocal of R2. This latter modification of the method is partic
ularly convenient in measuring the transconductance of power 
tubes.

The path for the steady plate current is through a low-resist
ance choke coil across the telephone receivers, and the path for 
the steady grid current is through a similar shunt across the 
source of alternating potential.

Negative values of sp can be measured by the circuit shown 
in Fig. 1236. In this arrangement sp is given by

_ Ri R + ra 
Sp “ + R2) ’ r,

106. Measurement of s9.—The reflex transconductance se is 
of little practical importance, but, because of its occasional use 
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and to make the description of the methods of measuring tube 
coefficients complete, the method of determining sa is given here.

Figure 123d gives the circuit arrangement for measuring nega
tive values of s„, and the circuit of Fig. 123e, or the alternative 
arrangement shown in Fig. 123/, enables positive values of s„ to be 
measured. The formulas for the calculation of s„ are given in the 
figures.



CHAPTER X

EFFECTS OF GAS IN A TRIODE

The preceding chapters have been devoted to the study of high- 
vacuum or hard triodes, where the term high-vacuum is used to 
indicate a degree of exhaustion such that the traces of gas or 
vapor remaining have no appreciable effect upon the conduction 
through the triode at potentials well above the ionizing poten
tials of the gas. When the amount of gas is sufficient to have an 
appreciable effect upon the character of the conduction through 
the triode, the tube is said to be soft. In this chapter the variety 
of effects obtained in a soft triode under all conditions of gas 
pressure and potential will not be described. This chapter is 
devoted to a brief description of the principal deviations from 
the static and dynamic characteristics of a hard tube caused by a 
very small trace of gas. It includes a description of the operation 
of the ionization gauge, a practical device of great utility. When 
the amount of gas is increased or the potentials impressed on 
the tube are increased beyond the ranges considered in this 
chapter, the discharge changes, generally suddenly, into the 
glow discharge. The study of the glow discharge and of practical 
glow-discharge devices is entirely outside the scope of this 
chapter.

107. General Effects of Small Traces of Gas.—Before describ
ing the specific changes in the characteristic curves of a triode 
caused by a trace of gas, we shall consider some of the general 
effects upon the operation of a triode which result from the 
presence of gas.

As pointed out in Chap. V, certain gases which combine chemi
cally with the active emitting material of the cathode may cause a 
considerable decrease in the electron emission from the cathode. 
Langmuir1 has studied very fully the effects of various gases in 
changing the emission of tungsten, and reference is made to the 
original papers for detailed information. Oxygen is particularly
Langmuir, Phys. Zeits., 15, 520 (1914); J. Am. Chem. Soc., 40, 1361 

(1918); Phys. Rev., 2, 450 (1913).
242
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active at high temperatures in combining with tungsten, and with 
the active islands of barium, strontium, or other alkali-earth 
metals which form the emitting centers of the oxide-coated 
cathodes. Oxygen is also particularly destructive of the mona
tomic films of thorium or caesium. The emission of tungsten 
may be reduced in the ratio of one to several hundred thousand 
by a trace of oxygen. Nitrogen also combines chemically with 
tungsten causing reduction in emission. Water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, and other normally inert compounds may be dissociated 
by the hot cathode and may then reduce the emission by chemical 
action. In general the highly electronegative gases, such as 
chlorine, are deleterious, whereas the highly electropositive or 
reducing gases, such as hydrogen and carbon monoxide, have no 
harmful chemical effect at the cathode. Many vapors, such as 
that of mercury, and the inert gases, such as helium, argon, and 
neon, apparently have no effect upon the emission of the several 
types of thermionic cathodes except for the effect now to be 
described.

Besides the chemical effect at the cathode, the presence of gas 
may result in a purely physical effect known as sputtering. The 
positive ions produced by ionization may be driven against the 
cathode with sufficient velocity to knock off particles of molecular 
dimensions from the cathode, and these particles are deposited on 
the walls of the tube. The walls become blackened and the 
cathode reduced in size. This effect is very important at the 
higher gas pressures and at potentials which are sufficiently 
high to produce glow discharge. The effect is present even at low 
pressures and is of particular importance in tubes using cathodes 
having monatomic films. These delicate films are rapidly 
knocked off by the slightest positive-ion bombardment when the 
ions have high velocities. Kingdon and Langmuir2 have investi
gated the sputtering of monatomic films resulting from bombard
ment by various positive ions and find that for each kind of ion 
there is a critical velocity below which no appreciable sputtering 
occurs. These critical velocities expressed in terms of the equiva
lent potential drop Eo, as given by Kingdon and Langmuir for a 
cold surface, are given in Column 2 of Table XII. A. W. Hull3 
observed somewhat lower critical potentials when the bombarded 
surface is hot, as for an operating cathode, and when the current

2 Kingdon and Langmuir, Phys. Rev., 22, 148 (1923).
3 Hull, Trans. A.I.E.E., 47, 798 (1928).
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Table XII.—Critical Energy of Bombarding Ion for Sputtering 
of Thorium Film on Tungsten

1 2 3

Eo (cold surface),1 Eo (hot surface),2
volts volts

H >600
He................................
Ne................................ 45 27
Ar................................. 47 25
Cs................................. 52
Hg................................ 55 22

1 Kingdon and Langmuir.
2 Hull.

density is greater than that used by Kingdon and Langmuir. 
Hull’s results are recorded in part in Column 3 of Table XII. 
The curves of Fig. 124 show Hull’s results on the variation of 
the emission of a thorium-coated filament in mercury vapor at a 
pressure of 0.005 mm. At the critical anode potential, the 
emission rapidly decreases. Figure 124 shows the dependence 
of sputtering voltage on temperature. Hull4 has also investi
gated the effect of bombardment of mercury ions on the emission 
of oxide-coated cathodes and finds a critical energy corresponding 
to about 25 volts, below which sputtering of the active emitting 
material does not take place, and the cathode has a long life. 
From these results there has developed a line of very valuable 
high-current, hot-cathode, mercury-vapor tubes.

The changes in the electrical characteristics of a triode, aside 
from the change in emission, are due almost entirely to the 
various actions of the positive ions'. Hence they occur only for 
potentials above ionization potential, although small kinks may 
be produced in the characteristic curves by inelastic collisions at 
the resonance potentials of the gas. These small kinks are 
elusive and generally of little importance.

Whenever there are positive ions present, they may be drawn 
into the region of negative space charge around the cathode, 
resulting in a partial neutralization of the space charge. One 
positive ion, because of its low velocity, neutralizes the negative 
space charge due to hundreds or thousands of electrons. There-

4 Hull, Gm. Elec. Rev., 32, 213, 390 (1929). 
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fore, a small amount of ionization may considerably alter the 
space charge and hence the space current, if the current is less 
than the saturation current for the cathode. This effect was 
explained in Chap. V and will be described more in detail in the 
next section.

The space current through a tube may be limited not only by 
the space charge but also by negative charges accumulated on 
the walls of the tube or on other insulating members, such as

Fig. 124.—Characteristics of a thoriated filament in mercury vapor at 0.005-mm. 
pressure. (Hull.)

insulating supports or insulated conductors. These wall charges 
are more important the more open the structure of the electrodes. 
The positive ions produced in a soft tube may also partially or 
completely neutralize these wall charges and so affect the current.

The positive ions produced in a triode drift in the direction of 
the negative potential gradient. The positive-ion current, 
although small in comparison with the electronic space current 
producing the ionization, is nevertheless appreciable and must be 
considered in studying the operation of the triode.

Because of the high velocity of the electrons passing from 
cathode to the other electrodes of a triode, pure electronic conduc
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tion has no lag except for the very high radio frequencies. Gase
ous ions travel so much more slowly than electrons that the 
conduction through a soft tube is generally accompanied by a lag 
which may be appreciable even at audio frequencies. Hence the 
dynamic characteristics of a soft tube are in general complex 
quantities. The equivalent circuits of a soft triode are not as 
shown in Figs. 93, 94, 95, and 96, but contain, in addition to the 
resistances rp and rg, certain equivalent series reactances xp and xg 
which depend upon the kind of gas and the potentials. The 
question of power interchange between the grid and plate circuits 
when ionization is present was considered briefly in Chap. IX.

Ionization, being a discontinuous process, imposes a random 
fluctuation in the currents through a triode. This is of much the 
same nature as the “shot effect” of pure electronic conduction, 
but its magnitude is much greater. At and near the ionization 
potentials this shot effect, enhanced sometimes by ionic oscilla
tions in the triode, often produces a loud hiss in the telephone 
receivers placed in the current circuit. This hiss is often an 
objectionable effect limiting the use of soft tubes which have, 
however, other very desirable characteristics. For potentials 
well above the ionization potentials, this hiss is often very slight.

108. Effects of Trace of a Gas on the Static Characteristic 
Curves of a Triode.—The most important changes in the static 
characteristic curves of a triode caused by a trace of gas are 
illustrated by the curves of Figs. 125 to 129, which were obtained 
for a triode similar to the one used in obtaining the characteristic 
curves of Figs. 53, 62, 63, 64, and 65, except that after the tube 
was thoroughly exhausted a small amount of mercury was 
introduced and the tube sealed from the pump. Any desired 
pressure of mercury vapor could be obtained by immersing the 
tube in an oil bath at a suitable temperature. The curves of 
Figs. 125 to 129 were taken for a temperature of 26°C. which 
gives a pressure of approximately 0.002 mm. of mercury, or 2 
microns. Mercury vapor was used because of the convenience 
in obtaining and maintaining any desired pressure, and because 
mercury vapor has no effect upon the emission of the tungsten 
filament. The static characteristic curves are essentially similar 
in shape to those obtained for gases other than mercury, although 
the scale of pressure and potential may be slightly shifted 
because of the difference in mobility and in mass of various gas 
ions and the difference in the ionization potentials.
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Figure 125 gives the ip — ep characteristic curves for the soft 
tube containing mercury vapor at a pressure of 0.002 mm. Since 
the ionizing potential of mercury is about 10.4 volts, the portions 
of the curves for grid and plate potentials of less than 10 volts is 
practically the same as for a hard tube of the same dimensions. 
The rapid rise in current as the plate potential exceeds 10 volts 
is due to the neutralization of the space charge by the positive 
ions resulting from ionization.

The effect of the positive ions in partially neutralizing the 
space charge is also shown by the plate-current curves at constant 
plate voltages, Fig. 126. The curve for a plate voltage of 8 volts

Fig. 125.—Plate-current vs. plate voltage for constant grid voltage in mercury 
vapor at pressure of 0.002 mm.

shows no effect of ionization. As the plate voltage exceeds 
ionizing voltage, the steepness of the curves increases. The 
curves of Fig. 126 may be compared with those of Fig. 63 for a 
hard tube of approximately the same dimensions.

Figure 127 shows the curves of constant total space current 
which correspond to those of Fig. 53. Ionization exists for all 
points on the diagram above the horizontal line for a plate 
voltage of about 10 volts and destroys the parallelism of the 
curves or, in other words, makes the factor u less constant than 
for the same tube without ionization. Figure 128 gives the 
curves of constant plate current.

The effects of ionization are also observable from the shape 
of the grid-current curves. Figure 129 shows the grid current
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Fig. 126.—Plate current vs. grid voltage for constant plate voltage in mercury 
vapor at pressure of 0.002 mm.

Fig. 127.—Curves of constant total space current in mercury vapor at a pressure 
of 0.002 mm.
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plotted against grid voltage for various constant plate voltages. 
The curve for a plate voltage of 8 volts, which is below ionization 
voltage, is a normal curve for a high-vacuum triode and corre
sponds to the curves of Fig. 64. For this plate voltage, the grid 
current is a pure electron current. The curve for a plate voltage 
of 16 volts shows the marked effect of the partial neutraliza
tion of the space charge by the positive ions. For a plate 
voltage of 20 volts a small negative grid current is observed 
for grid voltages from about —1 to +1.1 volts. This negative 
current is due to positive ions produced in the tube at regions

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
^9 in Vol+s

Fig. 128.—Curves of constant plate current in mercury vapor at a pressure 
of 0.002 mm.

where the potential is more than +10.4 volts above the potential 
of the filament, and these positive ions drift in the direction of 
negative potential gradient toward the grid and filament. Some 
go to the grid and some to the filament, the fraction going to 
each electrode depending upon the distances of the electrodes 
from the point of ionization and upon their potentials. Besides 
the positive-ion current, an electron current flows to the grid 
for positive grid potentials. The actual grid current is the 
difference between the electron current and the ionization 
current. These two currents neutralize each other for a grid 
potential of 1.15 volts and plate potential of 20 volts. The 
positive-ion current is much more marked for plate potentials 
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of 40 and 60 volts, as shown by the curves in Fig. 129. The 
plate-current curve for a plate voltage of 40 volts is added to 
show that the positive-ion current and plate current increase 
together. At constant plate voltage, the positive-ion current 
is approximately proportional to the plate current which produces 
the ions, and to the pressure of the gas. The grid current for 
negative grid voltages is entirely positive-ion current, since no 
electrons go to a negatively charged grid. When the grid voltage 
is highly negative, practically all of the positive ions go to the 
grid and many are swept out before they recombine with elec
trons. The ratio of the positive-ion current to the plate current 
is constant within experimental error. For example, in Fig. 
129, when ep is 40 volts and when the grid voltage ranges from 
— 4 to —2 volts, this ratio has the value 0.0024. As the grid 
voltage is increased positively from about —2 volts, a change 
takes place as shown by both the grid- and plate-current curves. 
This change, which is also evident on the curve for a plate 
voltage of 60 volts, may have been due to the beginning of ionic 
oscillations within the tube, or to a sudden change in the distribu
tion of potentials. For grid voltages on the positive side of —2 
volts, the ratio of the ionic grid current to the plate current 
for a plate voltage of 40 volts increases from the value 0.0024 
just given to a maximum of 0.00403 at a grid voltage of about 
+ 1 volt.

One commonly applied test for appreciable gas in a triode is 
to measure the positive-ion current to the negatively charged 
grid when a sufficiently high plate voltage is impressed to cause a 
fair plate current to flow. A high-vacuum triode will show less 
than a microampere of positive-ion current.

109. Effects of Small Traces of Gas on the Dynamic Char
acteristic of a Triode.—The effect of the presence of gas on the 
dynamic characteristics can best be determined by measuring 
the dynamic characteristics by the methods described in Chap. 
IX. However, a rough idea of the trend of the dynamic char
acteristics can be easily obtained from an examination of the 
static characteristic curves just described.

One of the most striking effects of gas is the great increase in 
the transconductance sp of a soft tube, as shown by the steepness 
of the curves of Fig. 126. For example, the transconductance 
derived from the 60-volt curve of Fig. 126 is about 1,500 
micromhos as compared to about 370 micromhos for the corre- 
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spending high-vacuum triode. In general, however, the inferior 
stability of a soft tube and the large amount of tube noise make 
the advantage of such high transconductance of little avail.

Referring now to Fig. 129, it is obvious that ks can be negative, 
as well as positive. When the grid conductance is negative, 
ionic oscillations may arise inside the tube and in the attached 
circuits, even if the external circuits contain only resistances. 
If an oscillatory circuit is connected between filament and grid,

Fig. 129.—Grid current vs. grid voltage for constant plate voltage in mercury 
vapor at a pressure of 0.002 mm.

oscillations may be generated in the circuit if the negative 
conductance of the filament-to-grid path neutralizes the positive 
conductance of the oscillatory circuit.

The coefficients ug and can assume both positive and negative 
values which are numerically much greater than for the corre
sponding high-vacuum tube.

The coefficients of a soft tube are actually complex quantities, 
owing to the lag in the motion of the heavy positive ions. In 
the brief description of the shape of the dynamic characteristic 
curves just given, this lag effect was neglected in order that a 
general picture might be obtained, and the dynamic coefficients 
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were taken as the slopes of the static characteristic curves. 
Taking account of the lag effects, the dynamic coefficients are 
not simple slopes of curves but must be defined in terms of 
complex quantities at a definite frequency n as given below:

(«A = “fe) = + jMI (235)
tp=const.

^-=fe) (236)
e(7=CODBt.

^ = fe) = + j(xpy (237)

(SP)„ = te) = (238)
' '(7/ ep=COD8t.

The other coefficients (u9)„, (ks)„, (r0)„, and (s„)„ are similarly 
defined.

The circuits given in Chap. IX for the measurement of the 
simple dynamic coefficients may be extended to the measurement 
of the complex coefficients also. For example, Fig. 1176 may 
be adapted to the measurement of complex values of u, or of up 
for negative grid voltages, by adding a variable capacitance in 
parallel with Rx. The capacitances of the tube and connections 
should first be balanced when the cathode is cold or when the 
potentials are such as to produce no space current. Then it is 
easily shown that if Ci is the added capacitance,

Mi = and (upy/ = 2iwnC[Ra (239)
zti

Similarly, the circuits of Figs. 119 and 120 are adapted to 
the measurement of (rp\ by adding a variable inductance in 
series with R or a capacitance in parallel with Ra. As before, 
the capacitances of the tube and connections are first balanced 
with no space current. The capacitance across Ra is probably 
the most convenient arrangement, in which case

rp = and (xp\ = 27rn(C)n = 2irnRR1C'2 (240) 1V2
The circuits of Chap. IX for the measurement of the other 

coefficients of a triode can readily be adapted to the measurement 
of the complex coefficients.

That the coefficients are complex quantities when ionization 
takes place is demonstrated by the values of (up) and (rP) at 
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a frequency of 1,000 cycles per second, shown in Figs. 130 
and 131. The triode used is known as UV200 and contains a 
trace of some permanent gas, such as argon or nitrogen. In 
both figures the quantity being measured has no quadrature 
component until the plate potential reaches the voltage of about 
15 volts, at which point ionization begins. For voltages above 
15 volts the quadrature component rises rapidly to a maximum

Fia. 130.—Components of up for a triode containing gas. up = up + jup 
e0 = 0.

and the real component decreases. In Fig. 131, the ratio xP!rp 
is also plotted.

Figure 132 shows the variation of rp and xp with frequency for 
certain selected values of the electrode voltages.

110. Static Characteristic Curves of a Soft Triode for Negative 
Plate Voltages.—No current flows to the plate of a high-vacuum 
tube when the plate voltage is more than a few tenths of a 
volt negative, but with a soft tube positive ions are attracted 
to a negatively charged plate. The static characteristic curves 
for negative plate voltages are of particular interest as they 
explain the action of a triode when used as an ionization gauge.
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Fig. 131.—Components of zp for a triode containing gas. zp = rp + jxP. 
eg = 0.
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When the grid voltage is positive and the plate voltage zero 
or negative with respect to the cathode, electrons are drawn 
toward the grid. Some strike the grid directly, while others shoot 
through the grid mesh to be turned back by the opposing field 
between grid and plate and arrive at the grid after making one or 
more excursions back and forth through the grid. If the grid 
voltage just exceeds the ionization potential of the gas or vapor, 
ions are formed only in a thin layer near the grid. Some of the 
positive ions drift to the cathode, while others, especially those 
formed on the plate side of the grid, are attracted to the nega
tive plate. If the grid voltage is much greater than the ionization 
voltage, ionization can take place in a much larger region between 
the cathode and grid and also between the grid and plate.

The total number of positive ions produced is proportional 
to the pressure of the gas or vapor, to the magnitude of the 
grid current, to the volume of the space traversed by the elec
trons, and depends upon the kind of gas or vapor present. 
The fraction of the number of positive ions which are collected 
by the negatively charged plate depends upon the plate potential 
and the geometry of the tube. The positive ions which are 
formed near the cathode are in a field which urges them to the 
cathode. Only those positive ions which are formed in a region 
where the electric field is toward the plate will be collected by 
the plate. The limit of this region lies somewhere between the 
grid and the cathode, its position depending upon the geometry 
of the tube, the potentials of the electrodes, and the space charge 
around the grid. This limit usually lies fairly close to the grid.

These statements are verified by the following experimental 
curves of Figs. 133 to 135. Figure 133 shows the rapid increase 
in positive-ion current to the plate of a triode containing mercury 
vapor, as the grid potential was increased. The ionization 
potential of mercury is 10.4 volts but, owing to a contact potential 
in the circuit, ionization began at 11.8 volts. The left-hand 
curve of the figure is plotted to the left-hand scale, and the curve 
on the right to the right-hand scale. In this experiment the 
temperature of the tube was 23.5°C., corresponding to a vapor 
pressure of about 1.6 microns, and the plate potential was —3 
volts.

Figure 134 shows curves of positive-ion current plotted against 
plate voltage when the grid voltage is held constant at values not 
exceeding 18.5 volts. Under these conditions only mercury is 
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ionized. Another test showed that, if the grid voltage exceeded 
about 20 volts, the plate current showed a rapid increase due to 
other ions. The curves of Fig. 134 show first a rapid rise due to a 
rapid increase in the fraction of positive ions that are drawn to 
the plate. The curves show also a decrease for plate voltages 
more negative than —2 volts. This decrease is due, first, to the 
decrease in the grid current occasioned by the negative plate and,

triode containing mercury vapor at a pressure of 0.0016 mm.

second, to the decrease of the volume in which the electrons 
produce ions. This decrease in volume is a result of the repelling 
action of the negative plate and the consequent reduction in the 
distance the electrons travel toward the plate before they are 
reversed in direction.

The first of these causes for the downward slope of the curves 
of Fig. 134 can be eliminated by keeping the grid current con
stant. This is done by controlling the filament voltage. The 
curves of Fig. 135 were thus obtained and exhibit a slope which is 
less than that in Fig. 134.
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If the grid voltage is very large compared to the plate voltage, 
the plate current is nearly constant when the grid current is 
maintained constant.

Fig. 134.—Positive-ion current as. plate voltage for constant grid voltage in a 
triode containing mercury vapor at a pressure of 0.0016 mm.

Fig. 135.—Positive-ion current vs. plate voltage for constant grid voltage 
and grid current in a triode containing mercury vapor at a pressure of 0.0016 
mm.

The positive-ion plate current is practically linear with respect 
to grid current over a considerable range, provided the grid 
voltage is held constant at a large value and the plate voltage has
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Fig. 136.—Positive-ion current vs. grid current for constant grid and plate 
voltages.
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a constant negative value. This linearity is shown in Fig. 136, 
for which the conditions are as follows: e„ = 250 volts, ep = —22 
volts, grid current controlled by temperature of the cathode. 
The graph of Fig. 136 might deviate from linearity for larger 
grid currents, owing to the increasing space charge around the 
plate and the consequent shortening of the paths of those 
electrons that shoot through the grid toward the plate.

When the grid potential is low, the curve of plate current 
against grid current may be far from linear. This is the case for 
the mercury tube using grid voltages of less than 20 volts.

Over a certain range of pressure, the positive-ion current to the 
plate may be proportional to the pressure, other factors being 
constant, as shown in Fig. 137. At higher pressure the law is 
not linear, owing to cumulative ionization. The linear law is 
not followed if the grid voltage is very low. This deviation exists 
because the filament voltage, which is varied to maintain the grid 
current constant, may then be an appreciable fraction of the grid 
voltage, and hence the volume in which ionization takes place is 
no longer constant.

111. The Ionization Gauge.—Buckley  was the first to study 
the characteristics of a triode as applied to the measurement of 
gas pressures. His method consists in measuring the positive
ion current to a negatively charged electrode or collector, as 
described in the preceding section.

6

Almost any triode will serve as an ionization gauge, although a 
linear relation between the positive-ion current and the pressure 
cannot be assumed. A triode used as an ionization gauge 
should have a pure-tungsten or an oxide-coated filament and be 
provided with a wide tubular connection to the vacuum system. 
Preferably the plate should surround the grid and filament to 
eliminate effects due to charges on the glass walls of the tube. 
The insulation from the collector electrode to the grid and fila
ment should be especially thorough, because the collector current 
is very small at low pressures and a slight leakage would cause 
serious error. The tube should be unbased to aid in securing 
thorough insulation and because the tube must be subjected to 
high temperature during preparation.

Either the grid or the plate may be used as the collector for the 
positive ions. The sensitivity is considerably greater when the

6 Buckley, Nat. Acad. Sci., 2, 683 (1916).
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plate is the collector, although the calibration may be linear over 
a greater range when the grid is the collector.

In order that the gauge shall indicate the true pressure, all gas 
occluded in the glass and electrodes of the gauge must be elimi
nated. This is done by first baking the gauge at a temperature 
of about 360°C. for an hour or so, while it is being exhausted by 
the pumps. The electrodes must then be heated to a bright red 
by electronic bombardment or by an induction furnace and must 
be maintained at this high temperature for at least 10 min., and 
longer if necessary, to drive off all gas.

The anode voltage is held constant at 100 to 200 volts and the 
collector potential is set at about — 22 volts. The anode current 
is controlled by varying the temperature of the cathode and can 
be given any constant value according to the range of pressures 
being measured. In some of the commercial gauges the anode 
current is held constant at 20 milliamp. when low gas pressures 
are measured. Under these conditions a particular gauge with 
argon gas gave 1 microamp. for a pressure of 0.0132 bar or 0.00990 
micron. For pressures greater than about 0.5 micron, the anode 
current for the gauge in question was reduced to 2 milliamp., 
which decreased the sensitivity of the gauge by a factor of 10.

Emphasis should be laid on the fact that the calibration of an 
ionization gauge is different for different gases. According to 
Dushman and Found,6 the ionization current for the same pres
sure, filament current, and electrode voltages is roughly propor
tional to the number of electrons in the molecule of the gas. 
This number is 2 for H2, 16 for O2, 14 for N2, 18 for A, 80 for Hg, 
53 for I, 10 for H2O, etc. The variation of sensitivity of the 
ionization gauge with composition of the gas reduces its value as 
an absolute gauge. It is of considerable value, however, when 
the composition of the gas is known and is useful in giving relative 
values of different pressures in the same vacuum system.

6 Dushman and Found, J. Franklin Inst., 188, 819 (1919).



CHAPTER XI

INPUT AND OUTPUT ADMITTANCE OF A TRIODE

The static characteristic curves of a high-vacuum triode show a 
conduction current to the grid only when the grid voltage is 
positive or very slightly negative. When ionization takes place 
in a triode containing gas, a conduction current flows to the grid 
whenever a plate current flows. If the plate voltage is constant, 
the conductance of the grid-to-filament path within the triode is 
k0. When the triode is operated with its associated circuits, the 
plate voltage does not remain constant, and the reaction of the 
plate voltage on the grid current causes the equivalent input 
admittance or input impedance of the grid-to-filament path to be 
different from kt or rg. The equivalent input admittance or 
input impedance of a triode is defined as the simple admittance or 
series impedance which could be substituted for the triode and 
the associated circuits connected to the plate and would take from 
the circuits connected to the grid an alternating current which is 
the same in magnitude and phase as that which actually flows 
to the grid of the triode.

The alteration of k„ or ra, as affected by the nature of the plate 
load, will first be studied. This preliminary study is of value only 
when the frequency of the alternating currents is very low. At 
high frequencies the capacitances between the electrodes of the 
triode offer additional current paths which greatly affect the 
equivalent input admittance or impedance of the triode. Follow
ing the preliminary study, a complete analysis of the input 
admittance of the triode will be made. This study will show 
that even when the conduction current between grid and filament 
is zero, as in a high-vacuum triode with a negatively polarized 
grid, the input admittance is appreciable and must be considered 
in the design of all radio-frequency systems using triodes. The 
importance of this study cannot be overemphasized.

In the following analysis the same restrictions are imposed as 
in the preceding chapters: the alternating variations are 
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assumed to be sinusoidal and of so small an amplitude that the 
tube coefficients may be assumed constant.

*112. Input Admittance for Very Low Frequencies, and When 
kg # 0.—The input admittance of a triode when the currents 
through the interelectrode capacitances are negligible, and as 
affected by the reaction of the plate voltage upon the conduction 
current from grid to filament, can be readily deduced by com
bining the e-p-c. theorem and the e-g-c. theorem.

According to the e-p-c. theorem,

rpAlp = UpAEg + AEp (241)
Since Alp = — Eq. (241) becomes

Ab

. AEp = -upAEg (242)
Ab

According to the e-g-c. theorem

r^Alp = AEp + UgAEp (243)

Eliminating AEP from Eqs. (242) and (243), we obtain as the 
equivalent grid-circuit impedance of a triode

z9 = ------ —= rs • (244)
_ UgUpAb rp + ocAb

rp +

where
a = 1 — UgUp (245)

From Eqs. (242) and (243), the equivalent grid-circuit admit
tance is 

Ya kg\

--  kg

। UgUpZb

Tp + Z(, 
r p | ctLb 
rP + Zb

_ , akp T Y, 
kP + Yb

(246)

(247)

where Yb is the admittance of the plate-circuit external load.
Examination of Eqs. (244), (246), and (247) shows that the 

equivalent grid-circuit impedance and admittance at low fre
quencies are functions of the quantity a, which is defined by 
Eq. (245). If ua and uP are real quantities, as they are in a 
hard tube at all frequencies except those of the order of 107 cycles
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per second and higher, a is a real quantity. Usually ua is nega
tive, making a positive. It is clear that in general the equivalent 
grid-circuit impedance is less than r0, and the admittance is 
greater than kg, under the initial assumption of negligible capaci
tance currents.

A rough idea of the value of ugup can be obtained from the 
static characteristic curves. Figure 138 shows two ip — eg curves 
for two constant values of plate voltage, Ep and EP + AEP.

Fig. 138.—Evaluation of a.

The corresponding grid-current curves are also shown by dash 
lines. The product ugup is equal to

UgUp (248)

Using finite differences and making the increment in plate voltage 
the same for both partial derivatives and equal to AEp, Eq. (248) 
takes the approximate form

(249)

The value of a as calculated from the measured values of ug 
and up for a certain hard tube is plotted against eg in Fig. 139.

In the graphical solution shown in Fig. 108, page 212, the slope 
of the path line uv at any point is the value of yg at that point, 
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yg being in this case a real quantity, since the plate-circuit 
impedance is a pure resistance.

The complex expression for z„, as given in Eq. (244), can be 
separated into a real part, the equivalent resistance, and an 
imaginary part, the equivalent reactance. The steps are not 
shown but the final result is

Fra. 139.—Values of a for a high-vacuum triode (UV201).

From Eq. (250) we can express as follows the equivalent grid
circuit resistance [r„] and reactance [a:J, where z„ = [r„] + jfaip].

r| ~b (1 -F appRb -F aZ^ 
r2p + 2arpRb + a2Z^

(251)

(252)r° PP^2arPRb + Pb

The equivalent admittance yg can be similarly expanded to give 
the equivalent grid-circuit conductance gg and susceptance bg, 
where y„ = gg - jb,.

_ ~F (1 ~F appRb -F aZl 

r2 + 2rpRb + Z2

bo — kg ’
(a — l)rPX6 

r2 + 2rpRb + Z^

(253)

(254)

Since the grid circuit is more often a series than a parallel 
circuit, the equivalent impedance is more useful than the admit
tance. Examine somewhat more in detail the expressions of 
Eqs. (251) and (253).
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Special Case 1. Xb = 0. Low Frequency.—Assume first that 
the plate-circuit reactance is zero. This condition corresponds to 
a pure resistance in the plate circuit and is very nearly true for a 
resonant tuned circuit, a very common type of plate-circuit load.
Equations (251) and (252) for Xb = 0 reduce to

Fig. 140.—Values of [zjl/rj for Xb = 0 and negligible tube capacitances.

and

(255)

(256)

Figure 140 is a graphical representation of Eq. (255). If a is 
negative, the equivalent resistance can become negative by pass
ing first through infinity. The plot of gg shows somewhat better 
than does that of rg the change from a positive to a negative 
grid loss. For Xb = 0, expression (253) reduces to

1 +
So _ _______ Tp
ko j Rb

Tp

(257)

Equation (257) is shown plotted in Fig. 141. Whenever [rs] 
or g„ is negative, the triode system, instead of absorbing power,
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supplies power to the grid circuit. A resonant circuit in the grid 
circuit of a triode oscillates if the input conductance is sufficien tly 
negative to cancel the positive conductance of the circuit. Such 
oscillations are often observed when a soft tube is used.

Fig. 14L—Values of \gg}/ka for Xb = 0 and negligible tube capacitances.

Special Case 2. Rb = 0. Low Frequency.—Consider now the 
case when the external plate-circuit impedance is a pure reactance 
with negligible resistance. Equation (251) reduces to

(258)

and

w <° - + (259)

Equation (258) is plotted in Fig. 142 and should be compared with 
Fig. 140. Since the most usual values of a lie between 1 and 1.5, 
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the equivalent input resistance [r„] is in this case less than rg. 
Negative values of a, however, give negative input resistances 
over certain ranges of Xb/rp, as shown by Fig. 142.

Figure 143 is a plot of Eq. (259) for the equivalent input 
reactance. If Xb is positive, i.e., inductive, the equivalent input

reactance for values of a greater 
than 1 is negative or capacitive. 
If Xb is negative, the sign of all 
values of [æ„] plotted in Fig. 143 
must be reversed.

Fig. 143.-—-Values of for
Rb = 0 and negligible tube capaci
tances.

Fig. 144.—Interelectrode 
tube capacitances.

113. Tube Capacitances.—Before taking up the general solu
tion of the input admittance, which depends not only on the grid 
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conductance but also on the interelectrode capacitances, a 
digression will be made to discuss tube capacitances.

A triode contains three separated electrodes, between each pair 
of which there is a capacitance. There are consequently three 
capacitances in a triode, as indicated in Fig. 144. The capacitance 
between grid and filament is denoted by Cg,, between plate and 
filament by Cp,, and between plate and grid by Cpg, the order of 
the subscript letters having no significance.

The values of the interelectrode capacitances for several 
standard tubes are given in Table XIII.

When the triode is fixed in a socket and connected in a system, 
the effective capacitances Cp,, Cgi, and Cpg are all increased by the 
capacitances within the socket and between the connecting wires. 
Consequently, the effective values of Cp,, Cg,, and CPg are then 
greater than the values of the tube capacitances alone by from 2 or 
3 to 10 or 15 urf or more. However, the same symbols, CP,, 
Cg/, and Cpg, are used to denote the effective tube capacitances 
whether or not the effects of the socket and wires are included.

Table XIII.—Inteb.electb.ode Capacitances of Commercial Triodes

Tube

Capacitance, 
micromicrofarads

Cp, Cg, Cpg

WD 11 amplifier and detector............................... 2.5 2.5 3.3
WX 12 amplifier and detector............................... 2.5 2.5 3.3
TJX 112A amplifier and detector............................ 2.1 4.2 8.1
UX 120 power amplifier.......................................... 2.3 2.0 4.1
UX 171A power amplifier....................................... 2.1 3.7 7.4
UX 199 detector and amplifier.............................. 2.5 2.5 3.3
UX 200A detector................................................... 2.0 3.2 8.5
UX 201 A detector and amplifier............................ 2.2 3.1 8.1

UX 210 power amplifier..........................................4.0 5.0 8.0
TJX 220 amplifier .................................. . .........2.2 3.5 8.1

UY 227 detector and amplifier...............................3.0 3.5 3.3
RC! A 230 detector and amplifier............................2.1 3.7 6.4

RC A231 power amplifier......................................2.4 3.5 5.9
RC A237 detector and amplifier, d-c. heater....... 2.5 3.3 2.1
UX 240 amplifier.......................... .......................... 1.5 3.4 8.8
UX 245 power amplifier.......................................... 3.0 5.0 8.0
UX 250 power amplifier.......................................... 3.0 5.0 9.0
RCA 852 power amplifier....................................... 1.0 2.0 3 0
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114. Measurement of Tube Capacitances.—One method of 
measuring at an audio frequency the capacitances between the 
electrodes of a triode, using an ordinary capacitance bridge, is as 
follows: If grid and plate are connected and the capacitance 
between filament and plate is measured, the result is Cp; + CaJ. 
Again, if the plate and filament are connected and the capacitance 
between grid and filament is measured, the result is CgJ + Cpg. 
Finally, by measuring the capacitance between plate and filament 
with grid and filament connected, CpS + Cpg is obtained. From 
these three results the separate 
capacitances can be calculated.

One form of capacitance bridge 
suitable for the measurement of 
the capacitances as described is 
shown in Fig. 145. Usually the 
most accurate and convenient 
procedure is, first, to balance the 
bridge of Fig. 145 with a small gap, 
shown at a, in the connection to 
the tube. Then the gap is closed, 
and Ci and Ry are adjusted to 
restore balance. The capacitance, 
being measured, say Cpj + Cpg, is 
then equal to the change in capaci
tance of Ci. A two-stage ampli
fier is usually necessary to secure 
sufficient sensitivity. The resist
ances Ry and R2 should preferably 

Fig. 145.—Capacitance bridge.

be equal and of the order of
1,000 or 10,000 ohms. If the capacitance of the tube alone is 
desired, the change in C4may be obtained when the tube is inserted 
in the socket, the socket being permanently connected across Cy.

Very often there is a high-resistance path through a film of 
sputtered metal or of “getter” deposited on the “squash” of the 
tubes between the wires leading to the electrodes, or in some cases 
there is a high dielectric loss in the glass and other insulating 
substances. When such effects exist, the capacitance being 
measured is equivalent to a pure capacitance shunted by a 
resistance. This resistance causes an error in the measured 
capacitance obtained from the bridge of Fig. 145, as is evident 
from the conditions of balance for the bridge when Ry is included. 
The conditions of balance are
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Ri _ Rg , Ci
Ri Ra Cg

CiuRt = —5-
v gatig

(260)

(261)

where Ri is the shunt resistance across capacitance Ct, the latter 
now representing the total capacitance in the arm. If R4 is 
neglected, the fractional error in the measured value of a small 
capacitance, denoted by AC4, is

Fig. 147.—Capacitance bridge 
for directly measuring tube capaci
tances.

Fig. 146.—Capacitance bridge for 
the measurement of the capacitance 
of a leaky condenser.

If AC a is lOggf, Ct is 200MMf, Ri is 10 megohms, and a is 2?rl,000, 
this error amounts to 12.6 per cent. Evidently the error is 
reduced by increasing the frequency used on the bridge and by 
increasing Ci.

The arrangement of the bridge shown in Fig. 146 eliminates 
this error due to the resistance Ri. The conditions of balance 
of this bridge are

Ri = Ci
Ri C3
Ri _ Ci
Ri Cg

(263)

(264)
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In order that Cx be not inconveniently large, C3 and Ci should be 
small, of the order of 100^/xf, and Ri and R2 large. The bridge is 
first balanced by adjusting C3, when Ri and the added capacitance 
are out of circuit. When AC4and ft4are added, the bridge balance 
is restored by resetting Ci and Ci. The added capacitance AC4 is 
given by the change in Ci, the resistance Ri being balanced by 
changing Ci. It may be of advantage to add across Ct a high 
resistance, such as a grid leak, in order that Ci may be of con
venient size. The arrangement of Fig. 146 can be used to 
determine the tube capacitances when the filament is operating.

A method of directly measuring the tube capacitance is shown 
in Fig. 147. With the connections shown, Cgf has no effect 
upon the conditions of balance because it is across the telephone 
receivers. The capacitance Cpg is balanced by resistance R, as 
shown by the conditions of balance given for the connections of 
Fig. 147.

Ri_ Cpf
R^f

Ri _ CPf

R Cpg

(265)

(266)

Here again, if there is conduction or its equivalent between the 
terminals of the condenser CPf, this conduction being determined 
by Rpf, the conditions of balance become

Ri _ CPf . R
R2 C Rpf

R 1C pgto RC pfto

(267)

(268)1
R pfC to

The same sort of error as in the bridge of Fig. 145 enters here, 
owing to the conduction indicated by RPf. This fractional 
error, when CPf is measured by the method shown in Fig. 147 
and calculated by Eq. (265), is

Fractional error = = * + (269)
RpfCfrfto2 RpfClf

If Rpf is 100 megohms, Cpf is 10^f, Cpg is 10^f, Ri is 10 ohms, C 
is l,000^f, and to is 2tt1,000, this error amounts to 2.5 per cent. 
If Rpf is as low as 10 megohms, the result is over 100 per cent in 
error. If there is any appreciable conduction in the triode, 
caution is necessary in the use of this bridge for accurate work.
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Methods of measuring the tube capacitances at radio fre
quencies are less affected by conduction within the triode but are 
usually far less convenient in manipulation. Several methods 
may be found in handbooks. One of these methods is shown 
in Fig. 148. An oscillatory circuit, consisting of a relatively 
small inductance L and a large capacitance C, is enclosed in a 
shielding box & A thermocouple T is connected in the oscil
latory circuit as shown and to a suitable galvanometer or micro
ammeter. A small standard variable condenser C„ enclosed 
within a shield, is graduated in micromicrofarads. A socket, the 
terminals of which are indicated by letters G, P, and F, is con

Shield S

Fig. 148.—Method of measuring tube capacitances at a radio frequency.

nected as shown. The small coil L couples the circuit loosely 
to a radio-frequency oscillator. With the tube in the socket 
and Cs set at a low value, C is tuned to resonance as indicated 
by a maximum deflection of the galvanometer. The tube is 
then withdrawn from the socket and C„ is adjusted to give the 
same galvanometer reading after C has been readjusted to 
compensate for the removal of C„j. The difference in the values 
of Cs gives the value of Cpg. The other triode capacitances can 
be measured in the same manner.

115. Total Input Admittance of a Triode.1—The complete 
expression for the input admittance, as affected both by the 
grid-conduction current and by the tube capacitances, will 
now be derived. The final result is simpler and more convenient

1 The equivalent input impedance of a triode, neglecting the effects of 
u„AEp, was derived by J. M. Miller in 1919 (see Bur. Standards Bull. 351); 
by Stuart Ballantine, 1920 (see Phys. Rev., 15, 409); by H. W. Nichols in 
1919 (see Phys. Rev., 13, 405).
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to use when expressed as admittance rather than as impedance. 
The tube and its associated circuits are represented in Fig. 149. 
G, P, and F represent the grid, plate, and filament terminals 
of the tube. Cgf, CPj, and Cpg are the grid-to-filament, plate- 
to-filament, and plate-to-grid tube capacitances. The con
ductive path from plate to filament within the tube is replaced 
by the fictitious e.m.f. upAEg in series with kp. Similarly, the 
grid-to-filament path consists of the fictitious e.m.f. ugAEp in 
series with the conductance kg. Yb = Gb — jBb is the admittance 
of the external plate circuit, and Yc = Gc — jBc is the admittance 
of the external grid circuit. The currents and potentials are 
indicated on the circuit diagram.

Fig. 149.—Complete equivalent circuita of a triode.

For simplicity in derivation, Yb is defined by the equation 
Yb = Yb + jCPfW, and Y„ by the equation Yc = Yc + jCgfu.

The actual input admittance of the triode is

AL _ Al' .
Y" AE, AE„ + (270)

The admittance AL/AE, is obtained by solving the following 
equations for the network of Fig. 149:

— Alm + Al„ — Al„ = 0
Alm + AL, — Alp = 0

— SpAEp + Alp = kgAEg
— ÄpAEp + Alp = SpAEp

Alm "I“ jC— jCpptoAEp
Alb + YbAEp = 0

(271)

Attention is called to the fact that the admittance between 
grid and plate is here assumed to consist of a capacitance only. 
If conductance also exists between these terminals, or, in general, 
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if the admittance is Ypg, then Yp„ should be substituted for jCpgw 
in the fifth equation in group (271).

The input admittance, derived from the relations (271), is

■ (Cpg^2 — spSg)(kp 4~ GJ 4~ Cpga(sp 4~ sg)[(Cpg 4~ CpJa> — Bj( 
[kp + GJ2 + [(Cpg + Cpjoi — BJ2 J

+ J^(Cg/ + Cpg)w

■ Cpgw(sp 4~ Sg)(kp 4- GJ — (CpOa2 — SpSg)[(Cpg 4~ Cpja — B^b 
[kP + G„]2 + [(Cpg + CPJa - BJ2 J

(272)

If CPI„ Cpf, and Cgf are made zero, the two braces of Eq. (272) 
become Eqs. (253) and (254) of Sec. 112.

116. Total Internal Output Admittance of a Triode.—Some
times, in order to balance telephone networks fed from the plate 
circuit of a triode, it is necessary to know the admittance of the 
triode looking back into it from the plate circuit. This is called 
the internal output admittance. This quantity is useful in other 
problems, as well as in the one cited.

Because of the symmetry of the network of Fig. 149, the 
equivalent internal output admittance yp = Alj/AEp can be 
obtained from Eq. (272) by interchanging all subscripts p and g 
and all subscripts b and c.

The resulting expression for the internal output admittance is

yP = {kp

, (C|gu2 — spsg)(kg 4~ GJ 4~ Cpga(sp 4~ sg)[(Cpg 4~ Cgjw — Bc]f 
[kg + GJ2 + [(Cpp 4- CgJa — B„]2 )

+ .7^ (Cpf 4- Cpgfa

, Cpga(sp 4- sj(ka 4- GJ — (CpgtJ2 — spSg)[(Gpg 4~ Cgjw — Bc]^ 
+ [kg + GJ2 + [(Cpg + Cgju - Btf J

(273)

117. Special Examples of Input and Output Admittances of a 
Triode.—The magnitudes of the components y„ and yp depend 
upon the four tube coefficients kp, kg, sP, and sg, all of which are 
functions of the plate and grid potentials. The expressions are 
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so complicated that little information is conveyed by mere 
examination of the complete equations. Some special cases 
will be considered to give a general idea of the way in which the 
admittances vary with frequency and with variations in the 
character of the plate and grid external circuits.

Case 1. Input Admittance for kg =0, B„ = 0.—This case 
applies to an amplifier whose grid is polarized negatively and 
whose plate load is a pure resistance. Equation (272), giving 
the equivalent input admittance, reduces to the following form 
on putting kg = 0, and Bb = 0.

(275)

where yg = gg — jbg; xb = Rb/rp- and A = Cpg^/kp.
The expressions for the input and output admittances are 

much simpler of interpretation when expressed in ratio form, 
as above. By dividing through by kp, as in Eqs. (274) and (275), 
the ratios of the equivalent conductance and equivalent sus
ceptance to kp are functions of the simple ratios Rb/rp, Cpg<ii/kp, 
Up, Cpf/Cpg, and Cgf/Cpg. The last two ratios are constants, and 
Up is nearly constant for any given tube.

In Fig. 150, gg/kp and bg/kP are plotted against Rb/rp = xb as 
abscissas for various values of the parameter A. The values 
of the ratios up, CPflCM, and Cgl/Cpg, used in the calculations 
correspond approximately to a standard type of triode. The 
numerical values used for the voltage ratio and the capacitances 
are as follows: up is assumed to be 8, and the values of Cpg, 
CPf and Cgf, including the capacitances of the socket, are taken 
as 10, 5, and 5/x/xf. The parameter A has the value unity if rp 
is 16,000 ohms, Cpg is 10/x/xf, and the frequency is 106 cycles 
per second.

Examination of Fig. 150 shows that, when the plate load of an 
amplifier is a pure resistance or its equivalent, the triode acts
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upon the input circuit as if there were connected from grid to 
filament a resistance and a capacitive reactance in parallel. 
Both the resistance and the capacitive reactance may be much 
less than rp, especially if the frequency is high.

*Case2. Internal Output Admittance for kg = QandBc = 0.—•

Fig. 150.—Components of the input admittance of a triode when kg = 0 and 
Bb = 0.

tively and whose grid-circuit load is a pure resistance. Under 
these conditions Eq. (273) reduces to

where yp = gp — jbp, xc = RJrp, and A = Cpgw/kp.
Figure 151 illustrates the shape of the curves obtained by 

plotting Eqs. (276) and (277) against Rdrp as abscissas for a tube 
having the same constants as in Case 1.
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Looking back into the triode from the plate load, the triode, 
with its associated grid load of a pure resistance, is equivalent 
to a resistance and capacitive reactance in parallel. Both 
resistance and reactance may be much less than rp, as shown by 
the curves of Fig. 151.

Fig. 151.—Components of the internal output admittance of a triode when 
kg = 0 and Bc = 0.

Case 3. Input Admittance for Reactive Plate Load, and When 
kg = 0.—This case applies to an amplifier whose grid is polarized 
negatively and whose plate load has both resistance and 
reactance. Another parameter yb is now introduced, its absolute 
value giving the ratio of the conductance to the susceptance 
of the load; i.e., = Go/lBtl- Equation (272) is simplified
for this case by substituting for Gb the quantity t+BsI and 
by putting kg = 0. The result is

(279)



Fig. 152.—Components of the input admittance of a triode when kg =0. =
<?&/[#&] for various values of A,

Fig. 153.—Components of the input admittance of a triode for various values 
of yb, when kg =0. ijb = Gh/l^],

In Fig. 152, Eqs. (278) and (279) are plotted for equal to 0.1 
and for several values of A. The values of up, CPf, Cpg, and Cg/ 
are the same as in Case 1, Fig. 150.
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In Fig. 153, Eqs. (278) and (279) are plotted for A = 1 and 
for several values of %. The constants of the tube are the same 
as in Fig. 152.

Referring now to Figs. 152 and 153, it is seen that the sus
ceptance of the input admittance is always capacitive, no matter 
what the type of plate load is. The input conductance is positive 
for all plate loads which have a capacitive susceptance, but the 
input conductance is negative for a plate load having certain 
ranges of inductive susceptance.

As far as effects in the grid circuit are concerned, the triode and 
its plate load may be replaced by its equivalent input admittance 
ys in parallel with Yc. The system oscillates if Yc + ys = 0. 
Oscillation occurs when the grid circuit contains an inductance 
and capacitance in parallel, if

and
Cm -

•-----—------ 1- g g < 0
R2 + Ly2 “

Led

Ä2 +
- bg = 0

* Case 4. Internal Output Admittance for Reactive Grid Circuit, 
and When kg = 0. This case applies to the internal output 
admittance of an amplifying triode whose grid is polarized 
negatively and whose grid-circuit load contains both resistance 
and reactance, the latter being either inductive or capacitive. As 
in Case 3, a new parameter = GC/\BC\ is introduced. Formula 
(273) reduces to

where yp = gp — jbp, xc = kp/Bc, and A = CPgw/kp.
In Fig. 154, Eqs. (280) and (281) are plotted for tic equal to 0.1 

and for several values of A. The values of up, CPf, CPg, and 
Cg, are the same as in Case 1.
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In Fig. 155, Eqs. (280) and (281) are plotted for A equal to 
1 and for several values of yc.

The results in this case are analogous to those in Case 3, in 
that the equivalent output susceptance, like the input suscept
ance, is always capacitive. Further, the output conductance 
is positive if the grid circuit has a capacitive susceptance, but

Fig. 154.—Components of the internal output admittance of a triode for various 
values of A when kg = 0.

may be negative if the grid circuit is inductive. The conditions 
of oscillation are expressed by the relation Y6 + yp = 0 or

Rb
RI +

+ <7? = 0

and

-
Lbto

RI +
— bp = 0
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118. Extension of the Equivalent-plate-circuit Theorem.— 
The e-p-c. theorem, presented in Chap. VIII, was derived 
with no regard to the interelectrode capacitances. Considera
tion of these capacitances does not in any way affect the validity 
of the theorem as expressed in Eq. (159) (also given in the fourth 
equation of group (271)), provided Alp is considered as the current 
through rp or kp only, as shown in Fig. 149. The capacitances

I -50 I!

Fig. 155.—Components of the internal output admittance of a triode for various 
values of rjc when kg = 0. r)c = GC/[BC].

Cpg, C„f, and Cpf merely add extra current paths to the simple 
network of Fig. 94, page 199. In the calculation of the current 
Alb through the load, these paths can readily be taken into 
account by solution of the network equations for Fig. 149, 
using the form of the equivalent-circuit theorem given in Chap. 
VIII. Since, however, the network is practically always of the 
form shown in Fig. 149, the problem may be solved once for 
all. The current Alb or Ah, can be expressed in terms of AEg 
and the constants of the circuit, in the form of an extension of 
the e-p-c. theorem.
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The procedure to obtain the new form of the e-p-c. theorem 
is to solve the equations of group (271) for Alb in terms of AE0. 

The result is
____ Ep . p
kp + Yb + j(C po + Cpf)u Q

{up - jA)Yb

________ (UP . p

rp + Z6 + jrpZb{Cpg + Cpf)u "

(282-1)

(282-2)

(282-3)

An equivalent network which is consistent with Eq. (282-3) is 
given in the right-hand half of Fig. 156.

Fig. 156.—Equivalent circuits of a triode including effects of currents through 
tube capacitances.

In a similar manner, the current Alc of Fig. 149 can be found 
and is

»t _ [1 ~b ~b b1»/)^]AEp + [ug jrgC pg^AEp
re + Zc + jrgZc{CPg + Cgf^

The equivalent network for the grid circuit shown in the left-hand 
half of Fig. 156 is consistent with this equation.

Another equivalent network, similar to that shown in Fig. 96, 
page 200, for the simple e-p-c. theorem, can be drawn for the 
case under consideration. Expressing AEb in terms of Alb, 

Eq. (282-1) becomes
(sp — jCpga^XEg — [kp + Yj + j(Cpg + Cp/)oj]AEb (284) 

Dividing by kp,

{Vp jFpCpg^Æg
1 + + jrPCpgJl +

A/p \ V pg/
(285)

These equations correspond to Eq. (176), page 201, for the simple 
case, excluding the effects of interelectrode capacitances. The 
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equivalent network corresponding to Eq. (285) is shown in the 
right-hand half of Fig. 157.

Similarly, we can draw an equivalent parallel-circuit network 
for the grid circuit, provided only that AE0 is zero. Such a 
network is shown in the left-hand half of Fig. 157.

Fig. 157.—Equivalent circuits of a triode including effects of tube capacitances 
and expressed in terms of resistanceless generators.

Equations (282) to (285) will be found more generally useful 
than the simple expression of the e-p-c. theorem when the triode 
system is operated at frequencies for which the capacitance 
currents are appreciable. Equation (284) is especially con
venient in calculating the voltage amplification of an amplifier.



CHAPTER XII

LOW-POWER AMPLIFIER

• The most characteristic property of a triode is its ability to 
act as an amplifier. This ability is due to the fact that a small 
amount of electrical power expended in the grid circuit of a 
triode is able to control a relatively large amount of power in 
the plate circuit. Most of the uses of a triode depend directly 
or indirectly on this most important property.

119. Classification of Amplifiers.—Vacuum-tube amplifiers 
may conveniently be divided into three classes according to 
the amplitude of the electrical variations or, more specifically, 
according to the relative size of the path of operation on the 
characteristic surface of the triode.

Class A includes amplifiers which are worked at such low 
power that the several tube coefficients, such as up and kp, are 
essentially constant over the entire cycle of electrical variation. 
Audio-frequency amplifiers are representative of this class.

Class B includes those amplifiers for which the path of opera
tion is relatively larger than in amplifiers of Class A. The 
path of operation is not so large, however, as to pass off the 
characteristic surface. In other words, the tube coefficients 
may vary during a cycle of variation of plate current, but at 
no time is the variation of plate current so large as to cause the 
plate current or plate potential to become zero.

Most low-power, radio-frequency amplifiers belong to this 
class. Although truly distortionless audio-frequency amplifiers 
belong to Class A, audio-frequency amplifiers of Class B have 
been receiving considerable attention. In order partially to 
eliminate distortion, two triodes, working as Class B amplifiers, 
are operated so that one triode amplifies the potential variations 
on one side of the time axis and the other triode amplifies the 
potentials on the other side of the time axis. A form of Class B 
audio-frequency amplifier will be described in Chap. XXIII.

Class C includes those amplifiers for which the path of opera
tion is so large that the plate current is reduced to zero during 

284
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part of each cycle. Radio-frequency power amplifiers operated 
at high efficiency belong to this class.

The discussion in this chapter is confined to low-power ampli
fiers of Class A.

120. Causes of Wave-form Distortion.—An ideal amplifier 
of Class A is one which gives an output similar in all respects 
to the input, except for being magnified. In other words, 
in an ideal amplifier the wave form of the plate current is 
exactly similar to the wave form of the impressed grid potential. 
Such an amplifier has no wave-form distortion. A few causes 
of wave-form distortion will now be considered.

Any complex wave form can be analysed into component 
pure sine-wave variations plus a constant. With this in mind, 
there are three possible causes of wave-form distortion which 
may be present singly or together in any amplifying system. 
These three causes of wave-form distortion are:

1. Shift of phase of the components of different frequencies.
2. Unequal amplification at different frequencies.
3. Introduction of frequencies in the output not present in 

the input.
The first cause is of no practical importance, at least when 

dealing with audio-frequency amplifiers, because the ear does 
not detect phase shifts among the several component vibrations. 
The ear acts as a harmonic analyzer, taking note only of the 
intensity and frequency, or pitch, of the components of any 
complex wave.

Phase shift is fatal in an amplifier designed for increasing the 
sensitivity of an oscillograph, for in such an instrument the 
wave form must be recorded unchanged. At low frequencies 
the high-vacuum triode introduces no lag and hence no phase 
shift, and therefore any phase shift present must be due to 
the character of the input and output circuits. To secure the 
absence of phase shift, all series reactances and shunt susceptances 
must be negligible.

The second cause of wave-form distortion, often known as 
frequency distortion, is not due to any characteristic such as 
lag of the electron streams within the high-vacuum triode. 
It is assignable to the characteristics of the input and output 
circuits when these characteristics are determined by taking 
into account the equivalent input and output admittances of the 
triode.
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Distortion due to the third cause, often known as amplitude 
distortion, is due to a nonlinear relation between the instantaneous 
output current or voltage and the instantaneous input voltage. 
This nonlinearity may be due to the curvature of the char
acteristic surface of the tube, or it may be due to the character
istics of the output device. For example, iron in an output 
device, if worked over a large amplitude of magnetization, 
may have sufficient hysteresis to cause distortion of this third 
type.

We shall now show mathematically that a nonlinear relation 
between output and input inevitably results in the introduction 
of new sinusoidal components. Assume that the relation 
between the output current and the input voltage is given by the 
series

i = a + be + ce2 + • • • (286)

For simplicity suppose that e has only two components, of 
frequencies w1/27r and M2/27r, represented by the relation

e = Ei sin tod + E2 sin tod (287)

Substituting Eq. (287) in Eq. (286),

i = a + bEi sin tod + bE2 sin tod + cE2 sin2 tod 
+ cE2 sin2 ud + 2cE,E2 sin tod sin to2t + • • •

, cE? , cE2 , , p . . , , a • , cE2 n ,
= d 4—^y 4" —4~ oAi sin wi/ 4~ 0^2 sin ~7y cos2 2 2

cE2 ~— -cos + cE^E^ cos — cEiEi cos 4~ ci)2)t
2

+ • • • (288)

Examination of Eq. (288) shows that a nonlinear amplifier 
introduces harmonics of all frequencies present in the input, 
together with new components having frequencies equal to the 
sum and difference of each pair of frequencies in the input. If 
terms of powers of e higher than the second had been included 
in Eq. (286), more frequencies would be present in Eq. (288). 
The sum and difference tones often cause much more annoyance 
in audio amplification than the harmonics, because the harmonics 
in general are harmonious, whereas the sum and difference tones 
may be discordant. The sum and difference tones are the 
cause of a disagreeable fuzziness or roughness in the output of 
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many amplifiers, noticeable especially when listening to complex 
sounds as from a chorus or orchestra.

It is apparent that, in order to obtain distortionless amplifica
tion, the path of operation of the triode must be located on the 
plane portion of the characteristic surface of the tube. The 
amplitude of variation of plate and grid potentials must be so 
small that up and rp are essentially constant over the cycle of 
operation. Only amplifiers of Class A approach fulfillment of the 
rigid requirements for no wave-form distortion.

In the adjustment of amplifiers of Class A, it is not enough 
merely to be assured that the path of operation is on the plane 
portion of the plate-current surface. If the grid circuit contains 
an impedance in series with the impressed voltage, and if the grid 
draws conduction current, the grid potential is distorted because 
of the nonlinear relation between the grid current and grid 
potential. It is highly essential that the grid be polarized 
negatively to an amount which precludes the possibility of the 
grid potential’s becoming positive at any time. This usually 
demands a high plate-battery voltage in order to maintain 
the path of operation in a plane portion of the plate-current 
surface.

The amount of amplification of a triode with its plate load 
can be expressed in several ways.

Voltage amplification is the most usual measure of amplification 
and is the ratio of the alternating output voltage to the alternating 
input voltage. Usually the output voltage is the voltage across 
the plate load or is the secondary voltage of a transformer con
nected in the plate circuit. The input voltage is usually taken 
as the grid voltage.

Current amplification is defined as the ratio of the current 
through a device connected in the plate circuit to the current that 
would flow through the same device if the amplifier tube were not 
used. Current amplification depends upon the impedance in the 
grid circuit in series with the impressed voltage. Except in 
certain very special cases, current amplification is seldom used as 
a measure of the performance of a vacuum-tube amplifier. For 
example, it is usually unfair to assume that the same impedance 
would be chosen for the device when used both with and without 
the triode. Some examples will be given later to illustrate this 
point.
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Another definition sometimes used for current amplification is 
the ratio of the alternating current in the output circuit to the 
alternating current in the input circuit.

Power amplification is the ratio of the alternating power output 
to the alternating power input. If, as in the case of amplifiers 
of Class A, there is no grid conduction current, the power input 
at very low frequencies is practically zero. On the other hand, 
because of the tube capacitances there is a real component of the 
equivalent input admittance as given in Chap. XI, and an 
appreciable input power is demanded even at audio frequencies. 
The input power is given by

Input power = (AEgygg (289)

With this as the true input power for amplifiers of Class A, the 
true power amplification can be expressed in any special case.

Power amplification has sometimes been defined as the square 
of the voltage amplification. This is the ratio of power in the 
plate load to the power which would be developed in the same 
device if AEg acted directly upon the device without the amplifier. 
This definition of power amplification is open to the same 
objection as has been offered already to current amplification.

I. AMPLIFIERS WITH SPECIAL PLATE LOADS

Fig. 158.—-Triode with pure resist
ance as plate load.

121. Amplifier with Resistance Load.—Figure 158 shows an 
amplifier with a pure resistance as plate load. By the approxi

mate form of the e-p-c. theorem,

△L = (29°)
The output voltage is AEb, which 
is equal to (AIf)Rb. The voltage 
amplification, denoted by (V.A.), is

(V.A.) = (291)

Equation (291) can be obtained 
directly from Eq. (284) by neglect
ing the terms containing w.

From Eq. (291) it is evident that, the larger Rb is, the greater 
(V.A.) is, but the gain is slow after Rb becomes greater than rP, 
as is shown by the plot of Fig. 159. It would be advantageous 
to make Rb very large except for the resulting disadvantage 
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due to the steady-voltage drop through Rb which demands a 
higher plate-battery voltage in order to maintain the proper plate 
voltage.

If Rc is a resistance in the grid circuit in series with an impressed 
alternating e.m.f. AE0, the current amplification, denoted by 
(I.A.), is

(I.A.) = Up Rc + Rb
Tp -|- Rb (292)

The power amplification, denoted by (P.A.), is

(P-AJ - wit <293)

Fig. 159.—Variation of (V.A.) of an amplifier with the resistance of the plate 
load.

where g0 is given by Eq. (274), page 275, and Alp by the more 
exact Eq. (284). Substituting the values of gg and AZP in Eq. 
(293) gives, for pure resistance load,

(P.A.)
__ uP 
(rPCPgo))2

Rb

Tp

(294)
1 +

As an example, assume up = 10, rp = 15,000 ohms, Rb = 45,000 
ohms, Cpg = Cpf = 10uuf, and a = 2ir5,000. The voltage ampli
fication by Eq. (291) is 7.5, and the power amplification by Eq. 
(294) is 70,300.

It is instructive to examine the ip — eP diagram for the resist
ance-loaded amplifier, shown in Fig. 160. Since there must be no 
grid current, only that portion of the diagram to the right of the 
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curve for eg = 0 can be used. The path of operation lies along 
the resistance line making with the vertical an angle whose tan
gent is Rb. In Fig. 160, Rb is assumed to be about equal to rp. 
The quiescent point, determined by the grid-battery voltage 
Ec, is so chosen that, as the grid potential varies, the path 
of operation ph does not pass to the left of the eg = 0 curve. The 
amplitude of the output voltage AEb is the horizontal projection 
of half of the path of operation. The path of operation is on a 
part of the diagram where the graphs are nearly straight, parallel,

Fig. 160.—Path of operation of a triode used as an amplifier with a resistance 
load.

and equally spaced, showing that up and r„ are practically 
constant.

The effects of employing different values of EB and Rb are 
easily understood from the diagram. For example, if a larger 
value of Rb is used, while the plate-battery voltage is kept the 
same, the resistance line takes on some new position such as that 
shown by the dot-and-dash line, and if the grid-polarizing poten
tial is the same, the new path of operation is p'h'. This new 
path of operation cuts across the curved portions of the plate
current curves, which might give the impression that considerable 
distortion would result. As a matter of fact, since the curves for 
constant grid potential are nearly equally spaced as they cut 
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across the path p'h', the distortion is less than might be inferred 
at first. The higher resistance gives greater voltage amplifica
tion and draws less steady current Ip from the plate battery. 
Therefore it is generally advantageous to employ a plate-load 
resistance which is several times as large as rp.

When properly adjusted, the resistance-loaded amplifier, 
shown in Fig. 158, is the most nearly distortionless form. The 
principal point of advantage of the resistance-loaded amplifier 
lies in the fact that all frequencies are equally amplified, if the 
capacitance effects are negligible. Its disadvantages are the 
necessity of using high plate-battery voltages and a lower value of 
voltage amplification than is attainable with other forms of 
amplifier connections to be discussed. The resistance-loaded

c

Fig. 161.—Resistance-loaded amplifier using parallel feed.

amplifier is the only form which can be used at zero frequency, 
i.e., for abrupt changes in steady grid potentials. Such an 
amplifier is sometimes spoken of as a direct-current amplifier, 
clearly a misnomer.

Figure 161 shows a modified form of amplifier which can be 
considered as a pure-resistance-loaded amplifier for frequencies 
so high that C has negligible reactance compared with Rb, and L 
has a very large reactance compared with Rb. The advantage of 
this arrangement is the elimination of the steady-current loss in 
Rb. Except for a small drop in the resistance of L, the steady 
plate voltage is equal to EB. EB, therefore, need not be so large 
as in the simple case previously considered. The plate load of the 
amplifier of Fig. 161 has for the steady current a low value of 
resistance, Rb, equal to the resistance of L, and has for the alternat
ing current a high value of resistance, R„, equal to Rb. The 
ip — ep diagram for this case is shown in Fig. 162.
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Before leaving this brief discussion of the resistance-loaded 
amplifier, consider the effects of the tube capacitances. Equation 
(291) was deduced by neglecting terms containing capacitance. 
The complete expression for the voltage amplification of a

Fig. 162.—Path of operation of resistance-loaded amplifier when R^ R^.

resistance-loaded amplifier is obtained directly from Eq. (284), 
and is

(V.A.)
Cpffa

(295)
Tp(Cpg +

p

Fig. 163.—Amplifier with inductive 
load.

Evidently the capacitances have appreciable effects if [rp(CP0 + 
Cp/)«]2 is appreciable compared to unity. If Cpg + Cpf is 20^, 

rP is 20,000 ohms, a is 27r5,000, 
then [rp(Cpg + Cp/)o>]2 is only 
0.0158. This value is negligible 
in comparison with unity. 
Hence, the capacitance or fre
quency terms are of no conse
quence at frequencies below 
5,000 cycles per second unless 
rp is of the order of 100,000 ohms 
or more, or unless Cpg + Cpf is 
very much greater than 20uuf- 
At frequencies well above 5,000 

cycles per second, the frequency terms are not negligible, fre
quency distortion exists, and the value of the voltage amplifica
tion is less than at lower frequencies. These effects will be 
discussed more in detail in Chap. XV.
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122. Amplifier with Inductive Load.—We shall now consider 
a triode with an inductance, possessing resistance, as plate load. 
In practice, the resistance is usually made as small as possible, 
and the inductance as large as possible. The connections are 
indicated in Fig. 163.

The alternating component of plate current of frequency w/2ir 
is

aIp = (296)
Tp + Zb

where Zb = Rb + The voltage amplification is given in 
numerical terms by

(V.A.) = (297)
V(rp + Rb)2 + L^2

The voltage amplification as given by Eq. (297) is evidently a 
function of frequency. If, however, Lfu2 is made very large 
compared with (rp + Rb)2, then over a limited range of fre
quencies the amplifier has practically no frequency distortion. 
To make Llco2 large compared with (rp + Rb)2, i.e., about ten 
times as great, requires a very large inductance. As an example, 
if (rp + Rb) is 20,000 ohms, Lya must be at least 63,000 ohms. If 
the frequency is 100 cycles, Lb must be at least 100 henries. With 
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such a large inductance, the distributed capacitance of the coil, 
together with the tube capacitance, is usually sufficient to tune the 
inductance for some frequency within the audible range of 
frequencies. Under this condition the amplifier is a tuned ampli
fier, a type to be considered later.

The iP — ep diagram for the amplifier of Fig. 163 is shown in 
Fig. 164. If we assume that Rb has the same value for steady 
and alternating currents, the path of operation is an ellipse, as 
shown in Fig. 164. (The reader may well refer back to Chap. 
VIII where the path of operation for an inductive load is deduced.) 
Here, too, the path of operation must always remain on the 
portion of the diagram where there is no grid current, a region 
which is usually bounded by the e„ = 0 curve. Although the 
path of operation is an ellipse, it falls on a portion of the char
acteristic surface where up and rp are essentially constant. Hence 
all circuit elements are constant and there is no distortion of the 
character of Types 2 and 3. A phase shift is introduced which 
is of no importance for audio-frequency amplification.

The power output of this type of amplifier is lpRb, where Rb is 
that portion of Rb which determines the useful power output. 
If the output device is a loud-speaker or telephone receiver, the 
motional resistance times the square of the current gives the 
output power, most of which is converted into sound.

T> x x u2pRb(AEB)2 ,_no.Power output - + &)! + (298)

The power amplification can be expressed in terms of the equiva
lent input conductance

2
(P.A.) = r.- (299)

[Up + Rb) + Ud-]gB

where gB is given by Eq. (278), page 277.
123. Amplifier with Tuned Load.—Consider the case for which 

the plate load consists of an inductive resistance in parallel with 
a tuning condenser C', as shown in Fig. 165. The admittance of 
the load is

000)K. + J rd2 + LAP 1

Substituting this expression in Eq. (284) gives for the voltage 
amplification of the amplifier of Fig. 165
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(V.A.) =
\/up + (rpCpgu)2

rpR
R2 + LW

where C = C + Cpg + CPf.
The voltage amplification 

given by Eq. (301) varies rap
idly with frequency, rising to 
a maximum for a value of w 
which is close to the value 
which gives resonance in the 
load. For practical purposes, 
the condition of maximum volt- 
age amplification is obtained 
by equating to zero the second 
bracket in the denominator of 
Eq. (301).

Lw
Condition for max. (V.A.) -=rx—i—T

(301)
Lu r

R2 + LW

Fia. 165.—Amplifier with a tuned plate 
load.

= Cm (302)

The value of the maximum voltage amplification is

(V.A.)m„,

(303)

In the last form of the expression for maximum voltage amplifica
tion (Ri)™. = L/CR denotes the equivalent resistance of the load 
when resonated by capacitance C + Cpe + Cpj. To give a large 
value of the maximum voltage amplification, (Rb)ra. should be 
at least equal to rp, and preferably several times as large. The 
term (rpCpgw)2 is negligible in comparison with up at audio fre
quencies, but is appreciable at radio frequencies.

An idea of the sharpness of resonance, that is, the variation of 
voltage amplification with frequency, can be obtained conven
iently by forming the ratio
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r (v.ax i2 
(V.A.)m„.

Up + (rpCpscu)2 
uP + (rpCpOcom)2

rpR
R2 + L2X

rPR 7 
R2 + L2co2J

Lw
R2 + L2»2

-Cw
(304)

where wm is the angular velocity that gives maximum voltage 
amplification and is found by solving Eq. (302) for a. The first 
ratio on the right-hand side of Eq. (304) varies slowly with oi 
and without appreciable error can be taken as unity. If we make 
the further approximation that the w in the first term in the 
denominator can be taken with little error as wm, then, by equating 
the two terms of the denominator, we can find the two values of 
w, one greater and the other less than wm, for which the ratio of

Fig. 166.—Variation of (V.A.)W with frequency for an amplifier having a tuned 
plate load.

Eq. (304) is reduced to half value. Let u' = wm — Aw' and 
w" = wm + Aw" be the two values of w just referred to and 
indicated in Fig. 166. Then

where K = kp H—• Li
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In the derivation of Eqs. (305), Ao>2 is neglected in comparison 
with 2wmAa, and am is given its approximate value of l/\/LC.

The fractional width of the resonance curve for
r (v.a.).
(V.A.)^.

2 _ 1
~ 2

is a convenient measure of the sharpness of the response curve. 
As obtained from Eqs. (305),

Fractional band width =

(306)

where 17 = R/Lam.

Fig. 167.—Path of operation of an amplifier having a tuned plate load set at 
resonance.

Equation (303) demonstrates that, for large amplification, 
L/RC should be at least as large as rp and preferably two or more 
times as large. Under such circumstances, Eq. (306) shows that 
the sharpness of the resonance curve is controlled largely by 
the factor y/L/C. The resonance curve is sharper the smaller 
the ratio L/C.

As an example, assume kp = 70 micromhos, C = 100p/xf, 
L = 250/xh, and y = 0.05. The frequency at resonance is about 
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IO6 cycles per second, and the fractional width of the response 
curve is 0.161. Equation (303) gives as the maximum voltage 
amplification 0.816wp.

At resonance, the plate load is practically a pure resistance and 
the ip — ep diagram is as shown in Fig. 167. The steady plate 
current is determined in value by the intersection of the curve 
corresponding to the grid-polarizing voltage and the resistance 
line making an angle with the vertical whose tangent is R, 
assuming R is the same for both steady and alternating current. 
The path ph passes through this intersection point and makes an 
angle with the vertical whose tangent is the equivalent resistance 
of the parallel circuit, i.e., L/CR.

The a-c. power dissipated in the resistance R at resonance is 
given by the area of the shaded triangle of Fig. 167 and is equal to

---------- fXT-----The power input is (AEg) 2gg, where gg is given by 
rp ff^CR

V lb J

Eq. (274). The power amplification at resonance is given by the 
following equation which is the same as Eq. (294) with Cpf 
considered zero, this capacitance being part of the tuning 
capacitance.

1 ------ ____
(P.A.)rM. = - (307)

1 +-^=(1 + u„)
rp

If we add to the data given in the example, up = 10 and 
Cpg = lOg/xf, then rpCpgu = 0.90 and (Rb)ia,./rP = 2.22. The 
power amplification, by Eq. (307), is 7.0.

124. Amplifier with Transformer Load.—For all of the ampli
fier connections so far considered, the voltage amplification is less 
than the voltage ratio up of the tube. The obvious way to 
increase the voltage amplification is to use a step-up transformer 
in the plate circuit of the amplifier tube. Because of the much 
larger values of voltage amplification obtained by the use of 
transformers, the great majority of both audio-frequency and 
radio-frequency amplifiers are of this type.

In studying this very important kind of amplifier it is conven
ient to consider two forms. The first form, used mostly for 
audio-frequency amplification, uses an untuned closely coupled 
transformer, as indicated in Fig. 168. The close coupling is 
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generally secured by winding the coils on a laminated iron core. 
The second form of transformer is used in radio-frequency ampli
fiers and consists of a tuned secondary winding, loosely coupled 
to a small primary winding, as indicated in Fig. 169. This 
transformer ordinarily has no iron and is called an air-cored 
transformer.

A clearer picture of the main characteristics of amplifiers with 
transformers is obtained if the theory is first developed neglecting 
certain capacitance effects. For example, the windings of the 
untuned transformer have distributed capacitances and these, 
together with the tube capacitances, have considerable effect, 
especially at the higher audio frequencies. The capacitances 
may be sufficient to transfer the so-called untuned transformer 
to the class of the tuned transformer. Furthermore, there is 
capacitance between the primary and secondary windings of the 
untuned transformer which in the final analysis should be 
taken into account. The plate-to-filament and grid-to-filament 
tube capacitances and the distributed capacitances of the wind
ings can be taken into account more easily in the tuned 
transformer. This results because in the secondary circuit the 
capacitances are considered merely as part of the tuning capaci
tance, and because the primary winding is usually so small that its 
distributed capacitance and the plate-to-filament tube capacitance 
have negligible effects.

The simple theory now to be given will be extended in Chap. 
XVII to include those capacitance effects which are neglected 
here. Also the effect of connecting tubes in tandem to form 
multistage amplifiers will be discussed later.

a. Untuned Closely Coupled Transformer.—First, we shall 
consider briefly a closely coupled, untuned transformer such as 
is used for audio frequencies. The diagram of connections is 
shown in Fig. 168. The grid is polarized negatively so that no 
grid current flows. The voltage amplification is the ratio of 
the secondary voltage AB2 to the grid voltage AEa. Neglecting 
capacitance effects, we assume that the secondary coil is virtually 
open-circuited, so that the secondary voltage AE2 divided by the 
voltage AEi across the primary is numerically equal to the ratio 
of turns N. Under these conditions

UpNy/Hl + Lfa2 
VfaP + R J2 + Ll^

(308)
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If Ljw is made very large compared with Ri and rp, the value of 
(V.A.) approaches UpN and is nearly independent of frequency. 
Frequency distortion is thus considerably reduced, and all high
grade audio-frequency transformers are constructed to have a

Fig. 168.—Amplifier having a plate load consisting of a closely coupled untuned 
transformer.

very large primary inductance. By making Li very large it 
becomes physically difficult to make L2 much larger than Lh so 
that N, the ratio of turns, is frequently not greater than 3 or 4 in 
high-grade transformers. When the inductances are made large, 
the distributed capacitances of the coils, together with other

Fig. 169.—Amplifier having a plate load consisting of a loosely coupled tuned 
transformer.

stray capacitances, have a greater effect, and so the simple theory 
gives only an approximate idea of the performance.

b. Tuned Air-core Transformer.—A transformer very fre
quently found in radio-frequency amplifiers is the tuned trans
former, as shown in Fig. 169. The following equations express 
the voltages in the circuits.
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(r,, + Ri -|- JLjw)Alp + j’Afa>Al2 — wpAEs

jMwAlp + AL — 0
(309)

ae2 Jai2
C2w

The solution of these equations gives, in complex form,

(V.A.) =
— UpMw

C2w Tp + Rl + jLyW Ri + Ji -b2w + MW
(310)

Neglecting Ri in comparison with rp, the numerical value of the 
voltage amplification is

(V.A.) =
UpMw

C2&y/rp -|- Lîw2
1

C2W

MWrp \2
4+ÏX7 +

M2œ2Liw\2 
fm^2)

(311)

where X2 = L2w —

The secondary capacitance C2 is variable and in practice is 
adjusted to give maximum amplification. Since X2 varies much 
more rapidly than l/C^w does when C2 is varied, the voltage 
amplification is sufficiently near a maximum when the second 
bracket under the radical of Eq. (311) is zero. Hence:

Ci for max. (V.A.) M2w2L1U
“ rp + L?w2 (312)

For most practical cases, the second member of Eq. (312) is very 
small because of the large value of rp, so that with little 
error maximum voltage amplification occurs when X2 = 0 or 
L2w = 1/C2w. Equation (311) then reduces to

Max. (V.A.) upMw

C2w''Jrp -|- L2w2i R2 -|- MWrp \ 
r2p -j- L^2/

(313)

If L2w2 is small in comparison with r2, as is almost always the 
case in practice, a still further approximation can be made. 
Equation (313) becomes
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Approx, max. (V.A.) upM (314)
Czrl R2 + ----------

\ r? .

We still have left the possibility of changing M and finding the 
value of M which gives the largest value of max. (V.A.). By 
putting the derivative of Eq. (314) with respect to M equal to 
zero, we find the value of M to give max. max. (V.A.)

M to give max. max. (V.A.) Md — \ TpR2 
or

MW
—fV~ = rp

(315)

(316)

The first term of Eq. (316) is that part of the approximate 
equivalent impedance due to the tuned secondary circuit, referred 
to the primary winding of the transformer. Since the imped
ance of the primary winding has been assumed negligible in com
parison with M2d2/R2, we have the condition that the equivalent 
a-c. resistance of the plate load is equal to the internal resistance 
of the tube when the value of M is such as to secure the maximum 
possible voltage amplification. It was shown in Chap. VIII that 
the condition of matched resistances gives maximum power out
put. In the case being considered the conditions of maximum 
voltage amplification and maximum power output are the 
same since, with a given secondary circuit having a resistance 
Ri, we obtain maximum voltage across the condenser C2 when we 
have maximum current in the secondary circuit, and this con
dition necessarily means maximum power dissipated in R2.

To find the value of max. max.(V.A.), substitute Eq. (316) in 
Eq. (314), obtaining

Max. max. (V.A.) = —(317) 
2-\/rpR2 Xv2 am

Since the resistance of the plate load is equal to rp, the voltage 
across the primary winding is yupAEg when the secondary circuit 
is tuned to resonance. The factor L2/M in Eq. (317) is the 
equivalent step-up ratio of the transformer, giving the ratio of 
AE2 to the voltage across the primary winding. If the coupling 
is very close, M = y/LiL2, and the equivalent step-up ratio 
of the transformer is y/Li/Li. For concentrated winding, 
this is the ratio of the numbers of turns.
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As shown by Eq. (317), the factor up/y/Tp = y/ UpSp is the 
criterion of merit of a triode for voltage amplification when used 
in the circuit shown in Fig. 169.

The simple formulas given for the amplifier with a tuned-transformer load 
were deduced by neglecting the effects of the tube capacitances Cpg and Cpf. 
When these capacitances are not greater than from 8 to IfWL and when the 
frequency is not much greater than 1,000 kc., or in other words when 
[r,(Cw + CppuW is negligible in comparison with unity, the simple theory 
is sufficiently correct for practical purposes. If [rP(Cpg + Cp/)w]2 is large, 
the voltage amplification can be calculated by Eq. (285). The complete 
expression is

CV A 1 = AE2 = M(up - jA)

where A' = rp(Cpg + Cpf)w.

(318)

The numerical value of (V.A.) from Eq. (318) is

(V.A) = ________
__________________My/up + A2  
r , MMrp + fti(l+A'2)l)2 ( MMAdl+A'^-M'])2
O 2Z 2 -j--------------- 1 i I A 2-------------------------------------^72----------------------- >

(319) 
where

Z’ = y/(rp + Ri — A'X.p + (X, + A'Rfi

With any particular set of data many of the terms in Eq. (319) may be 
found to be negligible and the expression can be much simplified.

The power amplification for the case of a tuned air-cored 
transformer is given approximately by Eq. (307), where 
(E&)rM = M2w2/R2. Actually, the plate load is not a pure 
resistance and the slight phase angle between AL, and AEP may 
make an appreciable difference in the calculation of (P.A.).

We shall now examine the selectivity of the amplifier as M is 
varied. The approximate expression for (V.A.) from Eq. (311) is 

Approx. (V.A.)„ =---------..---------UpMw —

/ M2w2\2 / 1 \2
C2wrp* ( R2 -|-------- ) T ( — j

Then from Eqs. (314) and (320),

(V.A.)a 
(V.A.)^. (321)
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The value of u to make [(V.AJ^/fV.A.)^]2 = % is obtained 
from Eq. (321) by making

1
C2to

MWL2o> (322)

Substituting for 1/L2C2 the square of the resonance value of 
to, that is, tom,

(323)to2 - to2m _ , 1 , W'
-----------2------  ~ i T------I T----------------

to2 L2to\ Tp ,

Fig. 170.—Variation of (V.A.) and selectivity with mutual inductance of the 
tuned transformer.

If to is not very different from tom, we have as a further approxima
tion

2(m — tom) , 1 , MWm
■-------------------- = ± f------- 1 Il2 d---------------

Wm Tp

or
, M .

' Mtomkp 
Ei

(324)

(325)

where to" and to' have the significance shown in Fig. 166. Equa
tion (325) gives the fractional frequency band width at 0.707 of 
the maximum voltage amplification. As the band width for the 
secondary circuit alone is R2/L2tom, the effect of the primary 
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circuit is to increase the band width by an amount determined 
by the term M2a2m/R2rp or (Rb)ix./rp, where (Rb)r„. is the 
equivalent resistance of the transformer at resonance.

In Fig. 170 there is a plot of the ratio of the voltage amplifica
tion at resonance to the greatest attainable voltage amplification 
at resonance which occurs when M has the value given by Eq. 
(315), and also, there is a plot of the ratio of the band width to the 
band width of the secondary circuit alone, both plotted against 
(Rb) It was pointed out by Barkhausen1 in 1920 and later 
by Hazeltine2 that, by making (Rb\x. less than rp, the gain in 
selectivity counts for more than the slight loss in amplification. 
Referring to Fig. 170, if (RQ,^. = Ymp, the voltage amplification 
is reduced to 0.8 of the maximum attainable, but the band width 
is reduced to 0.625 of the band width at maximum voltage 
amplification. This smaller value of (Rb\K. is best attained by 
reducing M. In general it is better to reduce the number of 
turns in L, rather than to increase the distance between the coils 
Li and L2.

Typical values for the constants, as taken from a commercial 
receiver, are given for illustration.

Primary coil

Turns.....................................................
D-c. resistance...................................
Inductance.....................................   .
Diameter of coil................................ 

/Turns....................... 
ID-c. resistance.....  

Secondary coil/ Inductance........................................... 
I Diameter of coil..  
(Length of coil.......

12
0.66 ohm.

11.5/xh
1.5 in.

92
4.76 ohms

278/xh
1.5 in.
1.12 in.

Up = 8 M = 29/xh
rp = 8,000 ohms C2 = 18 to 295mmî

Frequency, 
kilocycles

MW/Rz 
(measured), 

ohms
Rz, ohms

600 900 13.3
1,000 870 38.2
1,400 640 100

1 Barkhausen, Jahrb. Drahtlos. Tel. Tel., 16, 82 (1920).
2 Hazeltine, U. S. patent 1,648,808, filed Feb. 27, 1925.
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Using the figures for 1,000 kc., the (V.A.) is 7.5, whereas the 
maximum (V.A.) attainable with the given secondary circuit is 
12.6. The fractional band width is 0.024.

II. CONDITIONS FOR MAXIMUM POWER

In studying the conditions for the development of maximum 
power in the plate circuit of an amplifier, several cases arise 
according to the initial conditions stated for the problem.

125. Maximum Power Output When Tube and Eg Are Given.— 
If the conditions are that the impressed alternating grid voltage 
AEg is given and fixed, and it is desired to find Rb to be used with a 
given tube so that maximum power is developed in Rb, then, as 
shown in Chap. VIII, the condition is

Rb = rp (326)

The value of the maximum power output for a given triode is
u2(AE I2Maximum power output = j—— (327)TZ p

= yupsp(AEg)2 (328)

Therefore, upsp is the criterion of merit of a triode when the 
greatest power output is desired under the condition of a given 
grid voltage. This criterion is the square of the criterion of merit 
for voltage amplification of a triode when used with a tuned 
transformer.

*126 . Maximum Undistorted Power Output When Tube and 
Eb Are Given and Rb = Rb-—Very often the problem is stated in 
another way. A particular tube is given to be operated at a 
given battery voltage EB. The value of Rb, which is assumed to 
be the same as Rb, is desired to give maximum undistorted power 
output. Figure 171 represents the iP—eP diagram for the tube, 
and EB is the given steady plate-circuit voltage. The resistance 
line drawn from point EB on the voltage axis makes some angle, 
as yet undetermined, with the vertical. A horizontal line is 
drawn dividing the straight portion of the characteristic curves 
above this line from the curved portions below. Such a line drawn 
for a current of i' is shown in Fig. 171. The path of operation to 
give no distortion must be confined to the region of straight 
characteristics included between the two heavy lines in the 
diagram, one for Eg = 0 and the other the horizontal line at i'.
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The path is ph. The value of Rb is sought to give maximum 
power, or to give maximum area to the shaded triangle.

The derivation for finding Rb is as follows : Let the intersection 
of the projected straight portion of the zero-grid-voltage curve 
with the voltage axis be e', and the difference ËB — e! be denoted 
by Ê". Then

2QÎ + fr = — 
rp + Kt

QI is equal to x/2Ip. The power output is

Fig. 171.—Construction for maximum undistorted power output when Eb is 
given.

The value of Rb to give maximum power output can be found by 
equating to zero the derivative of Eq. (329) with respect to Rb. 
The result is

(330)

127. Maximum Undistorted Power Output When Tube and 
Ep Are Given.—The case now to be considered is applicable to a 
plate load having a steady-current resistance either equal to or 
not equal to its a-c. resistance. If the steady-current resistance 
is negligible, as is often true, EP and EB are practically the same.

We can use Fig. 171 for this case, the conditions of the problem, 
however, being different from those of Sec. 126. Ep is given, and 
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a vertical line nj is drawn above Ep. As before, the path of 
operation ph for no distortion must be entirely within the 
area bounded by the curve for Eg = 0 and the horizontal line at 
i’ below which the characteristic curves have appreciable 
curvature.

The length mn is fixed by the conditions of the problem. Let 
mn be denoted by i" — i'. Then

= 2\/21p +
V2Ep

Tp
(331)

But Ep = IpEb, and Eq. (331) becomes

(332)

The alternating power output is

Power output = (333)

The value of Rb which makes the power output a maximum is

Éb = 2rp (334)

Condition (334) is met when ml = In in Fig. 171. This con
dition is shown in Fig. 172. The steady voltage EB is given by 
the intersection of the resistance line for Rb drawn through Q 
and the voltage axis.

Substituting Eq. (334) in Eq. (333) gives for the maximum 
power output

(2" ---  2^2?'
Max. power output = ------—5 = 2EPrp (335)

The value of Eg necessary to give maximum power output can 
be obtained from the expression for lp,

Hence,

UpEg 1lpEg
rp + Rb 3r p

MP = 8(i" - i') 
sp Af2sp (336)
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Combining Eqs. (335) and (336) gives

Max. power = %upspEg (337)

Again we see that upsp is the criterion of merit of a triode when 
used as an amplifier.

Fig. 172.—Construction for maximum undistorted power output when Ep is 
given.

III. SPECIAL PROBLEMS

128. Use of Vacuum-tube Amplifier with Thermocouple.— 
Suppose it is desired to know if a vacuum-tube amplifier 
will assist in detecting small changes of temperature with a 
thermocouple. Assume that the thermocouple has a low resist
ance Ro, and that when used directly with a galvanometer the 
latter has a low resistance R'. It is proposed to connect the 
thermocouple to the grid of a triode, in the plate circuit of which 
is a galvanometer of the same type as used directly with the 
thermocouple, except that it is wound with a large number of 
turns and has a high resistance R". If the winding space of the 
two galvanometers is the same and they are similar in all respects 
except for the different number of turns, the deflection D in either 
case is proportional to the ampere-turns. The resistance is 
proportional to the square of the number of turns. Thus, the 
ratio of D' and D", the deflections for the two galvanometers, is

D" = y/W'Al" 
D' “

Here, Al" is the change of current through the tube and high 
resistance galvanometer, and AI' is the change of current through 
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the thermocouple and low resistance galvanometer. If AEo is the

e.rn.f. produced by the thermocouple, AI' = AEo
Ro + R-, and

Al" upAEo 
rp + R"

Hence,
lR^^ up(R0 + R') 

D’ X R' rp + R"
(339)

To make the ratio D"/D’ as large as possible, R" must equal rp. 
With this condition Eq. (339) becomes

Max. D" = up(Ro + R’) 
V 2-\/ R'rp (340)

We shall assume practical values for the quantities, such as 
up = 10, Ro = 1 ohm, R' = 10 ohms, rp = 20,000 ohms. Hence, 
D"/D' = 0.123, which indicates that a vacuum-tube amplifier is 
of no help when the input device has low impedance, which is true 
for a thermocouple.

In Eq. (340), the largest deflection D' is obtained when R' is 
equal to Ro. With this most favorable value of R', the ratio 
of deflections is

D"
D' - Up-

l Ro (341)

Instead of assuming that Ro is the resistance of a thermocouple, 
let it be taken as the resistance of any system in which there is 
a source of potential. Equation (341) gives the ratio of the 
deflection of a galvanometer of resistance equal to rp when con
nected in the plate circuit of a triode to the deflection of the same 
type galvanometer connected directly to the source of potential. 
In the latter connection the galvanometer is assumed to have the 
most favorable resistance, i.e., a resistance equal to the resistance 
of the source of potential. According to Eq. (341), the triode 
amplifier helps under the conditions assumed if the source of 
potential has a resistance Ro greater than rp/up or \/upSp. If we 
assume rp is 20,000 ohms and up is 10, the triode increases the 
deflection if Ro is greater than 200 ohms.

In the problem just considered, if the circuit is interrupted so 
as to produce an intermittent current, a transformer can be used
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to adapt the impedance of the source to that of the vacuum-tube 
amplifier and considerable amplification can then be obtained.

129. Study of Special Amplifier of Fig. 161.—As a second 
problem we shall study further the amplifier shown in Fig. 161. 
Let Ai be the instantaneous current in Rb. Assuming that the 
resistance of the inductance is negligible, the differential equation 
for Ai is

, r JW (Rbrp l\d(A^ rp _ d\AeJ
(Rb + + c) dt + LC* ~ Up dt2 (342)

If Aeg is a sinusoidal e.m.f. given by

Aeg = y/2AEs sin at

the steady-state current is

sin at + tan-1

RbT p । 1
~L~a + Ha

Tp
LCa2

(343)

In order that the amplifier may act as a pure resistance ampli
fier, the following relations must be satisfied:

LCa2 <<C (Ri +

'rPRb . 1 ~l2 
La Ca

« (Rb + Tp)
(344)

The steady-state solution does not constitute the complete 
solution, for there is a transient current accompanying every 
change in amplitude and any abrupt change in grid potential. 
We shall calculate the transient current due to a sudden increment 
AEg in the value of eg. This transient current is obtained by 
solving Eq. (342) with the second member zero. The result is

Ai=
_ If rpRb . L 

Up(AEJe 2L\_rp+Rfac(rp+Rb)
(ip + RJW

2' cosh Q't —

t PRb ■ 1 “T + c . , 
2(Rb+rP)Smhat

(345)
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where
/rpRt . £\2 _ 4r^

\\ L + C) LC 
2(rp + Rb)

and Eq. (345) takes the oscillatory form

Fig. 173.—Transient current in circuit of Fig. 161.

By equating il to zero, we have the critical condition which 
divides the oscillatory case from the non-oscillatory case. If we 
solve to determine the value of C for the critical case, we obtain

q _ Rb -j- 2rp i 2a/Tp{Rb 4- rp) (347)
fpRt,

L

There are, therefore, two values of C between which the transient 
current is oscillatory.

The transient current is shown plotted in Fig. 173, for rp = Rb 
= 10,000 ohms, L = 100 henries, and C = lO^f.

If the amplifier is to be used for recording sudden temporary 
changes in grid potential, the current after deflection should drift
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slowly. The fractional rate of change of the current at i = 0 is

1 /d(Af)\
(Ai)t=0 \ dt / t=o

Rbr p [ 1 
~r + c

V p + Rb (348)

For the constants as given, the fractional change of the current 
in one one-thousandth of a second is 0.055, showing that a square- 
topped increase and decrease in grid potential lasting only one 
one-thousandth of a second would be distorted by drift by over 
5 per cent. Increasing L reduces this rate of change of the 
current but may make the system oscillatory if the condition of 
Eq. (347) holds.

130. Comparison of Tuned Circuit and Tuned Transformer as 
Plate Load.—As a third problem we may compare the voltage 
amplification of an amplifier with a tuned transformer with that 
of an amplifier having a tuned circuit as plate load, under the 
condition that the band width be the same for both. Equate the 
expressions for band width given by Eqs. (306) and (325) for 
the two forms of plate load. The result is

= 7)2 + j MtoKp Li
(349)

We may further specify that the coils used in the two cases have 
the same value of 77, and that the same tube is used. Equation 
(349) becomes

4 - 5"“ - (350)
where L and C apply to the tuned circuit and M, L2, and C2 apply 
to the transformer.

We may now express the ratio of the voltage amplification 
for the two cases from Eqs. (314) and (303), giving

1 . rpRC\
(V.A.)tnm. = L ;

(V. A.)Bimple circuit / M2to2\ 'Crrl R2 -|--------I
\ /

By substituting the condition of equal band width from Eq. (350), 
Eq. (351) reduces to

(V.A.)trana. L2 ... ..... /OKOA... . .-- ----- — = (for equal band width) (OOZ)
\ V -xi./simple circuit zvl
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Equation (352) shows that for equal band width the amplifier 
with transformer gives much greater voltage amplification by a 
factor L2/M., which is equal to the step-up ratio of the trans
former. This demonstrates the advantage of the transformer 
used in the plate circuit of an amplifier tube and explains why 
practically all radio-frequency amplifiers are of this type.



CHAPTER XIII

REGENERATION WITH TRIODES

It was shown in Chap. XII that the triode when properly 
arranged acts as an amplifier of electrical power; i.e., the power 
output is greater than the power input. When, by suitable 
electrical circuits, a small fraction of the output power is fed back 
into the input end of the amplifier, the total input is thereby 
increased, resulting in an increase in the output. The input is 
further increased because of this increased output and the power 
builds up until a greatly increased output results. This process 
is known as regeneration or retroaction.

A necessary condition for regeneration is that some power from 
the output circuits of the amplifier is transferred into the input 
circuit. In other words, some form of coupling, either resistance 
coupling, inductive coupling, or capacitive coupling must exist 
between the output and input circuits of a triode in order that 
regeneration may occur.

It is very difficult to connect a triode as an amplifier, or for 
any other use, so that there is no coupling of any kind between 
the output and input circuits. For this reason, regeneration 
undoubtedly existed long before it was recognized. E. H. 
Armstrong1 is credited with the discovery of the possibilities of 
regeneration in increasing the effective amplification, and in 
1915 he gave several circuits by which regenerative amplifica
tion may be obtained and controlled.

The following discussion of regeneration is divided into 
two parts. In the first part we shall assume that the path of 
operation of the triode is so small that up and kp remain essentially 
constant during a cycle of variation, and we shall also assume 
that the grid draws no conduction current. In the second part 
there is no limitation placed on the size of the path of operation.

I. REGENERATION FOR SMALL AMPLITUDES

The particular assumptions which characterize the treatment 
of regeneration given in this part are, first, that all amplitudes are

1 Armstrong, Proc. I.R.E., 3, 315 (1915).
315
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so small that all of the tube characteristics such as up and kp are 
essentially constant and, second, that ka is zero. The steady
state solutions can then be deduced easily, because the triode sys
tem reduces to a simple network having constant elements. 
Regeneration as caused by several types of couplings will now be 
discussed.

Fig. 174.—Circuits of a regenerative triode.

131. Regeneration with Inductive Coupling. Tuned Grid
Circuit.—In this case there is inductive coupling between the
plate and grid circuits as shown in Fig. 174. If tube capacitances 
are neglected, the system reduces to the equivalent network 
shown in Fig. 175. AE0 is the impressed e.m.f. of frequency

Fig. 175.—Equivalent circuits of the 
regenerative triode shown in Fig. 174,

with the inductance L in the grid 
constitutes the output impedance

w/2tt and is represented in 
the figures as being intro
duced in series with the 
inductance L. The effect is 
the same if AEo is an induced 
e.m.f. in coil L. Lb is that 
portion of the total external 
plate impedance Zb which is 
used for regenerative coupling 
circuit. The remainder of Zb 
Z'b. Thus,

Zb — Rb 4- jXb = Rb 4- j(Xb -|- Lb w).

Let Z stand for R 4- j\Lw — )•
\ Ccc / The equations for the

circuits shown in Fig. 175 are
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ZAI — jMd&lp = AEo
— jMdAl + (rP + Zô)AIp = UpAE

jAl
Cd — AE

The solution of Eqs. (353) gives
AEo

- M2d2 

rp + Zb
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(353)

(354)

or
AI =

^-M^rp+Rb) 
k /

AEo
(uPM

j ------M2d2]Xb
C^ + (rP + Rb)2 + X^ 

<355)

-j(AEo)

Up + zj Z —
- Mfl2 

rP + Zb

(356)

Examination of Eq. (355) shows that if the term UpM/C 
is greater than M2d\ a condition which nearly always prevails 
in practice, the effect of regeneration is to subtract a quantity 
from R and add a quantity to the reactance X. In general, there
fore, regeneration reduces the effective resistance of the oscillatory 
circuit and increases the positive reactance of the same circuit.

The coefficient of (rp + Rb) and this same coefficient of Xb [see 
Eq. (355)] may be defined as the coefficient of regeneration. This 
quantity is dimensionless and we shall denote it by h. In this 
particular case the value of h is given by

- M2d2
h = (rp + Rb)2 + X2b (357)

The factor h is largely dependent upon M but is also a function 
of C and of the frequency w/2tt of the impressed e.rn.f. The 
value of h increases to a maximum, then decreases to zero, and 
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crosses the axis of abscissas to negative values as M is increased. 
For any given value of M, an increase of frequency decreases h.

Using the symbol h, Eq. (355) becomes

AI =
R — h(rp + RQ + j

AEo

(L + hLb)w — -¡q-
(358)

When a regenerative circuit like that shown in Fig. 174 is used in 
practice, the capacitance C is usually varied to make the reactance 
of the circuit zero for the impressed frequency. The current Al 
then has its maximum value given by

AZ"“' = R - h(rp + Rh)

If h is now increased by increasing M, the current AI^ and also 
the current Alp increase. As h is increased, the circuit is thrown 
slightly out of resonance with the impressed e.m.f. so that C must 
be readjusted to maintain zero reactance and hence maximum 
current. According to Eq. (359), if h is made sufficiently large, 
the denominator becomes zero and the current infinite. Of 
course, infinite current is never attained in practice because, as 
the current increases owing to increasing h, the electrical varia
tions exceed the small values assumed as necessary conditions in 
this treatment, and the theory no longer holds. In other words, 
the quantities up and rp, assumed constant for small variations, 
are not constant as the amplitudes of variations increase, but 
vary over the cycle. The mean values always change in such a 
direction as to decrease the value of h and prevent the current 
from approaching the infinite value indicated by the simple 
theory. Nevertheless, as h is increased and the denominator of 
Eq. (359) approaches zero, the current AlmBI does increase to 
large values and the smaller AE0 is the smaller can the denomi
nator of Eq. (359) be made and still conform to the original 
assumptions of the theory.

The extent to which the effective resistance of an oscillatory 
circuit can be reduced by regeneration depends greatly upon the 
constancy of the batteries operating the triode, upon the delicacy 
possible in the adjustment of M and C, and upon the constancy of 
temperature of the oscillatory circuit. In one experimental 
example, the resistance of the coil was normally about 300 ohms, 
but the effective resistance could be reduced to less than 0.001 
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ohm by delicately controlled regeneration. That a small varia
tion of temperature has a great effect on the operation of a triode 
system in which regeneration is pushed to an extreme can be 
shown by the above example. A 1°C. change in temperature 
would cause the resistance of the copper coil to vary by about 1.2 
ohms. Hence, a thousandth of a degree change would either 
double the effective resistance of the circuit or reduce it to zero, 
according as the change of temperature is positive or negative.

Suppose that h, in Eq. (358), approaches the value which 
makes the equivalent resistance of the circuit equal to zero, and 
that C is varied so that the reactance is always zero for the 
impressed frequency. If AEq were constant, the current Al 
would increase. Suppose, however, that, as the equivalent 
resistance approaches zero, the value of AE0 is also made to 
approach zero in such a way that the current remains finite. 
When the equivalent resistance becomes zero, the current can 
be finite even if AE0 becomes zero. The system then oscillates 
by itself at a frequency which makes the equivalent reactance 
of the oscillatory circuit zero.

The frequency of self-oscillation, when oscillation just begins, 
is obtained by equating to zero the reactance term of Eq. (358) 
and at the same time inserting the value of h obtained by 
equating to zero the resistance term of Eq. (358). The result is

where y = and qb = The fraction is usually very

small so that the frequency of self-oscillation is only very slightly 
less than the natural frequency of forced oscillation given by 
w2 = 1/LC. If the amplitude of self-oscillation builds up so 
that the original hypothesis of small amplitude is violated, the 
frequency of self-oscillation is not accurately given by Eq. (360). 
It is apparent that there is a gradual and smooth transition from 
regeneration to oscillation.

The very great increase in AZ and hence in Alp can be better 
understood by making a plot of AZ as Ma is varied for a 
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particular case. Assume that up is 10, rp is 20,000 ohms, R is 
5 ohms, w is 107 radians per second, C is 0.0002juf, Lb is 10-5 henry, 
and Rb is negligible in comparison with rp. The two values of 
Moi which make the equivalent resistance of the oscillatory 
circuit zero are found by placing the denominator of Eq. (359) 
equal to zero.

Hence,

- MW
R = h(rp + Rb) = + + ^2 • (rp + RJ (361)

Solving for Moi,

(362)

The numerical values of Moi for the constants of the circuit as 
given are 20 ohms and 4,980 ohms. It is impossible to obtain 
the latter value because the value of Moi corresponding to perfect 
coupling between Lb and L is only 224 ohms. In this example 
the value of MW is negligible in comparison with upM/C, so 
that the critical value of Moi can be obtained from Eq. (361) by 
neglecting the MW term. Thus

Moi = — • ~ (363)Up Tp “j- Hb

Figure 176 gives a plot of h and of AI/AE0 against Moi for the 
constants as assumed. If Moi is set at 19.5 ohms, the ratio 
Al/AE0 is forty times as great as with no regeneration. If the 
impressed voltage AEo is 2.5 microvolts and Moi is set at 19.5 
ohms the grid voltage is about 0.01 volt. As this value is surely 
sufficiently small to be within the limitations of the theory, 
the full forty times amplification due to regeneration can be 
obtained. If the impressed voltage is ten or one hundred times 
2.5 microvolts, the electrical variations are too great, the theory 
does not apply exactly, and full amplification is not obtained.

In the example given, the change in the equivalent inductive 
reactance due to regeneration is very slight. With no regenera
tion, the reactance is 500 ohms. Full regeneration increases this 
reactance by only 0.025 ohm.

A second example is given to illustrate the case when MW 
is not negligible, and when there are consequently two possible 
value of Moi which give zero equivalent resistance. Let the con-
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Fig. 177.—Variation of resonance current with feed-back coupling.
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stants of the system be: up = 4, rp = 5,000 ohms, R = 20 ohms, 
to = 107 radians per second, C = 0.0004/xf, Lb = 5 X IO-4 henry, 
Rb is negligible. Equation (262) must be used to obtain the 
values of Mu which give zero equivalent resistance. These 
values of Mu are 276 ohms and 724 ohms. They are both pos
sible because the value of Mu for perfect coupling is 1,120 ohms. 
A plot of h and AI/AEn both against Mu for this case is shown 
in Fig. 177.

The essential points of the theory just given have been checked 
experimentally by Jolliffe and Rodman.2

An interesting condition may exist when a regenerative triode 
is used. Suppose that h is adjusted to be near the point of oscilla
tion for a certain frequency for which the reactance is zero.

If the frequency of the impressed 
e.m.f. is reduced, h is thereby 
increased, as shown by Eq. (357). 
The equivalent resistance may 
become negative. We then have a 
circuit with capacitive reactance 
and an equivalent negative resist
ance. The circuit, instead of ab
sorbing power, delivers power to 
AEq.

132. Regeneration with Inductive 
Coupling. Tuned Plate Circuit.— 
A second type of regenerative cir

cuit is illustrated in Fig. 178. The equations for this case are

Fig. 178.—Circuits of a re
generative triode with a tuned 
plate load.

(R + /MAR - = 0

(R + jLto^KIi + rpKIp = UpAEg 
AE„ — jMtoKIi = AEo I

Ali — Alp + Alj
(364)

The solution of these equations is
—jUpXEq/rpCto

upM 
Crp + j Lev

1
Cto

(365)

If the e.m.f. AE0 is introduced in coil L or in series withL, instead 
of in the grid circuit, the current AE is

2 Jolliffe and Rodman, Sci. Paper Bur. Standards 487, April, 1924.
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(366)

In both Eqs. (365) and (366), the denominator represents the 
equivalent impedance of the oscillatory circuit. The resistance 
of the oscillatory circuit is increased by the termL/Crp, because 
the internal plate circuit of resistance rp is in parallel with this 
oscillatory circuit. The coupling M has the effect of reducing the 
equivalent resistance of the circuit by an amount upM/CrP, and 
it is important to note that this term and therefore the resistance
reducing effect are independent of frequency. The coefficient of 
regeneration in this case is

h = (367)
Cr2

The equivalent resistance of the circuit can be written 
R + — hrp. Regeneration does not affect the reactance

of the oscillatory circuit, so that an adjustment of M does not 
affect the tuning as it did in the previous case.

Equations (365) and (366) give the current in the inductance 
of the oscillatory circuit when the e.m.f. AE0 is introduced in the 
grid circuit or directly in the oscillatory circuit, and it is natural 
to expect that a larger current would result in the first case, 
because the amplifying effect of the tube is used. However, this 
is not always true, as is easily seen if the two equations are 
compared. The introduction of AE0 in the grid circuit gives a 
larger current only if up/rpCu > 1, i.e., if sp/Cw > 1. We may 
assume that for a receiving tube sp is of the order of 500 micromhos. 
If C is 0.0001 pf and w is 10~7 radian per second, sp/Cw = 0.5 
and a larger current would be obtained by introducing the 
e.m.f. AE0 directly into the oscillatory circuit. The triode would 
then serve merely as a resistance-reducing device. In making the 
comparison of the two ways of introducing the e.m.f. it should 
be remembered that no current is drawn from the e.m.f. AE0 in 
the first case, shown in Fig. 178, whereas current and power 
are demanded from the source AE0 if it is introduced into the 
oscillatory circuit.

If the equivalent resistance of the circuit shown in Fig. 178 is 
reduced to zero, self-oscillation starts at a frequency which makes
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the equivalent reactance of the circuit equal to zero. Therefore, 
referring to either Eq. (365) or Eq. (366), the frequency at which 
oscillation starts is given by the relation

___fa
LC (368)

where w0 is the natural angular velocity of the circuit, or l/y/LC.
If the self-oscillations build up to an amplitude which goes 
beyond the limitations of the theory to small values, Eq. (368) is 
more and more departed from.

In all of the cases of regeneration just discussed, the effect of 
the capacitance Cpg between grid and plate of the triode has 
been neglected. This capacitance provides an active coupling 
path between the grid and plate circuits especially at high fre
quencies and hence is always a contributing cause of regeneration. 
The effect of Cpg in comparison with the inductive coupling is 
small, provided the ratio Cpa/C is small. The effect of Cpa in

Fig. 179.—Circuits of a triode, 
with capacitance coupling between 
the grid and plate circuits.

producing regeneration is also 
small, provided Lb is small when 
the oscillatory circuit is connec
ted to the grid and provided Lc is 
small when the oscillatory circuit 
is connected to the plate.

133. Regeneration with Capac
itive Coupling.—The coupling 
between the output or plate cir
cuit and the input or grid circuit 
may be entirely capacitive, as 
shown in Fig. 179. The capaci

tance may be only the capacitance of the tube and connections 
but it may include the capacitance of a physical condenser con
nected between grid and plate. We shall denote by CPP the total 
capacitance between grid and plate terminals of the triode.

In Chap. XI the equivalent input and output admittances were 
calculated, and it was shown that under certain conditions the 
input conductance ga may be negative, in which case power is 
delivered to circuit Zc by the connected system, and regeneration 
takes place. This regeneration is not very effective in increasing 
the potential across Zc unless the current in Zc is determined 
largely by the resistance of the circuit. If the reactance of Zc 
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can be reduced to zero by a tuning condenser, strong regeneration 
can take place and the limit of regeneration when oscillation 
begins is determined by the equations

Ju + G„ — 0)
+ Bc = 0/ (369)

where Z„ = — jB ’ and and are given by Eqs. (278) and
(279) of Chap' XI.

In a similar way, regeneration may take place when the oscil
latory circuit is in the plate circuit and when the output conduct
ance gp of the triode is negative. Oscillation begins if

+ Go — 0) 
bP + Bb = Oj (370)

Fig. 180.—Circuits of a regenera
tive triode having a variable in
ductance 38 plate load.

where Z6 = 77------and gp and bp are given by Eqs. (280) and 
Gb — JBb

(281) of Chap. XI.
We shall now consider a few special cases of capacitive 

coupling.
*134. Regeneration with Capacitive Coupling. Tuned Grid 

Circuit.—If the oscillatory cir
cuit is connected to the grid of 
the triode, the curves of Fig. 153, 
page 278, show that ga is nega
tive only if Xb is positive. Let 
the plate load have an equiva
lent inductance Li and resistance 
Rb. Figure 180 illustrates this 
case, which was described by 
Armstrong3 in 1915. The plate 
inductance was a variometer, 
and Armstrong gave a curve, 
reproduced in Fig. 181, which 
strength as the inductance Lb is varied.

We can treat this case theoretically by substituting in Eq. (369) 
the value of g„ from Eq. (278). Neglecting in comparison 
with L2«2, and A2 in comparison with Lm-, the condition for 
maximum regeneration bordering on self-oscillation is

3 Armstrong, Proc. I.R.E., 3, 220 (1915).

shows the increase in signal
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[^c] — Gc + gs =
Rc 

Up2

1 I R'bT p
A "T" 72 9

I +L^) LbCpgU2

CPf_____
LbCpl^2

2 = 0 (371)1

If the last term in the numerator of Eq. (371) is not sufficient to 
reduce the equivalent conductance [GJ to zero, regeneration still 
exists if gg is less than zero.

Plaie Circuit Inductance (Armstrong)

Fig. 181.—Variation of signal strength with plate-circuit inductance for the 
regenerative triode of Fig. 180. (Armstrong.)

Fig. 182.—Variation of the equivalent conductance of the grid circuit of a 
regenerative triode with plate-circuit inductance.

If the reciprocal of the equivalent conductance [GJ is plotted 
against Lb for values of the constants which do not make [GJ = 0, 
a curve similar to that of Fig. 181 is obtained. As an example 
1/[GC] is plotted in curve I of Fig. 182 for the following values of 
the constants: up = 8, rp = 16,000 ohms, w = 106 radians per 
sec., Cpg = SO/ipf, CPf = Rc = 40 ohms, and Lc = 400 
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microhenries. With these values of the constants, the value of 
A = Cpgwrp is 0.8. Since the current in the oscillatory circuit is 
proportional to 1/[GJ, the curve I shows that maximum regenera
tion occurs for a value of Lb equal to 7.1 millihenries, and regenera
tion gives an increase of 3.64 times in the current. The dotted 
curve I' is a plot of [Gr] for the example just given. If the angular 
velocity of the impressed e.m.f. is -\/2106 radians per second, the 
equivalent conductance [GJ is shown in the dotted curve II' and 
becomes zero at two values of Lo. Between these two values of Lh, 
the system oscillates. The shape of the graph of 1/[GJ is shown 
in curve II.

Referring to Eq. (371), the term Rbrp/L2ow2 is generally small in 
comparison with unity and, by neglecting it, an approximate 
expression is obtained which can be analyzed more easily. If we 
equate to zero the derivative with respect to Lb of the last term of 
Eq. (371), we find the value of Lbw which gives a minimum [GJ 
and hence a maximum regeneration. The result is expressed in 
the following equation:

& -+i+vj1+5) <372>
Substituting this value of Lbw in Eq. (371) gives as the minimum 
value of [GJ

(373)

As the plate inductance Lb is varied to adjust for maximum 
regeneration, the equivalent input susceptance changes and 
necessitates a resetting of the capacitance Cc to maintain resonance 
with the impressed e.m.f. AE0. The effective addition to Ce 
due to the triode and its plate load is given by Eq. (279), Chap. 
XI, and is
AC,

Cgf + Cpa RoTp\2
Q«2)

. _ 1
Cpg CpgLbW2 !

Cpf i y
Cpg CpgL,^

(374)
Up\

where A = CpgurP, R2 has been neglected in comparison with 
Lu1, and R2 has been neglected in comparison with L2w2. We 
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may neglect the term Rbrp/l}bN in comparison with unity, as in 
Eq. (371), and substitute in Eq. (374) that value of Lba from Eq. 
(372) which gives maximum regeneration. We can then express 
the fractional change in Cc required when Lb is varied from zero to 
the value for maximum regeneration. The result is

Fractional change in Cc = (375)

For the values of the constants which apply to curve I of Fig. 182, 
ACc/Cc is 0.0823. By Eq. (374) the total added capacitance due 
to the triode at maximum regeneration is

ACc = Cgf + Cd 1 + 
\

(376)

If conditions are such that for a certain range of Lb the system 
oscillates, maximum regeneration takes place for a value of Lb 
very slightly less than the smaller value of Lb at which oscillation 
starts, or very slightly more than the larger value of L„ at which 
oscillation stops. The two values of Lbw at which oscillation 
begins can be calculated from Eq. (371) and are

N = (Cpf + CrJa

8 pC' ^Rc
2RC (377)

As before, the term R^p/L^N is neglected in comparison with 
unity. The capacitance added to the condenser Cc by the triode 
which is set at either border line of oscillation is obtained by 
substituting Eq. (377) in Eq. (374) and is

ACc — Cgf + Cpg 

where B stands for the radical of Eq. (377). The negative sign 
corresponds to the smaller value of Lb. Filling in the values for 
the constants corresponding to curve II of Fig. 182, the value of 
ACc for the smaller value of Lb is Cgf + 1.24 Cpo. This is much 
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less than the added capacitance, given by Eq. (376), for the system 
adjusted to give maximum regeneration without oscillation. 
Thus we see that if regeneration of this type is to be utilized, 
it is better to choose the circuits so that the system is adjusted 
to the border line between oscillation and non-oscillation. The 
added capacitance at the larger value of Lb is much less than 
that for the smaller Lb and is Cgf + 1.034 Cpg for the values of the 
constants for curve II of Fig. 182. The fractional change in CQ 
due to varying Lb is very small in this case.

The coil Lb always has distributed capacitance which should be 
added to Cpf in Eqs. (371) and (374). Similarly, the capacitance 
Cgf should be considered as a part of Cc. The discussion applies 
if a condenser is connected across the plate inductance Lb. 
Regeneration in the grid circuit is possible only when the reactance 
of the plate circuit is positive or, in other words, when the plate 
circuit is resonant to a higher frequency than that of the 
impressed e.m.f.

*135. Regeneration with Capacitive Coupling. Tuned Plate 
Circuit.—When the plate circuit is tuned to the impressed fre
quency, regeneration takes place in that circuit if the output 
conductance gp is negative, where gP is given by Eq. (280), page 
279, Chap. XI. Extreme regeneration in the plate circuit, to the 
point of self-oscillation, is expressed by Eq. (370). We can 
analyze this case in a manner similar to that used in the preceding 
section. Neglecting, as before, the squares of the resistances in 
comparison with the squares of the inductive reactances, the 
equivalent conductance of the plate load is, from Eq. (280),

Rb 1
Lf2 + rP

R°rp । /i I ____i \ 
¿X V C™ L'CpW) (379)

In Eq. (379), any capacitance in parallel with the grid coil Lc is 
considered a part of Cgf, and the capacitance in parallel with Lb 
is assumed tuned to give maximum current in the oscillatory 
circuit.

The effective capacitance added to Cb by the triode system is 
given by Eq. (281), page 279, Chap. XI, and is
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AC, =

Cp, + c

UpReT p

+ 1 + - 
\ pg

(380)

The conditions for maximum regeneration, and the boundary 
between oscillation and non-oscillation, can be found in a manner 
similar to that used in Sec. 134. The analysis is not given here 
because in practice this particular case is of less importance than 
the preceding one.

Equations (379) and (380) also hold if the coil Lc is shunted by a 
capacitance (treated as Cgf). Regeneration in the plate circuit is 
possible only when the susceptance of the grid circuit is positive, 
that is to say, when the natural frequency of the grid circuit is 
higher than that of the impressed e.rn.f. AEo to which the plate 
circuit is tuned.

136. The “Ultra-audion” Regenerative Circuit.—The circuit 
invented by de Forest and known as the “ultra-audion” circuit is 

Fig. 183.—The “ultra-audion” circuits.

another form of regenerative circuit. The connections are shown 
in Fig. 183. Regeneration is varied by changing condenser 
C2- Capacitance Ci is only for the purpose of preventing the 
steady plate voltage from acting upon the grid. This was one of 
the first regenerative circuits used but is seldom found in present
day practice. The theoretical treatment of this circuit is left to 
the reader.

137. Regeneration with Resistance Coupling and with Nega
tive-resistance Devices.—There is no known practical method of 
obtaining regeneration with a single high-vacuum triode using 
resistance coupling. It is possible, however, to obtain regenera
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tion with resistance coupling if more than one triode is used. 
Since a discussion of combinations of tubes forming multistage 
amplifiers is to be given in a later chapter, the discussion of 
resistance regeneration using two tubes will be presented at that 
time.

Before leaving this part of the discussion of regeneration, 
mention should be made of the regenerative effect produced by 
connecting across an oscillatory circuit a triode having a negative 
kg or a negative kp. A negative ks is possible if the triode con
tains gas, as has been pointed out in Chap. X, or if secondary 
emission takes place at the grid, so that the grid-current curves 
plotted against grid voltage have a negative slope. A negative 
kp is obtained when considerable secondary electron emission 
exists at the plate of a triode, as in the device known as the 
dynatron. The dynatron will be discussed in Chap. XXIII.

II. REGENERATION FOR LARGE AMPLITUDES

Part I is limited in its application to problems in which the 
electrical variations are very small. This limitation was imposed 
because the triode, which forms a part of the circuit, has a curved 
characteristic, and its internal resistance rp and voltage ratio up 
vary over the characteristic curve. If only sufficiently small 
variations are considered, a very fair approximation to a true 
solution is obtained if these tube parameters are considered 
constant. With this limitation, the e-p-c. theorem can be applied 
and the system is reducible to a simple-circuit network possessing 
constant elements. The smaller the electrical variations, the 
more justifiable is the theory and the more accurate the results. 
No definite limiting magnitude of electrical variations can be 
stated below which the theory of Part I is applicable, and above 
which a new form of treatment must be used. As the electrical 
variations are increased, the error in the results of Part I increases. 
The error for any given magnitude of electrical variation depends 
upon the point on the characteristic surface of the triode about 
which the triode is operating. The greater the curvature of the 
path of operation, the greater is the error for a given amplitude 
of electrical variation, or the weaker must be the electrical 
variation if the error is to be small. On the other hand, if the 
path of operation falls upon a nearly plane portion of the charac
teristic surface, the electrical variations may be comparatively 
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large and still the solution of the problem as given in Part I is 
sufficiently close for practical purposes.

The magnification of the grid voltage of a regenerative system, 
when great regenerative effect is used, is usually so great that even 
if the impressed voltage is very small the theory of the first part is 
inapplicable. The prediction from the simple theory that infinite 
current should result at the limit of regeneration is untrue, 
because the simple theory never holds at the limit of regeneration 
unless the impressed signal voltage is vanishingly small.

138. Theory of the Method.—When the electrical variations 
are large, an approximate idea of the regenerative effect can be 
had from the following graphical treatment of the problem. The

Fig. 184.—Circuits of a triode with regenerative coupling between the grid 
and plate circuits.

graphical analysis is based upon certain experimental data on the 
characteristic curves of the triode when subjected to large elec
trical variations.

Figure 184 shows the circuit to which the treatment applies. 
Although magnetic coupling is shown, the treatment may be 
extended to other forms of coupling. The constants of the 
circuit are represented on the diagram and the electrical quanti
ties are also indicated. The total impedance Zb in the plate cir
cuit comprises the coupling coil Lb and some sort of load Zb.

The principle of the method may be stated as follows: The 
heavy lines of Fig. 184 represent an oscillatory circuit to which is 
attached a system, shown in light lines, which supplies energy to 
the oscillatory circuit through the mutual inductance M. The 
energy impulses are controlled by the voltage Eg and are so 
directed as to aid the impressed e.m.f. Ea to produce a current I 
in the oscillatory circuit. The boosting e.m.f. induced in L from 
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L" is denoted by (E')„. The object of this treatment is first to 
find (Eo)„ in terms of Eg, and next to find the relation between I 
and Eo.

Since the electrical variations are large and the characteristics 
of the triode are curved, the plate current Ip is nonsinusoidal, 
although, because of the low resistance of the oscillatory circuit, 
the current I and the voltage Eg may be assumed to be practically

Fig. 185.—Vector diagram for the regenerative triode shown in Fig. 184.

sinusoidal. Hence, the voltage (E'^ is induced by the funda
mental component of IP) denoted by We can now set 
up the equations for the system of Fig. 184 which hold for the 
fundamental components. They are as follows:

RI + Lu — zw)l — Eo + jMu(Ip)tp 

(rplp)a + jLbtoÇLp)u (wp)uEy + jMtol
F - _E° - Cto

(381)
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In Eq. (381), (rv)u and (up)w denote quantities analogous to the 
usual rp and up but evaluated for large variations and for funda
mental components of the plate current.

The equations are represented in vector form in Fig. 185 in 
order to give a picture of the phase relation of the various 
quantities. As appears from the vector diagram, the boosting 
e.rn.f. (EJ)U is nearly in phase with Ea and differs in phase from 
it only because of reactance in the plate circuit. Assume that 
the total reactance Xb is small in comparison with rp. Hence, 
it can be assumed without much error that the total effective 
e.rn.f. producing I is numerically equal to the sum of Eq and 
(Xv

For any given mutual inductance M, the voltage (E )u is 
given by the relation

(EX = jMd(IP)a = jMdf(Eg) (382)

Therefore, (E^ is proportional to (IP)W and to Md. The law 
connecting (Eg)u and Eg can be obtained only by experiment. 
This law is the important and necessary relation which describes 
the regenerative action of the triode and its circuits for the 
particular plate load Zv coupling coil Lb, and inductive reactance 
Md. This law connecting and Eg is to some extent a 
function of the frequency, because of reactance in the plate 
circuit of the triode. Frequently the system shown in Fig. 184 
is used as a detector, in which case Zb is practically zero and the 
only reactance is the tickler coil Lb .

In Fig. 186, the full-line curve marked (E^ is assumed as giving 
the relation connecting (E^ and Eg for a certain value of Md 
denoted by Since (E0)u is directly proportional to Md, 
the ordinates of the curve of Fig. 186 are increased or decreased 
in proportion to the increase or decrease in Md, as shown by the 
dotted curves in Fig. 186.

If the mutual inductive reactance Md were zero, the resonance 
current in the oscillatory circuit would be EffR, and the relation 
between the voltage Eo and the voltage across the condenser, 
i.e., the grid voltage, would be

Eo = jCdREg (383)

A plot of Eo vs. E„ from Eq. (383) is the straight line of Fig. 186, 
which is drawn making with the horizontal an angle whose tangent 
is CdR.
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In Fig. 186, the ordinate to the straight line corresponding 
to any voltage Eg represents the total voltage necessary to 
produce a current which, when flowing through the condenser 
C, gives rise to Eg. The ordinate to the curve of (H )u repre
sents the regenerative voltage introduced into the oscillatory 
circuit. The difference between these ordinates is the impressed 
voltage Eo required to produce Eg with the particular amount 
of regeneration corresponding to the particular value of Mw. 
A plot of Eg against Eo, shown in Fig. 187, is derived from Fig. 186

Fig. 186.—Curves of CwREg and (Eq)^ vs. Ea for large-signal regeneration

and shows the way in which Eg, which is proportional to I, varies 
with the impressed voltage. The plot of against the 
impressed voltage Eo shows the way in which (Ip)a (see Eq. 
(382)) varies with the impressed voltage Eo. Such curves are 
shown in Fig. 187 as dotted lines.

In Fig. 186, if Mw has the particular value OKw which makes 
the curve for (E0)a tangent to the straight line CwREg at the 
origin, the regeneration is then adjusted to the point of oscillation 
for small amplitudes. The value of OKoj is in this case correctly 
given by Eq. (362) or (363) of Part I. The theory of small 
electrical variations applies to a limited region near the origin 
of Fig. 186. If Mw is now reduced to 0.8 and to 0.69Kw, 
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the curves so marked in Figs. 186 and 187 give the corre
sponding results. On the other hand, if Ma is increased to 
1.29Tlw, the (E )u curve and the straight line cross. The point of 
intersection gives the value of Eg maintained by the continuous 
self-oscillation of the system. The curves of Fig. 187 marked 
Ma = 1.2STlw show the way in which the oscillatory current and 
the plate current vary as the impressed voltage in phase with 
(EJg, is increased.

The shapes of the curves for (E^, Fig. 186, depend greatly 
upon the conditions of use of the triode. For great regeneration 
the most desirable curve' of Eg against Eo is one having a long 
straight portion extending from the origin upward and close 
to the axis of ordinates. This curve is derived from a curve of 
(EJU vs. Eg, Fig. 186, which is long and straight and which 
is nearly coincident with the circuit line CaREg. If the graph of 
Eg against Eo is curved, distortion necessarily results, as explained 
in Chap. XII. If the polarizing voltages are so chosen that the 
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quiescent point is on a plane portion of the characteristic surface, 
and if Eg remains always negative, the graph of (EX is practically 
straight over a much larger extent than if the quiescent point 
is situated upon a curved portion of the surface.

In all of this discussion it is assumed that the grid is polarized 
negatively to such an extent that no grid current flows. If 
grid current does flow, the curve of (E<X against Eg is unchanged, 
but the circuit line is no longer straight. The conductance of

Fig. 188.—The circuit line when grid current flows.

ance R of the circuit, making the total equivalent resistance 
[72] a function of the amplitude of Eg, and causing the circuit 
line to curve upward, as shown in Fig. 188. This curvature of 
the circuit line accentuates the flattening out of the resultant 
curves of Eg against Eo and of against Eo.

The way in which the system goes into oscillation as M is 
varied gives a good idea of the shape of the curve of (Eo)„ against 
Ea. Referring to Fig. 186, the intersection point of the circuit 
line and the curve of (E<X gives the value of E„ sustained by the 
self-oscillation of the system. As M is increased above the 
critical value Sill, the intersection point travels up the circuit 
line, and it is then possible to plot the values of Eg corresponding 
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to oscillation against M or against Mw. If the graph of (EoL 
against Eg is nearly straight, the oscillatory current, and hence 
Eg, increase very rapidly as M is increased. But if the char
acteristic graph of (Eo^ against Eg is curved, the increase of Eg 
due to oscillation is slow with respect to M.

The increase in Eg as M is varied can be easily tested experi
mentally and gives a rough method of determining the best 
polarizing potentials to obtain large regenerative effect. Curves 
A, B, C, and D of Fig. 189 are experimentally determined curves

Fig. 189.—Variation of the voltage across the oscillatory circuit of Fig. 184 as 
the regenerative coupling is varied.

of the onset of oscillation under the various conditions stated 
on the figure. Curves A and C show a rapid increase in oscilla
tory current and hence indicate conditions for large regenera
tive effect. The bend in curve C is due to the current flow to 
the grid, which begins at a peak voltage of about 3 volts. The 
slowness of the increase in voltage of curve B is due to the 
increasing current taken by the grid.

If the grid is polarized so negatively that the plate current is 
nearly zero, the plate-to-filament resistance is very large. As 
the amplitude of Ea increases, the effective resistance of the plate- 
to-filament path decreases. This gives rise to curves of (Eo)a 
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against E„ similar to those shown in Fig. 190. A certain circuit 
line RCtoEg is assumed. As Meo is increased, the ordinates of the 
curve of (E0)u are increased proportionally to the increase in 
Ma. When Ma reaches the value the (Eo)„ curve just 
touches the circuit line. No oscillation starts and there is only 
slight regeneration for small signals. The mutual inductance 
must be increased to the value in order to make the two 
curves tangent at the origin. For this critical value 
oscillations start. As the oscillations build up, the regenerative 
voltage (Eo)„ is greater than the voltage required to maintain 
the corresponding value of Eg, the oscillations are at first unstable

and build up until the value of Eg reaches the second intersection 
point Egi. As Mu is further increased, the oscillations increase 
slowly and Eg rises in a manner similar to that shown by curve 
D in Fig. 189. If Meo now is decreased, the oscillations persist 
until Ma reaches the value M3u and the grid voltage has decreased 
to Eg3. On further decrease in Meo, the oscillations abruptly 
cease, as indicated by the dotted line and arrow pointing down
ward in Fig. 189.

The regenerative effect corresponding to a curve of the type 
shown in Fig. 190 is unsatisfactory for practical purposes. If 
Ma is set at some value M2w slightly less than the critical 
value, regeneration is slight for voltages which produce 
grid voltages less than E^. Any impressed voltage greater 
than that corresponding to Eg2 causes the system to break into 
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oscillation which persists until the mutual reactance Ma is 
reduced to a value less than AG^. If the mutual reactance has

Impressed Voltage Eoin Arbitrary Units

Fig. 192.—Curves of ^l> — vs. Eg for the case of Fig. 190. 
Mu

a value less than M3a, the system cannot oscillate. The graph 
of regeneration is curved and discontinuities exist. The curves 
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of Eg and {E„)a/Mw against Eo, corresponding to the mutual 
inductances M2w, M3w, Mtu, and M6w of Fig, 190, are plotted 
in Figs. 191 and 192.

The results of the analysis just given may be briefly sum
marized as follows: A discontinuity in the curve of Eg against 
Eo results if the circuit curve RCwEg and the curve of (Eo)„ 
converge as Eg increases. If the two curves are parallel over a 
region, regeneration of weak voltages may be small, but, for 
voltages of a certain magnitude, the magnification is very great, 
as shown by the curve marked of Figs. 191 and 192, derived 
from the corresponding curve of Fig. 190. This type of perform
ance would give considerable distortion but, if a modulated 
radio carrier wave is being amplified, and the variations in 
amplitude due to modulation are small and fall within the range 
of voltages corresponding to the nearly vertical straight portion, 
distortion of the modulation might not be serious.

Fig. 193.—Circuits for the first method of obtaining experimentally the regenera
tion characteristics of a triode.

139. Experimental Determination of Characteristics of Triode 
for Regeneration with Large Amplitudes.—The curves of Fig. 
190 are not experimentally determined but are curves assumed 
for the purpose of illustrating the discussion just given. We 
shall now consider two methods of obtaining these curves 
experimentally.

The first method gives the curves illustrated in Fig. 190 at 
the operating frequency. Although somewhat less convenient 
than the second method to be described, it is more accurate 
since it includes the effect of the tube capacitances. The circuit 
arrangement for this first method is shown in Fig. 193. Since 
only the fundamental component of (IPX is effective in produc
ing (Eo)„, the method adopted to determine Eo must exclude 
the harmonics. The pscillatory circuit of Fig. 184, consisting 
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of R, L, and C, is coupled to the plate coil Lb but disconnected 
from the grid of the active triode, as shown in Fig. 193. The 
voltage across the oscillatory circuit, tuned to resonance, is

Fig. 194.—Circuits for the second method of obtaining experimentally the 
regeneration characteristics of a triode.

Fig. 195.—Regeneration characteristics of a triode obtained by the second 
method shown in Fig. 194.

measured by a vacuum-tube voltmeter as the impressed radio
frequency grid voltage Eg is varied. Knowing the values of the 
constants of the circuits, (E0)a can be readily calculated.
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The effect of the grid conduction upon the circuit line in Fig. 
188 can be obtained by measuring the voltage across the oscilla
tory circuit connected as shown in Fig. 184 with M = 0. 
Knowing the value of the impressed voltage, the curve can readily 
be calculated.

The second method for determining experimentally the regen
eration characteristics of a triode is illustrated in Fig. 194. 
Resistance Ri is chosen about equal to the normal resistance 
load of the plate circuit. The resistance M2a2/R introduced 
through M is usually very small, perhaps of the order of 10 ohms. 
Rg can have any convenient value, such as 100 or 500 ohms. 
Rx is variable. The grid voltage due to the 1,000-cycle current 
flowing through Rg is measured by the voltmeter marked Ea in 
the figure. This voltage can be varied by resistance R'. The 
resistance Ri is adjusted to give balance for the fundamental. 
The ear serves very well as a selective detector to determine 
when the fundamental component balances, even though 
unbalanced harmonic currents are present. At balance, the 
component of the plate current of fundamental frequency is

fT \ _  EgRl Op Ju — p p 
IL3IL2

Figure 195 shows a set of curves obtained by the second 
method for a particular triode at a plate voltage of 100 volts. 
Other conditions would give curves of different shapes.



CHAPTER XIV

REGENERATION IN COUPLED CIRCUITS WITH SMALL 
SIGNALS1

In Chap. XIII it was shown that in effect a regenerative tube 
reduces the resistance of a single circuit with which it is associ
ated. Frequently, in practice, a regenerative tube is associated 
with one of two coupled circuits. The purpose of the present 
chapter is to extend the treatment of regeneration to two 
magnetically coupled circuits and to show that in this case also 
regeneration, in effect, reduces the resistance of the circuit with 
which it is directly associated. The analysis includes a study 
of the properties of coupled circuits when the effective resistance 
of one of them is reduced and becomes negative.

Since the treatment with regeneration must follow the same 
line as that used for coupled circuits without regeneration, a 
brief review will be given of the theory of forced oscillations in 
magnetically coupled circuits.

I. THEORY OF TWO MAGNETICALLY COUPLED CIRCUITS 
WITHOUT REGENERATION

140. Derivation of the Currents in Coupled Circuits.—Let the 
two circuits have the constants shown in Fig. 196. The impressed

Fig. 196.—Magnetically-
coupled circuits.

electromotive force Ea has a frequency 
w0/2ir. The equations describing the con
ditions of steady-state forced oscillation 
of the system are

Zill + jMœgl2 — Eoi 
jMcOÿll J- Z2I2 = 0 ) (384)

where

Zi — R, + jyLiwo — Ri + jXr

1 The theory in this chapter was published by the author in greater detail 
in Proc. I.R.E., 12, 299 (1924).

344
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and

Z2 = Ri + j\ Lid0 = Rz + jXz

Solving these equations, the expressions for Ij and I2 are

Eo Eo
MM z12
z2

y ,Mfl20R2
III "I 72-----  Ai

_ Eo
R12 + jXn

j _ —jMuoEo
2 “ ZiZ2 + MM

_ —jMd0E0

Eo
(385)

Pi _

Z2| MM' (386)
Z2

_ —jMuoEo 
ZiLn

The impedance Zu is the equivalent impedance of the whole sys
tem, as viewed from the first or primary circuit, and is analytically 
defined by Eq. (385).

It is frequently more useful to express results in terms of ratios. 
This can be done easily with Eqs. (385) and (386), giving the 
following equivalent expressions:

—jTE0/a!0yLiL2I2 = r (386-R)
-i- /i

Vi + Ji 1---- j
where

I /1 “2

”2+V “4
Ri . Rz . M 2 _ 1 , 2 _ 1

Lido’ 7,2 L2do’ -\/LiLi 1 LiCi’ 2 L2C2
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Equations (385) and (386) give the primary and secondary 
currents for any adjustments of the primary circuit, of the second
ary circuit, and of their coupling. If the coupling between the 
two circuits is fixed, Xi and X2 are the independent variables and 
the current as dependent variable can be plotted vertically against 
the variables X] and X2 (or against any other quantities upon 
which Xi and X2 depend) as the two horizontal coordinates. 
Thus there is formed a curved surface bounding a space model. 
Such curved surfaces are shown in Plate IV for the secondary 
current I2.

Since, in most practical cases, the value of the secondary current 
is of greater interest than the value of the primary current, the 
shape of the representative surface for I2 will be examined in 
detail. The expression (386) may be written

—/MoJoEq —jM+oEo

M2^ \
R2 + X2/ J

mmxA
RI + X2)

—jMtopEp

where Z21 is the impedance of the system as viewed from the 
secondary circuit. Equation (387) can be written in terms of 
coefficients as follows:

I2 =
Vi + jPl 

where

—JtEq/topfL)L2   

r+i \ / _ T2^! \
V2 vi + ^1/ x2 vi + %).

(387-R)

a , to2 , X , . . a2 Xo= 1 —2 = 1 - d’ and 3z = 1 —! = 1 - d'X2 to2 X2

141. Conditions for and Value of Maximum Secondary 
Current.—Since X2 occurs only in the last term in the denomi
nator of the second form of Eq. (387), the value of X2 to give a 
maximum secondary current for any value of Xi is

Max. 1-2 line.
Secondary reactance to give max. 12'

3= =

MMX!
Ri + X2 

r2^ 
+ 3?

or (388)

(388-R)
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The relation (388) gives a curve on the horizontal plane, 
the Xi — X2 plane of the space model, above which may be 
plotted the maximum values of I2 obtained by first setting X, 
and then adjusting X2. This locus of maximum secondary 
current is called the max. 1-2 line, and its shape is independent 
of the value of the resistance of the secondary circuit. If the 
value of X2 given by Eq. (388) is substituted in Eq. (387), then, 
as Xi is varied, X2 always has the correct value to give a maxi
mum 12, and we follow along the ridge of the space model shown in 
Plate IV. The maximum value of I2 is

Alax. 12 —--------------- y---------------—;
I {Ry + jX^R, + ^^2

Max. I2 =----- -3t^0VLL2
+ j^:2 + ^72)

or (389)

(389-7?)

142. Conditions for and Value of Max. Max. Secondary 
Current.—Some value of Xi gives the largest value of I2 attain
able (called the max. max. I2) represented by the highest peak of 
the ridge on the space model. If Eq. (389) is differentiated to 
find the value of Xi which gives this max. max. I2, the following 
roots result:

Conditions for max. max. 12 or 
min. max. 12

Gives imaginary Xi

X! = 0
= M^Ry

1 R2
72 _ Wi
Z1 r2

(390-1)

(390-2)

(390-3)

Root (390-3), obtained by equating to zero the denominator of 
Eq. (389), gives an imaginary value of Xj. Roots (390-1) and 
(390-2) give the same value of max. max. I2 if

Critical coupling = RyR2
T2 = ViVl

or (391)
(391-7?)

This relation divides the problem into two parts, and the coupling 
which satisfies Eq. (391) is known as critical coupling. For 
couplings less than critical, root (390-2) gives imaginary values 
of Xy, but root (390-1) gives the max. max. secondary current, 
whose value is
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I Max. max. I2 =
Max. max. 12 when / 

T2 < \
/Max. max. I2 =

—jMaoEo 
RiRi 4~ M2Uq 
-j^/wy/LiLa

V1V2 4- r2

or (392)

(392-R)

For couplings greater than critical coupling, root (390-1) gives 
a min. max. I2, and root (390-2) gives the max. max. I2.

Max. max. 12 when

Max. max. I2 =

Max. max. I2 =

or (393)

(393-7?)

The numerical values for max. max. I2 from Eqs. (393) and 
(393-7?) are

¡Max. max. I a

Max. max. I2

Eg
2VRdc

2M11V2

or (394)

(394-7?)

Equation (394) shows that max. max. 12 is the same for all values 
of r greater than the critical value.

143. Study of the Space Model for Secondary Current.—In 
constructing a space model for the secondary current, the ratio 
of the numerical value of the secondary current to the numerical 
value of the max. max. secondary current is convenient. This 
ratio, derived from Eqs. (386) and (394), is applicable to all cases 
above critical coupling and including the critical case itself.

/ la = ____________ _______________________
)l2mm VZfZl + + ZM2<4(R1R2 - XiXij
) I2 ____________ 2rV Twa_____________
\Iimm (mqa — PaP2 4- r2)2 4- (t?i/32 4" qfai)2

The corresponding expressions for this ratio for couplings less 
than critical are obtained from Eqs. (386) and (392) and are

I I a _  R\Ra 4“ Mho2
VZfZl 4- 4- 2M2a2(RiR2 - XiX2)
12 _ ________ qu?2 4- T2________  

2mm y/(V1V2 — dlflz 4- T2)2 4- (»71182 4" V2^1)2

(396)

(396-7?)
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Plate IV.—Space models of secondary current of two magnetically coupled 

circuits, (a) and (b) critical coupling; (c) and (d) coupling greater than critical. 
Vl - I i. (e) and (/) coupling greater than critical, m > yi.

[Facing page 348)
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In plotting the ratio given in Eqs. (395) and (396), or any of the 
other relations, the independent variables fii and ds niay be used 
instead of the corresponding quantities X, and X2. On the other 
hand, a better physical picture usually results if the quantities 
w0/“i = Xi/Xo and = X2/X0 are used as coordinates. The 
surfaces shown in Plate IV were calculated from Eq. (395) and 
are constructed with Xi/X0 and X2/X0 as independent variables.

If the coupling between two circuits is less than critical coupling 
as defined by Eq. (391), the space model for the secondary-current

Fig. 197.—Contour lines of constant secondary current for critical coupling, 

ratio given by Eq. (396) has a single maximum at values of the 
independent variables

di = 0 or Xi = 0 or = 1 Xo
and

ds = 0 or X2 = 0 or = 1 Xo
The height of this maximum is given by Eq. (396).

At critical coupling, the space model has still a single peak, 
the height of which is unity. Plate IV, a and b, shows a calculated 
model for critical coupling. The peak has a peculiar shape best 
shown by contour lines given in Fig. 197.
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If the coupling is greater than critical, the space model has in 
general two ridges, each having a highest point of value unity. 
Two models calculated from specific values of the coefficients are 
shown in Plate IV, c and d, and e and f (c and d are two views of 
the same model and similarly e and f are two views of another 
model). As pointed out, if the secondary circuit is adjusted for

maximum current for successive adjustments of the primary 
circuit, a locus of points on the horizontal plane is found by 
Eq. (388). Such a locus is shown by the curve marked max. 1-2 
(meaning primary reactance given a value and then secondary 
reactance adjusted) in Fig. 198, where the coordinates are /3i 
and /3a, and in Fig. 199, where the same curve is plotted against 
Xi/Xo and X2/X0. It is to be noted that all curves plotted to /5i 
and /32 are symmetrical about the origin, but po.nts for fit and 
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greater than +1 give imaginary values of Xi/X0 and X2/X0. The 
max. 1-2 line (see Fig. 199) has a maximum and a minimum 
value of X2/X0, and passes through the point (Xi/X0 = 1, 
X2/X0 = 1). The maximum and minimum values of X2/X0 
have their corresponding maximum and minimum values of

j82 in Fig. 199. From Eq. (388-Æ), the value of /3i which makes 
02 equal to unity is

± ~ (for = oo) (397)
4-1 \ AO /

From Eq. (397), the maximum of the max. 1-2 line does not 
extend to X2/X0 = 00 if T2 < 2th. The curve just reaches infinity 
if r2 = 2th- The curve approaches infinity asymptotic to the two
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H” — 4l/2
vertical lines di = —=—2-------- The minimum of the max. 
1-2 line never reaches the horizontal axis of X2/Xo = 0 except 
when 7/i = 0.

It can be shown that if the reverse order of adjusting the 
circuits for a maximum is adopted, i.e., if the primary circuit 
is adjusted for a maximum secondary current for every adjust

ment of the secondary circuit, a new curve is obtained, given by 
the equation

A1 ~ rs । V2 or tey»)
I>-2 -V ^-2

. 7% zone

ft -

The locus given by Eq. (398) is shown by the curve max. 2-1 in 
Figs. 198 and 199. The intersections of the max. 1-2 and max. 
2-1 lines, shown at a and a in Figs. 198 and 199, give the positions 
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of the max. max. secondary current, the Xi/Xo coordinates of 
which are given by Eq. (390).

That the intersections of the max. 1-2 and max. 2-1 lines give 
the coordinates of the max. max. I2 can be shown as follows: 
Suppose that an intelligent bug starts from any point on the 
space model and moves only in directions parallel to the coordi
nate axes. When the bug moves parallel to the X2/X0 axis, it 
moves until it arrives at the highest point of the surface, which is

Fig. 201.—Curves of /3i rs. £2 for max. It. Case of critical coupling, 7,1 = 0.4. 
7/2 = 0.2. r2 = 0.08.

over the max. 1-2 line. When the bug moves parallel to the 
X1/X0 axis, it moves until it arrives at the highest point of the 
surface which lies above the max. 2-1 line. Two possible courses 
of the bug are shown in Fig. 200. One course leads to one max. 
max. point and the other course leads to the other max. max. 
point. The same process can be applied to the case of critical 
coupling, shown in Fig. 201.

If yi = y2 = 0, curves max. 1-2 and max. 2-1 resolve into the 
curves so marked in Figs. 198 and 199. At critical coupling, the 
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intersection points a a of Fig. 198 merge into a single point at 
the origin as in Fig. 201. If 771 = in, the max. 1-2 and max. 2-1 
Unes are similar in shape and symmetrical about the 45-deg. line, 
but otherwise the two lines are dissimilar, as is shown in the 
figures.

The reason the two curves max. 1-2 and max. 2-1 differ accord
ing to the order of adjustment becomes apparent if the shape of

Fig. 202.—Loci of max. max. 12 as M is varied.

the saddle between the two peaks (see Plate IV, c, d, e, and f) is 
considered. Suppose a card with its plane vertical and its lower 
edge horizontal and parallel to the X2/Xo axis rests on the surface 
at one point. If the card is now moved in the Xi/X0 direction, 
the point of tangency is always directly over the max. 1-2 line. 
The max. 2-1 line can be traced by the card placed parallel 
to the X1/X0 axis and moved in the direction of the X2/Xo axis.
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For any particular coupling, the highest peaks have definite 
coordinates. If the coupling is changed, the two peaks move 
along a curve obtained by eliminating the coupling from Eqs. 
(388) and (390-2), giving

Locus of max. max. has M is varied
51
V2

(399)

(399-2?)

Equation (399) is plotted in Figs. 198, 199, and 201 for the 
particular value th/vz = 2, and for other values of vi/vi bi Fig. 
202. The dotted line in Fig. 202 gives the max. I2 line for r = 1 
and hence is the limit of the loci of the peaks.

It can be shown that, for all values of coupling, the ridge along 
the saddle between the two peaks is directly above the curve 
of Eq. (399) for the appropriate value of th/th.

Attention is now called to the fact that if th is equal to 172, 
the model is symmetrical with respect to the coordinate axes, and 
the peaks lie over the 45-deg. line, i.e., over the line fl = or 
Xi/X0 = X2/X0 (see Plate IV, c and d). If th is not equal to 172, the 
peaks are skewed around as shown in Plate IV, e and f. In 
practice, the primary circuit may be the antenna circuit and the 
secondary circuit of the present discussion may be the secondary 
circuit of a coupled-circuit receiver. On account of the ground 
and radiation resistance, the value of r] for the antenna circuit 
is many times that for the secondary circuit in almost all such 
practical cases. This is especially true when regeneration is 
used in the secondary circuit. It is evident that if th is greater 
than »72 the space model of the practical receiver is very much 
distorted, even more so than is represented by the model in Plate 
IV, e and f.

144. Sections through the Space Model for Secondary Current. 
Examine, by means of these space models, the selectivity and 
tuning relations of a coupled-circuit receiver. If the circuits are 

adjusted to any point on the — 7- plane and the natural 
wave length of the primary circuit is varied while a signal of 
constant wave length Xo is being received, the variation in sec
ondary current is given by the cross section of the model along a 
line through the given point parallel to the Xi/X0 axis. Simi
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larly, a cross section parallel to the X2/X0 axis gives the variation of 
current when the secondary circuit reactance is varied.

If the two circuits are fixed and the incoming wave length is 
changed, the resulting variation of secondary current can be 
obtained from Eq. (395) or Eq. (396) by varying Xo, remembering 
that Xi and X2 or di and 02 are functions of Xo. Since Xo appears 
symmetrically in the coordinates of the space model, the variation 
in lilhmm is given by allowing Xj/X0 and X2/X0 to vary proportion-

Fig. 203.—Sections of the space model for It. Coupling greater than critical.
171 = 5lj2.

ately, i.e., by taking a cross section through the space model 
along a radial line through a point determined by the settings of 
Xi and X2. In using this method of cross-sectioning, it must be 
remembered that, since the variation in the coordinates Xi/X0 
and X2/Xo is inversely proportional to Xo, the shape of the curve is 
somewhat distorted from what it would be if plotted in the usual 
way against Xo directly. Moving along the radial line toward the 
origin means an increase in Xo. If the distance moved is very 
small, the distortion due to this effect is small. However, the 
abscissa scale for this section is directly proportional to ag.

Examine now a specific case, when = 5u2- The factor of 
proportionality 5 is much less than is often met with in practice. 
Because of distributed capacitance of the coils, a stronger signal 
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is often obtained when the coupling is above critical and the 
adjustments are made for the long wave-length maximum. This 
gives sufficient reason for considering the case shown in Plate 
IV, e and f, as a practical case. It is evident that the primary 
circuit is adjusted to a much longer wave length than the resonant 
value for the incoming wave, and that the apparent tuning in the 
primary circuit is very dull, as is shown by the section pp, Fig. 
203, parallel to the Xj/X0 axis of the space model. The tuning in 
the secondary circuit is sharp, as is indicated by the section ss. 
The selectivity against interference from other stations is 
relatively low, as is indicated by the diagonal section along the

line oo. The corresponding sections p'p' and s's' through the 
other peak of the space model are also shown in Fig. 203.

Figure 204 is a sectional drawing of the special case when 
77i = 7j2. As already pointed out, the space model under these 
conditions is symmetrical (see c and d of Plate IV), and the two 
max. max. current peaks lie over the 45-deg. line on the 
Xi X2 . 
t-----plane. Ao Ao

The preceding discussion indicates the manner in which the 
space model can be used to study the equivalent resonance curve 
and the selectivity and tuning relations under various conditions 
of the circuits. Enough has been given to show that the ratio of 
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the values of i? for the two circuits is important, as well as their 
absolute values.

Referring now to the case of critical coupling, there is only one 
main maximum. But if the circuits are not in resonance, there

Fig. 205.—Sections of the space model for 12. Critical coupling. 771 > 772.

Fig. 206.—Section of the space model for 12 along the 45-deg. line. Critical 
coupling. 771 = 772 = 0.10. t = 0.10.

are two values of the incoming wave length which give maxima. 
This is shown by the sections oo' and oo" in Fig. 205. This 
figure shows cross sections of the space model for critical coupling 
when j?) > 7/2- It is interesting to note that the equivalent 
resonance curve at critical coupling, when the incoming wave 
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length is varied, is broad at the top, as shown in Fig. 206, whereas 
the curve obtained for a fixed Xo passing through the point 
(Xj/X0 = 1, X2/Xo = 1) is sharper as either Xx or X2 is varied (see 
Fig. 197). This broadness of resonance shown by the flat top 
of the curve is of advantage when receiving a radio-tele phone 
signal having a broad spectrum.

The reason for the broadness of the critical-coupling resonance 
curve as Xo is varied is easily seen when it is remembered that, 
for all couplings above zero, coupled circuits have two free 
periods of oscillation and there are two peaks of secondary current 
when the frequency of the impressed e.m.f. is varied. For 
couplings above critical, the two current peaks can be resolved, 
but at and below critical coupling the peaks are so close that they 
merge and cannot be resolved.

145. Conditions for and Value of Maximum Secondary Volt
age.—The conditions for and value of maximum secondary 
current have been deduced. Often a triode amplifier is con
nected across the secondary condenser, and the conditions for 
and value of the maximum voltage across the secondary con
denser are of more interest than the conditions for and value 
of maximum current.

The value of the voltage Ec2 (see Fig. 196) across the condenser 
in the secondary circuit is

p —MœoEo
c2 - + MM]

_ —AfwoEo

c2^z2 (r, + Zi J

(400)

(401)

In Eq. (401) the primary capacitance Ci occurs only in X], so 
that the value of Ci to give a maximum secondary voltage Ec2 
is given by equating to zero the second parenthesis of the 
denominator.

M’*I Xi = —or (402)
Max. 2-1 line. / ^2

Primary reactance to give max. Eci \ 2/?

This equation is the same as Eq. (398) which gives the locus on
Xi X2
Xo Xothe plane above which the secondary current is a 
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maximum. Hence, maximum secondary voltage, as well as 
maximum secondary current, occurs over the max. 2-1 line 
when the order of adjustment of the circuits is secondary react
ance and then primary reactance.

The value of max. Ec2 over the max. 2-1 line is

Max. Ec2 =

Max. Eci over 
max. 2-1 

line

ME0
u 7 ( p I ti/2w2e2\-1------ ------  I

(403)

Max. Ec2 =
tEqVL2/Ly ' W2/wq

(403-E)

Since in Eq. (400) C2 occurs outside the bracket as well as in 
Z2, the locus of max. Ec2, when the reverse order of setting the 
two circuits is used, does not coincide with the max. 1-2 line. 
The locus of the maximum secondary voltage, corresponding to 
the max. 1-2 line for secondary current, can be obtained by 
differentiating Eq. (400) with respect to C2 or X2.

146. Locus of Max. Max. Secondary Voltage.—The value of 
X2 to give max. max. Ec2 can be found by differentiating Eq. (403) 
with respect to X2. Equation (403) can be rewritten as follows:

Max. Ec2
MonEo{X2 — L2oio)

y/RI + XI Ri + M2a>2E2
E2 + XL

(404)

Equating to zero tne derivative of Eq. (404) with respect to X2,

dît X2(X2 — L2Wo)\ \------------------z2------------) )

MME2/ , X2(X2 — L2w0)\ _
T V2 \ 1 ' 72 J ~ '(

^2 \ ¿2 / \ (405)

or /
M^R2 1 \

Zi _ 2(E2 + X2) j
R2 J- X2L2w0 /

Equation (405) is a cubic in X2 and difficult of solution. How
ever, we can obtain the result desired, i.e., the locus of max. max. 
Ed, by substituting Eq. (402) in Eq. (405). Equation (405) 
gives the value of X2 for max. max. Ec2. This value of X2 
must also be located on the max. 2-1 line. By eliminating 
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M2^ from Eqs. (402) and (405), the resulting equation in 
Xi and X2 is the locus of max. max. Ec2 as M is varied. The
result of this elimination is

Locus of max. max. Ec2,

Rl
R2

as M is varied

— H- X2Z/2W0)

Rl — H- 2X*
— tel + ^2)

- ^2 + 2/32

or (406)

(406-H)

Fig. 207.—Locus of max. max. Ect as M is varied, and conditions for max.
max. EC2 for t = 0.5. Vi ~ vl = 0.10.

Equation (406) differs from Eq. (399) for the locus of max. 
max. 12 only in the presence of the last fraction in Eq. (406).

Examine on the plane the shape of the locus given
by Eq. (406-R). When fi2 is zero, is also zero. Hence, the 
locus passes through the point Xi/Xo = 1, X2/X0 = 1. From the 
numerator, /3i is zero when fi2 = — r^. That is, the locus cuts 
across the vertical Xj/Xo = 1 line at a second point whose ordinate 
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is X2/X0 = I/a/1 + v2, as shown in Fig, 207. The denominator 

of Eq. (406-R) is zero when da = ~~~ ---- —-• Pi is then
infinite or Xj/X0 is zero. Transforming these values of p2 into 
wave-length ratios, it is seen that the locus of max. max. Ec2 
intersects the vertical coordinate axis when X2/X0 has the two 

2
values —y - — , Fig. 207. The values of Xi/X0 between

v 3 ± v/1 — 8172
these two values of X2/X0 are either greater than unity or imagi
nary. For the constants assumed in plotting Fig. 207, the values 
of Xi/X0 are imaginary between these two values of X2/Xo. 
The locus intersects the horizontal coordinate axis when 82 

X] 1is infinite. This occurs when /8j = — 5— or r- = —7=- 
2ij2 Ao Vi

V + 2V2
Finally, di is equal to —yi/y2 when p2 is equal to unity, or, in 
terms of wave lengths, is infinite when = —.—L .> as

Jl + - 
V Vi 

indicated by the position of the infinite asymptote in Fig. 207. 
This branch of the locus which approaches the infinite asymptote 
has no physical significance.

Figure 207 is drawn for the rather large value of v\ and 172 of 
0.1. Since the values of yi and ij2 are equal, the locus of max. 
max. I2 is a 45-deg. line through the point (1, 1). The positions 
of the max. max. I2 are given by the intersections of this locus 
and the max. 2-1 line, as shown in Fig. 207. Similarly, the max. 
max. Ec2 occurs at the intersection of the locus for max. max. Ec2 
and the max. 2-1 line. Except for the intersection at the point 
(1, 1), there is only one point of intersection in the particular 
case shown. Referring to Eq. (405), since X2 is not a factor, 
the point (1, 1) is not a point of maximum or minimum Ec2. 
Equation (405) has three roots for X2, two of which may mark the 
positions of max. max. Ec2 and the third the position of a min. 
max. Ec2. If two of the roots are imaginary, there is but one 
maximum, as in Fig. 207.

Figure 208 shows the locus of max. max. Ec2 for v\ = fa = 0.05, 
and the max. 2-1 line for r = 0.6. In this case, all three 
roots of Eq. (405) are real, two giving the positions of max. max. 
Ee2, as indicated in the figure. The other root gives the position 
of min. max. Ec2.
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If 7)2 is made smaller than the value assumed in the two charts 
just described, the two branches of the locus of max. max. Er2 
approach, as in Fig. 209, drawn for = 0.001. The
locus, for all practical purposes, consists of the line X2/X0 = 1 and 
a curved line whose equation can be obtained from Eq. (406-7?) 
by neglecting t;". This simplified approximate equation is

Approx, equation of locus 
of max. max. Ea when

Ri L2do
R2 L2do — 2X2
I1 •
7)2 1 — 2/32

(407)

(407-1?)

Fig. 208.—Locus of max. max. EC2 as M is varied and conditions for max. max. 
Eci when t = 0.6. Vi = Vt = 0.05.

This equation is valid for small values of t;2, provided di and 
fl are not close to zero.

147. Value of Max. Max. Secondary Voltage.—The value of 
max. max. Ec2 for values of coupling greater than critical 
coupling can be found by substituting Eq. (405) in Eq. (404), 
giving

Max. max. Ec2 EoL^o 
2\/ RiR2

1 - 2(7)1 + $) + fl (408)
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If t/2 is negligible compared with ^2, this equation reduces to the 
approximate form

Approx, max. max. Ec2 = —— 1 (409)

Because of the radical, max. max. Ec2 is greater at the point for 
which X2/X0 is less than unity. This would be expected, because 
at this point the secondary condenser is smaller than at the 
other point of intersection for max. max. Ec2.

Fig. 209.—Locua of max. max. Ecz as M is varied and conditions for max. max. 
Ec2 when r = 0.001. = ^2 — 0.001.

For values of t less than for critical coupling, as defined by 
Eq. (391), there is one position of max. max. Ec2. This single 
max. max. Ec2 occurs when Xi/X0 and X2/X0 are each less than 
unity. At critical coupling, the max. 2-1 line and the locus 
of max. max. Ec2, as given by Eq. (407), have the same slope 
at the point (Xi/Xq = 1, X2/Xo = 1) and do not cross. There is 
an intersection point at a value of X2/Xo less than unity.

II. THEORY OF MAGNETICALLY COUPLED CIRCUITS WITH 
REGENERATION IN THE SECONDARY CIRCUIT

148. Derivation of the Currents in Coupled Circuits with 
Regeneration.—With the theory of coupled circuits before us,
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consider how this theory is affected when a regenerative tube is 
associated with the secondary circuit. The connections are 
shown in Fig. 210, and the equations for these circuits are

ZjAl, -F jMcooAT2 = AE0)
jMai0AIi + Z2AI2 — jMt/WoAlp = 0 ( (410)
j( P -- )AI2 + ZpAlp = 0 1

\C2o)o / /
where

Zi = Ri + j(Lioio — —j = Ri + jXi 
\ Libia/

Z2 = R2 + — = E2 + jX2

and
Zp Ip ~F jDb^Q.

Fig. 210.—Magnetically coupled circuits with regeneration in the secondary 
circuit.

As before, wq/2tt is the frequency of the e.m.f. AE0 impressed 
in the primary circuit. All currents and voltages in Part II 
are limited to small values in order that up and rp may be assumed 
constant. Small values are indicated by the delta sign.

The solution of Eq. (410) is

/
(AEo)l Z2 - -Ei-/ 

AL = —------ '---------------\
/ UpMb _ , ,2 2\

zAz2 - -Ei J + M^20 
\ zp /

A y _ ___________—JM^qAEq____________

(
UpMb _ 7172 2\

fl I
Z2 - -Ei-------------J + m^20

(411)

(412)
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A comparison of Eqs. (411) and (412) with Eqs. (385) and (386) 
shows that the mutual inductance Mb, which permits regenera
tion, affects only the impedance Z2 of the circuit to which the 
regenerative tube is directly coupled.

The equivalent impedance of the secondary circuit, therefore, is

[z2] — Z2
- Mtd20L 2_______
Zp

(413)

2 । ♦
2 ~2 ‘ rP J

ZP

— (Rz — hrp) + j(X2 + hLbda)
= N +

- Mid2

X2 4--------------------------------------- Lbdo

ZP
(414)

(415)
(416)

The dimensionless quantity h, known as the coefficient of 
regeneration, has been introduced in Eq. (415) simply as an abbre
viation, where

Midi
V2 (417)

Using this new symbol, regeneration in effect changes the resist
ance of the secondary circuit from R2 to [r2], where

[r2] = R2 — hr p (418)

and changes the reactance of the secondary circuit from X2 to [z2], 
where

U2] — A2 + hLpdo (419)

In accordance with Eq. (419), the change in the reactance due to 
regeneration may be considered to be due to a change in the 
equivalent inductance of the circuit from L2 to [i2], where 
[i2] = L2 + hLb. Corresponding to the equivalent inductance 
[Z2], there is an equivalent angular velocity [a>2], wave length 
[X2], and couplings [r] and [n]. As with regeneration in a single 
circuit, the change in reactance is very small in comparison 
with the change in resistance. Hence, the equivalent values 
M, [«2], [X2], [r], and [tj] are in general practically the same as 
L2, d2, X2, t, and rb.
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Using the equivalent values, Eq. (412) can be written in much 
simpler form as follows:

- _ — jMuoNEo _ —jMaoNEo
2 “ Zi[z2] + mm - / R

[zAZ1 + W.
(420)

Equation (420) corresponds to Eq. (386) which is for no regener
ation. It must be remembered that the two cases, with and 
without regeneration, differ in that Ra is always positive in 
Eq. (386), whereas [r2] in Eq. (420) can have any value either 
positive or negative. The study of coupled circuits, one of which 
is regenerated, resolves itself into the study of coupled circuits 
one of which can have a negative resistance. Unfortunately, 
[r2] is not usually constant but, being dependent upon h, varies 
if any of the factors of Eq. (417) change. We may safely assume 
that Up, rp, and Lb are constant if the electrical amplitudes are 
small, and that Mb may be held constant. The factor Ca varies 
if the secondary circuit is tuned by varying its capacitance, and, 
since is also a factor of Eq. (417), the value of h, and hence 
[r2], is a function of whatever frequency exists in the circuits.

We have shown in Chap. XIII that in most practical cases 
the terms and L2w2 in Eq. (417) are small in comparison with 
the other terms. In order to simplify the following analysis, 
it is assumed that these terms are so small that they can be 
safely neglected. An approximate coefficient of regeneration 
will be used, defined by the relation

-^f __ uplMi)
(421)

We must realize that there are two possible conditions.
The first condition deals with a constant regenerative effect, 

obtained by holding all factors of Eq. (421) constant. Since 
Ca must be kept constant, the secondary circuit must be tuned by 
a variable inductance having no mutual inductance with Li or 
with Lb, or by a variable series capacitance not connected between 
the grid and filament of the regenerative tube. If h' is con
stant, [r2] is constant. The treatment for this condition is the 
same as for ordinary coupled circuits when extended to include 
a negative resistance in the secondary circuit and hence to allow 
for the possibility of self-oscillation.
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The second condition simulates more nearly the practical case 
in which C2 is the variable element used to tune the secondary 
circuit. For this condition, [r2] is variable in a way determined 
by Eqs. (418) and (421), giving

fl n UpMb
(422)

where C2 is the variable factor which also determines [X2], the 
natural wave length of the secondary circuit.

Condition I. Constant Regenerative Effect

The treatment for this condition follows closely that for coupled 
circuits with positive resistances. Since regeneration, which is 
here assumed constant, alters slightly the effective inductance 
of the secondary circuit, as shown by Eq. (419), all quantities 
relating to the secondary circuit will be expressed in equivalent 
values.

The secondary current is given by

Al 2
—jMtooKEp

M^RN
(423)

This equation corresponds to Eq. (387) for the case of positive 
resistances and may be expressed in coefficients similar to Eq. 
(387-R). This second form will not be given here.

149. Conditions for and Value of Max. Secondary Current 
with Constant Regenerative Effect.—Referring to Eq. (423) 
and following the same procedure as before, if Xi has some 
fixed value and [22] is varied until a maximum for AZ2 is obtained, 
the value of [Xi] is

Max. 1-2 line. Jr - 
[22] to give max. NI2 J 1^2.

MMXi
R^ + X2

(424)

Equation (424) corresponds to Eq. (388) and is independent of 
the value of [r2], whether negative or positive.

The value of max. AZ2 is

Max. AI2 = —jMtopKEp
(R1 + jX^] + ^^

\ -r

(425)
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This expression gives a finite value of AI2 even if [r2] is negative 
but is less in absolute value than M^Ri/Z^.

150. Conditions for Oscillation at Frequency w0/2ir with Con
stant Regenerative Effect.—The conditions under which AI2 has 
its greatest value can be found, as was done in the simple theory 
of coupled circuits, by differentiating Eq. (425). The roots thus 
found for Xy are similar to Eq. (390) in Part I.

(Xy = 0
\ = MW0Ry

Conditions for max. max. k 1
or min. max. Xh \ 1/ 2]

\ 1 " w

Expression (426-2), which in Part I gave the value of Xy for 
the max. max. AI2, gives an imaginary value of Xy when [r2] is 
negative. Therefore root (426-3) must then be used.

Examining more closely the conditions given in Eq. (426), it is 
evident that root (426-3) gives in general two values of Xy for 
both of which the denominator of Eq. (425) is zero. For these 
two values of Xy, the current AI2 (and also Aly) becomes infinite 
or oscillation begins at frequency w0/2tt. Values of Xy, with 
corresponding values of [x2] according to Eq. (424), give finite 
values of Al2 between these two points. Since the only adjust
ments under consideration lie on the max. 1-2 line shown in Figs. 
198 and 199, this line included between the boundary points of 
oscillation at frequency oi0/2tt is the locus of max. AI2, just as 
in Part I when the secondary resistance was positive. It should 
be noted that the shape of the max. 1-2 line is independent of 
whether [r2] is positive or negative. Also, the same two values 
of Xy satisfy Eq. (390-2) that satisfy Eq. (426-3) if the negative 
[r2] has the same numerical value that the positive R2 had in 
Part I.

As was demonstrated in Part I, the max. 2-1 line (adjustment 
of primary circuit to give max. Al2 for various settings of the 
secondary circuit) passes through the points of max. max. Al2. 
In this case of negative resistance, these points have been shown 
to be the boundary points between oscillation and non-oscillation. 
The portion of this max. 2-1 line between these two points is 
the locus of max. AI2 of frequency w0/2tt, where the order of 
adjustment of the two circuits is first secondary reactance then 
primary reactance.
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For points on the max. 1-2 line outside the region between the 

boundary points of oscillation, U2] + (see Eq. (423)) is 

negative and |z2]-------— = 0. Ims condition cannot exist.

If the first expression were negative, a larger amount of power 
would be supplied to the system than would be dissipated, an 
obvious impossibility. What actually happens at first is an 
increase in magnitude of the oscillation. Then the vacuum tube 
operates over such a large region of its characteristic surface that 
the average values of u„ and rp are altered. This alteration in 
, J • • j- +• + i r i , 3/MAi ,both uP and rP is in a direction to make |r2] + —— less nega
tive. Equilibrium is established when this expression becomes 
zero. Harmonics are introduced, but as a first approximation 
in the qualitative discussion they may be neglected. The 
variations in up and rP alter the value of [z2] also, but as a first 
approximation, Eq. (424) may still be considered true and the 
oscillation at frequency w0/2tt will take place over the portions 
of the max. 1-2 line outside the boundary points.

If Eqs. (424) and (426-3), both of which hold for the two points 
of boundary between oscillation and non-oscillation, are solved 
simultaneously, there results

Locus of points where oscillation
begins at frequency — as M is varied'

Us] 
fl 
.0J

Ri— r—i or Ui]
yi

(427)

(427-R)

Equation (427) is evidently the same as Eq. (399) in Part I; i.e., 
it is the equation of the straight lines in Figs. 198 and 201 and of 
the curved lines in Figs. 199 and 202. The boundary points given 
by Eq. (426-3) are found to be the points of intersection of the 
max. 1-2 Une, the max. 2-1 Une, and the appropriate radial line, 
as in Part I. In Part I these points of intersection were the 
points of max. max. Al2. The current in the present case 
increases toward infinity instead of to a finite max. max. value.

If Md0 has the value given by Eq. (428)

Critical coupling- MM = — R1U2] or 
. UP = -»JlHs]

(428)
(428-A)

a relation which gave critical coupling in Part I, the boundary
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points come together at Xi = 0, and [x2] = 0. Relation (428) 
marks a sort of critical coupling for negative resistance in one 
circuit. The region of no oscillation at frequency ojo/2jt shrinks to 
a point and an infinite value of AZ2 at frequency a>0/2ir occurs only 
at this point. This should be the condition for maximum signal 
strength with greatest selectivity. Analysis shows that under 
this condition the max. 1-2 fine and the locus of Eq. (427) are 
tangent to each other at the origin, as shown in Fig. 201.

We may summarize as follows: When two circuits are coupled, 
and one, say the secondary circuit, has regeneration so that its 
effective resistance is negative but less in absolute value than 
M^Ri/Zl, the locus called the max. 1-2 fine, which marks the 
maximum value of AZ2 in simple coupled circuits, also marks the 
maximum value of current of frequency a>u/27r when the secondary 
resistance is negative. As this locus is traversed, there are two 
values of X, which mark a range outside of which the system 
oscillates at frequency w0/2tt. Between the two values of Xi, 
all points on the max. 1-2 line give max. Al2, except when the 
tube starts oscillating at some other frequency, a possibility which 
will be explained later.

Referring to Fig. 199, which may be used when [r2] has a 
negative value, oscillation at frequency w0/2tt takes place if the 
adjustments correspond to points on the locus max. 1-2 outside 
the region between the intersections of the max. 1-2 line and the 
max. 2-1 line. Over the portions of the max. 1-2 fine and the 
max. 2-1 line between these points of intersection, the current 
AZ2 is a maximum when the adjustments are made in the proper 
order. Maximum regeneration at frequency w0/27r occurs at 
the points of intersection of the max. 1-2 and max. 2-1 lines, 
i.e., at the points a a.

If M is varied, the points a a travel along the locus

Vi = , PiW ± [ft]’
If M is fixed and [r2] is varied, the points a a travel along the max. 
1-2 line which is unchanged in shape. If [r2] is positive, the 
points a a represent points of max. max. AZ2. As [r2] approaches 
zero from a positive value, the points a a recede from the origin 
O' along the max. 1-2 line until, when [r2] = 0, the points are 
at Xj/Xo = 0 and Xi/Xo = co. As [r2] becomes negative, the 
points a a approach O' along the same max. 1-2 line. They now 
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mark the points where oscillation begins at frequency a>o/2xr, or 
the points of maximum regeneration. At these points Al2 is 
theoretically infinite.

151. Conditions for Oscillation at Any Frequency o>/2xr with 
Constant Regenerative Effect.—Until now, there has been con
sidered only the possibility of self-oscillation of the system at 
the same frequency as that of the impressed e.m.f. AE0. Under 
certain conditions the system can maintain self-oscillation at 
some frequency other than «0/2tt, whether or not the e.m.f. AE0 
is impressed.

The whole system oscillates at a frequency w/2?r if the equiv
alent impedance of the whole system, as viewed from the cir
cuit to which the regenerative tube is attached (the secondary 
circuit in this case), is zero for this frequency. Expressed 
analytically, the condition for oscillation is

Condition for oscillation 
at frequency ¿TC

ri r i । M2a2 _ [z2i] — [z2] + z^y = Q (429)

The total impedance is zero only when both the resistance and 
reactance of [z2J are zero. Therefore, expanding Eq. (429), the 
conditions for oscillation are

Conditions for oscillation 
at frequency ~ ¿V

Ri + (Xi)2 
M2a2(X^ 
Ri + (Xi)2

= 0 = [r2x]

= 0 = [z2x]

(430)

(431)

Equations (430) and (431) may be expressed in ratio form as 
follows:

In investigating the conditions for oscillation, it is immaterial 
whether or not the e.m.f. AE0 is impressed. The frequency of 
AE0 will be used as a reference frequency so that quantities can 
be plotted as before in terms of the ratios Xx/Xo and [X2]/Xo. For 
convenience the following abbreviations will be used:
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Xi „ X2
W - °1’ x"AO Ao

= 62, and = 9.
Ao

In Eqs. (430-E) and (431-E), the ratios ip = Ry/Lyw and 
W = [r2]/[l2]01 are functions of w rather than of w0 as in all 
previous equations. Although is constant, w is not. With 
most coils the resistance changes with frequency, 17 being nearly 
constant, so the quantities yy and [tj2] will first be assumed con
stant. The treatment for constant y is presented as Case a 
under Condition I; Case b, under Condition I, in which the 
resistances are assumed constant rather than 17, will be presented 
later.

152. Oscillation-boundary Curve. Case a, Constant y.— 
The boundary curve marking the border between oscillation and 
non-oscillation on the X1/X0 — [X2]/X0 plane can be found by 
eliminating w from Eqs. (430-E) and (431-E). The equation 
of the boundary curve thus attained is

+ 1 + T2—^01 + 2(yiy2 — 1 + t2)0202 + ( r/2 + 1 + t2—)d2 = 0 
\ V2/ \ Vl/

or

1 — r2 — 771172 ± (171 + — (1 4------ )
0? = 01----------------------------------------A------W (432-E) 

1 4- r2—4- 77?V2
where r, y2, and 02 are equivalent values, the brackets being 
omitted for simplicity.

Equation (432-E), when plotted on the 0i — [02] plane for a 
chosen set of values of 771, [172], and [r], gives two straight lines 
radiating from the origin. When 771 = — [772] or when [r]2 = —i/iM, 
Eq. (432-E) reduces to 9y = [02], a single line through O'. In 
Fig. 211, the boundary lines are plotted for [r] = 0.5, y, = 0.4, 
and [?j2] = —0.2. In the region between these boundary lines, 
the equivalent resistance [r2i] of the system is positive for 
all frequencies and the system does not oscillate. For each 
point on the boundary lines, both the resistance [r21] and the 
reactance [x2i] of the system, as viewed from the secondary 
circuit, vanish for some frequency which is different for each 
point, and the system oscillates at the frequency which makes 
[r2J] and [z21] zero. For each point outside the region between 
the boundary Unes, the resistance [r2i] is negative for some
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frequencies, one of which makes the reactance [z2i] zero. Oscil
lations at this frequency build up until equilibrium is established, 
which occurs when the variation in tube coefficients reduces the 
effective resistance to zero. The region outside the two Unes is 
then a region of oscillation.

The max. 1-2 line for 9 = 1 is also shown in Fig. 211. At all 
points of this max. 1-2 line the reactance [z2i] is zero for the fre
quency coo/2tt. At the intersection points a a of the max. 1-2 line

Fig. 211.—Oscillation boundary lines for constant regenerative effect. Condi
tion of constant n. [r] = 0.5. 771 = 0.4. [472] = —0.2.

and the boundary lines, the resistance [r2i] is also zero and the 
system oscillates at a frequency coo/Stt, corresponding to a wave 
length Xo- We may draw other max. 1-2 lines for other values of 
9, as shown for 9 = 0.5, for example, in Fig. 211. Along this 
curve the reactance is zero for a frequency 2to0/27r, cor
responding to a wave length of O.5Xo, and at points a'a' the 
resistance [r2i] is also zero for this frequency, so that the system 
oscillates at these points at the frequency wg/2tt9. The system 
oscillates at all points except those in the region between the two 
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radiating lines. The frequency or wave length of oscillation for 
any point is determined by the value of 9 for the max. 1-2 line 
which passes through the point in question.

As [7/2] is varied, the points a a through which the boundary 
lines pass move along the max. 1-2 line. As [172] is made more 
negative, the tendency to oscillate is greater and the points a a 
move toward O' so that the region of no oscillation decreases in 
area.

As [r] is varied, the points a a move along the WM line, 
Eq. (427-A), the max. 1-2 line changing shape so that points a a 
are the intersection points of the three curves.

The max. 1-2 line has a slope of unity at the point O’ when 
7)1 = H, and a greater slope when th < [r].

Consider now the two cases when in > [t] and when 7)1 < [r]. 
Suppose, that 7)1 > [r]. As [t)2] is made more negative, points a a 
approach O' and the region of no oscillation collapses at critical 
coupling to a single 45-deg. line through O'. If, however, 
in < H, the boundary lines become coincident at two values 
of [7)2]; first, when [t)2] = — 7)b for which condition points a a arrive 
at points ai di on the 45-deg. line through O', Fig. 211; second, 
when [i)2] satisfies the critical-coupling relation and points a a 
come together at O'. Referring to Fig. 211, the two boundary 
lines, which have just come together when the intersection points 
a a arrive at position di db pass each other as the intersection 
points move from d! di toward O'. In this last range there is 
no region of no oscillation, but the two regions of oscillation 
overlap in a small diverging strip from 0. As the intersection 
points travel along the 0=1 line from dj di toward 0, the over
lapping region of oscillation first increases in area and then 
decreases in area until it vanishes at critical coupling. The con
ditions for this overlapping of areas of oscillation are, therefore, 
that [t] must be greater than th and also greater than critical 
coupling, and that [t)2] must lie between —7)1 and — [r]2/7)b

153. Values of the Equivalent Resistance and Reactance.— 
We shall study further the system under the conditions of Fig. 
211. As already explained, points a a are points of maximum 
regeneration for signals of frequency o)0/27r. Suppose that the 
circuits are set to correspond to the lower d-point, having coordi
nates 0i = 0.794 and 02 = 0.880. Examine first, at various 
frequencies in the neighborhood of d0/2ir, the equivalent resist
ance [r2i] and the equivalent reactance [x21] of the system as 
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viewed from the secondary circuit. The expression for [r21] 
is

foi] _ r i , H^t
Ei ~ d '77 N N

and for [12J is

(433-R)

(434-1?)

These are plotted against 6 = X/Xo in Fig. 212. The curves show 
that only at the point 0 = 1, i.e., for a wave length equal to Xo,

Fig. 212.—Resistance and reactance of coupled circuits as viewed from the 
secondary circuit. Conditions: 0i = 0.794; [02] = 0.880; rçi — 0.4; [772] = —0.2; 
[7] = 0.5.

are both [r2J and [x2]] equal to zero, at which point the system 
just oscillates.

We may also plot the equivalent resistance [nJ and reactance 
[xi2] of the system, viewed from the primary circuit, as 6 is varied, 
when the system is set for the same point a. The results are 
shown in Fig. 213. These curves give the resistance and react
ance of the system offered to any signal of wave length 0XO 
impressed in the primary circuit. When the impressed wave 
length is Xo, the resistance and reactance are zero and maximum 
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regeneration occurs. It is interesting to note that, if 9 is between 
0.73 and 1.0 in the example given, the system offers a negative 
resistance. The physical meaning of this is that the system 
supplies energy instead of absorbing energy at these wave lengths, 
but this occurs only when a signal is impressed. If the primary 
circuit is the antenna circuit of a coupled-circuit receiver, if 
the circuits are set to receive a signal of wave length Xo, and if 
another signal of wave length between O.73Xo and Xo is impressed 
on the antenna, the system reradiates power of the impressed 
wave length in proportion to the strength of the impressed signal. 
The phase of the emitted power is determined by the values of

Fig. 213.—Resistance and reactance of coupled circuits as viewed from 
the primary circuit. Conditions: S, = 0.794; [S2] = 0.880; qi = 0.4; [r?d = 
-0.2; [t] = 0.5.

[ti2] and [xi2]. In some regions around the antenna the direct 
and reradiated waves reinforce each other, while in other regions 
they partially neutralize each other.

154. Changes of Frequency of Oscillation of Secondary Circuit 
Caused by Tuning Primary Circuit for Case a. Drag Loop. 
Detection of Resonance.—It is of interest to examine the fre
quency of response of the system as 9, of the primary circuit is 
varied, the secondary circuit being set for [02] = 1. From Eq. 
(434-R) equated to zero, we may plot 9 against 0b when [02] is 
given the value unity. As the equation is a cubic in 92, it is 
necessary to solve for 0?, in terms of 02. The result is
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1 = 1A _ H ± MM4 - 4^(1 - ff2' 
el 2(1 - +) (435-7?)

Equation (435-7?) is shown in Fig. 214 for m = 0.4 and for four 
values of [r].

Although the full-line curves of Fig. 214 give the values of 
6 vs. 0i for which the reactance of the system is zero as viewed 
from the secondary circuit, they alone do not tell the limits of the 
regions of oscillation. These limits are given by Eq. (433-7?) 
equated to zero. The same results may be obtained more easily 

Fig. 214.—Variation of the wave length of oscillation as the primary circuit is 
varied. 771 =0.4.

by combining Eqs. (433-7?) and (434-7?). Eliminating [r]2 from 
these equations, both equated to zero, gives

02 = ±. (436-7?)
Vi , Pd2'1' el

This is shown plotted in the curves marked yi/M = — 2, Fig. 
211, and for [02] = 1 in the dotted curves of Fig. 214, for various 
values of h2]. These curves give the loci of the intersections of 
the curves of Eqs. (433-7?) and (434-7?), both equated to zero, as 
[t] varies. Hence, they give the loci of the limits of oscillation.
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The interpretation of Fig. 214 is as follows: Suppose that we 
are making accurate comparisons of frequency or wave lengths 
of two circuits, such as two wavemeters Pi and P2. We shall 
assume that the secondary circuit of Fig. 210, is an oscillating 
reference circuit used in this accurate comparison of the two 
wavemeters. This secondary circuit S, when unaffected by 
either wavemeter, is oscillating at wave length Xo(0 = 1). The 
common procedure in the comparison of the circuits Pi and P2 
is to bring Pi into proximity with S, and tune Pi until some indi
cation in S shows that Pi is in resonance with S. The same 
process is applied to P2. The two settings of Pi and P2 are 
then taken to be the settings corresponding to wave length Xo. 
The indicator to detect resonance of Pi or P2 with S may be an 
ammeter in the plate or grid circuit of the triode attached to S, 
a telephone receiver in the plate circuit of the triode, or a second 
oscillating circuit arranged to beat with *8 so that any change in 
the frequency of S can be detected by a change in an audible beat 
note. This last method is by far the most accurate. In apply
ing Fig. 214, it should be realized that the value of assumed 
in plotting the figure is excessively large and that certain limita
tions, as explained, are placed on the theory. But, qualitatively, 
the results of the analysis are of practical value.

Suppose that Pi is coupled to S with a coefficient of coupling 
[r] = 0.2 and that [>?2] is set at —0.1. As 0i is varied (the natural 
period of Pi is varied) from 0.5 upward, the frequency of oscilla
tion decreases because of the increase of 0 along the full-line 
curve marked [r] = 0.2. At 0i = 0.9, the oscillation stops. 
It begins again at a higher frequency than a>o/2?r when 0i is 1.145. 
The two points where oscillation stops may be indicated by clicks 
in the telephone receivers or by abrupt changes in the ammeter 
reading. Often, the mid-point between the two values of 0t 
corresponding to these two points is assumed as the point of 
resonance. Such an assumption is in error, as is shown by the 
fact that the point 0i = 1 is not midway between these two 
critical points. Suppose now that the same discussion is repeated 
with h2] set at —0.35. Since the dotted curve for [??2] = —0.35 
does not intersect the full-line curve for [r] = 0.2, Fig. 214, 
except at the point 0i = 1 and 0 = 1, the system does not stop 
oscillating. The frequency of oscillation goes through the 
changes indicated by the curve of Fig. 214. The beat note 
used as indicator varies but returns at 0i = 1 to the beat note 
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unaffected by the secondary circuit. This method of beat
note indication gives a very accurate determination of resonance; 
the steeper the full-line curve at the point (1, 1) the more accurate 
the determination. The steepness can be increased by increas
ing [r] up to the value 77b at which value the reactance curve is 
vertical as is shown by the curve marked [r] = 0.4 in Fig. 214. 
But with such a value of [r], [772] must be more negative than — th 
in order that the system may oscillate throughout the range of 0b 
If the ammeter method of detection is used, the most rapid 
change in ammeter reading is obtained when [r] is equal to or 
slightly less than 171, and [772] is about equal to —771, for then the 
system almost stops oscillating at 0, = 1.

If [r] is increased to 0.6 and — [772] is equal to th, (i.e., 0.4 in 
this example), oscillation persists along the curve t = 0.6, Fig. 
214, as 0! is increased to unity. At this point the oscillation 
frequency suddenly changes from the value corresponding to 
0 = 1.21 to the value corresponding to 0 = 0.742, and thereafter, 
as 0i is increased, follows the lower portion of the full-line curve 
marked [r] = 0.6. As 0i is varied back and forth through unity, 
this abrupt change in frequency occurs each time at 0i = 1 and 
a telephone receiver indicates by a click this point of abrupt 
change in frequency. These conditions are best for the telephone 
method of detecting resonance.

Suppose that [r] is 0.6 as before, but [772] is set at —0.5. The 
upper full-line curve is followed as 9, is increased until the 
intersection point with the dotted curve is reached at 0i = 1.033. 
Here, the frequency changes abruptly to that corresponding to 
the lower portion of the curve at this value of 0b As 0i is still 
further increased, the frequency follows the lower curve. If 0i 
is now decreased, the lower curve is followed until the intersec
tion point at 0j = 0.927 is reached, when the frequency jumps to 
values corresponding to points on the upper section of the full
line curve of Fig. 214. Thus a sort of hysteresis occurs in the 
variation in frequency, often called a drag loop, and is shown in 
Fig. 215 for [t] = 0.6 and [772] = —0.5. Such a drag loop can 
occur only when there are overlapping regions of oscillation, as 
already explained in connection with Fig. 213, i.e., only when 
— [772] < th and when [r] > th. The drag loop is of considerable 
importance in the study of power oscillators.

155. Conditions for Oscillation at Any Frequency m/2tt with 
Constant Regenerative Effect. Case b, Constant Resistance.— 
The theory thus far given applies to circuits in which the resist-
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ance is proportional to the frequency for the range of frequencies 
concerned in the analysis. This assumption is approximately 
true if the range of frequencies considered is small, as is true if 
the resistances and couplings are small as in most practical cases. 
The values of y and r used in the examples just cited are unusually 
large, so that the frequency range in any practical case would be 
much less than that used in these examples.

In order to show the limitation of the theory due to the assump
tion of constant y, the other extreme of constant resistance will 
be .considered as Case b. Every practical case lies somewhere 
between these two extremes.

If we assume that the resistances Ry and [r2] remain constant, 
yy and t/2 will signify the ratios Ri/Lyu^ and [r2]/[i2]w0. Equations 
(430-E) and (431-E) expressed in terms of 9y, [02], and 0 become

[’72] + (437-E)

i_ JL

[02? (438-E)

The theory for this case of constant resistance will be developed 
from these equations.
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156. Oscillation-boundary Curve. Case 6, Constant Resist
ance.— The boundary curve may be found for the condition of 
constant resistance by eliminating from Eqs. (437-A) and (438-A) 
the quantity 0 which is the only quantity containing u. The

Fig. 216.—Oscillation-boundary curve for constant regenerative effect. Condi- 
tion of constant resistances. 771 = 0.4. [772] = —0.2. [r] = 0.5.

elimination gives the following expression for the boundary line 
between oscillation and non-oscillation.

712(7)1 + 7)2)02 + — + T2 01 + 

’ll
’i!( 1 + - )0! - 2—(1 - T2) 0Î0!
\ ’ll/ ’ll

0! = 0 (439-A)
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where 92, and t are the equivalent values. This boundary 
equation reduces to the straight line 9i = 92 when h2] = — i?i. 
This was also the case with the boundary Eq. (432-R). At 
critical coupling for 0=1, Eq. (439-R) does not reduce to a 
straight line. This is not surprising because critical coupling 
is now defined by the relation [r]2 = —i?ih2]02. Critical cou
pling can exist for only one value of 9 for any given values of M, 
Li, and L2.

Fig. 217.—Sections of space model for secondary current. [R21] = 0. 771 = 
0.4. [772] = -0.2. [t] = 0.5.

The boundary Eq. (439-R) is plotted in Fig. 216 for [r] = 0.5, 
= 0.4, and h2] = —0.2. This figure should be compared with 

Fig. 211 where y is constant, but the other conditions are the 
same. Figure 217 shows sections through the space model which 
give the approximate secondary current when the circuits are 
set at either of the points a a of maximum regeneration and the 
incoming wave length is varied. This figure is applicable also 
to the case of constant y if the boundary curve is replaced by the 
straight boundary lines shown in Fig. 211.
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Figure 218 is similar to Fig. 216 except that it is calculated 
for critical coupling when 0 = 1. The numerical value of this 
coupling for the constants given is a/0.08. In this case the two 
points a a of maximum regeneration for 0 = 1 of Fig. 216 have 
approached each other and have fused to a single point.

Fig. 218.—Oscillation-boundary curve for constant regenerative effect. 
Condition of constant resistances. Critical coupling. 171 = 0.4. [772] = —0.2. 
[r]2 = 0.08.

157. Changes of Frequency of Oscillation of Secondary 
Circuit When Tuning the Primary Circuit Case b.—The 
equation corresponding to Eq. (435-E), which gives the variation 
of 0 along the [02] = 1 line, is obtained for the condition of 
constant resistance by solving Eq. (438-E). The result is

! _ 1 / [r]2 ± a/H4 - 4^02(1 - 02)2'
0? 0V 2(1 - 02) (440-Ä)
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This equation differs from Eq. (435-7?) only in the presence of 
an additional 02 under the radical. Qualitatively, the graph of 
Eq. (440-7?) is similar to that of Fig. 214.

The elimination of [r] from Eqs. (437-7?) and (438-7?) gives 
exactly the same equation as is obtained for constant v, i.e., 
Eq. (436-7?). The dotted lines of Fig. 214 are therefore the same 
for Cases a and b.

Figures 212 and 213 are drawn for 0 = 1 and hence these two 
figures and the discussion of them are applicable to the present 
case of constant resistance as well as to the former case of con
stant TJ.

Condition II. Variable Regenerative Effect

The two cases just discussed were calculated on the assump
tion that the coefficient of regeneration is constant. This is 
approximately true if the secondary circuit is tuned by a react
ance which is not a part of the coupling either to the primary 
circuit or to the triode. Generally, however, both circuits are 
tuned by the variable condensers, Ci and C2 of Fig. 210, the 
voltage across C2 being the grid voltage of the triode. Under 
these conditions the coefficient of regeneration h varies as the 
secondary circuit is tuned. The purpose of the following dis
cussion is to indicate approximately such alterations in the theory 
of the first condition as are necessary because of this varying 
regeneration.

Using the approximate expression for the coefficient of regen
eration as given in Eq. (421), replace the variable C2 by its equiva
lent in terms of Hence,

UpMbLtd2,

1 p

UpTb 1L2 1 Li 
'Ji Lb

where yp = rp/Lbd0 and rb = Mb/y/LtLb. 
Equation (441-7?) may be written

h' = f-^
92 Lb

(441)

(441-7?)

(442-7?)

where the factor f is the term
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158. Conditions for and Value of Max. Secondary Current 
with Variable Regenerative Effect.—The secondary current due 
to the e.m.f. AEn is given by Eq. (423). Since 02 occurs in [r2] 
as well as in [rr2], the equation of the max. 1-2 line cannot be 
obtained by equating [x2i] to zero. It is necessary to express the 
absolute value of Al2 and then to put its derivative with respect 
to 02 equal to zero. The absolute value of Al2, expressed in 
ratios, is

Where 771 = Ri/Liu0 and rç2 — R2/L2toG. In the discussion of 
Condition I, [t/2] denoted the effective y of the secondary circuit 
including the effect of regeneration. In the present case, it is 
important to note that the effective tj of the secondary circuit, 

fvincluding the effect of regeneration, is h2] = 7)2 —and varies

with 02.
Equating to zero the derivative of AZ2 with respect to 02 gives 

the following equation for the max. 1-2 line. This gives the 
locus of max. AZ2 when the order of adjustment is first primary 
and then secondary. The locus is

1 — / + fvtVp — (1 ~/)2+/M
91

(444-Z?)

The equation for the max. 2-1 line can be obtained by the 
simple process of setting [xl2] equal to zero, since [ri2] does not 
contain 9^. The equation is
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At any frequency <o/2tt, the values of the equivalent resistance 
and reactance of the system, as viewed from the secondary circuit 
to which the regenerative tube is attached, are, when expressed in 
ratios,

>~21 _ „ _fap _l_ 
el +

r2Vi

I 02\2
vie2 + ( 1 - -2 )

\ d1/

(446-Ä)

(447-R)

These equations assume that all resistances are constant. If it 
is assumed that Ri and R2 vary proportionally with a, so that vi 
and 772 remain constant, Eqs. (446-R) and (447-R) are altered in 
the following respects: the 02 following yi in the denominators 
is omitted and the term fyp/C becomes fvp9f(%. Only the case 
of constant resistance will be considered.

159. Conditions for Oscillation at Any Frequency a/2ir. Oscil
lation-boundary Curve with Variable Regenerative Effect.— 
The conditions for oscillation are obtained by equating r21 and 
Z21 to zero. If 6 is eliminated from Eqs. (446-R) and (447-R), 
the equation of the boundary curve is
ei {ViViivi + vjol + + V2 + fvi(viV2 ~ViVP ~ ^aVp)]^

+ fvp[fvi(vp — Vi~) — 1])
4- 9i {vi(vi + V2Y2 + ’î2[/(’îi’î2 — 2vivP — 3viVp) — 2(1 — t )]02 

+ f[fVp(.VlVp + 3t721?p — 2771172) + 2(tJp — 772) — 2t 7Jp]02 

+ fvP[2 — fvp(.Vp — ’ll)]}

2

2

, J ! , 6 , o 2r2V2Vpl „4
+ 1V2 Id------------02 + J 2?72 — Vp — ------------------ 02

I L J L J
•¿'1

+ r V2 - 2vP + --pL
0? - fsvJ = 0 (448-R)

Equation (448-R) is so complex that mere examination of the 
equation gives little idea of the shape of the boundary. The 
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equation is plotted in Figs. 219, 220, and 221 for certain selected 
values of the coefficients.

The frequency of oscillation can be obtained by equating 
Xn/Lwo, Eq. (447-7?), to zero. With constant regenerative effect, 
the locus of max. AZ2 (max. 1-2 line) and the locus over which 
a:21 for 0 = 1 is zero (locus of oscillation outside boundary for 
Xo) are identical. In the case being considered, the two loci are

different and are given by Eqs. (444-2?) and (447-7?). On sub
stituting in Eqs. (444-7?) and (447-7?) the numerical values of 
the coefficients used in Figs. 219, 220, and 221, the two curves 
for the two equations are practically coincident and in all cases 
must exactly coincide at the boundary curve. In view of the 
closeness of the two curves, Eq. (447-7?) alone has been plotted 
in Figs. 219, 220, and 221, and, for 0 = 1, the curve gives very 
closely the max. 1-2 line.
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The coupling r can be eliminated by combining Eqs. (446-E) 
and (447-E). This gives Eq. (449-E), which corresponds to 
Eq. (436-E) for the condition of constant regenerative effect.

e2 = el
f^p — Vi) — 02(^1 + Vi) 

fvP — V10Ï — ’7202 (449-E)

If 0 is unity, this equation plotted to 0i and 02 gives the locus 
of the maximum regeneration points as the coupling is varied. 
These are the points of intersection of the boundary curve and 
the max. 1-2 and the max. 2-1 lines for Xo. This locus is called 
the 0 line for 0 = 1 and is shown plotted in Figs. 219,220, and 221.
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If 0 is given other constant values and the coupling is varied, Eq. 
(449-7?) gives the locus of points on the boundary where oscilla
tion begins at a wave length 0XO. Several other 0 lines are plotted 
in Figs. 219, 220, and 221.

The theoretical curves of Fig. 219 were calculated for unusually 
large values of coupling and of circuit resistance in order to open 
up the curves and thus to show their characteristics more 
clearly.

The curves of Figs. 219, 220, and 221 will now be described in 
detail. In Fig. 219, the boundary curve, instead of giving a

Fig. 221.—Oscillation-boundary curves for variable regenerative effect, vi — 
0.025; vz = 0.008; vP = 70; r = 0.06; / = 0.00025.

closed figure extending to the origin as in Figs. 216 and 218 or a 
region limited by two infinite straight lines as in Fig. 211, is 
now an open curve usually coming down to a sharp point at its 
lowest part. The region above the curve and within the acute 
angle is the region of non-oscillation; the part of the diagram 
below the boundary curve is the region of oscillation. The 
intercept on the 02 axis is the setting for which the secondary 
circuit, as a single circuit, begins to oscillate. The boundary 
curve does not extend to the origin because, as the secondary 
capacitance is decreased, the regenerative tendency rapidly 
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increases. For values of the secondary capacitance below a 
certain value (i.e., for the lower extremity or tip of the boundary 
curve), the system oscillates no matter what the primary-circuit 
setting is.

In some cases the boundary Eq. (448-R) has imaginary roots 
for 0] for all values of 02 below the tip. This is the case for Fig.

Fig. 222.—Oscillation-boundary curve for variable regenerative effect. 
m = 0-4; = 0.2; Vp = 1.0; t* = 0.08;/ = 0.4.

219. That this is not always so is shown by Figs. 220 and 221, 
where values of 02 below the tip give real values of 0i. The 
boundary equation in these figures encloses a narrow region below 
the tip which is an overlapping of two regions of oscillation. 
Hence, it is a region where the system may oscillate at either one 
of two frequencies and where the drag loop is obtained if 0i is 
varied.
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The tip of the boundary line is usually coincident with the 
common intersection point of all the 9 lines. The coordinates of 
this point can be obtained from Eq. (449-E).

Coordinates of tip of 
boundary line (450-E)

The position of the tip is dependent upon f and is independent 
of coupling until the coupling becomes very weak. Then the 
tip suddenly draws away from the point determined by Eq. 
(450-E), and the boundary line may lose its point and show 
merely a dip, as in Fig. 222. An experimentally obtained plot 

Fig. 223.—Position of tip of oscillation-boundary curve.

of the position of the tip for various couplings, indicated by the 
value of C2, is shown in Fig. 223. Plots are given for two values 
of f or degrees of regeneration. The constancy of position of the 
tip is clearly shown by the curve for regeneration arbitrarily 
marked 10. For the other curve of Fig. 223, the regenerative 
coupling was much reduced, so that the settings for that tip 
are not on the plot. The rising portion touches the axis at a 
value of Ci equal to 82 divisions on its scale. This value corre
sponds to the largest capacitance for which the secondary circuit 
oscillates alone and corresponds to the horizontal portion of the 
boundary line.

Although this condition of variable regenerative effect is much 
more complicated than the simple condition of constant regenera
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tive effect, there are some general features which are similar 
in both conditions. If f, which is always small in comparison 
with unity, is neglected in Eq. (447-A), the expressions of Eqs. 
(446-Ä) and (447-Ä) are the same as for Case b of constant 
regenerative effect, except that the effective y of the secondary 
circuit as affected by regeneration is

M = yz - (451-Ä)

and is a function of 02 instead of being constant as in the condition 
of constant regenerative effect. The boundary Eq. (448-Ä)

Fig. 224-1.—Experimental boundary curves. Effect of varying the coupling. 
Xo = 600 meters.

is approximately Eq. (439-Ä) for Case b, Condition I, except 
that [772] is a function of 02. In the case of variable regenerative 
effect, [772] varies on the 0i — 02 plane, becoming more negative 
as 02 decreases. In Cases a and b under constant regenerative 
effect, the region of no oscillation vanishes when [t,2] = — th, and 
the two edges of the boundary lines come together. In Con
dition II, the case of variable regeneration, the two boundary 
lines come together or cross at a point where [772] = —yi. Here, 
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as in Cases a and b under constant regeneration, a drag loop is 
obtained when 02 = 1 and as the primary circuit is tuned, provided 
r > tji and also provided — t2/^ < [772] < ~vi- The boundary 
equation has real roots in the region below the tip if the coupling 
is greater than critical as defined by the relation r2 = —th[v2]92, 
and also if hJ < —th. At critical coupling, the edges of the 
boundary curve come together to enclose a vanishingly small 
strip of region of no oscillation, and as the coupling is decreased 
the tip rapidly rises and disappears.

Fig. 224-2.—Experimental boundary curves. Effect of varying regeneration. 
Xo = 600 meters.

As given in Sec. 154, the discussion of the shape of the drag 
loop and of the action on tuning a primary circuit coupled to 
an oscillating secondary circuit applies unchanged to the condi
tion of variable regeneration, since in that discussion the setting 
of the secondary circuit was assumed to be fixed.

160. Experimentally Determined Boundary Curves.—Some 
experimentally determined boundary curves confirming the 
theory are shown in Figs. 224-1, 224-2, and 224-3. Figure 224-1 
demonstrates the constancy of the position of the tip and also
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the shrinkage of the region of no oscillation as the coupling is 
decreased and approaches critical coupling. Figure 224-2 shows

Fig. 224-3.—Experimental boundary curves. Effect of varying R^. Xo = 600 
meters.

the effect of varying the value of [r2]. Figure 224-3 shows the 
effect of varying the primary resistance. According to Eq. 
(450-R), the position of the tip varies with t/j. In Fig. 224-3, 
portions of the max. 1-2 line and max. 2-1 line are shown.



CHAPTER XV

COMBINATIONS OF TRIODES AS LOW-POWER 
RESISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIERS

Amplification by the use of a single triode was discussed in 
Chap. XII. When a greater amplification is desired than can 
be obtained by a single tube or stage, triodes may be combined 
in various ways to form multistage or cascade amplifiers. The 
plate circuit of each tube in a multistage amplifier must be 
closed through some form of impedance. The voltage across 
this impedance load is then impressed upon the grid of the next 
tube or stage. Multistage amplifiers are classified in three 
main groups, according to the character of the plate-load 
impedance:

I. Resistance-coupled amplifiers.
II. Impedance-coupled amplifiers.

III. Transformer-coupled amplifiers.
The first group comprises the arrangements in which the 

plate load is essentially a pure high resistance. It will be seen 
later that generally the capacitances of the tubes and stopping 
condenser taken in combination with the load resistance make the 
coupling a capacitance-resistance coupling.

The second group includes the arrangements in which the 
plate load is an untuned or a tuned inductive resistance, used as 
direct coupling to the next stage.

The third group includes all amplifiers in which the stages 
are coupled through either tuned or untuned transformers.

Amplifiers used for the increase of radio-frequency voltages 
are often treated separately from those used for audio-frequency 
amplification. Since the underlying theory is the same for all 
frequencies, no distinction will be made as to frequency until 
the final analysis is reached under each group. Then, the special 
sizes of elements and any peculiarities attributable to particular 
frequency ranges will be considered.

The discussion, except where otherwise qualified, deals with 
combinations of stages of amplifiers, each stage being an 

396
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amplifier of Class A, as described in Chap. XII. The principal 
criterion for the design of multistage amplifiers is high ampli
fication with minimum distortion. The types of distortion were 
discussed in Chap. XII, where it was pointed out that there are 
two main types of distortion: amplitude distortion, wherein the 
amplitude of the output variations is not linearly related to the 
amplitude of the input variations; and frequency distortion, 
wherein variations at different frequencies are not equally 
amplified. Amplitude distortion is due primarily to a nonlinear 
relation between the input and output voltages or, in other words, 
to a nonlinear path of operation. A serious consequence of 
amplitude distortion is the presence in the output of harmonics 
and of sum and difference frequencies which are not present 
in the input. Frequency distortion is primarily due to a variation 
of the external impedances with frequency.

These two main types of distortion assume different relative 
importance according as the amplification is at radio frequencies 
or at audio frequencies. When the electric variations are at audio 
frequencies and it is desired to amplify them, both types of distor
tion are serious, amplitude distortion being probably more serious 
than frequency distortion. When, however, a high-frequency 
oscillation is modulated so that the envelope drawn through the 
peaks of the radio-frequency amplitudes is a true picture of a 
sound wave form, it is the sound wave form which must be 
preserved during amplification, and the wave form of the radio
frequency oscillation is of little importance. Amplitude dis
tortion, in so far as it affects the radio-frequency wave form, 
is then unimportant; but if the amplitude distortion affects the 
shape of the envelope, this type of distortion is serious. Fre
quency distortion also is important in this case, because a modu
lated radio-frequency potential or current which forms a message 
is not merely of one frequency but is made up of several or many 
frequencies included within a range of frequencies 15,000 cycles 
wide perhaps. If the potentials or currents of these component 
frequencies are unequally amplified, the message is distorted. 
We see, therefore, that amplitude distortion is more serious at 
audio frequencies and frequency distortion at radio frequencies.

161. Fundamental Theory of Resistance-coupled Amplifiers.— 
The common arrangement of the resistance-coupled amplifier 
of three stages is shown in Fig. 225. The three stages, separated 
by the dotted lines, are denoted by Si, S2, and 80. The load
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Zb0 in the plate circuit of the last tube is usually very different 
from the load in the plate circuits of the other stages. The last 
stage may be used to deliver the maximum undistorted power 
to a loud-speaker, whereas the purpose of the other stages is to 
deliver the maximum undistorted voltage to the next stage 
beyond. The adjustment of voltages, and even the tube, of 
the last stage may be different from those of the previous stages. 
The last stage presents a problem in itself, which is solved by the 
methods of Chap. XII. Since each stage before the last, such 
as Si and S2, performs the same function, we shall assume all 
stages except the last to be similar.

The condenser C is used merely to insulate the grid from the 
steady-voltage drop across the plate-circuit resistance Rb. Its

Fig. 225.—Multistage resistance-coupled amplifier.

capacitance is so chosen that its reactance is small in comparison 
with the resistance Rc. At very low frequencies, however, this 
capacitance cannot be made negligible, and the effect of the 
reactance of C requires study. R, is made very large because its 
sole purpose is to fix the steady potential of the grid at the value 
Ec If the condenser C has little leakage, Rc may be as high 
as 10 megohms. Often there is so much leakage through C that 
the flow of the leakage current through Rc causes the potential 
of the grid to be different from Ëc, and Ëg may be positive instead 
of negative.

Although separate B- and C-batteries are shown for each 
stage, the wiring can easily be altered to make one B-battery 
and one C-battery act for all stages. When this is done, it is 
absolutely necessary to shunt these batteries by low-impedance 
condensers in order to prevent regenerative effects from the last 
stages to the earlier stages.
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In Fig. 225, AEgl, AEg2, and AEg0 represent the r.m.s. values 
of the grid voltages of the first, second, and last stages. AEpi, 
AEp2, and AEp0 represent the alternating plate voltages.

The voltage amplification of the nth stage, exclusive of the 
last stage, is

(V.A.)„ = (452)

The voltage amplification of n stages is

(V.A.) = (V.A.)! • (V.A.)2 ■ • • (V.A.)„ (453)

An - rpn Cpgn^ Ao=rpOCpgOw
Cpn= Cpfn+Cpgn Cpo=Cpfo+ CpgO

Fig. 226.—Equivalent a-c. circuits of the nth stage and last stage of a resistance- 
coupled amplifier.

The voltage amplification of the last stage or output stage, 
denoted by subscript 0, is

(V.A.)0 = ^° = -^Zb” (454)

The performance of the whole amplifier, including the last 
stage, may be expressed by the over-all transconductance s, where

Alio (455)

Although, in general, only the magnitude of the voltage ampli
fication is of interest, it is sometimes convenient to express the 
voltage amplification in complex form from which the magnitude 
can be obtained when the components of the complex impedances 
or admittances are known.
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The calculation of (V.A.) or s, even in the most simple arrange
ment, is complicated. The analysis is made of the nth stage, 
which applies to any stage up to the last, and of the last stage, 
using the equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 226. All grids are 
assumed to be negatively polarized, so that ug and k„ are zero. 
The extension of the e-p-c. theorem, given in Eqs. (284) and 
(285), Chap. XI, page 282, must be used and the equivalent 
circuits of Fig. 226 are drawn to accord with the extended theory.

The following abbreviations are used in the analysis:

An

C pn

C gn

_  Cpgnto __ ~
pg nW' pn 

K>pn

~ Cpfn 4“ d pgn
_  __bgn

(456)

Y = — * bO rj
"bO

The admittances y' and F' are defined by the diagrams of Fig. 
226, the admittances being evaluated in the direction of the 
arrows.

Using Eq. (284) and the abbreviations just given, the ratio of 
plate voltage to grid voltage for the nth stage is 

AEpn _ Spn jCpgnto 
AEon kpn + y' 1

The ratio of the grid voltage of the (n + l)st stage to the plate 
voltage of the nth stage is

—— = ---------------- ---------------------------- (458)AEp„ + ?0(n+l) + j(C0(n+l) + C)to

Hence, the exact expression for the voltage amplification of the 
nth stage is the product of Eqs. (457) and (458), or

(V.A.)„ =
^pn jC pgntO

kpn + y„
XC(„+1) + gff(n+l) 

jCu

Cg(n+l) 

c

(459)
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Upn jAn

Yn I -I (Cgtn+V) I I A _ Xc(n+1) + gg(n+l) 
kpn JL\ C J J Ca

(460)

Similarly, the voltage amplification of the last stage is

(V.A.)o = -U£

^ + 4
(461)

The expressions of Eqs. (459), (460), and (461) are general in 
that the character of the plate loads, denoted in Fig. 226 byy^ and 
Zb0, is not specified. By expanding y( and Zba, we may apply 
Eqs. (460) and (461) to the special circuits shown in Fig. 226.
(V.A.)n =

If, as is generally the case, Cgin+o/C and Cpn/C are very small 
in comparison with unity, Eq. (462) takes the simpler approxi
mate form.
(V.A.)n = _______

_________________________ V Upr, + An

Kbn T Kc(n+1) 4~ Qaln+l) I 1 2 I
’ _ kpn

(C pn T Cg(n4-l))ü) 
kpn

Equation (461), expanded, becomes

(V.A.)o = (464)

We shall now study the voltage amplification of resistance- 
coupled amplifiers under certain special conditions.
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162. Case 1. Resistance-coupled Amplifier at Low or 
Audio Frequencies.—Assume that the range of frequencies at 
which the amplifier operates is from 100 to 10,000 cycles per 
second. At these frequencies, A2 is generally negligible in com
parison with upn, and the ratio {Cpn + C0(n+y))w/kpn is generally 
small in comparison with unity. Neglecting these terms, an 
approximate form of Eq. (463) suitable for use in the audio range 
of frequencies is

Upn

K-bn H- -ikc(n-l-l) H- i

kpn + \
= :----------------------- (465)

Kbn I 1 VE^e(n+1) + g8(n+l) \ 2 
kpn "A C" /.

If C is of the order of a tenth of a microfarad or more, the 
second squared bracket in the denominator of Eq. (465) is 
negligible except at very low audio frequencies. For the present 
we shall neglect this bracket.

To obtain high amplification, each of the factors Kbn/kpn, 
/kpn, and gg(„+1)/kpn should be small in comparison with 

unity. Kbn and Ke(„+D can be chosen by the designer. Kcy„+i) 
is merely for the purpose of fixing the polarizing potential of the 
next stage at an appropriate negative value, and, since there is 
no appreciable steady grid current, Kc(n+1) can be made very 
small or its reciprocal very large. For example, Rc<n+i) may be of 
the order of from 1 to 10 megohms. Thus the factor Kc(n+J)/kpn 
can be made so small as to be of little effect in reducing 
amplification.

It is well to point out that, if Rctn+D is large, it is necessary 
that condenser C be a mica condenser in order to reduce the 
leakage current through C. The leakage current through a 
paper condenser when used for C is almost always great enough 
to cause a substantial voltage drop through Kc(n+i) and to 
polarize the grid of the next stage to a positive potential.

The choice of Kbn depends upon the tube used. As Kbn is 
made smaller, the steady-voltage drop through it is increased and 
hence, for a given plate-battery voltage, the plate voltage of the 
tube is decreased. This decrease in plate voltage is best given 
by the ip — ep diagram of Fig. 227. Let EB be the voltage of the 
plate battery. Various resistance lines are drawn for Rbn, and 
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their intersections with the curve for the chosen grid-polarizing 
potential Ecn give the quiescent points for the several values 
of Rbn. (The subscripts n are omitted in Fig. 227.) The grid
polarizing potential should be just sufficiently negative to insure 
that the largest grid-voltage variation will not cause grid current 
to flow. The negative polarizing potential may be less for the 
first stages than for the last stages. The quiescent points for 
the several values of Rb give the values of I,, and Ep. As Rb
is increased or Kb decreased, kp also decreases. The only way

Fig. 227.—Plate-current plate-voltage diagram for a resistance-coupled amplifier.

plot the ratio from measurements with the particular tube used. 
It is usually more convenient to plot the reciprocal of this ratio, or 
kp/Kb. Figure 228 gives a family of curves for this ratio for 
various grid-polarizing voltages and plate voltages. A certain 
commercial high-u tube known as UX240 (see Plate lid, opposite 
page 144) was used for these measurements. The curves of 
Fig. 228 show that as Rb is increased the curve of kP!Kb rises 
rapidly at first and then flattens out. Equation (465) shows that 
the larger the value of kp/Kb, the greater the amplification. 
With ordinary triodes this ratio is never much greater than 10, 
no matter how large Rb is made. It seldom pays to make the 
ratio much greater than 3 or 4, because the gain in amplification 
beyond these values is slight.
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The third factor ggtn+i)/kpn which occurs in the denominator 
of Eq. (465) may have a considerable effect upon the voltage 
amplification of the nth stage, particularly at high audio frequen
cies. The value of ^(„+0 depends upon the load in the plate 
circuit of the next stage. The expression for calculating gg^^^ 
was given in Eq. (278), page 277, Chap. XI, and is reproduced

here in a slightly modified form which is somewhat more con
venient for use in this particular problem.

__ [ \ . kp(n+H
kpn \ &p(n+l) / kpn

। । । ill
L + r-----------  + Up(n+i)l 1 -f- 

fvp(n+l)---------_ \_____

ft(M-l) A2 । |

^p(n+l)/ \ ^p(n+l) / \

C pf(n+»d____Bb(n+7) |

_______Gpg(n+\}d______ /

L । Cpfln+lfd — Bbjn+l) 
Gpg(n+\)d

- (466)

where tAtn+n and Bbin+i) are the conductance and susceptance 
of the total plate load of the next stage. To give an idea of the 
approximate value of gg(n+n/kpn at 10,000 cycles per second, 
we may substitute in Eq. (466) the following values for an actual 
amplifier, the test of which will be described in the next section. 
A type UX240 triode has the following approximate character
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istics when operated with a plate-load resistance of 250,000 ohms, 
and a plate-battery voltage of 180 volts.

up = 30
rp = 125,000 ohms
Cpg = IOmmH
CVf = 4/XMf /including socket and wires
Cgf = 6/iMf )

The term BKn+i)/CP»(n+i)« in Eq. (466) is very important 
because it can have very large values, depending on the type of

Fig. 229.—Effect of varying Rb of a resistance-coupled amplifier.

load in the plate circuit. When the plate load of the next stage 
is the same as for the stage being treated, a reasonable value is 8.

Assuming the values just given for the terms in Eq. (466), 
the formula gives for ggin+n/kpn the value 0.775 at 10,000 cycles 
per second. Formula (465) gives 13.2 for the amplification. 
This checks well with the experiments. The value of /kpn 

decreases rapidly as the frequency is decreased, so that its effect 
is noticeable only at high frequencies.

An effect which causes distortion when Rb is made large is 
worthy of notice. Figure 229 is similar to Fig. 227 except that
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only two resistance lines are shown, one for a fairly low value of 
Rb and one for a high value of Rb. Because of the stopping 
condenser C, the plate-load resistance for alternating current is 
less than that for steady current. The difference between the 
two plate-load resistances is accentuated if Kc(n+1y + gs(n+v is 
increased. The path of operation for low Rb is not along the 
resistance line for Rb, but along a line such as ab, Fig. 229, drawn 
through the quiescent point. This path of operation makes with 
the horizontal an angle whose tangent is Kbn + Kc(n+1y + gain+D and 
intersects the vertical through EB at point b. Since dn/nQ = Kbn 
and fen/nQ = Kbn + Kc(n+i) + g„(n+D,thenferf/nQ = Kc(n+i) +ga(n+1). 
Now suppose that the high Rb is used and assume that 
Kctn+o + gatn+o remains the same. The path of operation 
is along a line such as a'b' drawn so that b'd/n'C = bd/nQ. 
Since the plate-current curves for constant grid voltages 
are practically similar in shape, curves for equal increments of 
grid voltage are approximately equidistant along any horizontal 
line, whether the line is near the axis of abscissas or higher up 
on the diagram. Hence, if operation were along the resistance 
line for a very high Rb, the path would be so nearly horizontal 
that the plate-voltage variation would be essentially linear in 
its relation to the grid-voltage variation. But the plate-current 
lines for constant grid voltages are not equidistant when meas
ured vertically in the region where the characteristic graphs 
are curved. Consequently, the more nearly vertical is the 
path of operation, which cuts through the curved region of the 
characteristic surface, the more nonlinear is the relation between 
plate-voltage variation and grid-voltage variation. The high 
slope of the path a'b' results in wave distortion of the output 
voltage, as indicated by the curves for Ae' and Aiff If the 
variation of grid voltage exceeds that indicated by the path p'h', 
the plate current is zero during part of the cycle, which results 
in excessive distortion.

It can be stated, therefore, that for a high-quality amplifier 
it is inadvisable to increase Rb above the value which makes 
Rb/rp = kPIKb greater than 2 or 3. If this ratio is made large, 
both amplitude and frequency distortion are introduced. Fur
thermore, Kc(„+d + gain+o should be less than one-fifth of 
to avoid the distortion described with reference to Fig. 229.

There is a practical advantage in using a large Rb, which, 
however, is of little importance except when dry batteries are 
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used as sources of power. A large value of Rb results in a small 
steady plate current. Consequently, there is less load on the 
plate-circuit source of power and the cathode can be operated 
to give low emission, resulting in a saving of filament-heating 
power and an increase in the life of the tube.

The second stage of the amplifier of Fig. 225 differs from the 
first stage in one or two particulars. In the first place, the grid
voltage variations of the second stage are much greater than 
for the first stage because of the amplification of the first stage. 
Consequently the negative polarizing potential of the second 
stage should be greater than for the first stage, unless, to make 
the two stages alike, the grid of the first stage is polarized nega
tively by the same amount demanded by the second stage. 
The second difference between the two stages arises from the 
fact that the input admittance of the second stage, depending 
as it does on the plate load of the third stage, may be quite 
different from the input admittance of the first stage. If the 
third stage is the final stage, its plate load may be a loud-speaker, 
whose impedance varies greatly with frequency and may be 
highly inductive at some frequencies. An inductive plate load 
may give a negative input conductance, so that gg0 may vary 
greatly and be negative for some frequencies. This variation 
of gg0 may cause the amplification curve of the second stage 
to be quite different from that of the first stage.

Before ending this section, a few words are relevant concerning 
the effect of the stopping condenser C, Fig. 225, when its reactance 
is not negligible. If C is 0.14, its reactance at 1,000 cycles per 
second is 1,590 ohms, at 100 cycles per second 15,900 ohms, 
and at zero cycles per second is infinite. This stopping con
denser affects the amplification if the term ¡n

Eq. (465) is appreciable compared with unity. For example, 
if C is 0.14 and Kc(n+i) + ?g(n+i) is 10-6 mho, this term has a 
value of only 0.159 at 10 cycles per second. Unless C is made 
very small, or Kc(n+o + gg(n+t> is unusually large, the last term in 
the denominator of Eq. (465) is negligible from 100 to 10,000 
cycles per second, and Eq. (465) becomes

(V.A.)n = --------------- (467)
K.bn -f- Ac(n+1) 0„(n+D । 1

lc ' 1"'pn
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Taking into account all of the effects which introduce frequency 
distortion in a resistance-coupled audio-frequency amplifier, we 
should expect the voltage amplification to be a maximum for 
some rather low frequency, to fall off rapidly as zero frequency is 
approached, and to fall off less rapidly at high frequencies.

Figure 230 shows experimentally determined voltage-amplifica
tion curves for a three-stage, resistance-coupled amplifier, the

Fig. 230.—Voltage amplification of a three-stage resistance-coupled amplifier 
measured by a vacuum-tube voltmeter.

First and Second Stages

UX 240 triode
Up = 30
Rb = 250,000 ohms
Rc = 5 megohms
C = 0.08Mf
Ec = — 1.5 volts
Eb = 180 volts

Third Stage

UX 271A triode
Up = 3
Ec = —22.5 volts
Eb = 135 volts
Plate load = Western Electric Co. cone-type 

loud speaker.

specifications for which are given under the figure. Both 
scales of Fig. 230 are logarithmic. The abscissa scale of fre
quencies is logarithmic, first, because such a scale spreads out 
the low-frequency end so that the performance of the amplifier 
can be shown on the same chart for both low frequencies 
and high frequencies; and, second, because the ear evaluates 
sounds of various frequencies in terms of ratios of frequencies 
and not in accordance with a uniform scale. The ordinate 
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scale is logarithmic because, within the ranges of comfortable 
intensities of sound, the intensity of sensation is practically 
proportional to the logarithm of the sound intensity or energy. 
Since energy is proportional to the square of the amplitude of 
voltage or current producing the sound, the logarithmic plot 
of voltage amplification or of over-all transconductance of an 
amplifier has the same shape as the logarithmic plot of energy 
and better represents relative sensations than does a plot on a 
uniform scale.

The decrease in amplification due to the effect of g0(n+D at 
the high frequencies is evident in the curves of Fig. 230 for the 
first and second stages. The condenser C was sufficiently large 
to prevent a decrease in amplification at the low frequencies 
above 10 cycles. The curves would drop to zero at zero fre
quency. For the amplifier tested, this drop would occur con
siderably below 10 cycles per second.

The curve of voltage amplification for the third stage shows 
some irregularities due to resonance of the diaphragm of the 
loud-speaker. The cone speaker used in the test had a maximum 
sensitivity at frequencies of about 2,000 cycles per second, as 
shown by the maximum of the voltage-amplification curve.

163. Experimental Determination of the Performance of a 
Resistance-coupled Audio-frequency Amplifier.—Although the 
theory helps in the understanding and design of an amplifier, 
the real performance is determined by experiment. Two 
methods of measuring the amplification of a multistage amplifier 
are given.

A. Measurement of Voltage Amplification by Vacuum-tube 
Voltmeter.—The first and most obvious method is to impress a 
known small voltage upon the input and measure the output 
voltage by means of a suitable vacuum-tube voltmeter (to be 
described in Chap. XXII). Two alternative procedures are possi
ble in the execution of this method. One procedure is to main
tain the input voltage constant and measure the output voltage. 
The other alternative, which is usually preferred, is so to adjust 
the input voltage by means of a variable attenuator as to give 
always the same value of output voltage. In both it is usually 
desirable to measure both input and output voltages by 
means of the same vacuum-tube voltmeter in order to eliminate 
the possibility that two different voltmeters may have different 
frequency errors.
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An arrangement shown diagrammatically in Fig. 231 was used 
to obtain the curves of Fig. 230. A beat-frequency oscillator 
supplied current to a high-resistance potentiometer. The 
voltage across the potentiometer or the attenuator could be 
measured by throwing switch <8 to the left. This voltage was 
kept constant at 4 volts. When the voltage amplification of the 
entire amplifier was measured, the attenuator was adjusted 
to give an output voltage of 4 volts. In order to reduce the 
input voltage sufficiently, it was necessary to add 90,000 ohms 
in series with the attenuator, Fig. 231. The voltage amplifica
tions of the first stage and of the first and second stages were

Shield

To vacuum - tube 
voltmeter

Fig. 231.—Measurement of the voltage amplification of a multistage amplifier 
by means of a vacuum-tube voltmeter.

measured by connecting the wire a from the switch to the grid 
of the second and third stages.

B. Measurement of Voltage Amplification by Balance Method.— 
The second method of measuring the performance of an amplifier 
is a balance method and can be used for determining the voltage 
amplification of any single stage or of any number of stages. 
The diagram of connections for this method, as applied to the 
measurement of the over-all voltage amplification of a three- 
stage amplifier, is shown in Fig. 232. An audio oscillator, 
capable of giving any audio frequency, is connected to send a 
current Al0 through resistances and R2 and through one coil 
of a variable mutual inductance M. Rt is a low resistance of 
the order of 1 ohm, and the voltage drop across it is introduced 
into the grid circuit of the first stage. R2 is a variable resistance
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made up of units-, tens-, hundreds-, and thousands-ohm dials. 
M should be such that the maximum Mu is several thousand 
ohms. The voltage variation across Zb3 is balanced in magnitude 
and phase by the voltage across E2 and the secondary winding 
of the mutual inductance, the balance being indicated by silence 
in the high-impedance telephone receivers. The voltage amplifi
cation is

(V.A.) = (468)
Ri

The condenser in series with the telephone receivers is used to 
prevent the flow of any steady current from the plate battery 
through the telephone receivers and R2.

Fig. 232.—Balance method of measuring the voltage amplification of a multi
stage amplifier.

By attaching terminal b of the condenser to the grid of the 
second stage instead of to Zb3, the voltage amplification of the 
first stage can be measured. Even though the amplification 
of the first stage only is measured, it is best to maintain the 
other stages in operating condition in order that all cross effects 
which normally exist between stages may be present when the 
measurements are made.

The voltage amplification of any other stage, taken alone, 
can be determined similarly by connecting Ry in the grid circuit 
of the stage to be tested, at the same time disconnecting the 
condenser C from the grid and attaching terminal b to the grid 
of the next stage.

The voltage amplification of an even number of stages, such 
as the first two stages, can be measured by a slight shift 
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of connections. If the terminal a of the telephone receivers were 
connected to the grid of the third stage, balance would not be 
obtained because of the wrong phase of the plate-voltage varia
tion of the second tube with respect to the input voltage. By 
interchanging the input terminals connected to Ri, balance 
can be obtained. In this case Eq. (468) should read

(v.aj _ (46W
Ri

Ih is usually so small in comparison with R2 that Eq. (468) is 
sufficiently accurate.

Fig. 233.—Voltage amplification of a three-stage resistance-coupled amplifier 
measured by the balance method. Constants of the amplifier as given in 
Fig. 230.

The curves of Fig. 233 were obtained by the balance method. 
Since both the ear and telephone receivers become insensitive at 
very low and at very high frequencies, the range of measurement 
by this method is limited, unless some other method of detection 
is used. A vibration galvanometer may be used at low fre
quencies. A better method of detection is the use of an amplifier 
terminated by a detector or vacuum-tube voltmeter. With this 
arrangement, the method is rapid and accurate.

164. Use of Common Plate Battery.—Separate plate-circuit 
batteries for each stage are shown in Fig. 225. It is much more 
convenient if the same battery can be used for all stages. This 
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can be done for a few stages if means are provided to prevent 
coupling between stages due to the common electrical path 
through the battery.

Consider the effect of this common path in a resistance- 
coupled amplifier. If the potential of the grid of the first tube 
is increased, the plate current of the first tube increases. This 
causes a decrease in the potential of the grid of the second tube 
and hence a decrease in the plate current of the second tube. The 
plate-current variations of the second tube are opposite in phase 
to the plate-current variations of the first tube. The plate
current variations of the second tube, passing through the 
impedance of the common battery, tend to reduce the voltage 
variations of the grid of the second tube. The plate-current 
variations of the third tube, however, are in the same direction 
as the plate-current variations of the first tube and, passing 
through the impedance of the common battery, tend to increase 
the grid-voltage variations of the second tube. Regeneration 
thus takes place.

The regenerative effect can be considerably reduced, especially 
at high frequencies, by large condensers connected across the 
battery, as shown in Fig. 231. The impedance, even of 
very large condensers, is too great at the very low frequencies 
to prevent regeneration. The increase of amplification at low 
frequencies due to this regeneration is evident in the curve 
for the second stage, Fig. 230. Regeneration at low frequencies 
may cause the multistage amplifier to oscillate at these fre
quencies. These oscillations may build up charges in the grid
stopping condensers C, owing to rectification in the grid circuit. 
The polarizing potential thus builds up until the oscillations stop. 
The charge in the condenser then leaks off and the oscillations 
begin again. This periodic starting and stopping of oscillation 
is often known as “motor boating,” because of the similarity 
in the sound emitted by the loud-speaker and by the exhaust 
of a motor boat. “Motor boating” can be stopped by reducing 
the amplification at low frequencies or by using two or more 
sources of plate-circuit power. If the amplifier has more than 
three or four stages, it is usually necessary to supply the first 
two or three stages from one source of plate voltage and the 
remaining stages from another source.

165. Case 2. D-c. Amplifier.—A d-c. amplifier is one which 
operates at zero frequency and is used to amplify a voltage which 
varies slowly and which may have periods of no change. The 
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amplifiers just described are unsuitable as d-c. amplifiers because 
of the infinite reactance of the condenser C which couples the 
grid circuit to the plate circuit.

The condenser C can be omitted if provision is made for main
taining the proper steady grid potentials. Figure 234 shows one 
arrangement suitable for a so-called d-c. amplifier. Separate, 
well-insulated B-batteries are required. Some point in the 
B-battery has nearly the same potential as the filament, and 
the grid of the next stage can be connected near this point to 
give the proper negative grid potential. The adjustment is

Fig. 234.—Direct-current amplifier.

facilitated by observing a galvanometer (shown at g) in the grid 
circuit. If the adjustment of the tap is such that the galvanom
eter shows a current, the grid potential is positive. The tap is 
then moved by the proper amount toward the negative end 
of the battery starting from the position which just fails to show 
grid current. The final detecting device, such as a galvanometer, 
is connected so as to balance out the steady current. Rough 
adjustment is made by the tap on the last B-battery, and final 
balance is obtained by a potential divider across the A-battery. 
The author has used a two-stage amplifier of this type for meas
uring the electric potentials produced in the retina of the eye 
when the retina is illuminated. An Einthoven galvanometer was 
used at G.1

166. Kallirotron: Regenerative Resistance-coupled Ampli
fier.—A type of regenerative resistance-coupled amplifier, suitable 
for use as a d-c. amplifier, was devised by Turner.2 The connec-

1 Chaffee, Bovie, and Hampson, Electric Potential of the Retina under 
Stimulation by Light, J. Optical Soc. Am., 7, 1 (1923).

2 Turner, Radio Rev., April, 1920.
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tions are shown in Fig. 235. Let Ae0 be the instantaneous value 
of the small impressed e.rn.f. Let Aei be the resulting amplified 
variations in the plate circuit of the first tube. Let Aip and 
Aip represent the instantaneous values of the variations in plate 
current of the first and second tubes.

' CBI

^B2

Fig. 235.—Turner’s kallirotron.

By the e-p-c. theorem

* • _ “F /¿2
tAll)------------------------------- ------- -------------- ■

1 + 7?! + R" *

Aip = (

2 M + A! + It/ /

These can be combined to give

. . . Aei_ upRi(rpyA2+R2)

(V •AJ “ Aeo “ UXbA[+7?p)^

The negative sign in the denominator allows it to be made small, 
giving a large value of (V.A.). The system is apt to be unstable 
if (V.A.) is made large, unless great care is used in selecting 
similar tubes and in adjusting the battery potentials so that the 
quiescent points are at points of maximum transconductance.

167. Case 3. Resistance-coupled Amplifiers at High Fre
quencies.—We have considered the operation of multistage 
resistance-coupled amplifiers only at frequencies below 10,000 
cycles per second. The amplification at the higher frequencies 
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of the audio-frequency range is decreased in consequence of the 
increase of input admittance with increasing frequency. As a 
result, frequency distortion is present, especially when large 
resistances are used in the plate circuit. As the frequency at 
which the amplifier is to operate is made greater than 10,000 
cycles per second, the disturbing effects of input admittance are 
accentuated and the amplification attainable is reduced. Usu
ally, at frequencies above the audio-frequency range, gradual 
frequency distortion is of small concern because, at the higher 
frequencies, the frequency range over which the amplifier operates 
is fractionally very small. For example, the audio amplifier 
must operate from 100 to 10,000 cycles per second, which is 
over six octaves. A radio-frequency amplifier is seldom expected 
to operate over more than one or two octaves, and at any one 
time the range of frequencies amplified covers a very small 
fraction of a single octave.

The real obstacle to the use of resistance-coupled amplifiers 
at high frequency is the low amplification obtainable. That the 
large value of the input admittance of a triode at high frequen
cies is the cause of this deficient action is shown by Eq. (463). 
As an example, assume that the frequency to be amplified is a 
million cycles per second and that C„n = Cpfn = Let 
kpn = 1/16,000 mho. Then A„ is equal to 0.5. If Kbn and jK^n+n 
are each 1/16,000 mho, Fig. 150, page 276, shows that 
gg{n+i)/kpn = 0.8 and Cg<.n+i)u/kpn = 2.5. With these values for 
the factors in Eq. (463), the value of (V.A.)n is approximately 
wp„/4.25. IfKbn andXMn+i) are 1/32,000mho,the voltage amplifi
cation is upn/Y7, while if these plate conductances are reduced to 
1/8,000 mho, the voltage amplification is upn/3.76. At high fre
quencies, the greatest voltage amplification occurs generally at a 
relatively large value of Kb/kp, that is for values of Rb/rp less than 
unity. With common tubes having a voltage ratio of about 8 and 
internal capacitances of the order of bupi, it is difficult at radio fre
quencies to obtain a voltage amplification per stage greater than 2, 
and it is usually less than this value. Specially designed triodes 
to have low internal capacitances give much better results. 
Since impedance-coupled and transformer-coupled amplifiers 
give so much greater voltage amplification at radio frequencies, 
resistance-coupled amplifiers are of little practical importance 
at these frequencies.



CHAPTER XVI

COMBINATIONS OF TRIODES AS LOW-POWER 
IMPEDANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIERS

The main advantage of a resistance-coupled amplifier is the 
relatively uniform amplification over a considerable range of 
frequencies. The principal disadvantage of such an amplifier 
is the smaller total amplification attainable compared with the 
degree of amplification possible with other types using the same 
number of stages.

The next simple type of amplifier to be considered utilizes, 
in place of the plate resistance Rb of the resistance-coupled 
amplifier, an impedance consisting of either a tuned or an untuned 
inductive resistance. Usually, the inductance of this plate

Fig. 236.—Multistage impedance-coupled amplifier.

impedance is the prominent factor, the resistance being small. 
In studying the general theory of the impedance-coupled ampli
fier, no restrictions will be made at first as to frequency.

168. Fundamental Theory of Impedance-coupled Amplifier.— 
The connections of this type of amplifier are shown in Fig. 236, 
a three-stage amplifier being used for illustration. The equiva
lent a-c. circuit diagrams for any stage except the last, and also 
for the last stage, are shown in Fig. 237. Figure 237 is similar 
to Fig. 226, page 399, except for the addition of Lbn in series with 
Rbn. It should be noted that the distributed capacitance C'b 
of the impedance Zbn, and the capacitance Cbn of any added

417
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physical condenser are grouped with Cptn and Cpgn- The sum 
of the four capacitances is denoted by Cpn, or Cpn = Cp/n + 

Cpgn + C'n + Cbn. Furthermore, the value of Rbn to alternating 
current, denoted by Rbn, may vary with the frequency because 
of iron losses, eddy currents, and skin effect.

The last stage is assumed to be the same as in Fig. 226 for the 
resistance-coupled amplifier and will not be discussed again. 
Refer to Eqs. (454), (461), and (464), pages 399 and 401,

Sq or Lost Stage 
Ao = Tpo Cpgo tU 
CpO= Cpfo + Cpgo

Fig. 237.—Equivalent a-c. circuits of the nth stage and last stage of an imped
ance-coupled amplifier.

Sn or Any Stage up to Last Stage
An = rpn Cpgn ID
Cpn - Cpfn + Cpgn + Cpn + Cbn

which apply to the last stage of any multistage amplifier unless 
this stage feeds a detector, in which case, this stage may be 
similar to the earlier stages, but with slightly different constants 
for its plate load.

The abbreviations used in the analysis of the impedance- 
coupled amplifier are in most cases the same as those used for 
the resistance-coupled amplifier. For convenience they are 
given here.

C pgn^A

kpn
C pgnWFpn

Cpn Cpfn + Cpgn + C'bn + Cbn 

Cbn = distributed capacitance of Zbn 

Cbn = capacitance of added condenser (472)

A

^gn
d gn

k,
to

'pn
rPn
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Kcn

Win

1 
Ren 

Rbn 

Lbn01

(472)

The voltage amplification of the nth stage is given by Eq. (460), 
page 401. When y'n is expanded (V.A.)„ takes the form given 
below

c(n+l)Tg^(n+l)\"I"
kpn^RbnA-Lbn^2) /\ Cto ) (473)

Except in very special cases ybn is less than 0.1, so that yin 

may be neglected in comparison with unity. Equation (473) 
then reduces to the simpler approximate form

(V.A.)„ =

(474)

Before discussing this equation, it should be noted that, since 
Rbn is usually small in comparison with rpn, there is very little 
steady-voltage drop in the external plate load and hence the 
plate voltage is practically equal to the plate-battery voltage
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(V.A.)„ =

(Cpn4~Gg(n+i))üj_______ 1_______
kpn kpnLbnYl + faJ

(475)

For a specific numerical example of the use of Eq. (475), let 
upn = 10, rpn = 15,000 ohms, ybn = 0.1, Lbn = 100 henries, 
Kc;n+i) = 0.2 X 10-« mho, 0g(„+o =0, C = 0.14, and 
Cpn + Cgin+o = 150g4- These constants substituted in Eq. (475) 
give the following values of (V.A.)„:

Frequency, Cycles 
per Second

10
100

1,000
10,000

(V.A.)„ 
3.65 
9.57 
9.94 
9.87

The low amplification at low frequencies can be increased by the 
use of a larger value for Lbn. In the example, 0„(n+i) is neglected. 
The effect of ^(n+i) is pronounced only at high audio frequencies 
where it tends generally to reduce (V.A.)„.

In general terms, the voltage amplification of an impedance- 
coupled amplifier for audio frequencies drops off at very low 
frequencies and also at high audio frequencies. The curve of 
amplification plotted against the frequency (or the logarithm 
of the frequency) varies more with frequency than the corre
sponding curve for the resistance-coupled amplifier.

We shall examine the several terms of Eq. (475) in order to 
determine which factors are responsible for the variation of 
amplification with frequency. Except at low frequencies, the 
term vbn/kpnLbnU is usually of little importance. At frequencies 
of about 100 cycles per second and less, this term is appreciable. 
As the frequency decreases, this term is one of the most important 
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in decreasing the amplification. To reduce its effect, Lbn should 
be increased. The term Kc(n+i)/kpn, as in the case of the resist
ance-coupled amplifier, can be made very small by using for 
Rdn+i) a resistance of several megohms. Except at the very 
high audio frequencies, the factor g„(n+i)/kpn is of little impor
tance. It does act to reduce the amplification at high fre
quencies. The parenthesis ^1 — *s zero resonance

of Lbn with C, which usually occurs at a very low frequency. 
Below this resonant frequency, the parenthesis is negative. 
At higher frequencies it is positive and, when multiplied by the 
fraction preceding it in Eq. (475), reduces amplification at high 
frequencies when gg(n+i) is appreciable.

Consider the second bracket under the radical sign in Eq. (475). 
The first two terms add up to zero at the frequency for 
which Lbn is resonant with the effective capacitance across it, 
Cpn + Cg(n+v. This resonance usually occurs at a medium 
frequency and causes the total amplification to be a maximum 
for that frequency. At lower frequencies, these terms may reach 
a value of — 4 or — 5, in which case they act to reduce the amplifi
cation considerably. At high frequencies these two terms are 
usually of much less importance. The sharpness of resonance, 
as expressed in the second bracket, is decreased by making Lbn 
large and the capacitances small. The product of the last two 
parentheses of the second bracket is usually negligible except at 
low frequencies.

The general conclusions regarding impedance-coupled ampli
fiers at audio frequencies are: The voltage amplification usually 
varies somewhat more with frequency than in resistance-coupled 
amplifiers. The value of the maximum amplification is not 
greater than upn and hence not much greater than can be obtained 
with ■ resistance-coupled amplifiers. Consequently, the imped
ance-coupled amplifier at audio frequency has little advantage 
over the resistance-coupled amplifier and gives much less amplifi
cation than the transformer-coupled type to be discussed in the 
next chapter.

170. Experimental Determination of the Performance of an 
Impedance-coupled Amplifier at Audio Frequencies.—Either 
of the two methods described in Chap. XV for measuring the 
voltage amplification of a resistance-coupled amplifier may be 
used at audio frequencies with an impedance-coupled amplifier.
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171. Case 2. Impedance-coupled Amplifier at High Fre
quencies.—At high frequencies, the impedance-coupled amplifier 
works somewhat better than the resistance-coupled amplifier. 
The low input admittance of the triodes which caused the failure of 
the resistance-coupled amplifier can be resonated by the inductive 
reactance of the coupling impedance, thereby raising the equiva
lent impedance of the plate load so that an amplification approach
ing upn is attained. The amplifier operates on a resonance peak, 
which may be made sharp or dull according to requirements. 
If it is desired that without tuning the amplifier operate 
over an octave of frequencies, the resonance peak must be dull, 
but this dullness is obtained only with a sacrifice in voltage 
amplification. However, the amplifier may be constructed

+~T~
Fig. 238.—Multistage tuned impedance-coupled amplifier for radio frequencies.

with additional variable condensers, one connected across 
each coupling impedance. These condensers are tuned for any 
chosen frequency. In this case, the resonance peak can be 
made sharper and yet broad enough to include all of the fre
quencies emitted by one station, and the consequent voltage 
amplification per stage can be made to attain a fairly large 
fraction of up„.

The connections of the tuned amplifier are given in Fig. 238. 
The last stage is assumed to have a plate load similar in structure 
to that of the first two stages. The voltage across the plate load 
of this last stage is impressed upon a detector in the usual 
arrangement. The capacitances Cm, Cm, and Cm of the variable 
air condensers are included in the capacitances CPi, Cp2, and 
CPi, which appear as Cpn in Eq. (474). Generally the inductances 
Lbn are coils without iron, wound with fine wire on cylinders of 
a few centimeters diameter. These coils have a small inductance, 
of the order of 0.1 millihenry, and a resistance of the order of 
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10 ohms. The stopping condenser C might have a capacitance 
of the order of 0.01/xf.

The approximations used in reducing Eq. (474) to Eq. (475) 
cannot be used at radio frequencies. We shall therefore refer 
to Eq. (474). At radio frequencies, An cannot be neglected, but 
its square is usually small in comparison with u2n. The input 
admittance of the next triode, expressed in terms of the compo
nents gg<.n+D and bg(n+i), is of considerable importance at radio 
frequencies. The most important terms under the radical of Eq. 
(474) are the first two of the second bracket. The sum of these 
terms passes through zero at the resonant frequency and gives 
a maximum amplification at this frequency. On account of the 
appreciable values of some of the other terms, the maximum 
value of the amplification is smaller than upn. The maximum 
voltage amplification per stage is usually of the order of one- 
third to one-half of upn. The transformer-coupled amplifier 
gives somewhat higher values of amplification and is more often 
employed in practice.

Referring again to Eq. (474), if Lbn is increased, the various 
terms containing Lbn are decreased. The amplification is thus 
increased, but the resonance peak is less sharp. A large induct
ance demands a small tuning condenser. Consequently, the 
distributed capacitance of the coil added to the tube capacitances, 
CPf + Cpg, constitutes a larger fraction of the total capacitance 
across the coil. The range of frequencies which the tuning 
condenser is able to cover is thus reduced. In general, the plate
circuit inductance Lbn should be made as large as possible, con
sistent with obtaining the required tuning range, and yb should 
be as small as practicable.

The input conductance of the triodes in a resistance-coupled 
amplifier is positive, because the plate load is a resistance
capacitance circuit. In the multistage impedance-coupled 
amplifier, the plate load may be highly inductive for some 
frequencies. As shown in Chap. XI, the input conductance 
then may be negative. For example, gg2 may be so strongly 
negative that the losses in the plate load of the first stage 
are supplied by the second triode, and self-oscillation takes 
place in the plate load at some frequency for which the 
reactance is zero. Self-oscillation may also arise in the tuned 
circuit connected to the grid of the first stage if the input con
ductance of the first stage is sufficiently negative and the react
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ance of the circuit is zero. Since the input conductance of any 
stage may be negative for frequencies lower than the frequency 
for which its plate load has zero reactance, the tendency to 
oscillate is accentuated if the condenser of the tuned circuit 
connected to the plate circuit is tuned to a higher frequency than 
the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit connected to the 
grid.

This tendency to self-oscillation together with the very variable 
and unstable performance, due to the coupling between stages 
through the Cpg of the triodes, makes it difficult to design a 
stable and at the same time efficient amplifier of the type dis
cussed in this chapter. In Chap. XVIII, methods will be 
presented for reducing or eliminating the effects due to the grid- 
to-plate capacitance of the triode. The design of stable radio
frequency amplifiers then becomes a much simpler process. The 
values of gg(„+f> and Cgin+P to be used in the equations developed 
in this chapter, when these neutralizing schemes are used, will 
be pointed out in Chap. XVIII.

172. Experimental Determination of the Performance of 
Impedance-coupled Amplifier at Radio Frequencies.—The curve 
of voltage amplification, or the logarithm of (V.A.), plotted 
against frequency (not log of frequency for radio-frequency 
amplifiers) is best obtained by the first method given in Chap. 
XV. The input voltage is generally so varied by a thoroughly 
shielded attenuator as to give always the same reading of the 
vacuum-tube voltmeter which is substituted for the usual 
detector. An obvious objection to this method is that the 
vacuum-tube voltmeter may not provide the same plate-circuit 
impedance as that of the detector for which the voltmeter 
is substituted. If this objection is important and the perform
ance of the amplifier as a part of a receiving set is desired, the 
detector and audio amplifier of the set may be used as the detect
ing device. A modulated signal, varied by an attenuator, may 
be impressed on the input to give always the same audio-fre
quency output voltage. This output voltage may be determined 
either by a vacuum-tube voltmeter or by balancing the output 
against a constant current drawn from the source of modulating 
current, as shown in Fig. 239. Ra, La, and Ca are adjusted to 
simulate the input circuit of the amplifier. The elements Ri, 
R2, and M2 are set to correspond to a reasonable output voltage 
of the audio-frequency amplifier, and the attenuator is adjusted
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(£pn+c _____ 1____
kpn kpnLbnYl'fVhn)

For a specific numerical example of the use of Eq. (475), let 
Upn = 10, rpn = 15,000 ohms, ybn = 0.1, Lin = 100 henries, 
Kc(n+i) = 0.2 X 10~6 mho, 09(„+d =0, C = 0.1/zf, and 
CPn 4- Cg(n+D = 150/x/zf. These constants substituted in Eq. (475) 
give the following values of (V.A.)„:

Frequency, Cycles 
per Second

10
100

1,000
10,000

X-A.)n 
3.65 
9.57 
9.94 
9.87

The low amplification at low frequencies can be increased by the 
use of a larger value for Lbn- In the example, ggtn+D is neglected. 
The effect of gs<n+i> is pronounced only at high audio frequencies 
where it tends generally to reduce (V.A.)„.

In general terms, the voltage amplification of an impedance- 
coupled amplifier for audio frequencies drops off at very low 
frequencies and also at high audio frequencies. The curve of 
amplification plotted against the frequency (or the logarithm 
of the frequency) varies more with frequency than the corre
sponding curve for the resistance-coupled amplifier.

We shall examine the several terms of Eq. (475) in order to 
determine which factors are responsible for the variation of 
amplification with frequency. Except at low frequencies, the 
term riin/kpnLbn^ is usually of little importance. At frequencies 
of about 100 cycles per second and less, this term is appreciable. 
As the frequency decreases, this term is one of the most important 
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in decreasing the amplification. To reduce its effect, Lbn should 
be increased. The term Kc(n+i)/fc„„, as in the case of the resist
ance-coupled amplifier, can be made very small by using for 
Kc(»+d a resistance of several megohms. Except at the very 
high audio frequencies, the factor firp(„+i)/fcp„ is of little impor
tance. It does act to reduce the amplification at high fre
quencies. The parenthesis ^1 — is zero at resonance

of Lbn with C, which usually occurs at a very low frequency. 
Below this resonant frequency, the parenthesis is negative. 
At higher frequencies it is positive and, when multiplied by the 
fraction preceding it in Eq. (475), reduces amplification at high 
frequencies when g0(n+i) is appreciable.

Consider the second bracket under the radical sign in Eq. (475). 
The first two terms add up to zero at the frequency for 
which Lbn is resonant with the effective capacitance across it, 
CPn + Cg(„+i). This resonance usually occurs at a medium 
frequency and causes the total amplification to be a maximum 
for that frequency. At lower frequencies, these terms may reach 
a value of —4 or —5, in which case they act to reduce the amplifi
cation considerably. At high frequencies these two terms are 
usually of much less importance. The sharpness of resonance, 
as expressed in the second bracket, is decreased by making Lbn 
large and the capacitances small. The product of the last two 
parentheses of the second bracket is usually negligible except at 
low frequencies.

The general conclusions regarding impedance-coupled ampli
fiers at audio frequencies are: The voltage amplification usually 
varies somewhat more with frequency than in resistance-coupled 
amplifiers. The value of the maximum amplification is not 
greater than upn and hence not much greater than can be obtained 
with ■ resistance-coupled amplifiers. Consequently, the imped
ance-coupled amplifier at audio frequency has little advantage 
over the resistance-coupled amplifier and gives much less amplifi
cation than the transformer-coupled type to be discussed in the 
next chapter.

170. Experimental Determination of the Performance of an 
Impedance-coupled Amplifier at Audio Frequencies.—Either 
of the two methods described in Chap. XV for measuring the 
voltage amplification of a resistance-coupled amplifier may be 
used at audio frequencies with an impedance-coupled amplifier.
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171. Case 2. Impedance-coupled Amplifier at High Fre
quencies.—At high frequencies, the impedance-coupled amplifier 
works somewhat better than the resistance-coupled amplifier. 
The low input admittance of the triodes which caused the failure of 
the resistance-coupled amplifier can be resonated by the inductive 
reactance of the coupling impedance, thereby raising the equiva
lent impedance of the plate load so that an amplification approach
ing upn is attained. The amplifier operates on a resonance peak, 
which may be made sharp or dull according to requirements. 
If it is desired that without tuning the amplifier operate 
over an octave of frequencies, the resonance peak must be dull, 
but this dullness is obtained only with a sacrifice in voltage 
amplification. However, the amplifier may be constructed

Fig. 238.—Multistage tuned impedance-coupled amplifier for radio frequencies.

with additional variable condensers, one connected across 
each coupling impedance. These condensers are tuned for any 
chosen frequency. In this case, the resonance peak can be 
made sharper and yet broad enough to include all of the fre
quencies emitted by one station, and the consequent voltage 
amplification per stage can be made to attain a fairly large 
fraction of upn.

The connections of the tuned amplifier are given in Fig. 238. 
The last stage is assumed to have a plate load similar in structure 
to that of the first two stages. The voltage across the plate load 
of this last stage is impressed upon a detector in the usual 
arrangement. The capacitances Cn, Cn, and Cm of the variable 
air condensers are included in the capacitances CPi, Cp2, and 
CpS, which appear as Cpn in Eq. (474). Generally the inductances 
Lbn are coils without iron, wound with fine wire on cylinders of 
a few centimeters diameter. These coils have a small inductance, 
of the order of 0.1 millihenry, and a resistance of the order of 
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10 ohms. The stopping condenser C might have a capacitance 
of the order of 0.01/zf.

The approximations used in reducing Eq. (474) to Eq. (475) 
cannot be used at radio frequencies. We shall therefore refer 
to Eq. (474). At radio frequencies, A„ cannot be neglected, but 
its square is usually small in comparison with upn. The input 
admittance of the next triode, expressed in terms of the compo
nents g0(n+i) and 60(„+d, is of considerable importance at radio 
frequencies. The most important terms under the radical of Eq. 
(474) are the first two of the second bracket. The sum of these 
terms passes through zero at the resonant frequency and gives 
a maximum amplification at this frequency. On account of the 
appreciable values of some of the other terms, the maximum 
value of the amplification is smaller than uPn. The maximum 
voltage amplification per stage is usually of the order of one- 
third to one-half of uP„. The transformer-coupled amplifier 
gives somewhat higher values of amplification and is more often 
employed in practice.

Referring again to Eq. (474), if Lbn is increased, the various 
terms containing Lbn are decreased. The amplification is thus 
increased, but the resonance peak is less sharp. A large induct
ance demands a small tuning condenser. Consequently, the 
distributed capacitance of the coil added to the tube capacitances, 
CPf + Cpg, constitutes a larger fraction of the total capacitance 
across the coil. The range of frequencies which the tuning 
condenser is able to cover is thus reduced. In general, the plate
circuit inductance Lbn should be made as large as possible, con
sistent with obtaining the required tuning range, and yb should 
be as small as practicable.

The input conductance of the triodes in a resistance-coupled 
amplifier is positive, because the plate load is a resistance- 
capacitance circuit. In the multistage impedance-coupled 
amplifier, the plate load may be highly inductive for some 
frequencies. As shown in Chap. XI, the input conductance 
then may be negative. For example, gg2 may be so strongly 
negative that the losses in the plate load of the first stage 
are supplied by the second triode, and self-oscillation takes 
place in the plate load at some frequency for which the 
reactance is zero. Self-oscillation may also arise in the tuned 
circuit connected to the grid of the first stage if the input con
ductance of the first stage is sufficiently negative and the react
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ance of the circuit is zero. Since the input conductance of any 
stage may be negative for frequencies lower than the frequency 
for which its plate load has zero reactance, the tendency to 
oscillate is accentuated if the condenser of the tuned circuit 
connected to the plate circuit is tuned to a higher frequency than 
the resonant frequency of the tuned circuit connected to the 
grid.

This tendency to self-oscillation together with the very variable 
and unstable performance, due to the coupling between stages 
through the Cpg of the triodes, makes it difficult to design a 
stable and at the same time efficient amplifier of the type dis
cussed in this chapter. In Chap. XVIII, methods will be 
presented for reducing or eliminating the effects due to the grid- 
to-plate capacitance of the triode. The design of stable radio
frequency amplifiers then becomes a much simpler process. The 
values of (Mn+n and CsU+i) to be used in the equations developed 
in this chapter, when these neutralizing schemes are used, will 
be pointed out in Chap. XVIII.

172. Experimental Determination of the Performance of 
Impedance-coupled Amplifier at Radio Frequencies.—The curve 
of voltage amplification, or the logarithm of (V.A.), plotted 
against frequency (not log of frequency for radio-frequency 
amplifiers) is best obtained by the first method given in Chap. 
XV. The input voltage is generally so varied by a thoroughly 
shielded attenuator as to give always the same reading of the 
vacuum-tube voltmeter which is substituted for the usual 
detector. An obvious objection to this method is that the 
vacuum-tube voltmeter may not provide the same plate-circuit 
impedance as that of the detector for which the voltmeter 
is substituted. If this objection is important and the perform
ance of the amplifier as a part of a receiving set is desired, the 
detector and audio amplifier of the set may be used as the detect
ing device. A modulated signal, varied by an attenuator, may 
be impressed on the input to give always the same audio-fre
quency output voltage. This output voltage may be determined 
either by a vacuum-tube voltmeter or by balancing the output 
against a constant current drawn from the source of modulating 
current, as shown in Fig. 239. Ra, La, and Ca are adjusted to 
simulate the input circuit of the amplifier. The elements R^ 
R2, and M2 are set to correspond to a reasonable output voltage 
of the audio-frequency amplifier, and the attenuator is adjusted 
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to give silence in the telephone receivers. By this procedure, 
the detector and audio-frequency amplifier are always operated 
with the same intensity of signal and hence do not in any way 
affect the results. A vacuum-tube voltmeter may be sub
stituted for the telephone receivers or may be connected directly

Fig. 239.—Method of measuring the voltage amplification of a radio-frequency 
amplifier.

across the output of the audio-frequency amplifier. It may be 
well to reduce the modulation frequency to a low value in order 
that the radio-frequency spectrum may be narrow.

Thorough shielding is of the utmost importance in all measure
ments of this type at radio frequencies. Stray effects may be 
difficult to eliminate, but with care in arranging the apparatus 
the method may be made to work very satisfactorily.



CHAPTER XVII

COMBINATIONS OF TRIODES AS LOW-POWER 
TRANSFORMER-COUPLED AMPLIFIERS

Perhaps the most important type of coupling between the 
stages of an amplifier is transformer coupling. This type of 
coupling is used at both high and low frequencies and may have 
very different forms. The transformer may be without iron or 
it may have an iron core. Either or both of the windings of the 
transformer may be tuned.

173. Fundamental Theory of Transformer-coupled Amplifier. 
The simple approximate theory of transformer coupling, in which 
the effects of tube capacitances and distributed capacitances are 
neglected, was given in Chap. XII.

Fig. 240.—Multistage transformer-coupled amplifier.

The general theory will now be presented, from which the 
special cases can be deduced. The diagram of connections 
is shown in Fig. 240. If the amplifier is for audio frequencies, 
the last stage may supply a loud-speaker or similar load, denoted 
by Zb0. In this case, the last stage does not differ from the last 
stage as treated in Chap. XV. If the audio amplifier is used to 
feed a line, or if the amplifier is for radio frequencies and feeds a 
detector, Zb0 is replaced by a third transformer, the constants 
of which depend upon the impedance of the line or detector 
which follows. As in Chap. XVI, only the stages before the last 
will be discussed.

427
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Figure 241 gives the equivalent-circuit diagram of the nth 
stage of the amplifier of Fig. 240. In this diagram Cpn is the total 
equivalent capacitance across the primary coil and comprises 
Cpfn, Cpgn, the distributed capacitance Cbn of the coil Lbn, and 
any added tuning capacitance Cbn. Similarly, C„(„+i) comprises 
the distributed capacitance of coil Lcu+i), the equivalent input 
capacitance of the next tube, and any added tuning capacitance.

Fpn yg/n + t)

An)AEgn

Ain.

l- Lbni ¿Lc<n*_ 22(ntl) >

' ll 1
—>—I 1—------ L
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jMnwAln Z(n+i)Al(„+i) = 0
AIpn = AIn + AI„ 
yff("+i>AEe(„4,]) = AI(n+1)

If currents Aln and AI,« are eliminated, the following equations 
result and are in the canonical form for simple coupled circuits.

AT = Z(n-H)AEn
n ZnZ(n+1) +

AT _ — jMnwAEn
A (n+1) ZnZ(n+1) + M>2

(479)

where Zt^u is given by Eq. (477), and Z„ and AE,. are given by 
the following equations:

T pn 1___
1Zn= Eb„4 (rpnCpn«/)2-!-!.

LbnW~ (480)
GpnCci 1 “f

(rpnCpnOl) 2 / _

AF — Upn jA" AVEn HKCPn/'" (481)

From the second equation of Eq. (479), we obtain in complex 
form the expression for the voltage amplification, or

. _ AE,(n+i) _

')n AEgn
_____________  jMnw{upn jAn)_________________ (489)
(1 + jrpnCpnw'){ggyn+l'l + + M2O)2)

The magnitude of the voltage amplification for any stage n 
can now be deduced from Eq. (482) and is

(V.A.)„ =

____________ Mnw\/ u2n + A2_____________
■\/[l + (rpnCpnoOJIg^n+l) + C2 (n+l) W2][E„ + X2]

R(n+1) +
M^Rn I2 
E2 + X2J X (n+l)

M„a>2X„ 
E2 + X2. (483)

The abbreviations used in Eq. (483) are given here for reference.
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An Cpg pn I

Cpn = Cpfn + Cpgn + Cbn + Cbn I

Cin = distributed capacitance of coil Lin I
Cbn = capacitance of physical condenser connected 

across Lbn

__ bg^n+l) \ , ri
V0(n+1) "i t/C(n-|-l) । ^«(n+l)

W

Cetn+n = distributed capacitance of coil Lc(„+])
Cc(„+i) = capacitance of physical condenser connected 

across Lc(n+i) \

r ) (484)
p   p I ________ ' pn__________ /

n Kbn + (rpncpndy + 1

Xn = Lbnd----- y-----------
+ (rpnCpnd)2)

■d __ p i 9o(n+i)R(n+1) - + g2^ + C2(n+i)W2

X(n+1) = ZC(n+l)^ V o \ I

Z7 , ,1 1 I So(n+l) ) /Cg^+H + C2(n+1)w2J /

Equation (483) can be expressed entirely in terms of ratios, 
giving a form which is much more convenient for evaluation.

(V.A.)„ =
T Ln+A2S±R 

______________________________N V L/bn ___  

\goin+i)\LmdJ\l + (rpnCPM2l| 
’ L____________JL \ 9e(n+i) / J|_ \ w /

Another form for Eq. (485) is
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(V.A.)„ =

In Eqs. (485) and (486), the following new abbreviations appear.

_ Rbn
Vbn r

LbnU
(where Rbn iff the resistance unenhanced 
by the distributed capacitance of the coil)

=bn
1

LbnC pn

^(n+1) “ VcCn+V) +
gs(„+i)Le(„+i)W

Vcln+Y) —
Re(n+1)

Lcyn+lyto

_________1________
1 + (Cg^n+^u)/gg^n^.^)2

(where Rc(n+i) is the resistance unenhanced 
by the distributed capacitance of the coil)

(487)

2 __ 1
Wc(n+1) — - „

Licln+V)1^ Qln+l)

T C , ,2 I Qgtn+iyLcfn+iy 
-Dc(n_|-l)C g(n+l)^ I p 

^p(n+l)

।

For reference, the equivalent admittance ybn of the plate load 
can be obtained from Eq. (478) or directly from the parallel 
admittance of Cbn + Cbn and the transformer. Accordingly,
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where ubn = 777—1 c — and the other quantities are defined (vpn T" U n).LJbn
by Eq. (487).

Expressions (485) and (486) are so complicated that analysis 
is difficult, especially since ggin+n and bg(n+i) vary rapidly accord
ing to the character of the plate load of stage (n + 1). These 
expressions can be reduced to simpler approximate forms for 
certain special cases.

174. Case 1. Limiting or Ideal Case. Cpn = 0; Ce(n+I> = 0; 
g0(n+a = 0.—Although the conditions stated never prevail in 
practice, it is of interest to express the voltage amplification 
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for this Umi ting case. The arrangement comprises a transformer 
with open secondary circuit, both windings having negligible 
self-capacitance, the primary winding being connected in the 
plate circuit of a triode. All tube capacitances are assumed 
negligible and there are no tuning capacitances. In accordance 
with the conditions,

Rbn 4~ Vpn
Vn ' f 

Lbn&

-2 = o 
a2

n(n+l) = 00

W(n+1) _ ^(Hl) _

a2 w2

An = 0

Putting these values in Eq. (485),

(V.A.)„ (489)

Equation (489) may be considered to represent the ideal case. 
With no capacitances, neither tube capacitances nor circuit 
capacitances, the coupling should be made as great as possible. 
That is, rn should be nearly unity. If rn is unity, L^n+v, / Lbn 
is the ratio of turns in the secondary and primary windings. 
Therefore, it would be advantageous to make Lbna large compared 
with rpn. Under these conditions Eq. (489) reduces to 

(V.A.)„ =
Nbn

(490) *

where Nc<n+i) and Nbn are the numbers of turns in the two wind
ings of the transformer. Barring regeneration, this expression 
gives the greatest amplification possible to be obtained from one 
stage of an untuned transformer-coupled amplifier. The nega
tive sign indicates that the grid voltages are opposite in phase 
if the windings of the transformer are in the same direction.

The three quantities Cpn, Cc(n+D, and g0(n+ii, which have been 
assumed to be zero in this ideal case, are in practice always pres
ent. According to the type of transformer and the frequency, 
they have different relative effects in causing the amplification
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If g0(n+i) is zero, making i7(„+d infinite, Eq. (492) reduces to 
Eq. (489). When gg(n+i) has a value greater than zero, the 
amplification is less than the ideal value given by Eq. (489). 
If Rctn+ii is negligible compared with l/gFpin+i), Eq. (492) further 
reduces to

(493)

*176. Case 3. (rp„Cp„a>)2 <<1; r^nCpnlLbn <<1;
gotn+cY > > I-—This case corresponds to a transformer having a 
variable or fixed capacitance across the secondary winding. The 
plate-to-filament capacitance is assumed negligible. The real 
component of the input admittance of the tube connected across 
the secondary winding is also assumed to be negligible. Although 
this case is also a limiting case, it is more practical than the 
previous two cases.

Conditions of Eq. (487) now become

A„ = 0
Rbn “F VpnVn = --- 7------------Lbnw

’?(n+l) — 1îe(n+l)

W(n+1) = û>c(n+l)

In accordance with these values, Eq. (486) becomes

2 \ -i
1 “ +

(494)

If the capacitance Cgfn+v is small, so that the secondary 
circuit is not near resonance, or in other words if (wc(„+i)/«)2 is 
very large, the effect of Cg<.n+i) is to reduce the amplification 
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below the value expressed for the ideal case of Eq. (489). As 
Cp(n+i) is increased, the amplification decreases to a minimum 
and then rises again as resonance is approached.

If the capacitance across the secondary winding is variable, 
it may be adjusted to give a maximum voltage amplification. 
Differentiating Eq. (494), the condition for max. (V.A.)n is

<^c(n+l)
O)

1 ~

^c(n+I)
(495)

2 2
1 — __ 1«__

+1

If this value is substituted in Eq. (494), the maximum voltage 
amplification is

*177. Case 4. (rp„Cpn<<>)2 < < l;rpnCpn/Lin < < 1.—This case
is the same as Case 3 except that the input admittance of the 
next tube is not assumed to be negligible.

The conditions of Eq. (487) become

An = 0
Rbn + ^pn In = --- f--------

1 1 
J?(n+1) ~ ^(n+l) + -- ------------r------------ ---  --- ---------------Ug

X /
_ Rc(nf-1)Vc(n+iy ~ r------ -

Lefn+ljW

(
\2 / \2 .

ûJfn+1) 1 _ / We(n+1) 1 _ _______________1________ __
w / X w / 1 + (?0(n+l)/Cs(n+l)“)2

1
We(n+1) ~ r

■Dc(n^-l)V g (n-f-1)
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If these values are substituted in the general expression of Eq. 
(486),

'^/¿c(n-|-l) fLbn(V.A.)„ T n^pn
CO

'c(n+l)^

If Eq. (497) is differentiated to find the value of «c<n+i)/w 
which gives a maximum, noting that and utn+p/u involve 
dctn+D/d, it develops that the value of «„(n+u/w is the same as 
for Case 3 and is given by Eq. (495).

Substituting this value of wc(n+i)/d in Eq. (497) gives the 
maximum value of voltage amplification for any value of rn. 
The result is

Max. (V.A.)„ =

+ 9o(.n+l')Lc(.n+l)d

+ @0 (n+lïLcfn+lid
Vc(n+1-) (498)

If in Eq. (498) ^(„+0 is made zero, Eq. (498) reduces to Eq. 
(496). It is obvious from Eq. (498) that a positive value of 
^(n+u reduces the amplification, while a negative value increases 
the amplification and may result in self-oscillation.

*178. Case 5. ^9(„+1)Lc(n+i)w << 1; (Cg(„+1)w/gg(.n+1)')2 < < 1. 
This case is similar to Case 3 except that the primary winding of 
the transformer is tuned instead of the secondary winding.

The conditions of Eq. (487) become
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_  । T pn/Lbna
Vn Vbn I 7~ \ ? । i

{TpnUpnW) + 1

(lpnCpnN) “

(rpnCpnuY + 1

’?(«+!) > > 1

Using these values, Eq. (485) reduces to

(499)

(500)

In order that the voltage amplification as given by Eq. (500) 
may be a maximum, it must follow that

(501)

Putting this value in Eq. (500) and making t„ equal to unity, the 
maximum amplification is

Max. (V.A.)„ = + Al-VL^+faLbn (502)

V2i7„

179. Case 6. ^„(n+ljBeCn+lj/C^in+l) > > 1; (Cg(n+l)w/^g(n-f-i))2 

< < 1.—For this case, consider the amplification obtainable if the 
input admittance of the next stage is not negligible and if the 
primary winding is tuned. The conditions of Eq. (487) become

_  I T pn/Lbna 
Vbn I r Çô i ?(7pnCp„a>)2 + 1

_  (WbnA (/pnCpnûj)2 _  TpnCpn 1
.tO / \ a J (l pnC pnto) “ "i- 1 Lbn pnC pna)2 T" 1

1
’îfn+l) - ’îc(n+l) + --------------------------  

9o(n+l)M(*+D“
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Equation (485) reduces to

(V.A.)n

( 2\

1 -j) (503)

In this, as in Case 5, the greatest amplification is obtained 
when rn is as large as possible. Putting equal to unity in 
Eq. (503),

(V.A.)

+ 21 + 2l)n1)(n+l) — (504)

Equation (504) may be analyzed to find the value of co2/w2 for 
maximum voltage amplification. This value is found to be given 
by the relation

2(1 + 2+?; („+i)) 
1)91+1) + 1

(505)

Equation (505) substituted in Eq. (504) gives the optimum 
amplification for this case.

Optimum (V.A.)„ =
____________ V u2pn + A2 yzC(n+1)/Lbn_____________
\gg(n+l) [¿,,„+^2(1)^ + 1) b + _ 4

’ V vw-i) + 1

(506)

If gg(n+ü is zero, Eqs. (505) and (506) reduce to Eqs. (501) 
and (502) of Case 5.
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Here, also, we should recognize the possibility of self-oscillation 
when gg(n+i) is sufficiently negative.

ion T IpnCpn 1.2 Ec(n+1) - /C„(n+qcA2180. Case 7. -7— > > 1; gg(n+D^  < < 1; (—------- I Cff(n+i)----------- y----------J
> > 1; | gg(n+i'iLc(.n+i)ui\ < < 1.—The final special case, defined by 
the conditions given, is one of considerable practical importance 
because it applies to most tuned radio-frequency amplifiers. 
The conditions given in Eq. (487) become

Vn (rppCp^Y + 1
1

,.,2

„ _ „ j________ Qatn+V
2?(n+l) ’7c(n+l) T j 712 ,,3 

«(n+1) — Wc(n+1)

The above relations placed in Eq. (486) give for the voltage
amplification

r^T
T pn

17(n+l) +

In Eq. (507), the term YLbnCpnW2 is generally very small com
pared with unity, so that maximum voltage amplification occurs 
when the variable capacitance Cc(«+d is set to make wc(n+i)/w = 1. 
The maximum value of (V.A.)n obtained by tuning is

Max. (V. A.)„
7* pn , TpLbn&cfn+v,

7----------  y<.n+n -i------- ------ -L ‘pn

The max. (V. A.)„, given by Eq. (508), has the greatest value 
for the particular value of rn for which

^2 _ ^pnV (n+1)
Lbn^c(n+1)

(509)
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Substituting this value of r„ in Eq. (508) gives for the optimum 
value of the voltage amplification

Max. max. (V. A.)„ = + 1
2'\/ ?7(n+l) ’ ^pn/hc^n+l)^

_ Vu2n + Al N/(rpnCp„u)2 + 1 Lctn+l) 
2 ' M

(510)

The analysis of Case 7 may be compared with the simple 
treatment in Chap. XII, where the effects of input admittance 
and tube capacitances were neglected. Equation (509) corre
sponds to Eq. (316), page 302, the value of t specified by 
Eq. (509) being somewhat different from that for the simple 
theory because of the different value of the resistance of the 
secondary circuit caused by the input admittance ga of the next 
triode. Equation (510) corresponds to Eq. (317), page 302, but 
gives a somewhat different value of the max. max. (V.A.) 
because of the larger value of M or r required for the optimum 
conditions.

The analysis of the band width or selectivity given in Chap. 
XII applies to the present theory, except that y2 of Eq. (325), 
page 304, must be replaced by yc(n+i).

*181. Discussion of the Special Cases.—We have developed 
the fundamental theory of transformer-coupled amplifiers with 
no special reference to the frequency range over which the 
amplifier is to operate. Some special cases, characterized only 
by the values of certain terms in the equation for voltage amplifi
cation, have been analyzed. We shall now consider these special 
cases from the point of view of practice.

One of the characteristics of the first four cases is the negligi
bility of the quantity (rpnCpM2 in comparison with unity. 
If rpn is of the order of 10,000 ohms and Cpn is less than 150ggf, 
this condition is satisfied only for frequencies less than about 

C10,000 cycles per second. The quantity rpn may be neglected 
in comparison with unity if rpn is of the order of 10,000 ohms, 
Cpn of the order of 100«+, and Lin greater than about 1 henry. 
These conditions indicate that Cases 2, 3, and 4 are restricted 
to audio-frequency amplifiers. Case 3 applies to an audio
frequency amplifier having a tuned secondary circuit. Case 4 
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applies to most untuned audio-frequency transformer-coupled 
amplifiers.

The term (C'9(„+D<v/^(„+n)2 becomes (l/^(„+1)Lc(n+1)a;)2 if 
the secondary circuit is tuned to the frequency w/2tt. Hence, 
if ggin+nLei.n+iid < <1, the term Cg<.n+iw/gg<.n+i'> must necessarily 
be large in comparison with unity. Case 5 cannot then apply to a 
transformer with a tuned secondary circuit. It may apply, how
ever, to a transformer-coupled amplifier with a tuned primary 
circuit for any frequency and especially for very low audio 
frequencies.

The term gltn+DLeU+D /Cgin+n, the value of which is a criterion 
in Cases 6 and 7, becomes (^9(„+i)Lc(„+i)w)2 if the secondary circuit 
is tuned to the frequency w/2r. If Cases 6 and 7 are applied to 
a transformer-coupled amplifier with a tuned secondary circuit, 
the criteria reduce to (^(n+DLefn+Dco)2 >>1 for Case 6, and 
gg(n+vLr.(n+i}d < <1 and rpnCPn/Lbn > >1 for Case 7. Consider
ing Case 6 under these conditions, the criterion is satisfied if 
Lc(n+i)d > > 1/lO^ire+i), and this is very often true at all frequen
cies, provided gg(n+D is not very small. Case 6 has wide appli
cation, especially since no restriction is placed upon the value 
of Cpn. The reduced criteria given for Case 7 indicate that this 
case applies especially to transformer-coupled amplifiers at radio 
frequencies for which is very small. This condition is met 
in amplifiers in which the effects of the tube capacitance Cpg are 
reduced or eliminated, as explained in Chap. XVIII.

182. Transformer-coupled Amplifier at Low or Audio Fre
quencies.—The audio-frequency transformer used as coupling 
between stages of an amplifier is necessarily an iron-cored trans
former as otherwise it is impossible to obtain sufficiently close 
coupling and sufficiently high impedance in the primary winding.

In the early days of amplifier construction, transformers 
were built with insufficient impedance in the primary winding. 
This primary impedance was so low that, at low frequencies 
of the order of 100 cycles per second, it was small in comparison 
with the plate resistance of the tube. As a consequence, there 
was at these low frequencies a comparatively small voltage 
across the primary winding and a marked reduction in the 
amplification.

In the last five or ten years, transformer designers have 
increased this primary impedance very much, thereby improving 
the low-frequency amplification. This has been done by increas-
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ing the amount and improving the quality of the iron in the core, 
and by increasing the number of turns in the primary winding. 
The use of such a large number of turns in the primary winding 
makes it difficult to wind the secondary coil to obtain a high 
turns ratio. Consequently, the'turns ratio of modern trans
formers ranges from 2 to 6. Furthermore, because of the large 
number of turns, the distributed capacitance of the windings 
often places the natural frequency of both the primary and the 
secondary coils within the range of audio frequencies. The effect 
of this upon the amplification will now be studied.

The characteristics of a typical audio-frequency transformer 
are given below.

Characteristics of High-quality Audio-frequency Coupling
Transformer (AD-1)

Inductance of primary coil (Lbn)

D-c. resistance of primary coil (Rin)

A-c. resistance of primary coil (Rbn) 

Inductance of secondary coil (Lcin+i)} 

D-c. resistance of secondary coil (BC(n+o) 
A-c. resistance of secondary coil (Bc(n+i)) 
Distributed capacitance of primary coil (CbJ 

Distributed capacitance of secondary coil (Cc(„+1j) 
Coefficient of coupling (r„)

= 85 henries
= 1,390 ohms
= 1,390 ohms (approx.)
= 765 henries
= 6,660 ohms
= 6,660 ohms (approx.)
= 330muf
= 9(W
= 0.998

The method of measuring these characteristics is given in 
Appendix B.

Because of the iron core, the inductance of the coils is to some 
extent a function of the degree of saturation of the iron and hence 
a function of the steady current flowing through the primary 
winding. Figure 242 gives the inductance of the primary coil 
of the transformer just described as a function of the steady 
current flowing in the primary winding.

The inductance of the coils is also a function of the amplitude 
of the alternating current flowing through the windings, as 
shown in Fig. 243. The values of inductance given in the 
tabulation of data above are for an extremely small alternating 
current.

Using the values of the constants given above for a typical 
audio transformer, examine the various factors of Eq. (486). 
Unfortunately, the approximations which hold for low fre
quencies do not hold for high frequencies. It is best, therefore, 
to divide the problem into two parts, one for frequencies below
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Fig. 242.—Variation of the inductance with steady current of the primary 
coil of an audio transformer (AD-1).

Fig. 243.—Variation of inductance with a-c. voltage across the inductance for 
the primary coil of an audio-frequency transformer (AD-1).
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1,000 cycles per second and the other for frequencies above 1,000 
cycles per second.

Frequencies below 1,000 Cycles per Second.-—Within this range 
of frequencies, An is negligible. The input conductance of the 
next tube may be neglected; i.e., ggin+o may be taken as zero. 
Then, o>(n+D = wc(n+D. The factor (rpnCpr.w)2 is negligible in 
comparison with unity if rpn is of the order of 10,000 ohms, so 
that yn = —T Tp- (see Eq. (487)). Assuming this value of rpn, 

Lbnu
the ratio (wn/«?)2 is negligible in comparison with unity, as shown 
by the fourth equation in Eq. (487). These conditions are the 
same as the conditions of Case 3. If rn is taken as unity, the 
voltage amplification is

(V.A.) (511)

Equation (511) is the same as Eq. (494) under Case 3 with rn 
put equal to unity.

At frequencies of about 1,000 cycles per second, y2n and 
are generally very small in comparison with unity, and Eq. (511) 
reduces to

(V.A.)n = Upn^/^—EH (for frequencies in the neighborhood of 1,000 cycles 

V Lbn

per second) (512)

As the frequency is decreased, yn increases, causing the voltage 
amplification to decrease; at 10 cycles per second, yn is of the 
order of 3 or 4; and the fraction <¿^+0/is very large. Equa
tion (511) then reduces to the approximate expression

(V.A.)„ = Upn“Cl"(for very low frequencies) (513) 

+ I

Since Eq. (511) does not involve Cpn, the capacitance across 
the primary coil has no appreciable effect upon the voltage 
amplification for frequencies below 1,000 cycles per second, if the 
constants are of the order of magnitude assumed in the example. 
The capacitance across the secondary coil does, however, have an 
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appreciable effect, as shown by Eq. (511), although at the two 
extremes of 10 and 1,000 cycles per second this effect is very small.

Frequencies from 1,000 to 10,000 Cycles per Second.—For the 
range of frequencies between 1,000 and 10,000 cycles per second, 
A2 may still be neglected but the other approximations made 
for frequencies below 1,000 cycles per second do not hold.

At frequencies of the order of 10,000 cycles per second, 
may not be negligible, but to simplify the analysis we shall 
neglect it in the following example. If g8(n+i) is not negligible, 
its effect is to decrease or increase ^(n+i), according as ggin+c is 
negative or positive, and also to make the ratio w(„+d/w less than 
a>e(n+1)/co. If rpn is of the order of 10,000 ohms, (rpnCpnco)2 is 
not negligible above about 4,000 cycles per second. The factor 
yn is then given by the fourth equation in Eq. (487). The ratio 
(un/o>Y is negligible in comparison with unity provided r„„ is not 
much greater than 10,000 ohms. The voltage amplification as 
given by Eq. (486) is

If rp is not much greater than 10,000 ohms, and Lbn is of the 
order of 80 henries, y2 is generally negligible in comparison with 
unity for all frequencies above 1,000 cycles persecond. Equation 
(514) then assumes the simpler form

(V.A.)n

^(n+l)^C(n+l)

7?c(n+l) “f~ Vn
2

(515)

If upn is unity and rpn is zero, as is true when the voltage ratio 
of the transformer alone is tested, Eq. (515) gives a maximum 
(V.A.)n when co2(n+1)/w2 = 1 — r2. The value of the maximum 

[l 2 1 n
is * .---- ----------- This maximum is illustratedV Lbn ai2 ybn + nc(n+i)
for a particular transformer in the curves of Fig. 4, page 632, 
Appendix B. Referring to the figure, if Rp = 0, the voltage 
ratio is 7.7 at a frequency of 10,500 cycles per second.
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When rpn is not zero, the maximum is less pronounced. This 
is shown by the curves of Figs. 2 and 4 of Appendix B and also by 
curves of (V.A.)„, Fig. 244, taken for an actual amplifier.

Fia. 244.—Voltage amplification of a three-stage transformer-coupled amplifier. 
Transformers type TL. UX 201A triode.

183. Experimental Determination of the Performance of a 
Transformer-coupled Amplifier at Audio Frequencies.—The 
methods outlined in Chap. XV, Sec. 163, may be used to deter
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mine the curve of voltage amplification plotted against frequency 
for a transformer-coupled amplifier.

Figure 244 gives typical curves of the way in which the voltage 
amplification varies with frequency for an audio-frequency 
transformer-coupled amplifier. The particular amplifier tested 
comprised three stages with two interstage coupling transformers. 
These transformers (type TL) were of the same type for which the 
curves of Fig. 2 of Appendix B were plotted giving the voltage 
ratio of the transformer alone. The triodes in the first and 
second stages of the amplifier were type UX 201A, operating 
at a grid-polarizing potential of — 6 volts. The third tube was a 
type UX 171A, operating at EB = HO volts and Ec = —22.5 
volts. The plate circuit of the last stage included a large cone
type loud-speaker.

The full-line curves of Fig. 244 give the voltage amplification 
of the first, the first two, and all three stages of the amplifier 
when the plate-battery voltage of the first two stages was 135 
volts. With this value of voltage, the plate current of each 
of the first two stages was approximately 5 milliamp. and the 
plate resistance rp was about 8,000 ohms. The dotted curves of 
Fig. 244 were taken under the same conditions as for the corre
sponding full-line curves, except that EB for the first two stages 
was decreased to 112 volts. Under this condition the plate 
current of each of the first two stages was about 2.5 milliamp. 
and rp was about 11,000 ohms.

Referring to the lower full-line curve of Fig. 244 for the amplifi
cation of the first stage with an rP of 8,000 ohms, the voltage 
amplification drops off at low frequencies to a much greater 
extent than in the curve of Fig. 2 of Appendix B for the same 
transformer with Rp = 10,000 ohms. This difference is due to 
the decreased inductance of the coils of the transformer due to 
the large (5 milliamp.) plate current flowing through the 
primary winding. That a considerable decrease in inductance 
resulted, due to saturation of the core, is shown by the curves of 
Fig. 242. The lower dotted curve of Fig. 244 shows a smaller 
dropping off of amplification at low frequencies because of the 
smaller plate current (2.5 milliamp.). Therefore, the magnitude 
of the plate current is an important consideration in transformer- 
coupled audio-frequency amplifiers.

184. Transformer-coupled Amplifier at High or Radio Fre
quencies.—This section deals with the theory of transformer- 
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coupled amplifiers for radio frequencies. There are three types 
of transformer used as coupling element at these frequencies. 
They are

1. Iron-cored untuned transformer.
2. Air-cored untuned transformer.
3. Air-cored tuned-secondary-circuit transformer.

1. Iron-cored Untuned Transformer.—The iron-cored untuned 
transformer is practically obsolete and of little concern. It has 
been used with fair satisfaction for the lower radio frequencies 
when the amplifier is designed to operate without tuning over a 
considerable range of frequencies. Although such a transformer- 
coupled amplifier is termed an “untuned” amplifier, resonance 
actually does play an important part. Because of the iron 
losses and the large resistance of the coils, the resonance peak is 
very dull, but has its maximum within the range of frequencies 
for which the amplifier is designed. The coupling between the 
primary and secondary winding is generally nearly unity.

In order to give an idea of the order of magnitude of the con
stants of a transformer of this type, values are given for a partic
ular transformer used as an interstage transformer in an early 
amplifier.

Constants of Iron-cored Transformer for Radio Frequencies

Li = 1.5 millihenries
L2 = 28.5 millihenries 
t = 0.98 
Ri = 33 ohms 
Rz = 148 ohms 
Frequency range, 75-150 kc.

Equation (486) should be consulted in calculating the perform
ance of an amplifier with these constants.

2. Air-cored Untuned Transformer.—This type of transformer 
is so similar in electrical characteristics to the iron-cored type 
as to require no special theoretical treatment. The coils are 
generally wound with very fine wire. In order to obtain the 
close coupling required to give a broad resonance curve, the 
coils are wound so that they are physically very close. The wires 
of the two coils may even be wound together so that the two wires 
run parallel to each other in the same bobbin.
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2. Air-cored Tuned Transformer.—The approximate theory of 
a single-stage amplifier using an air-cored tuned transformer 
was presented in Sec. 124, Chap. XII. This approximate 
theory neglected some factors which, although generally small, 
may be too large to be disregarded. This section supplements 
the approximate theory by including all effects. In order to 
emphasize the importance of this section, it may be mentioned 
that practically all radio-frequency amplifiers are of the type 
now to be considered. Usually, there is means to decrease 
the feed-back effect through the grid-to-plate capacitance 
of the triode. This feed-back may be decreased by neutralizing 
the amplifier by methods to be described in the next chapter.

The neutralizing means is either obviously incorporated in the 
structure of the amplifier or present in the less obvious form of 
natural capacitances between parts of the circuits, due to their 
relative positions. The effect of this reduction in feed-back is 
to decrease the value of gg(.n+i) and of bg(„+D. If feed-back is 
practically eliminated, the input conductance may be assumed 
to be zero and the input susceptance may be assumed to have 
some constant value dependent upon the means for eliminating 
feed-back.

Figure 245 is a diagram of connections including the essen
tial elements and is typical of a multistage radio-frequency 
amplifier. The grid of the first stage is connected across an 
inductance in an untuned antenna. There are, however, many 
different methods of connection to the antenna which may be 
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tuned or untuned. These methods will not be described because 
they do not influence materially the performance of the amplifier. 
The third transformer is shown connected to the grid of a detec
tor. The detector triode may be of a different type from the 
amplifier triodes. Even if of the same type, the input admit
tance of the detector tube is generally different from the input 
admittance of the other triodes. Consequently, the third or out
put stage of the amplifier has somewhat different characteristics 
from those of the first and second stages.

The tuning of the several stages is generally accomplished by 
condensers, the rotating parts of which are either mounted on the 
same shaft or else belted or geared. Such a system of con
densers is known as a “gang condenser.”

The design of the transformer varies to some extent according 
to the frequency range for which the amplifier is constructed and 
also according to the type of vacuum tube used. The physical 
dimensions and approximate electrical constants of a particular 
type of transformer follow. These data are given merely for 
illustration and are not recommended necessarily as the best 
design. The primary coil is wound directly over the low-potential 
end of the secondary winding and is insulated from it by a strip 
of paper.

Dimensions and Constants of Radio-frequency Transformer

Secondary coil: 
Diameter..............................................  
Length.................................................... 
Number turns....................................  
Size wire...............................................  
Inductance........................................... 
D-c. resistance...................................
V.....................................................................................................

Primary coil:
Diameter...................................................
Length........................................................
Number turns.........................................
Size wire....................................................
Inductance...............................................
D-c. resistance........................................
Mutual inductance...............................
Coefficient of coupling.........................
Capacitance of tuning condenser.. .

Frequency range....................................

1.25 in.
1.87 in.
137
No. 32 (B. & S. gauge)
420Mh
8.0 ohms
0.01 (approx.)

1.3 in.
0.11 in.
16
No. 38 (B. & S. gauge) 
19.2/ih 
3.5 ohms 
38.7/ih 
0.431
Max. 181wf
Min. U.2wf 
Max. 1407 kc.
Min. 553 kc.
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Using the data given, the theory developed under Case 7 
applies, provided gg(n+i) is in absolute value not greater than 
about 10-5 mho. The analysis of Case 7 applies to each stage as 
a unit, and, if the feed-back is eliminated, each stage operates 
independently of the other stages. When, however, feed-back 
exists, the performance of one stage is greatly affected by the 
next stage, because the value of ggtn+o changes according to 
the nature of the plate load of the stage (n + 1). If the capaci
tance of the tuning condenser of stage (n + 1) is smaller than 
that for resonance to the incoming signal, the plate load is 
inductive and the input conductance g„(n+i) may be negative. 
This negative input conductance affects the amplification of 
stage n and may be so negative as to cause the nth stage to 
oscillate. If the capacitance of the tuning condenser in stage 
(n + 1) is larger than the resonant value, gg(n+i) is positive and 
the amplification of the nth stage is decreased. It is clear 
that the performance of an amplifier in which feed-back exists 
varies greatly according to the settings of the several tuning 
condensers. Because of the interaction between stages, such an 
amplifier is often unstable. Feed-back is greater at the high 
frequencies. Partially to stabilize an amplifier in which this 
disturbing feed-back exists, resistances of a few hundred ohms 
are often connected in the wires leading to the grids of the triodes. 
These resistances introduce losses which are greater at high 
frequencies.

In a later chapter screen-grid triodes will be considered. 
These tubes eliminate, to a large extent, the feed-back through 
the capacitance CTg. But the value of rp for these tubes is very 
high, usually of the order of several hundred thousand ohms. 
The theory of Case 7 still applies but the constants have different 
relative magnitudes.
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CHAPTER XVIII

METHODS OF REDUCING ENERGY INTERCHANGE 
BETWEEN GRID AND PLATE CIRCUITS OF A TRIODE.

“NEUTRALIZATION”

The ideal repeater or amplifier is one which is perfectly 
unidirectional. A unidirectional amplifier is one in which there 
is no energy flow in either direction between the output and 
input circuits, and the only action is the control of power in 
the output circuit by the grid voltage.

185. Effects of Energy Interchange between the Grid and 
Plate Circuits of a Triode.—We may summarize briefly the 
deleterious effects of energy interchange before considering 
methods of reducing or eliminating these effects. When there 
exists any electrical path between the plate circuit and the grid 
circuit of a triode, energy may flow from the grid circuit to the 
plate circuit, or into the grid circuit from the plate circuit. 
If energy flows from the grid circuit, the effective resistance 
of the grid circuit is increased and the potential impressed 
upon the grid is less than it would be if this energy flow did not 
occur. Reduced amplification results. If energy flows into 
the grid circuit, regeneration occurs, and the amplifier may 
oscillate or be unstable. “Feed-back” is said to take place, 
although broadly speaking, feed-back may be either positive or 
negative.

The effects upon amplification of the interchange of energy 
through the path comprising the mutual capacitance Cpg between 
plate and grid were studied in Chap. XVII. This interchange 
of energy was there expressed in terms of input admittance 
yg = gg — foa- If 9a 1S positive, energy is taken from the 
grid circuit by the plate circuit and the resulting amplification 
is reduced. This was found to be a very large effect at radio 
frequencies, because the path through Cpg is then of compara
tively low impedance. The input conductance gg is always 
positive for resistance-coupled amplifiers but may be negative 
when the plate circuit is inductive. When gg is negative, regen- 

454
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eration and often oscillation take place. The amplifier is then 
unstable and is useless.

Not only is the real component gg of the input admittance 
a disturbing factor in the design of stable amplifiers, but the com
ponent bg, also, has its harmful effects. This susceptance 
component bg is always equivalent to a shunt capacitance between 
grid and filament. Since bg depends largely upon frequency, 
plate resistance, and other constants of the circuits, this equiva
lent shunt capacitance is variable and dependent upon the con
ditions of operation. The existence of both components of 
the input admittance, if appreciable, makes it difficult to design 
a single-control, multistage, tuned radio-frequency amplifier, 
unless some means is applied to eliminate, partially at least, 
the reaction of the plate circuit upon the grid circuit.

186. Causes of Energy Interchange between the Plate and 
Grid Circuits of a Triode.—The electrical path through Cpg, 
though usually the most active, is not the only path by which 
energy may flow between the grid and plate circuits. In fact, 
there are several causes for this interchange of energy, the most 
important of which are listed below.
Causes of Energy Interchange between Grid and Plate Circuits

1. Incidental coupling between such portions of the plate 
circuit and grid circuit as are external to the tube.

2. The flow of the a-c. component of the plate current through 
the filament of the tube.

3. Reaction of the plate voltage upon the thermionic grid 
current, expressible in terms of sg.

4. Ionization or secondary emission which makes the flow of 
current possible directly from grid to plate or vice versa.

5. Coupling between output and input circuits due to capaci
tance between plate and grid electrodes, including the socket 
and connections thereto.

6. Coupling between output and input circuits due to reaction 
of the fluctuating space charge upon the grid.

We shall now consider these causes of energy interchange and 
means of reducing them..

187. Reduction of Cause 1.—The coupling between external 
portions of the plate and grid circuits may be electrostatic 
coupling between wires, between condensers, or between coils in 
the two circuits; magnetic coupling between coils; or conductive 
coupling if any portion of the two circuits is common to both.
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The magnetic coupling is reduced by placing the grid and plate 
coils so that their mutual inductance is as near zero as possible. 
The electrostatic coupling can be sufficiently reduced only by 
the most thorough electrostatic screening. It is now common 
practice to enclose the tube and its output circuit, together 
with the input circuit of the next stage, in a common metal 
enclosure or in separate metal enclosures made of wire screening 
or of sheet metal carefully bonded and grounded. Even a screw 
hole or a crack in the metal screen is sometimes sufficient to allow 
a disturbing amount of energy to leak through.

Coupling between different stages often exists because of 
common plate or grid batteries. This conductive coupling can 
be reduced by shunting the batteries or voltage sources with 
large condensers. It is very important that there be no wire, no 
matter how short, which is common to an output and input 
circuit, unless it is bridged by a large condenser.

The types of coupling described are harmful when one or 
more of them exists, not only between the output and input 
circuits of a single stage but also between any output and any 
input circuit of a multistage amplifier. When the amplification 
of the several stages is large, an inconceivably small coupling 
between the final output and initial input circuits may cause 
the amplifier to oscillate. Great care is necessary to reduce 
or to eliminate all coupling of the kinds enumerated in this 
section.

188. Reduction of Cause 2.—The plate circuit is often con
nected to one end of the filament. In consequence, a fraction 
of the alternating component of the plate current flows through 
the filament and, owing to the filament resistance, produces a 
varying voltage across the filament. To a slight degree, this 
varying filament potential causes a varying potential between 
the grid and some portion of the filament. In this way the plate 
circuit can cause a varying potential in the grid circuit. Although 
this effect is small unless the filament resistance is large, it is 
usually desirable in multistage amplifiers to reduce this reaction 
by shunting the filament with a condenser having a capacitive 
reactance which is small in comparison with the resistance of 
the filament. This effect is absent when the triodes have 
separately heated constant-potential cathodes.

189. Reduction of Cause 3.—The third cause of reaction of 
the plate potential upon the grid circuit can occur only when 
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there is a flow of grid conduction current. The reaction is 
usually in the direction to cause absorption of energy from the 
grid circuit and hence to cause a reduction of amplification. 
Energy interchange due to this cause seldom exists in practice, 
because high-vacuum triodes whose grids are negatively polarized 
are generally used. Under these conditions no grid conduction 
current flows and hence sg is zero.

190. Reduction of Cause 4.—Interchange of energy between 
the two circuits due to the fourth cause can occur only when 
electrons or ions can travel from one of the cold electrodes to 
the other, or when energy changes can take place in the space 
between electrodes, as by excitation or ionization of a gas. 
Hence, this cause is eliminated by the use of high-vacuum 
tubes operated at potentials which allow no secondary-emission 
effects to occur. In general, the grid is the most negative 
electrode so that no electrons can pass to the grid and hence 
no secondary electrons can be emitted therefrom.

191. Reduction of Causes 5 and 6.—Causes 5 and 6 can be 
considered together. Although the character of the coupling 
between the plate and grid circuits differs somewhat for the two 
cases, the effects of the two couplings are the same. The 
coupling under Cause 5 is through the capacitance between the 
grid and its connections and the plate and its connections. This 
capacitance is that which is measured when the filament is not 
heated. When, however, the tube is in operation, the alternating 
component of the plate current causes a fluctuation in the space 
charge which is most dense near the filament. This fluctuating 
space charge induces a fluctuating charge on the grid. The 
varying plate potential, therefore, can act upon the charge 
on the grid not only by the simple electrostatic effect of the plate 
but also through the varying space charge in the grid-to-filament 
space. The total effect of the two couplings can be expressed 
in terms of an equivalent Cpg which is a little larger than the pure 
capacitance between grid and plate. This equivalent Cpg must 
be measured when the tube is lighted and in operating condition. 
Benham1 has shown that this equivalent value of Cpg may be 
quite different from the value measured when the filament is 
cold.

The causes of interchange of energy numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4 
can be reduced or eliminated by proper adjustment of the tubes,

1 Benham, Phil. Mag., 5, 630,1928; 11, 457 (1931). 
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by suitable disposition of the inductances and capacitances, 
and by the use of electrostatic screens. The coupling through 
CPg is always present unless the electrostatic screening is extended 
to the internal structure of the tube. Such a scheme of internal 
screening will be considered in Chap. XXIII. We shall now 
study at some length methods of reducing the effects of the 
coupling through the equivalent capacitance Cpg.

The methods of reducing the interchange of energy between 
the plate and grid circuits through the capacitance Cpg can be 
classified in two fundamental groups, as follows:

1. Balancing the Feed-back Voltage.
2. Balancing the Feed-back Current.
The method of Group 1 consists in introducing into the grid 

circuit a voltage equal and opposite in phase to the voltage 
produced by the flow of the feed-back current through the total 
grid-circuit impedance.

The method of Group 2 consists in leading to the grid a current 
equal and opposite in phase to the feed-back current that flows to 
the grid through Cpg, so that the net current which flows through 
the grid-circuit impedance, due to the action of the plate voltage, 
is zero. Consequently, no feed-back voltage is produced in the 
grid circuit.

Probably the earliest method of reducing feed-back is one 
described by Hartley2 in 1915 and is an example of Group 1. 
About two years later, Rice3 invented a more practical scheme 
for neutralizing amplifiers. Hazeltine4 has taken out several 
patents on various neutralizing circuits which fall in both of the 
groups given. A very good discussion of the various neutralizing 
schemes was given by Ballantine6 in a patent filed in 1923.

192. Group 1. Balancing the Feed-back Voltage Due to Cpg. 
There are several ways of reducing the effect of Cpg which are 
classified under this method. Perhaps the most obvious way is 
that patented by Hartley and illustrated in Fig. 246. It was 
shown in Chap. XI that, if the plate load of a triode is inductive, 
the input admittance may have a negative real component which 
may cause the input circuit to oscillate. In Fig. 246, the induc-

2 Hartley, U. S. patent 1,183,875 filed September, 1915.
3 Rice, U. S. patent 1,334,118 filed July, 1917.
4 Hazeltine, U. S. patent 1,450,080 filed August, 1919; U. S. patent

1,489,228 filed Dec., 1920; U. S. patent 1,533,858 filed December, 1923.
6 Ballantine, U. S. patent 629,702 filed April, 1923.
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Fig. 246.—Hartley’s method of reduc-

tive plate load Lb may cause regeneration or even oscillation 
in the circuit LyCy. If the plate current is passed through a 
small inductance Li, which is coupled to Ly by mutual inductance 
M, the coupling being in the opposite direction to that which 
causes regeneration, the regenerative effect of Cpg can be reduced. 
In this scheme a voltage derived from the plate circuit is intro
duced into the grid circuit to bal
ance the voltage due to the flow 
of current through Cpg.

The Hartley method is sel
dom used because its action is 
dependent upon frequency. As 
the frequency is changed by 
varying Cy, M must also be 
changed. The most generally 
used schemes are those which 
balance the effects of Cpg inde
pendently of frequency.

Figure 247a indicates a way of utilizing the Wheatstone bridge 
principle to prevent the plate voltage from affecting the grid 
voltage. The circles P, G, and F represent the plate, grid, and 
filament terminals of a triode. Between P and F are shown 
the internal effective elements of a triode, rp and upAEg. The 
plate load of the triode is Zy and Z2 in series, these two imped
ances forming also two arms of the bridge. Cpg, the grid-to- 
plate capacitance whose effects it is desired to eliminate, forms 
the third arm of the bridge. Zc forms the fourth arm of the 
bridge. The input voltage is applied across one diagonal of the 
bridge, while the plate voltage AEP acts across the other diagonal. 
When the bridge is balanced by a proper choice of the impedances 
of the arms, AEP can neither increase nor decrease the input 
voltage AE0, and hence the input circuit, whatever it may be, 
is electrically isolated from the output circuit. This is true 
whether the cathode of the triode is heated or cold, i.e., whether 
rp is finite or infinite. Because of the conjugate property of a 
bridge, AE0 has no effect upon AEP when the cathode is cold. 
When the cathode is heated, however, and rp is finite, AEP 
is produced by AEQ, not through the bridge network but because 
of the unilateral amplifying property of the triode which is 
expressed by the e.m.f. uPAEg.
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The condition of balance of the bridge of Fig. 247a is
Z1 = -j/Cyg^
Z2 Zo (516)

If this condition of balance is to be independent of frequency, 
either Zc or Zi must be a pure capacitance. If there is some con
ductance between the grid and plate across the glass seals, Cva 
is a leaky condenser, and Zc or Z, must likewise be a leaky con

(b)

(e)
Fig. 247.—Neutralization by voltage balance.

(f)

denser. If Zc is a capacitance C„ Z, and Z2 may be two resist
ances, two inductances with or without mutual inductance, or 
two capacitances. Figures 2476, c, and d show the connections 
for these three possibilities. The conditions of balance are

(Fig. 2476))
it 2 pg K

= (Fig-247c); (517)
£2 = (Fig. 247dA

1 v pg J
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Since Cpo is usually small, of the order of from 5 to 10^4, Ra, 
La, and Ci may be small for the conditions of balance.

If we make Zx a pure or leaky capacitance according as Cpg is 
pure or leaky, two new possible connections arise, as shown in 
Figs. 247e and /. The conditions of balance for these two 
schemes are

IC = (fa
Ra C pg 

+ M + Lc = (fa 
iM -|- La Cpg

(Fig. 247e)

(Fig. 247/)
(518)

Since Cpg is small, R2 and La should be small.
In Figs. 247d, e and /, the impedance Z, consists of a capaci

tance, which makes it necessary to provide a path for the d-c. 
component of the plate current. This is done by an inductance 
Lb, as shown in the figures. L„ does not in any way disturb 
the balance and it may have any constants or indeed be a pure 
resistance. In fact, Lb may be the main plate load, such as the 
primary coil of a transformer. This shunt plate load might to 
advantage be added to Figs. 2476 and c so that the plate battery 
could be connected in series with Lb instead of being in the posi
tions shown. This arrangement would permit the plate battery 
to be connected directly to the filament, a more practical posi
tion, for then the same plate battery could be used to supply 
other tubes. Similarly, for the scheme in Fig. 247d, since there 
is shown no conductive path from filament to grid to maintain 
the proper polarizing potential of the grid, a high resistance must 
shunt Cc and, for perfect balance, Ca also.

All of the schemes shown have a serious disadvantage from a 
practical standpoint. This disadvantage results from the fact 
that the input circuit is connected from the grid to some point 
in the plate-circuit network and not to the filament. The effec
tive grid voltage AB„ is, therefore, not the same as the input volt
age, as shown by the following relation which applies to Fig. 
247a.

7
AE„ = —A—AEo (519)

Z, -f- Za

Using the condition of balance given by Eq. (516), Eq. (519) can 
be written
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ae, = aEo
Z1 ~zA W pgW

(520)

The effective part of AEo, namely AEg, varies with frequency
except for the schemes in Figs. 247d, e and f. For these cases 

(j
AEg = „ r-^—AEo, and Ci should be at least as large as Cpg Cl “T Cpg
and preferably larger. In the scheme shown in Fig. 247c, 
the effects of Ri and R2, the resistances of Lx and L2, have been 
neglected. In calculating by Eq. (520) the fraction of the input 
voltage which acts upon the grid, the resistances Rj and R2 
must be considered. For Fig. 247c

AE, = --------- ------aE0 (521)
Ri + j\ Ljw — 77— ) 

\ Cpgtof
1 AEoIf in Eq. (521), Lyco — z,— = 0, then AES = -5-77—> so that Pil^ pgb)

for some frequencies AEg may be much greater than AE0.
It is of considerable practical importance to examine the effect 

that the balancing schemes just discussed have upon the input 
admittance of the tube and its system, as determined at the input 
terminals. For those connections which are fundamentally 
represented by the bridge diagram, Fig. 247a, the input admit
tance is

3

Z1 -

1
z2 + z,

(522)1

Combining with this equation the condition of balance of Eq. 
(516), the input admittance becomes

Z —_ C Cpgto _ 1 Z2 + Zx- ~zc + z2 'JCp°w _ z/z2 + z.
(523)

The input admittance Y, is not dependent upon the plate 
resistance and amplification factor of the tube, as in the case of 
an unbalanced triode, but is dependent upon frequency and the 
constants of the balancing circuits. In determining the magni
tudes of the impedances Zi, Z2, and Zc, Eqs. (516), (519), and
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(523) should be considered. Usually, Zc should be of the same 
order of magnitude as \/Cpgd, while Zx and Z2 are from 0.01 to 
0.1 of 1 /Cpgd. This choice of magnitudes gives the ratio AEg/AEa 
a value of at least 0.9, and the input admittance is not much more 
than twice the value of jCpgd.

Before leaving this method of balancing the feed-back voltage, 
two schemes will be described which make use of a mutual 
inductance. The bridge of Fig. 247a may be extended to the 
form shown in Fig. 248a. The actual connections for this scheme 

(a)
Fig. 248.—Neutralization by voltage balance by means of a mutual inductance.

(b)

are shown in Fig. 2486. The conditions of balance for the 
diagram of Fig. 248a are

RbRcCc + Lb — M' _ Cc 4
M' (524)

Rc(Lb - M') = g i

If the resistances are negligible, the balance conditions reduce to

Lb — M' Cc /KOKI■ c;. (525>

The method given in Fig. 248a has an input circuit which does 
not connect directly from grid to filament but has an impedance 
Lc in series. Hence, the total input voltage is not effective as 
grid voltage and the method has the same disadvantage as the 
methods already discussed. The input admittance does not 
depend upon rP and up but does depend upon the constants of 
the bridge elements.
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A second method of balancing the feed-back voltage, utilizing 
a mutual inductance, is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 249 
and, as used in practice, in Fig. 250. The condition of balance 
is expressed by

M' / i X
MW - + Zc Z" - = 0 (526)

y C co y

This equation may be separated into two equations by equating 
to zero the sum of the real terms and the sum of the imaginary 
terms. The two conditions of balance for the scheme of Fig. 
249 are

(M'2 - LJ")
(527)

Fig. 249.—Circuit for neutralization by voltage balance

The second equation cannot be satisfied independent of fre
quency. If, however, the resistance terms, which are small in 
comparison with the reactance terms, are neglected, the approxi
mate condition of balance is

(M'2 - LrL")^ -(^ - = 0 (528)

If Lc and L" are wound to have unity coupling, M'2 = LrL" 
and the balance is independent of frequency. The condition of 
approximate balance becomes

C' U C' = IL
Cpg M' °r Cpg N"

where Nc and N" are the numbers of turns in Lr and L".
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Fig. 250.—Hazeltine’s method of neu
tralization by voltage balance.

This last method has advantages over the others previously 
described in that the input now connects directly from grid to 
filament and the whole input 
voltage is effective in acting 
upon the grid. Furthermore, 
the conditions of balance are 
independent of any circuit con
nected across the output and 
also of any circuit connected 
across the input if the circuit 
has no mutual action upon 
either L" or Lc. In Fig. 250, 
a tuning condenser Cc is shown 
connected across the input coil Zc. This method was described 
by Hazeltine6 in 1919.

C' 
(a)

Finally, a method of neutralization closely allied to the method 
just described was proposed by Rice in 1917 before any of the 

6Hazbltine, U. S. patent 1,450,080 filed Aug. 7, 1919.
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other methods of neutralization, except that of Hartley, were 
described. Rice’s method is shown in Fig. 251a which is taken 
from Fig. 1 of the Rice patent. The symbols are changed and 
certain shields and dotted lines indicating natural capacitances 
are omitted. The Rice circuit, when redrawn to show the ele
ments which are important to the type of neutralization now 
being considered, is shown in Fig. 2515. This figure shows that, 
because of symmetry, the plate voltage AEP produces no current 
through C and hence no voltage across L, if

Cpg _L2 T M 
fa “ La + M (530)

In Eq. (530), M is the mutual inductance between L, and L2, 
the two portions of L.

Although AEP produces no voltage across L when Eq. (530) 
holds, this does not mean that AEP produces no grid voltage. 
True neutralization is, therefore, not secured. The value of 
AEg, when the adjustments are in accordance with Eq. (530), 
is

I Lx — Ju
AEg = 7—N-------- ------------ AEp

T 1(Lx M ja „ 
\ pg / pg^

(531)

or
AEg = (L1L2 - M>2---

L*+M - (LiLa - MJN
Cpg

(532)

The first term in the denominator of Eq. (532) is usually very 
large in comparison with the second term, so that, although 
theoretically the equation indicates a lack of absolute balance 
and a variation of the degree of balance with frequency, practi
cally the degree of balance can be made quite satisfactory over a 
considerable range of frequencies.

One peculiarity of the Rice method is the tendency of the sys
tem to oscillate at a very high frequency compared to the fre
quency of the circuit LC. This oscillation can be prevented 
without affecting the operation of the system by including a high 
resistance in the wire from the coil L to the filament.

193. Group 2. Balancing the Feed-back Current.—The 
method to be described in this section for reducing the interchange
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of energy between plate and grid circuits includes the most 
important and the most used schemes of eliminating feed-back.

The broad principle of operation may be explained by refer
ence to Fig. 252, which shows a triode with plate load Zb and grid
circuit impedance Zc. The capacitance which causes feed-back 
is represented in dotted lines as a condenser Cpg. Because 
of the alternating component AEP of the plate voltage, a current 
Alm flows through the coupling path Cpg and would by itself 
cause a variation of grid potential due to the impedance voltage 
ZfAlm. If a connection, usually through a small condenser 
C', is made from the grid to a point in the system having the 
proper potential to cause a current Al' to flow to the grid, such 
that

AI' = —Alm (533)

then the net current through Zc due to AEP is zero and the plate 
voltage AEP causes no change in grid voltage. The problem 
is to connect a wire a to a suit
able point in the plate circuit or to 
a suitable point in a circuit which 
is coupled to the plate circuit.

Some of the circuits which neu
tralize the feed-back current by an 
equal and opposite balancing cur
rent are variations on the general 
bridge circuit shown in Fig. 253. 
In this diagram the input circuit 
connects directly from grid to 
cathode.

The equations expressing the 
condition that AEg is zero for all values of AEP are

- ZdAl6 + JM'cuAF = 0

-jM'aAl» + (Z' + Z")Al' = Oi 
AI' = —Aim )

The conditions of balance derived from Eq. (534) are contained in
M'M'W - + + Z") = 0 (535)

Equation (535) may be separated into two equations by equating 
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to zero the sum of the real terms and the sum of the imaginary 
terms. The two conditions of balance are

M' XM'W - - Xb(X' + X") + Rb(R' + R") = 0
^po > (536)

(A' + R")Xb + RO(X' + X") = o)

The second equation can be satisfied only by making one of the 
reactances negative, in which case the equation is true for only

Fig. 253.—General circuit for neutralization by current balance.

one frequency. It is evident, therefore, that any arrangement 
of circuits corresponding to Fig. 253 cannot be perfectly balanced 
independent of frequency. Usually, however, the resistances 
of the circuits are small in comparison with the reactances and 
can in general be neglected. The condition of balance then 
reduces to

M’M'W - ~ X„(X' + X") = 0 (537)C pg

One way of satisfying Eq. (537) is to make Xb and X" induc
tive, and X' capacitive. Then Eq. (537) becomes

(M'2 - LbL")^ -fy = 0 (538)

The balance can be made independent of frequency only if 

M'2 - LoL" = 0 (539)

This demands unity coupling between Lb and L", in which case 
the value of C for balance is

fir _ Ci ri (540)
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If M'2 = LbL",

(541)

where Nb and N" are the numbers of turns in Lb and L".
The actual connections for the method of balance or neutraliza

tion just described are given in Fig.
254. L" and Lb are usually wound 
very close together in order to secure 
the necessary close coupling. They 
are wound in opposite directions to 
give the proper phase to the poten
tial induced in L". C is called the 
neutralizing condenser and is usu
ally a very small variable air con
denser, the capacitance of which 
is set by methods to be described.

It should be noted that the plate current passes through Lb, 
whereas only the small neutralizing current passes through L". 
Any kind of output circuit connected conductively or inductively 
to Lb may be used, and any type of input circuit may be con
nected between grid and filament without altering the conditions 

<«) (b)
Fig. 255.—Methods of neutralization by current balances.

of balance expressed in Eq. (536). Figures 255, a, b, and c, are 
connections which conform to the bridge arrangement of Fig. 
253, to the conditions of Eq. (534), and to Eq. (540), provided 
L" and Lb are closely coupled in each case.

If in Fig. 253 the plate and grid are interchanged, the con
dition of balance is not altered, but the system is one in which the 
feed-back voltage is balanced and becomes identical with that 
shown in Figs. 249 and 250 and discussed under the first group.
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The methods of neutralizing feed-back shown in Figs. 254 and 
255a, b, and c, were described by Hazeltine. The scheme of 
Fig. 254 is given in his U. S. patents 1,489,228 and 1,533,858, 
and the schemes of Fig. 255 in his U. S. patent 1,648,808. Many 
radio sets, containing radio-frequency amplifiers neutralized by 
the method just described, have been manufactured and are 
often called “ neutrodynes ” in the trade. It should be remem
bered, however, that the methods of Figs. 254 and 255 all 
demand essentially unity coupling between the coils in order 
that the balance may be practically independent of frequency. 
If the coupling departs considerably from unity, the degree of

Fig. 256.—Neutralization through inherent capacitance.

balance of the effect of Cpo varies with frequency, but even then 
a considerable benefit is derived from the use of this balancing 
scheme.

Frequently, a considerable degree of neutralization is obtained 
because of inherent capacitance between wires and especially 
between the tuning condensers, as indicated by the dotted lines 
in Fig. 256. If the secondary coil L2 is reversely connected, 
as indicated in the figure, so that the potential of the ungrounded 
end of L2 is approximately opposite in phase to the potential 
of the plate, any natural capacitance, indicated by C, which 
exists between the grid systems acts to neutralize the effect of 
Cpg, partially at least. The greatest part of C' usually exists 
between the stators of the tuning condensers, the rotors being 
at ground potential. The neutralization by the use of natural 
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capacitances is generally not complete and varies with frequency 
because of the fact that the coefficient of coupling between Lb 
and La is usually considerably less than unity. In such a case, 
regeneration is greatest at high frequencies. To prevent oscilla
tion at these frequencies, a resistance R of several hundred ohms 
is often inserted in the grid lead, as shown in Fig. 256. When 
the circuits are tuned for high frequencies, the capacitance 
of the tuning condensers C is small, and consequently an increased 
fraction of the oscillatory current passes through R and the 
capacitance Cgf. Thus the equivalent resistance of the oscilla
tory circuit is increased at the high frequencies by an amount 
sufficient to offset the increasing regenerative effect as the 
capacitance of the tuning condensers is reduced.

Before considering neutralizing circuits which depart some
what from the general scheme shown in Fig. 253, examine the 
input admittance of the system of this figure. If it were possible 
to balance the bridge perfectly, a voltage at the input would 
produce no voltage from plate to filament except the voltage 
which is due to the amplifying action of the triode. Considering 
only the bridge circuit, there would be no voltage across Zb 
and hence no voltage across Z" due to NEg. Then, Z' and 
would be effectively in parallel between grid and filament and 
the total input admittance would be

Bs = -(Cg/ + Cw + C> (542)

provided Z' is a pure capacitance. Actually, as has been pointed 
out, it is impossible to balance the bridge perfectly for all fre
quencies, so that the input admittance is not so simple as just 
given and actually has a real component. However, for practical 
purposes, Eq. (542) gives closely enough the input admittance 
for this case.

The scheme shown in Fig. 253 is especially easy of adaptation 
to push-pull amplifiers, as shown in Fig. 257. Since the potential 
with respect to the filament of one end of the primary winding is 
equal and opposite in phase to the potential with respect to the 
filament of the other end of the winding, the neutralizing capaci
tances, made equal to Cpo, can be cross-connected, as shown in 
the figure. It is not necessary that the two halves of the primary 
winding have unity coupling, because the joint action of the two 
tubes maintains the proper magnitude and phase of the neutraliz
ing potentials.
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In ike circuit of Pig. 254, Lo is generally large so that the 
small alternating plate current produces a large output voltage 
across the coil. It is necessary to have very close coupling 
between Lb and L" in order to satisfy the conditions for nearly 
complete neutralization. On the other hand, the reactances of 
coils Lg in Fig. 250 and Lb in Fig. 255a are normally smaller than 
the reactance of Lb in Fig. 254. This is because the circuits con-

Fig. 257.—Neutralization of “push-pull” amplifier.

taining L, and Lb in Figs. 250 and 255a are tuned by condensers, 
and relatively large currents circulate through the coils produc
ing relatively large voltages across the coils. In the cases shown 
by Figs. 250 and 255a, unity coupling is necessary between the 
coil in the oscillatory circuit and the neutralizing winding. In 
the circuit shown in Fig. 2555, however, Lb is relatively small 
and, being untuned, the primary or plate current alone produces 
a relatively small voltage across it. Hence, little feed-back 

Fig. 258.—Neutralization of feed
back due to both primary and secondary 
currents.

results from the primary cur
rent alone. The circulating 
current in the tuned second
ary coil L2 is, on the other 
hand, relatively large and the 
voltage induced in Lb by this 
large current is also relatively 
large and produces most of 
the feed-back. In circuits of 
the type shown in Fig. 2555, it 
is convenient to treat separ

ately the two sources of feed-back which are called the primary 
and secondary feed-back effects.

Usually, because of the small primary feed-back, the coupling 
between L" and Lb in Fig. 2555 is of less importance than the 
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couplings between Lb and L2 and between L" and L2. The 
primary regenerative feed-back is made small by making Lb 
small and sometimes by winding Lb of high-resistance wire. 
Denote the main mutual inductance between Lb and L2 by M2, 
the mutual inductance between Lb and L" by M', and the mutual 
inductance between L” and L2 by as shown in Fig. 258 
which is similar to Fig. 2556. The equations expressing the 
conditions of balance are

Zj, Al» — j’M2o)AI2 — jM'dAl' —

Z"AI' + jM2‘mAI« — jM'wAlt, —

AI' = — AIm

(543)

Solving these equations,

[M2M'd2 + jZbM'2'd] AI2 +
M' /- y- + Zd Z" 3

Cd
Al' = 0 (544)

In order that Eq. (544) may be 
Al', each bracket must be zero.

true for any values of Al2 and 
Hence,

M' / 7 \M'W - X- + Zb Z" - /) =V pg \ V CO/ 0 (primary balance) (545)

M2M’d2 + jZbM2d = 0 (secondary balance) (546)

Equation (545) is the same as Eq. (535) and expresses the con
ditions for primary balance. Equation (546) gives the condi
tions for secondary balance, since it makes Eq. (544) independent 
of Al2.

It has been pointed out that primary balance cannot be made 
perfect except at a single frequency or unless the resistances are 
zero or are negligible, but that from a practical point of view 
balance is satisfactory and sufficiently independent of frequency if 
Eq. (545) is satisfied when resistances are neglected. Examining 
Eq. (546), it is evident that perfect secondary balance can never 
be obtained unless Rb is zero. Neglecting Rb, which is quite war
ranted for practical purposes, the condition of secondary balance
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M2
M' 
Lb (approx, secondary balance) (547)

Secondary balance is evidently independent of the values of 
C and Cvg and must be attained by adjusting one or more of the 
quantities in Eq. (547). It is also apparent that secondary 
balance can be approximately obtained without primary balance. 
But if the circuits are adjusted for primary balance (neglecting 
resistances), secondary balance is automatically obtained. This 
follows because primary balance demands that M'2 = LbL", and 
substituting this value of M' in Eq. (547) gives Mff /M2 = N"/Nb, 
a relation that is necessarily true if Lb and L" are tightly coupled.

Another scheme often used in practice for obtaining approxi
mate balance by the use of mutual inductance is that shown in 
Fig. 259. There is no separate neutralizing winding, but the 

Fig. 259.—Neutralization by current balance using tap on secondary coil.

neutralizing capacitance C is connected to a point in the second
ary winding. Occasionally, one finds that the neutralizing 
capacitance consists of a single small disk-shaped terminal, 
adjustably located near the secondary winding, so that the 
capacitance C is the capacitance between this disk and the wind
ing itself. There is in this case no conductive connection to L2. 
This arrangement is essentially equivalent to that shown in 
Fig. 259. The arrangement shown in Fig. 255c, in which there 
is close coupling between L" and Lb, is a special case of the 
arrangement of Fig. 259.

For deducing the conditions of balance for Fig. 259, denote the 
inductance of the whole of the secondary winding by L2, and the 
two portions above and below the neutralizing connection by 
L2 and L2. The mutual inductances between the various self
inductances are defined as
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M between Lb and L2 
M' between L„ and Li 
Mi between L2 and L'i

The equations for deriving the conditions of balance are

Z6AL - - JMwAlo - jM'^AT = o)

/ 7 \ , > (548)jM'wAlb - (Z? + JM^AIo - (Z? - M- lAl = Of '
\ v coy i

Alm = —Al' /

where Z2' = Ri + jLi'w.
Eliminating Alm and AL gives

{M'Mw2 + ZbZ'i + jZbM 2o>) Alo

+ (m'W -^ + ZM' - JaP = o (549) 
\ L pg L o) y

In Eq. (549), each parenthesis must be equal to zero. The 
second parenthesis placed equal to zero expresses the condition 
for primary balance and is the same as Eqs. (535) and (545), 
if L'i is considered the neutralizing winding.

The first parenthesis placed equal to zero is the condition 
for secondary balance, the more important of the two if Lb 
is small, as is usually the case. The first parenthesis separates 
into the two following conditions for secondary balance:

[M'M - Lb(L" + Mi)]w2 + RbR" = 0)
> (550)

R2Lb& + Rb(Li + Mi)<ji = Oj

Perfect secondary balance cannot be obtained because the second 
equation cannot be satisfied. If, however, R2 and Rb are small, 
the resistance terms are negligible and approximate secondary 
balance is secured if

M'M = Lb(Li + Mi) = ^{Li + L" - L'2) (551)
A

This condition of balance does not involve C, so that the only 
object in varying one or more of the quantities in Eq. (551) 
is to adjust for approximate secondary balance. Primary 
balance should be obtained by varying one or more of the 
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quantities in Eq. (545). Usually, the coupling between Lb 
and L2 is made quite close in order to approximate primary 
balance. In such a case, Lb is usually fixed in position, and sec
ondary balance is most easily attained by varying the contact to 
the secondary winding or by moving along the coil the small 
disk terminal forming the capacitance connection to L2. If Lb 
is wound close to L2, M should be such as to satisfy the optimum 
conditions given under Case 7, Chap. XVII.

The scheme of neutralization just described is cheaper to con
struct than other schemes, but the quantities are so interrelated 
that the design is more difficult.

If the coefficient of coupling between Lb and L" in Fig. 259 is 
unity, Eq. (551) is satisfied and the scheme of Fig. 259 becomes 
that of Fig. 255c.

194. Experimental Method of Setting Neutralizing Capaci
tance.^—The connections just described provide means for 
eliminating practically all of the reaction of the varying plate 
voltage upon the input or grid voltage of a triode. The ideal 
way of setting the constants to the correct values for securing 
balance would be to impress a varying voltage between plate 
and filament and to adjust the neutralizing capacitance and the 
mutual inductances when necessary, until no voltage is produced 
from grid to filament, the triode being in an operating condition. 
Since this method is inconvenient, the reciprocal property of the 
bridge schemes is generally used and a voltage produced by an 
intense signal is caused to act across the input of the triode, 
the filament of which is cold. The neutralizing capacitance 
is adjusted until no alternating voltage is produced between 
plate and filament. If the amplifier is one stage of the radio
frequency amplifier of a receiving set, this method is generally 
applied by tuning the set for an intense signal and adjusting 
the neutralizing capacitance until a minimum sound or no sound 
is heard in the output. We may call this the forward-balance 
method as distinguished from the more nearly correct backward
balance method.

It is well to determine if the forward-balance method always 
gives the correct setting for backward balance. When applying 
the forward-balance method, the filament must be cold, whereas 
the backward-balance method should be applied with the fila
ment operating. Hence, if the capacitance CPg is altered by 
heating the filament, the two methods are not equivalent. There 
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is evidence that Cpg may differ considerably according as the 
cathode is hot or cold.

The fact that rp is infinite in one case and not in the other 
makes no difference in those cases in which the output voltage 
is the plate voltage AEP. For example, in the bridges of Figs. 
247a, 248a, 249, and 253, the forward balance is valid so far as 
being affected by the value of rp. The two methods are not 
equivalent in the Hartley scheme of Fig. 246. In the schemes 
shown in Figs. 2555, 255c, 256, 258, and 259, the output voltage 
is not the same as the plate voltage and the forward balance, 
which gives a minimum of output voltage, may not give a mini
mum of plate voltage. In these cases the two methods may not 
be equivalent. In Fig. 258, it is possible to adjust the mutual 
inductance between Lb and L2 and between L" and L2 so as to 
give no output voltage by the forward-balance method and yet 
have very small mutual inductance between L" and Lb. In 
such a case secondary balance exists but primary balance is 
not complete. The forward-balance method may indicate 
complete neutralization, yet, when the tube is operated, regenera
tion may be so great as to make the tube oscillate because of 
incomplete primary balance. With the circuit constants used in 
practice, the forward-balance method is usually sufficiently 
correct.

195. Methods of Testing the Degree of Neutralization.—Two 
methods will now be described for determining experimentally 
whether or not an amplifier stage is neutralized, and for giving 
some measure of the degree of neutralization.

Method 1.—The first method consists in measuring the input 
voltage when the filament of the tube is cold and also when the 
tube is operating. If the stage is perfectly neutralized and there 
is no conduction current to the grid, the input voltage should be 
the same in the two cases. If the stage is not perfectly neu
tralized, the input voltage will be greater if the feed-back is 
regenerative, or less if the feed-back is absorptive. Another 
way of applying this method is to measure the input voltage 
when the triode is operating normally and also when the imped
ance in the plate circuit is short-circuited, the filament being 
hot during both measurements. One should be careful not to 
short-circuit the source of steady voltage.

The voltage across the input is measured by a vacuum-tube 
voltmeter which is of sufficient sensitivity so that an excessive
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signal is not required, and which is so connected to the input 
that no losses are added and the feed-back is not changed by 
any added capacitances. It is sometimes very difficult to 
prevent the measuring apparatus from altering the feed-back 
by a considerable amount, especially when natural capacitances 
are important in the neutralization of the set, as illustrated in 
Fig. 256. The author has used an unbased low-capacitance 
triode for the voltmeter, connected to the grid terminal of the 
input through a shielded capacitance of 2 or 3^. Such a 
shielded capacitance is shown in Fig. 260. The terminal a was 
touched to the high-potential side of the tuning condenser in the 
input circuit.

Amber p/ugs

vo/fmefer

Fig. 260.—Shielded capacitance used in testing amplifiers. Three-quarters 
natural size.

Method 2.—The second method for giving an approximate idea 
of the degree of neutralization of a stage of an amplifier has 
come to be known as the “dummy-tube test.” The triode is 
removed from its socket and a small variable condenser, which is 
connected between the plate and grid prongs of a tube base, 
is inserted in the socket. The capacitance of this condenser is 
varied until a minimum of sound is heard in the output when 
applying the forward-balance method. The ratio of the capaci
tance of this dummy tube to the Cpg of the triode is arbitrarily 
defined as the degree of neutralization, usually expressed in 
percentage. Actually, the figure gives the degree to which the 
capacitance of the triode itself is balanced but does not meas
ure the neutralization of other capacitances between grid and 
plate terminals such as the capacitance due to the socket and 
wiring. If the dummy-tube capacitance for forward balance 
were zero, the definition would give no neutralization, whereas 
all of the feed-back capacitances other than the tube capaci
tance might be neutralized.
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For several reasons this method may give results which are 
incorrect. Sometimes, the capacitances between the elements 
of the triode and the coils, condensers, or wiring are important, 
and, unless the dummy tube has the same geometrical form as 
the removed tube, the feed-back capacitances may be altered. 
To do away with this source of error, a triode of the same form 
as the one removed, but with no filament, has been used for the 
dummy tube. The capacitance was varied by changing the 
level in the envelope of castor oil which serves as dielectric 
between the grid and plate electrodes. Unless the grid element 
is made smaller than that in the normal tube, only capacitances 
larger than Cpg can be obtained in this dummy tube.

The dummy-tube method may also give erroneous results in 
those schemes in which the forward-balance method is not 
equivalent to the backward-balance method.
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CHAPTER XIX

SMALL-SIGNAL DETECTION BY A DIODE

Definitions.—A signal cannot be conveyed by an alternating 
current or wave unless some characteristic of that current or 
wave is modified. Any modification of the current or wave is 
called modulation, and the current or wave which conveys the 
signal is often called the carrier current or wave.

There are several forms of modulation. If the frequency of a 
current or wave is varied, the modulation is called frequency 
modulation. The most common form of modulation is a varia
tion of amplitude and is called amplitude modulation. The 
simplest form of amplitude modulation is called sinusoidal 
modulation, in which case the amplitude of the carrier current

or wave varies sinusoidally at a lower or modulation frequency. 
Sinusoidal modulation of a potential, for example, is expressed 
mathematically as follows.

Ae0 = -v/2AÆ0(l + m sin ait) sin aht (552)

In Eq. (552), \f2AEo is the unmodulated amplitude of the carrier 
potential having a frequency The modulation frequency
is unfa. The factor m in Eq. (552) is known as the degree of 

480 
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modulation and can have values ranging from zero to unity. 
Figure 261 is a time graph of a sinusoidally modulated potential.

The term detector, as used in the field of communication, 
signifies in general terms any device which, when acted upon by 
an alternating current or potential which is modulated in some 
way, usually for the purpose of conveying a signal, produces an 
effect characteristic of this modulation. Sometimes a detector is 
correctly called a demodulator in that it performs the reciprocal 
function of a modulator. A modulator is a device which modifies 
or modulates the alternating carrier current or potential by 
impressing upon it a characteristic corresponding to a lower 
frequency than that of the carrier current or potential.

The general definition of a detector as given includes such 
devices as a thermophone which consists of a fine platinum wire 
which is heated by the carrier current. If the amplitude of the 
carrier current varies at an audible frequency, the heat produced 
in the platinum wire varies accordingly and a sound wave of the 
modulation frequency is sent out. A hot-wire ammeter or thermal 
ammeter is a detector for slow variations in amplitude which the 
pointer of the ammeter can follow. Similarly, a glow tube 
actuated by the carrier potential gives out light dependent 
upon the amplitude of the impressed potential and is therefore 
a detector. The early Branley coherer and the Marconi magnetic 
detector are detectors within the scope of the definition given.

In this chapter the treatment is confined to those detectors 
in which the output is an electric current, the source of which is 
the carrier current, in part at least. Such detectors are known as 
rectifying detectors and include the thermionic diode as well as 
crystal and electrolytic detectors.

All rectifying detectors have one property in common, namely, 
their volt-ampere characteristic is nonlinear. This property is 
in marked contrast to the linear characteristic of an amplifier. 
The theory of the two-electrode detector is thus the theory of a 
nonlinear circuit element. This theory will be developed in 
general terms and can be applied to any two-electrode rectifying- 
detector. In this chapter the theory is limited to small electrical 
changes in order to make certain simplifying assumptions.

196. Two-terminal Detector with No Load. Unmodulated 
Signal.—First, some simple relations will be developed concerning 
nonlinear circuit elements. These will be of use in the more 
complex theory to follow. Detector D in Fig. 262 is connected
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in series with a polarizing battery EB and a small alternating 
potential Ae0 of frequency o>*/2ir. The detector D has a nonlinear 
characteristic, given by the general relation

(553)i = f(e)

Fig. 263.—Rectification by two-electrode non-linear circuit element without load.

the form of which may be known only graphically, as illustrated 
in Fig. 263.

If Ae0 is zero, the steady current that flows is I and is deter
mined by substituting EB in Eq. (553). Hence

I = KEb) (554)
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When Ae0 also acts in series with EB, the current that flows is

i = f(EB + x/2AE0 sin dj) (555)

If Ae0 is assumed so small (the electrical variations are much 
exaggerated in Fig. 263 and in the figures that follow) that the 
operating portions of the characteristic curve between points 
a and b can be represented with sufficient accuracy by an expres
sion containing no terms higher than the second degree, the varia
tions in current and potential measured from the point Q are 
expressed by

Ai = AAeo + -V(Aeo)2 (556)
z

where A1 = di/de at Q, and Aa = Bi ¡de2 at Q. Substituting 
these values of A1, A11, and Ae0 in Eq. (556), and noting that 
sin2 dj = y — y cos 2dht,

1 Bi di r- 1 BiAi = ^(AEq)2 + ^V2(AK0) sin dht - ~ ■ ^(AK0)2 cos 2dkt
Z (LC (LC £ (LC

(557)1

1 It is instructive to inquire as to the error produced in the several terms 
of Eq. (557) if the portion of the characteristic curve traveled over by the 
operating point is not accurately represented by a second-degree equation 
but requires some higher-degree terms. Assume that two more terms added 
to Eq. (556) are necessary to represent the curve.

A n a in 4 iv
Oi = A^o + X^eo)2 + ^-(Aeo)3 + (556a)

where A1, A11, A111, and A™ are the first, second, third, and fourth derivatives 
of the curve at point Q. Substituting the value of Ae0 in Eq. (556a)

hi = QAn(Atf0)» + + (y/^A^Ev + ^AiuCE^sindbt

- ^«(AE»)2 + -Yaiv(a^0)^ cos2a.it

- ^AmiAEo)3 sin ^ht + La^^E^ cos 4W (5565) 
1Z 4o

Equation (5566) shows that the third derivative does not affect the 
steady component but does add to the fundamental and adds a third 
harmonic. The fourth derivative adds slightly to the steady term and to 
the second harmonic and adds a fourth harmonic of very small ampli
tude. The size of the coefficients shows the magnitude of the error intro
duced if the portion of the characteristic used is not exactly parabolic.

cos2a.it
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1 dK
The term ^^(^Eo)2 is the only term of frequency lower 
than that of the impressed voltage and is the important term 
when detection or rectification is considered. This term is a 
quantity of the second order in magnitude, because it depends on 
(AE0)2, and is denoted by A2Z. Hence, we write

_ i ¡DiAH^^AEtf (558)

One cycle of Ai and of the several components of Ai in Eq. 
(557) is plotted in Fig. 263. The amplitude of the current of 
fundamental frequency can be obtained from the tangent to 
the curve at Q whose slope is di/de, Fig. 263. The second 
harmonic has an amplitude which is equal to A2/.

If a secant is drawn from a to b, and d is the intersection of 
this secant with the vertical through Q, distance Qd is equal to 
2A2Z. Let Al' and Al", both taken as positive quantities, be the 
peak values of Ai measured from I. From Eq. (556)

A? = y/^AEo + An(AE0)2l
-Al" = - y/^AEo + An(AE0)2J l J

Now, Qd = _ △/" = aZ-AE( From Eq (559)
A Z

Al' — Al" __- o - = An(AE0)2 = 2A+ (560)¿1

From Eqs. (559) and (560) we obtain the important relation

(561)

The importance of Eq. (561) is this: We have found that when 
a sinusoidal e.m.f. is impressed upon a device having a parabolic 
characteristic curve, the change in steady current, or the rectified 
current, is given by Eq. (558); and, further, Eq. (561) shows that 
this same change in steady current is given by one-quarter of the 
difference of the peak valuesinthe positive and negative directions. 
This relation will be used as a short cut in later theory and will 
be extended to mean that, when the nonlinear element has a 
parabolic characteristic, one-quarter of the difference of the 
positive and negative peak values of any potential or current 
gives the value of the steady component of that potential or 
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current. This is strictly true only if the applied potential is 
sinusoidal. It is nearly enough true if the amplitudes of the 
harmonics of the applied potential are small in comparison with 
the amplitude of the fundamental.

Equation (558) may also be deduced by the use of Taylor’s 
series development and will be given because of the frequent 
use of this method later. Let the characteristic curve be, as 
before,

i = f(e) (553)

The steady polarizing potential EB gives a current I, where

I = f(EB) (554)

If the applied potential is increased by an amount AEo, then 
by Taylor’s theorem

I + Al' = f(EB + AEq)

- + 3 ■ + 8 ■ + ■ ■ ■ (582>

If the applied potential is decreased by an amount AE0,

I - Al” = f(EB - AEo)

= KEb) - ^(AEo) + | • g(W - | • -¿AEvY + • • • (563)

Adding Eqs. (562) and (563),

+ ■ ■
(564)

If the change, aE0, in potential is the amplitude of a sinusoidal 
potential, and if terms of order higher than the second in Taylor’s 
development are neglected, then, according to Eq. (561), Eq. 
(564) gives the change in steady current A2I. Since terms of 
order higher than the second in Taylor’s development are 
neglected in Eqs. (562) and (563), it is implicitly assumed that 
the applied potential is sufficiently small to permit of expressing 
by an equation of degree no higher than the second that portion 
of the characteristic curve in the neighborhood of EB which is 
traversed in operation. This does not mean that the char
acteristic curve taken as a whole can be expressed by a second- 
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degree equation. This assumption puts no limitation upon 
the shape of the characteristic curve, except that the first and 
second derivatives of the curve are finite and continuous in the 
region of operation.

An interesting and useful conception is brought out by multi
plying Eq. (558) by the variational resistance of the detector, 
i.e., by r = de/di = 1/k. The left-hand side of the equation 
thus obtained is a fictitious voltage [A2^ which can be considered 
as a voltage produced by detection, because this voltage acting 
in the circuit containing resistance r gives the current A2I by 
Ohm’s law. Hence,

(565)

where AEa is the r.m.s. value of the applied high-frequency 
voltage.

This fictitious voltage is represented by the line fg drawn to 
the tangent to the curve at Q, Fig. 263. This conception of a 
fictitious voltage of detection will be useful later.

Eb

Fig. 264.—Diode detector with load.

197. Two-terminal Detector in Series with Impedance. 
Unmodulated Signal.—Consider a more general case when, as 
shown in Fig. 264, an impedance Z is included in the circuit. 
This impedance represents the sum total of all impedances 
external to the detector and may have a value R for direct 
currents and a different value Zh for the high frequency unfa 
of the impressed e.m.f. Ae0. The detector has a resistance of

r = J (566)
dz

for small variations of potential.
Referring to Fig. 264, when Ae0 is impressed, a current of radio 

frequency wh/2ir flows through the circuit and, in addition, the 
steady current is altered by an amount denoted by A2/. When 
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no alternating potential is impressed, I = f(E), where E is the 
steady potential across the rectifier and is different from EB. 
Referring now to Fig. 265, the characteristic curve for the rectifier 
is shown as i = f(e). From point EB, a point laid off on the 
voltage axis corresponding to the steady polarizing-battery 
potential, a fine is drawn making an angle with the vertical 
whose tangent is equal to R the resistance of Z to steady currents.

Fig. 265.—Rectification by two-electrode non-linear element in series with a 
resistance load.

(For simplicity in representation, Z is taken as a pure resistance, 
the same for steady and for alternating currents, but the mathe
matical derivation does not require this limitation.) The point 
Q of intersection of this resistance line and the current curve 
gives the values of I and E. If Ae0 = aE0 sin toht is superimposed 
upon Eb, the new intersection points which are given by fines 
drawn parallel to the resistance line from points representing 
the extreme applied voltages EB + A^o and EB — A^o give the 
extreme currents I + A?' and I — Al", and also give the incre
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ments of voltage on the rectifier, AE' and AE". We may now 
write

I + AI' = f(E + AE')

— di 1 d^i
= f(E) + JaE' + i . ^¿(Ar)2 + • • • (567) 

Uv Uv
and

I - Al" = f(E - AE")

— di 1 d^i= /(E) - ^AE" + ¿-¿(AE")2 + • • • (568) 
Uv 4 Uv

Adding Eqs. (567) and (568),

sr - a- - fa' - a^ + «(Agv + ^">4 + ■ • • 
de de2\ 2 /

(569)

The voltage wave across the detector is not sinusoidal in this 
case but has peak values AE' and NE", which are different in 
the positive and negative directions. This voltage wave can 
be analyzed to a sufficient degree of accuracy into a steady 
component, 

into a potential of fundamental frequency of amplitude

Am (571)
z

and into a second-harmonic potential. The second-harmonic 
potential has an amplitude of the second order in magnitude 
and in acting upon the detector produces a change in steady 
current measured in third-order magnitudes. Therefore, this 
second-harmonic component is neglected.

Substituting Eqs. (570) and (571) in Eq. (569),
__ di____ 1 d^iA2/ = + 1 (572)

de 2 de2

Since A2E is the steady voltage across the detector and also the 
negative of the steady voltage across the impedance Z,

NE = -RNI (573)
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and Eq. (572) can be written

= (574) 

or
[ME] = | = A ’ (575)

2 di! da 2k da

where k = 1/r and AE is the r.m.s. high-frequency voltage across 
the detector.

Expression (575) for the fictitious voltage of detection is the 
same as Eq. (565), both being in terms of the high-frequency 
voltage existing across the detector.

If the impedance (Z)h is negligible, AE is the same as AE0. 
Otherwise AE is less than AEa as shown by

AE = .......  r AE0 (576)
Vir + (RU + (X)2 k 7

where (R)h and (X)A are the resistance and reactance of (Z)h 
at the frequency Although AE, in Eqs. (574) and (575),
can be replaced by Eq. (576), giving the detection entirely in 
terms of the applied high-frequency potential AE0, it is simpler 
to leave the expressions as in Eqs. (574) and (575) and calculate 
AE separately if necessary.

It is advantageous to make AE as large as possible in com
parison with AEo. Hence (Z)A should be as small as possible. 
This condition is usually attained in practice by shunting (Z)* 
with a condenser. Since l/27c • dk/de occurs in all the expres
sions for giving the detection with a two-terminal detector, it 
will be called the voltage-detection coefficient for a diode and will 
be denoted by

- 2V 5 <677>
Then,

[ME] = (Det.E)<i(AE)2 (578)2

2 Attention is called to the fact that the definition of (Det. E) given here
is slightly different from that given by the author and Browning in the
article A Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of Detection for
Small Signals, Proc. I.R.E., 15, 113 (1927). This slight change was made
in the interest of consistency and simplicity.
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A graphical interpretation of some of the quantities can be had 
by referring to Fig. 265. The distance fg, taken from the mid
point f of the vertical Une Qd to the tangent, represents the 
fictitious voltage [A2E] given by Eq. (575). This fictitious voltage 
of detection is also given by the distance Aj which is the distance 
to the tangent from the mid-point of distance QI on the resistance 
fine. Point A is the average point and gives the average current 
I and the average voltage E across the detector. The voltage, 
represented by Aj, is equal to the sum of the increment of voltage 
across the detector and the increment of voltage across the 
resistance. The increment of steady voltage across the detector 
is A2E = (A2/)r and is represented by line An; the increment of 
steady voltage across the resistance is {A2I)R and is represented 
by fine nj. The current through and the voltage across the 
detector are shown and also the components of the current and 
voltage waves are given in Fig. 265. (R)h is assumed equal to 
R, and (X)h is assumed to be zero. The case in which the two 
resistances are not the same can easily be pictured.

198. Detection of Modulated Signal. First Method.—In 
radio communication, the detector usually rectifies a modulated 
radio-frequency e.m.f., giving rise to a current having a fre
quency equal to the modulation frequency. Figure 261 repre
sents a sinusoidally modulated radio-frequency e.m.f., which is 
expressed mathematically by

Ae0 = AEo(l + m sin out) sin o>ht (579)
In this expression, AEo is the average amplitude of the alternating 
e.m.f. or the amplitude of the unmodulated radio-frequency 
e.m.f. of angular velocity an,; on is the angular velocity correspond
ing to the modulation frequency; m is a factor ranging from 0 
for no modulation to 1 for complete modulation and gives the 
fraction of complete modulation.

In Eq. (579), if oih and coy are sufficiently different so that 
there are many cycles of the high-frequency e.m.f. in one cycle 
of the low-frequency variation, the amplitude of the radio
frequency e.m.f. may be considered as varying relatively slowly 
as compared to the radio-frequency period, and the aZ0 used in 
Secs. 196 and 197 of this chapter can be replaced by

AEO(1 + m sin out).
Similarly, the amplitude of the radio-frequency voltage across 
the detector can be replaced by aZ(1 + m sin out).
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With this pulsating amplitude of the applied high-frequency 
potential across the detector, A2/ of Eq. (572) becomes a pul
sating current and may be represented by the symbol A2i. 
Similarly, A2E of Eq. (572) is now pulsating and will be denoted 
by A2e. Equation (572) becomes

= + 1 . ^(i + w sin (580)
r 2 ae“

where AE is related to AEa by Eq. (576) as before. Equation 
(580) breaks up into three equations, one for each frequency, 
as follows:

+ F £ 6 + iW)2 (581)

(A=I), - + ’ . gV2„(AB)' (582)

+ ’ .« (583)

where (A2I)z is the complex r.m.s. current of frequency ai/2ir, 
(A2E)i is the complex r.m.s. voltage of frequency di/2-K across the 
detector, and (A2I)2i and (A2E)2; are the corresponding quantities 
for frequency

Since currents of frequencies di/2v and w2;/2tt, as well as 
steady currents and currents of high frequency, circulate in the 
circuit, it is well to redefine the various impedances of the circuit. 
The detector has a resistance r for currents of all frequencies. 
R is the equivalent series resistance to steady currents of the rest 
of the circuit external to the detector. (Z)t and (Z^u are the 
series impedances of the circuit external to the detector for 
currents of frequencies &i/2ir and dzi/2ir. Similarly, (Z)h is the 
series impedance for the high frequency of the circuit external 
to the detector, the series e.rn.f. Ae0 having no internal impedance.

Then
A?E = -RAH (584)

(A2E)( = — (Z)/(A2I)z (585)
(A2E)2Z = -(Z^A2!)« (586)

Substituting Eqs. (584), (585), and (586) in Eqs. (581), (582), 
and (583), respectively,

----  1 I THAU = —. (Det.^)4 1 + TL )(AE)2 (587)
r + R \ 4 J
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(A21); = -I- • (Det.E)dV2m(AEY (588)
r T (A) i

1 2

Expressed in terms of the three fictitious voltages of detection, 
these three equations may be written

- / jy) 2\[A^J = (Det.X)/1 + )(AF)2

[(A2E)J = CD^.E)iV2m(AEY

[(A2H)2J = (Det.^d-^AF)2 
2V2

(590)

(591)

(592)

The voltage [(A2#) J is in phase with the modulation which is 
expressed by the term sin wit in Eq. (579). In other words, it 
is in phase with the positive envelope of the modulated e.m.f. 
in Fig. 261. The voltage [(A2F)2j] is related in phase to [(A2H) J 
as — cos ‘¿al is related to sin ait.

Comparing Eq. (591) with Eq. (578), we see that the distance 
fg in Fig. 265 represents one-half the amplitude of the voltage 
[(A2F);] when m = 1. In other words, the horizontal distance 
from d to the tangent represents the amplitude of the fictitious 
voltage of modulation frequency for complete modulation.

*199. Detection of Modulated Signal. Second Method.—A 
second method of deriving Eqs. (590), (591), and (592) will now 
be given. It is perhaps more rigorous but less simple than the 
first method.

Let the portion of the characteristic in the neighborhood of 
the quiescent point Q of Fig. 265 be given by the second-degree 
equation already used

in
Ai = A:Ae + E-(Ae)2 (556)

where A1 and A11 are the first and second derivatives of the char
acteristic curve at Q.

If we call e' the total instantaneous voltage across the imped
ance Z of Fig. 264,

where
Ae = Ae0 — Ae' (593)

Ae0 = A^o(l + m sin afi) sin (579)
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Substituting Eq. (593) in Eq. (556)

Ai = AI(Ae0 — Ae') -|—Q-(Ae0 — Ae')2 (594)

Since the circuit contains a detector which is a nonlinear 
element, Ai and Ae are made up of components of many fre
quencies. Although we do not yet know the amplitude and phase 
of the several components of Ai, we can express them as quantities 
whose magnitudes are to be determined later. The most impor
tant components of Ai are

Ai = A2Z + (a1)a(1 + m sin wit) sin (wd — ah)
+ (aZ)2*(1 + m sin wtt) sin (2wht — a2h)
+ (A2Z)j sin (wit — pt) + (Ah')2i sin (2cozi — p2l) (595) 
+ ■ ' •

These components of Ai produce across Z the following 
components of Ae'

Ae' = RA21 + (R)b(Q)h(A + m sin wit) sin (wKt — ah)
+ (X)a(a7)*(1 + m sin wit) cos (wij — ah)
+ (R)zh(Al)2K(l + m sin wit) sin (2wht — a2h)
+ (E)2,(a1)2,(1 + m sin wit) cos (2wbt — a2b) (596)
+ (R)l(A2I)i sin (wit — Pi)

+ (E)i(Mi)i cos (wit — Pi)
+ (R)h(A2I)2i sin (2w;i — p2i)

+ (E)2j(A27)2; COS (2w;i — Pn) + • • •

We may now break up Eq. (594) into as many separate equations 
as there are frequencies. First, pick out all constant terms in 
Eq. (594), remembering that A1 = 1/r.

= ~7△+ + + ^(AEo)2 + ^Y1 + ^\(R)2(Q)2h

411/ m2\ — 411/ m2\+ + ^)™AI)2h + ^1 + ^\R)2^I)2h

A H / rfY) A H / tyi 2\+ 1+^ KE^VAZ^-iU l+~yR^Afio) (AI)h cos«,

--^11 + )(A),(AE0)(AZ), sin a, + • • • (597)

The terms containing (Al)lh in Eq. (597) may be neglected 
in comparison with the terms containing (Al)2h. Other terms 
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of a greater degree of smallness have been omitted. It is assumed 
in the process carried through above that both {R)h and {X)h are 
the same for the carrier frequencies wh/2ir as for the side
band frequencies -h-„ Ul and — J" Ul- This means that (Z)* 

Z7T Z7T
cannot be a sharply tuned circuit.

In Eq. (597) let the value of cos ah = —. + r _

sin ah = > and {Al)h = Then Eq. (579) reduces to

W = 7^ ‘ [r + (E)J2 + {X)l ’ t(1 + (598)
This is the equivalent of Eq. (587).

The terms of modulation frequency au/27r are next collected.

(A2!) / sin {wit — St) = — ^i{^I)y sin {wit — fr) 
r

— cos {wit — Pi)

+ ^[(aZ0)2 + {R)l{Al)l + {X)l{Al)b - 2{R)h{AEQ)(Al)hC0Sah

— 2{X)h{&Eo){AI)h sin ah]2m sin wit (599)

Collecting terms and making substitution as before for 
{Q)h, cos ah, and sin ah, we obtain

Vlr + W + {X)2{A2I)i sin (wyt - St + tan"1 r

2 r[r + (E)J2 + {Xh)22m^o)2 Sm “!Î (600)

Equation (600) shows that

Si tan-1 (Xf 
r + {R)y

(601)

and therefore that the current of modulation frequency lags 
behind the envelope of the high-frequency potential by angle 
Si- Equation (600) becomes Eq. (591); or

[(A2E)J = (Det. E)dy/^m{AE)2 (591)
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The second harmonic component may be deduced by the same 
process.

200. Detection with More than One Modulation Frequency.— 
We have thus far considered the action of a detector only when 
the high-frequency potential is modulated at a single frequency. 
If the high-frequency potential is modulated at more than one 
frequency, the amplitude of the high-frequency potential for two 
frequencies is expressed by

(Amplitude),, = AE(1 + m' sin art + m" sin art)

If the treatment is carried through with this doubly modulated 
amplitude, the following components of fictitious voltage result :

_  / 777'2 777 ' ' 2\

[NE] = (Det. EU 1 + YAEy

[(A2E)d = (Det. E)dV2m'(AEff

[(NE)v] = (Det. E)dV2m"(AEff

[(A2E)2J = (Det. E)d

[(A2E)2rd = (Det. E)d

-^(AE)2

^(AE)2 

2x^2

(602)

[(A2E) — (Det. E)d

[(A2E) ¡'+z"] = (Det. E)d
-^(AEy

The expressions in Eq. (602) show that when there is more than 
one modulation frequency, there are produced by detection the 
expected fundamental and second-harmonic components for 
each modulation frequency. In addition there are components 
having frequencies equal to the sum and difference of the modula
tion frequencies. These sum and difference components are more 
serious in producing distortion than the second-harmonic com
ponents, not only because they may not be harmoniously related 
to any of the original modulation frequencies but also because 
their amplitude is greater than that of the second-harmonic 
components if the degrees of modulation are about the same for 
the two modulation frequencies. The only way to reduce these 
distorting components is to use low modulation, but that neces
sarily results in weak signals. If small-signal detection is used, 
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serious distortion is inevitable if the degree of modulation is 
much more than about 0.5. In a later chapter it will be shown 
that less distortion results if the detector is properly adjusted, 
and is operated with a relatively large impressed voltage.

201. Summary of Important Facts Concerning Small-signal 
Detection.—Equations (590), (591), and (592) show the following 
points to which special attention is directed:

1. Small-signal detection depends upon the square of the 
impressed high-frequency potential.

2. Small-signal detection of a sinusoidally modulated high- 
frequency potential gives rise to three components, namely, a 
steady current A2I, a current of modulation frequency (A2T)i, 
and a current of twice modulation frequency (A2Z)2;.

3. Each of the three components is proportional to the quantity 
(Det. E)d.

4. The ratio of the second harmonic of the modulation fre
quency to the fundamental is m/4.

5. When there is more than one frequency of modulation, 
sum and difference tones are introduced which are propor
tional to the product of the degrees of modulation and also to 
(Det. E)d.

202. Qualitative Physical Picture of the Action of a Nonlinear 
Circuit Element.—It is sometimes instructive to think of the 
action of a nonlinear device, such as a detector, in more general 
terms. Suppose the current-voltage characteristic of the non
linear element is represented by a power series of the form

4 h 4 hi
1 = A1? + ^e2 + ^e3 + • • • (603)

where the bar over the i and e signifies that they are measured 
from the quiescent point. Suppose that e is made up of potential 
variations of several frequencies nit n2, n3, etc., and let nr, ns, nt, 
and nu be any four frequencies. The frequencies arising from 
the frequency nr due to each of the terms of Eq. (603) are given 
in Table XIV.

As an example, consider small-signal detection where terms in 
Eq. (603) above the second degree may be neglected. Suppose 
that the high-frequency potential is modulated at a single 
frequency wi/2ir. The modulated potential is represented by

e = Ae = AFO(1 + m sin ait) sin ad (604)
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Table XIV.—Frequencies Dub to Each of the Terms of Eq. (603)
Degree of Term Frequencies

1

!0
2nr
nr + na
nr
3nr
2nr ± n,
nr + n, + ni + • • • every combination of signs 
0
2nr
4« r
nr + n, 
3nr ± n,

’2(nr ± na) 
2nr + n, ± nt

± n, ± nt ± nu ± • • ■ every combination of signs

which expands into

. Vrr • / AEom , . AEomAe = AE 0 sin uht——-—cos ---- -—cos Çh — ujt (605)

From Eq. (605) the spectrum of the modulated potential con
sists of three fine lines, shown in Fig. 266a. Figure 2666 indi

(b)
Fig. 266.—(a) Frequencies before detection, m = 0) Frequencies added

by detection.

cates the new frequencies, with an approximate indication of the 
amplitude at each frequency, which result when the potential 
of Eq. (604), for m = y, acts upon a nonlinear element having 
a parabolic characteristic. These frequencies are given by 
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Table XIV. The scale of amplitudes is not the same in the three 
parts of the frequency spectrum of Fig. 266, since the relative 
amplitudes depend upon the relative values of A1 and A11 in 
Eq. (603).

The current of frequency is the resultant of two currents, 
one obtained from the carrier potential of frequency ah/^ and 
the upper-side frequency — J" —, and the other from the carrier

frequency and the lower-side frequency o These two 
¿tt

currents combine according to the phase angle between them. 
If the side-frequency potentials are related to the carrier poten-

Fig. 267.—(a) Frequencies before detection, m' = m" — (&) Fre
quencies added by detection.

tial as in Eq. (605), these two currents are equal and add in the 
same phase. If some effect shifts the phase of the side frequencies 
with respect to the carrier wave, these two currents of frequency 
wi/2-ir are not in phase and may neutralize each other. Such 
would be the case if the sign of one of the side-frequency terms of 
Eq. (605) were changed.

Figures 267a and b are similar to Figs. 266a and b for the case 
of two modulation frequencies.

203. Low-frequency Considerations.—Equation (591) gives 
the fictitious voltage of detection of the component of modulation 
frequency. Not all of this voltage is available for action upon 
an output device, such as telephone receivers or an amplifier.
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The available voltage depends upon the impedance of Z for the 
low frequency in comparison with the impedance of the whole 
circuit. Usually, whatever the output device, it is of advantage 
to shunt it with a by-pass condenser for the radio-frequency 
current. By so doing, the radio-frequency voltage AE on the 
detector is a larger fraction of the applied radio-frequency 
voltage AEq. It would be advantageous to make this shunting 
condenser large, if it were not for the injurious effect due to 
the by-passing of some of the currents of the higher audio fre
quencies by this condenser. The problem of the proper choice of 
the shunting condenser and its effect upon the ratio of the avail
able voltage to the fictitious 
voltage demands some study.

Let (Z); be made up of the 
output impedance Zb having 
resistance Ri and inductance 
Li, shunted by a condenser of 
capacitance Ci. The equiva
lent circuit for the low-fre
quency currents is shown in
Fig. 268. The output voltage (NEJi is related to the fictitious 
voltage of detection by

(¿N

Fig. 268.—Equivalent low-frequency 
circuit.

faEU =________________________ 1_______________
[(A2B)d I r(r + 2RQ / 2LAV1 + —— +

(606)

The effect of Ci upon the effective radio-frequency voltage on 
the detector will be considered, but Eq. (606) shows that from the 
point of view of the low-frequency operation, if the term contain
ing Ci is appreciable compared to unity, the ratio given by Eq. 
(606) varies with frequency and frequency distortion is present. 
This indicates that Ci should be small.

The circuit containing Zi is resonant to when CiZ2 = 
This condition gives the greatest frequency distortion for values 
of ai near the resonant value and gives also the greatest value 
of the ratio (A2Ei)i/[(A2E);] as obtained by varying Ci. The last 
term under the radical in Eq. (606) cannot be more negative 
than —(Ciair)2 and cannot be more positive than (Ciair)2. 
Therefore, if (Ciair)2 is small in comparison with unity for the 
highest audio frequency, the frequency distortion is small.
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Hence:
Criterion for small frequency distortion is 

(rC^y < < 1 (607)

Fig. 269.—High-frequency circuit.

204. High-frequency Considerations.—The connections shown 
in Fig. 264 are purely dia
grammatic. In this figure, AE0 
is the effective series radio
frequency e.m.f. impressed in 
the system and, as it has no 
internal impedance, it is 
assumed to be unaffected by 
the current flow in the detector 
system. Zh is the total series 
high-frequency impedance 
external to the detector.

In practice, the usual connections are those shown in Fig. 
269, the audio-frequency impedance (Z); including a shunting 
condenser Cit as explained. A high-frequency e.m.f. AE0 is 
either induced in Lo or otherwise introduced in series with it, Lo 

(a) (b)
Fig. 270.—(a) Equivalent high-frequency circuit, (b) Simplified equivalent 

high-frequency circuit.

being the inductance of the tuned oscillatory circuit. Co is the 
tuning capacitance which is always adjusted to give maximum 
voltage across the detector. The equivalent circuit for the 
high-frequency currents is shown in Fig. 270a, or in Fig. 2706 
where the series e.m.f. AE0 can be calculated in terms of A£o, 
and where (Z^ is Zo + (Zi)*. (Z)h can be calculated, but, since 
the only reason for finding (Z)h is to determine the ratio of the 
voltage AE across the detector to AEa, the calculation can be 
greatly simplified by obtaining this ratio directly as follows: 
Referring to Fig. 270a,
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AI Zo + z8 + jCOd/Z/Za (608)

where Z3 is the impedance of r in series with (Z^.
The value of Cp&h to make Al a maximum, and hence to make 

the voltage across the detector a maximum, is

Cm = J + ÿ (609)

and the maximum value of Al is
AE'

Max- = ROZS °R3Z0 (610)
z„ + za

Since AE is equal to rAI,
t

MaX' AK0 = ROZS RaZ0 (611)
z0 + z3

If (Zifl is assumed to be —j/CiUh, an assumption which 
ordinarily introduces very little error since Lmk is usually very 
large, Eq. (609) becomes

c“ = zr - <612>
Equation (611) becomes

Max. _________________ 1________________
Ro VT + (rCidh)2 Zp rCiuk 
Zo rCidh ' r -\/l + (rCiwh')2

Neglecting R20 in comparison with Eq. (613) becomes

. i^E vApprox, max. I I =
\^Eo/ 

■__________1_________________
VT + (rC^h)2 . LpUh rCjdk

V° rC!dh r yi + (rC^)2.

(613)

(614)

where t?o — Rp/Lpdh.
Equation (614) shows the effect of Ci and of conduction 

through the detector in reducing the high-frequency voltage AE 
applied to the detector.
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Concerning the effect of Ci, it is necessary only that (rCwf)2 
be large in comparison with unity for Ci to have a small effect in 
reducing the high-frequency voltage on the detector. Therefore, 

Criterion for Ct having small effect in reducing high-frequency 
voltage on the detector is

(rC^)2 > > 1 (615)

Therefore Ci should be chosen considering both the frequency dis
tortion in the low-frequency output and the effect in decreasing 
the high-frequency voltage.

Examine Eq. (614) for the effect of r upon the ratio
¿EV

AE'o J
max. If r were infinity or k were zero, the voltage that

would then exist across the detector is denoted by AElc=0. Then,

The best way to take account of the effect of r is to obtain the 
ratio (AE/AEi=o)2. This ratio is

___________________ 1___________________
M*1 + (rCiwh)2 . LpWh rCyWh

rC^h ry0 Ml + MAM2-

(616)

If (rCiip)2 is large in comparison with unity, Eq. (616) becomes

(617)

We may now write Eq. (591) in the form
[(AW =

(Det. E)a • MWAEW
-\/l "F (^ClW,)2 . LqWh ____ rCytoh___  

rCiwh ryo Ml + (rCiwf)2

(618)

Lowh/yo is approximately the equivalent resistance of the oscillatory 
circuit at resonance. Equation (618) together with Eq. (616) 
gives the entire story of the output of a detector at modulation 
frequency

* 205. Comparison of Diode Detectors.—It is very difficult to 
compare detectors when their performance depends upon so 
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many factors. If it is desired to compare detectors all of which 
are to operate from a given oscillatory circuit, then Lo, Ro, and Co 
are fixed and the approximate factor

(Det. E)d-------(619) 
I . LoWh\
\ Vol /

is a fairly satisfactory factor of merit of the detector provided 
(Z)t can be so chosen as to make useful a large fraction of the 
fictitious voltage [(A2£)z].

If, however, the oscillatory circuit is to be designed after 
a choice of the detector is made, the criterion is to obtain the 
largest [(A2E)i]/(AEq)2 possible. This is attained when the 
factor

<Del- <620>

is as large as possible, which is true when kL0Wh is small compared 
with y0. As the values of y0 and Lowh depend so much upon 
factors of design which cannot be assumed, such as range of 
frequency, size of wire, type of coil, or size of condenser per
missible, it is impossible to give a factor of merit which shall 
determine the best detector without further inquiry. About the 
best that can be done is to give the curve of (Det. E)d and the 
curve of k, and then by the use of expression (619) or expression 
(620), according to circumstances, the best detector can be selected. 
It is clear that kLowh must always be small in comparison with 
7/o, and, if a reasonable value of y0 is 0.01 or less, kLoah should be 
at best less than 0.01. This means that if k is very large, 
Loah must be very small and an inconveniently large condenser 
is necessary.

206. Experimental Determination of Detection Coefficient.— 
The fictitious voltage [(A2^);], from which the detection coeffi
cient (Det. E)d can be calculated, can be conveniently measured 
as follows:  The method consists briefly in impressing upon the 
detector a sinusoidally modulated radio-frequency potential 
of known modulation and in balancing the fictitious voltage of 
modulation frequency resulting from detection by a potential 
obtained from a potentiometer which is actuated by the same 
source of low-frequency potential that produces the modulation.

3

3 Chaffbb, Voltage Detection Coefficient, Proc. I.R.E., 15, 946 (1927).
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The diagram of connections is shown in Fig. 271. The 
apparatus within the dotted rectangle which indicates an electro
static shield is a triode oscillator which is modulated at a fre
quency of 1,000 cycles per second. The triode To, which may 
be a low-power triode such as is used in receiving apparatus, 
is provided with an oscillatory circuit connected between grid 
and filament. This circuit contains a small four-terminal 
resistance Ro, consisting of a short length of fine resistance wire 
to which are soldered two potential terminals. The resistance 
Ro between these potential terminals is accurately known and 
may be of the order of half an ohm. The oscillatory circuit

Shield

Fig. 271.—Measurement of detection by diode.

also contains a thermoammeter for registering the magnitude 
Alo of the oscillatory current, and a variable condenser for setting 
the frequency of oscillation to any desired value. The plate 
circuit of the triode To is regeneratively coupled to the oscillatory 
circuit through the adjustable mutual inductance Ma, and Mo 
is made sufficiently large to cause the triode system to oscillate. 
In order that these oscillations may be modulated, the plate 
potential of triode To is made pulsating by adding to the steady 
potential EBo an alternating potential Em of a frequency of 1,000 
cycles per second. This alternating potential is derived from a 
source capable of supplying a potential of from 10 to 20 volts. 
If the resistance of this source of potential is not low, a low- 
resistance choke coil should be connected across the leads to 
allow the steady component of the plate current to pass. Cbo is 
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a condenser having a capacitance sufficient to by-pass the radio
frequency component of the plate current. The alternating 
potential Em is measured by a suitable voltmeter.

The detector D under test is connected in a circuit containing 
Ro, some means of adjusting the polarizing potential EB to any 
desired value, and an impedance Z which may be given suitable 
values at both high and low frequencies. The voltmeter EB is 
preferably shunted by a condenser having a capacitance of several 
microfarads in order to by-pass currents of both high and low 
frequencies. The lower terminal of Rq should be grounded. 
La is a low-resistance choke coil to permit easy passage of the 
steady component of current in case the amplifier has high 
resistance.

Detection of the modulated radio-frequency voltage across Rq 
produces a voltage of modulation frequency across impedance 
Z, Fig. 271. This audio-frequency voltage is measured by 
opposing it, in both phase and magnitude, by a known voltage 
obtained from an a-c. potentiometer. This potentiometer 
consists of a variable resistance R and a variable mutual induc
tance M, through which is passed a known current derived from 
Em. This current is fed to the potentiometer through a closely 
coupled air-core transformer M', and the circuit constants are so 
adjusted that the current through R and L is in phase with Em.

The condition under which the potentiometer current is in 
phase with the modulating voltage Em is stated below. Consider, 
apart from the particular circuits of Fig. 271, a primary 
circuit which has resistance R, and inductance Li, coupled by a 
mutual inductance M to a secondary circuit having resistance 
Ra and inductance La. The expression for the secondary current 
when an e.m.f. of Ei is impressed in the primary circuit is

_ _ jMwEi
(Ri + jLiY^Ra T jLao) + M2a2

=__________________jMuiEi_________________ (621) 
(RiRa ~ LiLaa2 + MW) + j(RiL2a + RaL^) ’

If the first part of the denominator of the second form of 
Eq. (621) is made equal to zero, the secondary current is in 
phase with the e.m.f. Ei and is given by

I = EiM
RiLa -|- RaLi
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If this first part equals zero, which is the condition necessary 
for no phase difference between Ey and Z2,

RyRi — (L^ — M2)co2 (623)

Applying this theory to the present case, given by the diagram 
of Fig. 271, the condition to be fulfilled in order that the current 
Ii be in phase with Em is, by Eq. (623),

(Ei + Ei')(Ei + Rz + Ri') = [L'jLi + L) - M'2]^ (624)

The value of the secondary current Z2 is obtained by applying 
Eq. (622) to the present case. Then,

, M'Em
h = (Ei + RiffL'i +L) + (Ei + E? + Ri')Ly (625)

Although the proper values of the resistances of the circuit 
can be determined by calculation from Eq. (624), it is usually

Fig. 272.—Calibration of circuits of Fig. 271.

easier to determine their proper values by a separate experiment 
as follows: Referring to Fig. 272, two resistances, R3 and E3, 
are temporarily connected in series across Em and the junction 
between the two resistances is connected to the terminal of the 
amplifier. E3 may be conveniently one one-thousandth of E3. 
Adjust Ri and Ry so that, with M equal to zero, balance is 
obtained with some value of R. Let R' represent this value 
of R. The value of R' gives the number of ohms which intro
duces a voltage equal to D / 7 into the balancing circuit. It 

XL3 —J—

is usually desirable to make E2 about 10,000 ohms, so that the 
variation of R in normal operation causes only a small percentage 
variation in the total secondary resistance. R is shown in the 
diagram as an ordinary resistance box connected as a potenti
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ometer on the high-dial end. In the experiments to be described, 
R was a three-dial box having dials of tenths, units, and tens of 
ohms. The connections were changed so that all of the 10-ohm 
coils were in the secondary circuit, the switch arm being repre
sented by the arrow in the diagram. The total maximum change 
of resistance due to varying the two lower dials was only 11 ohms.

Before measurements of the detection coefficient can be made, 
the oscillator To must be adjusted to give sinusoidal modulation.
The oscillator is tested by shutting off the source of the alter
nating voltage Em and reading Al0 for various values of EB. 
The value of coupling Mo and the grid-polarizing potential of 
the oscillator should be so chosen that the plot of Alo against 
EB is straight over a considerable range of EB, as shown in Fig. 273. 
A value of EB is chosen corresponding to a point about midway 
on the straight portion of the plot. 
y/2Em, is so chosen as to vary the 
plate voltage over the straight- 
line portion of the plot. The 
degree of modulation m is given 
by the ratio ab/ob, where ob, Fig. 
273, is equal to Al0, the r.m.s. 
value of the unmodulated radio 
current, and oa is the minimum 
value of the r.m.s. radio-fre
quency current when it is modu
lated. It is assumed that the 
amplitude of the radio-frequency 
current changes, as the plate 
voltage of the oscillator is varied 

The peak value of Em, or

Fig. 273.—Characteristic of oscil
lator.

at 1,000 cycles, according to the plot of Fig. 273 which was 
obtained by a slow variation of plate voltage.

The value of AE to be used in Eq. (591) is (Alo)Ro, provided 
the impedance (Z)h is small in comparison with r of the detector. 
Al0 is the oscillatory current with no modulation. When Em is

I m2
impressed, the oscillatory current increases to Al0Yl +

The voltage, which balances the audio voltage across (Z)i 
resulting from detection, is

(A2EY = EmRi , 
' Ro + R3

VE2 + M2a2 
R' (626)
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Its phase with respect to Em is

tan-1 Ma
R ‘ (627)0 = +

the sign of the angle depending upon the position of switch S and 
the sign of M.

If (Z)i is made infinite, Eq. (626) gives the fictitious voltage 
of detection [(A2E);] of Eq. (591).

Before measurements begin, certain tests should be made 
to make sure that the system is properly assembled with no 
serious coupling between circuits. The first test is to turn off 

Fig. 274.—Current characteristic and detection coefficient of a carborundum 
crystal contact. m = 0.50; AE = 0.0388 volt. Crystal positive, metal point 
negative.

the filament of the oscillator tube To but to allow Em to act. 
Then, with R and M set at zero and Z short-circuited, there 
should be no sound in the telephone receivers for both positions 
of S. Sound under these conditions is good evidence of direct 
coupling between the 1,000-cycle source and the amplifier. 
When this test is satisfactory, (Z)t may be made very large and 
there still should be no 1,000-cycle sound in the telephone 
receivers. The third test consists in disconnecting from Ro 
the upper wire which goes to the detector and connecting it to 
the lower or grounded wire connecting to Ro. With the modu
lated high-frequency currents flowing through Ro, and with R 
and M set at zero, there should be no sound in the telephone 
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receivers. Sound under these conditions indicates that some 
radio-frequency voltage is being introduced into the detector 
circuit owing to insufficient shielding.

207. Tests of Certain Crystal Detectors.—This section 
describes tests made on certain crystal-contact detectors by 
the method given in the preceding section. In all of these tests 
the series polarizing voltage is taken as positive when the crystal 
is positive with respect to the contacting metallic point.

Figure 274 shows a graph of the current i and the voltage detec
tion coefficient plotted against the impressed polarizing voltage

Fig. 275.—Variation of voltage of detection across series resistance R as R ia 
varied. Carborundum detector. Eb — 0.62 volt. Crystal positive.

EB for a carborundum crystal. The degree of modulation was 
0.50, and the r.m.s. value of the unmodulated high-frequency 
voltage impressed on the detector was 0.0388 volt.

(A2E)i
Figure 275 gives as abscissa the fraction ^^mfAE)2 measured 

across the load resistance R in kilohms plotted when the polar
izing potential on the detector was held constant at 0.62 volt, 
the value which gave a maximum detection in Fig. 274. If R
is infinite, the above fraction becomes (Det. Ey The plot 
of Fig. 275 shows that the resistance of the detector at this 
particular polarizing voltage was about 10,000 ohms.

Figure 276 gives i = /(e) and (Det. E)d for a contact with an 
iron-pyrites crystal. Maximum detection voltage occurred for 
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a polarizing voltage of —0.25 volt, and the resistance of the 
detector was about 3,000 ohms at that point.

Finally, Fig. 277 shows a plot of i = f(e) and (Det. E)d for a 
galena detector. The maximum detection coefficient occurred 
at Eb = 0.05 volt, at which point the resistance of the detector 
was about 15,000 ohms.

General References
Colebrook: Rectifying Detector, Exp. Wireless, 2, 330, 394, 459 (1925).



CHAPTER XX

SMALL-SIGNAL DETECTION BY TRIODE

The triode can be used as a detector in two ways, according as 
the nonlinear characteristic used is in the plate circuit or in the 
grid circuit. When the curvature of the plate-current character
istic is used, the detection is known as plate-circuit detection, and 
when the curvature of the grid-current characteristic is used, the 
resulting detection is called grid-circuit detection. Although the 
adjustments of the triode may be such that both types of detec
tion take place simultaneously, it is usually best practice to 
adjust for either one or the other type alone. For this reason 
the two types of detection will be considered separately.

The general theory to be given follows the first method given 
in the preceding chapter. The same results may be obtained 
by the application of the second method of that chapter.

208. General Theory of Detection by Triode. Unmodulated 
Signal.—Assume that the instantaneous plate current ip is a 
function of the instantaneous plate potential ep and also of the 
instantaneous grid potential eg, expressed by

ip = F{ep, eg) (628)

Similarly, the instantaneous grid current ig is a function of 
both ep and eg, but, since the dependence of ig upon ep is only 
slight for small values of ig, we shall assume that ig is expressible 
in terms of eg alone, according to the expression

ig = fM (629)

The diagram of connections is given in Fig. 278 where Zb and 
Z3 are the equivalent series impedances of the plate and grid cir
cuits and may have different values at different frequencies.

Assume that the small unmodulated alternating e.m.f. 
Ae0 = AEo sin wj is impressed in the grid circuit of the detector 
of Fig. 278. Because both characteristic graphs, Eqs. (628) and 
(629), are curves, the changes of grid and plate voltages, due 
to the impressed e.m.f. Ae0, are made up of steady rectified

512
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components as well as of variations at frequency 0^/2^. We 
may designate the increase of eg and ep due to aEq as A^ and 
aEp, and the decrease in the same quantities due to — aEq as xE" 

and a3?p . Using Taylor’s theorem, we have for the increase of 
plate current

Ip + aIp = F(ÊP + AËP, Èg + A È")

_ _ hi 1 ¡Vi= F(EP,E,)+gAE; + -^(AE;r + ••• 

hi — 1 h2i+ &E° + ^

+ ±^^E'PAE'g + • • • (630) 
oapdag

Similarly, for the decrease in plate current,

Fig. 278.—The triode as detector.

ÏP - Alp = F(ËP - AÈ'f, Ëg - AE'')
= F(ËP, Êg) - d̂ AE'J + ~^(AEff)2 - • • • 

0Cp A 0Cp

Wg Zj Wg

Adding Eqs. (630) and (631),

AI'P - AÌ'' = g(A^; - AE”) + g(A^ - A^')

+ I [Ä)2 + (AE”)21 + I [(AED2 + (AE'/)2] 
0Cp ¿i

+ [AEÄ + AEffliE/g>] + • • • (632) 
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In Eqs. (630), (631), and (632), higher-order terms are neglected.
In writing Eqs. (630) and (631), it is implicitly assumed that 

the increments of ep and eg take place simultaneously. This 
restriction means that Zb must have no appreciable reactance in 
comparison with rp at the frequency wa/2it. This restriction is 
not so serious as might at first appear, for usually the plate load 
is shunted by a condenser which has so low a reactance as to be 
negligible for the radio-frequency currents. In such a case 
(ZJh is practically equal to zero.

Equation (632) can be simplified, since the first three terms 
are expressible as constant values, and the average of the squares 
of the increments of the plate and grid voltages is approximately 
equal to the squares of the maximum values of the radio
frequency components of the plate and grid voltages.

Equation (632) then becomes

I 32/ 1 A2?-

A further simplification of Eq. (633) is afforded by substituting 
the tube coefficients kp and sp for the equivalent derivatives. 
Rewriting Eq. (633),

NIP = + sfaEg + 1 ^(AEP)2
T p

+ 1 ÿ?(AX)2 + + • ■ • (634)
4 Z U(yp

In Eq. (634), xEp is the maximum amplitude of the radio
frequency alternating potential between the plate and filament. 
The plate current of frequency ah/2ir is

UpAEg

Tp 4” (Rb) h
(635)

where (Rjh is the resistance of the plate impedance Zb at fre
quency ah/2ir, and (XJk is zero. Multiplying Eq. (635) by 
- (Rb)h,

AEP = (636)
P Tp+ (Rb)h
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Substituting Eq. (636) in Eq. (634),

XIP = + spXE0 +
rp

1 dsp 1 uKRb/h . dkp
4 deg + 4 [rp + (Äö)/J2 dep

1 Up(Rb)h dsp , p 
2'rP + (637)

Following the same method for the increments in grid current,

— — ai 1 -—AZ'-AZ''=p(AEi-AE")+L^[(AE')2+(AE'')2]+ • ■ • (638) 
uGg

Replacing dig/deg by the grid variational conductance kg = l/re, 
Eq. (638) may be written

XI „ = + r^W + • • • (639)
Tg Gvg

Also

NIg= (640)
Rc

and
XEP = -RbXIP (641)

Combining Eqs. (637), (639), (640), and (641) to eliminate
NEg, A2EP, and XI„, we have

(rp 4- Rb)XIP =
UpTgRç 1 dkg f \2 I Ü ÖS? 
r^sj’de^’ + 2L^('0

up(Rb)b dkp 2up(Rb)h dsp ,A p ^2 
[rP + (Rb)d2 dep rp + (Rb)h ôep\^a)

The left-hand member of Eq. (642) is the fictitious voltage of 
detection in the plate circuit, denoted by [A2AP]. The first term 
of the right-hand member of Eq. (642) is the contribution to the 
fictitious voltage of detection due to detection in the grid circuit. 
The remainder of the right-hand side of Eq. (642) is the contri
bution to A2EP due to detection in the plate circuit. We may 
separate the two kinds of detection as follows:

Grid-circuit Detection:

[À^ = _ . 1 . dkg (643)
rg + Rc 2kg oeg
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[A2Fy =

Plate-circuit Detection:
Up . dSp u2p(Rb)2 . 1 . dkp _ 2up(Rb)h _ 
2sp dea + [rp + (TU)*]2 2kp dep rp + (Rb)h 

±.g?W)* (644)

In Eqs. (643) and (644), AEg is the r.m.s. value of the high- 
frequency potential which exists at the grid. This may be less 
than AEo by the drop in impedance (Zc)h, or more than AE0 if 
the latter is the voltage induced in the coil of an oscillatory 
circuit connected in the grid circuit of the detector. In any case, 
the method of calculation of AEg from AE0 is fully given in Chap. 
XIX and will not be repeated here. It must be remembered, 
however, that the equivalent input admittance of the triode must 
be used in place of kg.

209. General Theory of Detection by Triode. Modulated 
Signal.—We have assumed that the impressed alternating e.rn.f. 
AEa has a constant amplitude AEp. Following the method 
adopted in Chap. XIX, suppose that the impressed e.rn.f. of 
frequency uk/2ir is modulated at a frequency (¿i/2-k as indicated 
by

Ae0 = AEo(l + m sin ¡¿it) sin wj (645)

The derivation just given for no modulation is applicable to 
the present problem up to and including Eqs. (637) and (639), 
except that AEg is to be replaced by the expression for the varying 
amplitude, i.e., by

AU„(1 + m sin (¿¡t)

When this is substituted in Eqs. (637) and (639), the quantities 
A2IP, A2Ig, A2EP, and A2Eg become pulsating quantities, each 
of which is composed of three components, a steady component, 
a component of modulation frequency, and a component of 
twice modulation frequency. The new forms of Eqs. (637) and 
(639) are:

A2Ip = + SpA2Eg + \^Egy (646)
rp \ /

(A2lp)i = + sp(A2E5)z + By/2m(KEg)2 (647)
' P

(A2Ip)2Z = + R^(aM)2 (648)
‘p v Z
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where B stands for the bracket in Eq. (637).

+ L fri1 + (649)

(A2U = d̂ V2m{AEsy
Ig +r City g

(650)

1x211 (A2Eg)2; 1 dkg m2 \2 (651)

In addition to Eqs. (640) and (641), we have
(A2E9), 

(i I')' = (Z.), (652)

(A Is)2i (zc)2I (653)

(A^h = — (Zp)i(A2Ip)i (654)
(A2Ep)2i = — (Zj)2;(A2Ip)2( (655)

Combining, as before, Eqs. (640), (641), (646), and (649); also 
Eqs. (647), (650), (652), and (654); and (648), (651), (653), and 
(655), gives the following three expressions for the three com
ponents of plate current due to detection:

(rp + Rb)AHp = . 1. gî/1 + ^\AÈgy
rg + Rc "eo\ 2 /

+ rpB(l + ~\tägy (656) 
\ “ z

[rp + (Zi))l](A2Ip)l = • L^V2m{AÈgy
'g I X^cjl Wg

+ rpBV2m{AÊgy (657)

T I X 1 / a 9 T X UpT g 2 i 1 àkg UI / x 9[r, + («„¡(A-I,),. - • 4 '

+ rpB-^{AEay 
2a/2

(658)

Equations (656), (657), and (658) are similar to Eq. (642) 
in that the first term of the right-hand side in each equation is 
the contribution to the fictitious voltage in the plate circuit 
due to detection in the grid circuit, and the remainder of each 
equation gives the detection in the plate circuit. The equations 
can be separated as before into equations giving the separate 
detection effects in the two circuits. Certain evident rearrange
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merits are made in writing the following final equations for 
detection in a triode.

Grid-circuit Detection:

__  P / m 2\
[NEP] =-------- . (Det. EUl + ^-)(AE,)2 (659)

rg + Rc \ 2 /

[(A2EP)J = - - • (Det. E)gx^m(AEg)2 (660)
Tg "I“ \Zc)l

IW»] = ’ (Det. E)d^(AEg)2 (661)
rg r (Zc)2l 2\/2

where (Det. E)g = (662)
2kg deg

Plate-circuit Detection:

___ I vn 2\
[NEP] = (Det. Edl + ^yAEJl

[(△%,);] = (Det. E)PV2m(AEgyh

[(A%,)d = (Det. E)pdd(AEgyh 
Zy/ Z

(663)

(664)

(665)

where

(Det. E)p = 2rpB = up
1

2sp
dsp . up(Rb)h 1
deg kp + (Ri)*]2 2kp

dkp 

dep

2Up(Rb)h 1 dSp 
rp -|- (RQ h 2sp dep

(666)

Examine the equations for grid-circuit detection. The 
detection coefficient given in Eq. (662) is similar to that given 
in Eq. (577), page 489, for a diode. It is the factor which 
depends only upon the characteristics of the triode. This 
factor excluding up determines the amount of rectification which 

occurs in the nonlinear grid circuit. The fraction —r^zT in 
Tg i \Zc)l

Eq. (660) gives the fraction of the fictitious voltage of detection 
in the grid circuit which exists from grid to filament. This grid 
voltage multiplied by up, occurring in Eq. (662), gives the 
effective series fictitious voltage in the plate circuit. This 
fictitious voltage in the plate circuit is shifted in phase by the 
reactance of (ZJi. The negative sign means a 180-deg. phase 
shift with respect to the modulation voltage.

The fictitious voltage in the plate circuit due to plate-circuit 
detection, given by Eq. (664), is in phase with the modulation 
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or with the envelope of the modulated high-frequency voltage. 
The detection coefficient given by Eq. (666), although more 
complicated than previous coefficients, contains terms each of 
which is of the same form as the expression for the detection 
coefficient of a diode. If (ZbK is zero, (Det. E)p reduces to the 
simple form

(Det. E)p = (when (ZbK = 0) (667)
ZSp ^Cg

The bracket in Eq. (666) can be very much simplified if the 
grid-polarizing potential is negative, if the triode contains no gas 
or vapor, and if up is approximately constant. We may then 
assume that

iP = F(ep + Upeg)
Hence

up dkp = _1 dsp (668)
kp OCp Sp CCg

and
up^=l_dsP (669)
Sp dCp Sp uCg

Substituting Eqs. (668) and (669) in Eq. (666) gives, as an 
approximate value of (Det. E)p when E, is negative,

(Det. EK = -------^-x-Y • £ • £ (670)
\ tp + (RbKI 2sp deg v 7

= rp 1 1
\rp + (Rb)h) Ikp dep

when up = constant
4 = o
ip = F(e„ + Upeg)

Expression (671) is of interest in that it refers all quantities to 
the plate circuit. The quantity 

rp + W h)UpÁEe f(^r)*] (672)

is the fictitious high-frequency voltage that may be considered as 
acting across the nonlinear element rp in the circuit shown in 
Fig. 279. This conception reduces plate detection to the case 
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of an equivalent diode, and the voltage of detection may be 
written

[(A W] = N (673)

are usually interested only in

(^lp)h

T— J------—---------
i >

>rp <_
J—J |<Rb)h

vpi^Egih W

Fig. 279.—Equivalent plate circuit for 
the high-frequency currents.

ance Rc, commonly called

210. Grid-circuit Detection. Discussion.—In practice we 
those results of detection which 
have a frequency equal to the 
modulation frequency wi/2tt. 
The fictitious voltage of this fre
quency in the plate circuit, 
resulting from grid-circuit detec
tion, is given by Eq. (660).

The connections generally 
adopted for grid-circuit detec
tion are shown in Fig. 280, 
where (Z/h is shown as a resist- 
the grid leak, shunted by a 

condenser C„.
Any residual plate-circuit detection due to the positive curva

ture at the lower parts of the plate-current curves is opposite in 
sign to the detection due to the grid circuit. The only plate
circuit detection which could aid grid-circuit detection is that 

(Zb>l

Fig. 280.—Circuits of the triode arranged for grid-circuit detection.

obtained when the plate-current curves have negative curvature, 
as when saturation is approached. With modern tubes, this 
negative curvature is very small because of plentiful emission 
and because saturation is ill defined with oxide-coated and 
thoriated filaments. Therefore, when using grid-circuit detec
tion, the adjustments are such as practically to eliminate plate
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circuit detection; in other words, the plate voltage EB should 
be such as to place the operating point on a straight part of the 
plate-current characteristic.

Grid-circuit detection should be viewed as simple diode 
detection in the grid circuit, causing an audio-frequency voltage 
on the grid. This audio-frequency voltage is then amplified 
through the plate system of the triode. The grid circuit is 
therefore adjusted for best detection and the plate circuit for 
best amplification.

Considering the grid circuit as the circuit of a diode detector, 
Co corresponds to GJ of Fig. 269, page 500, Chap. XIX, and Rc 
to Ri and Li of that figure. The general method of Chap. XIX 
may be followed in determining the effect of Cc in reducing the 
radio-frequency voltage on the detector, and in determining its 
effect in producing frequency distortion within the low-frequency 
range. Two differences should be noted, however. First, 
the triode detector has an impedance given by the expressions 
for input admittance of Chap. XI, whereas the diode of Chap. 
XIX was assumed to have an impedance equal to r. Second, the 
diode detector has only one circuit in which frequency distortion 
may arise, whereas the triode detector has a second circuit, the 
plate circuit, in which frequency distortion may arise.

Examine the effects of the impedances in the grid and plate 
circuits upon both the high- and low-frequency operation.

First, consider the plate circuit. The plate load for audio 
frequency is often shunted by a by-pass condenser, shown as Cb 
Fig. 280. This by-pass condenser is used to reduce the radio
frequency voltage on the plate, but, if the plate-circuit operating 
point is properly fixed on a plane portion of the characteristic 
surface, this radio-frequency plate voltage does neither harm nor 
good. However, condenser Ci may be harmful in by-passing 
some of the audio currents of the higher frequencies, thereby 
causing frequency distortion. Equation (606), copied as Eq. 
(674), with a change of letters to apply to the present case, 
should be the principal guide in the choice of the size of con
denser Ci for grid-circuit detection.

(A^Qz 
[(A2^] Il I rp(rp “F 2Ri) ¡ff, \2/1 2X1 \

V1 + —z2— +

(674)
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From Eq. (674), we derive as a criterion for small frequency 
distortion introduced in the plate circuit,

(rpCiwi)2 < < 1 (for small frequency distortion) (675)

Considering the grid circuit, the radio-frequency grid voltage 
AEg is subject to some loss in the capacitance Cc. This capaci
tance is solely for the purpose of providing a by-pass for the 
radio-frequency currents. The square of the ratio of the radio
frequency voltage on the grid to that across the oscillatory 
circuit is

/AEe\2 _ 1 + (RcCm)2 , _ .
I ) / 7?\2 _ (676)
x V (1 + M ) + RffCc + Cg)Wh

\ r° /
where fg = l/gg and Cg = — bg/w are the equivalent input resist
ance and capacitance of the tube as given by the formulas of 
Chap. XI. If the condenser Ci across the plate load is large in 
comparison with Cpg and CPf, r6 is very nearly equal to rg and 
Cg is nearly equal to Cgf + Cpg. Generally, rg is of the order of 
250,000 ohms for adjustments for maximum detection with 
common tubes, so that if Cc is lOO/M or more, (rgCcWh)2 is large 
in comparison with unity. With these approximations Eq. (676) 
becomes

ai) ’ (o+c;) <,ppr“-) (677)
Accordingly, if Cc is ten times Cg, the loss in the voltage 

of detection is about 17 per cent, which means a loss of about 
31 per cent in sound intensity. If Cc is twenty times Cg, there 
is a loss of 9 per cent in voltage of detection and 17 per cent in 
sound intensity. If Cg is of the order of Ibfiyi, C„ should be not 
much less than 150/x/xf. Making Cc large reduces the loss of 
high-frequency voltage but by-passes some of the currents of 
higher audio frequencies, thereby introducing frequency distor
tion, as was explained in Chap. XIX. This effect will be con
sidered for the particular case of grid-circuit detection.

Expression (676) does not give the complete analysis of the 
effect of rg and Cc upon the radio-frequency voltage AEg, because 
AEg, the voltage across the oscillatory circuit, depends greatly 
upon the values of rg, Cg, Rc, and Cc. We may determine the 
square of the ratio of the voltage AEg to the same voltage if 
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gB is zero by starting with Eq. (616), page 502, and proceeding 
as in Chap. XIX. In this case Zs comprises the input admit
tance of the tube in series with the combination of Rc shunted 
by Cc. Figure 281 gives the equivalent high-frequency circuit 
corresponding to the grid circuit of the detector.

The value of Z„ is

v Rc
1 + (KCgdh)2 + 1 + (RcCcdk)2

^cBdh ric^k y
-1 + Ctfiodh)2 1 + (RcCcdk)2_

(678)

Then
____ RcZfC^ Ro
1 + R2(C„ + CJM z* 

(r0 + Rc + KRAR^c + KC2)^ZÜ 
■ (rB + Rc)2 + ffgR2(C„ + Cc)M

Fig. 281.—Equivalent grid circuit of the triode detector.

~ AES I2 
(AÄ’sjj^oJ

If (fgCcdh)2 is large compared with unity, Eq. (679) reduces to 
the approximate expression

' AE, ]2 
_ (ANJ^o]

-¿HZ Y 
RoR\Cb -|- C,) 
L20d2/ Cc y 
RoK \Cg + Cj

2

(approx.) (680)

Note that Lodk/Ro is the equivalent resistance of the resonant 
oscillatory circuit. Since the first term in the numerator of Eq. 
(680) is generally small, a still further simplification may be 
made. The following approximate form for Eq. (680) results, 
and is sufficiently accurate for practical purposes.

AEa ~|2 
(A^3)9„=oJ

__________1________
Lpdh/ Ce Y I I 
^g\Cg + Cc)

(approx.) (681)
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The reduction in voltage AES due to conduction through the tube, 
as given by Eq. (681), is a very important factor in the opera
tion of a grid-circuit detector. Assume that Cc is ten times Cg 
and that rg = 250,000 ohms. ij0 is usually made as small as 
possible to give a large value of (bE^g^ and we may assume 
t/o = 0.005. Co in receiving sets for broadcast reception is a 
variable air condenser and commonly has a capacitance of 
about 100^4 when set to receive a frequency of 1,000 kc. per 
second, and a value of about 400/xjuf for 550 kc. The value of 
the ratio of Eq. (681) for these two cases is 0.196 and 0.379.

Consider the frequency distortion arising in the grid circuit 
owing to the variation of impedance (Z^i with frequency. The 
conditions in this respect are much the same as in the study of fre
quency distortion for a diode detector given in Chap. XIX. The 

factor —. /„-t in Eq. (660) gives that fraction of the fictitious Ta i \Lc)l
voltage of detection in the grid circuit which is usefully employed 
to act upon the grid. This factor is given by Eq. (606), page 
499, provided the symbols are changed to fit the present case. 
Let F represent the numerical value of this factor. Then, by 
Eq. (606),

(682)

In arriving at Eq. (682) it has been assumed that the tube capaci
tance {Cg)i offers a very large reactance in comparison with r„ 
at the audio frequencies, or, in other words, that

[&)&>]’ « 1 (683)

To make F as near unity as possible, Rc is made large in com
parison with rg. In order that the last term in Eq. (682) may 
have little effect and hence that there may be little variation of 
F with frequency,

{TgCcWl)2 « 1 (684)

where rg is of the order of 250,000 ohms. These conditions, 
together with the limitation placed on Cc by the radio-frequency 
part of the problem, are usually difficult to attain and a comprom
ise must be made between frequency distortion and loss of sensi
tivity. It is ordinarily better to suffer loss of sensitivity and to 
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preserve fidelity of tone. To assist in calculations, values of 
(TgCcWij2 are given in the following table for a resistance of 

megohm and a capacitance of lOO^f- From the values given 
in the table, (r9Ccw;)2 can be calculated for other values of Cc 
and Tg.
Table XV.—Values of (rQCcai)2 for rg = 0.25 • 10’ Ohms, Cc = lOOggf

n, cycles per second (rgCcai}2

100 0.000247
500 0.00617

1,000 0.0247
2,000 0.0988
4,000 0.395
6,000 0.890
8,000 1.58

10,000 2.47

To illustrate the effect of Cc upon the operation of a detector, 
assume a radio frequency of 106 cycles per second and a maximum 
audio frequency of 6,000 cycles per second. Assume also that 
ra is 250,000 ohms at the point of maximum detection, which 
simply means that the electrode capacitances of the triode, and 
not ra, are of importance in determining the values of the ratio 
given in Eq. (674); but rg is of importance in the calculation of 
the factor F of Eq. (682) giving the voltage across the oscillatory 
circuit as compared to the voltage induced in the circuit. If 
Cp„ + Cgf is 15/z/xf and we choose Cc equal to SOO^f, the ratio 
given in Eq. (674) is 0.91. But the factor F in Eq. (682) has, 
for an Rc of 2 megohms, the following values.

Table XVI.—Variation of Factor F with Frequency 
Rc = 2 megohms; Cc = 300/3

n, cycles per 
second

F F X 0.91

0 0.890 0.810
500 0.872 0.793

1,000 0.820 0.746
2,000 0.682 0.621
4,000 0.451 0.411
6,000 0.328 0.298
8.000 0.254 0.231

10,000 0.206 0.184
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grid circuit, it is the only factor which is independent of outside 
circuits. If (Det. E)g, kg, Cgf, Cpg, Rc, Cc, and an are given, the 
detection can be calculated for any given conditions.

211. Experimental Method of Testing a Grid-circuit Detector. 
The method of testing a triode detector is very similar to the 
method given in Chap. XIX for testing a diode detector. The 
diagram of connections is given in Fig. 282 and is the same as 
the diagram given in Fig. 271, page 504, except for the substitu
tion of the triode for the diode. The procedure is the same as 
described in Chap. XIX.

Shield

Fig. 282.—Measurement of detection by a triode.

If the output voltage of modulation frequency across a resist
ance, across a choke coil, or across the secondary coil of a trans
former in the plate circuit of the detector is desired instead 
of the fictitious voltage [(A2Ep)J, the resistance or choke coil 
can be connected directly across Ci, and if a transformer is used 
for plate load, the terminals of the balancing circuit, shown con
nected across Ci, are transferred to the secondary terminals 
of the transformer.

Since, in the experimental arrangement for measuring [(A2EP)J, 
there is no oscillatory circuit, this method does not include the 
effect of the second factor in Eq. (685), which takes account of 
the drop in voltage across the oscillatory circuit. Disregarding 
for the moment this second factor, [(A2Ep);]/m(AEs)2 is a function 
of Ec, Eb, Cc, Rc, and an. The extent to which Cc, Rc, and an 
affect the magnitude of the fictitious voltage [(A2Ep)J is clearly 
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shown by Eq. (685). The detecting action of the tube is deter
mined by the voltages Eg and Ep. The plate voltage Ep is 
practically equal to EB, but Eg is less than Ec by the voltage drop 
through Rc. Since the shape of the grid-current curve plotted 
against Eg is but slightly affected by the plate voltage, grid
circuit detection does not vary to any large extent as the plate 
voltage is changed. The plate voltage should be made such as

Fig. 283.—Grid-circuit detection. up =8.5; Eb — 60 volts; Rc = 2.94 meg
ohms; Cc = 200/xgf; wi = 2tt1,000 radians per second.

to give best amplification, i.e., so that the straight part of the 
plate-current curve occurs near eg = 0. Grid-circuit detection 
can be expressed for a particular triode by one curve correspond
ing to this best value of E„.

Figures 283 and 284 give the curves (full-line) for I°r

two triodes, one having a up of 8.5 and the other a up of 20. 
The plate voltages and other constants are given in the figures. 
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The dotted curves show the relation between the actual grid 
voltage, plotted as abscissa, and the polarizing-battery voltage, 
indicated by the scales at the right of the figures.

212. Plate-circuit Detection. Discussion.—Although in the 
early days of radio communication grid-circuit detection was 
almost universally used, some advantages of plate-circuit detec
tion were recognized as the art developed.

Fig. 284.—Grid-circuit detection. up = 20; Eb = 60 volte; Rc = 2.94 meg- 
ohms; Cc = 200/x/xf; wi = 2ir 1,000 radians per second.

The expression given in Eq. (664) for plate-circuit detection is

[(A2Ep)J = (Det. E)py/2m{AEg)2h (664)

where (Det. E)p is given by the long expression of Eq. (666). 
If Up is constant and ig is zero, (Det. E)p reduces to the simple 
expression

(Det. E)p
(Rt)h V 1 ds„ 

rP + {Rb)h/ 2fip deg

( Ÿ \ 2 
\rp + {Rb) J

1 dkp
2kp dep

(670)

(671)

Generally these expressions are sufficiently accurate for all prac
tical purposes when dealing with high-vacuum triodes.
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Plate-circuit detection is clearly simpler and much freer from 
frequency distortion than grid-circuit detection, because Eq. 
(664) contains no factor which is a function of the modulation 
frequency It is true in both types of detection that the
fraction of [(A2EM] which is available may be a function of 

on account of the shunting capacitance Cj. For this reason, 
Ci must be made as small as possible without an unwarranted 
sacrifice in detection.

From Eqs. (670) and (671), it is advantageous to make (RQh 
small in comparison with rp. This is accomplished by the connec
tion of Ci across the plate load. Sometimes a tickler coil is 
included in the plate circuit to act regeneratively upon the grid 
circuit. In this case, it is advantageous to make the inductance 
of the tickler coil as small as possible so as not to increase (XQh 
unnecessarily, but the mutual inductance between the tickler 
coil and the grid inductance must be sufficient to give the required 
regeneration. Usually, regeneration, by increasing (AE,)*, more 
than compensates for the decrease in detection coefficient.

In the use of plate-circuit detection the grid is polarized 
negatively so that kg is zero. The presence of the detector 
connected across the oscillatory circuit in the grid increases the 
capacitance by approximately Cpg + Cgt without decreasing 
the voltage across the circuit. AE, of Eq. (664) is, therefore, 
the same as (AE8),b=0 of Eq. (685).

The most troublesome feature of plate-circuit detection arises 
from the fact that kp is usually small where detection is greatest. 
This small value of kp, or large value of rp, makes it more 
difficult to make available as large a fraction of [(A2EM] as in the 
case of grid-circuit detection. This is shown by Eq. (674). 
Therefore, for plate-circuit detection, the plate load should have 
a higher impedance at audio frequencies than for grid-circuit 
detection.

In Eq. (674) appears the capacitance Cx which shunts the plate 
load Zi. The amount of frequency distortion produced in the 
plate circuit depends upon the value of rpC¡ui. If the frequency 
distortion is to be no greater than that introduced in the plate 
circuit of a grid-circuit detector, then, with the larger value of 
rp, Ci must be correspondingly smaller. We may set up the 
same criterion as in Eq. (675) or

(rpC^p < < 1 (686)
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The only harmful effect of making Ci very small is the loss of 
sensitivity due to the reduction of (Det. E)p as given by Eq. 
(666). To obtain an approximate idea of the effect of the size 
of Ci on the value of (Det. E)p, we may, without much error, 
substitute for (Rb)h in Eq. (670) the impedance of Ci, or 1/jCiWh. 
The approximate value of the detection coefficient becomes

(Det. E)p = uh- 4 .-Y • 2~ • g-P (687) 
\ vl + (rpCitoh)aeo

If
> > 1 (688)

the detection coefficient is little affected by the size of Cb The 
choice of Ci is a compromise between Eqs. (686) and (688).

It is of considerable importance to note that, whereas in plate
circuit detection frequency distortion is introduced only in the 
plate-circuit, in grid-circuit detection frequency distortion is intro-

duced in both the grid and the plate circuits. As a consequence, 
grid-circuit detection, although a little more sensitive, usually 
gives considerably more frequency distortion. Plate-circuit 
detection is therefore better for high-quality receiving apparatus.

213. Experimental Measure of Plate-circuit Detection.—The 
apparatus shown in Fig. 282 may be used for measuring the 
fictitious voltage of detection, [(A2EP)(], or the output voltage, 
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(NEJi, produced by plate-circuit detection. The only change 
necessary is to short-circuit Ce.

Curves of [(NEJj\/m(AEg)b as determined by this method are 
plotted in Figs. 285 and 286 for various plate voltages EB. The 
curves of Fig. 285 are for a triode having a voltage ratio of 8.5, 
while those of Fig. 286 are for a triode having a voltage ratio of 
20. The curves in these two figures, having notations for certain

resistances, give the voltage across these resistances when con
nected in the plate circuit. These curves are plotted to the scale 
of (NEJi/mfAEJh at the right-hand side of the figures.

The curves of fictitious voltage rise indefinitely as the polarizing 
voltage increases negatively, because kp approaches zero.

214. Recapitulation. Summary of Grid- and Plate-circuit 
Detection.—To assist in comparison of the two types of detectors 
and for convenient reference, the formulas and criteria for the 
two kinds of detection are collected.
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Grid-circuit Detection:

[(A2 Ep)J = ^-(Det. E)aV2m{AEayh (660)
ro “T \Ac)l

where (Det. E)g = • g? (662)
¿•Vg G€g

If (Ze) i is Rc shunted by Cc, and if (AEg)2 is expressed in terms 
of the voltage which would exist across the oscillatory circuit 
in the grid circuit if gg were zero, this voltage being denoted by 
(AEs)Oo=0, the numerical value of [(A2EP);] is

[ ^^^1 = -iff - •

+Ä) +
/ RcZpCfal; Ro \
) 1 + E2(Ca + (
) + & + faRJRcC2c +rgC2)wl]Z0 R» Ç

V (rg + Rcy + mcg + Cc)M
- ------ -1 + (R^Cy------------(Det E-)a^m{AEayga=o
(i +^) + R2jcg + ccyw2h
X ro /

(689)

The numerical value of the voltage across the plate load is

(A2E])/ =
rp{rp + 2RQ

(674)

ZI + (rpC^yl 1 -

For small frequency distortion,

For greatest sensitivity,

(r.GmJ2 < < 1 (684)
(rpCywyy << 1 (675)

L- >> 1 (690)
{G's)h

Rc > > । 

rg
(691)

^>>1 

rp
(692)

If K^)*^*]2 > > 1, as is almost always true, Eq. (689) 
reduces to the more practical form
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[(^Ep)^ _______ 1_______
1 । L001^/ Cc V 2 

yof, 4- Cc) .

y y- - ) • (Det. E)gy2m(AEa)2^ (685) 
\^g)h + Cc/

Plate-circuit Detection:

(Det. E)p = Up

[(A2Ep)i] = (Det. E)py/2m(AEs)}g=o (664)
where

1 dsp up(Rb)h _ 1 _ dkp
2sP dea r” (rp + (Rb)h)2 2kp dep

2uP(Rb)h 1 dsp
rP (Rb)h 2sp dep

If Ec is negative and up is essentially constant, Eq. (666) 
reduces to the practical form

(666)

(Det. E)p = Up

= w2

j _ (Rb)h '2 . 1 dsp
rp "I- (Rb)k 2sp deB

rp ' 2 1 dkp

rp 4- (Rb)k tkp dep

(A2Ei)i = -rr~------------. ---------------------------------------------------------------------

। rp(rp 4~ 2Ri) ,/ -i \z(i 2Xi \V1 + —zi—■+ - c^z2)

For small frequency distortion,

(fpC^z)2 << 1

For greatest sensitivity,

(rpCidh)2 > > 1

(670)

(671)

(674)

(675)

(688)
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CHAPTER XXI

THEORY OF THE OPERATION OF NONLINEAR 
CIRCUITS WITH LARGE ELECTRICAL VARIATIONS

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO DETECTION WITH LARGE SIGNALS

215. Introduction.—The theory so far presented (excepting 
the treatment of regeneration with large signals) has been limited 
to circuits in which the electrical variations have been assumed 
so small that the first-order effects were calculated neglecting 
the curvature of the path of operation. When detection was 
studied, the second-order effects were obtained by assuming the 
simplest curve for the portion of the path of operation covered 
by the electrical variations. This assumed curve was a second- 
degree or parabolic curve.

When the electrical variations cover a substantial portion of 
the curved characteristic, the theory of the action in nonlinear 
circuits is very difficult. One method1 which has been suggested 
for treating such problems depends upon fitting the curved char
acteristic by some explicit mathematical function. This method 
is in general unsatisfactory, because it is usually impossible to 
find a simple mathematical expression which fits the characteristic 
with sufficient accuracy. Another method2 which has been used 
to some extent makes use of a power-series development to 
express the curved characteristic of the nonlinear circuit. 
Since all problems involve operation about some point on the 
characteristic curve, a Taylor’s development of the curve about 
this quiescent point is usually adopted. This series development 
expresses the characteristic in terms of the first, second, third, 
etc., derivatives of the curve at the quiescent point. Usually so 
many terms are required in the development that calculation is 
very laborious and the solution is extremely complicated. A 
further objection to this method arises from the difficulty of 
obtaining accurately the several derivatives of the experimental

1 Barclay, Exp. Wireless, 6, 178 (1929).
2 Llewellyn, Bell. Tech. J., 5, 433, July, 1926.

535
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curve giving the path of operation, these derivatives being 
obtained at the quiescent point.

The method of attack here presented expresses the result in 
terms of either the first or the second derivative of the charac
teristic curve at all points along the path of operation or in terms 
of the current itself at all points of the path. The method is 
applicable to any form of characteristic curve even with sharp 
bends. The solution is expressed as an integral instead of as a 
series. Although, with this method, calculation of numerical 
results is sometimes laborious, the form of expression of the results 
lends itself to easy graphical evaluation as will be explained. 
Furthermore, the expressions for the final results are accurate 
and are general in form, since they can be transformed readily 
to the results derived in the application of any of the other 
methods referred to.

I. SIMPLE UNDERLYING PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

216. Method.—The method to be described is the application 
of the Fourier analysis to the current wave form. This wave 
form is first derived from the known dynamic path of operation 
for the whole circuit. The current i in the circuit is plotted 
against the instantaneous voltage e0 impressed in the circuit. 
Let i = F(eJ be this path of operation, usually determined 
experimentally, although the analytical form of the function 
may be known or assumed. There are no restrictions as to the 
shape of this curve other than that i shall be single valued, which 
means that i must be the same for ascending and descending 
values of e0. If the magnitude and form of the applied voltage 
variation e0 are known, and if the polarizing potential Eo about 
which this voltage fluctuation takes place is given, the form of 
the current wave can be deduced. This current is in general 
nonsinusoidal, and the magnitude of any sinusoidal component 
can be obtained by Fourier’s theorem.

Before describing the method in detail, there is an important 
variation of the method which is here noted. Instead of using 
the path of operation i = FfeJ to determine the current wave 
form, the current may be derived from the slope of the path 
of operation plotted against e0, or even from the second deriva
tive of the path also plotted against e0.

In Fig. 287a, an illustrative curve is drawn for i = FleQ, 
and in Fig. 2876 the same curve is drawn as expressed in the con
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verse form e0 = ^(i). The derivative of i with respect to e0, 
i.e., k0, is also plotted in Fig. 287a; and the curve of r0, i.e., 
de0/di, is drawn as a function of i in Fig. 2875. Let Q be the 
quiescent point, and I and Eo the quiescent current and voltage. 
If the applied voltage is increased from Eo by an amount eo, 
the increase in current above I, denoted by I, is

i = h°kodeo (693)

where Q is the origin of coordinates for I and e0. The shaded 
area in Fig. 287a gives the value of i. Similarly,

e0 = ^rodi (694)

and e0 is given by the shaded area in Fig. 2875.

C
ur

re
nt

The curve of kn or of r0 can be determined directly by the 
experimental methods described in Chap. IX. Usually the curve 
of k0 is preferred because it does not go to infinite values as the 
curve of ro often does. The advantage of using the curve of ka 
rather than the curve of i is a gain in accuracy and in simplicity. 
The curve of ku is usually expressible by an equation of lower 
degree than the curve of i. If the curve of i against e0 is a 
parabola, the curve of ko is a straight Une.

We may go one step further and make use of the second deriva
tive of the characteristic curve. Methods were described in 
Chap. XIX for measuring directly the quantity dko/deo by 
measuring the current of detection for small signals.
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, Ceg/dkfX ,’ J. w* <695>
The value for ko given by Eq. (695) can be substituted in Eq. 
(693) to give i in terms of dk^/deo.

II. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY TO TWO-TERMINAL DEVICE

217. Sinusoidal E.m.f. Impressed in Circuit Containing
Diode. R = R.—Study the method of deriving the current 

that flows in a circuit containing a nonlinear 
element when a large sinusoidal e.m.f. e0 is 
impressed, where

eo = Eo sin wt (696)
The circuit is shown in Fig. 288, the resistance R 

being independent of frequency.
I*— eo —>i Let the characteristic curve of the whole circuit

R

Fig. 288.— be represented by
Sailing (697)

element.1 “ e a r We shall denote the variational conductance 
di/deo by

kG — F'(eo).

The curves of i and k0 are shown in Fig. 289. If the large 
sinusoidal e.m.f. e0 and the steady potential Eo are impressed in 
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series upon the circuit, the current for one-half of a cycle of the 
impressed e.m.f. can be obtained directly by projection from 
the current curve as shown in Fig. 289. On the other hand, the 
instantaneous current i measured from the quiescent current Io, 

at any time in the cycle corresponding to the impressed voltage 
e0, can be obtained by Eq. (693). The current curve z = Fi (e0) 
is shown in the right-hand part of Fig. 289 as determined from 
the area under the k0 curve.

The current i is nonsinusoidal and can be expressed by a 
Fourier series. Since the origin of time is taken when So is a 
maximum, I can be expressed by

I = I — I + (7)i sin at + (7)2 cos 2at + (Z)3 sin Sat + • • • (698)

The problem is to determine the values of the steady component 
I — I, and the amplitudes (Tfa, (T)a, etc., of the fundamental 
and harmonic currents.

The Fourier analysis gives the following formulas for these 
currents:

where 9 = at and I = Fi(e0).
If, in place of z, its value as expressed by Eq. (693) is substituted, 
the formulas become

(703)

(704)
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(î)2 = 2
IT

(705)

The double-integral expressions for the several component 
currents can be simplified by integration by parts.3 This reduc
tion of Eqs. (703), (704), etc., gives the following forms:

= — 1 CEo 1 F E 1 CEo
I — I = s I ko dea + 9 I ko de0 — - I ko9 dco (706) 

Jo ZJo 'EJ-Sa
1 1 P-Ê« jX F 2

= a I ko de0 + ñ I ko deo I ko0 cos 9 d9 (707) 2 Jo 2Jo ir J _T

À i zio
(I) i = - I ko cos 9 dea (708)

-S„
o 1 _ 60

— -—0 I koV 1 — y2 dy where ?/ = ■=• = sin 0 (709)
7T J—1

= f2 ko COS2 e do (710)
7T J-T 

M 2

1 C(Z)2= — ko sin 20 de0 (711)
77J-So 
2 C1 ,______= — “J koyy/1 — y2 dy (712)

T
= f k0 sin 0 cos2 0 dO (713)

TT
2

3 The simplification of Eq. (704) will be carried through as an illustration 
of this method.

In the familiar formula uv

dv = sin 0 do. Then du = ^-de0 = ko dea and v = —cos 0 
aco

(*eo
ko deo and 

o

Substituting these values, Eq. (704) becomes

- Fr( —cos 0) kt¡ de0

ko cos 0 de0 (as given by Eq. (708)).
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-I k0 cos 30 de0
-i«

ffio cos 30 cos 0 d9
2

etc.

(714)

(715)

Fig. 290.—Calculation of the ampli
tude of the fundamental component of 
current from the curve of ko.

The integrals of kg in Eqs. (703), (704), (705), and the first 
two integrals of Eqs. (706) and (707) are straightforward integrals 
giving the area under the k0 
curve between two values of the 
voltage. In the other integ
rals, there is a definite con
nection between the variables 
which does not appear explic
itly in the integrals. In the 
last integral of Eq. (706), each 
value of k0 corresponds to a 
particular value of eo deter
mined by 0 and Eo.

Several equivalent forms are 
given for each quantity. These 
expressions can be evaluated 
by direct integration if the 
mathematical expression for 
ko is known. If ko is known 
only by an empirical plot, these 
expressions can be evaluated 
graphically, as illustrated for 
(Z)i in Fig. 290. In this figure, the curve for kQ is assumed, 
and the curve ko cos 9 is derived from it by a method obvious 
from the diagram. The shaded area multiplied by 2/?r gives the 
value of (7)i as shown by Eq. (708). If the curve of i against e0 is 
known, Eqs. (699), (700), (701), and (702) may be used in place 
of the expressions of Eqs. (706) through (715). The method of 
calculation is similar to that already described.

Equation (710) gives the current of fundamental frequency 
due to the impressed e.m.f. Eo, and hence the equivalent con
ductance of the circuit is

2 f2 
Equivalent conductance = - I ka cos2 9 d9 (716)

TT I 
17 2
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The expressions of Eqs. (706) and (707) are useful in studying 
the action of vacuum-tube voltmeters. Equations (708) through 
(715) are useful in determining the distortion of amplifiers 
caused by a nonlinear characteristic and the consequent produc
tion of harmonics. Some problems in which these expressions 
are used will be given in Part IV of this chapter.

218. Modulated E.M.F. Impressed in Circuit Containing 
Diode. R = R.—The most natural method of attacking the 
problem of a modulated impressed e.m.f. is to develop the wave 
form directly by Fourier’s method.

Let the impressed e.m.f. be

Co = Eo(l + m cos wit) cos wht, (717)

where m is the degree of modulation and wi is the angular velocity 
of the modulation frequency. Since I = Fffeo), the current 
wave form is obtained by substituting Eq. (717) in this functional 
equation. In order to simplify the analysis, let it be assumed 
that wh = pwi, where p is a whole number. Then i is an even 
function because Fi(e0) = Ff — e0), and hence i can be developed 
in a cosine series, the period of the function being Ti.

(I)a = - f I d<l> (where </> = wit)

2 C”
(t)h = - 1 I cos p<l> d</>

„ 2 C”
(I)nh = - i cos np<t> d<f>

2 r*
(I)i = - 1 i cos <p d<t>

rj 0
„ 2 F

(I)ni = - 1 i cos n</> d<f> 
vjo

(718)

(719)

(720)

(721)

(722)

These equations can be evaluated if I = Fi(e0) is known in 
mathematical form or as a series development in terms of e0. 
In such a development, e0 is given the value from Eq. (717),

e0 = Eo(l + »1 cos <f>) cos p<l> (723)

Alternative forms for Eqs. (720) and (722) are obtained by 
replacing I by its value from Eq. (693) and integrating by parts.
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The final results are
? 2 p sin np<l> . de3 ,

(I)nh — —- I ko nn (724)7T Iq fbp LLCp

2E0 sin npfl^ , ,. ,— — I k0-------—1(1 + m cos <)>)p sin pó>
ir Jo np

+ m sin fl cos p<5| dfl (725)

(I)„i = -- d<f> (726)
7T Jo Tl d(p

2Ea f” sin nfl.,, .= ---- I k0--------[(1 + m cos <f>)p sin p<t>
ir Jo n

+ m sin </> cos p<f>] dfl (727)

All expressions from Eq. (718) through Eq. (727) are fairly 
easy to evaluate if either i or ka is known mathematically. 
None of them, however, lends itself to easy graphical evaluation.

Consider a second method of attack giving a form which can 
easily be evaluated either analytically or graphically. Let

So = Uo(l + m cos (¿it) sin coj (728)

We shall limit the treatment here to the condition that the 
impedance in series with the diode is a pure resistance having the 
same value at all frequencies, deferring the consideration of 
other cases.

Since the amplitude of the modulated e.rn.f. pulsates as given 
by Eq. (728), we may substitute for Eo in Eqs. (706) through 
(715) the expression

ê0 = Eo(l + m cos <5) (729)

where fl = dit, and e0 represents an amplitude which is a function 
of time. Substituting Eq. (729) in Eqs. (708), (711), and (714) 
gives nothing different from Eqs. (724) and (725). Using Eq. 
(706) or Eq. (707), however, we obtain new expressions for the 
current of modulation frequency and its harmonics. These 
expressions will now be developed.

The r.m.s. value of the component of n times modulation 
frequency is obtained by expressing the Fourier component as 
follows:

au = (Z — I) cos n<f> dfl (730)
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where n has the value one for the fundamental, two for the second 
harmonic, etc. The current I — I is given by either Eq. (699) or 
Eq. (706), in which Eo has the value given by Eq. (729). If Eq. 
(706) is substituted in Eq. (730), the latter can be considerably 
simplified by integration by parts,4 giving as a final expression

(Dm = V^Enm C’'sin 0 sin n<f>, 
-------n------

____ Cq/cq_____J 
°V1 — (eo/eo)2 V0/

(731)

4 The method of simplification follows. When Eq. (706) is substituted in 
Eq. (730), the resulting equation contains three integrals.

The first integral is

——- I cos I °kgdeg
■v2tJo Jo

(a)

In using the canonical expression J u dv = uv — J v du, let kg de0 = u, 

then du = du/deg ■ dig/d^> ■ d<j> = (WsJ — Egm sin </> d<t>], and if dv is cos n<t> d<f>, 

v = 81 —Integral (a) then becomes

Eom f-r sin </,sinn</>,, 
+ , /o L («oho--------- ------- d<j> (6)

The first term is zero.
Similarly, the second integral becomes

sin </> sin n<t>j , 0---------------- d0 (c)

The third integral of Eq. (730) is

i*7r . Eq
* * I cos n<b d<t> I kg sin-1 — deg (d)
fl-2 JO J — §0 eg

kg sin 1 L deg, then 
0

du = + f \k° ~Dm sin </>d4>l (e)L2 2 J-e VI - (e„/g0)2 e« JL J

In reducing this expression let u = IJ — e

Expression (d) becomes

— Egm 
\/2ir

’’,, . sin <b sin n<l>, , Eom
>(^-------„------ J

r* . sin <f> sin n<t>j ,
(/Co) _go------------------------ct</>o n

> V2Eum fr sin <j> sin n<j> . e0/e0 de„
Jo n ’Vl - (e0/?+

Adding expressions (b), (c), and (J), we obtain Eq. (731).

(E
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Equation (731) expressed in terms of angle 9 is
__ _ 7T

... x/2Enm Psin <j> sin W f2 , . „ ,o fw, (I)ni = -—,— I ---- ----------d<j> I k0 sin 9d9 (732)
if Jo Tl J-*

Equations (731) and (732) can be evaluated directly if 
the mathematical expression for k0 is known. The method of 
evaluating Eq. (732), when k0 is known only in graphical form, 
is illustrated in Fig. 291. The empirically determined curve for 
ko, which is the variational conductance of the whole circuit, is

Fig. 291.—Calculation of the magnitude of the current of modulation frequency.

first plotted against the variable polarizing voltage used in the 
measurement of the conductance. The particular polarizing 
voltage Eo, about which the operation takes place, is then marked 
on the voltage axis. The unmodulated amplitude Eo of the 
impressed voltage is then laid off from Eo and a semicircle with 
radius equal to mE0 is drawn as in Fig. 291. The radius of this 
semicircle makes the angle </> with the voltage axis. Choosing 
some value of </>, a second semicircle is drawn about point Eo with 
radius equal to Eo (1 + m cos </>). The radius of this second 
semicircle makes the angle 9 with the vertical line through Eq. 
A curve is now drawn with 9 as abscissas and the corresponding 
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values of k0 sin 9, taken from the curve of k0, as ordinates. 
Such a curve is illustrated in Fig. 292a. The area under this 
curve for the particular value of <t> is then multiplied by 
sin </> sin n</> , , „ .... , c .------- --------  and plotted vertically against the value of <t> as

abscissa. This process, when repeated for other values of 
</•, yields the curve of Fig. 2926. The area under the second 
curve multiplied by -\/2Eom/ir2 gives the final result. The 
method is admittedly laborious but there seems to be no further

simplification possible. The «/»-curve may usually be obtained by 
evaluating only a few of the 0-integrals.

Referring to Eq. (730), substitute for I — I the value given by
Eq. (699). Then

(Dm = I COS
0

i ddIT
2

(733)

Equation (733) can be evaluated from a graph of i in a manner 
similar to the method described for evaluating Eq. (732). The 
labor involved is somewhat less in evaluating Eq. (733) than in 
calculating according to Eq. (732), especially if the angles for 6 
be chosen as multiples of tt/IO. But Eq. (732) has some advan
tages in accuracy and simplicity in form of the ko curve as 
compared to the curve for I.

If, in Eq. (732), we substitute the value of k0 given in Eq. (695) 
and simplify by integration by parts, an alternative expression is 
obtained for (Dm.
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(Dm =

¡2

[sin h sin nfl 
------------ <o n

deo (734)

/(I + m cos 0) sin 0 sin nç 

o n
cos20 dO 

~de3

(735)

Equations (731) through (735) are useful for calculating the 
fundamental and harmonics of the modulation frequency pro
duced by detection by a device in a circuit having the variational 
conductance k0.

219. Two Sinusoidal Voltages of Nearly the Same Frequency 
Impressed in a Circuit Containing a Diode, the Amplitude of One 
Being Small in Comparison with the Amplitude of the Other. 
R = R. Heterodyne Detection.—The case described in the 
heading and now to be examined is applicable mainly to heter
odyne detection, which is characterized as follows: The voltage of 
a signal of single frequency and small amplitude is added to a 
locally produced sinusoidal e.rn.f. of relatively large amplitude, 
differing only slightly in frequency from that of the signal. These 
two e.m.f.’s are impressed upon a nonlinear circuit. There is 
produced in the circuit a current of frequency equal to the differ
ence of the two impressed frequencies. This method of beat 
reception was first suggested by Fessenden. As used in the 
superheterodyne receivers, now so common for broadcast recep
tion, the signal comprises many frequencies forming the usual 
radio spectrum consisting of a carrier and side bands. The 
locally produced heterodyning e.rn.f., with which the various 
components of the signal beat to produce the difference frequen
cies, differs in the superheterodyne from the carrier frequency by 
an amount of the order of 60,000 to 100,000 cycles per second. 
In the superheterodyne, the effect of heterodyning is to shift the 
whole radio spectrum without changing the relations among its 
components. This shift is to a lower frequency region and is 
produced by subtracting a constant frequency from all of the com
ponent frequencies. The theory to be given will be applied to 
heterodyne detection of a single frequency component.

Let e0 = Eo sin wkt be the relatively large e.rn.f. produced 
locally. Let Ae0 = AEo sin (on ± Awh)t be the voltage of the 
received signal. The e.rn.f. which is impressed upon the non
linear circuit is their sum; or
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Co = Co 4" Aeo = (Eq 4- AEg cos Aont) sin aR 

+ AEo sin Aaht cos aht

(736)

= V^Êq2 4- (AEq)2 4" 2E3AE" cos Aabt sin (ahi + a) (737) 
where

«. ta- (738)
Eq 4- AE'o cos Aaht

The phase angle a is a fluctuating angle and is small if AE" 

is small in comparison with Eo. Equation (737) shows that the 
resulting e.m.f. e0 has a fluctuating amplitude given by the radical 
of Eq. (737). Calling this amplitude Eq, we may develop the 
radical, obtaining the expression

Êo = VÊ? 4- W)2 4-
Y EJ +(AE'0’y

_ Êg^AE")2 cos2 Aaht .... ,7oQ, 
2(Ê'2 4- (AÊ^T

= Ve? 4- (AE'0'y\ 1 4- COS Aaht

L e'q2 4- (ae")2
Eiwy 2 A , , 

■—-------------------cos2 Aa>ht 4- ’ '
2(E7 4- (ALT)2)2

(740)

Equation (740) shows that the amplitude of the resulting 
modulation is nonsinusoidal, but that, if (AE")2 is small in com
parison with Êo2, we may write

Eo — Eq( 1 4—cos Aunt 

\ Eq
(741)

This expression gives the amplitude of a sinusoidally modulated 
e.m.f. having a degree of modulation equal to NEq /Eq. The 
theory just given for a sinusoidally modulated e.m.f. is applicable 
to heterodyne detection only when the signal voltage is small. 
The degree of modulation is given by the ratio of the signal 
voltage to the heterodyning voltage.

220. Two Sinusoidal Voltages of Widely Different Frequencies 
Impressed in a Nonlinear Circuit R = R. Modulation.— 
The conditions stated pertain to the process of modulation, the 
higher of the two frequencies being the carrier frequency and 
the lower the modulation frequency.
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Let (e0)* = (Ef)h cos ad and (e0)i = (Ea)i cos ait be the two 
voltages impressed in series in the circuit which has a current
voltage characteristic given by i = F(eo). In this problem we 
are particularly interested in the resulting current of high 
frequency and in the currents of the sum and difference of 
frequencies.

The actual current wave form is given by substituting for e0 
the sum of the two voltages. Hence

i — Filteo)* + (eo)d

The analysis is made easy if it is assumed that the low frequency 
is contained an even number of times in the high frequency, 
or that ah = pai, where p is a whole number. The amplitude 
of the carrier current is

(îx = 2 P- I î cos p<£
HJO

(742)

where
</> = ait

Equation (742) is the same in form as Eq. (719), but I is a different 
function of </>.

Other forms of Eq. (742) are given below, including expressions 
for the higher harmonics of frequency ah/^, denoted by n.

2 sin den,j\I)nh =--- I Ko----------- • y—d<j>
kJo np

= - f fco^^^[p(Êo)* sin P<t> + (^o)i Sin <t>]d<t> 
it jo np

(743)

(744)

The amplitude of the upper and lower side frequencies is given 
by

2 i(Z)**z = - I ï cos (p + !)</> d# (745)
X Jo

= f • rN*«Jo p + 1 d<t>

— - f ko-—• [p(Eo)h sin p<f> + (Eq)i sin </>]d</> (747) Kjo P ± I
*221. When the Characteristic Curve of the Nonlinear Ele

ment Alone Is Known.—The theory thus far presented in this 
chapter is expressed in terms of the characteristic curve of the 
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circuit as a whole, being given either as a current-voltage char
acteristic of the form i = F(eo), or in terms of the conductance 
plotted against voltage as expressed by k0 = F'(e0). These 
characteristic curves can be obtained directly by experiment, 
or they can be derived, as will now be explained, from the char
acteristic curve of the nonlinear element alone if the resistance 
of the rest of the circuit is known.

Let i = f(e) be the current-voltage characteristic of the non
linear element alone. Suppose, as in Fig. 288, that this element 
is in series with a resistance R, which has the same value for

Fig. 293a.—Derivation of curve of i = F(eo) from curve of i = /(e).

steady and for alternating currents of all the frequencies being 
considered. In Fig. 293a, i = f(e) is shown by the full-line 
curve at the left. It is desired to derive the curve i = F(e0). 
Let e0 be any voltage assumed to be impressed on the whole 
circuit. A straight line is drawn from point e0 making an angle 
whose tangent is equal to R, as in Fig. 293a. The intersection 
of this resistance line with the curve i = /(e), shown at point a in 
Fig. 293a, gives the current i that flows in the nonlinear element 
and the voltage e across it. The point b obtained by projec
tion from a and eo gives a point on the desired curve i = Fleff. 
A repetition of this process for a number of assumed voltages 
e0 gives the complete curve i = F(e0).

The quiescent points Q and Qo have similarly been determined 
in Fig. 293a for a particular impressed polarizing voltage Eo. 
There is also shown an assumed impressed voltage e0 = Eo cos wi.
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This particular impressed voltage acting in the circuit would 
give a current wave form shown by the curve i = </>(/) at the right 
in Fig. 293a, and also a voltage across the nonlinear element and 
shown by full-line curve marked e at the lower part of the figure. 
The average voltage E and the average current I are shown, 
giving the average point A, which must of necessity lie on the 
steady-current resistance line drawn from the steady voltage Eo 
but does not necessarily lie on the curve i = F(e0).

We shall now derive the curve of k0 from the curve of conduct
ance for the nonlinear element alone, i.e., k = fie). Referring

Fig. 2935.—Derivation of curve of ko = F'(eo) from curve of k — /'(e).

to Fig. 2936, let the curve k = /'(e) represent the slope of the 
curve i = /(e) for the nonlinear element alone. The curve of k 
can be determined directly by a bridge method, as described in 
Chap. IX. From any point on the voltage axis representing 
some chosen value of e0, a fine is drawn making with the vertical 
an angle whose tangent is R = 1/K, Fig. 2936. The intersection 
with the curve i = /(e) at a gives the voltage across the nonlinear 
device. Projecting vertically from a to the curve of k gives the 
corresponding value of k. Projecting horizontally to the left-hand 
axis determines point 6. At any point O' on the horizontal axis, 
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a line O'b' is erected whose length represents K. Point b’ is 
then connected with 0. Similarly, a slant line is drawn connect
ing O' with b. The intersection of these two oblique lines at d
is distant from the horizontal axis by the amount k0, because

kK 
k + Kk0 = and the geometrical construction given above satisfies 

this relation. Point d, projected horizontally to a point over e0, 
gives one point on the curve of kü as a function of e0. This 
process, repeated a sufficient number of times, completes the 
curve. A second point is determined in Fig. 2936, for which kü
is negative.

Fig. 294.—-Circuits containing a nonlinear element.

222. When the Resistance R Is Different for Steady and Alter
nating Currents. R E.—Up to this point, all of the theory 
has been given with the limitation that the load resistance R 
is independent of frequency. We shall now derive the path 
of operation when the load resistance has a different value for 
alternating current from that for steady current, as is true for 
circuits shown in Fig. 294. In the circuits of Fig. 2946 and c, 
the capacitance C and the inductance L must be assumed to be 
so large that they have no appreciable reactance to the alter
nating currents. In Fig. 294d, the tuned circuit acts as a pure 
resistance to the resonance frequency but the harmonics of the 
resonance frequency must be assumed to be passed by C so that 
the harmonics meet with negligible reactance and resistance.
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Referring to Fig. 294a, let eR be the instantaneous voltage 
across the element R. Then

Co = + Eo = Sr + e (748)

The instantaneous current i can be considered as made up of an 
average value I, and a periodic current I measured from the 
average value; or

i = I + 1 (749)

Similarly, eR has an average value ER and a variable component 
about Er denoted by eR, so that

eR = Er + eg (750)
Then

eR = IR + (751)

where R is the resistance of the load to alternating current. 
Substituting Eq. (751) in Eq. (748) gives

e0 = IR + lR + (752)

where e = /(I) is the inverse of i = /(e). From Eq. (749), 
1 = i — I. Substituting this value of I in Eq. (752) gives

co = I(R — R) + iR + ^(i)
= Mi, D (753)

From Eq. (753) it is seen that the characteristic curve of the whole 
circuit is a function of i and also of I and therefore is no longer 
the same for all amplitudes of electrical variation. For any given 
amplitude of e0, the average current I is constant, and the charac
teristic curve of the whole circuit is definite and fixed. When the 
amplitude of e0 changes, I changes and the characteristic curve 
of e0, expressed as a function of i, shifts along the voltage axis 
by an amount equal to (R — R) times the change in average 
current. This is as if the polarizing potential Eo were increased 
by this amount.

When i is expressed as a function of e0 and I, or i = F{eJ), 
the curve shifts, without change of shape, parallel to the voltage 
axis as I varies. The amount of this shift, as just given, is 
(I — I){R — R). Evidently, therefore, the characteristic curve 
of the whole circuit remains fixed in position only if either I = I or 
R = R.
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The shift of the characteristic curve when R # R, and when the 
curve has a kink so that the shift may better be demonstrated, is 
shown in Fig. 295. The horizontal distance between the two 
curves at the right is (I — Î)(R — R).

When êo is zero, the quiescent condition is expressed by the 
equation

Eo = IR + E (754)

Subtracting Eq. (754) from Eq. (753),

e0 - Eo = (I - T)R + (i - I)R + KK ~ E (755) 

Equation (755) is useful in suggesting the method of construct
ing the characteristic curve for the whole circuit for a given value

Fig. 295.—Curves of i = F(eo,I) derived from curve of i = f(e), showing 
transformation of a kink in the curve.

of I. Referring to Fig. 296, let i = /(e) be the characteristic 
curve of the diode alone. From a point representing Ea on 
the voltage axis, the resistance line ab is drawn making an angle 
with the vertical whose tangent is R. The intersection of this 
line with the curve i = /(e) gives I and E. Through a point A 
on the line ab determined by the average current I, a resistance 
line a'b' is drawn, making an angle with the vertical whose tan
gent is R. Let e0 be any instantaneous e.rn.f. applied to the 
whole circuit. To find the instantaneous current corresponding 
to Co, a line is drawn from e0> parallel to the resistance line for R, 
until it cuts the average current line I at d. From this inter
section point, a line is drawn parallel to the resistance line for R 
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until it intersects the curve i = f(e) at g. This intersection point 
determines the instantaneous current i, and i and e0 determine 
a point on the curve i = F(euI). This construction is justified 
by referring to Eq. (755) and noting that the left-hand side of 
this equation is equal to e0 and is the same as the voltage corre
sponding to line hg; that_(I — F)R is equal to the voltage corre
sponding tojfc;that (i — T)R is equal to the voltage corresponding 
to hj; and that ^(t) — E is equal to the voltage corresponding 
to kg. The whole curve i = F(eQI) can be found by a repetition

Fig. 296.—Method of the derivation of the curve of i = F(eo, I) from the curve 
of i — f(e) when R È.

of the process just given. The full-line curves show the current 
i and voltage e plotted against t. The method outlined was used 
in constructing the curves of Fig. 295.

*223. Special Case of Fig. 294d.—Consider the special case of 
Fig. 294d. Although the parallel tuned circuit acts as a pure 
resistance at the resonance frequency wh/2ir, it acts as a capaci
tive reactance of small value at the harmonic frequencies. 
The voltage across the circuit and the current through the 
circuit are out of phase for the harmonic components. When 
plotted as in Fig. 296, the locus is an ellipse, instead of a straight 
line which it is for the fundamental. As a result, the path of 
operation i = F(e0I) is a curve having a different path for ascend
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ing and descending values of i. As explained in the beginning, 
our theory cannot solve such problems. If, as is usually the 
case, the resistance and capacitive reactance to the harmonic 
components are practically negligible in comparison with the 
resistance (RY to the fundamental frequency, the plot of current 
against voltage for the circuit when only the harmonics are 
considered is approximately a vertical line, a"b", shown dotted 
in Fig. 296. Since the impedance of the load to the harmonic 
currents is assumed to be negligible, the harmonic components 
of current produce no voltage across the load. Hence, the alter
nating voltages both across the load and across the tube are 
sinusoidal.

To find the path of operation for this case, expand i of Eq. 
(749) into lh + where ih represents the sinusoidal current of 
frequency ah/2-K, and T is used to signify all the other components 
except u, all being measured from the average value. Equation 
(751) becomes

eR = IR + ih(R)h (756)

and Eq. (752) becomes
e0= IR + i^RY + ^(t) (757)

Since
ih = i — I — V

Eq. (757) becomes

eo = I(R - (RK] + (i ~ W)h + W) (758) 
= Mi, Y, I)

We may subtract Eq. (754) from Eq. (758), giving

e0 - Eo = (I - I)R + ih(R)h + W) - E (759)

The characteristic curve for the whole circuit for this case 
must be constructed in accordance with Eq. (759) instead of 
Eq. (755).

The net result of the discussion of this section is that, whenever 
the load resistance is different for alternating and steady currents, 
the path of operation is not uniquely determined. It depends 
in shape and position upon the polarizing potential and upon the 
amplitude of the impressed voltage. It is then impossible to 
obtain exact solutions for the component currents when the
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amplitude of the impressed voltage varies, as with a modulated 
voltage. The experimental method to be described in the next 
chapter gives results for any actual case but the theory presented 
here may help to interpret these experimental results and to 
help to an understanding of the factors upon which under these 
particular conditions the action of nonlinear devices depends.

However, this case is not entirely outside the bounds of approx
imate theoretical treatment. As stated, and as illustrated by 
Fig. 296, the path of operation shifts and changes shape with a 
variation of I. If, however, the curve of i = /(e) has no sharp 
kinks, and if I — I is relatively small, as is usually the case, 
the shape of the path i = F(e07) traversed during operation 
changes but little when a variation of I takes place, and we may 
deduce an approximate value of the quantity I — I in terms of 
the shape of this path, i.e., in terms of kQ.

The curve of ka cannot easily be obtained experimentally. 
It can be obtained by the graphical method of Fig. 2936, provided 
the line ae0 is laid off corresponding to the resistance R and the 
line o'b' is made equal to R.

Referring again to Fig. 295, let i = F(e0I) be the current 
curve corresponding to the average current I. Let Q'o be the 
quiescent point as determined on the assumption that the curve 
i = F(eJ) remains fixed in the position it has when the impressed 
alternating voltage is zero. _If 7' is the current corresponding 
to Qq , the change of current I — 7' is the quantity determined by 
the shape of the curve i = F(e0I), whereas the actual observed 
change of current is 7 — 7. We wish, therefore, to find I — I 
in terms of I — I'.

Let E, E, and E' be the voltages across the diode corresponding 
to the points A, Q, and Q'. Then,

E - E = (E - E') + (E' - E) (760)

Substituting for these differences in voltage their equals in 
terms of currents and resistances, Eq. (760) becomes

(I - i)R = (7 - 7')r + (7 - I')R (761)

where r is the variational resistance of the diode alone at the 
quiescent point.

Rearranging the terms of Eq. (761),

(I - D(R + r) = (I - PyR + r) (762)
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All preceding equations giving I — I, or derived from this 
change of current, can now be extended to include the case 
wherein R + R by noting that the equations really determine 
the quantity I — I', and that the actual change I — I is obtained

R + r
by multiplying I — I’ by the factor — • Hence, the more

general forms for Eqs. (706), (707), (731), (732), (734), and 
(735) are given below.

I - Î = PJ+ £ 
R+rL2,

rSc
kgdeo + 

o
(706) (763)

2 kodeo 
'o

J p-Êo
+ 5 I kodeo 

¿Jo
kJ) cos 0 d6

IT
2

(707) (764)
For modulated voltage

■y/2E0m (R)h + r F’sin 0 sin p eo/êo /£o\ 
ir2 ’ (Ry + rjo n J-^Vl - (eo/êoFV0/

(731) (765)

V^Êom (Ry + r f’sin <b sin n<f> , f2 R a = ----- ;— I ------------------------------ dct> I Ko sin u auir2 (R)i + rjo n 
2

(732) (766)
or

y/2Eom (RA + r psin <b sin n<f> 
(R)i + r Jo n

de0

(734) (767)

\/2Eom (R)h + r F’sin </> sin n<f> Ç2 dko 
ir2 (R)i + rjo n ^J_Tdeo

2

cos2 0 d9

(735) (768)

In Eqs. (765) through (768), (R)h is used to denote the resistance 
for the high frequency, and (R)i to denote the resistance for the 
low or modulation frequency and is assumed to be equal to R.
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III. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY TO TRIODES

The theory of the operation of triodes with an impressed 
voltage of large amplitude is obtained by a simple extension 
of the theory presented for the diode. 
It is necessary to keep in mind, as 
explained in Chap. XX, that the 
nonlinear characteristic may be the 
curve of plate current plotted 
against grid voltage or of grid cur
rent plotted against grid voltage. 
In discussing the operation of the 
triode, refer to the simple diagram 
of connections shown in Fig. 297.

224. Operation of Triode with Nonlinear Plate-current Curve.
Rb = Rb.—Consider the case of a triode having a pure resistance 
Rb in the plate circuit, the value of which is the same for alternat
ing and steady currents. Assume the triode to be operated so 
that the nonlinearity of its characteristic is due entirely to the 

Fig. 297.—A triode as a non
linear element.

Fig. 298.—The characteristic curve for the plate circuit of a triode having a 
pure resistance as plate load.

curvature of the plate-current curve. This condition is fulfilled 
if e0 is always negative. Let the impressed grid voltage e, which 
is equal to e0 be ê0 + Ëc, as indicated in Fig. 297.

The curve of

ip = FM = FM (769)
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for a particular resistance Rb can be obtained by the graphical 
method indicated in Fig. 298 or directly by experiment. This 
curve corresponds to the curve i = F(e0) for the diode.

The curve of the equivalent transconductance, sp0, can readily 
be obtained only by dynamic measurement in the laboratory and 
is expressed in the form

sp0 = F'M = F'M (770)

If we assume the impressed e.rn.f. is

e0 = Eo sin dt = Eo sin 9 (771)

all equations from Eq. (699) through Eq. (716) apply to this 
case if for i we substitute ip = Fi(e0) obtained from Eq. (769), and 
for k0 we substitute sp0 from Eq. (770).

If the impressed grid voltage is modulated in accordance with 
Eq. (728), all equations from Eq. (718) through Eq. (735) hold, 
provided zp and sp0 are substituted for their corresponding quanti
ties.

Similarly, Eqs. (742) through (747) hold with the same 
substitution.

225. Path of Operation of a Triode When Rb fl Rb.—In Sec. 222 
the path of operation for a diode was studied, the diode being 
connected in series with a resistance whose value is different for 
alternating and steady currents. Explanation was given of the 
fact that the path in that case is not uniquely determined but 
depends upon the amplitude of the impressed voltage. Similarly, 
for a triode having this character of resistance in the plate circuit, 
the path of operation varies as the amplitude of the impressed 
grid voltage varies. Therefore, one of the assumptions underlying 
the theory presented in this chapter is violated, namely, that the 
current for any particular instantaneous impressed voltage shall 
be single valued. The theory consequently does not give accurate 
results for this case but, as with the diode, an approximately 
correct result can be obtained if the plate-current curve has no 
sharp kinks and if the difference between the average and quies
cent plate currents is relatively small.

At first, we shall derive the path of operation for a particular 
value of impressed alternating voltage and for the corresponding 
value of Ip. Referring to Fig. 299, the resistance fine ab for Rb is 
first laid off. Through the average point A, determined by the 
intersection of the average-current line IP and the resistance line 
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for Rb, the resistance line a'b' for Rb is drawn, as shown in the 
figure. Then the line a’b' is the path of operation, the ends 
of which are determined by the grid-voltage variation. At the 
left in Fig. 299 are shown the path of operation if Ip = Ip, the 
path corresponding to the fine a'b', and the path for slow varia
tions of grid potential corresponding to line ab.

The treatment for obtaining the correction factor to be applied 
in a diode is applicable to the present case. The correction
factor is where rp is the plate variational resistance at(Rb)h + Tp 

(Rbh + rp
the plate-circuit quiescent point. The formulas of Eq. (763)

Fig. 299.—Curves for the path of operation for the plate circuit of a triode when 
Rb Rb.

through Eq. (768) may now be used with this correction factor 
R + rin place of — and with sp0 substituted for k0.
R + r

The expression for the current of modulation frequency and its 
harmonics, produced when a modulated e.m.f. expressed by Eq. 
(728) is impressed in the grid circuit, is given for reference.

y/2E0m
(IpYi —

p Sp0 sin d d9 
(Rb)i + rpJ0 n

2

772)
226. Operation of a Triode When the Nonlinear Characteristic 

Is in the Grid Circuit Only.—This corresponds to a triode with 
a resistance Rc in the grid circuit, by-passed perhaps by a con
denser, the polarizing potentials in the grid and plate circuits 
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having such values that the plate-current curve plotted against 
grid voltage is essentially straight. We may consider that the 
action is that of a nonlinear diode, the voltage across the diode 
being amplified by a linear amplifier.

If a modulated e.m.f., such as is expressed by Eq. (728), is 
impressed in the grid circuit, the expression for the current of 
modulation frequency and its harmonics is

(îp)n( =
^2Ê0m (RJ h + rg 

ir2 (Rc)i + U
P" * Si" P DM (Rt)i + rpJ0 n

2

(773)

227. Operation of a Triode When the Nonlinear Characteris
tics of Both Grid and Plate Circuits Are Effective.—This is 
obviously the most complicated case of all, especially if the resist
ances in the grid and plate circuits are different for the high and 
low frequencies.

First, assume that the external resistances in the grid and plate 
circuits are independent of frequency. If the plate current is 
plotted against the voltage impressed in the grid circuit, the 
effect of all resistances and of nonlinearity in both circuits of 
the triode is included. The slope of this curve is the over-all 
transconductance and the formulas for a diode are applicable if 
this over-all transconductance sPo is substituted for k0.

If the complicated case arises in which both external resistances 
are different for the low and high frequencies, an approximate 
result is obtained by adding the effects as expressed by the sum 
of Eqs. (772) and (773).

IV. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF THEORY

A few examples are now given in order to illustrate the applica
tion of the theory presented. In the first and third examples an 
assumed empirical equation is used for the nonlinear characteris
tic curve, while in the second example the graphical method is 
followed.

228. Example 1.—The first example illustrates the application 
of the formulas of Eqs. (706) to (715). Assume that some form 
of two-electrode rectifier is connected in series with a source of 
sinusoidal e.m.f. and with a pure resistance. Suppose that the 
current is zero for negative voltages applied to the rectifier, but 
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that for positive voltages the current curve is parabolic in shape 
and is given by the expression

be2
i = ae0 + (for positive values of e0) (774)

z

The conductance is given by the equation
k0 = a + be0 (for positive values of ej (775)

The impressed voltage is assumed to be
ê0 = Eo sin at (776)

which is the same as Eq. (696), page 538.
In order to calculate I — I we may use either Eq. (699) or 

Eq. (706). If we use Eq. (699),

I — 1 = -^(aEo sin 0 + ^El sin20^d0 (777) 

giving after integration
I - I = — + b-^ (778)

7T Ö
If we use Eq. (706),

— f 20(a + bE0 sin 0) cos 0 dd (779) 
77 Jo

which after integration gives Eq. (778) as before.
The fundamental current is given by Eq. (700) or Eq. (710). 

Both equations necessarily give the same result, but the integra
tion of Eq. (710) is much simpler.

(7)i = —° P(a + bEo sin 0) cos20 dO 
”■ Jo

= E°a I

2 .3tt

Equation (713) gives for the second harmonic

(Th =------ - I (a + bE0 sin 0) sin 0 cos20 dd
7r Jo

_ 2aE0 _ El b

3tt 8

(780)

(781)

(782)

(783)
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228a. Example 2.—This example is the same as Example 1, 
except that k0, instead of being expressed analytically, is given 
graphically by the full-line curve of Fig. 300. The method of 
solution has been described in connection with Fig. 290. The 
results for the fundamental and for the second and third harmonics 
are given in Fig. 300.

Fig. 300.—Method of calculating the magnitudes of the fundamental and 
harmonic components of current from the curve of ko. Example 2.

229. Example 3.—In this example we shall assume that the 
circuit is the same as in Example 1, and that the current char
acteristic is of the same form as in the first example. The 
impressed e.rn.f. is assumed to be modulated and given by Eq. 
(728). The problem is to obtain the current of modulation fre
quency. The result is given by integrating either Eq. (721) or 
Eq. (732). Using Eq. (732),

(01 y/2E2m2b 
6tt

(784)



CHAPTER XXII

EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT OF DETECTION AT HIGH 
SIGNAL VOLTAGES

When the electrical variations impressed upon a nonlinear 
element are so large that the portion of the nonlinear character
istic curve traversed by the operating point cannot be represented 
by a series development containing terms no higher than the 
second degree, the mathematical theory becomes difficult and 
unwieldy. The small-signal theory presented in earlier chapters 
fails completely. The mathematical theory given in Chap. XXI 
can be applied, but generally the experimental method is much 
more satisfactory for solving nonlinear circuits with large elec
trical variations.

In this chapter, the experimental method of analysis will be 
applied to detection or rectification at high signal voltages. 
The treatment will be divided into two parts according as the 
nonlinear characteristic is in the plate circuit or in the grid 
circuit of a triode.

230. Plate-circuit Detection.—In general terms, detection is a 
kind of rectification in that it depends upon the change in the 
average value of a current when a sinusoidal e.rn.f. acts upon 
the detector. Rectification is due to curvature of the char
acteristic curve of the nonlinear element. The most direct 
way of determining the amount of detection or of rectification 
is by measuring experimentally the change in steady current 
caused by a sinusoidal impressed voltage.

If we consider a triode operating with a negative polarizing 
voltage in the grid circuit so that there is no grid current, the 
rectification for high values of impressed voltage can be expressed 
as the change in steady plate current divided by the change in 
amplitude of the impressed alternating grid voltage. For a 
triode, rectification as defined is known as transrectification. 
If there is no appreciable time lag in the detector, and if the 
external load in the plate circuit has zero impedance at the 
frequency in question, transrectification is a function of Ec, EB,

565
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and (Eg)h only, (Eg)h being the amplitude of the impressed sinu
soidal grid voltage. A diagram known as the transrectifaaticm 
diagram1 for any particular triode can be obtained by plotting 
the average plate current Ip against plate-battery voltage EB. 
Several curves may be plotted, each for a constant value of 
(Eg)h. The potential (Eg)h used for obtaining the curves may 
have any frequency, a convenient one being 60 cycles per second.

Figure 301 is a transrectification diagram for a type 201A 
triode with a grid-polarizing potential of —9 volts. Figure 302 
is a similar diagram for a type 171.4 triode when Ec is —22.5

Fig. 301.—Plate-circuit detection characteristics or transrectification diagram. 
Triode ER201A. Ee = —9 volts.

volts. The lower curve in each diagram is for (Eg)h = 0 and 
is, therefore, the static characteristic curve of the triode for the 
particular value of Ec used in taking the curves. The successive 
curves for values of (Eg)h which differ by 2 volts are not equally 
spaced but are closer for small values of (Eg)h- Curves for 
values of (Eg)h greater than Ec are not shown because grid 
current would flow for such curves.

1 The transrectification diagram was suggested by Ballantine and inde
pendently by Smith; Ballantine, Proc. I.R.E., 17, 1153 (1929); Smith, Proc. 
I.R.E., 15, 525 (1927).
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Referring to Fig. 301, we may plot the change in average 
plate current caused by various values of (Eg)h, for a constant 
Eb of 100 volts, for example. Such a curve is shown in Fig. 303. 
This curve shows that the change in average plate current 
increases approximately as the square of (Ea)h, for values of 
(E^h from zero to about 6 volts. Thereafter it increases approxi
mately linearly with (Eg)h. The first region is that of square-law 
detection where the small-signal theory of detection applies.

Fig. 302.—Plate-circuit detector characteristics or transrectification diagram. 
Triode ER171A. Ee = —22.5 volts.

The slope of the curve of Fig. 303 gives the value of trans
rectification when Eb (which is the same as EP in this case) is 
constant. The analytical definition of transrectification is

Transrectification = dip \
(Eg) h / J const.

(785)

The transrectification derived from the curve of change in average 
plate current in Fig. 303 is also shown plotted to the right-hand 
scale in the figure. In the region where the transrectification 
plotted against (Eg)h is a sloping straight line, square-law detec
tion takes place and the characteristic curve of the triode is 
expressed by a second-degree equation. In this region the small
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signal theory holds. Where the plot of transrectification is hori
zontal, linear detection takes place. Linear detection exists when 
the amplitude of the output wave is linearly related to the 
amplitude of the envelope of the modulated carrier wave. Linear 
detection is therefore distortionless.

The transrectification diagram, illustrations of which are 
given in Figs. 301 and 302, can be used to explain the operation 
of a detector when a modulated signal is impressed on the grid, 
and when the plate circuit contains a load for the current of 
modulation frequency. For simplicity, we shall assume at first

Fig. 303.—Change in average plate current and transrectification derived from 
Fig. 301.

that this load is a pure resistance for the modulation frequency 
Oi/2Tr but is by-passed for the current of high or carrier fre
quency. Figure 304 is the same as Fig. 301, with the addition 
of the resistance line for (R/i drawn from the point on the 
voltage axis given by the plate-battery voltage. For illustration, 
the resistance line in Fig. 304 is drawn for a resistance of 40,000 
ohms.

If (Eg)h is zero, the plate current is Ip and the plate voltage 
is Ep, both obtained by projection from the point Q. If a modu
lated signal is impressed having an average amplitude of (Eg)h 

form = 0, the average value of the average plate current is 
,r.(Ip), and the average value of the average plate voltage is 
^.(Ep). This change in average plate voltage is due to the
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increased voltage drop through (RJi. The average quiescent 
point is Qav.. When the amplitude of the carrier grid voltage 
varies sinusoidally, the operating point which determines average 
values moves over the resistance Une and determines the fluc
tuations in average plate current. The diagram of Fig. 304, 
giving average values, is used therefore to describe the operation 
of the detector in the same way that the usual static-character
istic-curve diagram is used to describe the operation of an 
amplifier. If the rectification curves are equally spaced on 
either side of the Q^v point, sinusoidal variation of the envelope

Fig. 304.—Rectification diagram and resistance line.

of the carrier voltage gives sinusoidal variation of the average 
plate current, and no distortion is introduced by detection. 
If the plate load is reactive for the currents of frequency ui/2ir, 
the path of operation is an ellipse about the point Qav, provided 
the rectification lines are straight, parallel, and equidistant.

An analysis of rectification follows which parallels the simple 
analysis given in Chap. XX for simple increments of currents 
and voltages. We may write for the rectification characteristics

1P = f(Ep(EM 

if Ec = Eg is held constant.
Then

dlp = ^-dEp +OLp O(Eg)b,

(786)

(787)
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The partial derivatives of Eq. (787) may be defined as follows:

HL pj (E^b-const.
(788)

where kp means the plate-circuit variational conductance for 
average values. The reciprocal of kp is FP, the variational resistance 
for average values. We may define the change in average plate 
current divided by the change in radio-frequency amplitude 
as 3P; or

The quantity sp is analogous to the variational transconductance 
and may be defined as the transconductance for rectification. 
It is the same as the transrectification defined in Eq. (785).

If dEp and d(Eg)h vary so as to make dlp equal to zero,
/ dEp \ _ Sp _ =

(790)

By analogy with the fundamental theory of triodes, the quantity 
defined in Eq. (790) may be called the voltage ratio for rectifica
tion and is denoted by up.

The numerical value of Ttp can be measured dynamically, but 
for calculation purposes, it is generally sufficiently accurate to 
find it from the slope of the curve of rectification at the point in 
question. For illustration, in Fig. 304 at the point corre
sponding to an average plate voltage of 76 volts, the value of 
Hp is 28.6 micromhos. The corresponding value of rp is 35,000 
ohms. The values of kp and rp are essentially constant along 
the resistance line shown in Fig. 304 from (Egy = 4 volts to 
(E^h = 8 volts.

The numerical value of Sp at any point on the rectification 
diagram can be found by scaling off on the diagram the proper 
increments. The value of Sp at point Qav of Fig. 304 is 
196 micromhos.

The numerical value of up can be found by scaling off the 
proper increments on the rectification diagram, or it can be 
calculated from the relation 3P = Rpkp. The value of up is 
6.85 at point Qav of Fig. 304.

If the amplitude of the carrier voltage varies sinusoidally about 
the value corresponding to the point Qav. [(Egy = 6 volts in 
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Fig. 304], and if the variation is such that the path of operation 
is on an essentially plane portion of the characteristic surface 
constructed with Ip, EP, and (Eg)h as coordinates, the average 
plate current varies sinsusoidally. The r.m.s. value of the plate 
current can be calculated as explained below.

Without going through the steps of the analysis, it is obvious 
that we can set up an e-p-c. theorem for rectification analogous 
to the e-p-c. theorem for small increments. Its mathematical 
formulation is

(AI,), = (791)rp + (Lb)i

In Eq. (791), (Alp); is the r.m.s. value of the variations of average 
plate current measured from the average point Qav. In this 
equation and in those that follow in this chapter, the A does not 
necessarily imply small variations but implies merely that the 
quantity is measured from Qav as origin. The voltage (A(E0)*); 
indicates the r.m.s. value of the variation of (EgY about the 
value which determines Q„.

If, owing to modulation of degree m, (Rg)h varies sinusoidally, 
then (A(E„)*)i is equal to m times the r.m.s. value of the 
unmodulated carrier amplitude, which is indicated as ((Eg)h)m=o- 
Equation (791) may then be written

(Alp)/ = (792)
rP + (Lb) i

The quantity mitp (fEg)h)m=0 is the fictitious voltage of detection 
introduced into the plate circuit, the resistance of the plate 
circuit being rp.

Referring to Fig. 304, it is clear that the path of operation 
can be placed in the region where the graphs of constant (Eg)h 
are straight and parallel only by the application of very high 
values of EB and by the use of a low value of (Rb)i. A low value 
of (Rt)i gives a small output voltage. In the particular case 
of the triode characteristics shown in Fig. 304, a value of EB 
equal to 150 volts and the value of (Rb)i of 40,000 ohms would 
be an improvement over the use of an EB of 100 volts shown 
in the diagram. However, if the intersections of the curves 
for equal increments of (Eg)h with the resistance line are equally 
spaced over a region, no distortion results even though the 
graphs of constant (Eg)h are curved, and in such a case, Up
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and rp in Eq. (792) are not constant, but one varies over the 
path of operation in such a manner as to compensate for the 
variation of the other. While such a condition exists and 
distortion is practically absent when a pure resistance load 
is used, distortion is not absent when an inductive load is used. 
This is true because an inductive load causes the path of opera
tion to be an ellipse, and the variations of uP could not com
pensate for the variation of rp over the entire elliptic path.

Fig. 305.—Distortion in plate-circuit detection. (Ballantine.) Triode 201 A. 
Eb = 90 volts; Ec = —4 volts; Rb = 100,000 ohms; wi/2ir = 400 cycles per second.

From these considerations, better quality of detection can 
usually be obtained with a resistance plate load.

Since harmonics are always introduced to some degree at 
least, it is convenient to have some measure of the distortion. 
Ballantine1 gives the following definition of distortion:

Distortion (Ml + Mì + Ml + • ■ • 
y Mi

(793)

In the definition of Eq. (793), each subscript denotes the par
ticular harmonic. Distortion is thus defined as the ratio of the 
total r.m.s. value of all harmonic components to the r.m.s. value

1 See note on p. 566.
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of the fundamental component. The curves of Fig. 305, from 
Ballantine, show the distortion as a function of carrier voltage 
(r.m.s.) and of degree of modulation m. These curves show, as 
do the rectification curves of Fig. 301, that distortion is large 
where the carrier voltage is low, and is also large when the degree 
of modulation is high for all values of carrier voltage. Corre
sponding to each combination of EB and Ec, there is a carrier 
voltage for which distortion is a minimum.

Fig. 306.—Circuits of the triode used for grid-circuit detection.

231. Grid-circuit Detection.—Under certain conditions detec
tion may be caused to take place entirely in the grid circuit of a 
triode, in which case we have pure grid-circuit detection. Often, 
however, when the circuits are such as to permit grid-circuit 
detection to take place, plate-circuit detection is also present 
to some degree. The circuit connections for grid-circuit detec
tion are given in Fig. 306. The connections shown in this 
figure are the same as those in the circuit diagram given in Fig. 
280 of Chap. XX for small-signal detection, except that the 
polarizing battery in the grid circuit is omitted in Fig. 306.

The mechanism of detection in grid-circuit detection is quite 
different from that of plate-circuit detection. The mechanism 
can best be described by referring to Fig. 307. In this figure, 
the grid current ig is shown plotted to eg. In the lower part 
of the diagram, the instantaneous grid potential is shown plotted 
to a time axis extending downward. The instantaneous grid 
potential eg is equal to the radio-frequency voltage across 
the oscillatory circuit less the instantaneous voltage ec across 
the combination of Rc and Cc in parallel.

Assume that (eg)k is sinusoidal and of constant amplitude 
(E^. The grid condenser Cc is charged to some average 
potential Ec which is maintained by the part of the grid current 
that flows into the condenser Cc during a small fraction of the 
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positive peak of (e„)A when the grid potential swings slightly 
positive. The charge, which is communicated to Cc during 
the time when is flows, leaks off through the resistance Rc while 
there is no grid current. Figure 308 shows graphically some

Fig. 308.—Voltages and grid current in grid-circuit detection.

of the potentials and currents in the grid circuit. The carrier 
voltage (ejb is shown drawn jibout the average voltage Ec 
as axis. When voltage (eg)h — Ec is positive, grid current flows. 
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Most of the grid current flows into condenser Cc, as shown by 
the positive loop of the ic curve in Fig. 308. While (ejh — Ec 

is negative, the condenser Cc discharges through resistance 
Rc, as indicated by the rest of the ic curve of the figure. If 
the average voltage Ec of the condenser remains constant, as 
much charge flows into Ce during a cycle as flows out. Hence, 
the areas under the positive and the negative loops of ic are 
equal. The instantaneous voltage of the condenser Cc varies 
approximately as shown by the curve ec. Strictly speaking, 
the instantaneous grid voltage is (ejh — Ec — Aec, where 
Aec is the fluctuation of condenser voltage due to the current ic, 

this current being shown shaded in Fig. 308. If (ejh is assumed 
sinusoidal, the grid voltage (eg)h is actually slightly distorted, 
as shown in somewhat exaggerated fashion at the right in Fig. 
308. The voltage Aec will be shown to be very small under 
most conditions, so that the distortion of (eg),, is neglected in 
this analysis.

The value of Ec which any given (EJh will maintain for a 
certain triode and for a certain value of Rc can be calculated 
approximately by the following analysis. Let t' be the time 
during which ia flows. If the carrier grid voltage is expressed as

(ejh = ("Egy cos aht (794)
then

Ec = (Eg)h cos (795)

During the time that ig flows, the condenser Cc receives from 
ig an increment of charge equal to

f
A/ = ig^ (796)

~2

The condenser Cc discharges constantly through Rc and the 
decrease in charge during a cycle of duration Th is

A?" = ■ Th (797)
lie

The right-hand sides of Eqs. (796) and (797) may be equated. 
Before reducing the expression, some assumption must be 
made as to the shape of the curve of ig.
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We shall assume that the grid current for small values of grid 
voltage can be represented with sufficient accuracy by a parabola 
of the form

= beg + (798)

where b and c are the first and second derivatives of ia with 
respect to eg at ea = 0.

From Eqs. (796), (797), and (798), 
r =f2 (beg + CA\dt = (799)

~2

where _
eg = (Eg)h cos wt — Ec (800)

Integrating Eq. (799) and eliminating t' by Eq. (795), 

R. =

__________________________ (E„)h_______________________
cos" W+(2^2 W

(Loh J (LgSh X
(801)

If the fc,-curve passes through the origin, b = 0 and Eq. (801) 
reduces to

(X + 32) cos-1 p - %^M1 - 32 
where =

3 = (803)
\E0)h

Equation (802) is given in Fig. 309 for several values of c 
expressed as micromhos per volt. The curves of Fig. 309 are 
useful in showing the variation of P as (Eg)h varies, for any 
given constant values of c and Rc. For example, if Rc is 
1 megohm and c is 10 micromhos per volt, the curve so marked 
gives directly the variation of P against (Eg)h, the numerical 
values of (Eg)h being given directly by the scale of abscissas 
since Rc is unity. In this example, P would vary rapidly for 
values of (Eg)h less than about 3 volts but would be fairly con
stant for larger values of (EM
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The fluctuation of voltage across the condenser Cc can be 
found from

(804) 
lie G c

provided Aec is small compared with Ec. Equation (804) 
reduces to

Aße = ' WD - vT^2) (805)
HcL c^h

The analysis just presented gives the value of /3 for any con
stant value of (Egy. When the radio-frequency carrier voltage 
is modulated, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 307, (Egy 
varies according to the relation

Amplitude = (^O)A(1 + m sin wyt) (806)

As (fEgy varies sinusoidally, Ec varies sinusoidally if 0 is constant 
but contains harmonics if S is not constant.

Another consideration of importance in determining the best 
values of the circuit constants for grid-circuit detection is whether 
or not the condenser Cc can lose its charge rapidly enough to 
permit Ec to follow the decreasing amplitude of the carrier 
wave during modulation. If Cc and Rc are too large, the average 
grid voltage Ec lags behind the envelope of the signal voltage, and 
the variation of Ec is much reduced compared to the variation 
of the envelope. If Cc and Rc are smaller than necessary, the
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sensitivity of the detector is reduced, and the equivalent input 
resistance of the grid is decreased to such a degree as to load 
excessively the oscillatory circuit L^Ca of Fig. 306. The average 
condenser voltage can follow the uleal curve of Ec shown in 
Fig. 307, where the ideal curve of Ec is ¡3 times the envelope, if 
for every instant the rate of decrease of condenser voltage due to 
leakage through Rc is equal to or greater than the rate of change 
of the ideal curve of Ec. Expressed mathematically, this is

E, 
RcCc

ä dt(Ea)h(l + m sin wit) (807)

or
1 m cos wit

RcCmi = 0(1 + m sin wit)
(808)

The maximum value of the right-hand side of Eq. (808), assum
ing 0 constant, occurs when sin wit = —m, and the maximum

, . mvalue is —; ■ - - - • 
ß-x/1 - rn2

Therefore
1 > m

RcCcwi ßN^l — m2
(809*)

Combining Eq. (809) with Eq. (805) gives the fluctuation of 
condenser voltage during a radio-frequency cycle, when RcCc 
is given the largest value desirable for small distortion of the 
modulation envelope. The result is

Aec 

(Eg)h
(810)

Assuming ß = 0.70, m = 0.50, and wi/wh = 0.01, Eq. (810) 
gives 0.028 (Eg)h as the order of magnitude of the fluctuation 
of Aec. The assumption made in the analysis just given, that 
Aec may be neglected, is therefore justified except for large 
values of m.

Consider some practical values of the various quantities in 
the analysis and the general method of their choice. If the 
input capacitance of the triode is of the order of 15ppf, Cc should 
be several times this value in order that a fair fraction of the

* Expression (809) without the ß was derived by Terman, Proc. I.R.E.,
18, 2172 (1930). 
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radio-frequency voltage shall exist from grid to cathode. The 
capacitance Cc should be perhaps from five to ten times as great 
as the input capacitance. Let Cc be lOO^f in this example. 
If we wish good fidelity of reproduction for frequencies up to 
5,000 cycles per second and for degrees of modulation up to 
0.6, Eq. (809) gives the maximum value of Rc as 1.07 megohms. 
In this calculation, fl is taken as 0.7. Referring to Fig. 309, 
it is clear that if c is 10 or more, /3 is approximately constant 
for values of (EgY above 3 volts. If the amplitude of the 
unmodulated carrier is 6 volts, fair fidelity is obtained for modu
lation from 0.50 to 0.60. The values of c for commercial triodes 
range from about 7 to 50 micromhos per volt. Frequently a 
value of Rc lower than that deduced in this example is used, 
but in such a case the other constants are adjusted accordingly.

The fictitious voltage of detection in the plate circuit_can 
now be expressed. The r.m.s. value of the variation of Ec is 
fim((Eg)h)m=o. The fictitious voltage in the plate circuit is

[(EP)d = -uppm((E (811)

The value of rp through which this fictitious voltage acts is not 
much different from rp. More will be given on this point later.

A factor of considerable importance is the reduction of the 
voltage across the oscillatory circuit L^Co of Fig. 306, due to the 
input conductance of the triode. Some idea of this reduction 
can be had by the use of Eq. (681) of Chap. XX, in which rg 
is replaced by rg. This value of rg, or its reciprocal kg, can be 
calculated from Eq. (716) of Chap. XXL

Grid-circuit detection can also be treated in a manner similar 
to the treatment of plate-circuit detection in Sec. 230 of this 
chapter. Having chosen a triode and the proper value of Rc, 
the choice being governed by the considerations just given, a 
rectification diagram can be obtained, using low frequencies 
for convenience. Capacitance Cc should be a large condenser 
during the test, since there is no modulation envelope for the 
condenser voltage to follow. Two such rectification diagrams 
are shown in Figs. 310 and 311. At low plate voltages, the 
rectification lines approach each other and in some cases cross, 
owing to simultaneous plate-circuit rectification which is opposite 
to grid-circuit rectification in its effect on the plate current.

A resistance line can be drawn, as indicated in Fig. 310, to 
intersect the rectification lines so that the points of intersection
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Fla. 310.—Grid-circuit detection characteristics or transrectification diagram.
Triode ER201A.

Fio. 311.—Grid-circuit detection characteristics or transrectification diagram.
Triode ER171A.
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are approximately equally spaced along the resistance line. In 
order to avoid plate-circuit detection, a high plate-battery voltage 
must be used.

Equations (786) through (792) hold in this case. The varia
tional conductance for average values, kp, given by Eq. (788), 
is the slope of the lines of the rectification diagram. The trans
conductance for rectification, sp, given by Eq. (789), is a negative 
quantity in the case of grid-circuit rectification. The voltage 
ratio for rectification, defined in Eq. (790), is also a negative 
quantity and, as shown by Eq. (811), is related to S by

Rp = —UpS (812)

Referring to Fig. 310, up, as measured from the diagram at 
= 4 volts and EB = 120 volts, is —4.8. The value of 

Up for this particular tube is about 8. Hence, from Eq. (812),’ 
13 is 0.60. The rectification diagram of Fig. 310 was taken for 
Rc = 1 megohm. The approximate value of c for the type of 
tube used in taking the curves of Fig. 310 is about 15 micromhos 
per volt. The value of 0, taken from Fig. 309 for this value of c, 
and for Rc(Eg)h equal to 4, is 0.624, which checks the other value 
of S as well as can be expected.

232. Comparison of Plate-circuit and Grid-circuit Detection.— 
The values of for the two types of detection are not very 
different. For a 201A tube, up for plate rectification is about 6 
and for grid rectification about 5. The variational resistance for 
average values, rp, differs considerably, being of the order of five 
times greater for plate-circuit rectification than for grid-circuit 
rectification. Therefore, for the same value of carrier grid voltage, 
grid-circuit detection gives greater sensitivity in the ratio of about 
four to one, but this apparent superiority is offset considerably 
by the decrease in carrier grid voltage in grid-circuit detection, 
owing to the input conductance of the grid circuit.

Grid-circuit detection has an advantage over plate-circuit 
detection in that the distortion in the former is less critical to 
carrier voltage. In plate-circuit detection, minimum distortion 
occurs at a particular value of ((Eg)h)m=o, and the distortion 
increases greatly as {{Eg)h)m=o approaches zero. In grid-circuit 
detection, the rectification lines are more nearly equally spaced 
as the line for (E^h = 0 is approached, and hence distortion 
is not so great at low carrier voltages.
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There are other practical considerations which have already 
been given and which may influence the choice of the type of 
detection used. For example, plate-circuit detection demands a 
much higher resistance or impedance in the plate circuit and, 
because of the higher resistance of the tube, draws much less 
current from the B-power source. The question of the selectivity 
of the tuned circuit in the input may be important and in this 
respect plate-circuit detection has the advantage.

233. Vacuum-tube Voltmeters.—The vacuum-tube voltmeter 
is of inestimable value for the measurement of alternating 
voltages of all frequencies. The ordinary electromagnetic 
type of voltmeter for low-frequency voltages has a much lower 
resistance than a d-c. voltmeter for the same voltage. For radio 
frequencies, the only voltmeters aside from the vacuum-tube 
voltmeter are either thermal instruments, consisting of a sensi
tive thermocouple and a d-c. meter, or electrostatic voltmeters. 
All of these voltmeters draw current, which often affects the 
voltage being measured'. The principal advantage of the 
vacuum-tube type of voltmeter is the very small current taken 
by the instrument, this current being generally only the charging 
current into the input capacitance of a few micromicrofarads.

The vacuum-tube voltmeter is essentially a detector or recti
fier. The alternating voltage being measured causes a change 
in the average plate current of the vacuum tube, and this change 
in plate current is indicated on a d-c. instrument. The principle 
of action is very similar to that which has been discussed in 
the foregoing sections for a detector upon which is impressed 
an unmodulated carrier voltage. Since the type of detector in 
which rectification takes place in the grid circuit draws more 
current from the voltage source being measured than a detector 
with rectification in the plate circuit, vacuum-tube voltmeters 
are generally of the plate-circuit type.

The simplest form of vacuum-tube voltmeter is shown in 
Fig. 312a. The plate circuit contains only a d-c. instrument and 
a plate-circuit battery, both shunted with a by-pass condenser. 
The rectification diagram of Fig. 304 is applicable to this case, 
the path of operation being along a resistance line corresponding 
to the resistance of the instrument. The resistance line for the 
instrument is usually almost vertical.

If there is a conduction path through the potential difference 
being measured, the grid circuit may be as shown in Fig. 312a. If, 
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however, the circuit to which the voltmeter is connected is open for 
steady currents, the grid circuit of Fig. 3126 is used. The input 
circuit in Fig. 312a is preferable to that of Fig. 3126, because in 
the former the input impedance is only the capacitive reactance 
of the triode, and this is often reduced to a minimum by debasing 
the tube. The input impedance of the second form of grid cir
cuit, Fig. 3126, can be reduced by making Rc very large, as, for 
example, 10 megohms or more.

The polarizing voltage Ec is adjusted to give some predeter
mined plate current when no alternating voltage acts on the grid.

fa) (b)
Fig. 313.—Vacuum-tube voltmeter with zero adjustment.

When the alternating voltage is impressed, the change in plale 
current generally increases as the square of the a-c. grid voltage 
for low voltages and then approaches a linear relation for high 
grid voltage, as shown in Fig. 303. The calibration curve is 
always obtained experimentally, but a study of the rectification 
diagram aids in choosing the proper voltages.

The form of voltmeter shown in Fig. 312 is limited in its 
sensitivity because the quiescent plate current, when no a-c. 
voltage is impressed, deflects the d-c. instrument. Smaller 
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changes of plate current can be measured if this quiescent current 
is balanced out of the instrument thus permitting a more sensitive 
d-c. microammeter to be used. Two ways of balancing out the 
quiescent current are indicated in Fig. 313a and b. In both 
cases R is made as large as possible, in order to take only a

Fig. 314.—Bridge arrangement of vacuum
tube voltmeter.

small fraction of the current 
increments from the instru
ment. In the use of a volt
meter with a balancing 
circuit, the plate current is 
adjusted to some standard 
value by varying Ec when 
the switch in series with R 
is open. The switch is then 
closed and the balancing cir
cuit is adjusted to give 
zero current through the 
instrument.

Another method of balancing out the quiescent plate current is 
by the use of the bridge principle, as shown in Fig. 314. The 
condition of balance is

Tp _  Rz

Ri Ri
(813)

and the deflections of the instrument can be considered to be due 
to the change of fp. The resistance fp for the quiescent point 
becomes rp when an a-c. voltage is impressed on the grid. The 
treatment of such bridge systems may follow the usual method, 
the plate-load resistance being

RzRb^ì + Rg) -fi Ri(Ri-fi Ra) (Rz + Rb) -fi RiRa(Rz-fi Rb) 

Ri(Rz-fi Ri-fi Rb+Ra) + (722+Rc) (Ri-fiRs)
(814)

where RB and Ra are the resistances of the battery and galvanom
eter.

The fraction of the change in plate current, due to an impressed 
a-c. voltage on the grid, which passes through the galvanometer 
or d-c. instrument is

.7 — at _________Ri(Rz + Rb) + Rz(Rj + Rb)________
° p RfiRz-fi R:i-fi Rn + Ro) + (Rz + Ra) (Ri + RB) 1 7
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Generally Ra is made about equal to the resistance rp of the 
triode, and Ri and R3 are small and about equal to each other. 
The sensitivity of the arrangement depends somewhat upon 
the choice of resistances but is in general about the same as the 
sensitivity of the arrangements of vacuum-tube voltmeters pre
viously given. The bridge arrangement has the advantage that 
variations in the plate-battery voltage do not upset the zero
voltage balance.

Often a second triode is substituted for Rs, with a slight 
rearrangement of the bridge, as in Fig. 315. The sensitivity is 
reduced to about one-half that of the previous arrangements of 
vacuum-tube voltmeters, but the balance of the steady com

Fig. 315.—Bridge-type vacuum-tube volt
meter with balancing triode.

Fig. 316.—Portable bridge
type thermionic voltmeter. 
(General Electric Company.)

ponent of the current is now practically independent of varia
tions in filament voltage as well as variations in plate-battery 
voltage.

Another bridge arrangement in which the plate voltage is 
supplied by the filament battery is shown in Fig. 316. This 
arrangement, although less sensitive than the other arrangements, 
is convenient as applied to a portable instrument. Full-scale 
reading is generally of the order of 5 volts.

The range of the vacuum-tube voltmeter shown in Figs. 312 
and 313 can be greatly extended by a connection known as 
reflexing. A resistance, one end of which is connected to the 
filament, is made common to both plate and grid circuits. The 
voltage drop through this resistance, due to the plate current, 
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increases the negative grid-polarizing voltage as the a-c. grid 
voltage increases. The resulting calibration of the voltmeter 
is more nearly linear the larger the reflexing resistance. The full- 
scale reading of the instrument may be made to have almost any 
value, such as 50 or 100 volts, or more.

The connections for reflexing added .to the simple connections 
of Fig. 312 are shown in Fig. 317. A convenient combination 
of the circuits for reflexing and balancing out IP, used by the 
author, is shown in Fig. 318. Switch S2, when closed, cuts out 
the reflexing resistance. The filament voltage is first adjusted 

Fig. 317.—Reflexed vacuum
tube voltmeter.

to 2 volts. With switch Si open, the grid-bias potential divider 
is adjusted to give 300 microamp. with the microammeter 
reduced in sensitivity. Switch Si is then closed and the zero
adjustment potential divider is adjusted to give zero deflection. 
When the microammeter is used to give full deflection for 100 
microamp., full-scale reading corresponds to an r.m.s. value of 
1.22 volts impressed on the grid. With the microammeter 
shunted to give full-scale reading for 1 milliamp., full-scale 
reading corresponds to an r.m.s. value of 4.6 volts. With the 
reflexing resistance in circuit, the grid bias is readjusted to give 
no deflection. Then full-scale reading of the microammeter can 
be made to correspond to any r.m.s. value of voltage from 1.22 to 
150 volts, according to the magnitude of the reflexing resistance.

234. Errors in Indication of Vacuum-tube Voltmeter Due 
to Variation of Wave Form.—Most vacuum-tube voltmeters 
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give correct indications of the r.m.s. value of a voltage only 
when the voltage is sinusoidal. The errors due to presence of 
harmonics may be very great and may vary with the phase of 
the harmonics with respect to the fundamental voltage. For 
example, the reflexed type of voltmeter gives deflections which 
are dependent only upon the positive loop of potential and are 
often dependent only upon the peak of this loop of potential. 
Evidently such a voltmeter is useless unless the voltage is 
sinusoidal.

The only vacuum-tube voltmeter which gives correct indica
tions independent of wave form is one whose operating char
acteristic curve can be expressed by a power series containing 
no terms of degree higher than the third. The proof of this 
statement follows.
Let

h = beg + + $ ef + ^e* + • • • (816)

be the operating characteristic curve, where ip and eg are measured 
from the quiescent values. If eg = sin at + \/2Eg^
sin (2at + </>) + ... , the steady increment obtained when this 
value of eg is substituted in Eq. (816) is

+ ^ + • • • ) + + + E2^...)

= (HJL.. + ¿(^, + E\ + E\ + ■■■) (817)

The third-degree term in Eq. (816) does not contribute to the 
value of A(IP), but the fourth-degree term causes an error, given 
by Eq. (817). If f is zero, the change in average plate current 
is proportional to the square of the r.m.s. value of the a-c. grid 
voltage.
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CHAPTER XXIII

TETRODES AND PENTODES

The terms tetrode and pentode are generally applied to vacuum 
tubes having two and three grids, respectively. It is conceivable 
that the term tetrode might be applied to a full-wave rectifier 
tube which comprises two filaments, each having its own plate, 
but such use of the term is not common.

Certain advantages result from the use of more than one grid, 
depending upon the connections used external to the tube and 
on the voltages impressed upon the several electrodes. Before 
describing these advantages, a general theory will be given which 
is applicable to all multielectrode tubes.

I. GENERAL THEORY OF MULTIELECTRODE TUBES

In the general theory, the voltages of the electrodes are always 
the voltages between the electrodes and filament or cathode.

Fig. 319.—Conventions for multi- 
electrode tube.

The voltage to any electrode has 
a positive sign when the electrode 
is positive with respect to the 
cathode. When there are several 
grids, the first grid denotes the 
one nearest the cathode. The 
conventional direction of voltages 
and currents is shown for a pen
tode in Fig. 319.

235. General Equations for Multielectrode Tubes.—The plate 
current is a function of all electrode voltages or

t'p ‘ ' ) (818)

If only first-order terms are considered,

dip = deg + • • • (819)dep deOi » deOi «
= kppdep + spgdes^ -f- Spgde^ + • • • (820)

588



(a) (6) (c) (d)
Plate V.—X-ray photographs of vacuum tubes, (a) Triode, type 227; (&) screen-grid tetrode, type 224; (c) tetrode, type 46; (d) tetrode, 

type FP54.
(.Facing page 588)
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Equations (819) and (820), taken together, give the definitions 
of the variational plate conductance kpp, and the several varia
tional plate transconductances spg„ spg2, etc.

If all voltages except ep and egi are constant, and if ep and 
eg, vary so as to maintain ip constant,

i «const, 
p

Spgi 
kpp

(821)

The left-hand member of Eq. (821) is one of the voltage ratios 
(sometimes called amplification constants') and is denoted by upgr 

The other voltage ratios, uP02, upgi, etc., may be similarly defined.
The definitions of the tube coefficients which directly concern 

the plate current are given below.
Plate Coefficients:

_ dip _ 1
dep ^pp

dtp 

^^01

dtp

deg2

spg, upgikpp

$pp2 tipg2kpp

(822)

(823)

etc. (824)

(825)

etc. (826)

(827)

etc. (828)

The definitions of tube coefficients concerned with the current 
to the first grid are defined in a similar manner. Thé first-grid 
current is

fat Ce fat ) (829)
and 

Aa /Î7 Aa
digi = ^dep + ^de,, + ^deg2 + • • • (830)

(jCp u€gi d€g%

4“ kg^dfig! 4- SgiQ^dfig.} 4~ (831)
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If only ep and eg, vary, and vary so as to maintain is, constant,

(832)

The left-hand member of Eq. (832) is defined as the first-grid 
reflex factor and is denoted by uOiP. The definitions of the 
coefficients concerned with the current to the first grid are given 
below.

First-grid Coefficients:

_ — I

_ dig, 
dep

_ Sig, 
de„.

xd&nn/i =const. 
x y-/

saiP — UgipKgioi 

failli = Tlg,gikg,g,

(833)

(834)

etc. (835)

(836)

etc. (837)

(838)

Similar definitions go with each grid of the tube. Further 
definitions are not given because the scheme of subscripts is 
sufficiently well established by the equations already given.

When a multielectrode tube is connected in circuit, the plate 
is connected to the output circuit. One of the grids is connected 
to the input circuit and is called the control grid. Generally, 
each of the other grids is connected, perhaps through a battery, 
to one of the three main electrodes, i.e., the plate, the control 
grid, and the cathode. When this is the case, the tube is virtually 
a triode as far as the external circuit is concerned. The char
acteristics of the equivalent triode depend greatly upon how the 
auxiliary grids are connected.

236. The Tetrode.—Consider, for illustration, the various 
ways in which a tetrode may be connected. In Fig. 320a, the 
first grid is used as control grid. The second grid is connected
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through a battery to the cathode. If the impedance of the 
battery is negligible, deg2 in Eq. (820) is zero, and

dip — kppdep | s pgidegi (839)
If we dénoté by kp, sp, and up the plate-current coefficients of the 
triode which is équivalent to the tetrode, we hâve from Eq. (839)

kp hpp j

Sp SpOi Up(/ikpp\ Equivalent triode for Fig. 320a (840)
Sp 1

Up 77" Upgi I
iCp y

If the connections are as shown in Fig. 3205, deOl in Eq. (820) 
is zero. Then

dip kppdep -j- spg2degi (841)

The equivalent triode coefficients for this method of connection 
of the tetrode are, therefore,

kp — kpp

Sp = Spg, 
_ Sp,,, 

Up ~ k tvpp

Upg2kpp

= Upg2
Equivalent triode for Fig. 320b (842)
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A third method of connecting a tetrode is shown in Fig. 320c, 
in which deOi is the same as dep. The total plate current of the 
equivalent triode is, in this case,

dip 4* diff2 — (kPP 4- Spot 4" Sg2p 4~ kg,g/)dep 4~ (sPOl 4~ sg2g/)degi (843)

The equivalent triode coefficients are

kp = kpp(l 4- uPg2) 4" ^5292(1 4* ug1P') )

Sp = Spg, 4" Sg2g, pg,kpp 4- l^gikgig, \Equivalent triode (qaa\s (¡or Fig. 320c (.344)Up = £ j
For the connections shown in Fig. 320d, deg, = dep and the total 

plate current of the equivalent triode is

dip 4- diOl = (kpp 4- sP(,14~s91P 4~ kOig,)dep 4* (spg2 4~ sS102)de92 (845)

The equivalent triode coefficients are

kp — kpp(l 4- Upg/ 4“ kOlg,(l 4- Ug,p) 'I

Sp Spg, 4" Spin, Upod^PP 4- tig,02^0^1 \Equiralent triode /OArr)s (for Fig. 320d (340)

Up = k I«Vp j

Finally, a fifth way of connecting a tetrode is shown in Fig. 
320e. In this case, de01 = de02 and Eq. (820) becomes

dip = kppdep | (sp91 I Spgddeg (847)

The equivalent triode coefficients are

kp kpp j
Sp = Spg, + Spg, = kpp(Upg, 4" Upg,) L ^g^

Spg, 4- Spg2 , 4
, ^pgi I ^pgi 1Kpp J

The discussion of these five methods of connection of a tetrode 
shows that, except for the connections shown in Fig. 320c and d, 

where a grid current is added to the plate current, the coefficients 
for the plate circuit of the equivalent triode can be specified in 
terms of three coefficients, i.e., kpp, upg„ and upg,. Equation (820), 
the fundamental equation of the tetrode, can be written

dip kpp(dep | upgideSl | wP92dc92) (849)

in which only these three coefficients appear.
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If Eq. (849) be written in the form

d'bp --  kppUpy) ------dep 4—— degi 4" de0l
Upgi

(850)

the magnitude of the coefficients can more easily be visualized in 
terms of shielding factors or Durchgriffs, explained for the triode 
in Chap. VII. The shielding factor occasioned by the presence 
of the first grid is upgJupg, and may be denoted by Di. Then, 
D^de, impressed on the second grid, causes the same intensity 
of field at the cathode as de impressed on the first grid. Simi
larly, l/uPg, = D2 is the shielding factor for the two grids and 
Dide, impressed on the plate, produces the same field at the 
cathode as de on the first grid. Obviously, D2 is much smaller 
than Di, or uPOl is much greater than upg2.

Again, Eq. (849) may be written

dbp — kpp dep + up0,( deg2 4——degi 
\ Upg2 ,

(851)

In this equation, upgi/upg, is the voltage ratio for the combination 
of the cathode, the first grid, and the second grid, considered as a 
triode. If dep is zero, the triode, in which the second grid is con
sidered to be the plate, has a plate conductance of kppupg2. If degi 
is zero, upgi is the voltage ratio of the equivalent triode comprising 
the plate, the second grid as control grid, and the cathode. 
Under these conditions, the first grid may be considered part 
of the cathode structure.

The plate-circuit characteristics of the equivalent triode can 
be obtained from a knowledge of the three coefficients kpp, upgi, 
and upg2. Figures 321, 322, and 323 show graphs of these coeffi
cients for a constant plate voltage of 100 volts. These curves are 
for a certain French two-grid tube, the grid mesh being approxi
mately the same for both grids. It is seen that upgi is large 
compared with upg„ the reason for this having just been explained.

If a tetrode is used in accordance with any of the connections 
shown in Fig. 320, the tetrode is equivalent to a triode, and all of 
the theory applies which has been developed for a triode. The 
characteristics of the equivalent triode are, however, generally 
different from the characteristics of a simple triode.

If impedances are included in the circuits of all electrodes, 
the tetrode is not equivalent to a triode. For this case, a special 
e-p-c. theorem can be developed. The method of analysis is
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Fio. 321.—Curves of k„ vs. eg„ for a tetrode. (French Bigrll tube.)

Fro. 322.—Curves of uPSi vs. e„t for a tetrode. (French Blgril tube.)
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similar to that used in developing the e-p-c. and e-g-c. theorems 
for a triode and will not be given in detail for a tetrode. The 
final expressions for the equivalent-circuit theorems for a tetrode, 
applying to alternating currents, are

Alp =
apglAEgl I Upg,AEg, 

rpp —

Algt

UgipÆ/p -|- uglg2AEg, 
roiai 4“

'UgipNEp 4~ UgM,AEgl 
4“ ^C2

(852)

(853)

(854)

where Z,„ ZC1, and ZC2 are the impedances in the plate, first- 
grid, and second-grid circuits. These three equations are 
solved simultaneously according to the conditions of the particu
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lar problem. For example, if the first grid is the control grid, 
and AE02 is due to the voltage drop through Zc„

AEP = Za Alp
AE„2 = — ZcjAlp,

Using these two equations with Eqs. (852) and (854) gives

Alp = AEei (855)Upgi(rgjg, Upg2Ug2g ]Zca
(rpp d" Zb)(rg,ff2 T ZJ UpgiugipZbZ,2

237. The Pentode.—The general theory applied to the pentode 
is so similar to that just given for the tetrode as to require little 
additional explanation.

The plate-current equation for a pentode, corresponding to 
Eq. (849) for the tetrode, is

dip kpP(dep | upg,degi | upg2de g2 | upg 3deg f (856)

Corresponding equations give the several grid currents.
The large number of electrodes in a pentode permits of many 

connections, some of which are shown in Fig. 324. Batteries 
are omitted in the drawing but it is to be understood that 
batteries may be included in circuit with any or all of the elec
trodes, so that the steady potentials of the electrodes may have 
any values desired. Many of the connections of Fig. 324 are



(“) +) (C) w
Plate V I.—X-ray photographs of vacuum tubes, (a) Pentode, type 38; (b) pentode, type 47; (c) pentode, type 57; (d) double-cathode tube, 

type 29.
(Facing page 596)
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of academic interest only, but all are such that the pentode is 
reduced to an equivalent triode. The coefficients for the plate 
circuit of the equivalent triodes can be calculated from the four 
coefficients given in Eq. (856) for the connections shown in Fig. 
324c, e, h, m, and o. The equivalent triode coefficients for the 
other connections involve the coefficients associated with the grids 
of the pentode. Consider the connection shown in Fig. 324c. 
For this connection,

dip kppldcp | Upg,degJ (857)
and

kp = kpp |
Sp = kpPUpg, / Equivalent triode far Fig. 324e (858)
Tip /

Equivalent-circuit theorems, similar to those for the tetrode, 
can be developed for the pentode when the pentode is not used 
as an equivalent triode. Since the pentode, like the tetrode, is 
generally used as an equivalent triode, these extended circuit 
theorems are of little practical use but can readily be developed 
when desired.

238. Internal Capacitances of Multielectrode Tubes.—Each 
electrode in a multielectrode tube has, theoretically, capacitance 
with every other electrode in the tube. Following the same 
notation as used with triodes, the capacitance between a certain 
pair of electrodes is indicated by the two subscripts corresponding 
to the two electrodes. For example, the capacitance between 
the plate and the second grid of a tetrode is Cp9j. The order of 
the subscripts is immaterial.

If the tube contains n electrodes, the number of internal 
capacitances is given by the series

Number of capacitances = 1+ 2 + 3+ • • • (n — 1) 
Therefore, in a tetrode there are six, and in a pentode ten internal 
capacitances.

II. TETRODES

The general theory of tetrodes has been given. The char
acteristics of the equivalent triode corresponding to certain 
of the connections of Fig. 320 will now be considered in detail 
and some special applications of the tetrode will be described.
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239. Tetrode with Space-charge Grid.—Consider the connec
tions of Fig. 3205. The first grid is connected to the cathode 
through a battery which is directed so as to make the first grid 
positive with respect to the cathode. This grid attracts elec
trons from the cathode. Some of the electrons are projected 
through the grid and are aided thereby in their passage to the 
plate. The opposing action of the space charge is overcome to 
some extent by this first grid. The first grid, thus connected, 
is called a space-charge grid because of its effect as just described.

The advantage of the space-charge grid is that the equivalent 
triode has a higher transconductance at a given plate voltage 
than a triode without the space-charge grid. The space-charge 
grid also permits a tetrode to operate satisfactorily on a lower 
plate voltage than is possible with a triode. This advantage is 
important when the plate supply is a dry battery, and tetrodes 
thus used were common in Europe some years ago.

240. Tetrode with Screen Grid.—The complications, in both 
theory and operation of triodes, due to the capacitance CPa 
between the input and output circuits, have been described. 
Schottky1 in 1919 first suggested the use of an electrostatic 
screen, interposed between the control grid and the plate, to 
reduce the capacitance between these electrodes. He suggested 
the term screen grid for this added electrode, and tetrodes posses
sing a grid of this kind are known as screen-grid tubes. Further 
development of the screen-grid tetrode was made in 1926 by 
Hull and Williams.2 A. W. Hull3 also described several applica
tions of the new tetrode.

The connections of a screen-grid tetrode are shown in Fig. 320a. 
The second or screen grid is constructed so as to prevent, as far 
as possible, lines of electrostatic force from passing directly 
between plate and control grid. If this screening is perfectly 
accomplished, the capacitance Cpg is zero, and the plate circuit 
and the grid circuit have no coupling due to capacitance within 
the tube. Some of the other causes, listed in Chap. XVIII, 
for energy interchange between the input and output circuit 
may still exist, however.

In order to obtain a large screening effect, the screen grid 
is generally made of fine mesh and is formed so as to surround

1 Schottky, Arch. Elektroiech., 8, 299 (1919).
2 Hull and Williams, Phys. Rev., 27, 432 (1926).
3 Hull, Phys. Rev., 27, 439 (1926).
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the plate. The structure of the screen is shown in the X-ray 
picture of tube b, Plate V, facing page 588 and in the photo
graph of parts of the screen-grid tube in Plate I, page 14. Not 
only is the plate itself screened, but the lead wire to the control 
grid is brought out at the top of the tube in such a way that it 
is screened from the plate. The capacitance Cpg is much less 
than the usual value of from 5 to lOju/tf for an ordinary triode. 
Generally CPg for the screen-grid tube is less than 0.01/x/xf. The 
capacitance between the control grid and the cathode of the 
equivalent triode is equal to the sum of Cg* and Cg^ and is of the 
order of 5/xpf; the plate to cathode capacitance of the equivalent 
triode is Cpk + 0^ and is of the order of lO^/zf. Since the screen
grid tube is usually constructed with a separately heated cathode, 
the subscript k, denoting cathode, is used instead of f in the 
symbols for capacitances.

The electrons are aided in their passage through the screen 
grid by making the potential of the screen grid positive with 
respect to the cathode but negative with respect to the plate. 
Generally the screen-grid potential is of the order of one-half 
of the plate potential.

241. Characteristic Curves of Screen-grid Tetrode.—Typical 
static characteristic curves of the screen-grid tetrode are shown 
in Figs. 325, 326, and 327.4 Figure 327 is the most interesting 
and instructive of the three figures. Consider the portion to 
the left of the line A A. As the plate voltage increases, the plate 
current first increases, then decreases and becomes negative, and 
then increases again. The screen-grid current passes through 
changes opposite in direction to those of the plate current. 
The negative slope of the plate-current graph is due to secondary 
emission from the plate, the secondary electrons leaving the 
plate and passing to the more positive screen grid. When 
the plate current is negative, each primary or bombarding 
electron liberates more than one secondary electron, so that more 
electrons leave the plate than arrive at the plate. The tetrode, 
when adjusted to operate in the region of the characteristic 
curves just described, has useful applications which will be 
considered later.

4 Figures 325, 326, and 327, and several that follow are taken from a 
“Handbook” of tube characteristics published by the Commercial Engi
neering Department of the R. C. A. Radiotron Company, Inc., Harrison, 
N. J.
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Fig. 327.—Curves of ip vs. ep and ig2 vs. ep for tetrode UY224. (R.C.A. Radiotron 
Handbook.)
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The portion of the curves which is useful for most purposes 
lies to the right of the vertical line AA, Fig. 327. In this region, 
the plate-current lines are practically straight and the plate 
current is nearly independent of plate voltage. Evidently rp, 
the reciprocal of the slope of these lines, is very large. For the 
particular tetrode, if Ep = 250 volts, E^ = 90 volts, and 
Ett = — 3 volts, rp is 600,000 ohms.

Inspection of the plate-current graphs at the right of line A A 
in Fig. 327 shows that upa, or up of the equivalent triode, is

Fig. 328.—Equivalent triode coeffi
cients of tetrode UY224 plotted against 
eg . (R.C.A. Radiotron Handbook.)

Fig. 329.—Equivalent triode coef
ficients of tetrode UY224 plotted 
against (R.C.A. Radiotron 
Handbook.)

very large. Under the particular conditions given in the last 
paragraph, up is 615. Although both rp and up are very large 
compared to the values for simple triodes, sp is not much different 
from that for a triode of the same size. The transconductance 
for the values of rp and up just given is 1,025 micromhos.

The variational coefficients, for the equivalent triode corre
sponding to the particular screen-grid tetrode for which the curves 
of Figs. 325, 326, and 327 were taken, are shown in Figs. 328, 
329, 330, and 331. It is noteworthy that up is not so independent 
of electrode voltages as in a simple triode. Furthermore, up 
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decreases as rp decreases, as the electrode voltages vary, whereas 
in a simple triode, up always increases as rp decreases. As was 
pointed out in Chap. VII, if up and rp vary in the same direction 
when the electrode voltages vary, the changes in plate current 
are more nearly linearly related to the changes in control-grid 
voltage than when up and rp vary as in a simple triode.

Fig. 331.—Equivalent triode coeffi
cients of tetrode UY224 plotted 
against ep. (R.C.A. Radiotron Hand
book.)

Fig. 330.—Equivalent triode coeffi
cients of tetrode UY224, plotted 
against eg . (R.C.A. Radiotron Hand
book.)

242. Screen-grid Tetrode as a Negative Resistance.—When 
a plate-current graph has a negative slope, as in Fig. 327 to the 
right of Une A A, kp is negative. The tetrode is often used under 
this condition as a negative-resistance device. It is then called 
a dynatron. This negative conductance between plate and 
cathode may be connected across an oscillatory circuit consisting 

CRof an inductance L and a capacitance C. If kp + is zero, 

the circuit oscillates. In the expression just given, R is the a-c. 
resistance of L and C in series. Unfortunately, the negativity 
of kp depends upon the amount of secondary emission, which in 
turn depends greatly upon the variable condition of the surface 
of the plate. A very small film of the “getter” material or of 
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barium and strontium from the cathode, deposited on the 
plate, changes greatly the amount of secondary emission. These 
thin films of foreign materials on the surface of the plate vary 
with time. Consequently, the dynatron characteristics of 
the tetrode are not constant.

243. Screen-grid Tetrode as a Class A Amplifier.—It was 
pointed out in Chap. XII that the merit of a triode, when used 
as an amplifier, is measured by -\/spup. This figure of merit is 
eight to ten times greater for a screen-grid tetrode than for a 
simple triode of the same size.

The high amplification factor up of the screen-grid tetrode

Fig. 332.—Curves of ip vs. ep for tetrode UY224, showing load-resistance line.

per stage of a Class A amplifier using this tube. The expected 
high amplification, corresponding to up for the tetrode, is not 
realized in practice, because of the impossibility of obtaining 
and using a plate load having an impedance much greater than 
rp of the tetrode. Because the tetrode must be used with a plate 
load of high impedance, it is most useful as a voltage amplifier. 
For example, the tetrode may be successfully used in resistance- 
coupled amplifiers and in tuned radio-frequency amplifiers. 
If the screen-grid tetrode is used in a transformer-coupled 
amplifier at audio frequencies, frequency distortion results 
because of the relatively low impedance of the transformers.

The plate-current plate-voltage diagram, with a plate-load 
resistance line drawn in, is shown in Fig. 332. The resistance 
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line corresponds to a resistance of 37,500 ohms. The voltage 
amplification can be calculated by the use of Eq. (463), Chap. XV, 
page 401. In this equation, Al and gff(n+1) can be neglected 
but, because of the small value of kpn, the first fraction in the 
second bracket of the denominator cannot be neglected as was 
done in obtaining Eq. (464) for the simple triode. If the quies
cent point is at Q of Fig. 332, the values for the constants of 
Eq. (463) are as follows:

kpn = 1.67 • 10-6 mho; upn = 615; Kbn = 26.7 • 10-6 mho; 
^»+i, = 0-2 • IO“6 mho; Cpn + = 20^! and C = 0.05/xf.

With these values, the voltage amplification at several frequencies 
is given in the following table.

Table XVIII

Frequency, 
cycles 

per second
(V. A.)„

1 30.4
10 35.9

100 36.0
1,000 36.0

10,000 35.9
100,000 33.0

1,000,000 8.0

This table shows that the performance of the amplifier just 
described is unusually satisfactory as compared to a similar 
amplifier using simple triodes. A plate-load resistance having a 
value greater than 37,500 ohms, which was assumed in the 
example, may be used with the result that a higher (V.A.)„ is 
obtained.

On account of the high plate voltage demanded by the screen
grid tetrode, the plate-battery voltage must be high. For the 
amplifier just described, the plate-battery voltage is 540 volts. 
A higher plate-load resistance would demand a still higher battery 
voltage.

The screen-grid tetrode is especially well adapted to voltage 
amplifiers at radio frequencies. It uses a tuned plate load, 
either in the form of a simple tuned circuit, as described in Chap. 
XVI, or in the form of a tuned transformer, as described in 
Chap. XVII. The theory presented in these chapters applies 
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also when the screen-grid tetrode is used. Generally, the 
formulas can be simplified by neglecting An and that part of 
the input admittance of the next stage which is due to CM of this 
next stage. In other words, g^.^ is practically zero and C9(„+I) 
is equal to Cg,g2 + Cgit. Because of the high amplification per 
stage, complete shielding of the separate stages is very important.

244. Screen-grid Tetrode as Detector.—The screen-grid tube 
can be used either as a small-signal detector or as a detector for 
large signal voltages. The theory of Chap. XX applies where 
small signal voltages are used; the theory of Chap. XXII when 
large signal voltages are used.

The screen-grid tube is often used for detection with large 
signal voltages. In this case better results are generally obtained

if the voltage of the screen grid is made less than the usual value 
for the tube used as an amplifier. The screen-grid tube used as 
a detector for large signal voltages is of the order of from five 
to ten times more sensitive than a simple triode.

Either plate- or grid-circuit rectification may be used. The 
rectification diagram for plate detection, taken for the same type 
tube for which the characteristic curves just described were taken, 
is shown in Fig. 333. The corresponding rectification diagram 
for grid-circuit detection is shown in Fig. 334. The theory of 
Chap. XXII can be applied for further analysis of detection.

245. Tetrode with Second Grid Connected to Plate.—There 
is in use to some extent at the present time a tetrode having two
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ordinary grids (not screen grid) as shown in tube c of Plate V, 
facing page 588. The tube is designed so that the second grid

Fig. 334.—Grid-circuit detection characteristics of tetrode ER224. E a =2.5 
volts; E„ = 45 volts.

Fig. 335.—Curves of ip + ia ep for tetrode type 46. (R.C.A. Radiotron 
Handbook.)

When the tetrode is used as in Fig. 320c, the potential of the 
second grid being the same as that of the plate, the character
istics of the tube are much the same as for a simple triode having 
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a plate situated at some position between the second grid and the 
plate of the tetrode.

The plate-current plate-voltage characteristic curves of the 
tube c of Plate V when connected as just described are shown in 
Fig. 335. The voltage ratio uP is about 5.6, r„ for a plate current 
of 30 milliamp. is about 2,000 ohms, and sp for the same current 
is about 2,700 micromhos.

246. Tetrode with Two Grids Connected.—When the two 
grids of a tetrode are connected and used as the control grid 
while polarized at a negative potential, the voltage ratio up

of the equivalent triode is high, as shown by Eq. (848). Second
ary emission, so pronounced in the screen-grid tetrode, is practi
cally absent. The plate-current plate-voltage characteristic 
curves of the tube just described are shown in Fig. 336. This 
figure should be compared with Fig. 335.

The voltage ratio for this tube is about 65 and rp is of the order 
of 24,000 ohms. The value of sp is about the same as when the 
second grid is connected to the plate.

Practically no plate current flows unless the control grid is 
positive, as is shown by Fig. 336. The control grid, when posi
tive, draws a current shown by the dotted lines of the figure. 
Because of these characteristics, this tube is not used as a simple
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Class A amplifier tube, but as a power-output tube connected 
in a special way, shown in Fig. 337. As shown by the character
istic curves and the diagram of connections, two tubes are used 
with their grids connected to the opposite terminals of the 
secondary winding of the input transformer. In this arrange
ment, one tube passes current during the positive loop of input

IrtsiaHtaneous Grid Volts egpegg

Fig. 337.—Characteristics of two tetrodes type 46 used as Class B amplifiers.

voltage and the other tube during the negative loop of input 
voltage. The amplifier tube in the previous stage must be able 
to supply the grid current without undue distortion.

This arrangement is known in the art as a push-push amplifier. 
Although each tube operates as a Class C amplifier, the two tubes 
taken together are known as a Class B amplifier. It has the 
advantage of very large power output at high efficiency. If the 
grid-voltage amplitude is 40 volts, the a-c. power output of both 
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tubes at fundamental frequency is given by the shaded area 
below the assumed resistance line, shown in Fig. 336. The 
quiescent point is almost on the horizontal axis. The average 
point for the current taken by both tubes is approximately at 
the mid-point of the resistance line. Under these conditions, 
nearly the theoretical maximum efficiency of 50 per cent for 
sinusoidal operation is attained.

One disadvantage of this arrangement is the large harmonic 
content of the output compared to the best performance of a 
simple triode power amplifier. High efficiency is obtained with 
a sacrifice in quality of reproduction.

III. PENTODES

The pentode was used in Europe before it came into general 
use in this country. In Europe, the fighting service in different 
places is not standardized as regards voltage and frequency 
so that, to a considerable extent, set designers were forced to use 
dry batteries for plate supply. The use of low plate voltages 
was therefore of great importance. The advantage of the 
space-charge grid as used in the tetrode and also as used in the 
pentode permits the tubes to operate satisfactorily on low plate 
voltages. One of the chief advantages of the pentode is large 
power output obtainable with small tubes operating at low 
voltages.

Although many different connections are possible with a 
pentode, as shown in Fig. 324, only two are used extensively 
in practice at the present time. These two connections are 
shown in Fig. 324c and h.

247. Pentode with Suppressor Grid.—When a pentode is 
connected as in Fig. 324c, the first or inner grid is the control 
grid and is polarized negatively. The second grid, frequently 
called the screen grid, is connected to the cathode through a 
battery which gives the grid a positive potential of 200 volts 
or more. The high potential attracts the electrons through the 
first grid and projects some electrons through the next or third 
grid to the plate. The third grid is generally connected directly 
to the cathode and is often called the suppressor grid. This 
name comes from the action of this grid in suppressing the 
secondary emission from the plate which gave the undesirable 
portion of the characteristic curves to the left of line AA in 
Fig. 327 for the tetrode.
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Static characteristic curves of the pentode, tube b of Plate 
VI, are shown in Figs. 338 and 339. The action of the suppressor 

Plate Volts - Screen Volts «p-Sg,
Fia. 338.—Curves of re. of pentode type 247. eSi ~ ep. (R.C.A. Radiotron 

Handbook.)

grid is made evident by the absence of the negative slopes of the 
plate-current curves in Fig. 339. The absence of this region of 
negative slope permits the load resistance Une to be moved to 
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the left, as in Fig. 339, and therefore permits lower plate voltages 
to be used.

The voltage ratio up of the pentode shown is about 150, and the 
variational plate resistance rp is about 60,000 ohms.

The second grid of the pentode just described is similar to the 
other grids of the tube and has a relatively coarse mesh. This 
grid reduces the capacitance Cpgi to a considerable degree, but, 
since this tube is to be used as a power-output tube, the design is 
not intended primarily to reduce this capacitance to a low value.

The pentode shown in c of Plate VI has an added shield 
connected to the cathode, the purpose of which is to reduce the 
capacitance Cpgi. The bulb is so shaped that an external shield 
can be brought near to the internal shield. The voltage ratio 
of this pentode is greater than 1,500, and its plate resistance 
rP is of the order of 1.5 megohms.

248. Pentode with Space-charge Grid.—A space-charge grid, 
similar to that described in a tetrode, may be incorporated in a 
pentode, as in Fig. 3246. The inner grid having a positive poten
tial is the space-charge grid and serves to aid the electrons in 
their passage through the other grids. The second grid is the 
control grid. The third grid is generally used as a screen grid. 
The arrangement is a screen-grid tetrode with a space-charge 
grid added which permits lower plate voltages to be used than 
would be necessary without the space-charge grid.

As the art progresses, other combinations of electrodes and 
other connections will undoubtedly develop. There are at 
present several special-purpose tubes which are shown in the 
X-ray pictures of Plates V and VI. All of these will not be 
described, but they are shown to illustrate the trend of present
day development.

IV. SPECIAL TUBES

249. Variable-u Tube.—Distortion in an amplifier due to non
linearity of the characteristic curve was discussed in Chap. XII. 
Consider specifically the particular kinds of distortion and inter
ference which can exist in a radio-frequency amplifier. Assuming 
that the plate circuits of the radio-frequency amplifier are tuned, 
only those frequencies produced by distortion which are in the 
neighborhood of the resonance frequency pass through the 
amplifier.
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One common form of interference in a receiving set is produced 
by two carrier waves having frequencies such that their difference 
is sufficiently near the resonance frequency, denoted by n,, to 
pass through the tuned circuits. The difference frequency is 
produced by detection in the first amplifier tube, provided its 
characteristic curve is nonlinear. As shown in Sec. 202 of 
Chap. XIX, if Eq. (593) represents the nonlinear characteristic 
curve, the difference frequencies are produced by all terms of the 
equation of powers of e higher than the first, but especially by 
the even powers of e. The coefficients A1, A11, etc., of Eq. (593) 
are the first, second, etc., derivatives of i with respect to e, 
evaluated at the quiescent point. Hence, this kind of inter
ference depends largely upon all of the derivatives of order 
greater than the first.

There is another kind of interference known as cross talk. 
This interference may occur when a strong modulated carrier 
acts upon the amplifier if at the same time a second carrier, to 
which the amplifier is tuned, is being received. Cross talk occurs 
whether or not the carrier being purposely received is modulated. 
The frequency of the interfering carrier may be only sufficiently 
different from ni for the selective circuits of the amplifier to 
prevent it from passing directly through the amplifier.

Cross talk is due to the modulation of the desired carrier by 
the message conveyed by the interfering carrier. The way in 
which this occurs can best be understood by a mathematical 
formulation of the conditions. Let the plate current of the 
amplifier, measured from the quiescent point, be

i, = A\ + yAne2 + %ArV + ■ ■ • (859)

where e„ is the grid voltage also measured from the quiescent point. 
Let ei = y'^Ei sin ad be the voltage acting on the grid due to the 
carrier of the desired signal; let e2 = v/2E2(l + m2 sin ad) sin ad 
represent the voltage due to the modulated interfering carrier. 
The total a-c. grid voltage is ei + e2. This voltage is to be 
substituted for eg in Eq. (859). The terms having frequencies in 
the neighborhood of ni = ai/2ir are

= Atex + + ^x)A,n
+ (^20^ + + y2^ei)Ar + • • • (860)
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Substituting the expression for ey and e2 and expanding,

è+G ■ + à +"■ “ 

1 /W 1 z-
+ ta ' ttx + m2 sin MV y/2Ey sin wyt (861)16 del

The first term of Eq. (861) is due only to the desired signal as 
amplified by an amplifier having a linear characteristic curve. 
The rest of the terms in Eq. (861) are due to cross modulation 
of the desired carrier by the modulation of the interfering signal. 
This cross modulation evidently depends upon the third, fifth, 
etc., derivatives of the curve.

Cross talk is most pronounced in receiving sets having auto
matic volume control. Automatic volume control is an automatic 
control of the audio output so that it remains more or less 
constant for a considerable range of input voltages. It is usually 
accomplished by causing the steady component of current, as 
produced by rectification of the incoming signal by the detector, 
to vary the negative polarizing potential of the first radio
frequency amplifier. The varying polarizing potential is 
produced by passing the rectified current through a suitable 
resistance located in the grid circuit of the amplifier. With this 
arrangement an intense signal causes the polarizing potential 
to be highly negative and often 
moves the quiescent point to the 
region of curvature of the plate
current grid-voltage curve of the 
amplifier. This curvature pro
duces cross talk because of the large 
values of the high-order terms in 
the power-series development of 
the characteristic curve.

In 1930 Ballantine and Snow6 
described a special tube whose 
characteristic curve is modified 
so as to decrease the high-order 
derivatives for low values of plate current. This modified 
characteristic curve might be obtained by operating two triodes 
in parallel, one having a small value of up and the other a large

5 Ballantine and Snow, Proc. I.R.E., 18, 2102 (1930). 

Fig. 340.—Equivalent plate-cur- 
rent curve for two tubes in parallel.
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value of Up. The two plate-current curves for these two tubes 
are illustrated by the dotted lines A and B of Fig. 340. The total 
plate current from the two tubes is shown by the full-line curve 
of Fig. 340. The cut-off of plate current is obviously less sharp 
than for curve B alone. Such a characteristic curve is well

Fig. 341.—Curves of ip va. e0l for variable-u pentode, type 235 with suppressor 
grid. (R.C.A. Radiotron Handbook.)

adapted to the use of automatic volume control. Weak signals 
are amplified on the steep portion of the curve; strong signals 
cause the polarizing potential to increase negatively so that the 
operating point moves to the portion of the curve having a 
small slope.

Instead of using two tubes, Snow incorporated the properties 
of two tubes in a single tube. This may be done by varying, 
along the length of the tube, one or more of the structural 
dimensions of the tube. The common construction is to wind 
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the grid so that a portion of it has a coarser mesh than the rest 
of the grid. The plate-current curves of a screen-grid tetrode 
having a grid of variable mesh but which is similar in other 
respects to tube 6, Plate V, are shown in Fig. 341.

As explained in Chap. VII, the voltage ratio of two tubes

Fig. 342.—Equivalent triode coefficients of variable-u pentode, type 235. 
(R.C.A. Radiotron Handbook.)

same plate and grid voltages, always increases as the grid 
voltage increases. For the same reasons, the voltage ratio of the 
single special tube just described varies as shown in Fig. 342 
which gives the dynamic characteristics of this tube.

The structural dimensions of a variable-u tube may be such 
that over a considerable range the plate current is an exponential 
function of the grid voltage; or

ip = Ad““ (862)
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The transconductance is also exponential; or

Sp = Abebe‘ (863)

A vacuum tube having a characteristic curve of the form of 
Eq. (862) can be used for logarithmic recording as pointed out by 
Ballantine.6 The transconductance of an exponential tube and 
that of an ordinary tube are plotted on logarithmic paper in

Fig. 343, taken from the paper by 
Ballantine and Snow.5 Figure 
3446 shows the transconductance 
of a variable-u tube which is 
logarithmic over a larger range 
than the tube of Fig. 343 and is 
hence better adapted to logar
ithmic recording.

250. Low-grid-current Tube 
The second special-purpose tube

Fig. 343. Curves of vs. for 5e described is especially 
vanabie-u tetrode. adapted to the measurement of

very small d-c. currents and is useful wherever an electrometer 
is used.

Although it is impossible to state who first thought of using 
a vacuum tube for the measurement of small currents7 by the 
methods similar to those used with an electrometer, one of the 
first extensive discussions of the matter was published by Metcalf 
and Thompson.8

The grid of a triode when negatively polarized controls the 
flow of electrons to the plate by its effect upon the electrostatic 
field near the cathode. Although theoretically the flow of current 
to the grid is only the charging current which flows into the grid 
capacitance, there is actually a grid current due to other causes. 
The development of a triode to be used as an electrometer con
sists in the reduction of the grid current as far as possible.

The grid current in a high-vacuum triode, when the grid is 
polarized negatively so that no electrons pass directly to the grid,

• Ballantine, Electronics, 2, 472 (1931).
7 Wold, U. S. patent 1,232,879 (1916). Wynn-Williams, Proc. Cam

bridge Phil. Soc., 23, 810 (1927); Nelson, Rev. Sci. Inst., 1, 281 (1930); 
Bennett, Rev. Sci. Inst., 1, 466 (1930); Nottingham, J. Franklin Inst., 209, 
287 (1930).

8 Metcalf and Thompson, Phys. Rev., 36, 1489 (1930). 
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is due to several causes, listed by Metcalf and Thompson as 
follows:

1. Leakage over the glass and insulating supports.
2. Positive ions formed by ionization of the residual gas in 

the tube.
3. Thermionic emission from the grid due to heating of the

Grid Bias in Volts
Fig. 344.—Transconductance of an exponential tetrode. (Ballantine.)

5. Photoelectrons emitted by the control grid due to light from 
the cathode.

6. Photoelectrons emitted by the control grid due to soft X- 
rays produced by plate-current electrons striking the plate.

Several forms of tubes have been designed to reduce grid 
current due to the above causes. The particular electrometer 
tube to be described was designed by Metcalf and Thompson and 
is shown as tube d of Plate V facing page 588.

Leakage current is reduced by the use of quartz beads to hold 
the supporting wires of the grid, these beads being shielded to 
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prevent surface contamination by sputtering or condensation of 
products from the filament. The control-grid connection is 
led out at the top of the tube. Leakage over the outside sur
face of the glass tube is generally reduced by winding over the 
tube a few turns of bare wire to serve as a guard ring, and by 
housing the tube in an enclosure in which a drying agent reduces 
the humidity of the air surrounding the tube.

Cause 2, i.e., positive-ion current from the gas, is reduced by 
employing a plate voltage below ionization voltage of the 
residual gas. The plate voltage specified for the tube described 
is 6 volts.

Because of the low filament power used in the tube described 
(Ea = 2.5 volts, la = 0.1 amp.), the grid does not become hot 
enough to emit electrons. Hence, Cause 3 listed above is of 
little importance.

Positive ions from the cathode are prevented from reaching the 
control grid by interposing, between the control grid and the 
cathode, a space-charge grid operated at a positive potential of 
about 4 volts.

Photoelectrons from the control grid due to light from the 
cathode are reduced by employing a filament of thoriated wire 
operated at a low temperature.

Finally, photoelectrons due to soft X-rays are reduced by 
employing a low plate voltage (6 volts). At higher plate voltages 
the grid current due to this cause is appreciable.

The net grid current due to the combined action of all causes 
listed is shown in Fig. 345, taken from the instructions for 
operating the tube described. The grid current is generally 
less than 10~15 amp.; the voltage ratio of the tube is 1.0; and the 
plate resistance is 40,000 ohms. The grid resistance is of the 
order of 1016 ohms as compared to 108 or 109 ohms for ordinary 
tubes.

The electrometer tube is often used in connection with an 
ionization gauge for the measurement of X-rays, or in connection 
with a photoelectric cell for the measurement of low intensities 
of light. In both uses the connections are similar. If the resist
ance of the input device is comparatively low, the connections 
shown in Fig. 346a are used; if the resistance of the input device 
is very high, the connections shown in Fig. 3466 may give a more 
sensitive arrangement.
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Assume for illustration that a photoelectric cell is used, whose 
constant is

_ diK = dL
where L is the total energy of radiation falling on the cell. If 
the arrangement of Fig. 346a is used,

(864)deg = Rcdi = RcKdL (approx.)

Fig. 345.—Average characteristics of tetrode type FP54. Ef = 2.5 volts; 
E^ = 4 volts; Ep = 6 volts.

If the arrangement of Fig. 3466 is used, the change of grid voltage 
is the change in voltage drop through the grid variational 
resistance rg. Hence

deg = rgdi = rgKdL (865)

Consequently, if rg is greater than Rc the arrangement of Fig. 
3466 is more sensitive. This discussion assumes that the voltage 
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across the photoelectric cell is sufficient to produce saturation 
current through the cell.

The grid-current diagram for the electrometer tube, when 
used as shown in Fig. 3466, is given in Fig. 347. The steady grid 
voltage is determined by the intersection of the resistance line 
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for the external device and the grid-current curve. The condi
tions for maximum sensitivity can be derived when the char
acteristics of the external device connected to the grid are known.

Several more complicated circuits, consisting of bridge arrange
ments similar to those described in connection with vacuum-tube 
voltmeters, can be used with a certain gain in stability. These 
circuits are described by Nottingham7 and also in a pamphlet9 
issued by the General Electric Company.

General References
Jobst: Uber den Zusammenhang zwischen Durchgriff and Entladungsgesetz 

bei Röhren mit veränderlichem Durchgriff (variable), Telefunken Ztg., 
12, 29 (1931).

Bakton: High Audio Power from Relatively Small Tubes, Proc. I.R.E., 19, 
1131 (1931).

Fay: Operation of Vacuum Tubes as Class B and Class C Amplifiers, Proc.
I.R.E., 20, 548 (1932).

9 Gen. Elec. Bull. 249 A, February, 1932.





THEORY OF SUPERIMPOSED CURRENTS

APPENDIX A

Most problems in electrical engineering are concerned either 
with direct currents only, or with alternating currents only. In 
some special problems, those concerned with a microphone in the 
telephone art, for example, currents flow which are composed of 
an alternating current superimposed upon a direct current. In 
problems of this type, the theory and calculation of the circuits 
may be more involved than in the simpler cases. The elements 
of the theory of superimposed currents are added here because 
the currents in vacuum-tube circuits are more often composite 
than steady or alternating alone.

1. Path of Operation for Superimposed Currents.—Suppose 
a circuit, equivalent to a pure resistance, offers to a steady 
current the resistance R, and to an alternating current of fre
quency a the resistance R. The hypothetical circuit may consist 
of a conductor of negligible reactance, for which the skin effect 
is pronounced, making R different from R. 
Often we have to consider the parallel reson- r 
ance circuit shown in Fig. 1, tuned to the —

R

frequency a. Obviously the resistance of 
this circuit to a steady current is R which we 
shall denote as R. At resonance, the equiva
lent impedance of the parallel circuit to a 

c
Fig. 1.—Parallel 

resonance circuit.

current of frequency a is L/CR. To the harmonics of a, i.e., 
to 2a, 3a, etc., the capacitive reactance is small and therefore 
the total impedance is small.

Suppose that a steady current I flows through the parallel 
circuit. The e.m.f. across the circuit is E = IR. Instead of 
the steady current, an alternating current, t = I sin at, may flow 
through the circuit. The instantaneous e.m.f. across the circuit 
is then e = iR = RI sin at. Assume, as is usually true, that 
R is not a function of current and hence not effected by I, and 
that R is also not a function of current and hence not affected 
by I. This assumption is not true if the conductor is heated 

623
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by the current and its resistance is a function of temperature, or 
if the resistance of the conductor is partly made up of iron losses 
the value of which depends upon the total flux. Under the given 
assumption, the two currents I and I can be superimposed with 
no cross effects between them, and the total e.m.f. across the 
circuit is the sum of the two separate e.m.f.’s or

e = E + c — IR + IR (1)
The total current is

i = I + i (2)

Fig. 2.—Characteristic of a conductor having a different resistance for alter
nating and direct currents.

Equation (1) is represented graphically in Fig. 2. Line ao 
is drawn making an angle with the vertical whose tangent is 
equal to R. For every point on this line, the ratio of the abscissa 
to the ordinate is the constant R. This line represents the steady
current resistance R. Line bOb' is drawn making an angle with 
the vertical whose tangent is R. This line represents the a-c. 
resistance R. As the potential varies according to the expression 
e = E sin at, the corresponding current f, at any time t, is deter
mined by projecting horizontally from a point p which moves 
along the line b'b always vertically above e. The extent of 
travel on each side of the origin is determined by the maximum 
voltage E.
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If voltages E and e act simultaneously, the operating point 
moves along line ff' drawn through o' parallel to b'b. Line ff' 
is a plot of Eq. (1).

2. Power Relations.—The power delivered to the circuit is

(3)

Substituting the values of e and i from Eqs. (1) and (2)

f \1R + RI
I Jo

sin wt)(J + 1 sin wt)dt

= PR + = SR + PR (4)

Equation (4) shows that the power is the sum of the d-c. and 
a-c. powers taken separately. The d-c. power is represented 

Fig. 3.—Characteristic of a conductor having a different resistance for alter
nating currents of different frequencies.

by the area of rectangle hO'lO, and the a-c. power is represented 
by the area of triangle O'fd.

3. Effect of Harmonics upon the Path.—The alternating 
current and e.rn.f. have been assumed sinusoidal. The current 
may contain harmonics of the fundamental frequency w/2tt, 
as 3o>/2tt, etc. If the circuit offers the same resistance 
to all frequencies, the path is still a straight line as in Fig. 2, 
but the point O' is determined by the average voltage E and the 
average current 1. The power is now not given by the area of 
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triangle O'fd. Usually, however, the circuit offers a different 
resistance for each frequency, as shown in Fig. 3 by the three 
resistance lines fifi, ^2, fifs- ■ These lines are drawn making 
angles with the vertical whose tangents are equal to the resistance 
offered to currents of frequency w/Wtr, 2w/2ir, and Three
frequencies are used here for illustration, although there may be 
more in any actual case. If the maximum amplitudes Ii, 12, 
and Z3 of the three frequencies are represented by the projections

Fig. 4.—Characteristic of a conductor whose resistance is a function of the 
current.

on the current axis of the distances O'fi, O'f2, and O'f3, the total 
power is

p Tp 1 7iRi , I2R2 IsRs
Power = IE + + ~2~

The total a-c. power is represented by the sum of the areas of the 
three shaded triangles of Fig. 3. The path of the operating point 
with harmonics, if the resistance is dependent upon frequency, is 
some sort of open figure, the form depending upon the phases of 
the several harmonics with respect to the fundamental current, 
as well as upon their relative amplitudes and the resistances.
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4. Resistance a Function of Current.—Consider a conducting 
device whose resistance is a function of the current, for example, 
a diode or an incandescent lamp. With such devices the current 
and e.m.f. are connected by some functional relation which can 
best be represented graphically. Let Fig. 4 represent such a 
graph, and let

i = /(e) (6)

be the equation of the curve. Assume that a constant e.m.f.
E is first impressed on the conductor.

A steady current I flows such that E and I satisfy Eq. (6); or

ï = f(E) (7)
The circle on the curve of Fig. 4 represents the quiescent condi
tion.

Now assume that e varies owing to the superimposition upon 
£ of a periodically varying e.m.f. of the period T. This added 
e.m.f. may be nonsinusoidal and may have an average value 
not equal to zero. An illustrative wave form is shown plotted 
in Fig. 4. The total e.m.f. e will have an average value given by

(8)

The current that flows as a result of the varying voltage e is 
nonsinusoidal and has an average value

(9)

In order that the average point on the i-e diagram determined 
by E and I shall lie on the characteristic curve for the conductor, 
E and I must satisfy Eq. (6); or

I = f(E) = f ^JJedt
(10)

Equation (10) is in general not true, as is evident by integrating
Eq. (6) from 0 to T and dividing by T, which gives

J = = (U)

It is true only if i is a linear function of e, i.e., if f(e) = A + Be. 
This can be proved if the expression just given is substituted in 
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Eqs. (10) and (11). Therefore, the following general statement 
may be made.

When the instantaneous current i and the instantaneous e.m.f. 
e are connected by some relation as i = /(e), the point on the i-e 
diagram determined by the average current I and the average e.m.f. 
E does not lie on the curve i = /(e) unless the current i is a linear 
function of e.
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METHOD OF TESTING AN AUDIO TRANSFORMER

The simple audio transformer usually consists of two windings 
of fine wire on a closed iron core. The inductances of the primary 
and secondary coils may be hundreds of henries and the coefficient 
of coupling is very near unity. The determination of the per
formance of such a transformer as a function of frequency is a 
straightforward test, although the measurement of the constants 
of the transformer is difficult. This appendix gives methods of 
determining these constants.

1. Test of Voltage Ratio of an Audio Transformer.—There 
are two methods of obtaining the voltage ratio of an audio

oG
Vacuum- 
tube 

voltmeter

Fig. 1.—Method of determining the voltage ratio of an audio transformer, using 
a vacuum-tube voltmeter.

transformer. The 'first method makes use of a vacuum-tube 
voltmeter to obtain the ratio of output to input voltage, while 
the second method is a null or balance method.

First Method.—The connections for the first method are shown 
in Fig. 1. An attenuator or potentiometer, connected to a 
variable-frequency oscillator, impresses on the primary winding 
a voltage sufficient to give always the same voltage output as 
indicated by the vacuum-tube voltmeter. A switch is used, 
as shown in the figure, in order that the voltage across the 
potentiometer may be measured by means of the same voltmeter.

In making the test, the audio transformer should be connected 
as designed; i.e., one particular terminal of the secondary winding 
(usually marked G) should be connected to the grid of the vacuum
tube voltmeter, and the terminal of the primary winding intended 

629 
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to connect to the plate should be connected to the high-potential 
side of the attenuator. This is important, particularly when 
the impedance across the terminals is high, because the capaci
tance of the windings has a considerable effect upon the voltage 
ratio at high frequencies. The capacitance of the vacuum-tube 
voltmeter and of the wiring is connected across the secondary 
during the measurement and should be the same in magnitude 
as that of the circuit to which the transformer is connected 
when used.

Figure 2 shows curves of the voltage ratio of a particular trans
former, taken by the first method. The curves are for different

Fig. 2.—Voltage ratio of an audio transformer (TL) obtained by the method of 
Fig. 1.

values of Rp, the resistance connected in series with the primary 
coil to simulate the variational plate resistance rp of a vacuum 
tube. The dropping off in voltage ratio at low frequencies is 
mostly due to the decrease in fractional voltage across the 
primary coil as the inductive reactance of the primary coil 
decreases. The pronounced peak at about 9,000 cycles per 
second is a resonance peak, the resonance circuit consisting of 
the capacitance across the secondary coil and the equivalent 
inductance of the transformer as viewed from the secondary 
circuit.

Second Method.—The second method of measuring the voltage 
ratio is indicated in Fig. 3. The mutual inductance Ma and 
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either Ra or Rb are varied to give a balance. The voltage ratio 
is —. b =■ At very low and at high frequencies, where

VRl + MIX
the telephone receivers and the ear are insensitive, a vacuum-tube 
voltmeter may be substituted for the telephone receivers to deter
mine the balance. If the coils of the transformer are not wound 
in opposite directions, it is necessary to reverse the connections 
to the primary winding to obtain balance. If Ra is of the order of 
100 ohms, the capacitance effects in the primary circuit are 
submerged and this reversal from the direction of connection as 
prescribed should make little difference in this test.

The second method gives the voltage ratio when no capacitance 
is added across the secondary winding. If the performance

Fig. 3.—Balance method of determining the voltage ratio of an audio trans
former.

of the transformer is desired with the usual capacitance across 
the secondary coil, the input of an amplifier should be connected 
between the points marked F and G.

Figure 4 shows curves of the voltage ratio obtained by the 
second method. The curves are for a different make of trans
former from that used in obtaining Fig. 2. The several curves 
are for different values of Rp as indicated in Fig. 2. The dotted 
curve in Fig. 4 is for Rp = 0 and is taken by the first method. 
The shift in the position and the change in height of the maxi
mum of the dotted curve and of the full-line curve for Rp = 0 
are due to the difference in capacitance across the secondary 
coil in the two cases. The capacitance across the secondary coil 
for the full-line curve is merely the distributed capacitance of the 
coil, whereas the capacitance for the dotted curve is the capaci-
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tance of the vacuum-tube voltmeter added to the distributed 
capacitance.

The first method gives more accurate results at high and at 
low frequencies and is more convenient and much easier in 
execution. The first method is recommended, except when 
making the measurements to determine the constants of the 
transformer as outlined below.

Frequency in Cycles per Second

Fig. 4.—Voltage ratio of an audio transformer (AD1). Full lines obtained by 
the method of Fig. 3. Dotted line obtained by the method of Fig. 1.

2. Measurement of L2/Li.—The transformer may be repre
sented by the circuits of Fig. 5, where Ci and C2 are the equiv
alent distributed capacitances of the transformer alone. If 
the impedance of the primary winding is measured on a bridge 
when the secondary coil is short-circuited, the measured resistance 
Rt and inductance Li, neglecting Ci, are

R{ = Ri + jNzfr^-2 = eJ 1 +1 Hl +
_ r

L1 R2 + L2W2 L1 1

M2/L2 . M 
n2 + 1 Ri

T2 1
+1

(1)

(2)

Similarly, the resistance R^ and inductance Lv measured when 
the primary coil is short-circuited, are

R( — R2 M2/L2 . Ri' 
y2 + 1 Ri (3)
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L'2= L2 1 - r2 "I
V2y+ 1 (4)

From Eqs. (2) and (4),

Ly L[ (5)

provided y2 is approximately the same as r/2 or both are negligible 
in comparison with unity. Usually tji and 772 are of the order 
of magnitude of 0.005, and their squares negligible in comparison 
with unity.

The measurement of the quantities in Eqs. (1), (2), (3), and (4) 
should be made at a medium frequency, say 1,000 cycles per
second, in order that the capaci
tance across the winding con
nected to the bridge may have 
little effect. As a matter of 
fact, the effect of this capaci
tance, though small, should be

Fig. 5.—Circuits of the audio trans
former.

corrected for by the following
formulas :

Similar formulas give the corrected values of R2 and L2 by 
changing all subscripts from 1 to 2 in. Eqs. (6) and (7). The 
values of Cy and C2 are obtained by a method to be described.

Another precaution necessary for the highest precision is to 
make the above measurements when the flux density in the 
transformer core is the same, because of the fact that both the 
permeability of the iron and the iron losses depend upon flux 
density. The measurements should be made so that IyL1 = IzL^ 
or so that the voltage across the transformer winding connected 
to the bridge is the same in both measurements.

3. Measurement of Ly.—The inductance of the primary coil is 
usually so large that accurate measurement of Ly on a bridge is 
almost impossible. The following method for the determination 
of Ly is convenient and generally is sufficiently accurate. Refer-
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ring to Fig. 6, the primary coil and a high resistance are connected 

60 ~

Fig. 6.—Method of meas
uring the inductance of the 
primary coil of an audio 
transformer.

in series and to a source of sinusoidal 
e.m.f. The frequency of the impressed 
e.m.f. is chosen low in order that the 
capacitances across primary and second
ary coils may have negligible effects. 
The 60-cycle mains of the laboratory 
give a convenient source, the frequency 
of which is usually accurately known. 
The resistance R is adjusted until the 
voltage, as given by a vacuum-tube volt

meter, is the same across the two elements of the circuit. Usually
Ri is negligible in comparison with Lia. In such a case Lia = R. 
If Ri is not negligible, a reading of the voltmeter across the two 

Fig. 7.—Variation of Li with a-c. voltage across Lu Steady current equal to 
zero. (Transformer ADI.)

elements in series gives the necessary additional data to enable Ri 
and Li to be calculated.
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The magnitude of Li varies greatly with the a-c. voltage across 
the coil. Figure 7 shows the variation of Li of a particular 
transformer (ADI) with a-c. voltage impressed across the coil.
In obtaining the readings for 
Fig. 7 for small a-c. voltages, a 
resistance amplifier was used in 
front of the vacuum-tube volt
meter to increase its sensitivity.

The inductance Li also depends 
upon the magnitude of the steady 
current passing through the coil. 
The circuit of Fig. 8 was used 
to obtain the curves of Fig. 9, 
giving the variation of L, with 

Fig. 8.—Method of measuring Li 
with a steady current flowing through 
the winding.

steady current. The a-c. potential difference across the coil was 
0.30 volt.

4. Determination of the Coefficient of Coupling r.—The 
coefficient of coupling t can easily be calculated from the bridge

Fig. 9.—Variation of Li with steady current.

measurements of the short-circuited transformer. Referring 
to Eq. (2), if is negligible in comparison with unity,

1 - T2 Li
L, (8)

Similarly, Eq. (4) also gives the value of 1 — r2.
5. Measurement of the Distributed Capacitances Ci and C2.—

In order to determine the distributed capacitance C2, the trans
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former is connected as shown in Fig. 3 for obtaining the voltage 
ratio by the second method.

If Ei and E2 are the voltages across the primary and secondary 
coils, as indicated in Fig. 5, their ratio is given by
E2 _
Ei “ 

________ M/C2__________________________
- LJ^X + M2X + L ) +

Voltages E2 and Ex are in phase provided

R^a T RgLia — ff— = 9 (16)

If an additional capacitance (C2)Bdd. is connected across the 
secondary coil, this added capacitance can be accurately adjusted 
for balance when Ma of Fig. 3 is zero. Equation (10) becomes

1

L, +

C2 + (C'2)«dd.
_i 

X (ID

The experimental procedure is to obtain (C2)add. for various 
R2frequencies. If L2 + p/Li remains constant, a plot of (C2\M

against 1/n2 should be a straight line having an intercept equal to 
C2. Such a plot for a particular transformer (ADI) is shown in
Fig. 10. The value of the distributed capacitance of the second
ary coil of the transformer is 90 ypi. The straightness of the line 

R2attests the constancy of L2 + p-Ly at least for the lower range 
of frequencies.

The distributed capacitance of the primary coil can be found 
by this same process with primary and secondary interchanged. 
A plot for this measurement is shown in Fig. 11, giving Ci as 
330ggf.

6. Determination of the Ratios Ri/Liu and R2/L2a.—The 
ratios Ri/Liw and R2lL2a, usually denoted by yi and y2, involve 
the resistances Ri and R2, which are the resistances of the coils 
as increased by eddy-current losses, iron losses, and skin effect. 
These resistances are the resistances which would be measured 
if the distributed capacitances were zero.
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To determine yi, the resistance of the primary winding with 
the. secondary winding short-circuited is measured on a bridge. 
This resistance is given by Eq. (1) but should be corrected by 
Eq. (6). Since the coefficient of coupling is practically unity, 
and fa is negligible compared with unity, Eq. (1) becomes

or

R{ = Ri . . Li Ri
La' R1 (12)

Fig. 10.—Determination of the distributed capacitance of the secondary winding 
of transformer ADI,

V1 R1 Li (13)
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R
The value of L2 + -^Ly can be obtained from Eq. (10) in which 

the w for zero phase shall be denoted by Substituting in 
Eq. (13),

The magnitude of can be obtained from the point where 
the line crosses the axis in the plot of added secondary capacitance 
against 1 /n2, as shown in Fig. 10.

The corresponding expression for ?/2 is given by
__ ni Ly

Li W (15)
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where the is obtained from the plot, Fig. 11.
Actually, the high-frequency resistances Ri and R2 do not 

differ greatly from the steady-current resistances except possibly 
at the higher frequencies.

7. Constants of a Particular High-grade Audio Transformer.— 
The constants are given for the particular transformer (ADI) 
for which the data for Figs. 4, 7, 9,10, and 11 were taken. These 
constants apply to the transformer when no steady current 
flows through either winding and when the applied a-c. potential 
used for measurement purposes is very small.

Constants of a Typical Transformer (ADI)

= 9-0El
Turns ratio = 3.0

Li = 85 henries
Li = 765 henries
Ci = 330/x/xf
Ci = 90/iPf

Natural resonance frequency of primary coil = 952 cycles per second
Natural resonance frequency of secondary coil = 607 cycles per second

t = 0.998
yi = 0.0026 at 1,000 cycles per second
in — 0.00139 at 1,000 cycles per second
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A

Activation of cathode, oxide-coated, 
105

thoriated tungsten, 115
Amplification, current, 287

power, 288
of impedance amplifier, 294
of resistance amplifier, 289
of tuned amplifier, 298

voltage, 287
of impedance amplifier, 293
measurement of, 409, 422, 425, 

447
of multistage resistance ampli

fier, 399, 402, 407
of resistance amplifier, 292
of tuned amplifier, 295
of tuned transformer amplifier, 

301
of untuned transformer ampli

fier, 299
Amplification factor, 152

(See also Voltage ratio)
Amplifiers, audio-frequency, 402

impedance-coupled, 420
resistance-coupled, 402
transformer-coupled, 442

Class A, 284
classification of, 284
direct-current, 291, 413
distortion in, 397
impedance-loaded, 293
invention of, 11
multistage impedance-coupled,417

for audio frequencies, 420
for radio frequencies, 423
voltage amplification of, 419

multistage resistance-coupled, 396,
397

Amplifiers, multistage resistance- 
coupled, for audio frequencies, 
402

for radio frequencies, 415 
voltage amplification of, 399,

402, 407, 409
multistage transformer-coupled, 

427
for audio frequencies, 442
discussion of, 441
for radio frequencies, 448
voltage amplification of, 429

neutralization of, 454
radio-frequency, impedance-cou

pled, 423
resistance-coupled, 415 
transformer-coupled, 448 

resistance-loaded, 288 
tetrode, Class A, 603

Class B, 605
with thermocouple, 309
transformer-loaded, 298

tuned, 300, 313
untuned, 299

tuned, 294, 313
Anode, definition of, 3
Atom, Bohr’s, 20

definition of, 17
excited, 22
metastable, 30
orbits of, 30
physical picture of, 20, 22

Atomic number, definition of, 21
Audio-frequency amplifiers, 402

(See also Amplifiers)
Audio-frequency transformer, 442, 

629
(See also Transformer)

Audion, definition of, 4
Azide process, 110
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B

Band width, of transformer-coupled 
amplifier, 303

of tuned amplifier, 296
Bar, definition of, 19
Boltzmann’s law, 79
Braun tube, 46

C

Canal rays, 47
Capacitances, interelectrode, in

multielectrode tubes, 597
in triodes, 267

measurement of, 269
Carrier current, 480
Cathode rays, 43, 46
Cathodes, 95-137

adsorbed monatomic films, 114
bombardment by positive ions, 

99
definition of, 3
effect of gas on, 243
equipotential, 132
oxide-coated, 102

activation of, 105
azide process, 110 
characteristics of, 112 
combined kind of, 105 
emission constants of, 108 
power radiated from, 112 
preparation of, 109 
uncombined kind of, 105

tantalum filaments, 102
thermionic, pure metal, 95

types of, 95
thoriated tungsten, 114

activation of, 115
activation time of, 119
characteristics of, 121
fraction of surface covered,

116
tungsten filaments, 96

characteristics of, 97
electrical properties of, 99
thoriated, 99

Wehnelt, 8, 102

Characteristic curve of conductors, 
48

Coefficients of triode, complex, 251 
definition of, 165 
effect of gas on, 250 
measurement of, 228

Collisions between electrons and 
molecules, 28

Conductance, definition of, 49
grid variational of triode, 165

measurement of, 237
plate variational of triode, 165

for average values, 570
measurement of, 235

variational, definition of, 52, 142
Conduction, 35-54

electrolytic, 37
gaseous, 37
high-vacuum, 45
metallic, 36
in vacuum tubes, 2

Contact potential, 63, 80
Coupled circuits with regeneration, 

344, 364—395
constant regenerative effect, 368

critical coupling, 370
detection of resonance, 377
drag loop, 377
max. secondary current, 368
oscillation, 369, 380
oscillation boundary curve, 372, 

382
currents in, 364
variable regenerative effect, 385

boundary curves, experimen
tal, 394

boundary curves, oscillation, 
387

max. secondary current, 386
oscillation, 387

Coupled circuits without regenera
tion, 344-364

critical coupling in, 347 
contours for secondary current, 

349
currents in, 344
max. max. secondary current in, 

347
loci of, 354
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Coupled circuits without regenera
tion, max. max. secondary 
voltage in, 359

locus of, 360
value of, 363

max. secondary current in, 346
max. secondary voltage in, 359
space model for, 348

sections through, 355
Critical coupling, 347

contours for secondary current, 
349

sections for, 358
Cross talk in amplifiers, 612
Curves (see Graphs)
Cylindrical electrodes, charge 

density vs. distance, 75
field strength vs. distance, 75 
space current as affected by initial 

velocity, 78
space current vs. voltage, 72, 74
velocity vs. distance, 75

D

Detection, heterodyne, 547
linear, 586

Detection coefficient, of diode, 489
measurement of, 503

of triode, 518
Detection for large amplitudes, 565-

587
by diode, theory of non-linear 

circuits, 535
by triode, 559, 565

grid-circuit detection, 573, 581
plate-circuit detection, 565, 581 
transrectification, 565, 567

Detection for small amplitudes, 480-
534

by diode, 480-511
graphs of, 509
high-frequency considerations, 

500
low-frequency considerations, 

498
measurement of, 503
of modulated signal, 490
of two modulated signals, 495
of unmodulated signal, 481

Detection for small amplitudes, 
by triode, 512-534

grid-circuit detection, 512, 515,
518, 520, 532

measurement of, 527, 531
of modulated signal, 516 
plate-circuit detection, 512, 516, 

518, 529, 532
of unmodulated signal, 512

Detectors, diode, 480
comparison of, 502
distortion in, 498

tetrode, 605
triode, 512

distortion in, 522
Diodes, characteristic curves of,

83
characteristic surface of, 82
definition of, 4
detection for small amplitudes, 

480-534
(See also Detection for small 

amplitudes)
theory of, for large amplitudes, 538

Discharge, through gas, 42
Crookes dark space, 42
effect of wall charge, 44
Faraday dark space, 42
negative glow, 42
positive column, 42

non-self-sustaining, 38, 39
self-sustaining, 38, 40

Distortion, wave-form, 285
amplitude, 286, 397
in detection, 572
frequency, 285, 397
in radio-frequency amplifiers, 

611
in resistance amplifiers, 405

Dummy-tube test, 478
Durchgriff, 145, 177, 593
Drag loop, 377
Dynatron, 602

E

Edison effect, 6
Electrodes, cold, 136
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Electrometer tube, 616
Electron, 24

charge of, 25
emission of, 55
e/ma of, 25
forces on, 26
free, 36
mass of, 25
mean free path of, 19
properties of, 21
reflection of, 32
secondary emission, 32, 34
wave length of, 26, 33

Electron affinity, 58
Electrostatic field in triode, 175
Emission, 55-137

from cold cathode, 41
cold cathode, by electric field, 86
comparison of, from various

surfaces, 62
constants, for metals, 65

of oxide-coated cathodes, 108
effect of gases on, 98
efficiency of, 85, 122
electronic, 55
initial velocity of electrons, 76
photoelectric, 55, 92
secondary, 32, 34, 55, 89

by metastable atoms, 41
by positive ions, 41
in tetrodes, 602

temperature law, 58
thermionic, definition of, 3, 55
of tungsten, 61
velocity distribution of emitted 

electrons, 76, 79
Emitters, 95-137

types of, 95
(See also Cathodes)

Equivalent circuits of triode, 197,
282

Equivalent conductance for large 
variations, 541

Equivalent diode, 144
Equivalent-grid-circuit theorem, 196

for tetrode, 595
Equivalent grid voltage, 145
Equivalent-plate-circuit theorem,

192

Equivalent-plate-circuit theorem, 
extension of, 281

for rectification, 571
for tetrode, 595

Exponential tube, 615

F

Factor of merit of amplifier, 303,
603

Feed-back, 454
causes of, 455
primary, 472
secondary, 472

Fictitious voltage, 220
of detection, for diode, 486

for triode, 585, 571, 579
Filament current, effect of space 

current on, 127
Filaments, adsorbed monatomic 

films, 114
cooling of ends of, 127
oxide-coated, 102
pure-metal, 95
thoriated, 114
tungsten, characteristics of, 97

electrical properties of, 99
thoriated, 99

voltage drop along, 127
Fleming valve, 4, 7, 9

G

Gaede pump, 10
Gas, effects of, 242
“Getters,” 115
Graphs, for amplifiers, resistance-

coupled, 408, 412
transformer-coupled, 447

for crystal detectors, 509
for tetrodes, coefficients of, 594

screen-grid, 599
transrectification diagram of, 

605
for triodes, constant space current, 

148
effect of gas, 246
static characteristic curves of,

153
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Graphs, for triodes, transrectification 
diagram of, 566, 580

variational characteristics of, 
167

voltage ratio of, space current 
constant, 180

of variable-u pentode, 614
voltage ratio of audio transformer, 

630
Grid, action of, 173

control, 590
definition of, 4, 144
equivalent voltage of, 145
screen, 14, 598, 609
space charge, 598, 609, 611
suppressor, 609

H

Historical sketch, 5-16 
“Hot-spots,” 113

I

Initial velocity of electrons, 75-82
effect of, on space current, 75

Input admittance, 261-283
for low frequencies, 262

when Rb = 0, 266
when Xi, = 0, 265

with neutralization, 462, 471
when kg — 0, Bb = 0, 275
when k„ = 0, Bb 0, 277

Interelectrode capacitances, 267-272 
measurement of, 269-272

Ionization, 29, 31
definition of, 24
effect of, on plate current, 133

in triodes, 214, 246
probability of, 32

Ionization gauge, 259
Ionization potentials, 31
Ions, electrolytic, 37

ionization by, 32
positive, 48

(See also Positive ions)

K

Kallirotron, 414
Kenetron, 4, 10

Kinetic theory, 17
“Konel” metal, 103, 104, 106, 112, 

113

L

Logarithmic recording, 616
Low-grid-current tube, 616

M

Matter, constitution of, 17
Maxwell’s law of velocities, 55
Metastable states of atom, 30
Modulation, 480

amplitude, 480
definition of, 13
degree of, 480
frequency, 480
theory of, 548

Molecules, 23
definition of, 17
mean free path of, 18 

Multielectrode tubes, 588-621 
Mutual conductance (see Trans

conductance)

N

Negative glow, 42
Negative resistance of tetrode, 602
Neutralization of amplifiers, 454-479 

by current balance, 466 
experimental adjustment for, 476 
test of degree of, 477

dummy-tube test, 478
by voltage balance, 458

Neutrodyne, 470
Noise in vacuum tubes, 134 
Nomenclature, 138-143 
Non-linear circuits, 535-564 

applications of theory, 562 
with diode, R = R, 538

derivation of characteristic 
curve, 549

equivalent conductance, 541
heterodyne detection, 547
modulated e.m.f., 542
two unmodulated e.m.f’s, 547, 

548
unmodulated e.m.f., 538
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Non-linear circuits, with diode, 
R R, 552

complete equations for, 558
with triode, Rb = Rb, 559

Rb Rb, path of operation, 560
Non-linear element, 496
Nucleus of atom, 22

O

Oscillation, boundary curves of, 372, 
382, 387

experimental, 394
conditions for, 319, 323, 325

with large amplitudes, 335
Oscillator, invention of, 12
Output admittance of triode, 261, 

274
Oxide-coated cathodes, 102

(See also Cathodes)

P

Path of operation, 201-213
on curved region, when R> = Rb, 

207
when Rt, Rb, 209

effect of grid-circuit resistance, 210
on plane region, when Rb = Rb, 

203
when Rb Rb, 204
when Rb Rb, Xb 0, 206

Pentode, 588, 596, 609-616
coefficients of, 589
definition of, 4
equivalent triode for, 597
with screen grid, 611
with space charge grid, 611
with suppressor grid, 609

Photoelectric effect, 24
Planck’s constant, 30
Plane electrodes, charge density vs. 

distance, 71
field strength vs. distance, 71
space current as affected by initial 

velocities, 78
space current vs. voltage, 67, 74
velocity vs. distance, 71

Plate, definition of, 3
metals for, 136
power radiated from, 102
safe operating temperature, 137

Plate-circuit diagram, for steady 
current, 201

Plate current, effect of ionization 
on, 133

Pliotron, 4
Positive ions, current due to, 48, 255

effect on emission, 243
Potential distribution between plane

electrodes, 77
Power, interchange between grid 

and plate circuits, 213
relations in triode circuits, 213,

216
with no power interchange, 216
with power interchange, 222

Power output, maximum with con
stant grid voltage, 226, 306

maximum undistorted with Eb 
given, 306

with Ep given, 307
Pressure, unit of, 19, 20

Q

Quiescent point, 193

R

Radiotelephony, 1915 experiment,
13

Ramsauer effect, 19
Reflex factor, 166
Regeneration, in coupled circuits,

344
(See also Coupled circuits with 

regeneration)
definition of, 11
for large amplitudes, 331-343

characteristics of triode for, 341
for small amplitudes, 315-331

coefficient of, 317
inductive coupling, tuned grid 

circuit, 316
tuned plate circuit, 322

resistance coupling, 330
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Resistance, ohmic, 49
plate variational, for average 

values, 570
variational, definition of, 52, 142

Resonance of molecule, 29
Resonance potentials, 31
Richardson’s theory, 8, 58

S

Saturation current, 67
Schottky effect, 89
Schroteffekt, 134, 246
Screen-grid tubes, 14, 598, 609
Secondary emission, 89

(See also Emission)
Selectivity, of transformer-coupled 

amplifier, 303
of tuned amplifier, 296

Shot effect, 134, 246
Space charge, 66
Space-charge grid, 598, 609, 611
Space current, effect of filament cur

rent on, 132
of ionization on, 133

for retarding potentials, 80
in triodes, 147
variation with filament current, 83
voltage law, 66

for cylindrical surfaces, 72
for plane surfaces, 67

Spectrum from detection, 497
“Sputtering,” 99
Superheterodyne, 13
Superimposed currents, 623-628
Superregeneration, 13
Suppressor grid, 609
Symbols, mathematical, 138

T

Tantalum, as emitter, 95
filaments, 102

Tetrodes, 588, 590-609
as Class A amplifier, 603
as Class B amplifier, 605
coefficients of, 589
definition of, 4
as detector, 605
equivalent triode for, 591
with screen grid, 598, 599

Tetrodes, with space-charge grid, 598
Theorem, equivalent-grid-circuit, 

196
equivalent-plate-circuit, 192

Thermal noise, 136
Thermionic emission, 3, 55

(See also Emission)
Thermions, definition of, 3
Thoriated filaments, 114

(See also Cathodes)
Three-electrode tube, 144

(See also Triodes)
Transconductance, grid variational, 

165
measurement of, 240

plate variational, 165
measurement of, 237
for rectification, 570

Transformer, 629-639
audio-frequency, 442, 629

coefficient of coupling of, 635
constants of, 639
distributed capacitances of, 635
inductance ratio of, 632
y of, 636
primary inductance of, 633
test of, 629
voltage ratio of, 629

radio-frequency, 448, 451
Transrectification, 565, 567
Triodes, 144-191

coefficients of, 165
measurement of, 228

definition of, 4
detection by, for large amplitudes, 

559, 565
(See also Detection for large 

amplitudes)
for small amplitudes, 512-534

(See also Detection for small 
amplitudes)

equivalent circuits of, 197
equivalent diode of, 144
gas in, 242
input admittance of, 261
interelectrode capacitances, 267

measurement of, 269
invention of, 10, 144
output admittance of, 261
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Triodes, in parallel, 185
static characteristic curves of, 153
theory of, for large amplitudes, 

559
variational characteristics of, 164

Tungsten, as emitter, 95, 96
power radiated from, 102, 137

Two-electrode tubes, 82
(See also Diodes)

U

Ultra-audion, 330

V

Vacuum, physical picture of, 20
Vacuum-tube voltmeter, 582

errors in, 586
Vacuum tubes, as circuit elements, 1

classification of, 1
exhaustion of, 111

Variable-u tube, 611
Volta potential, 64, 80

Voltage amplification (see Amplifica
tion)

Voltage ratio, calculation of, 178
measurement of, 230
plate variational for plate rectifi

cation, 570
of triode, 152, 165

dependence on dimensions, 180
effect of non-uniform dimen

sions, 185
variable, 611

Voltmeter, vacuum-tube, 582

w
Wall charge, effect of, 44
Wehnelt cathode, 8, 102
Work function, 56, 62

X

X-ray pictures of tubes
Plate II, 144
Plate V, 588
Plate VI, 596


	In Eqs. (485) and (486), the following new abbreviations appear.

	1

		1	

	(487)

	For greatest sensitivity,

	Triodes, in parallel, 185


